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Discover how your
ST can unleash your
creative talents...
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Cheat your way through Utopia,

Mega Lo Mania, Cybercon &more
Plus: new sections for STOS and assembly tips
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and all your regular Desktop technical advice
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fHE GODS ARE BACK AND ALL
HELL IS ABOUT TO BREAK LOOSE
opulous II has arrived and it's everything you'd dreamt it
t be - and more.

More earthquakes, more volcanoes, more tidal waves,

Available late December

for Amiga andST.

£29.99

e deadly swamps, in fact the most devasting natural
iters known to man, and a few he hasn't heard of yet.
This time you find yourself back in Ancient Greece,
re as one of the sons of Zeus himself, your aim is to
2ve immortality and take your place nextto him on Mount
npus.

But the old boy isn't going to let you have yourway
out an almighty fight and he's conscripted 32 of his most
erful deities to stand in the way ofyour ambitions.
Design your own elaborate settlements with grand
ses, roads and trees. Construct city walls in preparation
ist the oncoming rains offire, whirlwinds, bolts of lightning
new, especially devious monsters like the foxy Helen of
Troy, who leads people to their death with
her beauty.

Populous II has 1000 worlds to
conquer, 1MB ofgraphics, 5,000
animations, dozens of new sound effects

and a mind-blowing sound track.

?jL

To celebrate it's release, you can also
collect special Populous II T-shirts, mugs,
data disks and interactive clue books

from The World of Populous II which
you will find in participating retailers.
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Make the most of your creative talents with this special issue.
Discover what you need to express yourself on page 90, then start

putting your creative talents to use with our Sound and Vision
second Cover Disk and special "Get You Started" supplement

iubscriptions/Mail order

90 EXPRESS YOURSELF

129 MAKE MAYHEM IN MONO

IE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET

Makethe worldstand up and listen to you! Discover
howto explore your creative talents - from art and
graphics to music - with our definitiveguide.

Just because you'vegot a high-resolution monitorit
doesn't mean you can't playgames. We reveal the

103 FREESTYLE

139 LASERJET 3P LASER PRINTER

You don't need to be a musician to make beautiful

As laser printers tumble in price we get our hands
on this nifty new numberfrom HewlettPackard and

7PY •

n 0458 74011 •

FAX 0458 74378

Future Publishing. Nopari of this magazine may be
:ed, stored in a retrievalsystem or "borrowed" for your
demo withoutwrittenpermission fromthe publishers.
ISSN 0957^1859.

lutionsare normally accepted onlyon the basis of full
intentofcopyright to Future Publishing. Hendrix the
Ithree-legged) dog recommends Reevesand Mortimer
iss Canine Prosthetic Devices. (Unsolicitedtestimonial.
/ acceptingany kickback foreach mentionof "Reeves
:imer" - though we get a. er, gratuityforevery"and"...)

12 SOUND AND VISION
Incase you haven't noticed, there's something very
special about this issue. Does the number tworing
a bell?Ifyou haven'tgot it bynow, turn to page 12.

music. Auto-accompaniment music software takes
the effort out of producingyour own backing tracks.

assess its Resolution Enhancement system.

We review this latest addition to the scene.

our guarantee of value

106 RETINAL BURN

gazine comes from Future Publishing, a company founded
yearsago butnow selling morecomputer magazines than
ar publisher inBritain. Weoffer:

Our resident STOSexpert explains how he wrote a
stunning STOS demo - so you can write your own
using his source code!

• advice. Ourtitlesare packedwithtips, suggestionsand
toryfeatures, written bytheverybest inthe business,

161 STIC
This little device can replace all your remote control
units and even enable your ST to take control of
yourtelevision set - but do youwant it to?

174 THE JANUARY QUIZ
Have yourface and voice immortalised in STgaming
history. Becomeone of the gods in Mirrorsoft's
forthcomingMegaLoMania data disk!

jer reviews. Wehavea cast-iron policy of editorial
idence and our reviews giveclear buying recommendations.

;r design. You needsolid information fast. So our
weilders highlight keyelements byusing charts,diagrams,
7 boxes,annotated photographs, andso on...

best mono-compatible games you can buy.

• Now glorious graphics and stunning
sounds are within your grasp!

er relevance. AtFuture,editors operate under two
rules:
• Understand yourreaders' needs.
• Satisfythem.
reader interaction. We draw on readers' contributions,

g inthe liveliest letterspagesandthe best readertips,
oneof our magazines is likejoining a nationwide user group.
• value for money. More pages, better quality:
nes you can trust.

63 TAGGED WITH SUCCESS

curious puzzle-solvingrole-playing game.
ST FORMAT- PC Format

Public Domain • Sega Power

jiure
\e of Britain's
st computer

lagazines

Commodore Format • PC Plus

7 NEWS

Theyrevolutionised role-playing games with their
two-player Bloodwych. Now Tag are working on a
• STOS makes it easy to create a demo
that shows just what your ST can do.

85 MUSIC ON HAND

All the latest ST news, includingdetails of the new
MegaSTE nowarriving in the UK, a brand new 3D
STOS and an upgraded version of Sequencer One

16 GAMES NEWS

PC Answers • Amstrad Action

We interview MIDI master

Your Sinclair • Amiga Format

Dave Clackett of Hands On MIDI

124 MIDISTUDIO MASTER

Dothe best games alwayscome late? Wegiveyou

Amiga Power • Amiga Shopper
PCW Plus • Mountain Biking UK

Software to find out how a chart

Can this sequencer from LadbrokeComputing
compete successfully with the established names?

the lowdown on what's on the way, possibly, and
spill the beans on ten we're still waitingfor.

Needlecraft • Classic CD

hit is turned into a MIDI song file

WITH THIS ISSUE - SOUND &
VISION SECOND COVER DISK
TWo complete programs worth £103.95!
Here's what we said about these programs when we reviewed them:

• Sequencer One: **Has the full range of features you'd expect from a pro
fessional package. Excellent speed with lots of well thought out short cuts. Very
easy to get used to - a friendly, well documented program."
8TF Rating 91% - FORMAT Goldl

• Canvas: **Comprehensive and powerful features - polygon drawing, shadow
ing, masking, colour cycling, all kinds of animation and 3D design, 4,096 colours
available on an STE, multiple workscreens... Canvas is a real mould-breaker!''
STF Rating 94% - FORMAT Gold!

Express your crea
talent with S

complete Sound

Vision package
Sequencer One
Canvas ate y<

with this is*

SCREENPLAY

Seel

The definitive ST games guide begins on page 29

suppleme

BABY JO
BEAST BUSTERS
BUG HUNT
THE CAPCOM COLLECTION
CAPTAIN PLANET AND THE
PLANETEERS
CIRCUITRY 1 & 2
CISCO HEAT
CRIME TIME
DATA CHESS 2
DEATHBRINGER

FIRST SAMURAI
FIVE INTELLIGENT GAMES
FORT APACHE

40
42
59
56

49
59
40
51
59
49
36
51
55

HARD NOVA

60

LOTUS TURBO 2

42

POPULOUS

59

POPULOUS 2

30

ROBOZONE
ROLLING RONNY

49

RUGBY COACH
SILENT SERVICE 2
STRIKE FLEET

52

SUPER SPACE INVADERS
TRAIN SET 2

56

WILD WHEELS

45

WOLFPACK
YNIS WINTRIN

52

45

38
52

59
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cute platform game

babies! Well, at least jpt
Baby Jo throws

tantrumsand wets

59
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20 COVER DISK

and page:

Do you tr
Populous 2 is the b
game ever? Is Bab
going to make you
for kids? Are PD der

all they're made ou
be? Pop this monl
Disk in your d
and answer all th

questions and m<
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his nappy...

See if Populous 2 lives up to all

includ

118 SPECIAL OFFERS!
Gethold ofthe best in ST software at huge

the hype, program your own STOS
demo, bash the baby and more,

discounts in our bargain basement

29 SCREENPLAY

See how amateur and professional
artists' creations match up, and see if

See page:

POPULOUS 2 -HERE AT L

126 KANDY KOLOURED...
Moredefinitive reviews of the STgames released
this month (check out the indexabove)

you can learn a trick or two...

67 GAMEBUSTERS

142 SUBSCRIPTIONS

Cheat yourwaythrough yourfavourite
games. This month we rip apart Utopia,
Cybercon 3 and MegaLoMania

Guarantee that you receive STFORMAT every month
and get a giftwithour compliments

145 EDUCATION
Reviews of a mixed bag of the latest education soft
ware, including a preview of Fun School 4

149 DESKTOP
All your ST technical problems solved,

plus help in GFA Basic programming.

156 ASSEMBLY TIPS
Programming in powerful assembly
• Savage the gods in Mega Lo Mania.

language was never easier

158 MUSIC MAIL ORDER
77 PUBLIC SECTOR

Save up to £120 withour music special offers.

165 FEEDBACK

Ifyou know whatto lookfor, you can often find what
you need in the Public Domain forjust £3 or so!

We stir up the STcomputer industrywithyourletters

113 STOS TIPS

177 TWILIGHT ZONE

Discoverall you need to make the most
of STOS, the game-making language

Find out what's been goingon behind the scenes plus all that's coming next month

The best ST game yet? Programmers Bullfrog hope so. What d
you think? Play the exclusive world in the Populous 2 Cover Di
demo, then read the comprehensive FORMAT review on page 3

PLUS § Baby Jo - Sneak preview of Infogrames' platform re
• Entombed - complete Ancient Egyptian puzzle game t A IV
music file to play on your own equipment • STOS demo • Ste
Replay in mono t Railroad Tycoon for multi-MByte STs • and m
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SEVERAL DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
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NEWS

Atari deliver mid-range machine at last • ST's future assured? • New emulator: all ST range could run PC programs

Long-awaited Mega
STE arrives in UK
though why Atari can't make their own
analog joystick is anybody's guess.
Inside the Mega STE, several im
provements have been made to the

by Neil Jackson
A f t e r what seems like years of
waiting, the very first Mega
STEs are arriving in Britain,
providing ST owners with an
upgrade path that doesn't
mean top-of-the-range TT type expense.
Primarily pitched as a business
machine, the Mega STE is a powerful
beast which is just within reach of exist

ing ST owners who are outgrowing the
smaller machines. Available in three

forms, the Mega STE costs £821.33
with 1MByte RAM and mono monitor,
£1,173.83 with 2MByte RAM, mono
monitor and 48MByte hard drive, or

£1,291.33 with 4MByte RAM, mono
monitor and 48MByte hard drive.
Strangely, Atari are not yet dis
tributing the Mega STE without the
monitor, which may annoy potential
buyers who already have a monitor
attached to their old ST. Also rather

oddly, Atari are not supplying the sys
tem with a colour monitor either, but
it's expected that new configurations
will emerge as the machine takes off.
The Mega STE uses a combination
of existing STE-standard equipment,
plus a few new hardware devices origi
nally developed for the top-level TT
range. The casing is exactly the same
as the TT's, except that it's ST grey
rather than TT white. A TT-style key
board replaces the old Mega ST ver
sion, the main differences being more
responsive keys and redesigned func

3D made easy
by Chris Lloyd

MMU chips, to be replaced by a new
GSTMCU chip which does both the old
chips' jobs. You'll also find a System

Mandarin's STOS BASIC family is
about to grow again with the release

Control Unit (SCU) and an enhanced
The now-standard blitter (bit-block

transfer processor) remains, and is
backed up by the addition of a Motorola
68881 maths co-processor. Also new
is the Zilog 85C30 chip which controls
the Mega STE's LAN functions and pro

and rotated. Mandarin believe that
"STOS 3D will take creation on the

Atari ST to new heights and blow the

custom chips that hold the system
together. Out go the old GLUE and

SHIFTER chip, the GSTSHFTR.

objects, and each one can be moved
in all three planes, stretched, shrunk

in the next month of STOS 3D, an

extension to the main STOS pro
gramming package. £34.99 buys you
the ability to add solid 3D vector

graphics to your programs.

Public Domain world apart" when it
is used to produce PD demos.
Use the optional STOS compiler
and your home-grown games "will fly
along at the speed of commercial
games," say Mandarin. In reality, the
final speed will depend on the com
plexity of the objects you create.
The new interpreter extension
weighs in at a hefty 90K, but
this should still leave room
to create a virtual world on a

520 ST. If you need some

vides two serial ports rather than the

encouragement to get you

usual one.

started, STOS 3D is supplied

Atari's

commitment

to

the

Motorola-developed range of 68000
processor systems has moved up a
notch - the Mega STE has a VME-standard connector inside, enabling you to
plug in a range of VME cards. These
can be used to interface the system to
a range of different peripherals and
graphic displays at a later date.
On the software side, the Mega
STE features the all-new TOS 2.05, a

development of the TT operating sys
tem. This provides full ST and STE
downward compatibility, and provides

new user-friendly features that were
previously only available on replace

with

over

a

dozen

demos

and a sample game.
The original STOS sys
tem has been enormously
successful; Mandarin say
well over 120,000 people
• STOS 3D adds solid filled vector objects to your
games and demos - and the objects look pretty
impressive. Starglider 2, here we come!

have been introduced to its

simple and powerful version

of BASIC. Things are set to

geometric shapes like pyramids and
rectangles using an object editor.
These objects can then be manipu
lated using 30 new commands which
extend the original BASIC language.

get even better for Man
darin, now that they have brought
the daunting topic of real-time 3D
into their fold, especially if they con
tinue the STOS reputation for bring
ing complex programming within
reach of everybody.

You can play about with up to 20

Contact Mandarin on « 0625 859333.

Stereo on a

can play them from a remotekeyboard.
Intended as a stereo upgrade from

Objects are created from basic

ment Desktops like NeoDesk 3.

flanging, then add MIDI control so you

shoestring

tion buttons.

ST and STE-originated cartridge
and MIDI ports are fitted, as are stereo
sound outputs, DMA socket, printer and

Microdeal have just announced the

Master Sound, Microdeal's first low-cost

mono sampler, Stereo Master can exploit
all of the STE's stereo facilities. Until now

there was no cheap way of doing this
without resorting to programming.

serial ports. From the TT, the Mega

release of Stereo Master, a new low-cost

Stereo Master is Microdeal's second

STE

stereo sampling cartridge for all STs
which offers professional-level features

sampling cartridge in as many months,
following Stereo Replay (reviewed in STF
29). That is a more expensive systembut
it was the first stereosystemavailable for

inherits a

Local Area

Network

(LAN) connector which enables multiple
Mega STEs to be linked together in

for a mere £39.95.

multi-user environment.

In another odd move, Atari have

decided to drop the STE-style analog
joystick ports, because of lack of hard
ware

support from third

parties -

• The Mega STE finally arrives in the
UK, offering more power and 16MHz
clock speed - twice that of the STE!

With it, you can create and modify
stereo samples,and examine them with a
spectrumanalyser and a 3D display. You

the ST.Stereo Master provides many simi

can re-size and filter chunks of sound and

lar functions but at a reduced price. Con
tact Microdeal » 0726 68020 - or see page

apply real-time efffects like chorus and

118 and save £10 on Stereo Master.

GET EVEN MORE OUT OF YOUR EXTRA COVER DISK - PAGE 158
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1 992

NEWS

Second in
the sequence

MicroNetters

get back on line

G a j i t s Software, the company
responsible for the Sequencer

(reported in last month's STF News),
On-Line Entertainment have decided

with high-resolution monitors.

to

save, load and arrange your QY10 pat
terns and songs, enabling you to back
them up safely onto more reliable ST
disks. Squirrel also provides many new
patterns which, together with your own,
can be organised in three different
banks. To get your free copy of Squirrel,

As a result of the closure of BT's
MicroNet telecommunications service

offer free

membership and £5

major multi-player games, Air Warrior
and Federation 2, which link players
together in real-time using the tele
phone network.
The better game, Air Warrior, is a

One program on this issue's

samples simultaneously - and it can do

extra Cover Disk, have just

this in stereo on the STE.

WW2 and Korean air combat. Up to 40

announced the release of a

Sequencer One Plus can also replay
samples through the Microdeal Replay
and Playback cartridges - both mono and

players can access the system and fly
against each other simultaneously.
To claim your free membership

stereo types.

and line-time, ex-Micronetters should

brand new ST sequencing program with
major new facilities.
The new program, Sequencer One

The upgraded program features a
new note-editing system called Diamond
Drag, which enables you to transpose,

Plus, costs £129.95, but for a limited

period Gajits can supply an upgrade for
existing Sequencer One owners for only

stretch, shrink, move and delete

multi-player flight simulator with WW1,

send a copy of any of their 1991
Micronet bills to On-Line

Entertain

ment Ltd, 642a Lea Bridge Road, Leyton,
London
E10.
For
more

Drag does this "with the mini

6763, at any modem speed up to

mum of fuss" and "allows very

2400bps.

•
MPH, the company behind TCB
Tracker, have gone into receivership and

I iMiraiiinan

fast note-editing."

Plus can load a
another is playing,
interruption, so
repertoires can be

£49.95. ST FORMAT readers are even

song while
without any
that entire
played auto

Step Entry Mode,

iHl

KEVB again to exit
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MicroNet broke the news of its own

! 1 i

i

ST FORMAT and Atari have struck a deal

which means that everyone who buys an

information,

Gajits on » 061 236 2515. For details on
how to get the best out of your complete
Sequencer OneCover Disk program, turn
to the special supplement included with

1

•

STF in abox

the original Sequencer One.

sound systems on both STs and STEs. It
can play four independent channels of

health. Harman found that many of the

Other features include tempo maps,
auto count-in, MIDI system exclusive

data-handling, and better quantize
options, none of which can be found on

it can also make use of the internal

•

ing down the firm included lack of sup
port from distributors and his own III

closure and said goodbye on-line - but
now On-Line have good news again.

further

i

fl
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STE Discovery Xtra pack this Christmas also
gets a free special edition of Britain's top
ST magazine thrown into the bargain.
The Discovery Xtra pack is now the
standard entry-level ST package. It contains
three "starter programs" to demonstrate
the ST's potential for "serious" computing,
plus four games covering a range of game
styles: the highly-regarded god-game Sim
City; Escape from the Planet of the Robot
Monsters, an absorbing isometric 3D shoot'em-up; Ffnaf Fight, an entertaining beat'em-up; and Nine Lives, a platform game.
Atari expect to sell some 50,000 of the
packs over the Christmas period, and ail
these new ST owners will be given a helping
hand by ST FORMAT. The special edition,
prepared exclusively for the pack, is de
signed to introduce new users to the range
of software and hardware available for their

machine, as well as providing the informa
tion they need to get started with the ST
and get more from the Discovery Xtra pack.
And that's not all: next month's issue

• Sequencer One's Step Editor enables you to see notes in the top of the screen
as you enter them. The Plus version has these kinds of facilities and much more.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

can't wait, phone GST/Electric Distribu

have had to drop their plans to release

matically without pausing. This
could be good news to perform
ers using the program in a live situation.

For

full STF review next issue - or if you

the Stereo Monster Sound cartridge on
the ST. Managing Director of MPH, Philip
Harman, stated that the reasons for clos

after the other. Sequencer One

luckier - because you can obtain the
Plus upgrade to go with your new Cover
Disk version of Sequencer One for only
£39.95. See our special music mail order
service on page 158 for this and other
special offers from Gajits.
Like its predecessor, Sequencer One
Plus is a full-blown MIDI sequencer, but

::wr

plied to get you started. Watch for the

iMMlliEE'inu

S imumiu111.1111.11
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available - and at a special ST FORMAT price!

IR=:

the older version, has improved power
and compatibility. Extra fonts are sup

tion on = 0223 462212.

• The main screen of Sequencer One, yours on
this issue's extra Cover Disk. Now an upgrade is

11 1

speed and power to the original awardwinning Timeworks ST DTP program. The
new upgrade sells for £129.25 and,
although largely similar in appearance to

computer is available on ^ 081 539

that Diamond

to chain songs together, one

bgHgnflfl

•
GST Software have just launched
Timeworks Publisher 2, which adds more

notes just by using the mouse.

innirn ram iinraii

HE

or Yamaha Kemble on v 0908 366700.

Gajits reckon

Box screen, which you can use

II "

contact your local Yamaha music dealer

ifiMUIfllKl

Another addition is a Juke

imam

It can

information contact Clem Chambers
on tr 081 558 6114. The On-Line

mEMsam
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News fromthither and yonder
To make life easy for users of their
QY10 Walkstation, Yamaha are giving
away free copies of Squirrel, an ST pro
gram to handle QY10 patterns and
songs. The new program is designed to
work with all STs, but Is only compatible

worth of free connection time to exMicronet users.
The On-Line service runs two

by Neil Jackson

WHISPERS

of STF boasts a special beginners' guide in
addition to all our regular features, news,

hints and tips - see page 178 for details. -^

large-scale distribution companies were
not prepared to stock the range of MPH

packages and consequently he was
forced to liquidate the firm.
The new 8-bit stereo sampling car

tridge, Monster Sound, was due to be
released this month, but its future is now
uncertain. Harman is dubious about sell

ing the rights to other firms because of
problems that this type of deal has
caused his company In the past. He
believes that earlier attempts to license
MPH products have resulted in MPH
being short-changed.
FORMAT readers who have recently
ordered anything from MPH are advised
to contact MPH on v 0603 503382 to

arrrange for monies to be returned.
•

The Fifth International 16-Bit Com

puter Show has become so large that it's
moving to Wembley Exhibition Centre
this year. The show, aimed at potential
and current owners of STs and other 16-

bit computers, is being used to present a
range of new releases for business, edu
cation and entertainment. Attendance at

last year's

July show,

held at the

Hammersmith Novotel, reached 25,000
and the move to the larger Wembley
venue is an effort to avoid overcrowding.
Atari UK are expected to be present
at the show, demonstrating the entire ST
range for 1992, as well as new pro

grams. The show is open from Friday14
February until Sunday 16 February. To
pre-book tickets, contact Westminster
Exhibitions on • 081 549 3444.
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Biggest and Best.
CHAOS

DUNGEON MASTER

INDY JONES ADV

ELITE

F19STEALTH FIGHTER

F16 FALCON

LSR SUIT LARRY 3

TEENAGEQUEEN

9.99

10.99

7.99

9.99

12.99

9.99

12.99

7.99

Huge catalogue. Huge discounts.
Huge stocks. Huge staff.
Huge membership.

Biggest Value, Best Service

%

Free Colour Catalogue
Just phone our sales team on

SPEEDBALL 2

9.99

No obligation to buy
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MEGATRAVELLER 1

MURDER!

PAINTWORKS

77.99

4.99

6.99

T3.99
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0279 600204
Open to 8pm Weekdays

I

SCRABBLE

and to 5pm Weekends

DELUXE

t" •

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

UK £6.00 EECE8.00 WORLD £10.00
Weonly supply members but you can order as you join
PLAYER MGR

POWERDRIFT

PRINCE OFPERSIA

ROCKET RANGER

SCRABBLE

7.99

2.99

9.99

2.99

7.99

1229.99
\Philips CM8833

Atari ST Software

GODS
GOLDENAXE

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
3D POOL
3D TENNIS

GOLF WORLD CLASS

27 99
799
799

I FREE MEMBERSHIP

4 WHEELDRIVE(LOTUS ESPRIT

CLASS CRICKET
GRANDSTAND

4D SPORTS BOXING

16 99

4D SPORTS DRIVING
ACTION MASTERS

1699

DOUBLE DRAGON 2, TURBO

I TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CM8833
I MONITOR (TURNS MONITOR INTO ATV)

OUTRUN,WELLTRIS)

18 99

AGONY

16,99

BALANCE OFPOWER

I144CPS/25NLQ

BATTLEOF BRITAIND/S
BEASTBUSTERS
BILLYTHEKID

1799

LEADERBOARD, PRO TENNIS,

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS) ,.

1949

GUILD OF THIEVES
HEAD OVER HEELS

1299
6.99

HEIMDALL(1 MEG}

20.99

HEROOUEST (GREMLIN)

16.99

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

CARRIER COMMAND)
ALIEN STORM
ARMOUR-GEDDON

180COLUMN, 9 PIN

19.99 HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
16,99 (ROBOCOP. GHOSTBUSTERS 2
16.99 INDIANA JONES ACTION

8.99 BATMAN THE MCVIE) D/S

BARBARIAN 2(PSYGNOSIS) ...17.49 HOME ACCOUNTS 2....

• 24 MTH WARRANTY

19.99"
1699
1699

BLOOD MONEY

a free membership

7 99

BLUEMAX
BLUES BROTHERS

BONANZABROS

134.99

HOMEALONE

6 99

BLOODWYCH

MFREE PRINTER LEAD

ROBIN HOOD
ROBOCOP2D/S
ROBOCOP3

RETURN OFTHE WITCHLORD ...10.99
HILL STREET BLUES
1549

(GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE,
P47, F15 STRIKE EAGLE,

\CITIZEN 120D+

RBI BASEBALL 2
REALMS

6 99

HEROQUEST EXPANSION -

AIR SEA SUPREMACY

1999
16 99

1699

BRAT

16:99

BREACH2 (ENHANCED)

17.99

7 99

1649

HUNTER

19.49

IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET

19.49

1K+
699
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE
7 99
INFESTATION
6 99
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CHALL 16.99
J. KHANN WORLD SQUASH ...16.49
JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD ...16 99

• 80 COLUMN, 9 PIN, 213 CPS, 24 MTH WARR

I CITIZEN SWIFT 9COLOUR PRINTER,

CAPTIVE
CARRIER COMMAND

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)
16.99 JUDGE DREDD
7.99 KICKOFF

3.99

iFREfSPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP
I FREE PRINTER LEAD
199.99

CELTIC LEGENDS

19.99

7

180COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 24MTH WARR

I FREESPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP
I FREEPRINTER LEAD
249.99

lAUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224

79.99 j

I RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9OR 224

15 99

I RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 224

| RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 9OR 120D+

6 99 5

6.99

SQUIK MOUSE FOR ATARI ST

15.99

SPECIAL RESERVE MOUSE MAT 499 I
••••••B^ii^J

CHARTATTACK (LOTUS ESPRIT
GHOULS+GHOSTS, JAMES

POND.VENUSFLY TRAP)
! CHASE H.Q 2 (SCI) D/S

1949
14 99

CHESSMASTER 2000 ...
I CHRONOQUEST2
CHUCKROCK
CHUCKIEEGG
CHUCKIEEGG2
CORPORATION

6 99
4 99
1599
8 99
8 99
6 99

CORRUPTION (M-SCRO<.LS)

I CRACKDOWN

, 3 99

499

I CRUISE FOR ACORPSE
j CURSE OFTHE AZURE

1999

BOND (1 MEG) (SSI)
; DARKMAN

19.99
1699

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN .799

DEJA VU
DEJAVU2
DELUXE PAINT
DEMONIAK
DEUTEROS (NOP)

[ WITH MAIL MERGE

8.99
COMPETITION PRO

5000 (COLOURS MAY
VARY)

399
7 99
4299
999
16 99

3499

DGCALC SPREADSHEET ...,29 99
DOUBLE DRAGON 3
16 99
' DRAGONS BREATH
9 99
DRAKKHEN
799

j DUNGEON MASTER

I E-MOTION
ELF
ELITE
EPIC

10.99

5.99

16.49
9.99
16.99

ESCAPE FTPOT ROBOT

6.99
QUICKJOY
MEGASTAR

19.99
QUICKSHOT111A
TURBO 2

8.99

DELUXE DISK

BOX (HOLDS 80)

10.99
ROCTEC
EXTERNAL
DRIVE
FOR ST

54.99

19.99
9.99

ISLAND(1 MEG)

16.99 .

SHADOW DANCER

16.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOW OF THE BEAST D/S
SHADOW SORCERER
SHADOWGATE

16.99

'

SIM CITY & POPULOUS
SMASH TV
SPEEDBALL

I
I
I
I

SPEEDBALL2

SPELLBOUND
SPOT
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

SUPER
SUPER
SUPER
SUPER

SUPREMACY

MONSTERS
[ ESWATD/S
EXILE
EYEOFHORUS

I F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON

699
1399
15.99
6 99

2199
999

. F16 FALCON + MISSIONS 1S2 !9 99
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
1299
F29 RETALIATOR
1699
FACEOFF
16.99
FERRARI FORMULA 1 . , , 8 99
FINALBLOW
16 99
FINAL FIGHT
16 99
FIRSTSAMURI
16 99

FISHI (M/SCROLLS)

MEGALOMANIA

...

MEGA TWINS
MEGATRAVELLER 1
MERCENARY 3
MERCHANT COLONY
MICROP.ROSE 3D GOLF

MICROPROSF SOCCER
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE ... .
MIDWINTER
MOONSHINE RACERS
MOONSTONE

1699
1699
1199
15 99
1849
22.99

5.99
15 99
11 99
1699
1949

16 99
6-99
16.99
6.99

PAPERBOY
PAPERBOY2

599
1699

PAWN(M.SCROLLS)
PITFIGHTER
PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS & SIM CITY
POPULOUS2

1449
7,99

1649
7.99
1699
1999

POWER UP (CHASE H.Q,
TURRICAN. X-OUT ALTERED

1999

POWERDRIFT

NINJA WARRIORS SHINOBI
DOUBLE DRAGON 2)

POWERMONGER D/S ..
19 49
POWERMONGER DATA WW1 ... 11.99
PRINCE OF PERSIA
9 99

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

22.99

FUNSCHOOL2 (2-6, 6-8 or 8+) 13.99
FUNSCHOOL3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 15.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5. 5-7 or 7+) 15 99
GAUNTLET2

3 99

GAUNTLETS
16.99
GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER ...27.99
GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER 39.99

1799
7 99

.,

TURRICAN

699

TURRICAN2 D/S
8 49
TURTLES2
1699
TV SPORTS (U.S) FOOTBALL ...7 99
TV SPORTS BASEBALL .,
19 49
ULTIMA5
1999 H
ULTIMA 6
20 99
399
UNINVITED

UMS2(1 MEG)

1949 I

UTOPIA
VIRTUAL REALITY VOL1
(MIDWINTER, STARGLIDER 2,
STUNT CAR RACER,

1949

2 99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
1699
PROTEXTV5W/PROCESSOR 94 99
R-TYPE
R-TYPE2
RACE DRIVIN

WE ONLY SUPPLYMEMBERS BUTYOUCANORDERAS YOUJOIN
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED OHDEF
(PLEASEPRINTINBLOCK CAPITALS)
STFORM

Name

_Postcode _

Telephone.

^Machine type

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER,
CARRIER COMMAND)

1999

Enter membership number (ifapplicable) or

VOYAGER
VROOM
WAR ZONE

3,99
1699 '
12 99

Membership tee ffi UK. £8 EEC £10 World

VIZ

1399

599 B
799

6.99 WHEELS OFFIRE (HARD DRMN

OPERATION STEALTH D/S
OPERATION WOLF
OUTRUNEUROPA
PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE)
PANG

19*
19<
19.
l'.>-

1699

TOYOTA CELICA GT RALLY ...16.49

499

3 99 BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS)

FLAMES OF FREEDOM
2199
FLIGHTOFTHE INTRUDER ...21.99

THUNDERHAWK
THUNDERSTRIKE

2 99 WARHEAD
7.99 WATERLOO ..

NjTR0 •

1919 <

SPIDERMAN
.
SUPER MARIO LAND . ...
TENNIS
WIZARDS ,'.\D -.V,'.-il> ORS

16 99
1299

THE SIMPSONS

MYSTICALD/S

FISTS OF FURY (DYNAMITEDUX

19 49

TERMINATOR 2 ,, ,
TETRIS

MURDER D/S

N.A.R.CD/S ....

..19.49

SKATE OR DIE
SOLAR STRIKER

THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION ...6 99 !

1699

19.99

..19.49

19.
19.<
19'
19.<
19'

..16.99 :

TOKI

15 49
8 99
16 99

..19.49
-.19.49
..19.49
..19.49
..19.49

OTHELLO
QIX
RADAR MISSION
REVENGE OF GATOR
SIDE POCKET

Members only. See catalogue for details

SWIV

TURBO CUP (WITHCAR) ... . 4 99

CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

..19.49

Win £200 to spend at
Special Reserve

HANG ON
LEAGUE MANAGER ,.
MONACO GRAND PRIX
SPACE INVADERS

LOMBARD RAC RALLY ....
6 99
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 16.99

MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
MANIC MINER
MEAN STREETS ......

..19.49

STOS MAESTRO
SUPER CARS2

LURKING HORROR(INFOCOM) . 7 99
1699

KING OF THEZOO
KWIRK
MOTOR CROSSMANIACS
NINTENDO WORLD CUP

19.49
..19.49

STOS (GAMESCREATOR)
SUPER CARS (GBH)

1599

MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1

CHESSMASTER
DOUBLE DRAGON
GARGOYLES QUEST
GOLF

I HYPERLODE RUNNER ...

TIPOFF

MAGIC POCKETS

(Please specify all free items on order form)
I
I
I
I

TEENAGE QUEEN (STRIP POKER) 7.99

(GUILD OF THIEVES, FISH,

PLUS FREE Gamelight fordark or dim light
PLUSFREE Holsters, Beltand Cartridge Holder
PLUSFREE Special Reserve Membership
BALLOON KID
I SURAI FIGHTER DELUXE ..

KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE 7.99
KICKOFF 2 WINNING TACTICS 7 99
KLAX
6.99
LEATHER GODDESSES
7 99

13 99
16 99

Gameboy
PLUS choose any game from the list below

SWITCHBLADE 2

LEMMINGS DISK-OH NO!
LIFE AND DEATH

89.9S

Tetris, Stereo Headphones, Batteries, 2 Player Leai

SECRET OF MONKEY

KICKOFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE 7.99

LEGEND OF THE SWORD
4 99
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 D/S ...12.99
LEMMINGS
1399

£@5 .'

16.99
16,49
15.49

r^ncl^£F«sKDF^NJg(SSI)
'^9
K'£K OFF 2FINAL WHISTLE::.:::?^ SUSPICIOUS CARGO
CHAOS STRIKES BACK
9.99

; DGBASE RELATIONAL DATABASE

COMPETITION PRO
EXTRA COMBAT

JET + JAPAN DISK(SUBLOGIC) 5.99

ALL IN PRIC

..2.99

39 99 SILKWORM
SILKWORM

CADAVER
1649
CADAVER LEVELS- THE PAY OFF 11 99
CAPTAIN PLANET
9.99

ICITIZEN 224 24 PIN COLOUR PRINTER

16.99
16.99

ROBOZONE
ROCKET RANGER
RODLAND
ROLLING RONNY
RORKE'S DRIFT
RUGBY WORLD CUP .
SARAKON
SCRABBLE DE LUXE ....

SHINOBI .

16 99

KICK OFF2 D/S....

19.99
16.99
16.99

1999 siLENTSERViCE 2 MMEG1

HUDSON HAWK . ..

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

CORRUPTION

16.99
1699

19.49 (GA2ZA SUPERSOCCER

(F16 COMBATPILOT,ITALY 1990,

FREE MONITOR LEAD

LEADERBOARD
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD

TURBO, TEAM SUZUKI. TOYOTA

CELICA, COMBO RACER)

tMk 2 Monitor

WHEELS OF FIRE

4.99
16.99
16.49

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG) ...21 99
RAINBOW COLLECTION
(BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW

ISLANDS.N/ZEALAND STORY) 13.99

POWERDRIFT. CHASE HO
TURBO OUTRUN)
'
WILDWHEELS . .
WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM)
WOLFPACK

WONDERLAND {1 MEG)
WORLD CLASS RUGBY

7 99
1749
4'
1949 I

19.49 [

... .1599

WWFWRESTLING
X-OUT

XENOMORPH

XENON 2,MEGABLAST

1699
5.99

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT £

699

799^

Sony ds/dd
with labels

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/visa

Creditcard expirydate

Switch Issue Number

59p each 01

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE

22.99 for 50

P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PI
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders- noextracharge
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

NEWS

A speedy PC for all STs
by Ed Ricketts

PCs, which usually have a Norton SI of
around 19.

To speed things up even more, you
German

hardware-makers Vor

tex have announced that their

ATonce-386SX PC emulator,

previously only available for
the Mega STE, is now available
for fitting inside any ST or Mega with at
least 1MByte of memory. This means
that (memory permitting) the whole ST
range now has the power to run the
huge variety of games and serious soft
ware designed for the mainstay of the
PC world.

can add a 80387SX-16 arithmetic co

processor. This special chip is de
signed to handle slow, number-intensive
operations in applications like spread
sheets or CAD programs, thus freeing
the main processor to do other more
important tasks.
On a 1MByte ST you have 704K of
DOS memory available for loading and
running programs (DOS being the PC
equivalent of the ST's TOS), but of
course the more memory you have

UK distributor, Silica. To go with the

initially, the more you can use. With a
4MByte ST, for instance, you have
three more megabytes of program
space plus the basic 704K, using the

basic emulator there's a 512K Fast-

PC's Extended Memory configuration.

RAM card (though Silica haven't yet

Emulated graphic modes include
CGA, Hercules, Olivetti and Toshiba
T3100. Most games and much serious
software packages use EGA (640 x
350 pixels) or VGA (640 x 480 pixels)
mode. An ST can only handle EGA with
a monochrome monitor, which isn't
much good for the 256 colour displays

If you're looking for fast PC-compat
ibility, the basic-model ATonce-386SX
will set you back £299, from Vortex's

decided on a price for this) and a maths

co-processor (for around £129).
The emulator comprises a 32-bit
CMOS 80386 16MHz chip (the basis of

a 386 IBM PC system), which achieves
a Norton SI rating of 8.4. (The Norton
rating is the standard used to measure
the raw speed of PC systems.)

of many games.

GIVE YOUR ST
SOME REAL STICK

Multitasking of sorts is achieved

RAM, the SI rating is increased to 15.6.
This is almost as good as standard 386

with the Vortex HyperSwitcfi program
that enables up to eight programs to
run
simultaneously
(depending on how
much memory you
have). Also included
is a font editor called

voU can'

*****
i
a,ca°°<f°

boasts three <Fire> buttons - which is odd

because games need to be specially written
to use these. Designed primarily for table-top
use, the Mega Star has a sturdy steel shaft
and a polished acrylic base.
Contact Spectravideo on ~ 081 900 0024.

BOXING CLEVER CASE ONE

BOXING CLEVER CASE TWO

Premier Micros now stock a range of add-on
casings which you can use to create a pro
fessional quality ST workstation. The cas

Another company, AVA Developments, have
coincidentally also picked this month to
start offering an alternative casing for your
520 or 1040 ST, proving that it's worth
shopping around if you're looking to improve
your ST's appearance.
The AVA Expansion Stand costs
£29.95 and fits over the top of your exist
ing casing, rather like the Premier casings

ings, called "Modular Centre Consoles," fit
over the top of standard 520 and 1040 STs,
and are strong enough to support a monitor.
Premier Micros can now supply three

different types of casing, at £24.99 for the
low-end View Centre, £49.95 for the mid-

range double-decker Control Centre and

With the addition of the 512K Fast-

e*?UK<$ lands

Stick-specialists Spectravideo have a
new joystick which they reckon is the
closest thing to arcade joysticks in both
style and response. The Quickjoy Mega
Star costs £27.95, comes in a clear plastic
case like the popular Quickjoy Top Star, and
has microswitches throughout. Oddly, it also

£74.44 for the top-of-the-range triple-decker
Control Centre Plus.

(see "Box Clever - Case One"). It's also
strong enough to take a monitor and it can
hold an additional extremal disk drive, but

All the new casings use strong grey-

it has no handy shelves for storing other

painted sheet-metal which is tough but light

peripheral devices.
The Expansion Stand is fitted with pro

to carry. Each unit can also relocate the
ST's awkward mouse and joystick ports. For
more information, contact Premier Micros
on • 0480 300738.

tective rubber feet and is colour coordi

nated to match your ST. To order, phone
AVA Developments on w 0908 262137.

FontMaster which cre

ates and edits DOS
screen fonts.
Contact Silica on

®081 309 1111 for
more details - and

for a roundup of other
ST

emulators

avail

able, see the special
feature in STF 25. If
• The Vortex ATonce-386SX board now enables you to

harness the power of an 80386 PC on any ST. With the
addition of a co-processor and Fast-RAM you can even
outrun many ordinary PCs.

SCOTTISH SOLUTION
TO ST INFECTION
A new virus-killing program is now being dis
tributed in the UK exclusively by Caledonia
PDL, and it could rescue and protect your
entire software collection.

Known as the Exorcist 3, the virus-killer is
available in two forms. The cheaper, at £8, is
a basic version with on-disk instructions, but a
version with the full source code and associ
ated files is available for £12.

The Exorcist doesn't just protect your

you missed that, turn
to page 142 to order
back issues.

disks. There's also a library of known viruses,
anti-viruses and commercial game bootsectors, enabling you to positively identify viruses
and replace the original bootsectors that have

been damaged. You can add to this library at
any time, so that new bootsectors and viruses
canbe spotted bythe Exorcist as they appear.
The Exorcist combats viruses by writing a
special anti-virus program to your disks which
then immunises your ST against infection. The
anti-virus is reset-proof and it flashes the ST's
screen when you insert a suspicious disk into
your drive.

disks from virus infection - it also contains a

The Exorcistworks on all STs with colour

complete boot-sector management utility and
a disassembler, enabling you to decipher any

monitors attached - currently no high resolu
tion support is offered. For further information,

hidden programs which may be lurking onyour

contact Caledonia PDL on * 0463 225736.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

• The View Centre and Control Centre

Plus are just two of Premier Micros'
new range of replacement ST casings.
Now you can make your humble 520

• AVA Developments also offer a new
box for your faithful ST. Tough and

durable, it could be just what a hard
working ST needs to keep it safe from

look like a double-decker Mega.

the deadly coffee-spill.

Software by
phone

Street stores. All you need to do is give

A new Dial-A-Game service enables you to

at the standard rate rather than at the

order software by telephone and have it
delivered to your door - without the need

expensive 0898 rate.

for a credit card.

Instant" because you only pay when you

Deltronics, the company behind the
scheme, reckon they can deliver any cur

get your program - there's no sending off
money in advance - and you don't need to

rently available ST game on the day after
you call. You pay nothing until the game
arrives, and prices are, according to Del
tronics, lower than those in most High

wait for cheques to clear.

your name and address and the title of the
software you require and Deltronics do the
rest. Your telephone call is even charged

The scheme is touted as "No risk and

To get your games, couch-potato
style, phone Dial-A-Game on v 0850
348941 or s 081 769 9568.

THE

BESX THING SINCE

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER!

TIME WORK S
PUBLISHER 2

ST

If you wonder how you ever got along without your

Timeworks Publisher® - wait till you get your hands on
Timeworks Publisher 2!

All the features that have made this outstanding Desk
top Publishing program a world bestseller are there —plus
many new and exciting extras.
To start with, there's a brand new choice of typefaces
and styles to give the right mood and feel to your

documents. Text flow -

including the facility to wrap
is automatic. You can also
design your own customised page sizes —and have as many

around irregular shapes -

as 999 pages per document. We've even added style sheets
to get your creative ideas off to a flying start.
Text and graphics imports now cover an even wider

range of word processing and art packages, and new
quick-keys make a speedier job of selecting text blocks and
graphics. There's a superb new manual too.
These are just some of the enhancements offered by

UPGRADE

HOTLINE:

Tel

0480

496575

this major upgrade — in addition to all the Timeworks

Publisher features you know and love. It's still just as

•

I am already a Timeworks Publisher user —
please send me upgrade details

•

I would like to be a Timeworks Publisher user -

simple to use and enjoy; still superb value for money.
If you're already a Timeworks Publisher user, you'll

know our policy on preferential upgrade offers. If you're not,
then why not find out what all the excitement is about?
Clip the coupon or phone for the full details. At

(please tick the appropriate box)

only £110 (RRP excluding VAT) for new users, or £34.95

Address

(excluding VAT and p + p) for a full upgrade, you'll soon
be wondering how you ever got by without Timeworks
Publisher 2!

please send me further details
Name

GST
SoftwareProducts

Postcode

Telephone

To: Lorri Morton, Electric Distribution,* Meadow Lane,

St Ives, Cambridgeshire PE17 4LG.
Telephone 0480 496666; Facsimile 0480 496189.
Timeworks Publisher"11 is a trademark of GST Software Products Limited.

*Electric Distribution is the UK sales division of GST Software Products Limited.
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Sound and vision!
What better way to exercise your creative talent than with a music and

graphics package? As part of this issue's "expression" theme we're giving
you two FORMAT Go\6 winning packages worth over £100 for just £1. We're
also giving you a special "Get you started" supplement to guide you
through both packages. Why? Because we're completely nuts, that's why!

Over £100 worth of commercial soft
ware for £1 can't be bad. So what

are you waiting for? Rip that second
disk off this month's cover, pop it in
your disk drive, then pick up our
special "Get you started" supple
ment and follow our guides - start
making the most of our two FORMAT
Gold winning packages now!

This month's issue is all about ways to
express your creative talent. On page 90 we
look at the different ST applications and
packages which enable you to turn your
ideas into something solid. But before you
get that far, take advantage of the special
second Cover Disk which includes two full

packages that were rated at FORMAT Gold
when they were first released. Now, for just
£1 extra, they represent even more phenom
enal value for money. Sequencer One is a
top-of-the-range MIDI and sound chip pack
age from music giants Gadgits, and Canvas
is undoubtedly one of the most versatile art

packages the ST has seen.
Also accompanying this bulging issue is
a special "Get you started" supplement,
which includes step-by-step walkthroughs
and detailed guides to all the elements of
both packages. When you think you've got
the hang of Canvas, enter our competition
and win yourself £250 cash! In next month's
issue (out on Thursday 9 January) we're giv
ing away some more samples for use with
Sequencer One - and giving you the chance
to win some MIDI gear of your own.
You'd be hard pressed to find a better
Christmas present in the entire universe!
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• Canvas is one of the most versatile graphics packages you're likely to find.
Besides all the usual painting and drawing features you'd expect in any commer
cial art package, Canvas also comes with a handy 3D object creator so you can
generate 3D objects, plaster them across your screen and rotate them any way

you like. If you own an STE, Canvas makes use of the extended palette. Using a
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in FORMAT'S Gallery section (see page 126) also create their piccies with Canvas
- but they had to pay £14.99 for their copies!
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Copy fill Tracks to Clipboard.
To: 00012 01

special display option you can also show up to 4,096 colours on screen at once
(512 if you own an ST). Because Canvas saves its pictures in Degas Elite format,
many professional artists use Canvas to create graphics for games. Many winners

Paste Clipboard onto Track 84

fit! 00017:01
1

0k

No, copies: 04J
1

[Cancel I

• The ST is widely acclaimed as the ultimate music computer. Musicians around

the globe use the ST to create chart-topping music. Now it's your chance to follow
in their footsteps. Even if you don't own any MIDI gear you can still have fun with
Sequencer One because it comes with a full sound-chip editor, enabling you to
play music through any ST. If you do decide to invest in a piece of MIDI gear or if

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

Synthesizer

you own a MIDI keyboard or other piece of music equipment, then you can really
make the most of Sequencer One's advanced music features. And if you can tear

yourself away from Sequencer One, check out page 158 for some extraordinary
offers to help you get even more from music on your ST - ranging from extra
samples to the outstanding Sequencer One Plus.

THE NO. 1 ARCADE COIN-OP HIT.
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\
elcome to the meanest, toughest way of making a living!
Enter the World of Pitfighting - fighting for money.

Do you rate yourchancesin a free for all, no holds barred bare knuckle fight?
You'll have to face thugs like The Executioner, Heavy Metal and
Chain Man Eddie.

Use every form of fighting - martial arts,kickboxing, stab with knives,
throw bar stools, beer kegs and anything else you can lay your hands on.
Remember you're never safe - even from the crowd - get thrown into
them and you may never come out alive.

Incredible graphics, digitised from real fighters, and amazing real
time sprite scaling, bring you the perfect conversion of
Atari's No. 1 Arcade Hit.

You'll never tire of this brutallyaddictive game!!

MARK
© 1991 Tengen Inc. All Rights Reserved.m Atari Games Corporati

TE1MGEIU

Programmed by Teque London.
Artwork and Packaging © Domark Group Ltd,

Published by Domark Software.. Ltd, Ferry House,

THE'MARK
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

THE QUEST FOR
ADVENTURE SERIES No. 1

OPERATION STEALTH

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

Based in the 1920"s, Inspector Raoul Dussentier is aboard a

shipin the Mediterranean. Butno sooner hasthe cruise
begun when Raoul issummoned to investigate a crime - the

Operation Stealth plunges you headfirst into a brand new
Cinematique™ Interactive espionage adventure • Superb
atmospheric musical score • High definition graphics •

murder of his host Niklos Karaboudjan, the Greek shiping

Detailed animation.

magnate. It'sup to Raoul to throw somelight on thissinister

INDIANA JONES™ and the Last Crusade - The Adventure
• The chase is on all the way to the greatest treasure in

mystery!

• Wide range of actions including theoption to question
other characters in trueAgatha Christie style.
• PC version features 256 colours, AdLib™& Roland™sonic
support.

• Amiga Version features 32 colours.
AVAILABLE ON: ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC (EGA, CGA, VGA,
TANDY AD-LIB™ & ROLAND™).
<01991 DELPHINE SOFTWARE. All rights reserved. Cincmalique™ isa trademark of
Delphine Software.

history, the HolyGrail. • Indiana Jones offers superb
graphics anda sensationally intriguing plot. • A no typing
point 'n' clickinterface provides theplayerwithquickand
easy access to a combination of verbs,objects and locations.
• Over 100 different sound effects. • 68 page Grail Dairy
details extensively storyline hints & tips.
MEAN STREETS™

The year is 2033. Your name is Tex Murphy, Private

Investigator in San Francisco. You've been hired by the
beautifuldaughter of a university professor to uncover the
facts about his death.

AVAILABLE ON ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC

(VGA 256 Colour Only).
Thiscompilation ©1991 U.S.Gold 1td. Allrightsreserved.
Manufacturedunder licenseby U.S.Gold Ltd.

-menuwque'
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Software Incorporated

NEED HELP? CALL THE

HILLSFAR • DRAGONS OF FLAME • HEROES OF THE LANCE TEL: 0898 442025 CURSE OF THE AZURE BONDS• POOLOF RADIANCE • CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN TEL:0898 442026

GOLD PHONE

LUCASFILM HELPLINE • COMPETITION • INDIANA JONES • ZAKMCKRACKEN • MANIAC MANSION• LOOM • SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND • BATTLE OF BRITAIN TEL: 0839 654123

HINTS 8. TIPS LINE

Service provided by U.S. Gold Ltd, Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

OF A WINNE
THE GODFATHER™
-

ACTION GAME

SHADOW SORCERER

THE GODFATHER™- THE ACTION GAME

SHADOW SORCERER

Domination, wealth, power and justice are all part of the
game plan. Flex your muscles in the rough and tough world
of The Godfather, crushing other Don's scheming plans to
take a piece of your action! Nerves of steel and a cool head
are needed to keep the bad guys at bay.
• Digitised sound effects.
• Full colour allowing stunningdetail and realism.
• Uniquegraphic interaction sequences.

This new concept in role-playing adventures means that in
minutes you will find yourself in the thick of the action,
facingmany enemies not the least of which is the SHADOW

• Superb actionmixedwithquickdecision making.
• Collect hidden bonuses to advance through the game.
AVAILABLE ON ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC (VGA 256

Colour Only).
TM and ©1991 Paramount Pictures. All rights reserved. TheGODFATHER isa
registeredtrademarkof ParamountPicturesU.S.Goldauthorised user.

SORCERER himself.

• 100% "Point 'n' click" icon control.

• 3D isometric play area giving you more control in the
playing environment.
• Controlup to 4 charactersin a life or death struggle
against evil.
• Hexagonal grid, wildernessmap for outdoor
confrontations.

• 3D "animated miniatures" represent your cast of
characters in real-time combat action.

AVAILABLE ON: ATARI ST, AMIGA (1 MEG) & PC (EGA,
CGA, VGA, TGA), PC SUPPORTS ROLAND™, ADLIB™
AND PC SPEAKER.

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, AD&D, DRAGONLANCE and the TSR logoare
trademarks ownedby TSR, Inc.,Lake Geneva, Wl, USA and usedunderlicense from
Strategic Simulations, Inc.,Sunnyvale, CA,USA. ©1991 TSR, Inc.© 1991Strategic
Simulations, Inc.All rightsreserved.

SgoMMNcfe
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BUCK ROGERS • SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADES • EYE OF THE BEHOLDER (When Released) TEL: 0898 442030 OPERATION STEALTH • FUTURE WARS • CRUISE FOR ACORPSE TEl: 0839 654264 NEED HEU>? CALL THE

NEW RELEASES •COMPETITION TEL: 0839 654124 COMPETITION -£200.00 WORTH" OF US GOLD GAMES TO BE WON EACH MONTH. •At Retail Prices
Ifyou are under 18please getpermission to use thetelephone. Calls cost 34pperminute cheap rate, 45pperminute ailother times.
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GAMES

NEWS

Previews

You're privileged to be taking part in a unique experiment.
When you've finished reading Previews, lightly lick the
outside edges of the pages. Incredible, isn't it? Just don't

go near any large grassy spaces in the next hour, or you'll
get a shock. Ed Ricketts did, and just look at him now...

months

the term "two-faced." Electronic Zoo

promise "programmable'' monsters but can you program them to go away?

vi-—i_

' V
DEftTH

ally) we previewed Ocean's
Epic, which even then was
way past its projected release
Six

chappie and you're likely to start long
ing for some Abandoned Places all
right. Gives a whole new meaning to

_ai.

S o m e time ago (issue 23, actu

date.

• Meet a few monsters like this ogre

3 H

DEATH
DEATH
FEAR

BREftTH
CLOU

1
i
1
1

LAME

STRIKE

1

V'ci

later the

BBS

game is almost ready for release and
it's set to be a real classic.

I m

Epic is programmed by Digital
Image Designs, most of whom were

previously members of Rowan Software

OF MAGE

and have F-29 Retaliator to their name.

It's a good old-fashioned shooting
match with some decidedly new-fash
ioned graphics.
As the pilot of the Epic craft, you're
sent on a series of missions to wipe out

the enemy completely. (No point in
doing things by halves.) These missions
take place both in space and on the
surface of many planets. Space mis
sions require you to destroy whole
fleets of enemy fighters (you're outnum
bered four to one) to gain access to the
planets. Here you have to destroy vari
ous buildings depending on what the
enemy use the planet for: on a refinery
planet, it might be mines and process

• "They came out of the sun, 40 million
of the blighters. We weren't worried.
We just popped into our Reeves and

but manage to include huge objects
with detailed shading. The sense of
scale is also incredible. In space, the

enemy has gigantic motherships which
dwarf you completely; switching to an
outside view shows you just how small

ing centres, to knock out their manufac

you are compared to it. You can even
fly through gaps in its superstructure if
you're bloody careful. The graphics do

turing capabilities.

bear an uncanny resemblance to Thun-

So it's wholesale destruction on a

grand scale. With the graphics to match
- imagine Thunderhawk with faster,
more detailed and more realistic graph

• This sounds like someone to avoid, with his "Death Breath" and "Death Clow" -

er, whatever that may be. Lost something in translation from Hungarian, possibly?

PLACES, ABANDONED, SOME

Mortimer Time Machine, zipped back to

the ship construction plant and
chucked a fatal design flaw into the
blueprints. One tap and their ships will
fall to pieces. Bwa-ha-ha (etc)!"

derhawk's but DID claim they began

Epic long before Core started their
opus.

BOLT

Where are all these games Electronic
Zoo keep talking about? They seem to
announce at least three a month, most

of which never appear. Well, the next
vapourwear game is called Aban
doned Places, and it's an RPG - a
Hungarian one at that.
The plot has to do with monsters
and silver lines in the sky. Wandering
through a landscape composed of an
inner (dungeon) and outer world, you
have to rid the land of the evil sweeping

over it -sounds just a tad like Legend
on page 61, doesn't it? In a similar way
to many other RPGs, APhas three sorts
of sections to the game. As you wander
between cities, you view your crew

should be released

from above, with the landscape shown

before Christmas, once the few rough

in all its animated glory. Then, when
you enter a dungeon (or some similar
place), the viewpoint switches to a first

The game

ics and you'll have an idea of Epic.
Developed on an ST, it has full 3D

edges have been sorted out. We await

views that move at incredible speeds

the finished version with sweaty palms.

person perspective, just a little bit like
Dungeon Master, actually. The third
change takes place when you enter a
city, which is displayed as a series of
animated pictures, showing the nefari
ous inhabitants as they converse with /
steal from / hit you.
The Zoo are playing the numbers

game with AP: 60 different spells, 70
minutes of music (something to look
forward to there, we're sure), 12 differ

ent dungeon types, hundreds of ani
mated objects and "programmable"
monsters (whatever that may mean)

that plan their attacks carefully instead
of throwing themselves wholesale at
you. All this in a free 'n' easy environ
ment where you can do whatever the
hell you want, to anythingyou can find.
Abandoned Places is due out early

in the new year. We'll see, won't we?

\'M
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• Destroying a generator on the planet's surface in Epic takes a lot of firepower
but it's very satisfying to see it go up in smoke, accompanied by the digitised
strains of Mars from the Planet Suite. Annihilation frenzy!
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• Do not adjust your contact lenses: this shot only looks a little blurred because
Felius the Cleric is using his invisibility power on the giant tarantulas you can't
see in the top window. Well, you can't, can you? That proves it. Pretty good, eh?

GAMES

NEWS

NO "IN PRODUCTION" THIS MONTH. FROM NOW ON IT'S BITS
Actually, it's FORMAT'S usual comprehensive roundup of the latest games news from all over - just with a shorter, punchier title. As you can tell.
Domark are planning ahead in a
big way, again. Matthew Stibbe,
game designer and co-author of
Imperium and 'Nam 1965-75, has set
his sights on a game about
Columbus, that bloke who acciden

tally bumped into America, to be
released on the 500th anniversary of
said event. It's played from both the
national level (as you build a fleet,
finance it and so on) and from the
grass roots level (blowing other
ships from the water in 3D). Details
are still very sketchy 'cos the game
isn't going to be released until

October 1992. Even then it'll proba
bly be a month late...

depriving ST owners of Eye of the
Beholder, also have no plans to
convert the sequel. Write to your
MP, and USG too...

features (hardware scrolling, stereo
sound) if all goes well... Vengeance,
the graphic adventure from the new
Revolution Software exclusively
previewed in STF 27, has had a
name change. It's now called Lure
of the Temptress. Tacky...

•

•

don't want to let the rights go. US
Gold will definitely be doing the ST
version. USG, not content with

•
Civilisation, the new PC godgame from Railroad Tycoon creator
Sid Meier in which you influence the
history of the world, will be con
verted to the ST, but not for a while
yet. Likewise F117A Nighthawk
Stealth Fighter, the sequel to F-19
Stealth Fighter...

when the port onto the Amoeba
maims machine is done... Tip Off,

•
Sonic the Hedgehog, console
star extraordinaire, is also on hold

the basketball simulation from

for a while - it's doing so well, Sega

Anco, should use the STE's extra

same play-by-turns board game style as
its predecessor.

The setting is an abandoned space
ship which has been drifting around for
many thousands of years, as aban
doned spaceships are wont to do. It's
been taken over by the forces of Chaos
and only the Space Marines can purge
it of its nastiness. It's about now that

you wish you hadn't joined the Marines.
For each game a random mission
aboard the ship is generated, with a
specific goal to each. Your ST controls
the aliens (including one massive mutha
called the Dreadnought - not a nice
thing to meet in a dark corridor) and
you take control of a squad of four

Marines commanded by, yes, a Com
mander. The weapons you take with
you for each mission must be chosen
carefully, because some are better
suited to particular situations. It
wouldn't be wise to use a photon
grenade to destroy an alien next to a
nuclear reactor, for instance. Whatever
you choose, though, the weapons are

not infallible and occasionally they may
jam or explode.
Orders can be given to specific
members of the party so they react to
situations intelligently. The game world
is viewed with an overhead MegaTraveller style perspective and the familiar
Hero Quest 3D isometric view.
In all, expect Space Crusade to be
an interstellar version of Hero Quest,
with updated control methods and
greater depth of play. It should be out
in time for Christmas.

French software house Loriciel are

stepping up their release schedule for

the ST. Next January, look out for The
Golden Eagle: The Return, a Prince

of Persia style arcade platform game.
The main character's actions have all

been digitised from film of real actors
in much the same way as the charac
ters in Pitftghter, so he moves incredi
bly realistically. Unfortunately the game
itself doesn't look that original, with
plenty of walking, shooting and collect
ing being the order of the day.
• Which of us hasn't longed for a

it." "This would never have happened with a Reeves and Mortimer missile
launcher." "Oh shut up." The Space Crusade breaks down somewhat.

tain novelty value. Paraplaning involves
you sailing down the side of a mountain
dangling from a parachute-type contrap
tion, being blown by the wind and rain.

(Voluntarily, too.) At the higher levels
you also have to avoid houses, clouds
(why?) and even planes; race against
another opponent or the clock; and
land too.

• And there's yet another racing
game too, this time involving motor
bikes. It's endorsed by Thierry Magnaldi, the, er, famous bike racer. So
what's it got to offer that we haven't

paraplane simulation for the ST at one

seen a hundred times before? Smooth

time or other? No, well, perhaps not.
But you're getting one anyway courtesy
of Loriciel, called, with savage wit and
cutting satire, Paraplane. Quite why

graphics (it says here): 70 different ani

mations for the bike alone, running at
25 frames a second (half the maximum

anyone would want to simulate such a

ST screen frame update rate). Two
player option via a split screen. Indoor

little-known sport is beyond us, though I

and

suppose you have to admit it has a cer

races. In two words, not much.

•

• "Go on then, fire." "No, no, after you. You were here first." "Oh damn, now look
what's happened. My missile launcher's gone and jammed. I'll just nip off and fix

Space Gun, the arcade shoot-

'em-up conversion from Ocean, will
be the first non-Trojan commercial
game to use the Trojan Phazer light
gun (£39.99, Trojan u 0554 777993).
More games for the gun are also on
the way from Trojan...

OH, THE SHEER GAUL OF IT

QUEST 2: THE SEARCH FOR A HERO
Hero Quest was a goodish board
game conversion by Gremlin that did
very well for itself in the charts. Now
there's a sequel on the way called
Space Crusade, which keeps the

Cybernetics, Millennium's

strategy/ wargame, is finished, but
won't be released until the new year

stage-by-stage

cross

country

^ - W ^ ^L

• Hautement dangeureux et cher, vous aurez surement des problemes a la finde la
journee - mais essayer tout de meme de le traduire en Francais, ce quin n'est pas
facile. Cest comme le parachute-ascencionel questionnez Loriciel. (Merci,
Eleonore. This 1992 business holds no terrors for ST FORMAT!)
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TEN PREVIEWED GAMES THAT STILL HAVEN'T ARRIVED

Alcatraz from Infogrames.
Previewed in STF 23 but no

where in sight yet, and guess

why? Programming difficulties
It's not been forgotten com
pletely, honest. There are

people tying yellow ribbons to
trees all over Binghampton.

Aquaventura from
Psygnosis. Previewed years
ago, this must set the record
for the longest-delayed game

in ST history, probably.
Extensive changes have been
made, but the Psygs haven't
given up on it completely.

I Billy the Kid, a hardened
culprit from Ocean - er, make
that not from Ocean. They've
given up making excuses as to
the whereabouts of this one,
in the hope that everyone will
forget about it. We haven't.
Where is it, Ocean?

I Deuteros from Activision.
Okay, so Activision have quite
a good excuse (going bust) but
the game itself has been

I Dominion from Pandora.
Where'd it go? Previewed in
STF 23, it still hasn't surfaced.
Considering the trouble Pan

the game out before leaving

dora had with Debut (it cost so
much to develop that there
wasn't enough left to market

the ST completely.

it), it's not all that surprising.

finished for several months.

Let's hope they manage to get

%***
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I Epic from Ocean, another

Duster from Mirrorsoft. We

reported in issue 24 that it
was going to be delayed even
longer since Rowan Software
had joined Realtime, the origi
nal programmers, to get the
thing finished. Six months
later we're still waiting.

I Gauntlet 3 from US Gold.

year ago, the game seemed to
have disappeared in between.

was only an unfinished version
with no sound. And now US

had to be here for old time's

But now it's almost here - see

Gold are being very coy about
releasing it. Dare we hope for

23. First announced over a

the main story on page 16. Is
that an epic feat or what?

We almost had it in our grasp
a while back, but what we saw

next month...?

DEVEL OPMENTS
ATARI 1040/520 STE
EXPANSION STAND

only £34.99
Including VAT and delivery
• Colour coded to your
•

Atari
Fitted in seconds

•

Shelf for disk drives

• 5 day delivery
• Delivery charge
included in price

• Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
0908 262137

ORDER FORM
Name

Cheques payable to:
AVA Developments Ltd

Address

58 Burners Lane South

Postcode

Kiln Farm

Milton Keynes
MK11 3HD

Tel No

Midwinter 2 from Micro-

prose. (Well, actually not - we
finally saw it in STF 26, where
it earned FORMAT Gold! Still, it

non-surfacer featured in issue

(0908)262137

sake - and to show that there

may be hope after all for the
other nine we're waiting for...)

I Sim Earth, also from
Ocean. A major preview back in
issue 20 has been followed by

Yet again, programming diffi
culties have been cited, but
the game will definitely be out
next year. Maybe.

months of silence from Ocean.

r^t^r-QQ j
When you are considering purchasing a sound sampler there are several to choose from. Why compromise? Your choice shoul<

be the new full featured STEREO MASTER for the Atari ST range of computers. The package that gives you more extras than a

M series BMW. By purchasing this state of the art product, which combines a quality sampler with the expertise of over ten years
of software programming, you are purchasing a top quality product in the knowledge that it is not only compatible with existing
Microdeal products but will also be with future ones.

What is Stereo Master?
Stereo Master is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for the Atari range of computers. The sampler cartridge enclosed in the
package plugs into the ROM port at the side of the computer and allows you to analyze the sounds, coming in, change the way

they sound using realtime special effects or record them from devices such as personal cassette players, Compact disc players
etc. Once in the computer STEREO MASTERS unique editor will enable you to edit the sound in practically any way you can imagine.
Once you have the sound sample how you want it, you may incorporate it into other programs such as Quartet or play it using
routines supplied for many of the commonly available BASIC'S.

The Sampling Software

••I

l •"•!

Includes many features you would expect to find in a professional editing suite;
* Realtime playback ghost cursor marker
Bounce sample
* Cut or Delete selected sample area
Decrease Volume
Increase volume
jEHHUgl * Mix sample with full or half volume
* Shrink by 33%/50% by drag or wipe
Trigger recording
TFPET
* Fade in/out with selectable degree of fade
Loop sample
* Filter sample with hard/soft filter
STE Volume.Bass & Treble control
••I -rr.nl
* Full editting and control facility for Left/right channels
Clear Left/Right samples
Jil^rl-l.Hl'il'l'l'jlgJll * Hifi Stereo playback option through PLAYBACK cartridge
Selectable trigger volumes
IS'I
i"'CS;i6^lfc.
•
* Record Frequency from 3.0 to 27.9 Khz in ST mode
Paste sample (using buffer)

THE MAIN EDITOR SCREEN* Record Frequency 6.25, 12.5 qnd 25K in STE mode

The Special Effects Software

_i
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REAL TIME SPECIAL

For the first time ever you can emulate sound effects in real time, just like the sound labs
can for film studios, normally the hardware to produce these effects would cost many times

more than this package. Features on the FX menu include;
* Built in realtime special effects including. Echo, Reverb, Ramp, Pitch up/down, Multi

Echo

Chorus, Phaser, Reverse and Pitch Bend.

* Parameters of FX can be modified to provide 1000's of different effects.

EFFECTS MENU

The Analytical Software
A whole host of pro-type analytical functions include;
* 3D display of sample frequencies (Fast fourier transform)
* 3D display also includes 2D envelope display plus sample information
* Built In realtime spectrum analyzer
* Stereo Oscilloscopes with trigger markers

36 BAR SPECTRUM ANALYZER

3D DISPLAY OF SAMPLE

liIIIlBQTirana]BPliBiB]
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The MIDI Software

ll""'l-BB-li"-l«•!

THE MIDI
CONTROL PANEL

at these features;

* Up to 10 stereo or mono samples

* Selectable MIDI channel

* Samples can be mapped across a MIDI note range

* Omni/Poly operation
* MIDI keyboard splits

* Load/save sample set (with all MIDI settings/splits)

Other Innovative features;
We know this product is years ahead of its time and these additional features justify our boast;

* New style stereo cartridge
* Saves AVR and RAW samples

* Including walkman type cable
* Full STE stereo support

* Playback routines for HISOFT, GFA, STOS and ATARI Basic
© 1991 MICRODEAL U.K.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

ATARI

STE ADDITIONAL
CONTROLS

STEREO MASTER ORDER FORM

ATARI

STEREO MASTER IS £39.95 Post & Packing £1 (All prices inc. V.A.T.)
With cheque, Postal Order or Credit Cards.

BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARD

BY POST

Name

Address

(0726) 68020
E3^1 IK IS]
SEND TO: Microdeal

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date.

Number

Please allow 28 days for delivery
PO BOX 68 St Austell Cornwall

England

PL25 4YB

i

COVER

DISK

There's so much in it! Chris Lloyd talks you through the Cover Disk

ON THE DISK THIS MONTH
STOS DEMO - Be dazzled by this hypnotic

SIDE 1

graphics demo and find out how it's all done.

POPULOUS 2 - Play god in a playable demo
of Bullfrog's masterpiece.
BABY JO - Be unbearably cute and bouncy
with a playable level of Loriciel's new baby.
DIVERT - Fool your ST's disk accessing with
this really jolly useful utility.

MIDI FILE - Acomplete MIDI song from
Hands On MIDI Software. Groovy.
RENAME - Customise your files and folders.
Go on, be different!

STEREO REPLAY - High res resource file for
last month's demo of Microdeal's stunning new

SIDE 2

stereo sampler.

ENTOMBED - Tombs, tricks and traps. A
complete platform game.

RAILROAD - Get Railroad Tycoon working on
STs with over 1MByte.

Stop! To protect your precious Cover Disk, write-protect
it and back it up now! Just follow the steps opposite.

POPULOUS 2
MACHINE: ALL STS

You play the part of one of two
gods, each with his own worshippers.

nent the red god probably has too, so
get in there and give him a disaster or
two to cope with. This ST FORMAT
Cover Disk version enables you to

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

The more worshippers, the more pow

unleash columns of fire, whirlwinds,

FOLDER: POP_2

erful you get, so you need to look after

FILES: POP_2.PRG

them. The people lead lives all their
own, wandering about, building houses
and multiplying. Your first step is to
give your people nice flat land to settle
on. Select the People icon and click on
the first option, which is two little

storms and, er, trees. No, really. These
grow out of the ground upsetting build

BY: BULLFROG
SIDE: 1

GET STARTED WITH: POP_2.PRG

There can't be many people who
haven't at least heard of Populous. It
was hideously addictive and started a
fashion for god-games. No laurel

squashing for Bullfrog though, they've
been hard at work on building a better
world for you to play big cheese of.
This sneak preview gives you a whole
world to play with, but only a limited
time to get the better of your opponent

by nurturing your own blue people and
decimating his little red men. Fail and

you wind up back at the beginning
again.

arrows. The mouse now turns into a

pointer and two little arrows as well.
You can now click on the landscape.
Use the left button to raise it and the

right to lower it.
Give your chaps plenty of flat land
and they soon build up some impres
sive looking buildings and get stronger.

ings and generally making life tedious
for the locals.

The original Populous was a smash
hit and ushered in a wave of arcade-

type god games. Populous 2 is even
better, so get the demo up and running
and start practising that deep voice!

TIIIiTlcIiJ
Populous 2 is completely mouse*
driven. From an omniscient vantage

point, the god of the blue people
(that's you) simply clicks with

his/her/its celestial rodent on the
heavenly icons ranged around the
borders of the known universe.

Make your opponent's land unfriendly
by covering it with hills or lowering it
into the sea. Watch out, though,
because the ST-controlled god of the
red people is trying to do the same
back to you.
After a while you should have built
up a reasonable population and gained

• The overall map of the world. Clicking on th
with the left button scrolls you about. Click
somewhere with the right mouse button and y
move straight there, or hold It down and you <
scroll around the entire landscape. The little

arrows at the edge move you about as well.

plenty of manna (power). Your oppo• This row of icons gives you access to the six
different sets of effects - people, vegetation,
earth, air, fire and water.

• The initial screen gives you a peek at
the 36 different possible effects in

Populous 2. You can get really nasty,
creating everything from swamps to a
rain of fire. This special ST FORMAT
demo has been squeezed to run on a
520ST. If you see little black lines
every now and again it's because some
graphics had to be left out. Sensitive
souls might prefer being spared the
gory effects anyway...
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• This red bar shows you your current manna
strength. The more manna you have, the more
effects you can throw around.
• Click on the questionmark and then
select a building or character. Its
strength is displayed in the colosseum,
including the current weapon used.

•

The effects available for each group.

COVER

DISK

EVERYTHING YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Protection is better than puree

click on them and select Show to dis

To keep your Cover Disk absolutely
safe, keep it write-protected by moving
the little black tab so you can see
through the hole. Nothing can now be
written to your Disk, so there's no
chance of you accidentally writing over
or deleting any precious data. This
also keeps you completely safe from
viruses. The Disk is guaranteed virusfree, so don't take any chances.

play the text on-screen.

Read Me, Read Me!

Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may often find text files on
the Disk with more information. These

have the file extender .DOC - the three

letters after the full stop. It's always a
good idea to read these for more infor
mation on the program. Just double

into drive A. (If you're lucky enough to
have two drives, put your back-up disk
into drive B. If not, just carry on.)

Back Me Up!

©

To keep your prized Cover Disk safe
you should back up the disk, so if any
thing should go horribly wrong you've
still got the original.

open up a window. Now drag one of
the folders to the drive B icon. If you
have just the one drive, your ST tells
you when to swap disks.
© Repeat this with all the folders

Because of the special disk format
you can't do a direct disk to disk copy

Double-click on the drive A icon to

except the SIDE_2 folder. When you
get to this one, double-click on it to
open it up and drag the folders from

- you can't just drag the Floppy Drive
A icon over the Floppy Drive B icon. So
here's what you do. Each Cover Disk
holds nearly 800K of goodies, so you'll

inside it to the drive B icon.

O Keep copying folders like this, one
by one, until your ST tells you there
isn't enough room left on the new disk.
When it does, re-copy the last folder
(the one you were copying when you
got the "disk full" message) and all the
remaining folders onto your second

probably need two blank disks to copy
everything onto. Take a freshly format
ted disk and copy across all the files,
as follows.

O Remember to write-protect the
Cover Disk first. Put the Cover Disk

blank disk. Job done!

•

Note that some programs on

some Cover Disks may need to be
copied out of their folders - like Baby
Jo (overleaf). Follow the instructions

for that program and you'll be okay.
Still Single?
ST FORMAT uses a rather clever disk

format (invented by whizzo disk doctor
Rob Northen) which can be read by
both single and double-sided drives. If
you can open other folders but your
ST grumbles about damaged data
when you try to open the SIDE_2 fol
der, then you have a single-sided drive.
These were fitted to early 520 STs and
are rapidly becoming obsolete. Re
placement drives are cheap and easy
to fit. Time to upgrade, perhaps?

STOS d e m o
BY: CHRIS LLOYD
SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL STS
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

• Er, I wouldn't go swimming just yet.
If a whirlwind passes over water it
creates these nasty little things which
eat away at the land. The attack of the
killer whirlpools!

• Take that, you fiend! The fire column
does its stuff on your opponent's folk.

• That red tribe looking a little too
well? Try the storm effect. A mass of
dark clouds appears and rain begins
bucketing down on them. This god stuff
can go to your head.

Any people caught by it are turned to
ashes and their homes burnt to the

ground. Vengeful lot, these gods!

INFLUENCE OF THE GODS
• This preview only allows you to
play god for a while, alas. You can
e time remaining here.

• The colosseum shows you the rela' trength of your population. Any
ng or character selected with
'ormatlon icon appears he- -

FOLDER: STOS

FILES: STF_EYE.PRG, STF_EYE.BAS
AND 7 MBK FILES

GET STARTED WITH: STF_EYE PRG

This demo writing stuff isn't so hard
really. Open up the STOS folder on side
two and double-click on STF_EYE.PRG,
then sit back and relax.

The graphics demo runs for a cou
ple of minutes before going back to the
start again. After you've fried your eyes
for a while turn to page 106 for the
inside on how it's all pieced together.
It's not half as difficult as you imagine. If
you're a STOS BASIC programmer - or
just unconscionably curious - then you
can have a good rummage through the
source code, also on the Disk.

• Global options. From here you can
change the main game settings.

• Click here, then select a building or
character for more information on its

strength.

:SW

i • Get your people to Join up if they
meet to make stronger characters,
otherwise settle.

' • Makes your population into a nasty
bunch - they attack the enemy when
they meet, but otherwise they settle.
• We are all one, part of an infinite and
•

The papal magnet. With this selected your folk head for it, and the first
becomes leader. In this demo both magnets are set up in the middle of the

This sets "Settle mode." Your bods

settle down, build homes, get them
selves mortgages and start shopping
for furniture together.

universal vibration that transcends the

barriers of perceived reality. The only
constant is change and our own exis
tence is merely a state of transition er, what time did you say it was again?
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DISK

Baby Jo
BY: LORICIEL
SIDE: 1

MACHINE: ALL STS
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

FOLDER: BABY_JO

FILES: BABY_JO.PRG + 36 data files
TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

• Just look at the expression on his
little face. Baby Jo is dangerously cute
and he doesn't look anything like
Winston Churchill.

• The main character is animated using
dozens of sprites. Here's the my-godmy-nappy-is-on-fire sprite showing what
happens when, er, a nappy catches fire.

He laughs when he finds something he
likes, cries when he gets hurt, sucks
his thumb when he's bored and burps

after every meal. Still, that's computer
journalists for you. And amazingly, it's
also the main character in this ever-so-

A GA-GA WEE OO-AA Gl

(or words to that effect)

•

It's all too much! The flowers are

spitting at you there are nasty wasps
and everything and you're going to sit
down and sulk okay?

Baby Jo isn't very good at talking yet, but he's
quite good at recognising pictures, so the
screen display gives you all the information
you need. Here are some of his favourites.

cute platform game from Loriciel.
Baby Jo is - er, a baby, and he's

lost, far away from home and his
mummy. It's down to you to guide him
home past all sorts of nasties, stinging
wasps, carelessly unattended campfires and fridges that fall out of trees...
You need to keep him well-fed and

The expression

He needs feed

on Jo's face gives
you an idea of
how he's feeling

ing, so keep an
eye on the bottle.

- not too bad at

burp afterwards.

Listen out for the

the moment.

Your nappy turns
blue when - er,
well, time to find

change his nappy, because otherwise
he gets very slow. There are power-ups
and bonuses to collect as you jump
about the surreal landscape. It's all joy
stick-controlled - move the joystick up
and you jump, move it left and you
move left, move... well, you can guess

a new one any

Each rattle you

way.

collect gives you
five shots - the

Lives left and

bigger and
nastier things

your score - you
start with three

the rest. Our Cover Disk demo is a

need more than

lives but get an

complete level of hectic bouncing and

one hit.

extra one at

20,000 points and
40,000 points.

collecting. There's no time limit, but
you've only got three lives - and surviv
ing is not as easy as you imagine!
• Note that you can't run the demo
directly from the Cover Disk. Get hold
of a blank disk and copy all the files
inside the BABYJO folder onto the root

directory of your blank disk - that is,
not inside any folders. Then double-click
on BABY-JO.PRG. Don't write-protect

your copy - that is, leave the little black
tab closed - 'cos the program writes
your high score to disk and sulks if it
can't do it. From the loading screen,

use the joystick to select which lan
guage you prefer, then press the
<Fire> button and up comes another

loading screen. Hit <Fire> again, select
Play and away you toddle.

Divert
BY: STUART COATES
SIDE: 1
MACHINE: ALL STS
RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: DIVERT

• Wheee! Occasionally you come
across helpful balloons to hitch a ride
on. Jump up and grab the string and
away you float. This enables you to
reach places you can't jump to, but you
have no control over where you drift.

there. This is because the program is
set up to access drive A directly, and
there is nothing you can do about it that is, until now.
Divert is a very clever little beast
which intercepts the drive accesses at
GEMDOS level and redirects them. You

can set up your ST so that every time

DIVRTOFF.PRG, DIVRTON.PRG

software looks at drive A it is redi
rected to drive C or somewhere else.
Just the ticket for hard drive owners or

GET STARTED WITH: DIVERT.TOS

anyone who wants to store data in a

FILES: DIVERT.TOS, DIVERT.DOC,

• Oh no, it's all going horribly wrong!
You've got only one life left, you're
almost out of food, your nappy needs
changing and there are horrible wibbly
wobbly worms everywhere!
Whaaaaaaaaaaa!

say because you've got the appropriate
resource file on a floppy in that drive,
you can switch Divert off and on again
by using the DIVRTON and DIVRTOFF
programs. Just have a butcher's at the

BY: RANDY MEARS
SIDE: 2

text file DIVERT.DOC on the Disk for

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

more information.

Divert is Shareware, which means

the author doesn't get huge royalties

Railroad
MACHINE: 2 AND 4MBYTE STS

FOLDER: RAILROAD
FILE: RAILROAD.TOS

from a software house which promotes

his program - instead, he is relying on
you to contribute for his hard work and
effort. So if you make use of the pro

READ: DIVERT.DOC

RAMdisk.

To get started, just run the DIVERT

gram, how about registering it? It costs

Imagine the scene: you want to run
some software from drive B or your
hard drive, but every time you run the

program and enter the drive you wish
programs to be diverted from and
where you're going to send them to

you only £10, and for your dosh you
get a free update and technical sup
port. Send your tenner to: Stuart

program it goes straight to drive A
looking for .RSC or data files that aren't

instead. When you want to run a pro

gram that does need to access Drive A,

Coates, 9 Links Road, Kibworth Beauchamp, Leicester LE8 OLD.
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• Early on is a hidden cave with all
sorts of goodies. Jo gets stuck Into the
milk with a satisfying glugging sound.
The cape gives him limited Invulnerabil
ity - he flashes pink for a while and
nothing can hurt him.

Microprose's Railroad Tycoon needs a

1MByte machine to get going, being
such a heavyweight of a game, but un
fortunately a technical cock-up means it
can't run on an ST with more than one

meg. Inside the RAILROAD folder is a
handy little program which reconfigures
your multi-megabyte ST into a 1MByte
machine. Problem solved! Neat, eh?

The ultimate games
machine deserves

Image

the ultimate

Power

operating at a high 280dpi

Atari/Amiga Handheld Scanner

Simply plug in and go.

Available for the Commodore Amiga and the Atari ST range of
computers, the Naksha A500 Scanner features switchable

resolution between 200 and 400dpi, 32 grey shades and
adjustable contrast.

EveryScanner comes complete with Express-IT! Software, an
image utility which allows you to save images in formats which
suit your favourite packages.

£99 or less
from all good computer shops

ncilohci
Naksha (UK) Ltd., 29 The Wharf, Warrington WA1 2HT

Tel: (0925) 56398 Fax: (0925) 574375

PricesexcludeVAT

E &O E

Pricessubjectto change without priornotice

Trade Marksand Registered Trade Marksare acknowledged

mouse.

The Naksha Upgrade
Mouse is silky smooth,

resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat, Pocket and
FREE Operation Stealth. No cables - no fuss.

The Disita ranee**
System 3

Home Accounts2®
An advanced version of

A lite of programs which perform all the basicfunctions
for <mall business. They may be used

Home Accounts, which is

ind(

limitedonly by the capacityof your
computer. Sophisticated reporting with
graphics, and special options suchas VAT
and loancalculation facilities. Equally

ndently or integrated and include
ow Controller, Stock Control and

Invoicing and Statements. £59.99
System 3e

suitable for businesses, clubs and charities

Like System 3, but with extended capacity

(STand Amiga). £54.99

for customer accounts and stock items.
£79.99

4a

n
...BtVCT

Home Accounts
Cashbook Controller

Ideal for home users who want a simple

Take the drudgery out of book keeping as
this program will replace your cash and
petty cashbooks. In addition to recording

low-cost way to planand manage home
finances. £29.99

cash, bank and VAT transactions, you can

enter creditsalesand purchases, and for all
these entries the program willautomatically
completedouble entry routines, to ensure

DGCalc

Thisfast, simple spreadsheet includes
many advanced features, includinga
windowing facility, so that you can look at
different partsof the spreadsheet at the same
time £39.99

your records are always in balance. £59.99

"I

Final Accounts

^pjorm

Using the information created with
Cashbook Controller, this program will

produce a complete set ofaccounts, including
Trial Balance, Tradingand Profitand Loss

Mailshot Plus

Ifyou ever need to sendout mailings or
pr'-ttlabels, this program is for you.

Account, Balance Sheet, as well as useful

accounting ratios, £39.99

Animated labels appear on-screen as a
continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll
backwards and forwards. You can search, sort

anddetect duplicate labels, print side by side

Cashbook Combo

A money-saving combination packcontaining Cashbook
Controller and Final Accounts. £79.99

and much more. £49.99

Wordworth®

DGBase

The graphical nature of Wordworth makes
producing documentsfasterand easier.
With the enhanced printing fonts, Collins
Spelling Checkerand Thesaurus, no other

Ifyou're lookingfor fast accessto
information, and the ability to create

customised reports, then this relational
databaseis for you (ST). £49,99

word processor comes close (Amiga). £1 29.99

Day-By-Day

An excellent way to get organised. You'll
be remindedof birthdays, meetings and
appointments. It includes month/week/day

#ngg

The Digita range is available for Commodore Amiga,

planners andautomatic reminders ofoverdue

events. £29.99

Personal Tax Planner

Plan your own tax with ease. This simple
program will calculate your income tax
liability, allowing you to perform instant
'what-if' calculations and produce pertinent

AtariST and IBM PC unless statedotherwise, and every

program comes with a seven day money-back guarantee.
The only way to really appreciate Digita software isto

m

use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information, or write

to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ.All prices
include VAT, postage and packaging.

facts about your tax position. A professional
version is also available for accountants and
financial advisers. £49.99

1 ^Y::P'e

©
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DIGITA

E-Type

INTERNATIONAL

Transform your computer into a type

writer. Because text is printedinstantly, you
can line up your form, press return andspace

software tbats right"

a few times to move to the correct place,and

then start typing. Ideal for filling in forms
and envelopes. £39.99

The Digita range is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem,
HB Marketing, IBD, Lazer, Leisuresoft, Precision andSDL.

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 IJL ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 268893
A memberof the Digita group

Digita, the Digita logo. Home Accounts2 and Wordworth are registered trademarks, and software thals right are trademarks of Digita Holdings ltd.
All othertrademarks andtheirowners arcacknowledged. Sold subject to standard conditions of saleE&OE.
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Stereo Replay high

Entombed
BY:NICKCONCANNON

r e s r e s o u r c e file

SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL STS

sampler/editor - the first to offer true
stereo on all STs. If you're one of the
lucky ST owners with Atari's high reso
lution mono monitor, this month is your
lucky day (or something like that).

BY: MICRODEAL

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

SIDE: 2

FOLDER: ENTOMBED

MACHINE: ALL STS

FILES: ENTOMBED.PRG,

RESOLUTION: HIGH ONLY

ENTOMBED.DOC

FOLDER: REPLAY

GET STARTED WITH:

• Help! To open that door you're going
to need the bow, then the quiver, so

ENTOMBED.PRG

Inside the REPLAY folder on this issue's

FILES: EDITOR.RSC

Cover Disk you'll find the resource file
that enables you to use the demo with

TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

you can shoot the um which holds the

READ: ENTOMBED.DOC

key.

ST FORMAT'S exclusive assembly

programming series, written by hit
game-makers Bullfrog, certainly in
spired reader Nick Concannon from
Cheshire, 'cos he sent us this little

cracker. Ifs his first attempt at assem
bly coding, and he says he worked on it

for over four months using Devpac 1.
You play the part of Ya Salam, a tomb
builder. It's a pretty good job, except

that the tombs need testing to make
sure all the traps work. If you survive
you get the admiration of the pharaohs
and the chance to build a new tomb. If

you don't, well, you're dead, aren't you?

Last month's Cover Disk featured a

To get started, open up the
ENTOMBED folder, double-click on

ENTOMBED.PRG and press the <Fire>
button on your joystick. It's all joystick
controlled: up for jump, left to go left
and, well, it's all very simple. You can
tackle any one of the first four tombs,
but must complete all four before the
really difficultfifth one.
Along the way you find various
icons to help you. If anything starts
flashing it means something's going to
change soon, so get ready. Pressing P
pauses the game. The traps and puz
zles are dammed tricky and need dex
terous joystick work,

timing and a bit of
logic. Think you're up
to the challenge? Get
that disk in the drive
and have a bash!
And for some in

sights into how ifs
done, check out the
Bullfrogs' assembly
programming series
in STF issues 21 -

• All right, clever-clogs, how would you reach the bow,
then? This is one of the early puzzles in Entombed and it's
a ticklish one. Passing one of those buttons on the wall
activates a trap - often a set of spikes shooting from the
stonework. Nasty, that.

27. If you missed
any of these, don't
despair - just turn to
page 142 for the
FORMAT back issue
service.

HIEROGLYPHICS I HAVE MET
These Ancient Egyptians wrote using little pictures. They even had one
for "Only ten more points would have got you on the high score table.
BOW - Before

«-....

you can

you need this. The more

extra points, and what

worthwhile inside - or

you collect, the greater
your shot power.

do points make? Er, a
higher score?

not. as the case mav be.

demo of Microdeal's groovy stereo

your mono monitor.
To use it, copy across EDITOR.RSC
to your back-up copy of the Replay

demo. Don't try to
add it to last month's
Cover Disk -

start,

for a

there's

no

room! Make sure ifs
in the same level as

the editor program

mkf}>^^iiM | B"-

EDITOR.PRG, not in
any other folder, and
Bob is indeed your

•rWr4^

rather musical uncle.

Of course, you do

&\

need

• Like most serious ST software, Microdeal's Stereo
Replay looks a lot better on Atari's super crisp high resolu
tion mono monitor. The resource file on this issue's Cover

Disk enables you to use that program with a mono monitor.
Coincidence? Uncanny, I call it.

last

month's

Cover Disk, so if you
missed

that

issue

you'd better rush to
page 142 and order
yourself a copy fast!

Rename
BY: CLIVE PARKER
SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL STS
RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: RENAME

FILES: FOLDER™.ACC,

RENAME™.ACC, SELEKT™.ACC,
READ_ME.DOC

<Control> and <Alternate> keys along
with the usual keyboard keys.
In the RENAME folder are three
rather smart little Accessories. Your ST

can load in up to six of these programs
when it boots up. They need to be in
the root directory of your boot disk that is, not in any folders. Copy the
three ACC files to a blank, formatted

TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

disk and boot with that disk in the drive.

READ: READ_ME.DOC

You can then use the Accessories via
the Desk menu on the menu bar.

Ever looked at the files on a disk and

Be careful though: only rename
backup copies of things first. Remem

wondered how they get all those funny
characters in the filename? The pro
grams Rename™ and Folder™ enable
you to use any character in a file or
folder name. You can get at the whole
of the ST character set by using the

ber your ST uses the file extender - the
three characters in the filename after

the full stop - to identify what sort of
file it is. Programs don't like having any
of their data files changed either. One
last safety tip:
don't put ques
tion

marks

in

folder names - it

QUIVER -1
the bow?

Good, now

Che, open doors

DISK

you extra time t
tomb changes. U
number keys to
them.

and chests.

-FFFFr rr^mm^msm^mmr-w,
STATUS BAR - from left to right: lives left, score, bows collected, a
collected, keys collected and seconds collected to delay tomb chan

confuses
your
ST. Apart from
that, experiment!
You can
give
disks

a

new

look.

whole

The

last little Acces

sory is Selekt,™
which brings up
• With Rename you can give your files all sorts of funny names. the fileselect box
First select the file to be changed with the fileselector and type
from the menu
in those weird ones. Your ST has all sorts of odd symbols
whenever
you
tucked away in its character set. You can get at the Atari sym
need it.
bol by holding down <Control> and using O and N.
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MIDI File
BY: DAVE CLACKETT
SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL STS

There's one stuck to the

front

month's

MIDI is short for Musical Instrument

special supplement has ==

FOLDER: MIDI

FILES: HANDSON.MID, MIDI.DOC

instrument. Your ST is equipped with

TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

MIDI ports built-in. All you need are a
couple of leads to connect it to your
MIDI synth, plus a sequencer program
and your ST can take control. What do
you mean you haven't got a sequencer?

Got a MIDI setup? Quick, set it up!
Hands On MIDI Software have given you

this

stuck-to-it FORMAT. The =E

Digital Interface - the standard system
that enables your ST to talk to any MIDI

READ: MID I.DOC

of

a full 12-track MIDI song file to listen to
and play around with.

rTHE"c6viR"DfSK NEEDS'yoIP
We need yoursoftware - games, utilities, demos - anything good, original and short. If you've
written anything worthy of the ST FORMAT Cover Disk, send It with this form and full documen
tation to: Chris Lloyd, ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, Avon BA12BW.

Then please be patient: we get heaps of submissions, and we try to give them all a fair testing!

blimey-it's-got-two-disks- fct

musa

all you need to know =e

about using Sequencer ^rtfflffr-

m
One, but if you're curi- A ji |j \\ \\ u |J_U_

ous about the people ' "

——

i;

ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii iiS
i.i

,'iii.^r '

'..

:•

:";;...!

who produced this MIDI

file turn to the special » Part of HandsOn's MIDI file drum track - a closed

Hands On feature on highhat with a triplet feel (it says here). Load the file
page 85.

into Sequencer One and see what makes it syncopate!

PROBLEMS?
FRET NOT!
Every month we duplicate tens of thousands of disks. Inevitably a few are cor

rupted - you can't open a window at all, or there's nothing in the window, or
the folder names are gobbledegook. And it's jolly annoying if it should happen
to you. If you're unlucky, sorry. We guarantee you a free replacement. Just
send your disk to: ST FORMAT January Disk Returns, Dlscopy Labs, Unit A,

Name

Address _

West March, London Road, Daventry NN4 4SA.
Note that only Discopy can help you - please don't send faulty disks to us.

Daytime phone .
Program title

Total size in K

On a separate sheet, explain concisely what the program does and what's great about it.
Don't forget to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Writeyour name and address on
the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your program, because contributions are nonreturnable • Enclose wads of cash. We pay for programs we use, but hey, we can use the dosh!

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for publication in
ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby agree to indemnify Future Publishing
against any legal action should copyrightproblemsarise.

• Got a problem with one of the Cover Disk programs? Make sure you've read
all the relevant Cover Disk pages and any document files on disk. Try consult
ing your ST Owner's Manual - that might have the information you need. Still
got a problem? Then give us a ring on the ST FORMAT Cover Disk Hotline. We'll
do our best to sort it out. When you ring, make sure you have your ST nearby,
tell us the number of the Cover Disk and which program is giving you trouble.
Cover Disk Hotline
•& 0225 442244

Signed

Wednesday 2 - 6pm only

SURPLUS STOCK SELL-OFF!!
TOP SELLING GAMES
FROM ONLY £1.00 EACH

AMIGA/ATARI ST/PC/C64/
SPECTRUM AMSTRAD
JUST SEND ONE FIRST CLASS STAMP TELLING US WHAT COMPUTER
YOU HAVE AND WE WILL SEND YOU A FULL LIST OF AVAILABLE
SOFTWARE AT PRICES YOU JUST WON'T BELIEVE TO:
SURPLUS SOFTWARE SELL OFF

DEPT.2, Nol SATURN HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK, ALDERMASTON, BERKS. RG7 4QW

500,000 COMPUTER GAMES
THIS

SOFTWARE,

GAMES

SHOP SURPLUS

The Worlds N91 Choice

OVER THIRTY MODELS . ALL FORMATS . COMPLETE CONTROL
AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING COMPUTER,TOY & DEPARTMENT STORES.

Magical Deals...

GREAT VALUE, THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN

NEW LOW
Playand
Creative

Atari 1040 STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM,
16 COLOUR PALETTE, 10 DIFFERENT PORTS INC. MID!,
BIT PCM SOUND-ln Stereo, 1Mb. FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

ATARI

Business

Computing

2 BUTTON MOUSE, EXTERNAL GENLOCK SUPPORT

i • • !•••

•••••!••

Prof Looks at Words
Prof Makes Sentences

PLAYER Willi lull infra red

remote control plus leads io

TVand audio system and an

A Great collection of Atari games in a GREAT
520 STE PACK... IDEAL FOR ALL THE FAMILY!!!

•ami
• French Mistress

...BUT THEN MERLIN WILL INCLUDE

POSSIBLE (SIMMS), ABILITY TO USEGENLOCK DEVISES,

Geography Quiz

ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE EITHER...

INDIANA JONES & THE LAST CRUSADE, SUPER CYCLE,

„,

III81M1
:: ST Word...Word Processor
, ST Data...Database
STCaic...Spreadsheet

•"• Hvperpaint II
Music Maker II

IRrSTBasic

An 88 KeyQWERTY Keyboard Worth £49.951
OR A 3.5" FloppyDisk DriveWorth £56.95!

DRAGONS BREATH. AND ANARCHY along with

P«H«T BASIC, STTUTORIAL, NEOCHROME (Art Package)

• •••i

£364

QQ

AND CX40 JOYSTICK!

dh

Buya Sorcerers Pack Too!
(See Listed Prices)

NOW WITH FREE ST BASIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGF WORTH £?4 99!'

£299

99

Arange ofCOWaccessories are now coining
COTV KEYBOARD 88 KeyQWEP.TV

CDTV MOUSE

SH¥EEE£*s
JUST RIGHT FOR CHRISTMAS AND YOU CHOOSE
WHATTO HAVE...From our simple Pack 1 to our

extensive Pack 4 that gives you everything!!!
WD...because YOU have a choice, you don't end

up with lots ot items you don't really want. With
ome bundles you see advertised you have to take

.!L

MERLIN EXPRESS
ARE A STAR

REGISTERED DEALEH

NEW STAR LC 20MONO
£145.99
Replacement fortheever popular LC10, this
new printer is25% FASTER -150/38cps and
hasnew push button controls. Released for

Europe approx 12mnth ago soit's well proven
LC200COLOUR
£199.99
9 PinDot Matrix, 240x240dpi, 185M0cps

LC 24/200 MONO

£229.99

what you get, with Merlin you don't!!!

24PinDotMatrix, 360x360dpi, 220/55cps

« SORCERORS PACK 1°

24 PinDotMatrix, 360x360dpi, 220/25cps
NEW XB 24/200COLOUR
£379.99
24PinDot Matrix, 360x 360dpi, 275/80cps,

Quality Mouse Mai, Quality Thick Vinyl AlariDust
Cover, Quality Guaranteed Joystick and Ten Blank

.

LC 24/200 COLOUR

£269.99

29K Buffer, exceptional 4x48 pin dpi super
letter quality fonts, 14x24 pin dpi near letter
quality lonts. DUALITY PRINT ALL THE WAY!
NEW XB 24/250 Wide Carr. COL. £454.99
Specification asthe XB 24/200 above but with
a massive 76K buffer andfeaturing a wider
carriage forthose applications thatneed it.

H GREAT GAMES FOR ALL THE FAMILY...

Aslerii, Chess Player 2150, Orivin' Force, Live and
Let Die, Onslaught, Pipe Mania, Hick Dangerous,

Rack nRoll, Sirweek and Trivial Pursuit.

GBTVTBAClfflAU Infrared remote control with sockets for E79.95

NEW STARJET SJ-48 Inkjet

£249.99

Citizen Printers

Near silent printer similar totheBJlOe Bubble
butwith Epson LQ/IBM Proprinler emulations,
360dpi, lOOcps, 28K Butter. Fantastic Print!!!
LASERPRINTER4

carrya two
yearwarranty.
9 Pin Dot Matrix

£749.99

£139.99

£184.99
Fully HP-IIP &Epson compatible, 300dpi, 1Mb. i?4B mm 24 Pin DotMatrix
«»0 9 Pin Dot Matrix £189.99
mem.fexp. to5Mb.) serial/parallel, 14fonts,
9 Pin Dot Matrix£219.99
RISC processor, with full 1yrs onsitemaint.
LASERPRI«rfER4STARSCRIPT £1099.99 SWIFT24 MONO
SPECIAL LOW prices £239.99
Asabove, butwithStarsPostscript, 2Mb Mem,
vmn.srsrocKSUsrE259.99
14+35 fonts,Appletalk Int, 1yrsonsitemaint.
NEW CITIZEN 224 MONO
£219.99
mT7TT"|i.'!".'|l-:ilrT'^' 24 Pin DotMatrix, 360 x 360 dpi, 160/53cps
NEWCITIZEN 224 COLOUR
£249.99
ShtFreda ESJ.19 [ESa.S9je69.99 E99JE149
MitlVG
FoulCants

m
N/A

E32.S9 E64.H
E2i.99K4.99

E32.99
£27.99

Colour Version of the New 224 Mono above

NEWCITIZEN SWIFT24E COLOUR £279.99
24 Pin Dot Matrix,360 x 360 dpi, 180/60cps

Pleasestaleprimer model tvhen ordering

>urchoice of EITHER a FREEDUSTCOVS

E2 PART PRINTER STAND (ExceptStar

£269.99
E74.99
£44.99
£94.99
£24.99
£13.99

120D+ Cut Sheet Feeder

FREE FROM MERLIN

WITH ALL PRINTERS

124D, Swill 9/24 Semi-auto Sht.Feeder
121D, Swift 9/24 Auto-Sheet Feeder

124D, Switt 9/24 Printer Stand

124D, Switt 24- 32K RAM Expansion
Font Cards Switt 24 (Any ol 6)

GENUINE RIBBONS
5 Pack
Mono Mono Colour Colour
Star LC10/20
Star LC200

EXCLUSIVE

£39.99ea

Star LC 24»200
Star XB Printer?

10GREAT QUALITY ATARI TITLES FROM

£4.75
£6.49
£6.99
£6 99

£19.95 £5.95
£29.95 £12.49
£32.99 £12 99
£32 99 £12 99

!Buy 200Sheets Continuous A4 Paper, 5 Continuous Envelopes,

£27.95

£59.95

CHivon Swift 9 and ?4 Colotn Ribbon £16.45 each or £76.95 for a 5 Pack

Citizen I24D/Swilt 24 Mono Ribbon 04 99 eacri or E22.95 (or a 5 Pack

0 uptosome strange antics inthis Ion toplay cartoon style game!'!

VSPt
HERFIST

ilDENT IS HISSING

IESTI0N OFSPORT

send a cheque/postal order with

your

requirement

need clearance unless issued by a Bank/Building Society tor you).

Small items are despatched by post FREE to all UK Mainland
addresses unless otherwise discussed. Hardware is despatched by

courier service (up to 25Kg) as follows: NEXT WORKING DAY...add
£7.50 to

order, TWO WORKING DAYS...add CG. tor

SPECIAL

SATURDAY DELIVERY...add just £12. (Please note courier service
applies to MOST UK Mainland addresses).

Hardware proving faulty within 30 days will be exchanged lor NEW.
After 30 days and within 12 months from purchase, faults will be
rectified by the relevant manufacturers' repair agent and returned
to you by courier. Software and small Items carry various
warranties, please ask for details.

ATARIPOTFOLIO POCKET PC ELECTRONIC ORGANISER! £189 I

PHILIPS CM 8833/11
COLOUR MONITOR

Complete with game diet, ai.jocsse*csi:•:?' art aPoster.
Fuony 'olgame [ties one!!! Great trivia duo.to amuse allthe(amity!!!

CO
~
Basedonloepopularchildrenscartoon.Thondercats.Actioopackedill *"*•<
Toe crary doolrom MAO magazine continue their arctic antics!!!
4•%
Putyojrsetf in Ihe drmng seal olaTuiho assisted Formula t car!!!
S S.
The revokjton begins... Itepeopfe are no tonfler free. TlBir Iws and 3f\
destinies are controlW by apowerful corporate body. Can they escape!!! ^

Who's behind the Woro's worst hostage ensis? Find the kidnappers and ^j.•=
5 £
Home computer version ol the eve: popobrTV senes quiz game!!!
^^

With address &telephone book, calculator, text processor, diary, Lotus |
1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet, and PCcompatible tor data transfer. A

14' Slereo Colour Monitor wilh

Green Screen Switch AND...
rtn FREELEAD& DUSTCOVER

Sffl

Krai

And all atah incredible Special Merlin Price...

just.£44.99

NEW! PHILIPSTELEVISION/MONITORS
BRAND NEWPHILIPS RANGE OFTVSETS WITHALMOST MONITOR
DUALITY OFOUTPUTTOO!CHOOSEFROMTHREEMODELS...

All with superbquality reproduction when usedas a monitor orTV!
2000Character High Delinition FST specifically designed foruseas a
botha high quality TV anda monitor. Full twoyearwarranty!!!
PHILIPS 3332 -15"remote control with sleeptimer £239.99 tflJITI

PHIfIPS 2331 •15", spec as 3332 but Wil i TelBleit E279.99 Mj#Cl3

TOP SOFTWARE TITLE OFFER

Aft THE LATEST GAMES ASTHEY'RE RELEASED

BUT AT DISCOUNT PRICES WHEN BOUGHT WITH A
MERLIN ATARI PACKAGE. ..YOU CAN SAVE AGAIN!!!

wyou canbuy oneoftheLATEST NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES
m thetopsoftware companies...AND ALL AT ADISCOUNT!!!
•example ifyouwould like to buya topgamestitleWITH an
irifrom Merlin wewill only charge youas follows...
ANY title withan rrpof £24.99-YOU PAY JUST £16.99!!!
ANY title withan rrp of £29.99 -YOU PAY JUST£19.99!!!
ANY title withan rrpof £34.99-YOU PAY JUST £22.99!!!
ras many GAMES asyou like! We cansupply anyGAME that'spublished

vast selectionofaccessories is also available, pleasephonefor details.
NEWATARI MEGA. STE RANGE• Available soon!!!
Available as either1Mb,2Mb,or 4Mb.
MEGA 1 STE-1Mb. RAM.3.S"Disk Drive.

£629.99

MEGA 2 STE- 2Mb. RAM, 3.5'Disk Drive,47Mb HD

find the hostages usiog the CIA's central computecand MORE!!!

BUY TWO PACKS! wm . fl Thai's Right Packs... Ill T HI ~

welcome customers to

our trade/collection counter who

wish to pick up goods from us. Why not pay us a visit, we are

always pleased lo help you with your enquiries.

nil:

variety ofescapades. Witt Ihe Ttacyfamily, Brains, and Parker loo!'!

II ST

or,

details, delivery address & daytime telephone number (cheques

apply.

One olTHE BEST CLASSIC scrolling shoot 'emopgames ever!!!
Thundernirds aregoonyour SI!!! International Rescue's leant ina

T&GREAVSIE TRIVIA

Card,

Merlin are happy to supply BFPO and export markets lor which VAT
Is normally deductible. Delivery charges vary from UK rates and,
as products carry UK warranties only, faulty items are to be
returned to Merlin by the customer and re-dellvery charges will

Fred, Barney, Pebbles, Bam-Bam, Wilma. Belly. Oinoacd allthecrew

WERCATS

Just telephone our 24 Hour Order Hotline using your Access/Visa

but we

Citizen 120D+rSwift 9 Mono Ritrcor £4.99 each or £22 95 tor a 5 Pack

Cheap PD software!) AT ALOW PRICE!!!
minus

ALL Merlin Prices Include VAT @ 17.5%

Merlin Express Limited are predominantly a mall order company,

100 ContinuousAddressLabels,1 PrinterDriverDisk,

£59.95
£59.95

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE HOUSES (Not
tlNTSTONFS

£43.95
1:39.95

5 Pack

£25

^<i^J-

i»se nnone !oeta* avaiMIfy.
Into the COW.
e control,

two standard joysticks. Can plug in toot
CDTV CADDIES
Sparecaddiesto takecompactdiscs.
£8.95
CDTtf 3.5" DRIVE Allows loadingof compatible Amiga
£99.95
software. Rack mountable. 880Kcapacity.
CDTV 64K& 256KMemoryCards, GenlockingOevlce, VideoInterface
Card etc. due to be released soon, atone tar full details/prices.

STOHEZE YOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE ATARI BUMBLE
m MERUHS UNIQUE SORCERQRS PUCKS AND...

m

TwowayInfrara

Includes battery saver feature

Buya SorcerorsPackToo!(See ListedPrices)

wmmmmmm

^•w Disks In aVinyl Disk Library Case

vCDTV

/M

sm*

ATARI 520STE WITH BUILT-IN 1 Mb 3.5" D/S DRIVE,
512KRAM, MOUSE, STEREO SOUND, 4096 COLOURS,
PORTFORLIGHT PEN/GUN, UP TO4Mb EXPANSION

• Micro Maths

Answer Back &GenKnowledge
o o Spelling
ss & PrimaryMaths

Prof Plays a New Game

£499.99

Youget... THENEWCOTV

PACK

520 STE

GCSE

PRICE ONLY

Revision

'«*•• Some GREAT EDUCATIONAL &BUSINESS SOFTWARE!

•

A NEW MEDIA
REVOLUTION...

Laarn

Computing

PHILIPS 2341 -17" version of the 2331 with Teletext E339.99 Email

£899.99
MEGA 4 STE - 4Mb.RAM, 3.5' DiskDrive, 47MbHD
EPhone
NEWATARI TT RANGE - The Serious ST Computer!
TheincrediblypowerfulAtariTTrange is a true professionalworkstation
compatible withmostSTsoftware... butwithfantasticspeed! Idea! for
graphicintensive applications such as CAD, studioanimation and DTP.
ATARI TTWith 2Mb. RAM, 40Mb. Hard Disk, 3.5' Floppy Drive £1599
ATARI TTWith 4Mb. RAM, 40Mb. Hard Disk. 3.5-Floppy Drive £1869
ATARI TTWith 8Mb.RAM, 40Mb. HardDisk, 3.5' Floppy Drive £2049

ATARI MEGAFILE 30 HARD DISKDRIVE tor ST's. 30Mb.

E349

ATARI MEGAFILE 60 HARD DISK DRIVE tor ST'S.60Mb.

£459

ATARI SM 124 MONO HIGHRESOLUTION MONITOR

Univ.Monitor Stand£12.95

• NEW! CM8833 Mkll £14.99

ROCTEC3.5" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
CUMANA3.5" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
PACE LINNETMODEMS:
Model...LINNET
Model...1200
Model...2400
CONTRIVER MOUSEPACKAGE

£59.99
£64.99

£14.99

Complete withMouseHolderand Software voucher

bject toavailability), so call us NOW toenquire aboutyournext order!

ATARI SLM 605LASER PRINTER, 6ppm- 300dpi

Merlin can supplyyou witha host of spe
Atariaccessories, peripheralsand sottv

E&OE.

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS!!!

Please phone usfor exact opening times

£999

(Comeswith a FREE 12 months on site maintenancewarranty).
EPhone

ATARI SC 1435 STEREO COLOUR 14' MONITOR
ATARI PTC1426 COLOUR 14' MULTISYNC MONITOR TT'S

£239
£419

I NEW SERIOUS SOFTWARE PACKS FROM ATARI
AVAILABLE SOON, PLEASE PHONEI!!

"INTRO TO:

£24.99

WORD PROCESSING,Contains:

£239.99
£289.99
£319.99

offers and goods are NOT supplied on a trial basis.

| [GENUINE ATARI PERIPHERALS &ACCESSORIES

licencefrom Philips.Comeswith1 year REPLACEMENT warranty!! I
MONITOR ACCESSORIES:
Monitor Dust Cover £5.95 PHILIPSTilt/Swivel Stands...
AV7300 TV Tuner £79.95 • CM8833 Mkl
£14.99

£244.99

withdraw any ptoduct/olfer/service or update prices (and that can be

up OR down), without prior notice. Merlin guarantee never to supply
anything that has been subject to change without you, the customer,
being informed of and agreeing to that change. Please ALWAYS
confirm details PRIOR to placing your order.
All our currently advertised offers supercede previously advertised

FREE12 MONTHS ON SITEMAINTENANCE WARRANTY WITHALLTT'S

Great colour monitor based on Philips CM8833/II but enhanced under|

PROTAR 'VISTO'14" COLOUR MONITOR

Whilst every effort is made to ensure information in this advert is
correct, you should always confirm any offers, prices, availability
etc. prior to placing your order. We endeavour to supply goods as
shown and will ONLY change details should it be made necessary by
our suppliers etc. As our advertising is booked so far in advance
Merlin therefore reserve the right to alter product specifications,

Calligrapher Light

"INTRO TO:

£24.99

"INTRO TO:

£19.99

PERSONALFINANCE, Cootains:

Pers. Finance Manager+, Datafax j
•INTRO TO:

£19.99

PRODUCTIVITY. Contains:

SPREADSHEET MANAGEMENT,
Contains: Masterplan

ST Word, ST Base, ST Calc

•INTRO TO:

INTRO TO:

£19.99

SOUND & MUSIC,Contains:

BASIC PROGRAMMING, Cootaios: |

Music Maker+,Sampler Master*

Power Basic

•INTRO TO:

INTRO TO:

£24.99

£19.99
£24.99

DATABASES,Contains:
PROGRAMMING, Contains: Bocks
Calculator, Works, Saved,Archive, FontKit. Superbase Personal
'Requirean ST or STEwitha O/S driveand 1Mb memory

PHONE US AND ASK FOR ITEMS NOT LI

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF ANYTHING NOT LISTED
WE'D BE DELIGHTEDTO THY AND QUOTE YOU!

MERLIN

EXPRESS

LIMITED

UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,

IBS

PROGATE 20
PROGATE 30

20Mb Hard Drive £279
30Mb Hard Drive £327

PROGATE 40
40Mb Hard Drive £341
PROGATE50DC 50Mb Hard Drive £423

•I'la'.'lJUHilllHlM

Lclo.

PROGATE 80

80Mb Hard Drive

£437

wmmtmi
PROGATE 100DC 100Mb Hard Drive £565
PROGATE 160DC 160Mb Hard Drive £922

PROGATE 440DC 440Mb Hard Drive £1589

Complete with 1 years REPLACEMENT warranty &2years REPLACEMENT on 'DC models

SPECIAL LIMITED PURCHASE TOFIRST 50 CUSTOMERS |
1 - KONIX SPEEDKING JOYSTICK
1 - MIG 29 SOVIET FIGHTER
1 - BMX SIMULATOR
1 - PRO TENNIS

04-

fit

11-TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY Mm 1 %f P&P '

STATION ROAD. ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX.

Telephone: 0602 441442 FAX:0602 440141

<£)/n§ TELEPHONE: 0602 — —

SCREENPLAY

SCREENPLAY
This Christmas, while you're blithely enjoying your pressies, spare a thought
for the huge number of people that will be ruthlessly, callously, barbarically
slaughtered on your ST screen in the cause of games entertainment this
Yuletide. But, hey, don't let it get you down, okay?
•••iMmHHHi^MHHHH

NEIL JACKSON
Neil's recipe for Eggs a la Jackson
has been banned in nine countries.

He's currentlyworking on a Japanese
musical version of Guns of Navarone.

The ST FORMAT reviewers: so overcome by this month's games that not one can stand up unaided

JAMES LEACH
James was actually spontaneously
generated during an episode of The
Man From UNCLE, and for several
years played one of The Persuaders.

CHRIS LLOYD

ED RICKETTS

ADAM WARING

Chris is a man of many parts, which is
why he's currently helping the police
with their enquiries. He can recite the
whole castlist of Casualty backwards.

Ed was once a member of the

Adam is the founder member of the

Osmonds. His hobbies are falling
offtall buildings and makingobscure
references to the African mainland.

Society for Whole Numbers, dedi

cated to stamping out all fractions in
their many and varied forms.

SCRUTINISED
THIS MONTH
BABY JO

40

BEAST BUSTERS

42

BUG HUNT

59

THE CAPCOM COLLECTION

56

CAPTAIN PLANET AND THE PLANETEERS 49

30 POPULOUS 2
It's big, it's got little people in it, and it's
here. It's the most talked-about game
since A Night with Ken Barlow. It inspires
more italics than any other game released
in a month beginning with J. Populous 2:
not just a game, more a way of hype.

SILENT SERVICE 2

59

CISCO HEAT

What is it with ship/submarine sims lately?
We've got three of the blighters this

Really messy with zombies round, innit? All
those intestinal juices and severed limbs,

CRIME TIME

51

month. It's not as if submarines are hard

that plasma and rotting flesh cluttering up
your house. There is a solution: you could

DATACHESS 2

59

to control - just up, down, forward and

back, surely. Remember, sunbathing on
deck is not recommended.

36 FIRST SAMURAI

42 LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

In this week's Japanese lesson we learn

To the right we have a startled spectator

how to shout "Now you must die, stupid
adversarial person" and "Just finish me off
sharpish, mate." But first, how about trad
ing in that old shuriken for one of these
brand new Reeves and Mortimer models?

CIRCUITRY 1 & 2

42 BEAST BUSTERS

try not shooting them with a pump-action
repeating rifle. Butthen it's just no fun.

_40_

DEATHBRINGER

49

FIRST SAMURAI

36

FIVE INTELLIGENT GAMES

51

FORT APACHE

55

HARD NOVA

60

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

42

POPULOUS

59

POPULOUS 2

30

R0B0Z0NE

49

ROLLING RONNY

45

RUGBYCOACH

52

SILENT SERVICE 2

38

STRIKE FLEET

52

SUPER SPACE INVADERS

56

40 BABY JO

TRAIN SET2

59

The latest in dress-up dolls, Jo comes with

WILD WHEELS

45

whose foot you have just missed by three

a handy hook on his head so you can hang

WOLFPACK

52

inches. Straight in front of us is a brick

YNIS WINTRIN

59

wall, which it is advisable not to hit. Please

him up, and you can dress him in mush
rooms, bananas or - hang on, that's not

swerve now. Thank you. I'm afraid you've
failed your driving test for being terrible.

hair - and he's not a doll... it's alive!

right. That's not a hook, it's a cute wisp of

• UTOPIA - GREMLIN'S INSIDE TIPS t MORE MEGA LO MANIA •
BEAT DISCOVERY XTRA GAMES • KILL CYBERCON 3 • PAGE 67

STF REVIEW POLICY
• Itis S7"FOfliVM 7" policy toreview only finished
games- thatis,thegamesyou could buy inthe
shops- never incomplete ordemo versions
• We review all games released, but only when
they're finished. Wewon't be rushedinto review

ing unfinished games tobeatour "competitors"

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

SCREENPLAY

game review

• The full screen view is an excellent way to get a better idea of who's doing what
to whom and where. The full splendour of a volcano or a well-built city should be
seen from here. Things do tend to move at an agonisingly slow pace, though.

• Before you begin your conquest you can choose your god's name and his fea
tures. Each of these characteristics has a unique effect on the gameplay, in effect

personalising the game to your input. The passwords change, too.

POPULOUS 2
Populous 2. Pop-u-less Two. Pop!

A n awful crime has been com

Eweless, Too. No matter how you say

nay, millions - of poor helpless
game-players devoting every
spare moment to the conquer
ing of one game. The perpetrators: a

it, there's no escaping the fact that
this is the sequel to that game. It's
been a long time coming, but now, at

last, Monopoly 2 is finally here. Or is
it Populous 2? Ed Ricketts is a little

mitted. Exhibit A: thousands -

Bullfrog have revamped their original
torture, made it bigger, better and even
better than that, and called their new

weapon Populous 2.
In the unlikely event that you have
not the slightest idea of how Populous

programming team known only as Bull
frog. The game in question: Populous,
the first god-game and, some say, still
the best. It's just been re-released on

is played, it goes a little bit like this.
You are a deity battling for control of an

budget - see page 59. Unrepentant at
enslaving half the country's population,

vide them with flat land to settle on,

confused

isometric 3D world upon which scurry

your subjects. They look to you to pro
which you can do by raising and lower-

• The beginnings of a city are about to be destroyed. A rain of
fire and a column of same to the right try to get past the city
walls around those buildings. The road at the front is serving

no purpose whatsoever at the moment - ideally, it should lead
from the more densely populated areas to new land to encour
age your people to settle there.

• There are loads of effects going on here: a whirlpool in the

sea, a storm raging over those buildings, the remains of an
earthquake, some swamps, flowers (ahem), and a bit of fungus
thrown in for good measure. Unless you're playing the Custom
game and cheating by a huge amount you don't normally have
the manna to do all these effects at once.

'i ***

-*•**:

•

'"*>
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game

ing the land appropriately. The more

flat land they have available, the larger
the house it is that they build.
It's to your advantage to have as
large a population as possible because
every one of your subjects prays to
you, thereby increasing your manna
level. Your subjects also need protec
tion from the enemy.

Enemy? Well, there's another deity
fighting against you for control of the
world, who's also looking after his own
subjects and throwing all the catas-

As you complete worlds,
you're given a password
which gives you access
to a higher one

review

plagues, impenetrable swamps, lavaspewing volcanoes and violent storms
that you or the enemy can inflict on the
other side to reduce its population and
thereby the level of manna the other
god has.
That's where the manna comes in -

trophic effects he can at you. The other
player may be ST-controlled, or you can
link up two STs with a lead or modem in
the same way as you can in Populous
and have two human players. Ah yes,

the more you have, the more effects
you can use. It controls the actual level

the effects. These are things like deadly

run out. So, you have two goals - to

of devastation that these effects wreak
and it is also needed to raise and lower

land, so it's extremely important not to

SCREENPLAY

keep your population growing by giving
them land to build on, thus boosting
your manna, and to wipe out every per
son on the enemy's side, thus complet
ing the world.
And that's Populous.

What's improved from Populous 1?
Everything. The graphics are the first
thing to strike you. The people have
grown taller and there's all sorts of

them now; young women, old men, mid
dling nondescript things. Their houses
are more detailed, too, and they grow

SIMPLY DIVINE
Where are all those bewildering icons from the first game? Gone replaced by some (slightly) less bewildering ones, tastefully arranged

in a neo-Greek Classic style with matching useless bits. If you prefer
you can go to the full-screen view and select the effects with keys.

World map

ilding/person currently

movement

ed for Information. The

arrows - hl

ags on the coliseum show its
trength (in units, tens, hunand so on) and the hand
ents its technology
that is, still very primi-

click anywhere
to move th
sor to that

point.

another measure of

yh. The blue and red
The six effects

e sat in the coliseum

groups: People,
Vegetation,
Earth, Air, Fire

the relative populations
two sides.

and Water.

The small bars

Access the Global options, to
change your ST's speed, its
restrictions, and so on.

show immedi

ately how many
effects in each

group you can

See information on something.

perform.

ople to join up with
if they see them.

Your manna
level.

in a group
ile to you.
Here it's the People group.

Makes your people head
towards the Papal Magnet,

The default m

people to settle

ells your population to look
for enemies to fight before

just like in Populous 1.

there's flat land.

settling.

THERE'S SOMETHING NASTY IN THE POTTING SHED
...orin the Custom game, as the case may be. Here, you're given all the

effects at the beginning of the game, but you're also at the mercy of

these odd creatures that appear now and again. They walk from one
side of the mapto the other, doing their thing, then disappear.

™~

'ijii'

• The bronze man causes earthquakes wherever he

walks, and he's that hard nothing can stop him, not

• The harpy bounds fleet-of-claw over the landscape,
dishing out whirlwinds like a possessed Jehovah's

even the sea (he's taller than sea level). The

Witness with a limitless supply of Watch Towers and

Poiseidon thingle just wades through the land taking

a shopping mall full of interested people to give

chunks out of it, and he's that hard...

them to.

• There's only one word that springs to mind when

you see the tree monster: pert. Mr Leafy, being an
organic sort of guy, spreads little trees behind him
on his travels. (That, er, thing round the front is a
root, just in case you were wondering.)
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SCREENPLAY

in more stages, from tents to castles.
The sea laps around the shore and
even changes its direction during a
game.

One of the worst things about the

first Populous was raising or lowering
the landscape and then waiting for the

display to catch up with your cursor.
Now you have the opposite problem:
the display actually seems to go faster
than you, with the result that you end
up doing more than you wanted. It's
speedy, to say the least.
The

screen

layout

has

been

modified. There are fewer icons, but

game

review

You have two goals: to
keep your population
growing by giving them
land to bulid on, thus
boosting your manna,
and to wipe out every
person on the enemy's

first opus into Populous 2 and made a
game that's playable, challenging, excit

side

still find hundreds of things you never
noticed before. For instance, how

ble. Ensure the columns of fire you
send off to the enemy don't decide to
come back and torch your houses.
The effects you can use depend on

the world you're playing. There are 500
or so worlds to play in the Conquest
game (the standard game). As you
complete each world, you're given a

wishing for more, and with Populous 2

higher one. How much higher depends
on your popularity rating from the last

effects now divided into six groups

according to their, well, effect. So, for
example, in the Vegetation group you

get Trees, Fungus, Flowers, Swamp
and a Hero.

password which gives you access to a

one. On the lower worlds you're given,
at most, two effects in each group. This
is to introduce you to them slowly and

Some of them are designed to make
life that bit nicer for your subjects. They

Although they all basically head off to

love a few trees or flowers around the

place, and city walls and roads make
them feel secure. The moral is not to

etation hero splits in two when he wins
a battle; the Fire hero burns everything

get too carried away with bashing the
enemy, because your own people are

he touches; and the Water heroine

more important.

Earthquakes,

of the effects because they may just

whirlwinds

and

backfire on you. Plaguing the other side
may seem a good idea but if one of

across the screen, causing graphical

their people touches you, you're in trou-

screen view and you can get quite car

Earthquakes, volcanoes,

trees in the streams of lava. There are

cal havoc in the most

splendid manner

both counts. All the time

passed

since

it

was

first

ANY PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE?
On successful completion of a world, you

appropriate points. This experience can

may be awarded some experience, if
you've kept your people happy. On the
map, you can see a replay of what you did

be invested in one of the six elements,

in this world, and an award appears at

increasing the power of those effects in
later games. With enough experience you
become the god of that element.

fi

The effects aren't let down by their

graphics.

waves sweep across the
screen, causing graphi

lesson on

that's

Not all the effects are destructive.

they see, they do itdifferently. TheVeg

whirlwinds and tidal

The Bullfrogs' last game, PowerMonger, had two major failings - it was
rushed and there just wasn't enough to
do. Bullfrog have obviously learnt their

cano.

the other side and beat up everyone

You have to be careful with some

camp.

train you to use the less effective ones
before you get your hands on a vol

Each group has a hero, and they're
the equivalent of the knights from Populous 1: superhuman fighters that can
seriously thrash the opposition for you.

leads the enemy to a watery death.

you could go back and complete them
all again in a totally different way - and

would you get over the enemy's castle

they do the same amount of work, so
ifs less confusing for the absolute
beginner. You can expand the main dis
play to the full screen at any time to
give you the bigger picture.
But the biggest change is to the
effects. Populous 1 always left you
that's what you get: 29 delectable

ing, as difficult as you like and great,
great fun.
There's so much to experiment with
and so much that's not apparently obvi
ous, that even if you completed the
500-odd worlds in the Conquest game,

wall, short of knocking it down? Whip up
a whirlwind near one of your people and
hope that it carries him/her over the
wall. Because whirlwinds don't damage
people, he'll be perfectly safe and you'll
have gained a foothold in the enemy's

tidal

volcanoes,

waves

sweep

havoc splendidly. Switch to the full
ried away - just like the houses and

Experience awards are given for looking after your people and for using the
effects well. There are other factors but they're not immediately obvious.

the samples to match: a moaning wind
for the whirlwind, an ominous "gloop"
when someone falls into a swamp, and

the almost permanent sound of lapping
water.

VERDICT:

Bullfrog

have

crammed

everything that was missing from their

MEMORY PAIN
This full version of Populous 2 requires

0.5MByte upgrade. At £69.99 it's not the

1MByte of RAM to work, so you need a

really the cheapest available, but the
build quality is high. You don't have to do
any soldering unless you have a very old
ST, but if you like, Frontier can collect
your ST, fit the upgrade and return it to
you, all by courier, for an all-inclusive
price of £40 extra. The upgrade board is
also expandable at a later date to 2.5 or
4MByte. You can contact Frontier on

1040ST or an upgraded S20ST to run it.
Although Bullfrog plan to release a
0.5MByte version soon, this will have the
samples replaced with sound chip effects
and might even have other bits cut out.
Why deny yourself the chance to play
the biggest game of the year? If you've
still got a 0.5MByte ST, you're missing
out not only on some of the best games to
be released but also a lot of "serious"

w 0423 567140.

We

reviewed all the ST

memory

software. Get yourself a 0.5MByte
upgrade. It's worth it in the long run.
The best fit-lt-yourself board available

upgrades In issue 25 so turn to page 142

is Frontier Software's Xtra-RAM Deluxe

decision.

for details of our back issue service and

you'll be able to make a fully Informed

• Many of the earlier worlds are best ended with an Armageddon, which you might
just remember from the first Populous. All the population leave their houses and
head towards the Papal Magnet, where a huge scrap occurs and the winner, er,

wins. You get less points for using an Armageddon than for not using one, though.
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game review

announced has been well spent, and,
as a result, chances are that Populous
2 will be sitting on your hard drive for
years.

All this hyperbole doesn't mean that
there's nothing wrong with the game.

The moral is not to get
carried away bashing
the enemy - your people
are more important

keys instead. And because even one
game can take upwards of 20 min
utes, you also have the facility to save
and load partly-conquered worlds.
If a game ever deserved the label
"epic," Populous 2 does. The seem

The Bullfrogs have also taken care
of the more frustrating aspects of the

ingly interminable waiting, the hype,
the superlatives, they're all totally and
utterly justified. Even if you bought
Populous (and who didn't?), get your

There's still a heck of a lot of uninter

esting land levelling to be done (though
you can tell your ST to handle this if you
like). Most of the earlier games, where
you don't have many effects, tend to be
plain and simple population races, and
end in Armageddons.

game. Moving between the main dis
play and the movement arrows on the

mitts on Populous 2. You know it

small map is a real pain in the neck, so
there's the option of using the cursor

SCREENPLAY

POPULOUS 2
ELECTRONIC ARTS
£29.99
1MByte only. Hard drive installable.
• The game that startedit allnowhasa slewof

imitators, butnone goas faras Populous 2.
• Utopia's graphics area little "cleaner" andmore
colourful, butthey're notaswell animated.

• Beats PowerMonger onalmost everycount:

makes sense.

ED RICKETTS

graphics, speed, interest, titlescreen...

• Not aslight-hearted asMega LoMania... just as
involving.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

m RATING 95 %

However hard you pretend to be interested in the

bombarding the other side with effects. And indeed

welfare of your own people, there's always the

it is. Click on the effects icons - shown in the top
left hand corner - to activate the effect you want.

sneaking suspicion that it would be much more fun

i City walls protect your buildings
from everything except earthquakes
and certain heroes. They can't be
moved by raising or lowering the land,
but beware, your people don't like liv
ing too close to them. But then with

earthquakes and heroes battering

• About the only effect that hasn't

• The fungus opened with the classic
Zimmerman Gambit, but soon switched
to the Hortsman Defence and wiped
out half of Red's population. Luckily

remain the same - it's still a bottom

Red quickly learned the rules of Life

• A rain of fire can be as devastating
as a fire column if the "drops" land
properly. Often they miss the buildings
and people completely, particularly if
you're low on manna and only two or

less pit of sucking death that takes no
prisoners. (Ahem.)

and built his houses where the fungoid

three "drops" appear.

• Pimpling. The act of raising the land

•

in a certain area to an unacceptably

higher ground, so if the enemy springs
one on you, direct it away from your
buildings by creating temporary hills.

changed from Pop 1 is the swamp.
Admittedly, it's a little more graphi
cally realistic now, but its properties

menace couldn't reach him.

away at them, nor would you.

• The wind effect is so strong it blows
everything on the map - people,
houses, trees, rocks, rhododendrons
and orange peel - in the direction you

choose. And that includes all your peo

high level while simultaneously seed
ing the same area with an equally

ple and houses too, so be careful. It's

ridiculously huge number of rocks.
See also Spotting, Zitting and A

an ill wind that blows and so on and so

Bloody Nuisance.

Columns of fire move towards

"Bring out yer dead!" "I'm not dead

You can even send it back to their

yet, honest." "No, but you're about to
be 'cos you've got the plague, haven't
you?" "How can you tell?" "That
whacking great vulture circling above

side if it lasts long enough.

your head was my first subtle clue.

Now shut up and lie down. Oh blimey,
now I've got it. Thanks a bunch,

^'

^r

• Earthquakes are initially directable
but soon change course. Beginning as
just small cracks, they eventually
open out into huge chasms, engulfing
houses and people (if they're stupid
enough to walk into them). Again, they
can be cured by raising and lowering
land on the fissures.

•

The storm hovers above an area and

sends down occasional bolts of light
ning, which may or may not strike
something of interest. The lightning
doesn't necessarily kill everything it
touches, but it certainly weakens it.

• The tidal wave spreads out in four
directions and eats away any land
that's at the lowest level. It gets
through the smallest gap in a "sea
wall" and start spreading out again, so
it's potentially the most destructive
effect there is.

The volcano is a havoc-wreaker

extraordinaire. As if the earth

upheaval isn't bad enough, streams of
lava pouring from its top carry away
and burn everything in their path,
including people and houses. But it's a
bit of swizz since to stop it you just
have to "cap" the top of the volcano.
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PRINTERS
ACCESSORIES & RIBBONS
SM124 Mono Monitor
External 3.5" Disk Drive

£139.00
£69.00

Golden Image Hand Scanner

£169.00

Fbrget-Me-Clock I

£19.95

ST Moritor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM acart lead
STE Stereo MKI8833 lead
STFM MKII8833 lead

£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead

£4.99
£3.95

Mouse Mat

£350

Squick replacement mouse

£14.99

HOME PRODUCTIVITY

All of our printers come with a parallelcable to suit AtariSTs.
Amigas and standard PC etc. All printers carry a full 12
months warranty. We only sell genuine UK stock - we do not

offer inferior "grey imports". Phone for prices on ribbons and
accessories for the printers listed below.

Including
a
word
processor,
spreadsheet and database, this

package

provides

used applications in computing. All
user friendly interface and come with
Quickstart

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS !
Weare offering, to all buyers of Citizen printers2 very special

33" disk full of printer drivers fortheSI Amiga &PC; 200 sheets of

fanfold tractorfeed paper 200 fanfold tractor feed address labels:

We are official stockists of the latest in

high quality / low price ST hard disk drives

from Protar. All Protar hard disk drives
come with a full 12 month REPLACEMENT

warranty (no lengthy repairs!!), a DMA

through port device number switching and

superb disk management software.
*

ST FORMAT GOLD

AWARD WINNER *
*

RATED AS

"EXCELLENT" BY ST

USER MAGAZINE *
* STE COMPATIBLE *

Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk

£275.00

£335.00
Progate 40Mb with Cache
£420.00
Progate 44Mb Removable
£595.00
Progate 60Mb Hard Disk
£435.00
Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer £575.00
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
£480.00
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer £775.00
Progate 160Mb with Cache
£899.00
Progate 440Mb with Cache
£1475.00

STE Ram Kits
DIY1 - 512k upgrade
DIY 2 - 2mb upgrade
DIY 4 - 4mb upgrade

£22.99
£89.00
£159.00

All STE Ram Kits come with instructions

and DO NOT require soldering in most

Tutorials

carefully

designed to get you up and running
as quickly as possible.
C 19.99

1. CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK. The pack comprises of •

ST Hard Drives

ideal

contain a wealth of features, have a

offers:

PROTAR

an

introduction to the three most widely

5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £1299.
a. CITIZEN COLOUR PRINTING KIT. This kit enables you to

upgrade either theSwift 9.Swift 24E or224 toa M colour printer

The kit comes with a colour ribbon. Normally retaining at around
£40.00 we are offering while stocks last the chance to buy this
colour kit for only £1999.

SOUND & MUSIC
With its built in MIDI porta the ST is

any musicians dream. This package
combines a high tech sound sampling

cartridge with a powerful music

package and drum machine. "Grab"

sounds from your favourite Video or
Album, then edit and mix them to put
together those amazing effects.

Citizen 120D ♦ 19-pin. 144cps draft. 30 cps NLQ)
Citizen Swift 9 (9-pin 192 cps draft 48 cps hLQ )
Citizen 124D(24-pin. 144 cps draft 48 cps LQ)
Citizen Swift224 (24-pin. 192 cps draft 64 cps LO) new

£139.00
£199.00
£199.00
£229.00

Citizen Swift 24E (24-pin. 216 cps draft 72 cps LQ)new
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin. IS' carriage)

£289.00
£399.00

Organise your finances! Containing
special software to handle the

£159.00

Star LC20 Mono (9-pin. 180cps draft 44 cps NLQ)

£ 19.99

PERSONAL FINANCE

financial transactions that surround

Star LC200 Colour(9-pin, 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ1
Star LC24-200 Mono (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LO)
Star LC24-200 Colour (24-pin, 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)

£220.00
£260.00
£295.00

your life. Keep track of your bank
and savings accounts credit cards,
mortgage etc. Also included is a

Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet (ink jet portable and compact)

£289.00

keeps you address book and diary

Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 C (300 dpi ft* colour rikjet)
Hewlett Packard PaintJet (colour Inkjet 180 DPIprinting)

CALL
£785.00

Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 Gnk jet 3 pages per minute) £399.00

RIBBONS &

upto date.
£ 19.99

WORD PROCESSING
Suitable for virtually any word

INK

Citizen 120D«wift 9.24E, 224 and 124D Black Ribbon
Citizen Swift 9.24E and 224 Colour ribbon

£4.99 each
£16.00 each

Star LC10 Black Ribbon
Star LC10 Colour Ribbon
Star LC200 Black Ribbon
Star LC200 Colour Ribbon
Star LC24-200 Black Ribbon
Star LC24-200 Colour Ribbon

£3.50 each
£5.20 each
£5.00 each
£10.00 each
£5.00 each
£12.35 each

Canon BJ10E Black Ink Cartridge

£1999 each

HP Deskjet500 Black Ink Cartridge

powerful electronic "Fitafax" that

£14.99 each

machines.

processing task you can create and

edit anything from short memos and
letters to complex documents and

technical papers that include detailed
pictures ana diagrams.
£ 24.99

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

This powerful package benefits from
the latest ideas in ease-of-use as

well as the full power of a relational

database system. Based on VCR
style controls you can design and
create

COLOUR ATARI LYNX
MONITORS
PROTAR VISTO C14M

LYNX Mk II
NOW IN STOCK !

batteries

or

supply

*
*
*
*

comiynx cable.

* Green screen switch
* Free with STE lead

* Improved version of 8833II
* 12 months REPLACEMENT
warranty

only

£ 239.99

Gates of Zendocon

£23.99

Wax
MissPacman

£23.99
£23.99

The Atari Lynx K is a superb full Rampage
colour: hand held, games console Road Blasters
using plug-in cartridge games. Robo Squash
The Lynx can be used with either Ishido anew*

* Colour monitor
* 14" screen

Stereo speakers
600 x 285 pixel resolution
RGB / Composite inputs •
Headphone socket

GAME CARDS
Chips Challenge
£23.99
Etectrocop
£23.99

unit

a

mains

All

our

power Shanghai

Lynx

machines come with instructions

SlimeWorld

£79.99
£89.99
£94.99

Carrying Case
Carrying Pouch

£14.99
£11.99

Car Power Adaptor
Mains Power Supply
Comiynx Cable

£9.50
£14.99
£7.99

Sun Visor/Scratch Shield

EB99

(Sun Visor for Lynx Mk I Only)

from

information management tools.
£ 24.99

SPREADSHEET

A powerful financial management
toot that will let you handle large
amounts of information with amazing
ease and speed. Compatible with the

industry standard Lotus 123, this
package contains a wealth of

£23.99

and on-line help at the touch of a

£23.99
£23.99

Gauntlet 3

£23.99

Blue Lightning
Rygar

£23.99
£23.99

NinSaGaiden

ranging

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

Scrapyard Dog anew* £23.99
and are available with or without
£23.99
mains power supply unit and Xenophobe
Zartor Mercenary
£23.99
Lynx II Console Only
Lynx II ♦ PSU
Lynx II ♦ PSU + Comiynx

databases

simple address books to powerful

£23.99

War Birds

£23.99

Paperboy

£23.99

features stunning graphing functions
button.

£ 24.99

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES

This

amazing

value-for-money

package contains almost every
utility you'll ever need. Designed to
complement either Atari's BASIC
programming package or other

popular ST programming languages
this pack includes a Resource Editor,

California Games

£23.99

Chequered Flag

£23.99

Pacland
Block Out
A.PB

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

and a whole host of other, powerful

Qix ANEW*
Ultimate Chess Challenge

£27.99
£27.99

£ 24.99

a Font and Icon Editor, a Disk Editor

programming tools.

TELESALES LINES OPEN 10AM TILL 12MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS A WEEK - 0903 700714
TELESALES LINES ARE PERSONALLY MANNED TILL MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY !!

ONLY ONE QUESTION ..
BUT MORE THAN ONE ANSWER
WHY BUY YOUR COMPUTER GOODS FROM US

??

All prices shown include VAT.

One of the largest selection of STE Packs.
12 Months Warranty on all hardware.
Mail order and shop facilities.

Genuine UK stock only supplied.

Govt & Educational orders welcome.

No minimum order value.

Atari specialists since 1984.

Fully computerised order system.
Payment by Cash, Cheque or Credit Card.

Many items recommended by ST Format.

1000's of satisfied customers.

FREE delivery anywhere in the UK.
Next week day delivery only £7.00.

ATARI STE PACKS
AIX ATARI STE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A
FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS
AND CURRENT PRICES

512k

Imb

2mb

4mb

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consists ofthe computer with
mouse tv lead, manual and allconnecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£299.00

£329.00 £359.00

£299.00

£329.00 £359.00

with NO software.

ATARI STE DISCOVERY A. consistsof the StandardPackand
Rrst Basic. ST Tour. NeoChrome and 4 games (Dragons Breath. Super Cycle.
Indiana Jones. Anarchy)

ATARI STE DISCOVERY B. consistsof the StandardPackand
First Basic. ST Tour. NeoChrome and 4 games (Final Flight Sm City,9 Lives,
Planet of Robot Monsters)

ATARI STE ARCADE, consistsof StandardPackand New Zealand
Story, Chase HO, Arkanoid I, Crazy Cara Operation Wolf. Super Hang On.Super

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

Cars, Skidz. Switchblade and Axels Mage Hammer.

ATARI STE TENSTAR. consists ofStandard PackandAsterix.
Chess Player 2150. Drivin Force, Live + Let Die,Onslaught. Pipemania. Rick
Dangerous, Rock n Roll, Skweek and Trivial Pursuit II.

£309.00

£339.00 £369.00

£319.00

£349.00 £379.00

X N/A

£369.00 £399.00 £479.00

ATARI STE KUMA BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack
and word processor K-Word 2 (incl.K-Spell Checker). K-Data database.

K-Spreadsheet K-Graph business graphics and Metacomco Basic Language.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consistsof StandardPackandalso
3 levels of educational software (from 5 yrs to 50 yrs fill a word processor, a
spreadsheet a database, HyperPaint and Music Maker II software.

If you are buying one of our Atari
STE packs then why not add our
STE STARTER KIT?

BEST PRICES - "BEST BUYS
AS IttCOMMINUI L> LIY ST FORMAT SUPI1 I'MlNl OCTOBl II !•)!')
13 PIN MONITOR PLUG
If you need to construct your own special monitor lead, this DN plug is me bit
PRICE C2.00 - STF RATING 83%
that plugs into the STE.

Giving you all those little "extras".

<n> 10 Blank d/sided disks with labels

l^> Tailored dust cover to fit the STE
<-£> Joystick/Mouse extension lead

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE

otvVI

V

s> High quality neoprene Mouse Mat
l^> and a Joystick for the games ....

Plugging your joystick intotheSTE re a pail because me ports are annoyingly

located underneath the keyboard With mis cable plugged in. two extended

sockets means you can plug your mouse and joystick intoihese.

PRICE £4.99 - STF RATING 80%

MONITOR SWITCH BOX
If you have a colour and mono monitor this box enables you to switch between
them without unplugging the leads PRICE £19.99 - STF RATING 78%

IFYOU WISH TO ORDERWITH US.THEN PLEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUES. BANKERS DRAFTS. POSTAL ORDERS. CASH ETC TOOUR MAIL ORDERADDRESS (PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES
PAYABLE TO BEST PRICES) OR RINGOUR MAIL ORDER HOTLINE ANYTIME BETWEEN lOOOAM AND 12MIDNIGHT. 7 DAYS A WEEK. AND USE YOUR ACCESS OR VISACARDS.

OR ALTERNATIVELY PAY A VISIT TOOURSHOP. CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE, AND SEE OURWIDE RANGE OF COMPUTER GOODS AND SOFTWARE.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE, S3 RUGBY ROW,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEXBNtl 5NB.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
BEST PRICES (VEPT STF), S3 RUGBY ROW,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BNtt SNB.

WML a luDM) m<!J&&h
OPENING , MON TO FRI lOAM ID 6PM. SAT 9.30AM TO 5.30PM

OPENING : 7 DAYS A WEEK lOAM TO 12 MIDNIGHT

FINANCE / CREDIT FACILITIES (SHOP ONLY).
PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOPONLY)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 175%VAT AND FREE DELIVERY (AVERAGE 4-5 DAYS).

NEW AND USED ST. AMIGA & PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / LESUIRE / EDUCATIONAL).
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN. TRAINING. INSTALLATION. ON-SITE WARRANTIES. .

PLEASE ADD £7O0 FOR NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY
GOODS USUALLYSENT OUT THE SAME DAY WHEN
CLEARED PAYMENT IS RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM

PERSONAL CHEQUESREQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE.

All prices include 17.5% VAT and free UK delivery unless stated otherwise All prices / specifications / special offers subject to change without notice
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FIRST SAMURAI
There were seven in the film. They
were cold, hard and unforgiving, with
nerves of steel and an unfailing
sense of honour. Now Ed Ricketts

gives you the chance to recreate that
role... First Dwarf, an exciting tale of
short people with big katanas

1

Samurai don't grow on trees,

you know. Someone has to
train them before they can go
out and slice people up. Unfor

tunately, by the time a samurai
is good enough to teach anyone else,
he's not really that far off kicking the
bucket himself.

So, when an evil magician decided
to have a go at the First Sam's master
(because he's evil and that's the sort of

thing he does), the old goat didn't stand
much of a chance. Understandably,
First was a little ticked off to find him

self halfway through Lesson Five, "How
to Pick Up a Sword," with no idea of
what to do next. Fortunately, the old
master did some magic himself on the
side, and, with his last burst of magicness, he transported the young sam
into the future, whence the magician
had disappeared.

Right, so we finally get to the point
of First Samurai. Sam No 1 is chasing
the nebulous magician over ten
scrolling platform levels in the hope
that he can get onto
Lesson Six. The lev

^J^i^!^|i$4^Vl|9ffWS^
• Samurai originally meant "man who has just had his master killed and is now
centuries ahead of his time chasing after the culprit," but the meaning's been cor
rupted over the years. It now means "small yellow biscuit tin lid." Honestly.

There are plenty of other objects to
collect. Throwing knives supplement
your sword and give you some range in
fighting the opposition. Lamps show
you hidden bonuses, but they don't nec
essarily make them instantly available
to you - you may

els range from the
countryside of rural
Japan to the inner
cities, including a
railway, and finally
to the penthouse
apartment of the
unpleasant
necro necromancer himself.

Initially

you're MMMMMBMmom

swordless, with just
your fists and feet to beat off the
hordes of unfriendlies. You need to kill

• These pairs of dragons are a real pain. Most of the time they're blowing fire (of

(or enemies killed).

The levels range from
the countryside of rural
Japan to the inner cities,
including a railway, to
the penthouse apart
ment of the unpleasant

mancer himself.

the very damaging sort) through their mouths, but occasionally they give it a rest,
giving you a chance to pass. It's the timing that's dead hard.

there's a separate measure of courage

a certain number of enemies to get
your sword, but beware: if your energy
is dramatically reduced, you lose it
again. Energy is (predictably) increased
by collecting artfully-placed food, and

still

have to work

out how to get
them. And very
importantly, there
are bells. Never be

without
a
bell,
because they can
summon the spirit
of your dead mas
ter. He can get you
• past what seem to
be
completely
impassable spots, but only in the right
circumstances - you can't use him just

anywhere you fancy.
To help you survive for more than
three minutes, you can use the life
pots. Cunningly disguised as pots,
these are activated by donating some

SAMURAI NUMBER ONE, YOUR TIME BEGINS (WAIT FOR IT,
WAIT FOR IT)... NOW

II
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• You're dropped off at the beginning
by the spirit of your dead master who
swirls about a bit and then leaves you
all on your tod. First priority: get your
sword.
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• Head right, stiffing the bats. Pick up
the knife and wang it at the flying horrors. About now you should have killed
enough to get your sword chucked at
you in a flash of pretty lights.

lOOSWO:
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• Hack up the chest if you

• On the other side you meet these

tains bonus treasure or life-giving food.
Climb up the rock to get to the life pot,
but since you're so close to the start
there's no benefit in activating it.

pleasant Alien style beasts who have
the endearing habit of launching them
selves at you and not letting go. And
they attack from both sides at once.

game

review
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grunts of effort and all that. Alas, all
you get are some standard sound chip
noises, which, although they're better
than those in many similar games, don't
provide the right atmosphere.
VERDICT: You can't ask much more

from a platform game than you get
from First Samurai, unless it's a pint of
lager and a packet of crisps. The
game's written by Raff Cecco, and, as

A

you might expect, the gameplay's tuned
to the more hardened arcade player beginners are likely to be frightened off
early on. Ten levels is a ridiculously
large number to expect you to com
plete, but if you're up to it you'll have a
whale of a time getting through them.
The graphics are good, but the effort

• Famous last words: "Ooh look, a big stone head. Let's go and have a look at it.
After all, it can't hurt us, can it?" Well, no, at least not until it gets up and starts
scuttling after you with a nasty grin on its chops.

spent on them hasn't been at the

expense of gameplay. The little touches
- speed blurs on the sword, the twin
kling effect when you're reincarnated make it evident that a considerable

amount of time has been spent on the
game's presentation.

of the energy from your courage pool
to the pot. Thereafter, when you die
you're returned to that point rather than

end, at the finish and after all the shout

the start of the level.

form game. It doesn't offer the long

La Premiere Sam himself is a well'ard dude who struts across the screen

in a way that's uncannily similar to
Robert Mitchum. His sword has a nice

habit of leaving speed blurs in the air
and glints nastily, giving you the impres
sion that it isn't a good idea to shake

But - there's always a but - in the
ing's over, First Samurai is only a plat
term addictiveness of something like -

to take an extreme - Populous 2, espe
cially if you find it too hard to begin
with. So... expecteth not the world, and
you may be pleasantly surprised.

• You might be the first but you're not the last. Samurai, that is. Other apprentice
assassins are on your manor and they're a dab hand at the bare-chested combat
pose. You stand no chance with those silly clothes.

ED RICKETTS

hands with it. The other samurai also

look the part, silly hats or no silly hats,
but some of the creatures are a mite

disappointing. The bats are a uniform
shade of black which doesn't tend to

show up remarkably well against the,
er, black background, and the rats
should never have been let out of their

laboratory. The background graphics,
however, are exemplary. Some almost
look as if they've been digitised, partic
ularly the flickering fires, which are as
convincing as those in Prince of Persia.
Once again though the game's
badly let down by its so-called effects.
Samples are what's needed in a game
such as this - screams of agony,

FIRST SAMURAI
IMAGEWORKS £25.99
• Animation notquiteup to the standardofPrince
ofPersia,butifs getting there.

• If"platform game" makes you think ofMagic
Pockets, thinkagain.This is nokid's game.
• "Digitised" look tothe graphics might remind you
ofthose in N/nja Spirit.

• Gameplay notmuchdifferent to Switchblade 2, P
ofP,ora hundred otherplatform games. But it's

• You get all sorts of horrible monsters for your money: rats, bats, alien thingies,
other samurai and, of course, big hairy spiders. These pour down at a alarming

m RATING 79 %

rate. It's all extremely distressing for an untrained sam.

If you were expecting a nice simple first level to ease you into the action - ha! Stand inthe corner with a pointy hat on,'cos move a few pixels to
the right and you're immediately bombarded by your first foes, the bats. So with a resigned sighof "Here we go again..." you head off to the fight.

*fc<
• Keep your sword at the ready and

• Keep going right, dispatching the

•

don't, whatever you do, let the blighters
get a hold on you, or you'll be flailing
about like a man with an alien on his

alienettes as you go. Open up that basket you saw a while back to get more
food. Hack, slash, maim, and then climb

up the lamp - it shows you the location

head and the desire to be elsewhere.

that rock wall.

Activate the life

of hidden bonuses. Get under the rock

and after some shenanigans below, in
the waterfall, you have picked up a bell.

• This is where you need it. The fire
that chucks out burning rocks is very
difficult to pass without your master's
aid. One ring and he's by your side, rain
ing on the fire to put it out. Onwards ho.
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000
SPEED BE
HI

BEARING 0B0
LOADED BOW 00
QADED STERN 00

TARGET RANGE 00000
TARGET SPEED 00 TDC#
TARGET COURSE 000

• While you don't usually go on a sub to look at the scenery, Silent Service 2
gives you a break from looking at the charts. A night-time view through the
periscope shows an enemy ship at close range. Torpedoes don't work too brilliantly
at this distance, hence the huge watersplash caused by a premature explosion.

SPEED 00

hdgIII
• When you've surfaced, you can nip up the ladder to the bridge. Here you call in
the fire from the sub's deck gun. You control elevation and the crew handles the
bearing. You should only use this method of attack when there's no danger of get

ting shot back - you're a weakling really, and one hole'll kill you.

SILENT SERVICE 2
Set planes for diving, down scope
and everybody say "arrooga!
arrooga!" until we hit bottom. Will
Silent Service 2 send you overboard?
Neil Jackson peers into the gloom to
see what's sub-standard
Boats! Brr, horrible things. You
wouldn't get me on one for all
the tea in China. But during the
Second World War, some folk
had to put up with living in a
streamlined metal bubble, 400 feet
under the sea, for weeks at a time. Not
a pleasant prospect, especially if you're
the tiniest bit claustrophic.
Far better then, that Microprose
give you the option to go sub-surface in
the comfort of your own armchair,

thanks to Silent Service 2. It's been

more than two years since they first
took a deep breath and released the

original Silent Service simulation which
is a bit of a leaky old tub by today's ST
standards.

In the new version, you're the cap
tain of an American submarine just
before the Pearl

Harbour attack of

World War Two. Your job is simple:
cruise around until you see a bunch of
Japanese ships, duck underwater, tor

pedo the heck out of them and then
scoot clean away.
Success is a lot harder than the

mission briefing suggests. There are
many factors you need to consider
before slamming away at the torpedo
tubes. For example, what's the visibility
like "up top"? A dark night may be bet
ter for creeping around in, but you can
always get closer by approaching from
the correct angle - your broadside pre
sents a nice fat target to a warship's
deck guns.
If you make it to firing range
(around 3,000 yards) without getting
spotted, you have a choice. If you're up
against a small or unarmed target, you
can just pile it on with your deck guns
- but it takes a few shots to get the
range and elevation set correctly.
Through the binoculars on your Target
Bearing Transmitter (TBT), you can see
the plumes of water caused by your ini
tial ranging shots. Finally you hit metal,

and a series of explosions and fireballs
rock the target ship. Its engines stop
running and it glides to a standstill,
waiting for your killing blow to sink it.

If instead you find a large group of
heavily armoured warships and patrol
boats guarding a red-hot target - like
an aircraft carrier - a different tactic is

called for. Dive to periscope depth and
track the convoy without getting too
close. Usually convoys move fairly
slowly, so you can overtake them and
position yourself ahead for firing.
An undetected torpedo launch is
your best bet for mission success. You
can use the Torpedo Data Computer to

calculate the correct course for your
tin-fish, but it means you have to be at
periscope depth, so your crew can
check the target's speed and direction.
An alternative approach is the manual
mode, where you have to do all the
appropriate calculations yourself, but
you can launch from below the cold

We have radar contact with a medium target
at 08:45
Bearing O
Today sunrise is at 06:00

Today sunset is at 18:00
Visibility is good

water depth is about
Exec estimates that at full speed
our broadside is visible at 6830
If end-on we're visible at 2230

our periscope is visible at 1248
our broadside is visible to sonar at 877
our end-on is visible to sonar at 232

• When you select a full-blown military career, you also have to decide upon a
starting base like the one in Manila, Philippines. Throughout your game, relevant
military information Is relayed to you on this screen - information like "Manila has
been captured by the Japanese." Gulpl It's all down to you what you do next.
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• Time to hump or die. An enemy convoy has been spotted in the distance and
you've got to decide whether or not it's a good idea to engage them. The weather
and visibility information changes on each engagement, so note it down (and don't
lose it). You don't want to get too close in broad daylight.

game
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RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP
The mistimed attack is your deadliest enemy. Blow your
cover too early and you end up covered in anti-submarine
patrol boats. These dangerous tubs skate around over your
last position, scanning the water with sonar. If they get a fix
on you. they follow it up with depth charges.
To beat the sonar, check the depth under your keel,
crash dive as deep as you dare and drop the engines to slow
speed. Keep your sharp end pointed towards the patrol boats
to minimise the sonar reflections from your slab-sided craft.
Try to make it down to around 250 feet, where the
water temperature drops. This cold layer prevents sonar
waves pentrating through to you. If you continue quietly

•

Ij

•

The chart screen is

Ij; n I

have underwater. It

'-'i'-1:

the black enemy ships

0 0

through the periscope

tion on the position of

0

sneaking, you can make it away from the patrol boats. But j

Torpedoes are tracked
here, with a time count

don't open the throttles too early or they'll be on you again.

down showing their
remaining fuel.

If all else fails and you can't shift the boats, wait for a

depth charge attack and then flush garbage out of the torpedo tubes. This old decoy trick has a reasonable success

rate - the boats think you've crumpled and soon leave you l!
alone to lick your wounds.

1771

water shelf. This is very difficult,
despite diagrams and explanations in
the Silent Service 2 manual. But it

wasn't easy in the real thing either, so
at least it's accurate.

Submarine

warfare

wasn't

ren

owned for its fantastic views and grand
panoramas - there wasn't a great deal

each running torpedo, and information

from your engine-room and navigator.
When you're not map-reading, you
skip between the remaining displays
according to your current course of
action. The Bridge Lookout and Bridge
TBT can only be accessed when the

sub is at the surface. They show (not

to see at 30 fath
oms. But Silent Ser

vice 2 is a lot more

Your job is simple: cruise

visual than you'd
expect, relying on
six main displays to
show your life on
the sub. You spend
most of your time

around until you see a
bunch of Japanese
ships, duck underwater,
torpedo the heck out of

on

the

Chart dis

play, which is a

them and then scoot

clean away

plan view of the
area around your

MMMMBWMmmW

surprisingly) a vast
expanse of sea,
and perhaps a few
ships. The quality

of the graphics is
pretty good, but,
although
they're
better than on the

original version,
they're not exactly
state-of-the-art,

fast-moving
sprites. Other dis

sub. You can zoom in for a close-up
and see short black lines with grey

plays include the mainly static Gauges
screen and Damage Report, which

trails which

show the sub's important dials and

show the movement of

ships above you.
You also use the chart screen to

plot the correct course for manuallyfired torpedoes and to check their
progress as they race to their targets.
Digital displays show the fuel-time left in

instruments and give an indication of
the boat's integrity. Useful, but not
especially stunning.

your submarine launching torpedoes,
are accompanied by crisp, clear sam
pled sounds. The bubbling torpedoes,
crashing guns and the chugging of your
engines all help to enhance the atmo
sphere and make it a lot more realistic.

Silent Service 2 is good fun to play,
but it's a bit repetitive after a while.
There are 53 different keyboard com
mands involved in pilotingyour U-boatthe mouse and joystick are not used at
all. A clearly-marked keyboard overlay
prevents this being a nightmare.
The game can be played with differ
ent levels of difficulty, depending on
your choice of equipment at the start.

You can select reliable or realisticallyinaccurate torpedoes, single or multiple
engagements, or an older, less effec

tive sub. All these factors modify the
relative difficulty of the game, without
actually changing the gameplay at all.
For the experienced player, there's a
career option which takes you through
the entire war, complete with up-to-theminute war news reports informing you
of all the historic battles being fought
elsewhere.

VERDICT: All screens, including an
intermediate animation which depicts

• Damaged subs don't float particularly brilliantly and this one's nearly had it.
Many of the systems repair themselves over time, but you need to be well out of
the range of enemy fire to stand a chance. When things get bad, all you have to do
is go as deep as you can and creep away quietly, hoping that you remain invisible.

There's a lot on offer if you're pre
pared to plod along and get into the

O

:

spirit of submarining, but Silent Service
2 is no shoot-'em-up extravaganza. Its
presentation and atmosphere are bril
liant, but it needs you to be into the

subject to begin with. If subs don't get
your propeller spinning, then you're
likely to find this a bit too slow and bor
ing. But if you're prepared to take the
plunge and wallow in a bit of under
water skullduggery to earn your slice of
the .action, Silent Service 2 won't let
you down.
NEIL JACKSON

SILENT SERVICE 2
MICROPROSE £34.99
0 Much bettergraphics andanimation thanitspre
decessor, SilentService

• The bestsubmarine sound effects you canfind.
Beats those in Hunt for Red October!

• Bettergameplay, with lesskeyboard hasslethan
RedStormRising

• Farbetterpresentation andappeal than
Woltpack (see page 52)

SU RATING 88 %

• The gauges help you to determine two really important bits of information - the
water temperature and the depth under the keel of your submarine. The tempera
ture gauge helps you find out where the "cold-water layer" is and the Depth Under
Keel stops you dragging the floor off the sub.
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BABY JO
B a b y stars come and baby stars
go. Over the year we've had
the likes of Jack the Nipper,
the Brat and the Bitmap Kid on
home micros, but now it's the
turn of Baby Jo.
Jo is a bit different from the other

tykes, in that he's a nice guy rather
than a mischievous little brute. He's lost
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his mummy and is stranded far out in

side creatures of Level One turn out to

the countryside (sounds a bit suspi
cious - how'd he get there in the first
place?). Over four horizontally and verti
cally scrolling levels, Jo has to get back
to the big city and his Mummy - who's

be not so friendly and even the daffs
spit nasty stuff at you. Scattered
around are milk bottles that top up your
energy, extra lives, and some bonus
items. Clean nappies must be col
lected, because, as Jo eats the bonus
sweets he can find, his nappy gets erm, not quite whiter than white. So,

sure to be over the moon at his return.

The indigenous wildlife has other
ideas, of course. The friendly country

•§

he can't jump as high because he's
weighed down by the - well, you know.
A Super Nappy enables Jo to jump
higher than normal, a Protection Cape
has the obvious effect, and if Jo picks
up a rattle he has a weapon to protect
him against the smaller monsters.
The sprites in Baby Jo move quite

slowly, but they need to because the

*WW*

• Baby Jo makes his eponymous debut on the ST in this cutesy, but tough, plat
form game. In Jo's world, a clean nappy, a rattle and some sticky toffees are all
that's needed for a contented mind. But his mum might come in handy, too.

• Getting too close to a fire isn't a good idea because it results in a burned bot
tom and a lost life. Sometimes you have no choice but to risk getting burned if
there's an essential bonus nearby. Beats getting spat at by vicious daffs any day.

SPEED
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CISCO HEAT

SCORE

liSi,21
Hill

T h e streets of San Francisco are

Up against you is the rest of the police

famous. Not only did they give
their name to that terrible 70s

force. You've got two cars to choose
from, but they're pretty much the same

detective series starring Michael
Douglas, but they also always
seem to crop up in films whenever a
car chase is required, even if five min

(except one of them is a natty shade of
red). Unfortunately, the police haven't
been far-sighted enough to clear the
roads of other traffic, so you have to

utes before it was set in New York.

contend with the odd member of the

Wouldn't it be fun to race a police

car through those long, windy hills,
mowing down innocent pedestrians and
not giving a damn? You bet your little
blue flashing light it would. That's just
what the San Fran police force do once

a year and now you've got a chance to
join them.
The race is split into five sections,

public getting in your way. Bashing your
horn should scare the living daylights
out of them and with luck they'll move
out of the way.

You only have a limited time to
complete each stage. Some stages
have checkpoints midway - if you reach
these, you're given extra time to finish
the stage. Time is wasted by crashing
into things.

beginning from the Golden Gate Bridge.
*m-

*
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• "If you're going to San Francisco, be sure to wear your regulation headgear, uni
form and 'pacifying' stick at all times," sang Scott Mackenzie in 1967 - or
something very like that, anyway. The heat is on in 'Cisco.

doesn't damage the car at all, it's just
damned inconvenient. Control is by joy
stick only and is a piece of cake to get
to grips with. You're blessed with just
two gears, Low and High, correspond
ing to Fast and Even Faster speeds.
Cisco Heat's graphics
are curious creations.
From an observer's

point of view they

^rpjjj'

I look unforgivably
horrible. The road
jerks its way across
the screen ridiculously
and the roadside sprites
stubbornly clump together,
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making a huge person-tree-buildingshaped mess. Yet when you're playing,
the way the hills suddenly loom up
ahead of you and then dump you
breathless on their other side is nearly,
almost, slightly, thrilling. So is the dis
orientating effect as you try to swerve
round a corner and find yourself facing
a pleasant sea of nothingness, having
missed the turn entirely. While this is
going on, the poor sound chip manages
to keep up a half-decent tune and spot
effects as well.

VERDICT:

Cisco Heat is a

pretty

decent conversion of the Jaleco (bless

game reviews

game's not easy. The graphics have a
distinct comic strip air about them -

everything is heavily outlined, detailec 1

SCREENPLAY

they're easily lost. But then, with only
four levels (accessed with a password
system) it needs to be on the tough

and colourful. In fact, the more you m . side. It doesn't have the manic air of
play the game, the more you appreci-" something like Magic Pockets or
ate the graphics. There are a couple of
Rolling Ronny (see our review on page
nice samples like Jo's crying when he
45). Moves must be planned carefully,
"dies" or when he gets a burnt bum, but
and the programmers have made sure
mostly the audio effects are just a
there's always an energy bonus avail
sound chip tune.
able to you if you need it, though it may
be very difficultto reach.
VERDICT: Baby Jo is an enjoyable, if
It's nice to see a non-arcade con
somewhat unforgiving, platform game
version cutesy game with some thought
with idiosyncratic graphics and an
behind it. We could be seeing more of
engaging air about it. It's unforgiving
Baby Join the future.
because you don't get many lives and
ED RICKETTS

• Artfully hidden around the levels are small symbols inscribed in the earth or on
the platforms. Touching these symbols opens up a cave containing a tempting
hoard of exciting goodies just waiting to be pinched by an observant Baby Jo.

BABY JO
LORICIEL/INFOGRAMES
£25.99
• Magic Pockets springs to mind onfirstsight, but
the twogamesaren'treally similar. BJis much
harder and more linear.

• No, thanks, I've given up. Halfway

• Graphics are moredetailed butslower than

through each level you meet Daf sorry, Chuck the Duck. He pops up from
his hole in the ground especially to
give you either a useful hint or, alterna

• Builder/and mightseem similar butthe two
games are fromdifferent genres.

tively, a completely useless nugget of
information, such as, "Avoid the mon

those in Brat.

• Cute"cartoon"graphicsare likethose inNine
Lives, only biggerand more

sters" or something equally stupid.

m RATING 79 %

• By Level Two you're under the ground in the caves. Here more than ever you
need to find the secret stores of useful stuff, but, since the caves are so dark and frightening for a baby - the symbols guarding these stores aren't easy to find.

ortci
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• There are many advantages to being a law enforcement officer, or a policeman
as they call them in America. One is that you don't have to pay the fare at tollbooths. Nevertheless, not smashing into them head-on is still recommended.

you) coin-op. Ignore your first impres
sions (which are probably along the
lines of "oh God, another pathetic rac
ing conversion") and give the game a

few plays. Chances are you'll like it
much more than you first thought. It
doesn't offer any clever programming
techniques, nor a new game system or
stunning graphics, but it's solidly put
together and worth a good few plays,
even if it is a little easy. If you're inter
ested, get someone else to shell out
the cash for it. After all, it's not really
that good.
ED RICKETTS

• It's quite amazing the amount of damage you can dish out to a well-built ailAmerican car. No matter how many hills you take on one wheel, no matter how
much pedestrian mulch you get on your tappets, your good ol' vehicle keeps on

CISCO HEAT
IMAGEWORKS - £25.99
• Notas graphically slick or as engaging as
Vroom, butthen this is moresimplistic and arcadeorientated.

• Outrun Europa curlsupanddiesbesidethis.
• More forgiving than SuperMonaco GP. No"one
bumpandyou've crashed" here.

• Graphics mayremind youofMoonshine Racers.
This isthe bettergamethough.

STf RATING 72 %

• A family of the citizens you've sworn
to serve and protect are about to
experience a somewhat unpleasant
end to their little day out. Slap a
vagrancy notice on them to stifle their

• Turn left! Turn left, dammit! Actually,
if you don't, all that happens is you sit
there like a great big non-moving thing
while everyone else whizzes by you
and taunts you mercilessly.

moans and get on with the race.
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LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
Lotuses (Loti?). In later stages, time and
speed bonuses can be picked up by

linking two STs together with a null

driving over them.
Control is by joystick or keyboard

The graphics aren't awful, but put it
this way - if they were your girl or
boyfriend you wouldn't take them home

but not quite so useful for crawling

object of each stage is to drive your
Lotus Esprit or Elan through a number
of checkpoints (how many depends on
the stage) in a certain time, preferably
also ahead of the other competitors.
Not surprisingly, the practice is a

around the streets of Bradford on a wet

tad more complicated than the theory,

Wednesday.
In Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 (the
Esprit's been mislaid on the way to the

given the boulders, sand, snow, other
cars, lightning bolts and marshy bits

only, though you do get to choose
whether you accelerate by hitting the
<Fire> button or by pushing forward on
the stick. Each Lotus has five gears,
changed between with the usual "push

that are strewn around the tracks. As in

forward/back and fire" routine.

the

sequel), there's plenty of the former

Cisco Heat (page 40) hitting an obsta
cle doesn't damage your Lotus, but
slows you down. You can drive through

Two, three or indeed four players
are able to take part simultaneously.
There are two two-player modes - one
of them uses a horizontally split screen
display and the other is achieved by

vaguely cold and white. Apart from that,
there are a few mountains or cityscapes in the background and a perma
nent view of the back-end of your Lotus
waving about all over the shop. The 3D

T h e Lotus Turbo Esprit: probably,
almost certainly, the car most
people would like to have, per

haps. Very handy for bombing
down the Autobahn at 120 mph,

and none of the latter. Eight stages

await you, set in a forest, the night,
fog, snow, a desert, a city, a marsh
and a storm respectively. As usual, the

trees and even skim over water without

sinking - marvellously designed, these

modem cable.

to meet mother. Some of the atmo

spheric effects are pretty decent: fog
really does look like fog (well, nearly);
at night, the road signs loom up out of
darkness,

and

j^8°graa»

the snow looks

QEBasraiE
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• Lotus Turbo Challenge 2: more driv
ing about through a forest, a desert,
and appalling weather conditions in big
fast red cars trying to get there first.
(Why are they always red, anyway?)

enough, there are these dirty great
trucks thundering over the tracks. Time
your crossing well. Lotus it may be, but

• You'd think driving across a marsh
would be tricky - all that water lurking
on every side. Not a bit of it. The Lotus
is so light it just skims over the sur

it's no match for a Bedford in full flight.

face. Honest.

•

As if the other cars weren't bad

• Bloody weather! Why can't they hold
these races somewhere hot and dry,

like, um, Java? The slightest touch of
the wheel in the snowy stages sends
you skidding off all over the place.

BEAST BUSTERS
n your best Antoine
"Rapido" de Caulle
voice say "Maintenant,

I

Activision c'est differ
ent. Vive la differ

ence!" Activision might be

• "Whaddya mean stop shouting? Thanks to your

flipping camera-flash I can't see a bloody thing, me
'air's all frazzled off and I've still got the damn film
here. Course I'm *&A$(* shouting! Now take the shot
properly and stop messin' about."

•

Oh no! It's the Dawn of the Dead

Comedians! That's George Formby's
bike - I'd recognise it anywhere - and
the other bloke is Harry Worth, I swear
it. At least they're still managing to
bring the house down.
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French

now

Busters

is

but

a

Beast

Japanese

coin-op created by SNK,
converted
by
British
developers Images. Small
world, innit?
Beast Busters is a

three-disk

shoot-'em-up,

along the same lines as Operation Wolf.

sorry, player on the joystick. You can

That's obvious just looking the screenshots. "Abandon hope," shouts the box,

whizz the mouse around but the joy

prophetically. "Can you handle fiendish
creatures and gory doom?" it enquires.
Yes! Anything's preferable to the hype.
When the game's loaded, press the
mouse or joystick to start. BB has a
simultaneous two-player mode using
two different coloured gunsights. The
green cross is controlled by the mouse
and the red one by the joystick.

wooden spoon in an enormous weekold vat of congealed porridge. Because
of this, two-player Beast Busters is
team-work rather than a competition
between the two of you.
The control method is pretty much
the same as the basic plot to the game
- all you have got to do is point and
shoot. The zombies are up and running
and you're their splatterer and leveller.
It's just a straightforward question of

The

mouse-user

has

a

definite

advantage over the poor sucker -

• Lassie in Action - pic 42. Here she
attempts to rescue a helpless disabled

• Tragedy struck the "De-composers
Music Society" float in this year's

child from the path of a subway train,
having previously communicated with
the appropriate authorities to arrange

Zombie Carnival. A freak simultaneous

suitable first-aid equipment on site.

blow-out totally ruined their rendition
of "Everybody Needs Somebody." Band
spokesman later said "Brains!"

stick feels like ifs the handle on a

• Every scene ends with the obligatory
"big baddies" like these two. But
they're (nearly) all pussycats. A few
rounds of machine-gun fire to the chest
and they go to pieces. I dunno, you just
can't get good undead these days.

game reviews

routines are quite solid, with objects
appearing gradually rather than leaping
out at you all of a sudden.
Unfortunately, Lotus 2 is let down
in the one area a racing sim needs to
excel

in

-

sound

haps driving on water), and even what's
there isn't too enthralling. Driving
doesn't give you any sense of danger

effects

Instead of opting for samples
the
programmers
have
included a weedy revving
noise

that's

gently, the other cars just get in the
way and become a huge annoyance.
Good though some of the weather
effects are, they don't prevent LTC2
from being just another racing sim. You
need plenty of practice to
complete the first stage (once
you run out of time, that's it,
you're kaput - no second

so

chances)

intensely
annoying
you just have to turn
the

volume

harder. Some of the

down.

later
stages
(accessed by pass
words) have eight

VERDICT:

lower

or even ten check

points.
A challenge it may
be, but Lotus Turbo

The

phrase "seen it, done

if may spring to mind when you first
see Lotus. There's nothing in it that
hasn't been done before (except per

or speed, thanks mainly to the no-colli
sion operation and inadequate sound
effects. Instead of interacting intelli

• The desert stage is strangely green,
considering that, well, it's a desert
after all. There are a few token palm
trees, though. Sand is your enemy here
- it gets bloomin' everywhere.

• The intimate way to play a two player
game is with a split screen display, but
joining two STs with a cable means two
players can play on each ST, making a

Challenge 2 is just too average by far
to get to the finishing line first.
ED RICKETTS

total of (er) six? Or is it three?

• Driving about in fog isn't fun at the
best of times, but it's sheer hell when
you've got someone sat next to you,
swearing and cursing because you're
taking up most of the keyboard.

Operation Wolf? Same deal. Shoot 'em
and they're yours.

You meet the obligatory mad scientist
with token girlie hostage and guess

how far you can make it before some
body cuts you down.
You start in the town, on a trip
through the mall where zombies infest
the escalators down to the subway.

same vein (varicosed and ruptured
probably!) for the rest of the game. It

miss her.

This first level uses a combination of

alternates between a head-on rush and

diagonal and sideways scrolls to get
you to the platform below. A subway
train full of rotten first-classers pulls in

a sideways or vertical scroll.
After the town and subway, the
background scenery takes you to a
ghost town. Fire hydrants burst when
you hit them and there's even a collaps
ing building. Motorbikin' monsters take
pot-shots and Cortina-driving crazies
play chicken with you.
From here you go to a river where
piranha fish leap out to taste human-

VERDICT: Beast Busters is hackneyed
nonsense - but it's strangely endearing
nonsense. It's pure violence in a form
that's difficult to take seriously. There
are no problems of morality either unless you're into zombie rights!
It's got all the pap appeal of the
original zombie splatter-movies which
so obviously inspired it. But I wouldn't
pay 26 quid to see all those again -

- shoot the windows! Off the zombies

before they're off the train.
Splatter-mania takes over by about
Level Two - the rush down a long tun

nel. Zombies and bats hurtle headlong
into you, spewing red lumps of meat
into the air as you slice'n'dice. Bullets,
extra grenades, and occasionally firstaid, drop out of the sky. Remember

Beast Busters

continues

in

the

fingers. Pathology-lab patients surfing
down the sewers lead you to a factory.

what - you've got to shoot him and

That's fine if you've got a friend to help on
the joystick, but how do you make It on
your own?

Thanks to a quirk of the ST, there's
help at hand - or rather at fingertip.
Because the joystick button and

the

mouse right button are physically wired
together on the ST, it thinks they're the
same. You can just hit both buttons on the
mouse to get a burst of firepower from two
guns. The red gunsight (for the joystick)
appears in the middle right side of the

CHALLENGE 2
GREMLIN - £25.99
' Vroom is stillfirston the gridfor soundand real-

• Lotus 2 beatsCisco Neat(page40)onthe pretrjness front, but ifs also much more difficult.
• Gremlin's own Team Suzuki is faster.

• Weather effects notnormally seen.Thebest
SuperMonaco GPcan manageis a greysky
• Morerealismthan Continental Circus,but this

meansit's notas enjoyable.

SJf RATING 77 %

• This is the point you wish you'd got a
dangly thing that drags along behind
your car and mystifies everyone as to
its purpose. You'll be glad of it when
Mr Lightning decides to say hello.

BEAST BUSTERS
ACTIVISION £25.99

and I don't think I would for

Beast

Busters either.

NEIL JACKSON

BEAST CHEATING
To smash your way through Beast Busters
you really need a second pair of hands.

LOTUS TURBO

from

then on it only gets

(Actually it sounds
better at a
volume.)

and

SCREENPLAY

• Alotmore gooand splatterthan Horror Zombies
fromthe Crypt.
• Thedismembered corpses makeit morelike
post Operation Wolf.

• Fast, furious action with an Operation
Thunderbolt styletwo-player mode.

• Notas toughas the Ops,so itwon't lastas long
• There's more visceral violence in Beast Busters
than Predator 2

Jff RATING 64 %
TfflJMfjt*^. iWiiiitii^iTiiiWriRli^rfliwBSlrfiilBflMfiMi^
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screen, leaving you with the left side to
cover with the mouse.

If your joystick is plugged in, you can
move it quickly at the start of each level
to cover the region where monsters
appear most. It's fairly easy to guess
these and get it right - in tunnels aim
roughly central, the rest of the time aim
over to the right.
You can use the nonexistent second

player's grenades by hitting <Caps Lock>
and yours on <Alternate>. But your ST can
only read one key at a time, so press the
grenade-keys separately when launching.

•.-.#.

«»...
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• Use an imaginary second player to
help you on the first lift level. Hit
both buttons on your mouse and the
bird
drops
the
brown
zombie.
Meanwhile, you're busy knocking
down the creep on the left.

ILiiai M iiiiiLjjliiiijLiiiiijmiiiMiLjjjjiL|JjtujJjULjjjjIUJjiiTT
• Lecon Un. Voici un chien. II s'appelle
Bruno. Bruno a beaucoup de flatulence.
Le vapeur est extraordinaire - n'inhale
pas ou vous etes mort, okay.
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protar - Looking after number one

r

protar are unashamedly committed to looking after number one, here's why.
protar are the Number One manufacturer of third party Hard

high performance ProGate DC range.

Disc Drives for the world's Number One small computers, the
Atari and the Amiga, protar are Number One
European market leaders in our field. Because of

Because protar listen to the needs of both, Dealer and End- User

our many years of expertise in this field and the

prwfcor

ence

by
design

Number One in-house software and hardware

technicians the quality of all protar products is
absolutely second to none.
Because we batch test one in five of all components that
our products, we are Number One in terms of quality
and reliability. This is supported by our minimum
replacement warranty on all our products and 2 years

— exe

alike, we offer the Number One range of
products in terms of variety and flexibility. Our
dedication to excellence and three years
extensive research have resulted in us producing
the

Number

One

Hard

Disc

management

software package. Included are features such as
go into

Read/Write access and Password privileges, up to 12 partitions

control
1 year
on the

per device, full utilities package and de-bugging software. Full
DMA capabilities also allow the End-User to "Daisy Chain" any
combination of our products.

Finally protar never forget that you, the customerare Number One.
protar Ltd ParkHouse • Greenhill Cresent • Watford Business Park,Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU • Tel: 0923 54133 • Fax: 0923 212046
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SCREENPLAY

ROLLING RONNY
You can't help liking a game whose
manual says things like: "A few wellplaced sausages will have the ghosts
taking the next train to Spook City." Or
can you?
Rolling Ronny is, unashamedly, a
platform game. The less-than-static
character himself is a would-be errand

boy who's been set the task of recover
ing the jewel boxes that were stolen by
a gang during a bank robbery.
Strangely, the gang scattered these
boxes around the streets of Fieldington
- Ronny's town.
Errand boys aren't welcome around
these parts and he constantly gets has
sled by the town's inhabitants. Cars run
him over with no compunction whatso
ever and strange two-faced doobries,

• Rolling Ronny is a man who doesn't
hang around. Well, actually he can't
since he's got roller skates glued to his
feet. But he doesn't let it get him
down. The cars, buses and birds man
age to do that well enough for him.

floating balls and, er, deadly anglepoise lamps try to sap his energy, but it
can be restored by collecting bits of
food. Some of the foes can be dis

patched by slinging lead-weighted
salami at them, and other more power
ful weapons, like a MegaHonk or a
Power Sneeze, can be collected.
Along the way, Ronny's offered
errands, such as delivering parcels to a
certain address. He's not obliged to

order of the day graphically. Everything
is drawn with slapstick thoughtfulness
and colour is used to the max, some
times too well - the things you're trying
to collect often get lost in the back
ground, though this is doubtless inten
tional. There's not a heck of a lot of
animation and the audio effects must

yet another round of jumping and dodg
ing a little trying. But a game that's a lit
tle trying is better than a game that
tries little (as Oscar Wilde once said).
ED RICKETTS

ROLLING RONNY

have been put together by someone
who is cheerfully insane.

VIRGIN GAMES £25.99

take these, but they come in handy for
bumping up his bus fare. To finish the

VERDICT: RR is daft. As a brush. But

• There'snothing newunderthe sun. ForRonny,
see underMagic Pockets,Flood, Elf, and so on and

level, not only does Ronny have to col
lect every jewel box, but he has to have
enough money to be able to afford to

looong levels, loads of bonuses and
much to keep you amused, but nothing
too taxing in the way of brainpower
usage. It presents quite a stiff chal

catch the bus. Money can also be col
lected from vanquished nasties.
Bright, bouncy and blatant is the

it's enjoyably daft. There are nine

lenge though, which platform aficiona
dos should welcome. Others might find

• The first level is supposed to ease you gently into the game - the nasties are
nauseatingly nice, the time timeless (well, nearly), and the jewel boxes perched in
eminently collectable places. That's the theory of it, at least. In practice, you still
have to be pretty zippy if you're going to finish the level.

• Bright1n'breezy graphics mayputyouinmind of
Elf(again)

Iff RATING 76 %

• The map, er, shows you where you
are. And where you're going. Maps gen
erally to tend to do that sort of thing.
The problem is, though, you only get to
see it when you lose the game, when,
you can't help thinking, it's perhaps a
teensy-weensy bit sans point.

WILD WHEELS
Football being so popular in this
country, it's no wonder there should be
a stream of variants on the game - usu
ally violent and futuristic ones. Ocean

are having yet another stab by involving
another national obsession - cars.

Wild Wheels is a game played on a
pitch by five players in each team, each

of whom drives a car. The object is to
get the metal ball, which is thrown out
from the middle of the pitch, into the

other team's goal by driving up to it.
Touch the ball and it sticks to the front

of your car. Then, all you have to do is

drive full pelt towards the goal and
whack it in by hitting <Fire>. If another
^^sL^^Wcff^/^^/fc^-'-

player has the ball, slamming into his
car usually makes him drop it sharpish,
but you can't do this too often because
you only have a certain amount of
armour plating. Too many bumps and
bang - literally - goes your vehicle.
You always control the Strike car.
The other (ST-controlled) players on
your team have specific roles: Killer
cars try to nobble the other team's
strongest cars; Fetchers try to get the

ball and pass it to you; Blockers stop
the other team's Killers from getting at
you; and Guards are like goalkeepers.
Occasionally, bonus tiles flash on
the pitch with tempting offers like dou-

ble points. Drive over them to collect
the extras. Some of them, like the
Acceleration Suit and Full Licence, are
necessary for you to be able to drive
the more powerful cars.
The sound is actually more impres
sive than the graphics in Wild Wheels.
There's a nice meaty revving effect as
you bomb up and down the pitch, but

lishments. Graphically, it's not really up
to the job. The cars look too puny and
the pitch is quite bare. There's definitely
not enough violence - a few knocks put
you out of commission easily. Driving
takes a while to get used to - the first
few games you overshoot and skid

the other spot effects are weedy and

WW is enjoyable enough for a
while, and some people will undoubt

disappointing. The cars are on the
small side but decently animated, and
the 3D works well.

VERDICT: Wild Wheels is a nice idea
that could do with a few more embel-

edly enjoy working through the leagues
and hitting the big time. But, on the
whole, it's a bit of a missed opportunity.
ED RICKETTS
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about everywhere, while the other team
maddeningly piles up the score.

40b

WILD WHEELS
Speedballis slickerand faster, but less immediily playable.

,.

Thecars are closerto thoseinSupercars 1 and
2 thanthe sortof rewed-up monsters inVroom.

— • (y «>l«»
• Why hasn't someone thought of it
before? Cross stockcar racing with
football and you get Wild Wheels, a
fast and violent game which makes
Speedball look about as dangerous as
a quivering mass of raspberry jelly.

• As you win games, you progress
through the leagues and collect a load
of seemingly useless gear which only
comes into its own on later levels when

you have the cash to buy better cars
which can use it... if you get the gist.

• You pays your money and you looks
longingly at all the other models you
can't afford yet. The more expensive
models are faster, stronger and can
use better equipment, like pyrotechnical weapons (or missiles to you).

Jff RATING 67%
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OPENING HOURS
OPEN MON - SAT 9.00AM-5.30PM
SUNDAY OPENING I I.00AM-3.00PM
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE TIL 7.30PM

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE

wmmmmixim

This pack now comes with:
Final Fight, 9 Lives, Sim City and Robot Monsters,

With I Meg as standard this pack

Neochrome, First Basic, ST Tutorial, Mouse, and manuals

tional packages. Inc. ST Word,
ST Base, Hyperpaint 2, Music

only £299.99
1Meg version
2 Meg version
4 Meg version

V •/•Air

A_
puter this Christmas with our ever popu

must be one of the best educa

Only £319.99
Only £359.99
Only £429.99

iiinia' imm& sit & &

French Mistress language tutor,
Reading tutor and general knowl
edge tutor, Mouse & manuals

only £379.99

lar FIRST CHOICE XMAS PACK

All the essentials required for the first
time buyer. Ideal for any Atari and great
value too!

* Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick
* Mouse Mat
* Dust Cover

* 10 Blank Disks

* Pine 3 Extra games//

ATARI MEGA STE 4
4 meg of RAM plus a 48 meg

internal hard drive Only £1079.99

ATARI MEGA STE 1
with I meg of RAM and internal expansion

ADD JUST E99.99 FOR THE ATARI

for hard drive Only £649.99

SMI 24 HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A MEGA STE

ATARI MEGA STE 2

Technical Specification:

2 meg of RAM plus a 48 meg internal

16/8 Mhz clock speed switchable, 32k cache, TOS version 2.2, stereo
sound, separate keyboard, mouse, built in modulator, palette of 4096
colours with 16 on screen, midi in/out ports

hard drive only £969.99
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Star LC200

All Star printers inc free std printer
cable and 12 month guarantee

Colour 9 pin printer with 8 resident fonts and a
highspeed of 225cps draftand 45 cps in NLQ. A4
Landscape printing

The New Star LC20
Our best selling budget 9 pin mono printer is
now even better value for money from First
Choice. We've dropped our price by another

now only £199.99

Star LC24-200

£10.00"

I Replacing the famous LOO, the LC20 is faster at Mono and colour. 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ 10
I80cps draft and 45 cps NLQ and quieter. The front resident fonts. A4 Landscape printing
panel now has push button operation replacing the
LCI0 membrane panel. Other spec is similar to the
LCI0

now only £139.99//

'Vrf*

Take the headache out of buying a com

Maker 2, First Basic, Micro Maths,

We can also upgrade the Atari STE Discovery pack:

\VJDA

iggj. I.E

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN,
COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO & PHOENIX

i
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StarXB24-10
Professional Series
Colour

MODEMS bv PACE
PACLINPLUS The standard Linnet mo

dem has been designed to offer the maxi
mum of facilities at the lowest costV21 /V23,

auto dial, auto answer, Hayes compatible

only £139.99
PACLINI2 This modem comes with a

higher transmission speed suitable for more
demanding applications V21, V23 AND V22,
auto answer/dial, Hayes compatible

only £219.99
PACLIN24 Top of the range quad modem
with even higher speeds and optional error
correctionV2l, V23 V22 AND V22BIS

only £245.99

ITKIE NlEW mm S!4S
L3UI3L3LIE JLEl
WithEpson LQandIBM Proprinteremulation.

The choice of many professional organisations,
this printer comes with one year on-site
maintenance. 240 cps draft, 80 cps NLQ. 27k
buffer exp to 187k, 4 super LQ fonts and 25 LQ

The SJ48is a revolution in printer technology.
The quality is almost as good as an expensive
laser printer yet costs less than many 24 pin
printers. Portable in size,very quiet, and faster
than most dot matrix printers at 100 cps in

fonts

LQ. Printer cable included

now only £339.99
Starl_C24-10

only £229.99 mono

24 pin qualityat the price of many 9 pins. 180cps
draft,60 cps inNLQ,8k bufferexpandableto 37k

or £289.99 colour

now only £189.99

only £229.99
IAuto sheetfeeder £52.99

IHE \m EPSOIl «(!!!
With 1.5 Mb of RAM as standard from

First Choice expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages
per minute, HP2, FX, LQ. GQ compat

••a

Citizen 124D
(Micro Decision Best Buy)

All Citizenprinters inc.free printer cable
and come with a full2 year warranty!

The I24D brings quality 24 pin output to you at
the price of a 9 pin.

The New Citizen 224

only £189.99

If you want 24 pin quality, you want to print in
colour if necessary and you don't want to spend a
fortune, the new 224 is an ideal solution. Using the
same technology as the Swift 24, the 224 is basi
cally a cut down version.
192 cpi draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 3 built
in fonts.

only £219.99
£249.99 inc Colour kit

The Citizen Swift 9 Colour
Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts,
192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ. Highly recom
mended. This printer is also available in a wide
carriage (136 column) version

only £199.99 (80 col)
or £289.99 (136 col)

The New Citizen
Swift 24e and 24x
(What Micro Best Buy)
The best budget 24 pin printer
has just got better!
This must be the best 24 pin colour printer for less
than £300. 8k buffer expandable to 40k, 216 cps
draft. 72 cps LQ and multilingual

only £279.99 (80 col)|
or £389.99 (136 col)

ible. 150 autosheet feeder, 12 months on-

site maintenance and printer cable

only £719.99
Toner cartridge £59.99

m up mm m
This very popular Inkjet printer allows you
to create laser jet quality without the cost,
with 100 page auto sheet feeder, printer
cable, 3 page /minute speed and
3 year UK warranty

only £359.99

VLL2L-ST
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As official dealers for Rombo, we are

now able to offer this excellent pack
age at a great price. The Complete

only £224.99

mil Sl-LUTLEK

PC SPEED 8 Mhz PC/XT
emulator

supply and Spectrum 512k graphics
package

bluefilterset. Can be used with all

only £95.99

now only£134.99

only £64.99

Rombo produce

^.YLlLECT
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We are now able to offer you high
quality scanning at a fraction of the
normal cost with the new Zydec
scanner. Complete with the high
quality Daata-scan software this
scanner isable to pick out text and
graphics at up to 400 d.p.iin real
time. Daata-scan enables you to

IBM AT EMULATOR

only £84.99

L^LeW

LlZ4.Lsl.Ll

NEW I6 Mhz AT SPEED

Enables you to Colour Digitize
in a second. Replaces red green

Colour Solution comes with RGB

Splitter, VidiST,VidiChrome, Power

VL1LZ

UL'JULATOlifc-

Frame grabber.
High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi
chrome colourising software

easily manipulate the image. Ideal

fordesk toppublishing and

O MI y
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ITCH TllACllLU
New low price on this excel
lent music package. TCB

The successor to the popular Timeworks
ST this new version boasts over 40 new

UlSTs

I* Support for FSMGDOS

I* S extra fonts ( 9 in total )

The Zy-Fi Stereo
System

Tracker is a 4 channel music

significant features.

synthesizer, drum machine, and
mixing studeo which supports

only £89.99

stereo sound for the Atari ST

' More printer drivers inc. BJlOe

: Completely new manual with many hints & tips

now only £13.99

VL1/4.V*^
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The very latest version of this WYSIWYG word processor with Canvas Paint package
graphic import, spell checker and mailmerge. For a limited period Deluxe Paint ST
only we are able to offer this package at a First word Plus v3.2
GFA BasicInterpreter V3.S
special introductory price.
rtl"ll\A QRA QQ

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Ollly t01.!>J7

GFA Basic Compiler V3.5...
Home Accounts

MiniOffice Spreadsheet
Mastersound 2 Digitiser
A powerful DTP package for professional use. This is the very latest Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor.
version of this package. Includes 10 compugraphic fonts, colour Neochrome 3 Desktop
printing, spell checker and much more
Prodata Database
Prodigy Sequencer

iyAA^l=snUl=/AK'l v l l . l

only £134.99

ProtextV4.2W/P

Quartet Sequencer
ReplayPro Digitiser
Replay 8 Digitiser
This printer utility allows you to produce colour dumps of the Sequencer One
highest quality on a dot matrix printer. Printer drivers include System 3 Accounts
LCI0.LC24, Swift 9/24 and NEC
,
_,_. __
Timeworks DTP

l-LU>ai»Uli!tl=

Plus

only £31.99

•

•--

•

:

DlSkDKlVl-S

Zydec 3.5"
11 meg external drive, high quality

(low noise and high reliability. Inc

IK'lOKlVOUS
The New Atari 1435
Stereo Colour Monitor
restyled, rebadged and colour coded to match your
Atari. Includes a built in tilt and swivel stand.

Atari SM I 24
I High resolution mono monitor.640 * 400 resolution.

for high reliability. Inc PSU

only £59.99

only £129.99
Philips CM8833 MK2

KAUSliAMCUSl

I Colourstereo monitor. 640*200 line resolution, green

This famous Hi-res mouse

| the Atari STincluded

Stealth, mouse mat, holder

and 2 year warranty

Very similar to the Naksha
but without the extras

only £18.99

for

Progate 20
40ms..£279.00
Progate 40 28ms..£339.99
Progate 40D 19ms...£422.99
Progate 80
24ms..£436.99
Progate 100DC...19ms £564.99
Progate 160DC... 19ms....£921.99
Progate440DC... 19ms..£ 1588.99
These drives are autobooting, high

Acorn Archimedes.

The

speakers

are

optimised with reflex
ported cabinets. The 3
way system has bass, mid
range and treble drivers.

Complete with its own
spec, fast access and quiet.The
power supply the Zy-Fi
DC range come with a 64k disk
cache as standard that can reduce

disk accessing time by 50% Stand
ard warranty I year, DC range 2

system can also be
powered by batteries

only £34.99

screen facility, one years on site maintenance, cable for

now only £229.99
or £239.99 with F19 Stealth

Ilil'KllLli

L3i&n
All our disks 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED
FOR A LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100%
ERROR FREE. Both Verbatim and KAO double

sided, double density disks are recognised as
being of the highest quality in magnetic media

UUL-U
10....
25....
50....
100..
200.
300..
400..
500.,

li-Z^l^i
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I MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the
Atari STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion
modules

only £37.99 (per Mb)

ll'ZAIL OliDlili 1

OR liUMiiiuu

£4.99
...£10.99
...£19.99
...£36.99
...£69.99
...£99.99
£123.99
.£144.99

£6.99
£13.99
£25.99
£44.99
£84.99
£124.99
£159.99
£189.99

1000..£279.99

£329.99

Disk Labels....500
Disk Labels...1000

now only £6.99
now only £9.99

Order by telephone quoting your credit card
number. Ifpayingby cheque please make payableto
FIRST CHOICE. In any correspondance please
quote a contact phone number and post code

TEL. 0532 637988

L:Lni(£Ln-4Lf(L=4rLocric u
This is a real time clock thatplugs into thecartridge
port. Includes a through port and software for
setting time and date. All Frontier products carry a

full 2year guarantee

LLLE/&LE M»L»liL&fc /;LL
l-0lLlLL£I'l'KL»Ml-LE 10 !
DEPTSTF, UNIT 8

ARMLEY PARK COURT,
OFF CECIL STREET,
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE

nwmumw where
whe,

the quality counts

The new Deluxe range of RAM expan
sions by Frontier for the older STFM
must be the best available on the Atari.

LL/^C2

only £24.99

SGUllvll'iUUSLE

dealers

years

only £239.99
I Stable image and razor sharp quality. The obvious
I choice fordemanding screen intensive applications

now comes with Operation

£59.99

authorised

r^—tt-—:

Roctec 3.5"
I meg external drive, high
quality low noise drive. Roctec
are rapidly gaining a reputation

£46.99
£59.99
£39.99
£24.99
£20.99
£19.99
£34.99
£24.99
£34.99
£59.99
£99.99
£ 109.99
£47.99
£ 109.99
£66.99
£74.99
£39.99

Wordwriter W/P

Same tube and resolution as the CM8833 Mk II but

only £54.99

This is a powerful 3 way
speaker system with built
PROTAR we can offer these high in stereo amplifier. It will
performance drives attruly
plug into an Atari STE,
realistic prices
Commodore Amiga or

|As

flOW OnlV £22.99

Expandableto 4 Mbby the use of I*8/9
SIMMS modules, the 5 12kexpansion is
ideal for the user who may need more
RAM later on. There may be similar
products on the market, but when it
comes to quality Frontier have few
rivals.

STFM Deluxe SIMMS modules:

4 Mb unpopulated
4Mb populated to 512k
4Mb populated to2Mb
4Mb populated to 4 Mb

STE RAM expansion:
512K
2Mb
4 Mb

£37.99
£74.99
£ 139.99

Frontier offer a seven day money back
guarantee provided the product is still

in as new condition. All Frontier prod
ucts come with a full 2 year guarantee

iffir im « t ?
* All prices include VAT and fast delivery
* All products are genuine UK spec.
* Free postage UK mainland
* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra!
* Goods despatched same day as order
unless otherwise stated.

£37.99
£64.99
£99.99
£ 169.99

Personal Cheques Will Require
Clearance Before We Can Des

patch Your Goods. All Prices
Correct At Time Of Going To
Press. All Items Listed In Our
Advertisments Are Ex Stock

Ready To Ship Unless We Ad
vise Otherwise. Computers
Are Always Tested Before
Despatch.E&OE.

SC Marketing Ltd

SC COMPUTER SUPPLI

13 Money hi II Parade,
Uxbridge Road,
Rickmansworth,
Herts, WD3 2BE

TEL: 0923 89 69 69

PROTAR HARD DRIVES • LYNX ACCESSORIES & H/W1

HARDWARE

nily Curriculum
Discovery Extra II

£379.99
£299.99

ATARI ST ACCESSORIES
Naksha Mouse

Squik Mouse
Optical Mouse (Golden Image)
Trackball - Crystal (3 button)
Golden Image Hand Scanner
Naksha Hand Scanner
3.5" External drive

£34.99

£19.99
£35.95
£39.95
£169.99

Progate 20
£275.99
Progate 30
£325.99
Progate 40
£339.99
Progate 40DC
£419.99
Progate 60
£435.99
Progate 80
£485.99
Progate 100DC
£559.99
Progate 160DC
£899.99
Progate 4400DC
£1525.99
Progate R44 Removable Hard Disk..£575.99

POA
£64.95

Zi-Fi Stereo Sound system
(Inc speakers)
£39.95
1Mb Sims (STE Upgrades)
£57.50
40 * 3.5" Disk Storage Box
£9.99
80 * 3.5" Disk Storage Box
£10.99
Protar Colour Monitor (inc cable) .£235.99
Philips 8833 Colour Monitor
£235.99
SM2400 Serial Modem

£185.99

Vortex AT Once PC Emulator

£198.99

BOOKS
3379 ST 3D Graphic Prog

..£22.95

3375 ST Basic to C

7964 Atari BK & DK

3373 ST Logo Users Logo Guide ..£18.45
3965 ST Machine Language 68000E18.45
4412 ST Programmer's Guide
..£22.95

£84.99
£14.99

Accountant Plus
Accountant

A.P.B
Blockout

£28.99
£28.99

Book Keeper
Cash Trader

£90.74

Star LC200(9 Pin Colour)

£219.99

Star LC24 200 (24 Pin Colour)

£299.99

3516 ST Artist

PRINTERS
Star LC10 (9 Pin Mono)

£139.99

Panasonic KX-P 1180 (9 Pin Mono)....£145.99
Panasonic KX-P 1123 (24 Pin Mono)..£199.99

Musical Applications ST
Programme By Example ....
Real Time Graphics ST
ST Appl Guide Prog In C...

..£7.95

..£15.95
• £13.95
..£19.95

4692 Tech Ref Guide ST Vol 2.... .£19.95

£28.99

Data Manager Pro

£31.84

£28.99

Chess Challenge
Chips Challenge
Electrocop

£28.99
£28.99
£28.99
£28.99

Deluxe Paint
Devpac 2
Easy Draw 2

£46.76

Gates Of Zedocon
Gauntlet III
Klax
Ninja Galden
Pacman
Pacland

£33.99
£28.99

£28.99
£28.99
£28.99

Paperboy
Rampage

£28.99
£33.99

Roadblasters

£28.99

Robo-Squash
Rygar
Shanghai

£28.99
£28.99
£28.99

Slime World
Turbo Sub
Warbirds

£28.99
£28.99
£28.99

Xenophobe
Zarior Mercenary

£28.99
£28.99

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

(under 6)
(6-8)
(8+)
(under 5)
(5-7)
(7 + over)
(under 5)
(5-7)
(7-11)

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£18.50
£18.50
£18.50
£18.99
£18.99
£18.99

7567 Timeworks DTP ST

..£10.95

9266 Your First Basic 2nd Ed

..£14.95

Canon BJ-10e (Portable Bubble Jet)... £264.99

Companion Software For Books...

688 Attack Sub
A10 Tank Killer

£18.50
£25.99

Gods
Golden Axe

£17.99
£17.99

Gunship

£18.25

POA

Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Financial Controller
First Word Plus

£47.77
£39.81
£63.72
£365.69
£58.41

GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
£23.40
GFA Basic Basic Interpreter V3.5 .£39.00
GFA Draft
GFAG-Shell

£79.95
£15.60

GFA Gem Utility Package

£23.40

GFA Mission Control

£15.60

GFA Raytrace

£31.84

Hisoft C
Hisoft Basic
Home Accounts
K-Data

£46.76
£38.96
£19.46
£38.96

K-Graph 2
K-Spread Range

£31.16
£00.00

K-Word2
Lattice C
Mastersound 2

£31.16
£116.22
£31.84

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing
£23.90
Mini Office Presentation Graphics.£19.49
Mini Office Pro Comms
Mini Office Pro S. Sheet

£19.49
£19.49

Personal Finance Manager

£31.84

Power Basic
Prodata
Protext V4.3
Protext V5
Quartet

£38.96
£63.72
£79.65
£119.50
£39.81

Replay 4
Replay 8
Replay Professional
Superbase Personal II

£63.72
£63.72
£103.57
£79.65

£19.99
£19.99

Timeworks. New Ver. 2
Word Writer

£78.90
£39.81

Power Up
Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk

£21.99
£21.99
£12.99

War Game Con Set
Wheels Of Fire

£21.99
£21.99

Prehistorik
Premier Collection
Prince Of Persia
Pro Tennis Tour II

£18.50
£18.50
£18.25
£19.99

£28.99
£29.99
£29.99

6028 Tech Ref Guide ST Vol 3 .... ..£22.95

Panasonic KX-P 1124i (24 Pin Mono) .£264.99

£90.74

Blue Lightning

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
6714 Game Makers Manual ST .. ..£13.95

£228.21
£136.56

California Games

3372 ST Tricks & Tips

5101
9483
8144
3515

ATARI BUSINESS S/W

Lynx Lynx II
Lynx PSU

(ANY THREE FUN SCHOOLS £49.99)

Henrietta's Book of Spells
Hooray for Henrietta (maths)

LEISURE SOFTWARE

Action Stations (1 Meg)

£21.99

Armour Geddon
Atomino
Back To The Future 3
Bat
Battle Of Britain
Battlechess

£18.50
£18.50
£18.25
£21.99
£21.99
£18.50

Betrayal
Big Box
Bill Elliots Nascar Racing

£21.99
£21.99
£21.99

Blue Max

£22.50

Breach 2 (1Mb)
BSS Jane Seymour

£19.99
£18.25

Cadaver
Cardinal Of The Kremlin

£18.25
£17.99

Champion Of Raj
Champions Of Krynn/1 Meg

£18.50
£21.99

Chess Champion 2175

£21.99

Chessmaster2100

£21.99

Chips Challenge

£18.25

Chuck Rock

£18.25

Chuck Yeager
Chuck Yeager-AFT II

£18.25
£18.50

Cluedo Master Detective

£16.99

Codeman Iceman (1 Meg)
Coin Op Hits II
Colonels Bequest (1 Meg)

£29.99
£21.99
£29.99

Colossus Chess X

£18.25

Colossus X Bridge
Conquests Of Camelot (1 Meg)
Corporation + Mission

£18.25
£29.99
£18.25

Cricket

£21.99

Hard Nova

£19.99

Harpoon (1 Meg)
Heavy Metal

£21.99
£18.25

Heroes
Heroes Of The Lance

£21.99
£18.25

Heroquest

£18.50

Hill Street Blues

£18.25

Pro Flight
Quest For Glory
Quest For Glory ll/Trial By Fire

Hollywood Collection
Hoyles Book Of Games

£21.99
£18.25

R.B.I. 2

£21.50

Railroad Tycoon

£24.99

Rainbow Collection

£19.99

Red Storm Rising
Rick Dangerous II
Rise Of The Dragon

£17.99
£18.25
£29.99

Robin Hood

Hunt For Red October
£18.25
Hunter
£19.99
Indiana Jones The Last Crusade ...£16.99

Indianapolis 500

£18.50

Jack Nicklaus Unlimited
Jones In The Fast Lane
Kick Off II

£21.99
£21.99
£16.99

Kick Off II (1 Meg)
Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show
Kings Quest 1
Kings Quest 2
Kings Quest 3
Kings Quest V
Knights Of Crystallion
Leisure Suit Larry 1
Leisure Suit Larry II
Leisure Suit Larry III
Lemmings

£18.25
£18.25
£18.50
£25.50
£25.50
£25.50
£29.99
£21.99
£29.99
£29.99
£29.99
£17.99

Life And Death
Line Of Fire

£17.99
£18.25

£21.99
£18.25

Cruise For A Corpse

£18.25

Lords Of The Rings
Lotus Esprit Turbo

Curse Of The Azure Bonds

£21.99

M1 Tank Platoon

£21.99

Death Knights Of Krynn
Dungeon Master (1 Meg)

£21.99
£18.25

Magnetic Scrolls Coll

£21.99

Manchester United

£18.50

Elf
Elite
Elvira

£18.25
£18.50
£21.99

Eye Of The Beholder

£21.99

F-15
F-16
F-19
Final

£24.99
£18.50
£21.99
£18.99

Strike Eagle II
Combat Pilot
Stealth Fighter
Fight

£21.99

£17.99
£18.99
£18.99

Robocop II

£18.25

Aquaventura

£18.99

Scrabble Deluxe

£16.99

Secret Of Monkey Island

£18.99

Barbarian 2
Beast 2

£18.99
£18.99

Bill Elliots Nascar Racing

£18.99

Secret Of Silver Blades

£21.99

Sega Mega Mix

£17.99

Blues Brothers

£18.99

Shadow Dancer
Shadow Sorceror
Shadow Warriors
Silent Service II

£18.50
£18.25
£18.25
£21.99

Captain Planet
Challenge Golf
Chart Attack (Compilation)

£18.99
£17.99
£21.99

Sim City/Populous
Space Quest 2
Space Quest 3
Space Quest 4
Speed Ball II

£21.99
£25.99
£29.99
£29.99
£17.99

Falcon Collection
First Samurai/Ian Botham's Cricket
Formula One Grand Prix

£22.99
£18.99
£24.99

Stellar 7

£19.99

Super Monaco G.P
Super Off Road Racer
Supercars II
Supremacy
Super Sim Pack Comp
Swap

£17.99
£18.25
£18.25
£21.99
£23.99
£18.50
£18.50
£18.25
£21.99

Metal Mutant

£18.50

Test Drive II Compilation

£21.50

Mig 29
Might And Magic II

£25.50
£21.99

Test Drive II -The Duel

£18.50

The Winning Team

£21.99

Thunderhawk
Toki
Total Recall

£19.99
£17.99
£18.25

£18.25

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing 1 Meg

£17.99
£17.99
£19.99
£18.25
£18.25
£25.99

Final Whistle

£11.99

Fists Of Fury

£18.25

Flames Of Freedom

£21.99

Flight Of The Intruder
Flight Sim II

£24.99
£25.99

Football Director II

£17.99

PGA Golf Tour
Pirates
Platinum
Police Quest I

Full Blast

£21.99

Police Quest II 1 Meg

Gauntlet III

£18.25

Pool Of Radiance

£21.99

£18.99
£18.99

Swiv
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

£18.25

4 Wheel Drive (compilation)

Alien Breed 1Mb
Alien Storm
Amnios

£25.99

Ninja Remix

£21.50

£24.99

£21.99

Narc

Wonderland

A.T.A.C

Manhunter II San Fran

£18.50

£21.99
£7.99

£21.99

Agony
AirSupport

Megatraveller 1

Manchester United European

Wings (1 Meg)
Winning Tactics

Wolfpack

Fort Apache

£21.99

Gold Rush Collection

£18.99

Golf (Microprose)

£24.99

Ian Botham's Cricket

£21.99

Knights Of The Sky
Knightmare

£24.99
£21.99

Leander

£21.99

Lemmings Data Disk
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
Magic Pockets
Magic Story Book
Magnetic Scrolls Vol. 1
Meglomania

£16.99
£18.99
£18.99
£21.99
£21.99
£18.99

Mig 29 Super Fulcrum
Outrun Europa
Pit Fighter

£28.99
£18.99
£17.99

RoboZone

£18.99

Rugby - The World Cup

£17.99

Smash TV

£18.99

Spirit of Excalibur
Super Heroes (Compilation).Super Space Invaders

£21.99
£21.99
£17.99

Terminator 2
Turtles Arcade
Ultima 6

£18.99
£21.99
£22.99

Toyota Celica G.T Rally

£18.25

Trivial Pursuit
Turrican II
U.M.S. II
Ultima V

£16.99
£18.25
£21.99
£22.50

£25.99

Vaxine (TIN)

£18.25

Utopia

£21.99

£21.99

Viz

£16.99

Video Kid

£18.99

All prices inc VAT & Carriage (UK Mainland)

game reviews

SCREENPLAY

DEATHBRINGER
ling. It uses so many levels of parallax

You know how it is when you're in
possession of a soul-craving sword.

the effect looks almost perfect. Each

You just can't help killing everything in
sight. Ifs not that you wantto...

creature is drawn and animated with

some care and they all have different
ways of hurting you, like the small gob
lin who lobs a bomb at you and then

Karn the barbarian has just such a
sword, given to him through a long and
unnecessary plotline. With it, he wan
ders the world hacking and maiming

the inhabitants. He has to do this to get
their souls, because it's only when the
soul level in the sword is at a maximum

that Karn's energy rises.
The

levels

are

connected

in

a

pretty strange but mappable way. They
can be exited by either right or left
routes, with each exit taking you to a
different level. If you know the route

then ifs possible to skip through the
game by the minimum number of lev-

it looks as if the programmers have
spent the time getting the parallax right
without thinking about the game itself.
ED RICKETTS

DEATHBRINGER

runs away.

VERDICT: There's not a heck of a lot
• The soul level is represented by the
blood on the sword - the farther right it
is, the more souls you have. Health is
shown by the level of the lighter blue
colour on the mirror. Keep those souls
topped up or you're in trouble.

els, or by using just your favourite type
of landscape.

Deathbringer has one outstanding
graphical attribute - its parallax scrol

to Deathbringer. Each level is just a
matter of moving towards the next,
killing numerous creatures on the way
to ensure your health doesn't run out.
The creatures get harder and the land
scapes alter, but that's about the only
things that change.
The game's fun for a bit but the
novelty of seeing how each creature
attacks soon wears off. Unfortunately,

EMPIRE £25.
• Superficially similar to mosthack-'em-U[
Palace's Barbarian,but it's slowerand more delib
erate.

• Engaging graphics, slightly less arrestinggame
play, butnotquite to the samedegreeas Space
Ace.

iff RATING 72 %

CAPTAIN PLANET AND THE PLANETEERS
Captain Planet is a be-tighted cartoon super
hero with a legion of well-meaning but horrible
children swarming after him, whose sole objec
tive is to save the world from itself. In this six

level platform game, you take the part of various
of the 'teers as they try to stop the ozone layer

be, but a game loaded with such sanctimonious
righteousness as this really gets up some peo
ple's noses. As a game, it's nothing special - a
simple six-stage collection of platform and

than-thou attitude, most people wouldn't give it
a second'glance. Don't be fooled by the trendy
ideas; underneath them, there's a bad game

shoot-'em-up styles. If this had a less holier-

ED RICKETTS

waiting to get out.

being depleted, save the rainforest and so on.

AND THE

PLANETEERS

Mostly this is achieved by collecting certain
good objects (ozone, for instance) and getting
rid of the nasty bits (industrial waste, for one).

MINDSCAPE £25.99

The graphics are nothing to shout about,

but the main characters are usually well-ani
mated, showing a little more thought than usual

• Derivative ofalmost anyotherplatform game
youmight care to mention: Magic Pockets,

in the animation department. Audio-wise, it's the
usual rubbish - nowt but sound chip stuff to ruin
your earholes.

VERDICT: Yes, all right, so everyone knows the
world's being ruined by all the silly people who

CAPTAIN PLANET

Verminator, Elf, and so on and so on...

• Like MicroProse's Rainbow Warrior, the game's
distinct jumped-on-the-bandwagon appearance
may put you off.
• The first level is set in a rainforest

• Charactergraphics likethoseinTom and the

are supposed to be about violent death, not

weedy ideals. An irresponsible attitude it may

threatened by nasty Hoggish Greedly.
Chuck hearts at the plants to make
them grow, then ruin them by clamber

Ghost,but better animated.

ancient Egyptian relics, rainforests and
virtually everything else that looks as if

it might be even a bit endangered.

ing all over them. Pointless or what?

rocket launchers - everything you could possibly

liveon it, but do we reallyneed eco-friendly com
puter characters to bang on about it? ST games

• Captain Planet (and his Planeteers)
are here to save the ozone layer, seals,

m RATING 61 %

ROBOZONE
Choosing a career as a "road cleaner" proba
bly isn't at the top of most school-leavers' lists.
They don't know what they're missing. There's
the smart uniform for starters - a five ton, heav
ily armoured exo-suit. You get all your cleaning

are giant mechanical meanies, and they don't

'em-up. The first two levels are a tedious combi

need to clean up the streets of a futuristic New
York City.

run on unleaded petrol.

nation of mapping and blasting. Things are

And it's not Mars Bar wrappers and empty
Coke cans that you pick up, either. The street

equipment supplied, too. Lasers, grenades,

trash that you wage war against in Robozone

the subway system. You're armed with the 21st
Century equivalent of a pea-shooter. There are
meaner pieces of hardware - as well as much
needed energy - to collect. It seems that the
more appealing the weapon, the worse it is.

of dross. Forget about saving the environment.
Save your money instead.

Grenades fall at your feet, rockets take too long

ADAM WARING

Level One involves finding yourwaythrough

to Are. Forget these pick-'em-ups. Get a better

f

+

much improved in Level Three. And that's 'cos
it's basically an R-Type clone.

To get to the good bit of the game, you
have to have the patience to play through a lot

set of bullets and stick with them.

Level Two goes 3D. It's basically a maze.
You have to findyour way out, avoidingthe scav

ROBOZONE

engers that infest the place. Level Three
changes to a proper shoot-'em-up. Blast your
way through yet more scavengers. This level cul

minates in a blast with the big baddie who's
responsible for all the trouble in the first place.
VERDICT:

Robozone

is

billed

as

the

first

"green" game. This really is a load of nonsense

• Now, now, boys. If you don't stop making a mess of the planet, I'm afraid I'm
going to have to recycle you with my piutonium-powered nuclear cannon. You don't
want to end life as a set of hub caps, do you?

- what's environmentally friendly about blasting
robots into lumps of molten metal? No, forget
the CFC-free angle, and take Robozone for what

it really is. And what it is is a multi-stage blast-

Level One. Coupon included for Levels
Two & Three.

• Mixture ofgenres,the only decentpart ofwhich
isthe R-Type stylesection.

ffl RATING 54 %
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SCREENPLAY

FIVE INTELLIGENT STRATEGY GAMES
This is exactly the sort of software

your Uncle and Aunt buy for you, having
first ascertained from the young man in
the shop that an ST is the same as an

Atari and it'll work with your machine.
There are two disks containing
Backgammon, Chess, Bridge, Go and

need to play, including about ten levels
of opponent from suicidally stupid to
uncannily brilliant, and you can swap
sides, get your ELO rating or take back
any moves. Oh, it's fairly quick, too.

East, West format. You can select how

ing the collection an ideal present for

many humans are playing (which
involves people going away while it's
your turn) and once more your ST
seems eminently sensible at it.

that SMI24 mono monitor user in your
life. There isn't any sound and there

BACKGAMMON

GO

Draughts. To play one, you simply
select it from the Desktop (ignoring all

There isn't much you can do with a
backgammon board to liven it up. So

An old favourite, with a standard grid

the attendant files and clutter). So far, it
all sounds a bit amateurish, but once
the programs have loaded you might be
pleasantly surprised by the quality of
the goods.

Oxford Softworks have shown the stan

dard board with easy-to-see counters
on it. It plays a fast and high-standard
game (but the algorithms can't be that
hard, can they?).

and counter layout. It's playable and,
again, has skill levels which cater for all
players. As good as any decent PD ver
sion, but not much better.
DRAUGHTS

This is, er, draughts. No more, no less.
CHESS

BRIDGE

None of your 3D views here. The board

There aren't any astonishing graphics

is shown in traditional 2D, and is all the

of the cards here, but it's clear and

clearer for it. You've got everything you

nicely laid-out in typical North, South,

Your ST plays a boring, hard-to-beat
game and the screen won't inspire you,

aren't any frills, animations or trinkets.
You just get the games.
But if you're in the market for strat
egy board or card games, that might
be exactly what you want. They can all
be tailored to your own skill level, so
you're not on for a major thrashing
every time you play. But they're all
games you can find elsewhere (espe
cially as Public Domain) and there isn't
an enormous advantage in buying them
in one box - except that it stops them
getting lost.
JAMES LEACH

but that's draughts all over. Simple and
fun (if you like draughts).
VERDICT: All the

programs run in

monochrome as well as colour - mak-

FIVE INTELLIGENT
GAMES
OXFORD SOFTWORKS
£25.99
Only runs on double sided disks
• Each ofthesegameshas beendonemore
snazzily elsewhere. Butyouget good, honestver
sionsofthe games with no distractions

SBSm & &(=
• Haven't you always wanted to play chess with farmyard animals as the pieces?
Thought not. No idea what that wasp is doing flying around, though.

• Of course, a great and agile mind can
beat the chess program on its toughest
level (ahem). Here, though, it's on

• Only really worth buying ifyou don't want to
scout around the"

allfivegames)

OTRA1

incredibly simple.

CRIME TIME
You come round with a head like an

in German, but translated into English.

instance, attempt to do something the

anvil being struck by a hammer. You
have just a rucksack that somebody's

There's a "zany" sense of humour
throughout. The character you play is
unfortunately a bit of a dickhead, con
stantly coming out with phrases that,
frankly, would be an embarrassment if
you ever said them in real life.lt does
suffer in translation slightly. For

game is not prepared for and it replies,
"That would be of no sense." But you

been sick in and an insensible friend

called Roger for company. Surely this
can't be right?
'Fraid so. Crime Time is an adven

ture game, which was originally written

can always get the gist of what your
ST's trying to tell you.
The game is mouse-driven through
out. Your actions are executed by click
ing in a panel at the foot of the screen.
This is pretty handy because it means
that you can always see what your

adventure game are unusual.
Everything is shown from a weird per

VERDICT: This is an adventure with a

spective - every conceivable viewpoint

difference! The plot is more down to
earth and realistic than prancing about
pretending you're a pixie or whatever.
Since the game is entirely mouse-driven
means that you don't encounter prob

has been used, apart from standing up
straight and looking ahead.

lems with mistyping or not getting the
context right.

CRIME TIME
STARBYTE SOFTWARE

Turn the music down - it'd be fine

• I'm innocent, I tell you! Make a wrong move and you're arrested and have to
spend the rest of your life in jail. (Actually, I think you did it too, murdering scum.)

• The graphics in this atmospheric

options are.

in a shoot-'em-up but Crime Time simply
isn't the place. The graphics are, erm,
different. Everything is depicted from
lots of weird and wonderful angles giv
ing the game a lot of atmosphere.
Maybe adventures aren't just for
anoraks, after all...
ADAM WARING

£19.99
• Off the beaten track from the standard adven

ture game format like ThePawnor Jewelsof

Darkness. Abit weird, really.

W RATING 67 %
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SCREENPLAY

WOLFPACK
When it comes to simulations, Mir-

i i<retwt«E r-upOTmflssij

rorsoft reckon they can really push the
boat out, but does Wolfpack (their lat
est NovaLogic sim) stay afloat? Ifs a
tough fighter, but going up against

( stwfmK
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shows the inside of a rudimentary boat,
fitted out with a map, speed indicator,
depth meter and other Silent Service
type essentials. Trouble is, there's only
the one display screen, and conse
quently everything is packed into a
smaller space, making it more difficult
to decipher quickly.
Wolfpack's attempts to minimise
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• In Wolfpack you find yourself at the
wheel of a large submarine, asking
yourself "how did I get here?" and
"surely there must be more game-
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• Strategists will love the construction
set - it enables you to create as many

briefing), and choose any type and
quantity of ships or subs to make up
each "team." If you're not bothered
about ST sound-chip effects and occa
sional jerky visuals, and you're more

into the strategy aspect, you could
have fun with Wolfpack. But for most of
us, there's just not enough variation to

make it interesting enough to want to
dig deeper.
NEIL JACKSON

epic sub-battles as you can think of. S
funny though, they all look the same.

WOLFPACK

screens than this?"

can control as part of the two-player
duel game - the only difference being
one small icon which shows the ship or
sub ID. It can get pretty confusing just
remembering which of your own vehi
cles you're on.

the number of screens have other side-

effects, too. The same basic screen is
used for subs and ships - which you

nwe itw lb-ht
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Silent Service 2 in the same month is
hard work for the ol' tub.

In the game, you control a pack of
German submarines in World War Two,
fighting Allied convoys and warships all
over the globe. Your display screen

'

VERDICT: The action in Wolfpack is
accurate enough, but the small, rather

jerky graphics are dead boring by Silent
Service 2 standards. Wolfpack's map
screen is so tiny - each boat is a single
pixel dot - that there's no real sense of
excitement there, either.

Wolfpack's one saving grace is its
flexibility - you can set up your own
missions, (right down to the text mes
sages which you use as a pre-mission

MIRRORSOFT £25.99
Double-sided drives only
Hard drive installable

• Ahighsnore-factor when comparedto Silent
Service 2, butgreat ifyou're simply intosir*"

OT RATING 70

STRIKE FLEET
In Strike Fleet, you're the commander of a bat
tleship embarking on a series of missions in
troublespots around the world. Under your com
mand you have one, several or a fleet of ships,
depending on the difficulty level you've selected.
The missions range from patrolling certain areas
keeping the peace to destroying a fleet of subs
or intercepting various patrols. Most of the time
wholesale destruction is the object.
Ships can be deployed using separate
orders or as a fleet. Using the radar, you seek
out potential targets and lock onto them. You
can either ignore them (if that suits the mission)
or blow them from the water using the ordnance
you've loaded on board before the mission
began. Of course, they fight back, meaning you

spaces spent doing nothing but floating about
looking for something to shoot, and you've got a
bit of a loser on your hands.

ED RICKETTS

STRIKE FLEET
ELECTRONIC ARTS
• Before you can begin blowing the
Russkies/Arabs/whatever out of the
water, you have to set your travelling
route. This depends on the mission
you're on and the composition of your

often need to take evasive action.

fleet.

The graphics are best described as func
tional. The sea is represented by a dead flat
blue colour and the enemy ships are disappoint
ingly simple. The audio effect for the radar

warning sounds like a dog barking and your ship
is reminiscent of a steam train.

VERDICT: Strike Fleet is full of detail, technical

• Most of the time you're stuck with
this incredibly realistic view of the sea

and, er, nothing at all on it. Even when
you increase the time compression, you
spend hours chugging around not doing
much of anything at all.
stuff and impressive naval waffle. Unfortunately,
it's a little too technical and you need to be
familiar with so many operating procedures that
the game's no fun. Couple that with the long

£25.99
• Naval sims are in at the moment. Look at

Wolfpack (above) to see a similar sort ofgame
done with more flair.

• SilentService2 (page 38) beats this on all
counts.

Sir RATING 63 %

RUGBY COACH
RUGBY COhCW

SSSSSsi,

• Sheffield win by courage, strength of
character and the judicious use of con
cealed firearms.

• This is the very nerve centre of
Rugby Coach. As you can see, it pulses
with inactivity and throbs with torpor.

icon to icon on the menu and training, selecting,
transferring and motivating your men.
You can faff around with the team to your
heart's content. Then, when you're ready, you
can either let up to three other human players
have a go, or you can advance the days until the
next matches are due to be played.
As for effects, well, there aren't any really.
A motionless picture of a scrum appears and
the results of every match played in either rugby
league or union flash up. You can page through
these if you're not interested, but it does slow
everything up. When your matches appear, you
get a newspaper-like result page, showing the

in mouse clicking as you wind past the days. If
you manage to play out a whole season you
would have to be a rugby fan of really frightening
intensity.

JAMES LEACH

RUGBY COACH
D & H GAMES £24.99
Can run on single sided disks
_ Lack ofaction makesRugby Coach look poor
compared to World ClassRugby.

scores and who scored them. Then it's back to

The stadia around Europe have fallen silent.
The sods have settled. Yes, the Rugby World
Cup saw a lot of mud flying around, as well as a
lot of exciting play. But now it's been over for a
couple of months, will Rugby Coach make your
adrenaline pump and your ears swell up in quite
the same way? D & H are well known for their
strategy sports games. Well known, that is,

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

because they all seem to be pretty similar and

the main menu. Other historical data can be

• Player's namesaren'taccurate,so youcan'tfol

there seems to be a lack of action.

called up in the form of tables or graphs, but
these aren't exactly going to set your pulses rac
ing wildly.

• Virtually identica''

Rugby Coach gives you a squad of 15 neckless men in a Third Division side, a bag of
money to spend as you will, and a packed fixture
list. The idea is to hone your team into one mas

sive rugby-playing identity before which even
grown men weep. You do this by flicking from

VERDICT: Rugby Coach contains a lot of detail,
is easy to use but sadly isn't exciting - or even
especially interesting. It's basically an exercise

lowthe "bignames."
football manageme

OTRATIN
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"It's clear from this evidence...

...that we should be

playing Sid Meier's Covert Action."
Use your skills in deduction to foil terrorists, spies and
criminals around the world.

TM

MORDPROSE
SIMULATION

•

SOFTWARE

Covert Action, for your IBM PC compatibles, Commodore Amiga and Atari ST
from the creators of RailroadTycoon and Civilization. MicroProse Ltd. Unit 1,
Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, Glos. GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326

' nter the land of Lanathor , a land fraught with danger and peril. Evil forces, vile and malignant, threaten
to overcome the people of Lanathor, forcing them into a new dark age, an age of dread and despair. The old heroes are

gone, slain by the very evil that once again threatens the land. The Lords of Lanathor seek new heroes to defeat the
hordes of evil.

Can you prove that you are the heroes that they seek? Will you be able to save Lanathor in time?

I-tetase*-.
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The Evil horde gathers...

i

VICTORY or DEATH!

i

j
T—^isciples of Steelis a Fantasy Role-Playing Epic with full 3D dungeon exploration anddetailed "Birds' Eye"
tactical combat. As members of the DOS guild, you can control up to 8 characters, within 9 classes and 8 races. Use them

«lX$«Mt

to explore a richh/ filled world, in an attempt to unite the people of Lanathor in their struggle against the forces of evil
that threaten to overcome-them.'
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MegaSoft Entertainment

137 W.Bay Area Webster, TX 77^98

(713)3382231

Fax (713)3382783 Amex/VTsa/MC
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FORT APACHE
The year is, or, sometime in the last
century. The place is somewhere in
America. The scene is set (vaguely).
Fort Apache is one of those strat
egy games which require you to repeat

to your troops galloping with abandon

edly click on hundreds of tiny icons on
the side of the screen, then click on
various pixels on the inevitable battlemap. Yes, it's one of those.
You control the US Cavalry who are
based, naturally, at Fort Apache. Vari

Giving orders involves clicking on
several icons and figures in the right
order. Fiddlesome indeed, but once
you're used to it things run smoothly, if
slowly. When you're happy with the your
orders, click off the order phase and sit

ous baddies are sneaking around the
area, fiendishly planning to attack the

back to

watch the

occurs,

you're

railway line to the north. Your job is to
protect the trains and repel any bandits
who might otherwise rob them.

across their sacred burial sites) and

natural features like buttes, mesas and
mountains. O-level geographers will
have a field day (or trip).

action.

informed,

When

and

it

the

screen scrolls automatically to it. The
scale of Fort Apache is such that com
bat is usually about five blokes on

• Garbed in timeless military fashion, your task as head of the US Cavalry is to
supervise the protection of Fort Apache from the wicked desperados.

The rail link runs the entire width of

horseback versus eight. Once it's over,

the strategic map - about 50 miles in

you regroup and decide where to move

West look. This doesn't sit well with the

game terms - so you're kept busy
watching over it all. Making things
harder are Indians (who take exception

next.

on-screen icons and reports, which just
look like icons and reports. The game
response is good, which makes it quick

ip

lvil

til

P

Fort Apache makes some attempt
to be atmospheric, with a dusty, Wild

|*

VERDICT: The scale chosen for Fort

hit

Apache is a little strange. Most wargames involve thousands of troops.

• Ifyou're athome with thesmall scale, ifseasy

3 ii '

The result is that this is a bit of a non-

to get intoand understand.

event. A small detachment of US troops
wipes out a series of potential train-rob
bers while avoiding treading on the

• It's fastandresponsive, which setsitabove many

3t
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• if It's a light you wantl Combat in
Fort Apache is pretty low-key. More like
a vigorous physical discussion, really.

• Heading 'em off at the pass is easy
when you use the main map to plot the
movements of your horseriding chaps.

RaC/ng HeaLCh
A

,.

a

1

• FortApache islike Charge OfThe Light Briga
or Ancient Battles without the momentous, historymaking atmosphere.

;fAt *A
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IMPRESSIONS £24.9

to play, but there's little sound.

0

mm

^

FORT APACHE

corns of traditional Indians. It's hardly
How The West Was Won, is it?
JAMES LEACH

3'i" DISKS *

Benchmark \ f

biggerstrategygames.

ill RATING 68 %

3i" DISKS
Unbranded DSDD

Brand DSDD
25
£17.00

50
£29.00

100
£41.00

25
£11.00

50
£18.50

100
£33.50

200
£75.00

500
£163.00

1000
£309.00

200
£63.50

500
£153.50

1000
£303.50

ERN DIGITAL VgAJWHgUS ALL

SPECIAL OFFER

;KS^ BJGPftLX AVAILABLE IN

BRAND

H$jAjliW LABEL. ONLY

BLAChCTTRlBM

10,000 AVAILABL

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

DISK STORAGE BOXES

31/2" 10 capacity (5 boxes)
31/2" 10 capacity* (5 boxes)
31/2" 50 capacity lockable
31/2" 100 capacity lockable
31/2" 240 capacity stackable

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

£4.50
£3.00
£3.70
£4.70
£15.00

*brand new, but labelled "Olympia"
THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

k^w^^j

Cheques and
Postal Orders to:

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 851792

Fax No: 0597 851416

Dept ST01, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE

SCREENPLAY
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SUPER SPACE INVADERS

INVADERS 2 - THE NEW BITS
To spice up the original game, the new version has numerous bonus
and hidden levels. Each level is made up of three waves of invaders
followed by either a massive alien or a Cattle Mutilation bonus level.

Here we are, almost 1992, 1.6-bit
technology and games like Epic, Cyber-

con 3 and

Thunderhawk knocking

about, and what do Domark decide to
come out with? Space Invaders. Having
said that, doubtless many people wel

come a return of the greenie meanies.
Everyone knows how Invaders
works. Waves of the blighters slowly
move down the screen in formation,
and you, a lone gunman, plug away at
them until they're all gone. Then, the
next lot are shunted on. Now and again
a mothership whizzes across the top of
the screen, which, when shot, drops a
token that gives you extra powers. This
may be faster fire (at the start it's

• It really does seem like only 12 years
ago that the Space Invaders, those
original time wasters, were first plod
ding across those colour-stripped
screens. Actually it was 13. Now
they're back and they're Super.

ful backgrounds. The animation doesn't
seem to have improved much though,

strictly, and frustratingly, one bullet on

and -

screen at a time), a row of bases to
hide behind (as in the original version)
or a time-stop feature in the form of a

thud-thud" sound of

giant butterfly which flies up the screen
and freezes all the invaders.

The graphics have been updated,
as well they might. Instead of the
pathetic monochrome of the original,
you get full colour sprites with beyoooti-

•

You can't die in the Mutilatio

level - just protect the sides of
beef from the nasty old invaders
before they're taken away to
become luxury armchairs.

horror of horrors! - the "thudthe Invaders

be killed by being hit repeatedly in
their sensitive parts, so it's worth
while making sure you have some
extra weapons for these bits.

is

hardly audible. Some of the sprites look
a bit ropey. When you imagine what
could have been done graphically, the
graphics in Super Space Invaders come
as a disappointment.
VERDICT: Frankly, it could have been
better. Although the original game was

a classic, it was just a teeny-weeny bit
boring after 15 or so games. Unfortu
nately, although this new version has
many more interest-holders, there's still
not enough to make this a just-onemore-go affair. The long, unskippable
sequences at the start and between
games don't help either. Invaders

purists will be horrified at the sacrilege
done to their game. New game-players
will probably wonder what in space all
the fuss was about to begin with. Per
haps the Invaders have been gone for
just too long to undergo a successful
reincarnation.

ED RICKETTS

SUPER SPACE
MARK £24.
that inspired virtually ev
game doesn'tseem so veryir
• In between levels you are treated to

• Only zones adjacent to the one

• The Invaders have changed slightly

a short animated section. These sec

you've just conquered can be selected
for your next conquest. That means at
the beginning of the game you have a
huge total of two to choose from. Each

since they've been away. Some of
them have developed a tendency to
grow when they're hit. Not only that,
they need to be hit a couple of times to
be killed if they're in this state.

tions, together with the intro sequence,
are done in traditional Japanese style,

and give the game a very polished look.

zone has a different background and
different invader formations.

• Graphics, soundandgameplay hat
improved, butthe improvements don't
enough. Even the STversion ofEncoi
moreimprovements fromitsorigin.

Jff RATING 63

THE CAPCOM COLLECTION
Before US Gold give up the ghost on
ST arcade conversions altogether preferring instead to concentrate on
the more intellectual game-player -

they're going all out to make sure that if
you didn't buy them the first time
around, you will now. The Capcom CoT

lection is a collection of their Capcom
conversions. Yes, really.

First up there's Strider 1 and 2,
which sees you battling nasties with a
very large machete along hundreds of
platforms. Nice animation here. Next,
UN Squadron, an aerial shoot-'em-up
with no morals whatsoever. Last Duel
and LED Storm are both viewed-from-

•

It doesn't seem to have occurred to

Stridor that using a machete on a tita
nium-plated war machine doesn't really
have much effect. Still, at least he can
have the satisfaction that he's in one

of the better games of this under
whelming compilation.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

overhead racing games with not a little
speed and violence. Forgotten Worlds
is yet another futuristic scrolling
shooter for one or two players. In
Ghouls and Ghosts you're a mediaeval
knight trying to rescue his girlie through
a scrolling platform landscape. Finally,
in Dynasty Wars you're on horseback,
hacking your way through more murder
ous hordes.

Graphics vary throughout the col
lection from pretty good with interest
ing animation {Strider 1 and 2) to

hopeless (Ghouls and Ghosts) and all
sorts of shades in between. However,

none of the effects, either visual or

audio, really stand out as anything
spectacular in any of the games.

VERDICT: Eight games! Ten disks!
What value! Er - not really. There are
really only two games here. A scrolling
shoot-'em-up (UN Squadron, Last Duel,
Forgotten Worlds, Dynasty Wars and
LED Storm) and a scrolling platform
shoot-'em-up (Strider, Strider 2 and
Ghouls and Ghosts). By far the best of
the bunch are the Striders, with all the

rest trailing very badly. G 'n' G and UN
Squadron are particularly pathetic. All
the games are getting on a bit and
didn't really set the world on fire when
they first appeared.

Unless your second name is Cap
com or you're desperate to get a col

lection of mediocre, overpriced and
imagination-free games, forgo the dubi

ous pleasure of this pack. There are far
more important and interesting ways to
spend your time, like wrestling with
Euclidean mathematics.
ED RICKETTS

THE CAPCOM

COLLECTION
US GOLD - £27.99
0 Loads ofgames,butsomeone somewhere forget
to include anything you'd want to play.
• Fora realty worthwhile compilation, seekoutthe
Rainbow Collection. It's£8 cheaper,too.

J.F RATING 54 %

WE
RECOMMEND
THE
COMPETITION,,!
"The main mm of sport is ome ogoinsf opponents rather
COMPETE AT THE
IGHEST LEVEL

titan against fime... to mn is Ike ntarlr of (lie master7'
OVER 2,000 DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF EVENTS
MOST IN DEPTH MULTI SPORTS SIMULATION EVER
• SUPERB GRAPHICS
• UNIQUE USE OF
VECTORS IN SPORTS
EVENTS
JtK

w
I'Xi'JLi

• UNUSUAL
PERSPECTIVES THAT
MAKE FOR GREAT
GAMEPLAY
_

.

.

• COMPETE AGAINST
OTHERS FOR THE
BIGGEST SCORE

• TOTALLY ORIGINAL LINK EVENT;
THE MULTI-COURSE MARATHON
~

mw
SWIMMING
Test your skills in the
• 100m Breaststroke

200m Freestyle
400m Butterfly or
4x100m Medley.

SHOW JUMPING
Unique perspective giving a realistic feel.
Different course offering different challenqes.

CYCLING
Using 3D vector graphics the unique
gameplay combining strategy with
sheer powering on the joystick

makes mis sport like no other sport
ever seen on computer.

MARATHON
This strategy event linking all the
other sports allows the competitor to compete in the ultimate

,•—.,, Ij ....'••.•, -

DIVING
Over 40dives to pick from. Unique control method make
for superb handling of
diver animations

giving unsurpassed
realism and

gameplay.
Authentic scoring
shows how you
have performed in
each part ofthe
dive.

challenge, with 26 weeks being the average training period and diet etc. being so important
courses • Choice of six different runners

Changes in terrain, weather, altitude.

SHOOTING

'r:,;:

4 totally different events offering a
wide spectrum ofchallenges from
pistol to double barrel shotguns.

6 SPORTS
COVERING
Swimming, Cycling, ShowJumping, Diving, Shooting and even the Marathon, all superbly recreated using a
combination ofstunning 30 vectors and big colourful sprites, to give Realistic Graphics and Enhanced PlayabHty 21 mms
EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4 IHE STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE, BASILDON, ESSEX SS15 6DJ. TEL: 0268

I

m

/• ou are settingforth iti$tindtW)place;another time, another world, "said

fireguard, "Ihe 'Dungeon 'Msie^fiMjJhat makes you thinf\that youfour mere
I mortals willsucceedin the Que^when so many others havefailed?"
I understood, at that nfbinent, that our mission wasgoing to take ail

our endurance, allour collective skill, and, most ofaliadepth ofcourage, that I wasn 't sure
we possessed.
Ever since ITV's award-winning series hit our screens, the world has been waiting

challenged to solve complex puzzles, logic problems and riddles that reveal arich

for a computer game worthy of the name. Thewaitis over.
Tony Crowther's amazing re-creation has everything.

ever-more rewarding storyline.

Your journey takes you deep into the dungeons of Dunshelm. to a cataclysmic

Using the same game system that made 'Captive' adventure game ofthe
year for 1990, 'Knightmare' makes dungeons and dragons games seem

meeting with Lord Fear and the unthinkably horrible FrightKnight.

But you have all those things, don't you...?

ision and
Knightmare is copyright Anglia Television
Game copyright 1991 Minclscape I
Captive Copyright 1990.1991 Mindscape Intern

Written bv Tony Cro

MINDSCAPE

Whether ornot the meeting isterminal is up toyou. You will need •
wisdom, tenacity, alacrity and. above all. courage.

like newts splashing around in a muddy puddle.
•Knightmare' is a sophisticated role-playing adventure where you are

Broadsword Television.

A N G LI A
Television Limitec

For your local dealer, contact: Mindscape International Ltd. The Coach House. Hooklands Estate. Scaynes Hill. West Sussex RH17 7NG Tel: 0444 831 761

game reviews

SCREENPLAY

POPULOUS
A couple of aeons have elapsed and

you. As the inhabitants of each world

you can now be a Divine Being again.
Yes, Populous has reappeared as a
budget game. Let there be cheering

develop and multiply, the power of their
respective deities increases. For the
early part it's a cold war, escalating into

and let the multitudes issue forth into

a landscape-battering confrontation
which sees the little men who represent

the streets and wave their headgear.
Populous, for those sad individuals

the two tribes scattered around like

who are unaware of it, is a strategy

nine-pins. Ideally, yours survive and win
the battles against his, thus securing

game played out over a series of
worlds against your ST. You must nur

ture your tribe of followers by providing
them with land to build on, a religious
leader to follow and general good
health. At the same time you can muck
around with the other tribe.

the planet. Time for the next detailed
map and fresh conflict.

This is Populous' strength. The
whole game is conducted in one screen

format and everything is controlled by
the mouse. The icons which surround

Volcanoes, earthquakes and flood

ing are some of the effects that you

the screen control all your options, and
your power is measured by a moving

can wreak on them from Heaven. The

bar on the right. It takes a while to

other god, of course, does the same to

learn, but you have fun while you're
doing it, and once you know how, this
and every world is your oyster.
A Tutorial and a Customise option
add much to the game. You can set up
your own lands from scratch, fiddling
with the parameters to your heart's con
tent. You can also connect your ST via
a modem link to another, so you and a
similarly minded megalomaniac can bat
tle on all the Populous worlds against

• Well, what are you waiting for? Build
some temples worthy of my name and
start worshipping me this instant!

using my name in vain!

a fascinating and deep game. The com
bined map and viewing screen look
good as well as being functional, and
the layout (in the shape of a large book)

POPULOUS
ULLFROG £10.!

is a masterstroke.

Can run on single sided disks

VERDICT: Populous was hailed as a

classic when it appeared a couple of
years ago. Those doing the hailing were
absolutely right. Ifs easy to use but
tough to play and it draws you in. The
power of being a god is too much to

resist. If you haven't got Populous, now
is the perfect time to rectify this. How
ever, with Populous 2 now out you

so cosy that you really have no option
but to visit a terrible disaster upon the

each other.

The sound and graphics add a won

might want to spend the extra - look at
our review on page 30 to see how far
ifs come. Buy one of them - at least! and achieve immortality.

people.

derful sense of atmosphere and styleto

JAMES LEACH

is finding a decent gun and a pile of
ammo. The graphics are nothing spe
cial but the gameplay's lovely.

get into it and start learning where the
important objects are. First stop has to
be a good weapon and some healing

£3.95

potions.
£4.95

• Ahh. The birth of civilisation. It's all

• Listen, mortals. I'm God, so jolly well
get on and invade your enemies. And no

• Thefirstof itskind. Before Populous there was
nothing like Populous.

• Graphics andeffects notas good as inthe
speedierPopulous 2 - see page 30
• Since then,games suchas Mega LoMania have
emulated the approach with a lotofsuccess,but
the Populous styleremains intact.

t Ifslessfiddly than many icon-driven strategy
games,making it easierto learnandquicker to

W RATING 88

MICRO MAGIC
Available exclusively from Good

man Enterprises (» 0782 335650)

Micro Magic is a new range of Budget

Software. The idea is to bridge the gap
between Shareware and fully-priced
commercial software - not only on
price, but quality too.

STF Rating: 80%
TRAIN

SET

STF Rating: 65%

2

EJIwowe; I
fill TURN |
Bl fix

1

iff
. ''•'''*.

mer
USE

• Looks like it must have been inspired
by the film Aliens. Despite the rather
garish graphics, Bug Hunt has a para
noiac atmosphere as you creep around
the infested corridors desperately look
ing for more ammo or one of those
juicy rocket launchers.

Put away those anoraks - ifs not a sim

BUG

HUNT

2

to collect its own colour mailbags. You

£3.95

can' control each train's speed and
direction, and the junctions. Sounds
simple? It soon gets frantic as trains
seem intent on collision courses. You

need to be quick with the mouse and

plan ahead. Once you get into it, its
addictiveness shows. If you like hectic

• Not another heroic quest! Ynis Witrin
is a blend of Gauntlet style arcade bits
and exploration, all lovingly presented.
You guide your chap around on the
large map. Clicking on the Magnify but
ton brings up a close-up so you can
collect and bash things.

puzzle games you'll get off on this.
£3.95

STF Rating: 78%

YNIS

WITRIN
OF

-

ISLE

GLASS

The 13 treasures of Arthurian Britain

STF Rating: 52%

MAGIC

DARTS

EASY

AND

MONEY

One-hundred-and-... Oh no, hang on, if
you look closely ifs just over the wire.
Unlucky, mate. Magic Darts is a
straightforward game of darts. Use the
joystick to select your target, a blue

bar bounces up and down giving you
2

Not a chess game but a chess data
base. You can replay over 500 famous
matches from the grandmasters of
chess. The games unfold before you on
a chessboard, as well as in standard

easy to die - might take you a while to

added. If you're a chess nut with a head

to rescue and lots of loud noises to

AND

are colourful, but the gameplay very
ordinary. One for the younger STer.

to rescue on each level - your first task

to waste, buildings to explore, captives

1

puzzle game. You have four coloured
blob-type trains to control and each has

make. There's a set number of captives

trol your macho nutter with joystick and
mouse. There's stuff to collect, aliens

CIRCUITRY

Controlling the main sprite is crude and
moving it about is slow. The graphics

are lost and, well, you know the story one brave soul saves the day again.
Ynis Witrin is a fairly simple RPG, with
magic items and a life force to keep
healthy. The graphics are excellent,
detailed and atmospheric. Pity it's so

Hunt is the best of the bunch. You con

STF Rating 62%

filp-screen platforms collecting bits.

DATACHESS

Yuch! Alien bug thingies everywhere.
Quick! Shoot them and run away. Bug

up your street.

£4.95

Guide an overweight professor around

ulation of train timetable management.
Train Set is an infuriating and devilish

W*m

for all this, then ifs bound to be right

the strength of the throw and a little
arrow floats around giving you the drift.
Ifs very easy, but takes time to perfect.

Dull, though well presented. Easy
Money is a fruit machine simulator,
except it isn't. Here you end up watch

chess notation. You can view them

ing the fruit, bells and bars whizz round

rather like a tape recorder - forward

and backward, starting at any point.

and nudging them. Deadly dull again,
though beautifully presented dullness.

Games can be edited and new ones

£3.95

STF Rating 50%
CHRIS LLOYD

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

game review

SCREENPLAY

FORMAT RATINGS REVIEWED
How did FORMAT rate the games reviewed over the last three months?
POPULOUS 2

page 30

95%

RAILROAD TYCOON

STF 28

93%

EXILE

STF 28

92%

VROOM

STF 29

92%

STF 28

91%

• Here you are having a punch-up with
the locals. Typical work for the dead

• Conversations are a simple multiple
choice affair and one of the choices is

THUNDERHAWK

macho Starkiller mob.

generally an insult. Text's nice though.

UTOPIA

STF 29

90%

Elf

STF 29

89%

Silent Service

page 36

88%

Populous

page 59

88%

MiG-29 M SuperFulcrum

STF 29

85%

Bug Hunt

page 59

80%

First Samurai

page 36

79%

Baby Jo

page 40

79%

page 59

78%

HARD NOVA
You're a roughty-toughty mere trav

good logical game world to explore and

elling the four systems, laughing in the
face of danger and generally making a
nuisance of yourself.

a set of wargame rules to back it up.

Unfortunately, Hard Nova hasn't got
either of these. The

user interface

Hard Nova follows the classic for

doesn't help much seeing as the mouse

Train Set 2

mula of the Traveller role-playing game.

response is sluggish and the keyboard

Manchester United Europe

STF 28

77%

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2

page 42

77%

Rolling Ronny

page 45

76%

Cruise for a Corpse

STF 29

76%

Boston Bomb Club

STF 28

76%

Final Fight

STF 29

74%

You bum around the known universe

controls illogical.
Graphics and sound are

pretty
awful. Everything looks drab and sim

being professionally nasty, initially
equipped with a shiny new J-21c
Delphenus spaceship and 1,000 cred
its. After lounging around for a bit try
ing to recruit a couple more loonies to
join you, you're called back to the

plistic, except for the little cameos of
the characters you meet, insult and
shoot at. Except, of course, for the

Starkillers' mercenary base for your
first mission. You gain experience and

ingly nice to because you want some
thing from them.

occasional ones you're really smarm-

Home Casino Poker etc

STF 28

74%

Sarakon

STF 28

74%

Cisco Heat

page 40

72%

Blues Brothers

STF 29

72%

STF 28

72%

money so you get better at being
extremely nasty and can buy better

VERDICT: To get the most from all this

Doctor Fox's 1991 Football Annual

weapons to do it with.

you need to persevere, but Hard Nova's

Monster Business

STF 28

72%

After a while playing Hard Nova you
wonder where the other people are.
Planets seem to consist of a couple of

not the sort of game that appeals to

Deathbringer

page 49

72%

Evilution

STF 29

70%

Rodland

STF 29

70%

Wolfpack

page 52

70%

Shadow Sorcerer

STF 29

69%

Fort Apache

page 55

68%

The Adventures of Robin Hood

STF 29

68%

Grandstand

STF 28

67%

Wild Wheels

page 45

67%

Crime Time

page 51

67%

Five Intelligent Strategy Games
European Superleague

page 51

67%

STF 28

66%

Maddog Williams

STF 28

66%

• Smaller gameworld andlesscompl

Face Off

STF 29

65%

MeeaTravelter. Notany more playable

Pit-Fighter

STF 28

65%

Ynis Wintrin

page 59

65%

buildings with half a dozen rooms and a
population to match. The missions are
the usual bunch, blowing things up and
delivering contraband against all odds.
Ifs the sort of game that relies on a

everyone. If you're after a long term
challenge and fancy yourself as a
leather-clad person who silences bars

by walking in bristling with weaponry,
you might get off on it. But otherwise
Hard Nova is hard work.

CHRIS LLOYD

HARD NOVA
P

ELECTRONIC ARTS
£25.99

• You fly about the amazingly sparsely
populated planets in your hover ship.

Slf RATING 62 %

FEEBLE EXCUSE CORNER
So where are

all

those games we

promised to review this month, then?
Grand Prix from Mlcroprose, for
instance? Well, although Microprose sent
us a version with most of the circuits fin

ished, the sound was missing and so was
the intro sequence. The game obviously
wasn't in a completely finished state,
and ST FORMAT'S cast-Iron policy is to

review only the games you could actually
buy in the shops. So... next month.
Promise.

And where on earth are those Simp
sons? Well, Ocean don't send out games
for review until they're actually released

in the shops, and as we finally wrap up
this Issue it still hasn't been released.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

Rest assured that when it's out, it'll be in
ST FORMAT.

Another World? US Gold reckoned it

would be ready, but perilously close to
our deadline, and we didn't want to rush
the review just to get it in this ish.

(Besides, it wasn't ready when they said
it would be, anyway.)
And that bloomin' Deuteros. Signs

were promising that Activision would at
last let us have a copy for this month,
but unfortunately not soon enough to be
included in this issue, 'cos of the way

magazines have to go to the printer's a
little earlier than the day before they go
on sale, and so on and so on...

At least Populous 2 made it. (Just.)

Beast Busters

page 42

64%

Terminator 2

STF 29

63%

Super Space Invaders

page 56

63%

Strike Fleet

page 52

63%

Hard Nova

page 60

62%

Data Chess 2

page 59

62%

Captain Planet and the Planeteers

page 49

61%

The James Bond Collection

STF 29

57%

England Championship Special

STF 29

56%

The Capcom Collection

page 56

56%

Robozone

page 49

54%

Z-Out

STF 28

53%

Circuitry 1 and 2

page 59

52%

Charge of the Light Brigade
International Championship Athletics

STF 29

52%

STF 28

49%

Football Director 2

STF 29

43%

Zone Warriors

STF 28

39%

Rugby Coach

page 52

32%

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

STF 29

26%

Moonfall

STF 29

24%

NOTE: Games in red are reviewed in this issue

EPIC - A LEGEND BEYOND TIME

From the development team
which brought you F29 Retaliator

—

vs A legend is born, a supremely

jj advanced one-man starfighter of

now emerges EPIC - a sci-fi

I awesome power and destructive

extravaganza featuring
spectacular graphics and
stunning game-play.
Sr-

I capabilities that, in the right
.] hands will wreak havoc "

——

} amoungst inter-galactic
~J transgressors - that legend is EPIC.

CBM AMIGA • ATARI ST • IBM/AMSTRAD PC & COMPATIBLES
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED •6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS •TEL: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650

Choosing a memory upgrade for your
Atari ST just got easier!

Once Frontier's Xtra-RAM <Jr/«xr is installed in your ST, you can upgrade in stages to 4MB

wheneveryou like - it couldn'tbe easier. Includesa two year guarantee and a no-quibble ten day money back offer.

Is your ST always running out of

yourself or Frontier or your dealer can do

memory? Frontier Software's new XtraRAM Deluxe is the easy to fit and simple

it for you for a small extra charge. If your

to upgrade memory expansion that you've
been waiting for.
Thousands of ST users have already

upgraded their STs to 1MBor 2V2MB using
the original Xtra-RAM in their homes and
offices without having to send their

computers away. NowFrontier, makers of
the original Xtra-RAM, introduce their
new memory upgrade - The Xtra-RAM
Deluxe.

ST has a socketed Video Shifter chip and
an MMU which isn't the 101601 type, then

supplied with free RAM disk and printer
spooler software and a free RAM testing
program so that you know with certainty
that your installation has worked.

you can fit the Xtra-RAM Deluxe without
any soldering whatsoever. If you need any
further explanation of this, contact

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The Xtra-RAM Deluxe is supplied under
Frontier's ten day money back offer - ifyou

Frontier direct.

No Need To Stop At 1MB or 2V2MB

aren't satisfied with the Xtra-RAM Deluxe

for any reason you can return it to the
Most memory upgrades for the Atari STs
will give you a simple upgrade to 1MB for
about the same price as the Xtra-RAM
Deluxe. Some of these upgrades may be as
easy to fit as the Xtra-RAM Deluxe, but

place of purchase within ten days for a full
refund (participating resellers only). The
Xtra-RAM Deluxe also carries a full two

upgrade further to 2V2MB or 4MBis install

years' guarantee. The Xtra-RAM Deluxe
is designed and manufactured in the UK.
Unlike some ST upgrades, Frontier
guarantee that each Xtra-RAM Deluxe
uses only brand new SIMM memory boards
- making your ST and its memory upgrade

4MB with easy to install SIMM memory

extra SIMM memory cards into the empty

more reliable both now and in the future.

cards. Your Mega 1ST can be upgraded to

sockets on the Xtra-RAM Deluxe. This is a

2MB and then to 4MB. Mega 2STs can be

very simple process which takes less than

expanded to the full 4MB. Once the Xtra-

V. hour.

The experience, quality and expertise that
went into the best selling Xtra-RAM has

they do not allow you to expand your ST

been applied to the new Xtra-RAM Deluxe.

further. Once the Xtra-RAM Deluxe is

The Xtra-RAM Deluxe will upgrade your

installed in your ST, all you have to do to

Atari STFM to 1MBthen 2V2MB and then

RAM Deluxe is installed in your ST, you
can choose when to upgrade further - you

simply change or add SIMM boards - just
like the STE. You can even use these SIMM

boards if you later upgrade to the STE.

Prices

Frontier supply the Xtra-RAM Deluxe in
Don't restrict yourself to just 1MB. Make
sure that you choose an upgrade, like the
Xtra-RAM Deluxe, which can grow with
your needs.

four ways:
♦

Xtra-RAM Deluxe Unpopulated
(without memory)
£39.99
♦

Xtra-RAM Deluxe V2MB

upgrades your 520STFM to 1MB
(can later upgrade your STFM

Easy To Fit

Totally Compatible

Installation of the Xtra-RAM Deluxe
couldn'tbe easier. Followingthe instructions

The extra memory that the Xtra-RAM
Deluxe gives your ST is totally compatible

to 2V2MB and then 4MB)

laid out in our simple to follow manual

with all of your ST programs. The ST's
memory controller chip logs in the extra
memory and makes it available for your
programs. Youwill automatically get extra
memory for DTP, word processing, MIDI,
running the Atari Laser printer and
everything else that you use your ST for.

upgrades your 520STFM, 1040ST

which is written with the non-technical

reader in mind, you disassemble your

STFM or Mega ST, plug the Xtra-RAM
Deluxe into two places inside your

computer and reassemble it. The whole
process takes around 1V2 hours and most
STs will not require any soldering

£69.99

♦ Xtra-RAM Deluxe 2MB

to 2V2MB, Mega 1ST to 2MB
or your Mega 2ST to 4MB (can
later upgrade your ST or Mega
1ST to 4MB)

£119.99

♦ Xtra-RAM Deluxe 4MB

upgrades your 520STFM, 1040ST
and Mega 1ST to 4MB
£199.99

Software Included

whatsoever.

The Xtra-RAM Deluxe fits all MMU chips

Each Xtra-RAM Deluxe upgrade is

(including the 100109) whether they are
soldered down or not. If your ST has a
soldered down Video Shifter chip or a

101601 type MMU then some soldering
will be required. You can do this soldering

Designed and Manufactured in the UK. Frontier als
manufacture memory upgrades for the Atari STE.

Please add £3.00 postage and packing to
all orders under £120.00. All prices include
VAT. Frontier accepts payment by Visa,
Access, Switch, cheque or postal order.
Prices subject to change without notice.
Goods subject to availability. Specification
subject to change without notice.

Available from your local dealer, or direct from:

•2<

Year Guarantee

1
Frontier Software

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire England HG2 OBE. Phone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.

game preview

LEGEND

TAGGED WITH SUCCESS
When you've written a game like Bloodwych you can
afford to sit back for a while and bask in glory. But have
Tag, authors of said game, been resting on their laurels

for too long? Ed Ricketts finds out that they've actually

in the room. The troubadour, mean
while, can sing a Bardish Melody during
times of trouble. Not much help on the
face of it, but each song has a tempo
rary effect on the party: Warriors Awak
ening increases their strength, as does
March of the Bold Ones. The assassin

been far too busy with a new project to squash laurels...

can hide in the shadows, which is
another way of saying he turns invisible.
This way he can sneak up on the mon

Remember the Taglioni Broth

in earnest last August after the com
pletion of the Bloodwych data disk,

sters and attack them from behind.

though the team had been churning out

cast spells.

designs for the game a month before

The gameplay is split into two sec
tions: one at the main map screen which shows the cities in your land and the other in the dungeons of these
cities. Visiting a city gives you a num
ber of options, depending on what's
there. You may be able to visit a Guild,
a Tavern, a Temple, an Apothecary, the

ers?

If

the

name

doesn't

unearth any corpses in your
memory, it's not too surpris
ing. The Tag Brothers have
only written one ST game to date, but
what a game - Bloodwych.
Bloodwych is the Dungeon Master

clone that nearly outdid its

out and write a souped-up clone using
the same display and the same rou
tines. Instead, Tag and Pete James - a
game designer who happens to do a

few graphics on the side - have spent
their time developing a new system

that. Pete had also worked with Tag on

which keeps the RPG elements of
Bloodwych but presents them in a dif

he should contributeto the new project.

ferent way. Work on Legend began

invaded the land and is spreading like
particularly unfettered fire. Everyone
else is busy washing his hair so it's
down to your party of wanderers to get

_^

source, and is one of the few

games to gain a 95% rating in
ST FORMAT (in issue 1, jio
less). Although it was released
over two years ago, it's still
very popular and has just been
re-released on budget at £9.99
Given its success, it
would have been easy
to take the quick way

^^^Hk£'"!

Bloodwych, so it was a natural idea that
The scenario is familiar. Evil has

rid of the evil.

Your party is made up of a barbar
ian, a troubadour (folk singer to you),
an assassin and a runemaster (AKA wiz

ard). Each has his own strengths and
failings. As you might guess, the bar
barian is very strong and good at fight
ing. The runemaster is weak but can
cast spells. In addition to his normal

• Tag (left) and
Pete James. The

attributes, each character has a special
ability. For the barbarian, this is a
Berserker Rage, which means he
goes wild and hacks at any monsters

team is also

known as Tag.
So it's Tag's
Tag team.

Finally, the runemaster has the ability to

Blacksmith and the Artificer. Each of

these has his own uses, but they all
have the common link of using up your
money for the services they offer.
The only way you can enter the

dungeons is through the Guild. The dis
play then changes to a 3D view of the
room you're in and you're plunged into
a section of exploring, killing monsters
and solving puzzles. The characters are
controlled individually. Just choose one

and give him an instruction, such as
taking an object, searching something
in the room or fighting any monsters

ROBBING HOODS ON PLINTHS OF EASE
Much thought has been put in to make thecontrol icons fit in with, and look asgood as, themain display.
Click on the bag to see

The arrow points north - nothing spec

yj the inventory foreach
'© character. Alsodis-

tacular, but it helps you orientate.

' are his

•;es, level,

<If you find the monsters too much,
click on the chicken to run away. You
keep running until you click the Rally

• affects ho

quickly the party moves on the map screen),
experience, hit points and gold. This is the
place to equip, drop objects or save the g.

••*"Vt,

-1

to stop. The chicken starts

wking and flapping its wings just
-ind you what a coward you are.

jS» Eliot the
3r dragon draws

This plinth shows any magic item the

the map for

character has equipped.

you as you

The Rally icon makes every character

r about.

wound the selected character. If

TMSHte jz&y&jk -tji»e3ri; SjaiiJEv'
see it (and pause

's fighting, they join in too.

available. All but the

Select the character you want to
control from these plinths. The skulls
show how many hit points each has.

mmon to every character. The last Is
it character's speciality - "Bardish
Melody" for the troubadour.

These plinths show what the character

is holding in each hand - usually a
weapon and a scroll.
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LEGEND

game preview

tiX&if
&9L
.

• Some rooms have special symbols

• Some of the monsters you meet.

on the floor or levers and buttons on

Obviously in the earlier stages of the

the wall. Working out what does what
to what provides a puzzle element to
the game. The note on the wall reads
"Reforge thy bones," so you can
probably guess what the button does.

game the nasties are quite easy to kill,

that happen to be present. Each dun

you that little bit further towards the

geon may have several levels and you

overall aim of ridding the land of evil.

can be sure that getting to the lower
ones is no simple job.

Finding the goal of the dungeon and
progressing to the next logical one are

The dungeons aren't just there to
provide a bit of monster bashing. Each
has a goal which, when achieved, gets

parts of the puzzle.
Each dungeon level is potentially
16 x 16 rooms large. There are 23 of

but don't be lulled into a false sense of

security. As you get deeper, you need

all your strength and magic to get the
better of the creatures you encounter.

.

-

.

.

......

• Enter the dungeon through the Guild.
Here you can also rename your charac
ters or train up to the next level. This
can only be done when you've gained
enough experience points by killing
monsters in the dungeons, but it's
worthwhile - you get more hit points.

these levels, each with around 16 gen
uine rooms, so that's 368 rooms to
begin with. Add in the randomly-gener
ated rooms and the connecting corri

dors, and you're looking at a total of
over 1,000 places to be searched.

If you think those stats are impres
sive, consider the spell system. Tag
reckons there are a total number of 2 x

1018 spells that can be cooked up with
the existing runes and ingredients. Of

• Visit the blacksmith to buy more
hardware with the gold you've got from

killing monsters, or sell off your obso
lete stuff. It's hard to tell what weapon
is more effective in battle - a battle

axe, for instance, sounds more devas
tating than a broadsword, but it's not.

the way these parts mesh together that
makes the game potentially something
rather special. It's like Dungeon Master
combined with a mini wargame, with
role-playing and a spell system thrown
in for good measure. The spell system

in particular is an interesting way of
implementing something which in simi
lar games is usually either very simple
or obscurely impenetrable.
Both Bloodwych and Legend can

course, a lot of these are useless;

be described as RPGs. Does Tag have

probably only a few thousand are any

any plans to write different sorts of
games in the future? It seems unlikely.

good to you.

There's really nothing startingly
new or innovative in Legend. Each of its
constituent parts has been incorpo
rated in other games many times. It's

"We write games that we would want to

•

the moment, and the full thing should

play, and they just happen to be RPGs games that give you something to think
about and have a long-term aim."

The game's still in beta testing at
You can't make one character leave

the room on his own, because the rest
of the party automatically follows.
There's no reason why you shouldn't

be

released next month.

If the un

finished version we've seen is anything

assign different tasks to each within a
room though, such as searching all the

to go by, it's set to become as much of
a long-running favourite as Dungeon

places of interest.

Master and Bloodwych alike, stf

LEARNING TO SPELL IN 2 x 10" EASY LESSONS
The spell system looks complicated at first, but once you know how
everything works it offers amazing flexibility- and an amazing range of
spells. Spells are made of runes and ingredients. Four oftherunes are
usedto specify the spell's movement (Forward, Missile, Surround or
Continuous) and the other runes its effects: Damage, Heal, Disrupt,
Vivify and soon. You must usethe right ingredients with each rune to

makeit work. Any number of runescan be used in one spell, so, for
instance, you can create a single spellthat healsthe sender, launches
double-damage missiles in eight directions at once, and then launches
another eight double-damage missiles from the monstersthat were
originally hit.The onelimitation is that only the Runemaster can mix
and cast spells.Where do you find a Runemaster when you need one?
Click on this to mix the selected

rune and ingredients.

The scroll

shows you
what spells

Illi

•J8JH-9

ady made,
bowl

>Click on one of these runes to

add it to a spell, then on your

batch of one of

>uhaving to re
mix the ingredients.

The ingredients you've got and
the amount of each. These can

nd in the dungeons or
t from an apothecary: wing
bat, brimstone, mandrake,
crystal, hedjog venom, dragon

lick on the

*.,'.

..

'"*

..f

Vi

'.>!»>
*; ' *"*«"*

eye to see

the runes

you have and
• their effect.

tooth, nightshade and phoenix

lf£\<-'" i-i ' ••• "ten •'"

claw. Must be a lot of pedestrian

" bats and dragons with dentures

Runes can only be bought from

wandering around...

the Ancient in the mountain-

s PP
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WE CAN'T THINK OF A
HIGHER CALIBRE PRINTER AT SUCH A

LOW PRICE, CAN YOU?

%

#

Fujitsu's new dot matrix printer - the DL900 -

Anything else? Of course. The DL900 is

is undeniably low-priced. Less than £300.

designed and manufactured by the world's second
largest computer company.

The question is, what can you expect for
your money?

Need we say more? We think not.

Can you expect really high quality print output,
for instance? Well yes you can. The DL900 is a
24-pin printerwith a speed of 180cps.
Do you get a variety of printing options? Sure.

Please send me further information on Fujitsu's new
DL900 printer.
Name

You can print envelopes, bar-codes and labels with
Title

a wide range of resident fonts.

Company.

And what about spread sheet capabilities? (Yes
again,youcan printon A3 portraitor A4 landscape.)

Address

Is it compact though? Indeed it is. Even being
a 110 column printer it's smaller than most
80 column models.

Easy to use? Definitely. Thefreeset-upprogram
disc means it's simple to configure the DL900 via
your PC.

FUJITSU
Theglobal computer & communications company.

Phone_
Fax_

Fujitsu Europe Ltd, 2 Longwalk Road, StockleyPark, Uxbridge,
Middlesex UB1I 1AB.Phone: (081) 573 4444, Fax: (081) 573 2643.

HOT
TOP

Bere's $
WIN THIS
33cc FUN
BIKE ON:

^M

WIN THIS AWESOME
80cc SUZUKI QUAD
IDEAL FOR ANYONE OVER 10!

call: 0839-654335
1 WIN A KIDS 0 8 3 9
200cc GO
OO^
KART
-y€3C3

2 WIN ACAR 08981966 BEETLE 3 3-4
CONVERTIBLE
O ^ 5
J WIN
J AFTERBURNER
THE ULTIMATE

ARCADE GAME!

13 €5

WINA£600O8983 3«»

4 JVC

CAMCORDER

5 WIN £600
PILE OF
TOYS!

0898-

6 WIN A

PAIR OF £300 S S O
ROLLERBLADES! 0 3 9
7WINACD 0 8 9 8 MEGA-BLASTER334
t MINI COLOUR TV Q 9 2

8 WIN HIS ¥ 0 8 3 9 HERSMUDDY S 5
FOX MOUNTAIN € 3 0
BIKES
-^I-O
9 WIN A KIDS C

ELECTRIC
MOTORBIKE

SSO
O 3 1

WIN AKIDS 0839-

10 MUDDYF0XS5O
BIKE!

•

BIHY (WANNA FW)

BUTTf^
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Gamebusters

TIPS

"Huge they were, sweeping down
from the hills with glaring eyes,
yellow teeth and only one thing in
mind: to ruin the game you've been
playing for the past two months. Tips!
Hordes of them!" Thus spake the old
man with the strange accent and the
multi-coloured anorak

CYBERCON 3
US

®

GOLD

• Hide in the lifts. Try not to worry about being called a craven, weak-kneed, lilylivered, spineless fainthearted coward. Ignore the shouts of "Wimp!", "Chicken!"
and scaredycat. Get used to wearing a paper bag over your head. On second
thoughts, it's probably a better idea not to hide in the lifts.

Trevor

Coope

of South York
shire

has

been

bashing away at
The Assembly Line's
fiendish piece of work for a
while, and has actually completed it.

'NN*

Because he's such a nice fellow he's

decided to help out everyone else bat
tling away with this most frustrating of
games. And he's scooped this month's
£50 prize.
The tips are divided into sections,
starting off with general hints and work
ing towards specific solutions. If you
don't want to know too much, don't
read the last few sections. Trevor said

he didn't want to give away a complete

the Plasma Gun when a couple of
robots are trying to fry your bottom.

2. When repairing the Suit, always
recharge the Auto-Repair unit first, then

the Power Assist and the Plasma Gun,
followed by the rest. This way, if you
need to run for it you might just survive.
3. Don't destroy the green sphere in
the room at the start of the game. Use
the ETP to recharge your batteries

but make sure there aren't any fuel
cells near you when you do it.
6. Remember, Angel droids use lifts
too, so don't rely on hiding in them for
too long. Although a droid never enters
a lift while you're in it, it often happens
that you open the doors after a long

hear the "fully charged" whistle. Interro

gate it, pick it up, drop it where you
need it, initiate the key code and watch.
It's very satisfying to see the robots
destroy themselves against it.
14. If you need a key code to open a
door, check after passing through the
door whether you need a different code

bout of recharging only to find a long
line of Angels queuing to get it.

to open it from the other side - some

7. Make it a priority to collect two more

doors do.

from it.

batteries as soon as you enter the com

15. Map out the complex, either on

4. Don't go stomping around blowing
up robots. Try to discover how many
shots it takes to "wound" them. They

plex. Discard the red batteries in favour
of the green fusion ones as soon as
possible.

paper or mentally, and make a special

start sparking and chucking out bits of

8. Use generator rooms (they have an
orange circle on the door) to recharge
and repair your Suit. They are never vis

kit like fuel cells (red balls), field genera
tors (small green pyramids) and batter
ies. Batteries come in two types - red
oblong boxes or spherical things that

note of where the Save Game rooms

are. Apart from their obvious benefits,
these are the only rooms where you're
absolutely safe.
16. Use more than one Save Game

ited by droids.

disk. If possible have one for each Save

9. Some droids seem to detect move

ment.

ment, some detect your gun firing, and
others don't attack if you're out of their
way and have all your systems switched

Game room you use. This way it's eas
ier to recheck a section of the complex
for rooms or objects you may have
missed than it would be to walk or fight

GENERAL

5. Fuel cells can be detonated like

off.

your way from the other half of the

1. Spend some time at the beginning of
the game getting used to the Power
Armour, because it's important that

bombs using a key code. Dial in a red
circle, stand back, initiate the sequence
and - well, you can probably guess.
This technique is useful for laying traps,

10. Try to use the defence shield spar
ingly because it drains power at an
alarming rate. If you need to run past
fixed gun positions or some of the giant
droids, switch off everything except the
Power Assist to give yourself greater

complex.

solution since it wouldn't be fair to The

Assembly Line or anyone else strug
gling with the game. Fair enough.

you're not fumbling about trying to find

look like boiled sweets which are fusion

batteries. Get everything and experi

speed.

11. Use doors as shields when moving
around. Open the door (by standing in
front of it), shoot the robots or gun
positions, step back until the door
closes and the door protects you from
the blast.

12. Interrogate every object or piece of
• The green sphere is your friend. Talk
to the green sphere. Fondle its smooth
curves. Polish it until it shines. Bring it
presents of incense and bowls of fruit.

Tell it stories of faraway lands and
strange peoples. On the other hand,
you could shoot it until it explodes.

• Contestant number one, you have
two minutes to turn this Square Green
Key Code into a fully automatic kitch
enette unit with cupboards, matching
worksurfaces, complimentary cutlery
and mock Butterfly Wing wall-cover
ings. Starting from...

MORE

SPECIFIC

1. To complete the game you must

locate the yellow key codes

and

square, triangular, circular and hour

glass shapes. There are also four puz
zle shapes to collect, which must be
slotted together to form a cube. This

unlocks the secret doors to Cybercon's
brain.

2. Use the Parrot camera; it's an invalu
able piece of kit. There are a couple
more dotted around the complex. Hide
in a lift (if it's empty, of course), a gen

equipment you come across, discover
its key code and activate it. That way
you find out what can be used,

send out a Parrot to check the road

switched on or off, or detonated.

ahead.

13. Use field generators to block pas
sageways. First, recharge them using

plored room or corridor, make an

the ETP (but be

erator room or a Save Game room, and

When flying the Parrot into an unex

careful because it

immediate 360° turn to check it's safe.

drains your batteries). Stop when you

Some rooms have floor traps. Use the

57" FORMAT JANUARY 1992
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Parrot to activate these by flying close

LEMMINGS

to the floor. In other rooms there are

large gun emplacements which can be
hell to destroy. Again, use the Parrot to

see if the gun can be destroyed from a
room or corridor below.

3. Some swivelling wall-mounted guns

can be turned off using the key code of
red square, red circle and red triangle.
To do this, turn on all power banks, dial
in the code, put up your shields, run
into the room with the gun and initiate
the key code. If you're lucky, the gun

stops firing and follows you as you walk
about. Blow it up. Be careful, though -

Psygnosis

Geoff Jones of Lincoln does have a point. He says that, although we asked
for the flow of Lemmings codes to dry up (and indeed they did), we've never

printed the two-player codes. So, for the sake of completeness, here they are.
(Butthis is positively, absolutely, the last time we do any Lemmings codes.)
CODE

NAME

There can be only one
Still everything to play for
In the thick of the fray
Game on! Choose your tactics
Good game! Good game!
The Rubbish Dump

the spaces and the 1). Your energy lev
els should drop to half and pressing K
from now on tops up your fuel, energy
and shield, as well as giving you the
maximum of each weapon.

2

IJHLDKJCMJ

3

NHLDKJADMW

4

HLDKJINEMP

5

LDKJAJLFMY

6

dkjijllgmr

7

KJANLLDHMO

And the winner is...

JINLLDKIMX

MORE

1. When you reach a room with four
door panels in the floor, open all doors
before choosing one to enter. This way
you can exit via a different door.
2. Once inside, look for a deep shaft.
Peer over the edge - if there is a dia

budget, a whole new generation of
gameplayers are about to be frustrated
by it. To help out anyone who's just
bought the game, here's the cheat
mode. Stop the ship and press Delete
to pause the game. Enter the words

JAJHLDKBMQ

8

SPECIFIC

Mirror Image
With the rerelease of this classic on

LEVEL

4. Some pillars can be pushed aside to

EVEN

STARGLIDER 2

1

it doesn't work with all guns.
access hidden rooms below them, so
check before leaving the room.

1

9

JAJHMDKJMJ

Any chance of a truce?
The Pipe Room...

10

UHMDKJKMS

The Rope Bridge

11

NHMDKJALMP

Just for fun or to the death?

12

HMDKJINMMY

13

MDKJAJLNMR

14

DKJIJLMOMK

15

KJANLMDPMX

The Crystal Cavern Mark 2
Cross-over point
The Passing Place
Take what you can, when you can

16

JINLMDKQMQ

The Hammock...

17

JAJHLFKBNT

Graffiti

18

IJHLFKJCNM

19

NHLFKJADNJ

20

hlfkjinens

Islands in the Sky
May the craftiest player win
We're in this one together

mond pattern on the floor, jump down

WERE ON A MISSION FROM G0D1 (with

H 9 STEALTH
FIGHTER
Microprose

If you're finding it difficult flying at night
and want to change to day, just press
Alternate-N to switch between the two,

without affecting your score. Thanks to
everyone at the Spud-U-Like in Norwich
for that one.

the shaft onto it. A large gun constantly

fires at you, but if you stand on the dia
mond pattern you're protected by a
forcefield. Destroy the gun and walk
towards the gun platform to find the

CAPTIVE
Mindscape

This is a quick way to build experience

points for your robots. Go through the
normal procedure of hacking down
monsters until all four robots build up
lots of points. Click on the section that
enables you to convert experience
points into skills, and increase the skills
you want. Transfer the Droid chip to the
second droid and use his experience
points to put your skills up.
Repeat this process with the next
two droids and continue through the
game. You now have a droid who learns

secret room.

3. If you meet a dog-shaped droid with
two bazooka guns mounted on each
side of its head, shoot it and don't stop
shooting it until it's destroyed. Or else
run away very fast.

4. The huge evil-looking Angel droid
with horns that stands alone in its own

room is a real pain. It can only be

destroyed with four or five direct hits
with the bazooka. When it switches off,

push it to one side to reveal the room
below. Don't forget to keep the two ser
vice hatch doors open (the ones
marked with a chevron) with Parrot

cameras, or you're attacked by the
kamikaze flying bombs.

skills four times as fast. We found this
• There's not an enormous number of things you can say about Captive, the game

that's already been tipped to death. In the words of the poet: "Cfetr kjlloi skjfhiii.

tip lying in the gutter, bleeding to death,
and took it upon ourselves to rescue it.

Monert poiyuiu, wert srty plley Captive, monert nimm. Twi! Smipp lem."

5. When you have all four pieces of the
puzzle, slot them together in the follow
ing way. Throw one part on the floor,
approach it until it flashes in a vacant

TORVAK
THE WARRIOR

slot of the icon strip and use the < and

Core Design

> keys to slide another part of the puz
zle in your backpack over the one on
the ground. Press the Spacebar to
throw the part over the one on the

Enter CHEAT and as many full stops as
you can fit in on the high score table.
Now hold down <Fire> and press one
to five to be moved between levels.

ground. If it doesn't fit, try a different
piece. You should eventually end up

GEM'X

with a cube with a black hourglass on it.

6. When you've assembled the puzzle
cube, you've almost won. Throw away

Demonware

Here are the level codes up to S:

the bazooka and the blue key codes are
loaded automatically into the bazooka
slot. Now return to the large column at

the start of the game. Stand on top of
it, dial in the blue key code you see writ

0 - SYVALION

K- TURRICAN

G - NETWORK

C - KENICHI

P - FMTOWNS

L-REDMOON

H - YOKOHAMA

D - INOKUMA

Q - CHIERIE

ten there, and initiate the code. Don't

M - CAMPAIGN

1 - EXACT

panic! You survive if you don't run. Look

E - BURAl

R - GAMERION

N - MAGAMANN

J - X68000

F-BADMAN

S - ZAWAS

for the concealed door, pass through a
couple more hidden doors to get to

Cybercon's brain and shoot the sucker.
*

B-EARTHIAN
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• Some prankster has replaced Torvak's normal head-splitter with an inflatable
version filled with helium, but the poor fool hasn't noticed any difference. It's only
as he reaches the upper stratosphere that he begins to get worried.

—yrTy%

INVADING
NGFIELD

That's right man!
A buncha slimy, horrible, totally gross and putrid monsters are

taking over the bodies of the people who live here and they
wanna build a weapon that's gonna take over the entire planet!

PR£TTy COOL HUH?
Anyway, yours truly is the only one who can see 'em!

I've gotta spray-paint things, get radical on my skateboard, use
my trusty slingshot, and in general behave like a nuisance, man.

Plus, with evil dudes like Nelson the bully and Sideshow Bob

getting in my way, it's a good thing I've got the rest of the
Simpsons to help me out!

So if you're a decent person a patriot, and somebody who cares
about this sorry planet, you'll do the right thing.

ACCLAIM® AND BART VS. THE SPACE MUTANTS™ ARE TRADEMARKS OF ACCLAIM ENTERTAINMENT INC.
THE SIMPSONS ™TM & © 1991 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED

6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS
TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650
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MEGA LO MANIA
M I R R O R S O FT

More handy hints and terrific tips from
those kind-hearted people at Mirrorsoft.
Last month it was Epochs 1, 2 and 3;
this month, Epochs 4, 5 and 6. Next
month, Epochs 7, 8 and 9...?
1. Epochs 4 and 5 are generally full of
long drawn-out tactical battles as the
instantly made weapons with gatherable

start and try to ally with at least one of
your neighbours immediately.
6. In the long and drawn-out battles in
Epochs 4 and 5 the use of shields to
help rebuild your towers is absolutely

elements all but disappear. Be patient

tial to win. Try not to waste all of your
minerals on non-flying things or you
could find yourself in a losing or stale

and build slowly before attacking.
2. Alliances are more important in the

• Try inventing some violins in Mega Lo Mania, if you can find the right ingredi

later levels. Try to ally with the strong
est opponent as often as possible.
3. On Karma, the landscape forces you
to work around the entire ring. Try to
keep all your sectors adjacent to one
another and pour all your armies into
your two bordering sectors.
4. Cannons are very important in Epoch
4 and the single island in Epoch 5.
5. Lada is a very tricky island. You may

ents. You'll also need to invent some stuff to put on the bows. Try Epoch-sy resin.

need to use more men than usual at the

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1 992

essential.

7. On any multi-island levels, the use of
aeroplanes and, later, nukes is essen

mate situation.

8. Nausea is a particularly hard island

to conquer at first, since it is the first of
the split levels. You must own either the
bottom left sector or the south island.

The far right sector of the south island
is also useful for biplanes, to top up
your force.
9. Ocarina is impossible to win unless
you use slightly more men than usual
and make a very quick attack. Once

cheating

you allow your opponent time to
develop, you're finished.
10. For the newcomer, Epoch 6 is an
introduction to the high power arms

EXTRA! EXTRA!

DISCOVERY PACK RIPPED WIDE OPEN!

race that dominates the later levels.

Most of the time the islands of Epoch 6

Just bought a Discovery Xtra pack? Wrestling with the four games contained therein?
Well, help's at handto get you that bit further alongthe way to success.

are won and lost with nuclear weapons

and really they all play like a straight
sprint to be first past the nuclear post.
But if you work quickly, these islands
can still be won by conventional means.

11. An essential part of playing split
islands is in the initial choice of sectors.

Try to manoeuvre yourself onto an
island all on your own; it gives you valu
able breathing space. Failing this, try to
form enough to give him the push and
kick him where it hurts.

ESCAPE FROM THE
PLANET OF THE
ROBOT MONSTERS
Domark

When you reach the room containing

12. A useful tip against a final enemy

the Reptilions, collect the bombs from

with

the lockers. When you enter the room
that contains the Reptilion, a door
closes behind you. Walk past the Rep
tilion until you reach the other door.
Push the joystick back, forth and for
ward, press <Shift> to drop bombs,
and you can walk through to the trans
porter. Do this in every Reptilion room.

one

sector

left

and

nuclear

defence installed (when you also have
only one sector left) is to try to gain
another sector. Providing you can build
a nuclear weapon you can nuke him,
have your launching sector destroyed
and still win.

13. Look before you leap. With nukes,
always check to see whether the sector
you are attacking has any nuclear

defence. If you don't check you could
be in for a big surprise.
14. Often higher designs are available
to you if you are prepared to design the
lower ones you don't really want.
Remember, until you are onto the Victo
rian Era you do not have a laboratory
and without one you can't design
planes. The only way to increase your
sector's overall technological standing
is to design, design, design.
15. When you are under heavy attack
and you have only a limited number of

shields, you have to let some of your
buildings be destroyed. Remember to
pull all men out of a building before it
disappears.

• The easiest way to Escape From the Planet of the Robot Monsters would be to

SIM CITY
There are various methods to become

a successful town planner. Here's one

EEB33i

Options

Tokyo

Jan

1957

it.MfJL-J

$26. 660

mercial and two or three industrial

areas. Join them all up with power
lines and roads. Don't bother with a

railway system until later in the game.
Build a power station quite far
away from the main group of buildings,
because the citizens don't like the pol
lution it produces too close to their

homes. A coal station is usually better

crime down. The worst crime areas

building. The tower is by far the most
important building to keep going.
Remember, without your tower, the
whole sector is taken away.

are in the industrial areas.

looking at

IDEAL

the

ELEMENTS

INVENTIONS

Rocks,

Bones:

Nuclear

defence, shields
Moonlite,

Planetarium:

The main secret of success is the

tax rate. As soon as the game starts,
put the rate right down to 0%. When
October comes around, whack it

have completed the previous level.

the game because the citizens are

Herbirite, Yeridium: Shields

balance between areas (commercial to

Valium,

industrial) and build plenty of roads
between them. Don't spend too much
each year, expand slowly but surely
and you'll be okay.

Machine gun,

shields

Paladium:

nuclear

Jet

weapon,

ARC

Hit Fl - F4 to access the first four lev

always caught out by it. Keep a good

Biplane, nuclear weapon, shields

Parasite:

NINE LIVES
els. Unfortunately this onlyworks if you

Bethlium,

Araldite:

your entries to What? ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, Avon and we'll use
them to cover the bits on the walls where all the paint's peeled off. Ta.

taxes have been collected, put the rate

back down to 0%. Do this throughout

Solarium,

• Obvious Competitions No 1: What does the Sim in Sim City stand for? Send

straight up to 20%. People are
attracted to your city to begin with
because there are no taxes, giving you
loads of money. In January, when the

Machine gun, jet plane, shields

bazooka,

File

Put down a group of two or three
residential areas along with two com

shields

Aquarium,

j>k

because there's no risk of meltdown

permanently

Slate,

about throwing bombs everywhere. I mean, surely there's a bus service?

of them.

menu to know when to evacuate each

Wood,

concentrate harder on the task in hand - get on with it properly and stop fiddling

Infogrames

and it's cheaper. Build a police and fire
station for fire cover and to keep the

It's a good idea to leave yourself

FOR

SCREENPLAY

plane,

nuclear

• Step 5. With a swift up-and-down

defence, shields

Onion, Tedium: Biplane, machine gun,
jet plane, bazooka
Moron: Biplane, flying saucer, SDI
laser, shields
Marmite: Nuclear weapon, nuclear
defence, flying saucer, shields
Alien: Flying saucer, SDI laser, shields

movement, the morsel of food is dis

FINAL FIGHT
US Gold

US Gold themselves have given us
this. Pause the game and type SHER
IFF FATMAN for infinite lives.

lodged and the victim can once again
breathe easier. The wounds to the

head heal in next to no time and the

• ...and the actress said to the bishop,

irreparable brain damage is a small
price to pay. Next week: cat-skinning
for underprivileged children.

the beginning of this joke, ring 0898

"Yes, but not without the cream!" For
345765. Or was it 0898 544290?
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Europe's biggest show specialising in everything for the
ST, Amiga and PC - Business, Education and Entertainment

H.ft*
V(M""*

14, 15 & 16 February, 1992

Pre-Purchase

your Fast Lane

Open 10am - 6pm, Friday and Saturday. Open 10am - 4pm, Sunday.

Hall 1, Wembley Conference
i*

& Exhibition Centre,

WEMBLEY

London

VENUE O F LECENOS

Nearest tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan & Jubilee Lines)
Easy access - Onsite parking - Follow the signs to Wembley

Wider gangways and facilities for the disabled

tickets before

February 7th.
Save £1 and
enter the

FREE prize
draw if you
apply NOW!
4 Atari Lynx

Over 150 companies
from all over the world showing
the latest hardware, software,

peripherals and consumables.

Bring the family
for a great
*s&
day out! <p «** v«6
4L "«u

/fc 'c*

w/*

Regular ticket prices £6 Adult, £4 Child
(Under 10)

February
7th.

I

**,

VV%.V Competitions!

to be won!
at door or
after

o^

Terrific bargains!

Please send me

I enclose a cheque/RO./Credit card details for £

Ticket

Name

Prices

festminster

Adult Fast Lane Tickets @ £5.

I Westminster

Child Fast Lane Tickets @ £3

Exhibitions Ltd,
I Surrey House,
34 Eden Street,

Kingston,

I Surrey
KT11ER

Address
Postcode

£3 Child

(Under 10) '

^

EXHIBITIONS

To: 16 Bit Show, PO Box 68,

Fast Lane

- £5 Adult,

^o°

including Atari hardware

St. Austell PL25 4YB

•

**%<< *V

^ *<&, /(5fc Lots of prizes to be won

*£

m

Credit Card No.

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit car^Jg^

Telephone

Expiry date
<e»

1081-549 3444
Fax

• 081-547 1311

cheating

RINGS OF MEDUSA
Starbyte

Also just rereleased. Try this for a cheat mode. When asked for your name, type in
DEOXYRIBONUKLEINSAEURE. Then hit Help at any time for a cheat.

ii«i mi SMJUUJ > • -*

pUui:.:

SCREENPLAY

FORMAT NEEDS YOUR
TINTS AND HIPS
Yep! Slubs, perks, gids, aglet - all those silly words you type
in to exist into perpetuity and higher scores - we want

.. Jr

them all! If you've got a tip, a cheat, a short cut, an
• ••.-*

infinite lives poke, a password, a map - anything at all
you've found that helps you get more from your ST

•••%>-

->

game-playing - we want to hear about it! That way you
can share your tips with well over 70,000 fellow ST

'ft1-11 '!*"--n.imiiiiW(imiWfii|p#in-tf.lft!.&.i

enthusiasts, and possibly win FORMAT'S monthly prize of
£50. It doesn't have to be a complete solution or anything

if % i?^. 3*. ^

- whatever you've got could be the answer to a fellow ST
game-player's prayers!

t-HTlK

" |r JTHt-LC

Name

Mil"

Address
TCHf-LC

fif:H;

him

'"l^V '

.

•

P^F.

•

tJy.l

I

Daytime phone

Brief description of tip
| 1,

i

,:::::

• Don't exactly know where Rings of
Medusa is set but their inner cities are

a bit clean and tidy, aren't they? And
just look at all the facilities they've
got: bank, temple, gems, even a bar

racks and a palace. Saturday nights
must be interesting.

Rainbird

Buy a hammer from the shop and
then sell it for 50 credits. Go up to
the till and you'll have bought the fal
cons for 50 credits - sell them for a

good profit.

Please complete this form and send it with your tip to: Gamebusters,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

j

Top-rated education
Long-lasting

TMSJBbJTCKL.

entertainment.
5 j ST FORMAT 31%

^•GDID AWARD

r\w

• STAR BUY

This Christmas, give your children the
lifetime benefit of a different kind of

computer game they'll continue to
enjoy learning from for years to come.

-SWA*•

Math Blaster Plus! combines seemingly endless teacherdesigned educational content with high quality animated
colour graphics and sound to make mastery of vital maths
skills as good fun as any grisly game.
•

Over750 maths problems for
ages 6 to 12

c±ic±3e£ic±l

i JLi_i

^ Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, fractions,
decimals and percentages
• Five activity programs including
'Blasternaut' game

^ Records children's progress

^ Certificate of Excellence print
MathBlaster

fastioo%
I r***.

iA^virt*~*w^%

outs for outstanding scores

^ Parents can add more maths
problems with easy-to-use editor
)• Hotline user support from
computer-aided learning
specialists

CREDIT CARD ORDERS BY PHONE

0626 332233
9.00-5.30 MONDAY-FRIDAY

or send letter and cheque for £29.95
payable to:
ABLAC Computec Ltd,
Department. STF
FREEP0ST, Newton Abbot, Devon
T0121BR.
Specialprice offercloses 31st January 1992.

Other early-learning titles include My Letters,
Numbers & Words; Kids Stuff; Memory
Lane; Young Math. Over 50 titles also
available for IBM PC and compatibles, Amiga
and Mac. Please ask for details.

'<*<*(«,

hSZ&n.
<"" Tee
ache

EVEN BETTER VALUE AT SPECIAL
- PRE-CHRISTMAS PRICE

E29.95
Incl. p.ftp.
(SI wersion only)

AllAC
That's Edutainment!

.

cheating

SCREENPLAY
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• The calm and sleepy village of Utopia. The peaceful peacefulness of a summer

• Oh! To be in Utopia, now that half a sports centre, a block of flats, a bit of a life

Sunday morning is broken only by the soft whirr of a laser turret rotating and the

support, several missiles, a power generator, some solar panels and a small red "i'

faraway hum of tanks being churned out by the tank yard.

are there. Sounds rather like one of the Dodecanese islands.

UTOPIA
GREMLIN

15. When sending tanks and spaceships to
attack the enemy city, remember that large

by every flux pod. Your radar should now
cover almost the entire map.
19. Learn the directions the enemy attacks

Take it all away, IVIr Gremlin...

since they severely affect the Quality of Life
rating by producing hazardous waste prod
ucts. Instead, build lots and lots of solar

1. If you only have a single disk drive,

panels. You have to build lots of flux pods

reduce the amount of disk swapping like
this. Load the Map screen from the game
disk first, then keep the Scenario disk in
the drive. This means you can access the

too, to store power during solar eclipses.
Another advantage is that when a solar

panel is destroyed by the enemy, you only

groups have a greater effect than sending
just one or two tanks at a time. Ideally,
amass tanks and ships on the edge of the
map and then send them all off together.
Another good idea is to build one or more

lose 2MW of power generation, rather than

Tank Yards near the edge of the map, so

pass.

Map screen immediately and don't have to
swap disks for a spy report. Access the
advisors using the function keys rather than
the icon - the information they give you is

50MW if your power station is hit.

that you can send the tanks immediately to
the enemy city without faffing about extri
cating them from the centre of the colony.

17. Once you have the land mine invention,
drop mines right in front of your enemy vehi

20. At the start of the game, build a hospi
tal and increase the Birth Rate to High so
that your population increases quickly. This
gives you more available colonists for con
struction and to work in industry. Once you
are happy with your population size, reduce
the Birth Rate back to Medium or else you
will be forever building new living quarters

cles as you approach.

and hydroponics centres.

18. To get an extremely large radar cover
age, construct flux pods in all directions,
building each pod about ten spaces out
from the last so that you end up with a grid
of flux pods ten

21. Use the quick way of placing markers
as described on page 20 of the manual,
because, er, it's quicker.
22. When putting money into Research
Grants, it's best to increase Military and
Civilian grants by equal amounts.
23. Regularly check your Intelligence grant
by assessing the spy report screens
every few months even if you have
received no spy reports. It's
best to keep your level
of spying to at

The Grems have come up with their very
own hints for this magnificent god-game.

the same either way.
2. Some of the information available on the

Advisor Information panels is not updated
until the beginning of a new month. Get into
the habit of looking at one-or more of the
advisors on the second of each month. The

Psychiatrist (Fl) and the Administrator (F2)
are most useful for determining your priori
ties for the next month.

3. Keep a good spread of flux pods through
out your colony so you can build freely. In

10. Build Tank Construction Yards around

the perimeter of your colony, so that tanks
are ready to engage the enemy whatever
direction they choose to attack from.
11. When the space around the Tank Yard
is full of tanks, move some of the tanks to
unprotected parts of your colony to act as
sentries. Ideally, you should have small
groups of tanks everywhere so that there is
no weak point for the enemy to use.
12. If you're short of money, build lots of
workshops and stores, and regularly sell the
Tech Goods you produce. The same can be

particular, build them around the edges of
your colony so you can expand outwards

done with chemical plants and fuel tanks.
13. Put Income Tax straight up to 20% at
the start of the game and lower it a few per

quickly.

cent at a time while you build up money.

4. Once you are at war with the enemy,

Once you are rich, remember to reduce tax
to 0% to make your people really

build one or more Command Centres. You

are severely hampered if your only Com
mand Centre is destroyed, because hardly
anything works.
5. With a high population, several hospitals

happy!

16. Maintain "roads" of at least two spaces

wide throughout your colony so that tanks
can move about without restriction.

squares apart.
Then build a
radar

from and put extra defences in those direc
tions. Where the terrain permits, seal off
"valleys" with a row of laser turrets or land
mines so that the enemy vehicles can't

least Nor

14. If you are having
trouble moving tanks

mal.

to a marker

have a greater effect upon the Quality of

because

Life rating than just one.
6. Invest in scientific research early by

an

building laboratories and recruiting scien
tists, and make sure you maintain adequate
research grants (via the Finance screen).
Obtaining inventions takes time, so don't
waste it.

7. If you have a power shortage and are
under attack, build missile launchers

.

obstacle is

instead of laser turrets, because the turrets
need a lot of power to operate.
8. Use the markers to indicate the position

obstructing
them, position another

of ore deposits on the Map screen, then you
can easily see where to build a mine back

obstruction but in another direc

in the 3D display.

send the tanks to this marker first. Then

9. If possible, avoid building power stations

send the tanks to the original marker.
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tion to which the tank is heading, and

This

"Utopia"

marker well clear of the

cake was baked

specially for us by
Mrs Cheadle-Hume. Isn't

it realistic?

WARPZONE PDL
PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE for ST/E & PC

Why pay 80p -99p for one program on one disk?
CHECK OUR PRICES AND DEALS FIRST!!

* Not less than 250-300k per SS or 500-600K per DS *
<>SS=£1.25 DS=£1.75 2xSS on one DS=£1.75<>

A smallselection from our ST/E cata/ougue, * denotes DS
MIDI-1 *

PSS Disk-700k+ of file for Yamaha PSS k'boards

MIDI-14*
MIDI-9

Name that Tune-with 101 midi tracks (any inst.)
A 32-track Sequencer + Midi Recorder & more

MIDI-10

Casio CZ & Yamaha DX Patch/Library programs

GEN-1 *
GEN-4
GEN-10*

33 assorted samples (mostly instruments)
Your 2nd ST-manual (the one Atari didn't pack)
4 songs & loads of samples for QUARTET users

GEN-12

Formfinder-a winner for all hosre-race freaks

BUS-6*
BUS-8
MXB-7
W1XB-14
STE-1 *
STE-3*

Opus-full-feature commercial quality Spreadsheet
G-Dos fonts-9/24 pin+laser for any G-dos prog
8 progs inc.:virus killer,database & copy prog
7 progs inc.:geography lesson.sounddem & game
The famous french Jungle demo + med-rez patch
Psychedelic House ILgreat stereo track + piccy

TRX-27*

Two Noise-trackers + utilities & 3 modules

TRX-1 to

26

UTIL-6
UTIL-24

14 utilities inc. ramdisk,formatters,H/D utiis etc.
14 utilities inc. diskdoubler.dual format & recover

all 1meg disks full of noisetracker modules

GRA-20
Kozmic-creates colourful psychedelic patterns
GAM-27
8 Stos games inc. Saga castle & Snake race
GAM-35
Print kids puzzlepages.C'word creator +3 games
• PD-Packs 7,full.DS disks for only £8.50 •
»Packs= 1-Music/Midi 2-Utilities 3-Business»

Ca/aogues. Paper-send SAE/Disk-50p/lntro -Disk, contains.
700k+ OfPD & Shareware plus the catalogue only £1.00

>Xmas Offer-25p off disk prices until end Dec. <
Cheques/P. O.'s to:- WARPZONE PDL
53 Ropewalk, River St., St.Judes, Bristol BS2 9EG

>><><> Telephone: 0272 553758 <XX

J_L3
©&Q©(H®£LiQa IP0D2

250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness, IVz 4PT - 0463 225736
Hundreds of titles tor the ST/STE

Including 112 Demo Compilation disks by "Ripped-Off"
|..~|.

Protect and repair your valuable software with:

Just

£8 00

The professional Virus Killer &Disassembler

£8.00

J UST

THE EXORCIST III
Features include:

* Automatically kills reset-proof viruses
" Powerful disassembler
* Reset-proof protection once installed
" On-disk documentation
" Screen flashes on "suspect" disks
" Graphic interface
v
Exclusive to Caledonia PDL Written by IKI of TSB - France
Latest Titles include
D-103: Rip Dis Demo

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
Celebrate Christmas with Caledonia

D-104: Year After Demo

Seasonal discounts on all PD Disks

D-105: Lightning Demo
AU-133:Computer Origami
DTP-17: Easy Text + Fonts support disk
ED-19: Franglais/Chemistry

( £1.50 each' )
'Applies to orders received before December 31st'91

' Offer does not include Ripped-Off disks or Licenceware

(THE FINANCIER -FINANCE MANAGER -STILL £12.50 INC P&P PLUS 40 PAGE MANUAL)
Disk catalogue with free game available now tor £1.00 or a blank disk

FOUR GREAT GAMES!!
ONE BIG VALUE PACK!!

STEPPING STONES PDL

JifSfi.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
III

M i l III

E3

For the best of all the Atari ST/E PD and Shareware software

now available, order in style with ELVOS, our new Easy-touse Library Viewing and Ordering System.
Choose from a vast range of PD titles:

Sozobon C, UEmacs, Sheet v2.0. Circuit Designer, Ani ST, Cosh
Sequencer, DDST, UMoria, Nethack, ST Writer Elite V4.2. Opus 2.2
IstWord, Vanterm 3.8. Arc6.02, Multil35, Vdos, Szadb. Build-S.
Rsctoc, ZX81 Emulator, Llamatron, Blitter user manual, STE
documentation, Intramdk, Kaosdesk, + much more!

Compile your PD disks at £2 each!
For the latest disk catalogue with ELVOS and free PD, send £1.00
cheque/PO made payable to M.A. Kelly, or a blank disk to:

AVAILABLE FOR: COMMODORE AMIGA, ATARI
ST, IBM PC &COMPATIBLES*, COMMODORE 64,
AMSTRAD CPC AND SPECTRUM.
• IBM PC VERSION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING GREAT GAMES: KICK OFF 2,
MICROPROSE SOCCER.WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER.™

,c--a Enterprises Ltd.
AllRights Reserved.
"World Championship Soccer" and
"Sega8"are trademarks of Sega
Enterprises lid., Japan.
This gamehasbeen manufactured
underlicence Irom Sega Enterprises
Ltd., japan.)

STEPPING STONES PDL, 26 SEDGEFIELD DRIVE, BEECH HILL

WIGAN, WN6 8QG. Tel: (0942) 37412 Mon - Sat, 9am - 5pm.
EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4-6 THE STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE
CENTRE, BASILDON, ESSEX SS156DJ TEL: 0268 541212 FAX: 0268 541125

CENTRAI SCOTLAND'S PREMIER P.D. LIBRARY
NEW BUDGIE PRO DISKS (£3.95)
PR023

Video Master Font Disk

U077
U080

Make Money with your Micro
Professional Astrology

PR022

Pro Bingo Caller

U081

Adv. Game Toolkit

PR021

Classroom Maths 2

U055

Address Log

Video Master (video titler
program)
COMM25 Football Genius / Super
League Soccer
COMM26 Missile Alert / Colony /
Spaced Weller / Op. Wimp.
PRO20

U029

Planetarium

Inventory Pro 2

U058

100 Bus. Letters

POV21 Snowman V2 / Sync Mini

GAMES
Kick Off 2 Team Editor
Redwar / The Mill

G048

Hero Starfighter Flight

BU86

Quatris

G049

Star Trek

Whoopsy

G050

Stumped

BU85

Ball Park

G051

Hacman

BU84

Hyleilos

G052
G043

Spectral Sorcery
Froggy Rigel

OFFICE CHOICE LICENCEWARE(£2.95)

G023

Air War

L001

G045

Llamatron

Budgie Demos
l + 2

P.O.]/. Comps
1-91
Over 1000 PD

DEMOS
D114

MUSIC
M005

Soundtracker

UTILITIES

M004

Noisetracker

U068

Quiz Construction Kit

M014

Tracker Compilation

U073

Kaos Desk

M022

Modules Disk 8

U074

Assistant Chef

U075

Form Finder

U076

Hitch-Hikers Utilities

M007
M008
M006

Samples Disk 2
Samples Disk 3
Samples Disk 1

U078

Full Screen Kit

M023

Modules Disk 9

Access

I- 15

POV27 Aliens Digi Demo 2 / TNT 2
POV14 Captain Scarlett/

Guns and Roses

D116

Sound Digi Demo

D115

Acid Burn 2/ Universal Pictures

D117

D119

Lost Boys Mega Demo
European Demo (2)
Gerbilsoft Raytrace

D057

STE Acid Mix

D061

Money for Nothing

D118

Word Square

Budgie Mags

Ghostbusters

Game / Buzz Off

L002

POV51 Fat Bottom Girls / Robocop 2 /
Mr Spoons
POV36 Phantom of the Opera / Amiga
Joke

G047

BU87

1-20

Budgie Comps

POV70 Max Headroom

NEW BUDGIE GAME DISKS (£2.95)

Snakes & Ladders / Tile

1-82

Budgie Pro

POV80 Mr Benn / ABC 1

U057

G046

Budgie Games

PERSISTENCE OF VISION (£1.50)
POV90 Kinky Boots

D006

Predator Demo

D019

Cuddly Demo

D056

Movie ST

D060

Official STE Demo

disks

I-9...£I.50
10-19...£1.25
20+.S1.00
Int. P&P

TEL: 0236
737901

This is only a small selection of the hundreds of titles available from our constantly expanding library. Free disk catalogue
sent with all orders. You can also call into our showroom and pick up your software. All of our range of software is also
available from our new computer centre "MICROCHOICE", 30 Townhead, Kirkintilloch.

Payment by AccesslVisa or make your cheques or P.O.'s payable to
Office Choicer-

E

Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ

iVe'ddke. to zirish. allow customers a

L.A.P.D

Merry Christmas anda ftiappy 5vWytar

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE

80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN
Tel: 0773 761944/605010

es« 1989 WIZARD P.D.
178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks

* PD Disks £1.00 to£1.50 *

RG3 2PZ. Tel: 0734 574685

iV FAST

SERVICE:

All

PD

orders

dispatched within 24hrs (most within

believe that in general we offer the best
value for money with prices from
50p(see catalogue for details)

4hrs).
it CUSTOMER HELPLINE: Stuck with a

it TOP QUALITY: Only the best of PD gets
into our catalogue. Out of nearly 3000
PD Disks reviewed we have only been
able to compile 900 disks and we delete
old and superceded software
•it

it FULL: All disks are well filled with up to
40 programs on a double sided disk,
unlike some PDL's one program per disk.

program? Then please ring as we
run/test all software before listing and
can help get you going.
RELIABLE: We have been trading as a
full time PD Library since May '89 and

part time before that. We are not one of
those "Pop up & disappear" libraries.

For free disk catalogue send blank + SAE OR 70p
Paper or disk catalogue free with order
PD Disks 1, 2, 3
£2.25
4+
£2.00
DADV 01 DDST, Dungeons & Dragons, role playing DART 05 Ani ST. Great animation package formerly
sold at £80.00 now PD, Van Gogh paint package with
City 3 more good adventures also on this disk.
animated sprites. 4 landscape generators including
Genasis and a CADpackage.
adventure. Paranoia, Enchanted Realm and Elbozo

ART 18 Art ST 321, file line and colourburst, 3
superb art packages.

Same dayservice, quality virus freedisks

P&P FREE on orders over £5.00. (50p otherwise)

Just some ofthe features from our service
•it PRICES: While there are exceptions we

Budgje Ljcenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95

* Commercial GamesSoftware from only £2.99

MUS 18 Noisetracker V1.5. Super music program

DUTL 23 ZX81, BBC Basic CPM emulators plus like the Amiga Soundtracker with music modules
other goodies like the ZX81 comes with 35 listings and player program. (DS Disk)

Here are just a few of the disks from our comprehensive catalogue: (£1.50 each)
P. 30

CRACKED OOH CRIKEY...: Cracked version of the Lost Boys demo. Now you can

M. 84

examine the code to see how it was done! (2 D/S disks £3.00)
ASTRO 22: An accurate astrology calculation program.

G. 48
D.287

HERO: Graphic fantasy adventure in the deepest dungeons.
HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR: The Wild Boys are back with awesome house music D/S

D.286
M. 81
M. 69
G.142
G.143
W. 11
G.140
A. 36
P. 24
M. 86
U. 35
D.271

(Not STE)
VODKA DEMO: Good multi-screen demo by Equinox. D/S
NEWSDISK: Construct your own newsletter and magazine disks.

MAT'S MOD DISK: Amazing .mod music files from Mat of the Untouchables. D/S
INFILTRATION: Explore a 3D alien craft and defeat the alien pirates.
FROG RACE: Study the form, place your bets and watch them hop!
EASY TEXT PLUS FONTS: New fonts for Epsom campat. FX and LQ printers D/S
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN: Adventure. Meet the girl of your dreams...and the rest is up to you.
KOZMIC 2: Stunning, commercial quality, psychedelic pattern creator D/S 1mb
MENU-MAKER: A French program that allows you to make your own menus with music, sprite
and scrolling message. Excellent. D/S
DEATH OF A PRESIDENT: (3 D/S disks £4.50). JFK assassination investigation.
PICTURE CONVERTERS: Convert any format to just about any other format.
GATEWAY TO HEXENLAND: Amazing mega-demo from the Avengers. D/S

D.291

LIGHTNING: very good mega-demo from the Pendragons fo France. D/S

G.131
P. 19

STAR TREK - THE GAME: A real treat! Digi-pics. digi-sound, Superb. 1 Meg
GFA EXPERT: Massive text file and help routines for GFA-Basic 3.0. D/S

P.17

68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: 10 'How to do if document files. S/S

A. 34

SPECTRUM EXTENDED DISPLAYER: Fantasy pics (mostly semi-clad females) so large you

D.272
G.115
U. 14

THINGS NOT TO DO: Humorous demo by Electronic Images. D/S
MYSTIC WELL: Excellent 'Dungeonmaster' type game from the States. S/S
HITCH-HIKERS PD UTILITY DISK: Disk of excellent utiliities by Stuart Coates. D/S

B.29

A FEW OF THE DISKS FROM OUR BUDGET COLLECTION (Only £1.00 each)
FASTCOPY PRO: The best P.D. copier
B. 30 SHERLOCK: Master detective game

have to scroll them on the screen! D/S

B.14

ROBOTZ: Classy shoot'em up

B. 19 VIDEO POKER: Casino game sim.

B.20
B.15

HACMAN: Pac Man action
ROLL'N'NUDGE: Fruit Machine

B. 27
B. 24

FROGGY: Classic arcade action.
SPACE WAR: Starategy space game.

to load and run, and more.
DAST 01 Planetarium, simply the best PD
astronomy program. Skymap, another great
astronomy program plus aSTronomer.
DARC 13 Fuzzball Tennis, Pick Pocket, Roll n
Nudge, Killer chess. A superb collection of arcade
games.

DMUS 03 The Accompanist Sequencer from H.
Cosh. Waddington, 32 Track Sequencer DLX Piano,
turn your ST into a synth. Jukebox and Pop Minis
desktop music.
DWPR 06 ST Writer V4.2 and Firstword, the 2 best

word processors for the ST(E) plus a spell checker,
DARC 10 Blaster, Astro Panic, Megaroids, Motor print spooler and a selection of ready to use letters.
Cycle and more! Another great collection of arcade
action

ODD 07 The World of Star Trek. Over 300K of text

DBRD 01 Monopoly, Lazerchess, Othello, Checkers,
Wheel of Fortune, Supersimon, Mastermind and
more. A superb collection of board games.

76

interviews and biographies from the original Star
Trek and Next Generation plus loads of pictures
from both series. A must for all Trekkies!!
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— BUDGIE UK LICENCEWARE *"

Budgie Titles (£2.95)

We have the full range available, including...
BU83
Cyberstorm
MAG12

Maggie 7 (Lost Boys)

BU79
BU82

Sharks
Crush

BU80

Travel Game

BU81

Dead or Alive...?

MAG14

DiskSpacet,

DEM3

'Oh Crikey...

BU86

Quatris

BU87
PR022

Whoopsy
Bingo Caller

Classroom Maths
PR021
Budgie Titles (£3.95):
Astrology Consultant
PR016
68000 Ref.
PR012
PR018 Funtime/ages 3-7
Also available: Commercial games at budget prices. See catalogue for details

For a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly, catalogue disk just send a blank disk and S.S.A.E. to
the address above and we'll send you one by return complete with a selection of quality PD
including super 'MATCH IT' game and FONECOST utility game. Alternately send us £1.00 and

we'll send you the same catalogue and free programs on one of our disks, (please quote STF12).
CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO
DEAL WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE.

re views

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

Public Sector
There are 205,462,594 Public Domain programs. Oh no, hang on, that's someone's telephone number. It's written
down here somewhere. Ah yes, 33. No, it must be more than that. Well, look, it's an awful lot, okay? Chris Lloyd

whimpers from underneath a pile ofcheap games, demos, utilities - and more - disks...

games
••H

OZONE
Goodmans PDL-Disk
GD 1425

A real little cracker of a game,
Ozone is 13 levels of platform puzzlery. Your charming blue blob
character bounds about collecting
icons and trying to stay out of trou
ble. There is no fixed way through
each level - you can race for the
exit or hang around figuring out
how to reach those point-earning
gems. There are various power-ups
to collect, including rocket packs,
hang-gliders and friendly rock-eat
ing monsters.
Each level has tricks up its
sleeve - switches release icons and

give access to hidden areas - all
sorts. The graphics are detailed,
colourful and horribly cute. There

• Bolo has 50 levels, all sorts
of special titles and lovely
graphics. The ones on the first
row here release these

unfriendly things that home in

on you, so make sure that you
go for them last.

•

3Q <m mm <<a«E2-i* ««e .ejc

3Q d ^IfillaRSG .6

• Happy birthday, blue blob, happy

•

birthday to you! The hidden room on
Ozone's second level is absolutely
jam-packed with gems - but you need

screen, press <Fire> and you're
zapped there without any further ado.
Typing TOE sends you to a level

to experiment with the switches if

packed with dozens of doors and

you're going to get there.

nasties. Confusing or what?

are lovely touches including tiny
orange blobs with lives all of their
own. Joystick control is accurate

year's development by Nick Harper
and was very nearly a commercial
release. Two software houses pulled
out after finding out it was written in
STOS. Nick has sensibly dumped
the interrupt driven sprites and
pasted sprites directly onto a hid

and, although the basic concept is
simple, there's bags of gameplay. It
starts off fairly easily and builds up
to a complex maze of doors and
puzzles. Ozone is the result of a

Daleks runs in medium or

high resolution and features
this spectacular exhibition of
graphics. Er, the sound's quite
interesting, too. Still, at the
end of the day, it's gameplay
that counts, isn't it?

Enter a level code on Ozone 'stifle

den screen before displaying it. The

• It all starts at a mellow pace
and seems easy - little blocks

float down the screen and you
fit them together. A few min
utes later, Stetris has you

jumping around shouting, "I
didn't want it to go there!"

• Boiiiiing! Our hero leaps for those
icons. Watch out for dark grey blocks
- they crumble away after you walk
over them. But there's a lever which

replaces this set. The books give infor
mation, like all-important level codes.

result is smooth, flicker-free sprites
and scrolling that zips along at
about 15 frames a second. After the

companies bottled out, Nick
released it as Shareware, so send
this man some dosh after a few

games, 'cos it's a corker.
STF Rating -93%

• You need careful joystick
control to get very far with
Fuzzball - it's easy to go suici
dally leaping off the edge. If
you're lucky enough to land on
one of the little discs, you're
transported back to the top.

• I dunno, out for a quiet ride
in me rocket-ship when along
comes this gang of eyes and
hassles me for fuel. Onyx has
some big, colourful sprites as
well as smooth scrolling. Pity
the gameplay isn't up to much.
ONYX
Budgie Disk 39

BOLO

DALEKS

STETRIS

FUZZBALL

Softville PD - Disk MEG20

Softville PD - Disk GAME6

South West Software Library- Disk

The South West Software Library -

60/0 is a beautifully presented ver

It's been around for ages and has
crude uninspiring graphics,
but

sion of Breakout - the bat and ball

game from the mists of time. Your

Daleks

mouse moves this little bat while a

deserve-to-die-gimme-just-one-more-go
effect. You guide a tiny sprite around
the screen. Every time you move, all
the little daleks move one step

ball bounces round the screen, the

object being to bounce it against
these little tile things until there are
none left. Bang goes three hours!

Addictive gear, this ball bouncing.
Unlike most versions, you can

has

that

dammit-l-didn't-

closer. If two collide with each other,
they're both zapped and leave behind

move your bat anywhere on the
screen. Bolo works in high and
medium resolution and you need
1MByte of memory.

a little pile of junk that zaps any dalek
colliding with it. You can teleport at
any time, but it's risky if there are too
many tin-can monsters about. It's all
horribly simple and addictive.

STF Rating -86%

STF Rating - 80%

837

Disk 1182

A blatant rip-off of the commercial
game, Stetris is all about tessella
tion. Little shaped blocks fall down
the screen which you can move and
rotate. The idea is to build up solid

This orange blob of an art critic is so
incensed that he's taken to jumping
all over cubist art, changing its

lines at the bottom of the screen -

once a line is complete, it disap
pears. You can set the size of the
playing area, the speed the blocks
start falling and the types of shapes.

It's reminiscent of some intelligence
test on spatial ability. Infuriation can
set in as one misplaced block screws
up everything and you frantically try
and fill in the awkward spaces.

Simple concept but jolly engrossing.
STF Rating -77%

colour.

Fuzzball is a Q-Bertclone - your
task is to land on every cube chang
ing its colour, avoiding the balls that

fall from the top and the deadly pur
ple springy snake-thing. It's a pretty
straightforward arcade-type bouncearound. One to keep the children
quiet with.

STF Rating - 68%

Makes a change, doesn't it? Your
lone spaceship pitted against waves
of

alien

cannon

fodder.

The

last

meanie of each wave drops a canister
of fuel, which you're desperately
short of. The games end when you're
out of fuel or have taken too many
head-on impacts.

The horizontal scrolling is very
smooth, with a nice parallax effect on
the planet surface. It all gets repeti
tive very quickly. Die and it's back to
the beginning to fight your way
through the same waves of aliens
again. Not bad for a quick blast,
though,

STF Rating -66%
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Prophesy $B

GOODMANS
PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE SERVICE
Incorporating The Official STOS Shareware Service

New AutumnAVinter

Guide Available Now

Public Domain & Shareware Guide

QUALITY ST/STE PD AT £1.25 PER DISK

OUR EXTENSIVE COLLECITON OF PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE INCLUDES:
PROGRAMMING

DEMOS

PRO 01 3 Full screen Construction Kit

DEM 100
DEM 107

PRO 025 System 2 Operating System
PRO 027 Unix Windows

STE DEMOS

STE 01 8 Slaytanic CultAftermath
STE 020 WinterinJuly

100's of Disks
1000's of Titles

STE 023

Confusion Demo

DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM

112
113
116
11 8

DEM 119

ADVENTURES

Lightning Demo

ADV001 Elven Crystals I
ADV 002 Elven Crystals II
KLF SampleDemo ADV003 Eaglestar

State of the Art

Kinky Boots

LeJoy Matin
Vodka Demos

ADV 011 Don't Bank On It
ADV 012 Nethack

Stupendous Demo

We also have thecomplete source collection, loadsa Clip Art, Soundtracker
files, POU disks, and Midi software

300 Screenshots

For a disk based catalogue send disk +SAE or 50p to:

600 Title Index

Prophesy PD, 390 Coulsdon Road,
Old Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 1EF

And Introducing the
new MicroMagic

range of Budget
Software.

The ST Club
2 Broadway - Nottingham - NG1 IPS - (0602) 410241
ST Applications
Over two years ago New Computer Express described our newsletter: "To call it a newsletter

Why don't you discover why we were voted ST Shareware
service of the year by the readers of a leading ST maga
zine. Send £1.95 today for the AutumnAVinter edition of
the Goodmans International Shareware Guide to:

Goodman Enterprises (DEPT STF)
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW.
^^
TEL: 0782 335650

OF THE
PD CONFEDERATION

FAX: 0782 316132 visa

shows a terrific amount of modesty on their part...It really is packed with information, with
more concentration on the serious side of the ST." ST Applications is a complete re-design of
The ST Club Newsletter that has grown to 3,500 subscribers since we started it four years
ago. Each monthly issue runs to at least 60 A-4 pages. If you would like to subscribe or
receive an evaluation copy please complete the form below.

Fontkit Plus 3.
The essential font utility for the ST. Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts
and downloadable printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block
manipulation tools, and it will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. Price £19.95

UIS III
Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III incorporates a
host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename files and folders, create
folders, find files, set file paths etc. "You'll wonder how you ever lived without it", ST
Format, December 1990. Price £19.95.

The Catalogue
Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we guarantee same
day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages A4) details these disks and all of
our products and services: Books, Budgie disks and laser printing. We also publish:

GOODMANS

Astronomy Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95), and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these are in our current

catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE SERVICE

NEW

NEW

NEW

Ozone

The START
Disk

Magic Darts

Possibly the best
Shareware game so

far published.

Collection
The famous Antic

operates in all

Publishing cover
disks, including a
range of exclusive
titles from top

resolutions, import

programmers.

Fastbase
New database,

graphics, relational
reports etc.

CAD3D VI

Play 501 with this
joytstick controlled
darts game.
Isle Of Glass
1 Meg required to
play this fantastic
new joystick
controlled graphic

From:

I Please send me:
i

|( ) 12issues of ST Applications (£15)
• ( ) Sample copy of ST Applications (£2)
• ( ) A free copy of the ST Club catalogue

| Cheque/PO made payable to the ST
| Club for £
enclosed

IYour guarantee: If at any time you want to
Icancel your subscription you may do so
| simply by writing to us. The balanceof your
| subscription will be refunded in full.

adventure.

SEURAT

FOR ALL YOUR SOFTWARE NEEDS

GFA VECTOR

EasyTest Plus
Software power
without the price.

£19.95

Each disk

Imprint

provided with a

The alternative

printed instruction
sheet, to get you

colour screen dumper

started.

£15.95

Information on all the above, including the new START

In the Public Domain Sector.

ONLY 99p PER DISK
With first order, special initial offer of a
2-disk pack crammed full of games
and demos for 99p extra

supplement, the Zenobi Adventure range, and Shoestring
educational software, can be found in our new

Autumn/Winter catalogue. Available for only £1.95 inclusive.
Goodrr tan Enterprises (DEPT STF)
16 Conrad ("lose, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
''mm,
Stc)ke-on-Trent. ST3 If>W.
.W
TEL: 0782 335650 FAX: 07 82 316132
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

11, Grange Close, Minchinhampton,
MMM

J£££*

Stroud, Glos GL3 9DF
Tel/Fax: 0453 882793

re views

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

•» EDUCATION
A

ROMAN

MYSTERY

Desk

Goodman PDL - Disks GD 1334,1335 and

Sgsten

Data

Card
CHAPEL

1336

A collection of programs written by a
teacher and designed to be used as
source material for a project on Roman
Britain. The first disk is a collection of

graphics for DTP. The second contains
a magazine program with lots of back
ground information and two 3D Con
struction Kit programs that enable you
to walk through a section of Hadrian's
Wall and a Roman fort. The last disk is

a large mystery game written using the
TCOS card-based database. The object
is to explore a Roman fort, talking to
locals and solving a murder, which actu
ally took place in the 4th Century. A lot
of work has gone into preparing this
and it shows. The background informa

m\

tion is excellent and it can be used as a

basis for a large project or just a quick
peek at life in Roman Britain. Highly
recommended.

• A Roman Mystery is a three disk set of source material on Roman Britain, including background information and a murder
investigation, presented using a simple card database with plenty of scanned images. Anyone know the Latin for butler?

STF Rating -79%

READING

AND

ALPHABET

COUNTING
Floppyshop ST - Disk EDU 43C

MIX

Caledonia PDL-DiskSES5

A sort of jigsaw puzzle game based on
the alphabet. There are 26 pictures rep
resenting the letters of the alphabet.
You get a look at the complete picture,
which is then jumbled up and has to be
pieced together again.
It's all mouse-driven and easy to
use. You can select how many bits the
screen is broken into. Have fun and pick

Four simple educational games for the
four to seven age group, each with
basic graphical reading and counting

tests. Read is a multiple choice reading
test where you match a picture with a
word. Counting has you, er, counting -

as does Trains. They're quite well pre
sented, although they do have a limited
life. Once you've led the child through
each one a couple of times, that's it.
Still, it's pretty good value if you need
basic teaching programs.

up the alphabet at the same time. You

never know, it might keep the kids con
• Don't tell me, hang on a minute, er,

tented for a while, too.

who can't count? Editorial staff not

• A is for banana! Er, grape? No?
Pomegranate? Well, look it's some sort
of fruit, isn't it? Alphabet Mix com
bines a simple jigsaw game with a bit

included.

of the three Rs.

STF Rating -63%

seven - no, six! Trains is a simple

STF Rating -67%

counting game. Do you know someone

ART AND MUSIC
BUTTERFLY

JET

ARTIST

PAINT

JennixPD-Disk 254

Floppyshop ST

Don't know quite where the "jet" bit

- Disk ART 63M

comes in. Jet Paint is an easy-to-use
paint program. All the usual functions
are contained on a strip of icons, along
with a zoom window, in the bottom half
of the screen. The top half shows half
of your picture screen, which can be
scrolled up and down. Click the right
hand button and you're shown the full

Originally German, But
terfly Artist is a fully fea
tured
high
resolution
drawing program. It's now pretty much
fully translated, only some of the menu
options are still in German. The pro
gram has a comprehensive range of
features - it can load and save in all

screen effect. It has the look and feel of
Atari's Neochrome. Unlike Neochrome it

sorts of formats including Degas, IMG,
STAD and Doodle. Low or medium reso

works in all resolutions and you can get
at the GEM menu bar, so you can run
Desk Accessories such as snapshot

lution Degas and Neochrome pictures
are converted into shaded monochrome

screens. The program supports GEM

fonts and has a comprehensive range
of block functions. You need to spend a
while digesting the manual on the disk
to get the most from it. To get much
better than this means spending a lot of
squids on a flash commercial package.

• Butterfly Artist's main screen. The
user interface is intuitive and well-pre
sented. The box at the bottom right is
your total drawing area but the only
limit on picture size is your machine's
memory, making this one of the few art
programs that can edit really big bit
mapped IMG files.

programs.

STF Rating -70%

• Uncomplicated and straightforward,
Jet Paint is an approachable painless
introduction to art packages.

Excellent value.

STF Rating - 90%

• This strip of icons enables you to cut and paste, make boxes and much more.

ST FORMAT JANUARY
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

reviews

• UTILITIES
SMALL

RU FUS

VIEW

Floppyshop ST - Disk COM29

Riverdene - Disk UTL 945

Terminal emulation. No, that's not lying
down and being very still, it's some sort
of technical stuff to do with the RS232

This little number comes in handy if you
have loads of disks full of pictures and
can't remember exactly what they all

port. Rufus is a comprehensive comms
program with VT52, VT100 and ANSI

each picture and displays them as a

emulation. It can handle X-, Y-, and Zmodem and ASCII as well as its own

Stream protocol for direct ST to ST

look like. It creates small versions of

graphical database. You can scroll
through your collection looking for that
elusive picture you know you've got

The FORMAT

PD directory
9 Where to go for Public Domain software -

D W Stables, Unit1, Johnson's Shopping Centre,
29-31 Bond Street, Blackpool FY4 1BQ

communication. You can run it as a

somewhere.

demos, games and utilities for around£3 a
disk (or even less)! If you write to any of

Desk Accessory for background data

these PD libraries for a catalogue, remember
to enclose an SAE. • Budgie games are avail

and is fully configurable. If you're up in

Clicking on each of the little pictures
brings up its palette and clicking on
View displays it in its full glory. It can

able from all PD libraries indicated by a (B).

Longton, Stokeon Trent,StaffsST3 1SW.

the late hours wibbling on about hand
shakes, parity and stop bits, check this

handle both Neochrome and Degas Elite
Pll formats. Amnesiac artists queue

Simply mention the disk number (above the
review) when you order the disk.

a 0782 335650 (B)

one out.

here.

transfer. It has a nice GEM interface

STF Rating -71%

STF Rating -78%

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
Arrow PD, 6 KentsOrchard,Perry Street, South
chard, Somerset TA20 2QB
Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road,Cheltenham

sorts of protocols and other techie

collection of pictures. You can add a

bits.

short text description along with each.
TRANSLATOR

There's a lot ofsexy looking German software in the Public Domain, but it's usually
accompanied by a hefty German text file. Text Translator does a fairly crude word
for word translation for you. The program doesn't take any account of grammar or
context and gives all the meanings for each word, so the results take a little figur

20 South Lane, Shelf, Halifax, W.Yorks. HX37PN
a 0274 606205

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys.
DE7 7HN a 0773 761944 (B)
Metropolis PO, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PR1 0LUa 0772 748422

Nightshift PD, 8 Bertelin Road,Beaconside,

East Sussex BN25 3EE

Page 6 Publishing, P0 Box 54, Stafford

B-Sort 2 OliverDrive,Calcot, Reading, Berks.

ST161DR a 0785 213928(B)

RG3 5XN. = 0734 419981

PD.ST, 95 Elton Road, Sandbach, Cheshire CW119NF

C. Hacks PDL, 19 LatimerDrive, Laindon, Essex

ST Adventurers PD Library, 32 Merrivale Road,

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington, Cheltenham,
Glos. GL52 4EW

Freaks PDL, 29 LeapValley Crescent, Downend,
Bristol BS166TQ a 0272 570122 (B)
Berks. SL2 1DX a 0753 28183

ST Club - Disk EDU 34

High Tec Sequencing Services PDL,

Stafford ST16 3JJ a 0785 49332

Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick Avenue, Slough,

TEXT

NG15 7LE. a 0602 630071

Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, MeirHayEstate,

Awesomedemos, 3 Mason Road. Seaford,

Elmsoft, P0 Box17, Loughton, Essex IG10 2EE
•Small View creates a graphical
database of tiny versions of your prize

EM PDL, 54 Watnall Road, Hucknall, Nottingham

GL53 7HJ a 0242 224340

SS15 4RDa 0268 416888

• Ooer, it's technical. Rufus is a com
prehensive comms package with all

a 0253 404550

Rising Brook, Stafford, Staffs.ST17!
ST Club, 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney St, Nottingham
NG1 1LX. a 0602 410241 (B)

TRuST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax,
HX3 9QYa 0422 341606(B)

SCOTLAND

Jennix PD, 66 Abbey Road, Strood, Rochester,
Kent ME2 3QB a 0634 723659

Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton,
Inverness,IV2 4PT a 0463 225736 (I

HT Software, Greensward House. The Broadway,

The Circular PD Library, 14 Morrison Drive,
Lennoxtown, GlasgowG65 7BA

Totland, Isleof Wight P039 0BX a 0983 756056 (B)
Paradise Computers. 9 Westfield Crescent,
Brighton BN1 8JB(B)

Floppyshop ST, 45 ProvostGraham Avenue,
Hazelhead, AberdeenAB1 8HBa 0224 312756 (B)

word instruction file for a drawing program through it and it managed to translate

PD Essentials, 22 FernAvenue, Mitcham,
Surrey CR41LS

Office Choice, Suite 14, Avon House,
Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ(B)

1,300 words. Atypical result is: "any/some function the across/by penetration the
keyboard open/become/grow." Ithink it's trying to tell us there are keyboard short
cuts available. Could possibly come in handy, especially if you update the dictionary

PDQ, POBox 38. Eastleigh, HantsS05 5WR
Prophecy PD, 390 Coulsdon Road, Old Coulsdon,
Surrey CR5 1EF a 0737 554536

whenever it misses a word.

Public Dominator PD Atari, P0 Box801,

WALES

Bishops Stortford. Herts. CM23 3T2. a 0279 757692

Ian Blair Enterprises, 78 CarmarthenRoad,

ing out. It has a 12,000 word dictionary, which can be expanded. We ran a 1,700

STF Rating -66%

SMELLY SOCKETS
In issue 27 we ran a little word search competition. We were inundated with 50 correct

answers. The first outofthe bag was Thomas BowesofFoston, North Humberside and
a copy of Thunderhawk will be winging its way to him very soon.

Dunblane, Perthshire,ScotlandFK150BA

(B)

Swansea SA1 1HS a 0792 649060

Public Sector PDL,50 Ripon Road, Stevenage,

Star PD, 1 Solva Road, Clase, Swansea SA6 7NX

Herts. SGI 4NAa 0438 364722 / 361324
Riverdene PDL. 30a School Road, Tilehurst,

Reading, Berks RG3 5AN a 0734 452416 (B)

OVERSEAS

St John's School Library PDL,

Algemene ComputerClub Nederland (ACN),
Postbus5011, 2000 CA Haarlem a Holland 023

54 Beaconsfield Road,Sittingbourne, Kent

Senlac, 14 Oaklea Close,Old RoarRoad,
St LeonardsOn Sea, E.Sussex TN377HB
a 0424 753070

Seven Disk, Digswell Water Lodge, Oigswell Lane,

TOP TEN SELLERS

WoolleySoft, Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramolye,

Welwyn Garden City, Herts AL7 1SN a 0438840456
Softville PD, Unit5, StratfieldPark, ElettraAvenue,
Waterloo*, HantsP07 7XN. a 0705 266509 (B)

326858

Atari ST User Group Norway, c/o SAJensen, N3630 Rodenberg,Norway

Public Domain Corporation, 4320 - 196th SW,
SuiteB-140, Lynnwood, WA 98036*721, USA
a 0101 206 745 5980 (catalogue£1)
st-plug, 1670 HeronRoad, Box22026, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K1V 0C2 a BBS 0101 613 731

What's In, what's out, what's gone out and
come back In again and what would have
come In If anyone had asked. Jennix PDhave
sent us their top ten best-selling Public
Domain programs.) Andthe winner Is...

5. ROBOTZ - JPD 361 Lovely shoot-themand-run-away-qulckly style arcade game.
6. COLOURSPACE - JPD 210 - Original and
fascinating light synthesizer, man.
7. OPUS SPREADSHEET - JPD 197 - Oh my

1. LLAMATRON -JPD 239 - Fast, furious and

gosh! A deadly serious productivity program,
packed with features for doing serious pro

wacky. It's the best PD game ever written,

ductivity-type things with numbers.

4 Cardigan Close, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3 7EJ

BUYERBEWARE:Inclusion in this directory

maybe. Well, It sells a lot anyway.
2. 1ST WORD -JPD 042 - Easy to use GEM
based word processor. If you only need to

8. NOISETRACKER - JPD 161 - The most

West London PD,8 Berkeley Road, Hillingdon,

does not implythat ST FORMATendorses
or recommends any individual PD Library

knock out the occasional document, this

four voice digital music and drive the neigh

might be all you ever need.

bours crazy.
9. DISK COPIER COLLECTION - JPD 240 -

3. POV COMPACT DISKS - Loads of demos

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Tower Top PDL,TheCoragenCorporation,

Mdx. UBI0 9DU. a 0895 53521

Wizard PD, 178 Waverley Road, Reading,
Berks, RG3 2PZ. a 0734 574685 (B)

in any way.

NORTH OF ENGLAND

to be included, or it you are already listed and
want to amend any details, send full details and a

Loads of disk copying proggles, Including
that old favourite FC0PY3.
10. TRACKER MODULES - Stacks of these

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

Surrey PD Club, 25 Windmill Way. Reigate, Surrey

2779.(B)

Wacko Software, Willem Pijperstraat63, 1077XL

popular of the many tracker music programs

Into the funny wlbbly world of demos.

longer PD, this could become the most popu
lar art program. Updated to vl.5.

South West Software Library, P0 Box562,
Wimborne,Dorset BH212YD(B)

available. Enables you to compose your own

compacted together - trlff value if you're
4. EZ-ART - JPD 156 - Now Neochrome Is no

Solent Software, 53 RufusGardens. Totton,
Hants. S04 3TA a 0703 868882

disks about, crammed with music for the var
ious tracker players.

• If you run a PD library not listedhere and wish
AlphaComputing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,
W Yorks HX3 5JZ

Akore Shareware, 7 FishergatePoint,Lower
Parliament Street, Nottingham NG1 1GD
a 0800 252221

copy of your latest catalogue to: PD Directory,
ST FORMAT. 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW

PBBMg

Any single program on a disk for £1
Customised disks with up to 10 programs for £2.50

Same day service, all disks guaranteed virus and error free
Full range of Budgie Games and utilities
Ribbons re-inked for a pound

Any of these disks may be purchased for just £1 each
A450 FLICKER

Animation program better than

G557 CHUNKS

A120 PALART
A 65 PUBPAINT

Add chrome effects to your
pictures
512 colour art package
Full GEM drawing uses GEM

G 36 CRIBBAGE
G373 GAMMON
G885 HAUNTED

Sharpen up your game
Backgammon against the ST

G839 LOTTERY

An adult adventure set in red

G217 TENNIS

light San Francisco
Really nice graphics in this

fonts Mono

A 30 VIEWER
C135 HAGTERM

Slideshow of Disney favourites
Comprehensive
communications program

E140 BODYSHOP

Teaches children the human

E 80 CHEMIST
E200 FRANGLAIS

body
GCSE chemistry tutor
Teachss French by mixing it
with English

E

5 KIDPUB21

Kidpublisher V2.1 Desktop
publisher for kids

E120 SHIPWRECK Rescue someone from a

shipwreck by simple maths.
Touch typing tutor
E 336 BATTLESHIP Play battleships against the

E 29 TYPIST

7 BINGO

G142 BRICK
G 58 CHESS

Prints the cards, calls
numbers, check cards

Escape from a brickworks by
jumping on spiders
Plays a good game, many

All action Arcade Adventure

tennis sim

G162 WDEXTRACT Extracts all the words

and other inexpensive (not cheap)
software for your ST.

If you've seen our previous cats then you'll want this one.
If you haven't, then perhaps it's time
to find out what your ST's been missing.

contained within a word

M 65

ALCHEMY

Superb shareware sequencer
from France

P 52

GENEALOG Trace your family, 2000
relatives, 19 generations
Lots of ways to make money
P1B0 MONEY
from your ST
Design electronic circuits for
U320 CIRCUITS
use with GCSE/A Ivl

U

sided disks into double

Plots graphs, pie charts, bar
charts. View or print.
Lotus like spreadsheet
U410 OPUS 2.2
U850 SAGROTAN Incredibly versatile virus killer

W

We cover the range from Accessories to 'Zines.
Dedicated to helping you work faster and better,
enjoy life more, and probe the envelope of ST computing,
with a minimum investment.

6 EXPANDER Just upgraded? Turns single

U950

computer

G

TrV7

freeware, shareware, licenceware,

chocware, adware, colaware, postcardware

come from all directions

AN 1ST

A560 KOSMIC

Like Tetris but the blocks

Catalogue 7.0 - the bigger, better
catalogue of public domain software,

GRAPHS

60 CALAMANL

W 13 NEWWORD

A manual for Calamus

Word processor accessory,
includes alarm clock.

features, mouse driven

Thinking of starting your own PD Library?

The catalogue costs £1.00 (inc p&p and VAT)
and we'll refund that from your first order.
Cheque, PO, stamps or coin, please. Sorry, no credit cards
If you ordered from us in October or November,
then you will receive the catalogue free
Outside Europe, please send £2.50 (including air mail)

Then why not order our LIBRARY STARTER PACK. 100 miscellaneous programs for
£29.95. That's less than 30p per program.
For full details of our disks and services send two stamps to:

The South West Software Library

FREAKS PDL, DEPT 1,

PO Box 562

29 LEAP VALLEY CRES

Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2YD

DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ.

DVENTUROUS - INNOVATIVE - UNIQUE - EXCITIN
Not words you would usually associate with a PD service.
At least, that is, until NOW!

B-SOFT

For now there is ProBUS to add a new dimension to the
world of Public Domain.

SOFTWARE FOR
ALL MODELS OF ATARI ST
H01

ST WRITER ELITE. The fastest competent

P.D. word processor for the ST, with full
documentation. D/S

H02

35,000 WORD SPELL CHECKER, Word

H03

counter, virus killer, and other programs to
aid word processing. D/S
DBASE 1, Fully gemmed database with
report generator and in-built calculator on
reports. Full documentation. D/S

H06

SHEET V2. The best of all PD

PD/SHAREWARE SOFTWARE
ANI-ST, previously sold as Aegis Animator
for £80.00. An art animating package. Now
£2.00 only. S/S
AT6 ART-ST. possibly the most comprehensive
art package I have seen on the ST. Accepts
Degas S Neochrome files. Works in all

spreadsheet with fullgraphs ability. This
version has been especially adjusted for
B-SOFT to work on 520's. D/S

H08

1ST WORD WORD PROCESSOR. Fully

gemmed, very capable. Includes tutorial
and printed help sheet. D/S
H010 GRAPHS. Two programs on disk to generate
bar, pie, line and dot graphs of up to 32
numerical inputs. Includes other utilities to
aid insertion in DTP, print etc.
UT36 DISPLAYER. The incredible text handler/

displayer. Use mouse to scroll through text.

resolutions.

SM3
GG6

programmable calculator and much more.
S/S

AC3

FOUR DISK COPIERS, Inc F COPY 3, ace
and prg versions, Also virus killer,speech
synthesizer and others. S/S
AC14 CHAMELEON. This ama2ing program will
load any desktop accessory from within any
gem program, without having to power

AD2

down. S/S
COLOSSAL CAVE. The text advenutre

everyone must have. This is massive, a
classic of its kind. S/S

AD7

NETHACK. The classic Dungeons and Dragons
style adventure/roleplayinggame. Get itl

*

with each disk ordered a

high quality typeset copy of
the README.DOC file from

FLOYD THE DROID, great arcade action
in this shoot-em-sideways classic. Also
BLASTER, arcade classic. S/S

AR6

clone. Simultaneous one or two player action.
LLAMATRON. Latest title from Jeff (Yak)

BG1

CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,

each program, AT NO
EXTRA COST

Minter. All action arcade classic.

*

additional Manual Binders

when your existing one is

LASERCHESS.

BG2

CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, YAHTZEE, WHEEL

too full

OF FORTUNE.

KI16

DOOGIE HOWSER STYLE DIARY. Day by

day diary with security access code and in
built Yellow Pages style telephone directory.
Also ACC a PRG spell checker.
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
AT P.D. PRICES.
Allat £2.80 per disk. These are not PD, these are
full commercial games at silly prices.
•ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

FOOTBALL MANAGE R
LAS VEGAS
KART G.P.
SECONDS OUT
WAR ZONE
FIRE BLASTER
HOT SHOT
P&P included

the Manual Binder complete
with A-Z index cards

README.DOC

GG17 TETRICOL. By far and away the best Tetris

index sections, print blocks, on-line help.
Automatically adjusts text from any res. to
any res. D/S
DESKPACK, all in one accessory that
includes diary, telephone book,

ACCOMPANIST, the latest available PD
version of this very capable midi sequencer.

*

S/S

backwards and forwards. Mark blocks,

AC1

The Library Service gives you

AT4

spreadsheets, fullmanual on disk. D/S
H023 GEM-CALC. Excellent Fully gemmed

Now YOU, the serious ST user, have access to the very
remarkable README.DOC Library Service.

Public Domain & Shareware

*

DocumenCation Library
J^-i- CjJEt US

a guarantee of further
developments to the service,
of particular concern to
programmers

Annual Subscription: £12.00

£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80

each, to all purchasers, whether they are members or not.

£2.80

sencl A5 SAE to:

All software goes out on quality branded disks @ £2.80
For full details, catalogue and sample README.DOC,

ALL PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS E2.00 INC P&P. S/S & D/S.

Europe add £1.50 P&P, outside Europe, £5.00. Send payment to:
B-SOFT, 2 OLIVER DRIVE, CALCOT,
READING, BERKS RG3 5XN

TEL: (0734) 419981 CREDITCARD HOTLINE + ENQUIRIES

=
3

SAE FOR FULL DETAILS

SAME DAY DESPATCH GUARANTEED

f"

Li

(DeptSTFOII

Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington, Hampshire S041 6BJ
Tel: (0590) 683390
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992
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JRING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, TELESALES LINES WILL BE OPEN 9AM - 7PM • MONDAY-FRIDAY

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
LOWEST EVER PRICE !

£52.99
including VAT & delivery

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY
AND VAT® 17.5%

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL

Express Courier Delivery:
(UK Mainland only) £6.50 Extra

PLUG-IN PSU

• Very quiet

Here Today ~ Here to Stay
Evesham Micros First. First for choice, prices and service.
Established for over eight years, with a strong financial
status and secure future. Our Computerised Telesales
Order Processing investment means fast, efficient
service. Well appointed Retail Showrooms with large

product range on display. Our huge Customer database,
high percentage of repeat custom and personal referrals
underlines our popularity. REMEMBER - when you need
us, we will still be here. Our extensive expansion program
means we could eventually be there as well...

• Slimline design

Beware ol other makes ol

^^(|

drive that take their power
Irom the joystick port I

• Cooling Vents

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST

• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism
•

Also available:
5.25" External Drive
40/80 Track Switchable

On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity

Only £99.00 inc. VAT & delivery

• Long reach connection cable

hqw m

omm
ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

Call us now on

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR MOST

0386 765500

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS

Lines open Mon-Sot, 9am - 5.30pm
DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER,

520STE 1Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
E 30.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)
£ 80.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS) ...£ 160.00

SALES LINES OPEN UNTIL7.00PM,
MONDAY TO FRIDAY.

£2

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit. requires soldenng
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

C 49.00
C 79.00

Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

Send Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details to:

£ 149.00

520STFM 1Mb Internal Dnve upgrade kit. with full fitting
instructions. Requires very slight case modification

£ 49,95

Evesham Micros Ltd.

Unit 9, St Richards Road
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ
ACCESS/VISA

&

Cards Welcome

%

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome
Same day despatch whenever possible

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £ 6.50 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building
Society cheques or Bank Drafts.

Allour Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most
items and also supply from a far wider product range
than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any
of our showrooms and discuss your requirements

with a member of our highly trained staff.
:

Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply!

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer Our price include

2 versions allow upgrade t6 1Mb, or 2/2.5Mb • Compact design
• Quick installation procedure • Simple, fast and effective

return postage and covers any fautt occurring in normal use including drive
problems We reserve the nght lo refuse any machine that we consider to
have been damaged other than in normal use eg substandard repair work
lightning and physical damage - these are quoted for separately
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR
E 65.00
If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1
Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00

RAM upgrade path • Designed to fit almostany 520 or 1040ST

Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how
Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

/

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

With our compact plug-in RAM

s

512K VERSION:

ONLY

UPGRADES 520 STs TO

£49.95

1MB RAM

LYNX Portable Games Console

Only £99.99
Paperboy

ONLY

2MB VERSION :

& 'CALIFORNIA GAMES'
nrds ..

RoadbLasters

UPGRADES 52071040 STs
T0 2/2.5MBRAM

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY

Rygai War no

£99.00

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham

..£21 95
...£21.95

Chips CI
Shanghai

. £21 95

Rampage

,..£21 95

Gauntlet '

. £21 95
. £21 95

Chequeie
Basketball

.£2195

A.P.B
3.99

£21.95 BlaeLighi. '.'.
£21 95

Baseball .

£24.95

Turbo Sub .

£24 95
£25.99

PaclanQ.. .
Ha-d

£25.99

Biocko

£25 99

Soccei

. £25 99
C25 99
£21 95
£2599
£25 99
£25 99
.£25 99
..£25.99
..£25 99

Lynx Pouch

T

Lynx Kit Case

£ 14.99

9.99

Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

[•

•S 0386 765180
fax : 0386 765354

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30
*

.

.-

'
.

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
•S 0223 323898
fax : 0223 322883

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

Open Mon-Fri,9.30-6.00 and Sot, 9.30-5.30
Corporoie Soles Dep! • IBM Authorised dealer
PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF
ADDRESS OF OUR BIRMINGHAM
SHOWROOM FROM 4th NOVEMBER

251-255 Moseley Road, Highgate
Birmingham B12 0EA

GIVE YOUR ST THE BENEFITS OF
SIMMS RAM EXPANSION WITH
OUR SIMPLE-FITTING UPGRAEHL

fv? Fits Atari STF, STFM and

S021 446 5050

MEGA series computers

fax; 021 446 5010

y> Uses SIMMS RAM Modules

Upgrade unitwith board unpopulated

for Effortless Upgradeability
rv? Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!

Upgrade unit with512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520to a totalof 1Mb RAM £ 74.95

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00-5.30 • Easy Parking ,

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

•O- 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3
Monday to Friday, 10.30am - 4.00pm

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS
All details correct at time of press

All goods subject to availability
Please note: Prices that include On-Site Maintenance

(On-Site Warranty) are UK Mainland Only.

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily with our fully
compatible RAM upgrade board. Designed for pre-STE machines,
the unit accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM
fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge needed! Available
with or without RAM modules. Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 /
2.5Mb

and

4Mb,

as

and

when

necessary.

Straightforward

installation - full, step-by-step comprehensive instructions provided.

£ 44.95

Upgrade unit with 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.. £119.95

Upgrade unitwith4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb £199.95
N.B.Due lo the large variance in design of Ihe Atari ST. there is a small
minority of boards in existence whichmay requirea littlesoldering.

URING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, TELESALES LINES WILL BE OPEN 9AM - 7PM • MONDAY-FRIDAY

DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, TELESALES LINES WILL 0£ UPtN VAM - /HM 9
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NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi

ST FORMAT GOLD AWARDS 1990

HANDY SCANNER

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2 to 1 Majority Winner

QUALITY
SCANNING •
AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

KICK 0FF\ FREE!
with

GAZZA •"

Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete
package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

• 'ASTERIX'
• 'LEONARDO'

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.

ONLY £119.99

including VAT
and Delivery

EB3ZB/

ALL OUR ST prices include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain
software including paint program, two word processors, games,
graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

520 STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK

•

-NineLives'9 'Neochrome'• 'FirST BASIC* Atari ST Tour'

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £170.00 !

PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

'Sim City' • 'Escape from Planet of Robot Monsters' • 'Final Fight

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

• TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK .... .

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI ST

Specially featured package representing top value, including the
Atari STE which features 1Mb Dnve, 512K RAM, full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including:

TRUEMOUSE

+ 'THE BALL GAME'
• 'TREASURE T*AP'
• 'SKIDOO'

At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner produces truly

superb quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning
width, featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of
100, 200, 300 ar-1 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL
scanning and editing software which features the special Real-Time
scanning display, and allows scanning in either line art or in up to 16
halftones. Provides powerful editing features including image crop, rotate,
flip and invert as well as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG. TIFF or DEGAS file
formats, giving excellent compatibility with all major Desktop Publishing and
Paint packages, eg Fleet St. Publisher. Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up.

With EVERY ST Pack

• 'GAZZA 2'
• TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90
• SUBBUTEO'

1040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
Special pack features five categories of extra software, including
'Read & Learn' word recognition & sentence construction •
Quizzes. Spelling & Primary Maths • GCSE Maths. French &
Geography revision • Wordprocessor. Database & Spreadsheet
(RRP over £100)0 Hyper Paint. Music Maker and FirST BASIC

smoothest, most responsive and

accurate replacement mouse you can

£299.99

buy for the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a higher resolution
of 300d.pl. Amazing new low price!

inc.VAT & delivery

£329.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

pOOQ QQ £419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£369.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

inc.VAT & delivery

£439.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

£499.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

P1 fi QQ SAT,SFACT,0N
GUARANTEED
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

E 29.00

HARD DISKS FOR ST's

TRACKBALL
Excellent new high performance trackball directly
compatible lo any Amiga or Atan ST Operates
from the mouse or joystick port Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you
probably won't want to use a mouse again
after using this Trackball ! Total onehanded control. Top quality construction
and oplo-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every lime No
driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

7Y-FI
•" ' • •

amplified stereo
speakers

REALISE THE FULL
SOUND POTENTIAL OF
YOUR ATARI STE WITH
THIS PAIR OF FULL
RANGE SPEAKERS I

NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

Disk offers all these features at such a low price!

^

•,V Autobooting and Fully Autoparking Hard Disk
& Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

-V
s>
-V
\>

Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included
High quality compact grey metal casing
Extremely easy installation procedure

^

^fe>.
'56"
%.

tow«
40MB VERSION £299
PRICES!

ST SOFTWARE
First Word Plus

C57 95

Write On

E 49 95

Data Mar-aye' ^-ytessiona1

drivers in each unit, and incorporates a built-in

amplifier with adjustable volume

Speaker sizes 248 x 93 x 125mm

Our units incorporate new technology, high capacity

100MB VERSION £449

Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction lo the
full with this great new twin speaker system'
Features reflex ported design with 3 separate

control. Runs from PSU (supplied)
or Irom batteries (not included).

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY

ONLY £39.95

C 29 95

Cyber Pa:r!2 0 . ..

C 37 50

Cyber S-jfJ>0(CAD 2 0)
Degas Elite

C 37 50
£22 50

Deluxe Pain*

£ dd 95

D'gita Horr-e Accents 2

£ dg 95

Personal Finance Manager Pro
Timewo-xsDTPVe'Sion2

£ 28.95

.

£129 00

Replay &

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
WfthIts dedicated monitor Input,this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium
resolution colour monitor wfth the convenience of

remote control Teletext TV- at an excellent low price !
Features dark glass screen for Improved contrast,
plus full range 3-way speaker sound output.

£ 63 95

GFA BASIC 3 6..

...

GFA BASIC Compile-

£37 95

£ 22 50

HiSort Dpvmc2 23

£44.95

Lattice C 5 C6 02
Power eASIC

£ 115 00
£29 95

Atari Fas'com 2

E 37 00

Alan Archrve

SPECIAL
OFFER !!!
We are offering a complete

Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete

DDIMTCDC

rKIINIEKS

All STAR Printers include 12 months On-Site Maintenance

with graphics import facilities

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts. 180 '45cps

E 209.00

Available with any
hardware purchase

Star LC 24-10 24-Pin. 4 fonts. 18Q/60cps
Star LC 24-200 24-Pin. 5 fonts 200/67cps

£209.00
C 229.00

Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version ol above

C 289.00

Automatic Sheet Feeder lor above printers (pis slate model)
NEW! Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 60 col. power printer
Panasonic KXP1124i Fast 24-pin with many features
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 Good quality 300dpi Inkjet sr nter

£ 64.95
t 369.00
£ 279.00
E 359.99

Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet 300dpi. firstclass quality - exceptional value
Olivetti JP-350 Inkjet Fast 300dpi with superior features lo Deskjet

E 249,99
E 349.99

over £75.00.

'FIRST WORD
PLUS' &
'TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

NEODESK3

E 22 50

SPECIAL!! STAR FR PROFESSIONAL SERIES

£29,95

PROFESSIONAL SERIES 9-PINs WITH COLOUR

Simply the best replacement desktop t

UPGRADE EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER !! |

file management environment tor ST's
£24.95
-

PROFESSIONAL 24-PIN COLOUR

£ 13.95
_

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. £ 239.00
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

VIDI-ST with VIDI-ChromeVideoDigitiserPackage, great value

£ 129.95

VIDf-Chrome colour separation VIDI accessory for B&Wcamera users

£ 99.95
£ 16.95

V1DI-RGB automatic colour separator VIDI add-on lor colour input

E 64.95

PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator whichfits neatly inside the ST. Please
Stateeither STFMor STEversionwhen ordering

AT-Speed /STE as above, Atari STE Compatible version

E 269.00

Supercharger External V30 CPU-based multi-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAM& MS-DOS 4. Plugs into DMAport. STE compatible

£289.00

Joystick / Mouse Ports Accessibility Adapter for STF/STFM/STE

£

Dust Covers -available 'or any ST

£4.95

availableforany MEGA

Ip

4.95

£9.95

Upgrade J 300 cps oulpul in draft. 76 cps ir

NLOmode (16 NLQfonts'!) DFull controlfrom I

ront panel U31kbuffer 3 Advanced Paper Parking I

PRINTER -ATA BUDGET PRICE!

1] Highly versatile letter quality printer

* I)200cps drafl, 66cps LQ (5letter quality fonts)
_) Fullcontrol from front panel JGraphics res.360
/
x 180dpi JFarallel S Serial Interlaces. Tractor 8
Single Sheet Feed "J 2 Year Manufacturers Warranty

ONLY £269.00 inc.VAT, delivery &cable

STAR FR-10 (80 column) ONLY £199.99
STAR FR-15 (132 column) ONLY £249.99
Prices include VAT, Delivery, cable & 1 year on-site warranty

NEW! STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer
NEW SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10,
WITH MANY FEATURES AND A

E 99.95

AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PC emulator (16MHz80286) with DR-DOS 5.0 and
Tiaths co-processor socket. SuDporlsVGA'EGA(withSM124)and EMS ... E 229.95

U Versatile and rugged -D High Performing

ProfessionalSeries 9-Pin Printers withColour |

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR

Monitor Switch Box - switch between colour / mono

monitors without the need for unplugging. Great value!

delivery and cable

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER ! I

E 22 00

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

NeoCL!

£269.00 delivery
lncludin9VAT
& cable

Prices include VAT, I

Olivetti DM124C COLOUR
PROFESSIONAL 24-PIN COLOUR PRINTER WITH
FULL 12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY COVER !

J 200 cps in draft. 50 cps in LQrrrcde J 7 Colouroulpul: Graphcs res. 360 x 180dpi J
Huge40kbutter J Traclol8 SingleSheet Feed J12 MONTHS ON-SrTE WARRANTY

ONLY £269.00 inc.VAT, delivery &cable

FASTER PRINT SPEED
Providing superiative paper handing, four excellent
NLO lonts and a new super-last pnnt speed ol IBOcps
n draft and 44 cps in NLO. me LC20 appropnalely

supercedes the phenomenally successful LC101
INCLUDES CABLE 4 1 YR. ON-SITE WARRANTY

ONLY £139.99

J

DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, TELESALES LINES WILL BE OPEN 9AM - 7PM • MONDAY-FRID

MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

MT SOFTWARE

^0983
- 756056
9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24hr)

Greensward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W
P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE
ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

r<HEGEEE33>
IG228 Temon

G227 Battlescape
G226 Haris Went Skiing
G225 Centaurian
G220 Puzzle Generator

G217 Mutant Wipeout

| G216 Colourspace (SH)
"' t5 Drop It On 'em
IG2-14 Rescue
3213 Mystics
I-G212 Number Guesser

1G2-11 Pool, Roulette, Craps

| G209 Bellum, Bubbles Magee,
Blockade, Boggier

IG207 Zog

ADVENTURES
G106
G158

G1S9

G201 Pop Music Challenge
G200 Hunt the Wumpus
G198 Boing
G196 Uamatron
G195 Corewars

G151 Daniels Dungeon
G153 Froggy
G191 Droid
G192 Wizard
G193 Caverns of Nerak

|G194 Haunted Monastery
4-7 Jitterbug
lG-146 Bonk the Gonk

High Level Gorilla
Quest For The Holy Grail
G166 Dragon Slayer
016/ Son Of Stagefright
G169
G170
G171
G173
G1/4
G17S

G176
G177
G1/9
G180
G197
G208
G096
G084

G055

G.123 Tracker
G122 Overlander
G121 Chance

G120 Escape From Ra
G118 Mutant

G117 Key to Atlantis
G136 Grand Prix
G127 Battle Command
G126 Wheel of Fortune

G125 Hedgehog
G124 The Name Game
G119 Chess

G110 Company
G109 Fruit Machine (not STE)
G104 Bermuda Race 2

Zoo Maker

Shipwreck
Colouring Book

CESEESCT

G131 Bounce, Pacman, Reversi
Arkanoid

I G113 Napoleon

^ EDUCATION PACK 2
•

G076 Shanghai
G067 Pentimo

| G064 El Bozo City, Sherlock,

V

10 DISKS ONLY £19.99
NOW STE COMPATIBLE •
A bumper education pack that
includes G9, G16, G22, G23,

G41,G36,G94,G98

J

Squixx, Happy 4

| G063 Around the World in 80
days
29. Space Invaders, Chess,
Arkanoid

I G021 Puzzle, Pacman
IG014 Andvril, Runners Revenge

" EDUCATION PACK3 N
9 DISKS ONLY £9.99

7 great games for 3-7 year olds Gone Fishing, Play Time, Sum
Spinner, Kid Grid, Find the Picture,

V Find the Word, What's Missing. J

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE
A complete assembly languase programming environment
for the beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK!

(over 400 pages)

only £19.99

The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many assembly
language examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of
assembler is assumed, all examples in the book are held on disk and
can be assembled using the supplied text editor and assembler. The
disk also contains a complete resource construction kit for producing
ilog boxes, drop down menus, etc. Learn to program like the
professionals. Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN
kMENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more.

GFA Basic Programs

P38

GFA Basic Tutorial

P37
P36

XLisp
Toy Prolog

P34

STOS Tutorial

P31

Small Talk

P29
P27

Fast Basic Programs
Modulo 2 (2 disks)

P26

Pascal Programs

P23

C Tutorial

P22
PI 7

STOS STE Upgrade
C Programs

P14

GEM Information

ST Basic
Forth

RING FOR DETAILS

FOOTBALL
GAMES
GENEALOGY
MUSIC + MIDI
OPERATING SYSTEMS
PICTURE DISKS
PROGRAMMING
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SPREADSHEETS
SATELITES
TYPING TUTORS
WORD PROCESSORS

"C PROGRAMMERS PACrf\
>

A fully featured desktop publishing
package that produces stunning
results on 9 pin, 24 pin and
laser printers.
ONLY £19.99

v

ACCOUNTS
ART + GRAPHICS
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
BUDGIE UK
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS
CHEMISTRY
CLIP ART
COOKERY
DATABASES
DEMONSTRATION DISKS
DESK ACCESSORIES
DATA PROTECTION
DISK + VIRUS UTILITIES
EDUCATION
ELECTRONICS
FILM INFORMATION

Pascal Information

P25

P07

6 DISKS ONLY £16.99

Complete package for anybody
learning C. Comprises Sozobon C
(fully configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you are

Vjollowing the series in ST Format^/

J

MUSIC + MIDI
M07

Accompany ST

M30
M42
M29

Noisetracker ST
Kawai K1 Editor
Kawai K1 Librarian

U079 Colour Emulator - run

M53

TBS Tracker (DS)

colour programs on a

M52

M51
M48

Midi Music Maker
yamahaDX/TX Voices
Make Music

M39

yamaha 4 op Editor

Mono Emulator - run

mono emulator

ART + GRAPHICS

5 DISKS ONLY £10.99
Lots of educational programs for
the younger STer. Includes,
Kidpotato, KidsABC,Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring
Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman

P39

P11

colour TV/monitor

EDUCATION PACK 1

Hitchhikers Guide to Bios
Gemdos Users Guide

How to Make Money With

mono programs on a

Mix 'n Match

Database Programmer

P43
P40

U111

Noah

Franglais 2, World at Risk
Dot 2 Dot, Kidcolour,
Kidshape

P49

Filofact

U019

hundreds of disks...

STOS Speak Text

U090

Your Micro

The Search

G044 Flight Simulator
G103 Top of the Pops

Double Sentry Accounts

r~ EASY TEXT PLUS

GCSE Maths

G098
C 094

lGT-16 Chunnel- French Tutor

Word Count
Home Accounts

U070 Address Book

Franglais 3, Solar System,
Geography 2
Learn to Read, Learn to Count,
Trains, Flashcards
Franglais 1

G133

|-G0t9 ST Vegas

IG130 Naval, Columbus,

Operation Blue Sunrise
The Mystic Well
Dudley Dilemma
Elven Crystals

G134

JG049 Tennis

Spell Check, Mailmerge,

Typing Tutor
U040 Inventory Pro

The Body Shop, Perfect Match
Solar System Geography
Geography Tutor

Bumper Jack

STOS Soundtracker
MODPAS Pascal

ST Writer Elite

U041

G137
U13b

| G102 STumped

P47
P48

TCOS Graphical Database

Easter Egg Hunt

EDUCATION

G139
G138

STOS Prosrams (DS)
STOS Shoot-em-up Builder Kit
(DS)

Ghost Town
A Fable

Under Berkwood

G204
G142

P45
P46

(DS)

Elfs Adventure
Star Portal
Pork

Hero
Wizards Tower

G222
G157
CS199

Card ST - Database
UG Data - Database

C Information

U110 Gemcalc - Spreadsheet
U042 Opus 2000 - Spreadsheet
U030 ST Sheet
U078 Sheet V2

G037

G^a

TADS

P51

P53

cnEszasmj
Our catalogue details

P52

U017
U034

Squynchia

Turbo Assembler

DB Master - Database

WP02

Fast Lane

Gem Classes

P54

Data Handler - Database

WP10 First Word

Crusade Adventure
Adventures of Alice
Paranoia

P55

U012

House Of the O's

G038

Cfi24

1 st Base - Database

U013

U036
U039
U072
WP01

G16b

("GT43 Glob

1G-T41 Boxing Champ

Pyramid of Muna
Battle of Philips Against The

G160 Underground Adventure
til 64! Tamoret
G164 Sir Ramie Hobbs and the

G179

G202 Zedonoid

U009

Forces of Creation

G168

iJiHHiTOii::*

BUSINESS

Don't Bank On it

M38

Roland Juno Editor

M34

Quartet Samples

M33
M31

The Midi Guide

and much, much more
ORDER YOUR
FREE COPY
NOW

BUDGIE UK

A64
A63
A62

KDoodler
Colourburst II
KDraw (mono)

A57

Alt Help Disk

A58

Fractal Chaos (DS)

A59

Mandelbrot Adventure

A61
A44
A43

Electric Image (not STE)
Sprite Studio + Sprite ST
Low Cost Cad (DS)(SH)

A42
A41
A34
A24

Neochrome V2
IMG Utilities
Animate
Ani-ST

A22

Eplan (mono)

A20
A36

Fractal Zoom
Picture Converters

A19
A18
A12
A09
A08
A05

Easy Text Plus Demo
Printmaster Library
Pearle 3D Raytracing
Vangoch, Studio 2
Degas Extras
Graphic Artist

We have many disks of Clip Art for use
with all DTPpackages.

A01
Pal lette Master
WP15 LC10 Font Generator

Ideal for ALL DTPpackages.
• Animals • Office • Sport • Flags
• Maps • Fonts • Food • Christmas
. • Trademarks • and lots, lots morey

Calamus, Pagestream + Signum
fonts also available.

MT SOFTWARE

Quartet Music

M28
M24

Quartet Samples
Sampling

M23
M22

Stacatto
Piano

M21

Music Writer (Mono)

M17
M13
M10
M09
M08

Roland D50 Librarian and DX
Patches
yamaha P55 Editor
FB01 Voice Ed
TX812 Voice Ed
MT32 Voice Ed

M03

Casio C2101 Progs

CLIP ART

^

CLIP ARTPACK

>

What s new from Budgie?
B82
Dead or Alive
B81
Travel Game
B80
Dennis & Denise
Clunk
B78
B77
Clacker
Shark
B76
B75
Dizzy Lizzy 2
Firegame
B/4
B/3
Seventh Heaven
B72
Avina Blue
Dark Wars
B71
B70
Pacman
B69
Douglas Rockmoor

(1/2Meg)

B68
B67

B65
Space Wei ler
See our catalogue for the

entire range

^•MTS SPECIAL • "\
25 Disks + 100 Cap box

6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of Clip Art

ST/STE Dust Cover
Deluxe Mouse Mat

+ 1 disk full of format converters.

.. .
+ 100
disks
on* disks
Cipb€ll

to total. World add 25% to total.

Immediate despatch by
1st class post. Mail order only

£4.99
£3.99

ONLY £24

Coloured Disk

Labels

Codes - DS= Double Sided,
1Meg -1 Meg memory required
Mono - High Resolution
Not STE- Not STECompatible
Overseas - Europe add 10%

£18.99

BLANK DISKS & ACCESSORIES

Prices - £3 each + 1 free
with every 3
SH = Shareware

Blackstar Mountains
Paco and the Tunnels of
Doom

10 Disks ...£4.99.—£11.99
25 Disks ..£11.99

£18.99

50 Disks .£22.99

£29.99

100 Disks .£42.99

£42.99

St/STE Dust cover

£4.99

Mouse Mat

£3.99

50 labels ....£1.50
100 labels ....£2.50
1000 labels ..£13.50

Tractor Fed Labels
100 labels ....£3.00
200 labels. ...£5.00
1000 labels..£17.00

OUR FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY, MANY MORE

84
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MUSIC

interview

i On pack a lot into their music files. To
explore the file included on the Cover Disk, you can
load up Cubase, start with an empty screen and
"brush" on the bass drum to the Key Edit screen.

• To reproduce what's in the Cover Disk file, you
could now add the rimshot on the off-beat. Keeping
the lengths of the notes as short as possible helps
you to prevent "note-stealing."

• Next comes the closed high hat with a triplet feel.

Typical dance stuff, this. Hands On play everything in
by keyboard, but you don't have to if you have a •
good editing screen on your sequencer.

Music on hand
It's a bit like the great British breakfast - love it or
hate it, you can't ignore it. Yes, MIDI is rapidly
becoming part and parcel of everyday life. Once
you have bought your ST, music is only a MIDI
keyboard and a sound module away, thanks to
the MIDI sockets on the left hand side of your ST.
But what if you know nothing about music? How
do you get the chance to play back your favourite
songs from your ST? Well, there are several compa
nies who can provide you with those songs on disk in
a format which you can load into your sequencer.
Hands On MIDI Software is one such company.
THE

PAST

Hands On was set up by Dave Clackett some three

years ago after a very musical career. "I joined the
Royal Marine band at 15 playing flute and tenor sax
and, two and a half years later, went to the band at
the Royal Naval College in Dartmouth. I followed that
with the Royal Yacht band at Portsmouth and then

played on the QE2 and did the usual gigs and tours."
During those years as a professional musician,
Dave taught himself how to notate music to the point
where he joined a company called London Orchestra
tions, who used to score the individual parts for the
current hits and sell them to bands for use at con

certs. You need an exceptional ear to do this, and,
three years later, this talent led Dave to consider
doing the same kind of thing on his own, but onto

disk via a sequencer instead of on paper. "There are
a lot of bands who don't read music," he says. "So I
wanted to come up with something they could use."

In 1987, Dave met with Paul Young, a classically
trained musician who had spent several years work-

If you have no musical knowledge and can't playan instrument but want to
play your favourite songs from your ST, Dave Clackett and Hands On have

the answer to your dreams: pre-recorded MIDI files. Vic Lennard reports -

and the Cover Disk has a full song file you can try on your MIDI equipment
ing in the bands at Butlin's holiday camp. "Dave said
to me 'I'm getting into computer music, come
over and see what it can do.' I did, and
he sold it to me, hook, line and
sinker." After borrowing some
money to buy his ST, Paul
joined with Dave, and
Hands On was really
off the ground. Now
Paul is Dave's right

Madonna's "Vogue." All programmed on Steinberg's
Pro-24? Dave comments, "Yes. Five years ago,
Pro-24 was the standard and we learned
it so well that we could even re-write

the manual now. Even though
Cubase is better, Pro-24
does what we want it to do
and

it would take too

long to learn another
package. The MIDI File
aspect is a bit primi

hand man and an

indispensable part
of the operation.

tive, so we load the

After Hands
On had carried
out a fair amount

Cubase and save it

Pro-24

out as a MIDI File

One of the prob
lems with writing
/IIDI sequences for

into the market,
packages
started
to appear in 1989

• After playing with
the Royal Marine band

via the ST running
Steinberg Pro-24 se

/

quencer and Roland's Dsound

module.

into

from there."

of research work

110

song

r/

"The

and then scoring music for
musicians who can't read

music, Dave Clackett founded

biggest market by far was for

Hands On MIDI Software.

ST users and Pro-24 was then the

most popular sequencer. We could then gen

are usually in the wrong place - the notes intended

After providing songs for Roland's Desktop Music
System (see "Hands On Roland" on page 89), Hands
On have slowly branched out to other hardware

for bass and snare drums could end up with the

sequencers such as the Roland "MC" series and the

sequencers don't enable you to accurately describe
the sound that should be used. Hands On get around
this by including a substantial listing of the sounds,
including accurate, graphic descriptions and the bars
where each instrument plays, the drum notes, the
lyrics and any necessary additional information.
Highly impressive, and absolutely necessary when
you consider that many pro artists use Hands On

Alesis Data Disk. The latest sound module to be
added is Roland's new Sound Canvas.
THE

• This is the entire song shown on the Cubase
Arrangement screen. The drum track we've been

working with is the one that is highlighted.

different sound modules is that the drum notes

erate MIDI Files for C-Lab's Creator and others."

PRESENT

Hands On's current library exceeds 250 titles, includ
ing songs as varied as "Jingle Bells" and the recent
chart hit "I'm Too Sexy," from Hoist's "Jupiter" to

sounds of cowbells and glass bottles! Also, the eight
characters

allowed

for

track

names

on

most
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MUSIC

interview

of dance rhythms, here are
the handclaps... Hands On ensure that these come
out sounding like handclaps by including on disk all

the information for your particular sound module.

•

Next comes the tambourine. Hands On themselves

use a meticulous process much like this to build up
their files, using Steinberg's Pro-24 sequencer - and
this attention to detail means perfect results.

•

The final element is the cabasa.

complete rhythm section, which you can hear from
the excellent Hands On demo song on the Cover
Disk. All you need is a MIDI instrument to play it on!

MIDI Pan: A MIDI command which enables you to
affect the position of any given instrument in the
stereo picture.
MIDI Volume: A MIDI command which enables you to
affect the volume of the sound being played.
Multi-timbral: A synth which can play many indepen
dent sounds at the same time. So the same sound

module could be playing drums, bass, piano and so on.
Note-stealing: Once the polyphony of your instrument
is exceeded, playing more notes makes some of the
existing ones disappear.
Polyphony: The total number of notes that your synth
can possibly play at one time. Roland's new Sound
Canvas has a polyphony of 24 notes; others can even
go up to 30 notes.
Quantising: Moving notes to where you intended to
play them. Causes a "tightening up" of the music.

sequences for their work. However, the library is con
structed so that there are excellent choices for every
one, amateur and pro alike.
How do Hands On put a song together? First,

about a day is spent scoring each of the individual

parts of the song, including the individual drum and
percussion instruments. Then, all the parts are

played from keyboard and recorded to sequencer in
patterns. The drums and percussion are played in
and recorded onto individual tracks - Dave usually
allocates 11 tracks for the drums and percussion and then mixed down onto two tracks. That's the joy

of MIDI - you can mix tracks together without losing

any information, the total opposite to "bouncing"
tracks on a tape recorder. Bass comes next, along
with any necessary pitchbend, and is followed by the
main chord part, which is often an electric piano,

• The Hands On crew, left to right: Dave Clackett (Managing Director), Janice Welstead (Administrative
Director), Paul Young (Technical Director) and Mike Johns (Programming Consultant).

organ or synth pad. Any unnecessary notes are
removed - that is, notes which are already being
played by the bass. "You don't use a six note chord;
the bass takes care of one note so you don't have to
worry about that, and then you decide what are the
three most important notes for that chord," remarks

Hands On's library includes 250
titles from "Jingle Bells" to Hoist,
Madonna and "I'm too sexy"

Dave. Next comes the string and brass lines, with the
vocal lead line being recorded last of all. If needed,
the backing vocal lines are also recorded.
Do Dave and Paul use expensive equipment? No
way! Dave plays everything in from an old Yamaha
DX7 while Paul uses the small Roland PC200 plastic

keyboard which goes with the Roland Desktop Music
System. With the CM-64 and Sound Canvas, Hands
On probably use less equipment than you.

There are two types of Hands On sequences GIG sequences are chart songs written to run with
the Roland CM32L or MT-32 sound modules, while
the Masterclass classical works are set up for the

TEN TIPS ON PRODUCING YOUR OWN SEQUENCES
0

Always paycareful attention to the polyphony of your

9

For ease of use, dedicate one track of your

0

Program echo into your sequences. Duplicate an

sound module. If you can set reserves for the various
voices, do so. There's nothing worse than an important
instrument like the bass cutting out. Hands On reserve

sequencer for patch changes and another for doing fadeouts via MIDI Volume if possible. These can then be
edited more easily rather than having to search for the

instrument on another track, reduce the MIDI Volume,
delay it and use MIDI Pan. Very accurate echoes and a

one note for the bass and three notes for the main chord

data on all tracks.

highly tasty result without an echo unit!

instruments.

©

There is little point having a synth sound playing a

© Preset MIDI Volume and Pan at the start of each
sequencer track.

© Make the length of a percussion note as short as
possible - either "durate" the notes to the shortest possi
ble value or manually set the Note Off as close as possi
ble to the Note On. This helps the polyphony.

five note chord when the bass is playing one of the notes
and maybe another synth is also doubling up. The maxi
mum number of notes you should need for a synth chord
is three, no matter what the chord.

to be recorded each time. Save them as an individual pat
tern or part, load them when you need them and paste
them into the right place.

©

©

©

After quantising an instrument, back off the end of

the note by a small amount. This creates a space for
pitchbend to reset itself and for a patch change to be
sent if needed.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1 992

Make sure you delete any double notes, especially

when playing a fast high hat rhythm from a keyboard.
Doubles cause a lot of problems with MIDI Files and
again affect the polyphony.

©

Snippets such as pitchbend or modulation don't need

It's always a problem dealing with time signature

changes. Instead of using a 24 bar, use a 44 bar at dou
ble the tempo. Similarly, for a 34 bar, use a 44 bar at 1.5
times the tempo.

POWER COMPUTING
POWERCLOCK

&• ^ *
4

O

i^

Make use of your cart ridge port with the PowerComputing Battery backed
clock! This compact cartridge contains a full calendar and clock which
ensures that your files are always dated correctly. Software utilities are
included to set the time in yourcomputer, and examples are given ofhow
to access the clock from your own programs. A thru' port is available so
you can plug in your existing cart ridges.
Available with or without cartridge thru'port
Plugs neatly into the cartridge port

Power Clock without thru' port
Power Clock with thru'port

£1495
£19 95

r>W^***-v2T?

£19-95
with thru' port

OPTICAL EXTERNAL
A

D E

BY

ULTIMATE CARTRIDGE

IB

The Ultimate Cartridge will break in
any Atari ST program. Whether you're
programmer, hacker, games player,
just curious about your Atari ST, Tl
Ultimate Cartridge gives you the pow
thatyou need.

•

Break into any program •

Ree

• External cased model with fan and PSU for all Atari models

memory • Search memory • Pri
memory • Disassemble • Disassemb
to disk • Edit memory • Search ft
graphics • Search for sprites • Ed
screen configurations • Set up colot
palettes • Alter plane configurations
Load and save screen displays • Ru
external TOS programs • Load TO
programs < Load &save graphic screer
• Low level disk editor® Disk analyser
Examine formats • Format analyser
File editor • Directory editor • Formatti

• Average seek rate 60ms (Fasterthan many hard disks)

infinite lives •

o Break & restart function • Search ft
Look for music •

Pic

music • Load & save music • Search ft

• Up to 1-5MB/s Data transfer rate

soundtracker music • Search for soun

• Fully rewriteable (Atleast 1,000,000 Erase/Writeoperations in any portion of the

samples • Many more features
Updates available with new software.

data area)

The cartridgethe ST has been waiting foi

128MB Optical Hard Drive (External cased)
128MB3V2" Optical Media Cartridge

£1199
£36 each

£25

Power Computing Ltd Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN. Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234
All prices include VAT, delivery andaresubject tochange. Specifications aresubject tochange without notice. Next daydelivery C4-50 (U.K. mainland only). Dealer enquiries welcome.

THE PERFECT COMPANION TO ANY SAMPLER:

THE SOURCE ED
FOR DANCE PRODUCERS

THE SAMPLE-CD

ARTISTS DJ'S //e,

i^uiiS

/

7 SHEARWATER LANE, NORTON,
STOCKTON-ON-TEES,

REMIXERS

CLEVELAND. TS20 1SH.

Dedicated To ST/STE Demos & Compacted
PD. Probably the worlds only ED
Compaction Specialists.
CpMPAOT DISC

_d for Fast -Sampling * 99 Trd'clcV * Detailed Indexes

Sounds Level-

TS 41 - The Walker Demos 1 and 2. (meg)

TS 54 - Llamatron,

Humanoid Mix Demo, Mad Max Muzak Player..... TS 69 - Digital Injustice
Demo, Screens from Gateway to Hexenland Demo

•m

'f $

^Techno Pioneer

tratton

:rihvthm Kiio! A/K/A J

ill (Virgin)

+ Over 90 different SOURCE' menus. Plus all of the latest Demos!

All

Disks only £1.50 each. Send 50p for a catalogue.

-PART OF THE PD CONFEDERATIONE > > > >
Biting synth, dub and
n including: * Classic
bass drums ::; Techno and

,,1 Drop-ins * Sci-fi FX /
::: Ethnic flutes and other

t\ speech * Ori
*'Spaccy ami amW

o / orchestral / horn / guitar

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to allour customers
"Unreservedly excellent... an unbelievably valuable addition to your sample

library... the definitn^|ljlice-sample CD" -MUSIC TECHNOLOGY. AUG 91

"An exceptional and extremely useful product... an invaluable tool for the

professional sound technician" - DJ MAGAZINE. JULY 91. "Stratum knows his
business... if the quality of Datafile One's sounds is anything to go by Volume 2

.Repairs from £23.00 inclusive.

rFree registered carrier pickup and return despatch
for ultimate peace of mind, anywhere in the UK!
. Free diagnostic inspection.

rAH repairs carried out are covered by free 90 day
warranty.

& 3 should be unmissable" - INTERNATIONAL MUSICIAN. AUG 91

>Fast efficient service, average turnaround 24 hours!

And now just released, an even deadlier selection...

> > > > DATAFILE TWO> > > >
* Over 100 Breakbeats * Another arsenal of over 150 soulful Vocal hooks & ad-

'Experienced, qualified engineers.

Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 inclusive.
UNBELIEVABLE CHRISTMAS UPGRADE PRICES
520STFM/STF to 1MB....£29.25

libs/FX * Kraftwerk-style electro percussion * 40 killer basses incl. an essential
selection from Roland Juno 106 and SH 101 synths * Guitar FX + guitar rhythm

520/1040STFM/STF to 2.5MB....£97.00
520/1040/STFM/STF to 4MB....£167.00

breaks * Tons more Sci-fi/TechnoFX/robots * Roland RS & Alesis HR16B drum

kits * Complete human beatbox * Stabs * Ambient FX includes whalesongs/hirds
+ film atmospherics * Industrial percussion/FX * Italo-house piano* Automotive

520STE to 1MB....£29.99

520/1040/STE to 2MB....£79.99
520/1040STE to 4MB....£159,99

FX / horn blasts * Drop-ins * One-offs

"The vocals & FX are even more powerful... I saved plenty of my best stuff for
Two and Three..." - Man Machine

CALL FOR
BEST PRICES

ON

Coming soon... The final chapter...

>>>>DATAFILE THREE>>>>
*More sounds to

blow the b***s off a Rhino at

100 paces-

All Existing Customers Will Be Sent Info/Order - Form Ahead Of Release)
! ZERO—G: The result of years of sample collecting and creation for
house/rap/sciul production, never before have so many jealously-guarded sounds

520/1040/
MEGA STE/
FLOPPY/HARD
DRIVES AND

MUCH MUCH
MORE.

ACSA

A

ELECTRONICS

V
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street,
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE.

Telephone: 091-455 4300

been made available on disc. At £49.95 inclusive, each ZERO-G CD

retails at only around four times the price of a CD Album, while you could spin
forty times that amounton breakbeat and soundFX Albums (And K
to get 1000 samples as effective.

ram

If you're in to house/rap or related styles, vou knon how important good samples

J

can be. Owning these CD's will make a big difference to your creative output -

QUICK EASY & SIMPLE H

| To: Time And Spate, P.O.Box 306, Be
ERO-

%
S

(International orders:Add £5.00 for expressair-mail/handling.)

Number:
Name (Capitals): Intials:

/

¥9

mode payable lo "TIME AND SPACE" or:

MASTERCARD

/

YOU
CHOOSE
YOUR PRIZE

%.
49.95 each inclusive
49.95 each inclusive

ERO-

VISA

w\\\*

. £ n

%

O

COMPUTERS

Coll: 0442 870681 for Visa/Mastercard orders, or post or fax details:

Pleasedebil my ACCESS

^
' O.

ask anyone who's used them, or read the reviews.

'enclose ci cheque/postal order lo the value of £

saixrcixn

/

Expiry Date:

Surname:

A

/_

__

postcode

El

\

i

2

\8

A.%

RING NOW!
S3JMVD

0898 313 477

Idress (Capitols):

70681 or Fax To: (0442) 877266

I

CALLS COST 36p (cr) 48p per mill all other times

/v
m

interview

•A

Roland CM-64. Of course, with the careful listing of
information that Hands On provide, you can easily
configure a song to the multi-timbral sound unit of
your choice.
THE

software which simply plays back MIDI Files by using
the ST numeric keypad and Spacebar to choose the

number of the song on disk and play, pause and
stop. You don't need a screen! However, to provide a
simple "traffic-light" system to show you the current

FUTURE

Through their work with MIDI sequences, Hands On
have become aware of a gap in the market for an STbased MIDI-File player. But can't you simply use a
sequencer? Yes, but then you need the monitor, and

Hear a sequence and you may
be amazed that everything is
coming from one small synth

what Hands On have in mind doesn't need one. Mike

Johns, another of the Hands On team, has designed
situation, Mike is also designing a piece of hardware
which plugs into the 13-pin ST monitor port. The soft
ware will also be able to load the next song while still
playing back the current one, so giving a live musi

HANDS ON
ROLAND
In late 1989, Hands On approached Roland and showed
them what they were doing with the D-110. Roland

were then promoting their Desktop Music System,
which consisted principally of a small keyboard and a

cian the rapid access he needs. The MIDI Music
Show in April 1992 is intended to be the launch date
of On Stage, and the RRP should be less than £100.
Be certain that you read about it in ST FORMAT first!

couple of sound modules, the CM-32L and CM-32P. To

There is also the idea of having On Stage using a
monitor screen on which you have the lyrics for a

go with this system, Roland had a music sequencer

song appearing - a kind of ST Karaoke!

program called Tentrax written for them and needed

some music data disks to supplement this. So, Hands
On put together ten disks with six songs each, which
became the Tentrax Music Library. These Included TV
and film themes, various chart hits, as well as big band
and Jazz. These were then released by Roland in
December 1990.

There is a further connection between Hands On
and Roland. Paul has written the demos which are

being used around the shops to demonstrate Roland's
MIDI File player, the Sound Brush, with their Sound
Canvas sound module.

HOW

GOOD

ARE

THE

SEQUENCES?

Listening to one of Hands On's creations is quite an
experience. Accurate to the original? Definitely. Lively
to listen to? Certainly. In fact, Dave and the gang
have put together a song just for ST FORMAT read
ers and it's in MIDI File format on this issue's Cover

Disk! Called "Hands Off," it starts with a one bar
patch change setup and high hat count in, followed

by eight bar patterns for verse, chorus, verse, cho
rus, solo, verse, chorus and double outro. Six per

soccer glory
Soccer Glory gives you the choice of
being Player Manager or Club Manager
only. Whatever your choice this exciting

and realistic game will require skill, good
judgement and luck.

We have researched teams, players and
soccer tactics to add realism and the

pressures on a current 1st Division
Manager. Success will be hard to achieve

MUSIC

cussion instruments, bass synth, acoustic piano,
synth pad, two guitars, strings, brass and solo sax
make up a fair old song. You can chop around the
eight bar sections and re-arrange the song in any way
you like. Hands On have also included an information

file with the song which describes the type of instru
ments for you. Have fun!
If you get the chance to hear one of Hands On's

sequences on Roland's Sound Canvas in your local
music shop, you may be amazed that everything is
coming from one small multi-timbral synth. As Dave
says, "It's fun, but there's also a sense of achieve
ment when you drive these little boxes pretty much
near to destruction. People ask us, 'How do you do
it?' It really comes down to knowing your sequencer
package and instrument." stf

WHERE TO GET IT
• You can get a demo disk from Hands On for £5,
refundable on your first purchase, plus £1 p&p. Any
four chart hits or two classical pieces cost £20.95 plus
£1 p&p. Hands On Midi Software Ltd, 14 Lodge Road,
Bedhampton, Havant, Hants P09 3LL, = or fax 0705
452628 - phone for a free copy of the latest Winter
1991 software catalogue.
• C-Lab's Creator is £330 from Sound Technology
w 0462 480000. Steinberg's Pro-24 is now superseded
by Cubase, £575 from Evenlode Soundworks « 0993
898484. Roland's SE55 Sound Canvas sound module is

£499 from Roland tr 0252 816181. Many of the MIDI
instruments mentioned have now been discontinued

but may still be available in the shops - to enquire
about the one you're interested in, contact Roland,

Yamaha (v 09083 66700), or your local music shop.

£19.95
but very rewarding. Over 1,200 named
players, all with individual playing skills.

Transfer market, English/Euro cup
competitions. Players' contracts, physio's
and coach reports, injuries, penalties, goal
tally, named goal scorers, etc, etc.

Take the challenge and obtain Soccer
Glory.

racing game €19.95
An exciting game designed for the
horse racing enthusiast.
Manage, train and race 36 horses in

Britain, Europe and USA. Race your
horses over 5 furlongs to 2 miles in Group,
Listed, Graduation, Stake, Cup and of

course the 5 English Classic races.

Form, fitness, going, draw and distance all
affect results. Training schedules and

jockey instructions. Full betting market,
steward's enquiry, photo finish, financial

and success reports, save game etc, etc.

special offer: order both games for a special price of £35
All orders despatched

quickly and by 1st class post

Send cheque or postal order to:

tanglewood software
157 Warwick Road, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8SG

Proprietor: J Moss

APPLICATIONS

Express yourself!
Couch potatoes, read no further! Your ST is not just for staring at, or just for playing games on - it's actually the
greatest aid to self-expression since the megaphone. This month's STF is the place to get creative with our
special "Get you started" supplement - see how your ST can help you bring your ideas to life. Neil Jackson,
Ed Ricketts and Vic Lennard begin by exploring the possibilities and showyou howyou can let it all out

(Music
The ST is the music computer - to put a pair of MIDI sockets
on the side was a masterstroke. MIDI - Musical Instrument

Digital Interface - enables you to connect your ST to key
boards and sound modules without needing an extra piece of
hardware - an unequalled situation on any other micro.
Software writers have flocked to produce music soft
ware for the ST. Few programs use the internal sound capa
bility of the ST since on the STFM the only easy way of
accessing direct sound from the machine was via the ST
monitor speaker, which is pretty dire. The STE has stereo
sound capability and a pair of audio output sockets for direct
connection to a sound system, but the dismal tunes you get

in most games show how dull sound-chip music can be.
One of the joys of working with music software on the

ST is that you don't actually need much musical ability to be 1
able to get good results. You certainly don't need to know
anything about writing music in notation or any other form you soon pick up the basics of rhythm and melody by what
sounds and feels good to you.
The software includes sequencers, auto-accompaniment

programs and samplers. There's no better place to start than
right here with Sequencer One on the Cover Disk - and you
don't even need any MIDI gear. In the PD, prices range from
£3.50 for a sequencer through to over £1,000 for a commer
cial digital recording package. Sequencers form the vast
majority of ST music software, and even the relatively cheap
packages for less than £100 can give you professional
results with a MIDI keyboard and a multi-timbral sound mod
ule - that is, one capable of making the sounds of many
instruments at once. Many chart-topping songs and even
Oscar-winning film scores have been recorded on ST
sequencing programs.

APPLICATIONS

Graphics
Nothing is more immediately impressive than a picture
of some sort: the image strikes you straight away.
Therefore, it's not surprising that an artistic medium,
such as your ST's screen, should offer an almost infinite
number of ways to express yourself.
If you're used to the more conventional forms of

"art" you might have to make some adjustments to your
style. The low resolution of an ST screen doesn't encour
age the creation of "fine art" style images, at least not
by hand. For example, the only way you could realisti
cally recreate the Mona Lisa is by scanning It.
But there are advantages to using an ST. Have a
look at the Canvas package on the Cover Disk which, as
well as the usual painting and drawing features, enables

you to generate 3D objects - one of the things that
would be difficult or impossible to do with conventional
tools. Some packages enable you to flip areas, distort
them in weird ways and Immediately erase everything
you've just done. You can keep a library of often-used
shapes and reuse them. You can steal bits from other
pictures, change them and use them in your own.
Art needn't be created by slaving away with an art
package. Ray-tracing programs can create very realistic
and surreal images for you - your creative input is the
placing, colour and form of the objects in the scene.
Mandelbrot sets have long been a favourite image with
the psychedelic set - just tell the program to draw the
most interesting area you can find, then perhaps colour
cycle the result or use it in another picture.
Graphic artists are only human so there's no reason
why, with some skill and patience, you shouldn't be
doing the same stuff as them - only better!

Desktop
publishing

"\

For centuries, the most powerful means of self-

expression has been the written word. But to get
your message across your words need to be clear,

well-presented and eye-catching. Handwriting can no
longer compete with print and pictures.
Now, with your ST and a desktop publishing
package, you can express yourself on a massive
scale. For a small outlay, you can create and dis
tribute your own publications - authoritative, welldesigned documents which demand to be read.

Programming

enced programmer. A slightly tougher language is C.
less readable, but it generally runs faster than BASIC. It

If you haven't already started programming, you may be
wondering how it fits into the category of self-expression.
It seems like a lot of mumbo-jumbo, techno-speak and
brain-taxing nonsense - but any programmer can tell you
he has more creative power than an artist, a musician and
a designer put together. Why? Because he knows how his
machine works and how to make it do the things he
wants. While the rest of us are waiting for that elusive
and indispensable program which is going to solve our

immediately obvious to the beginner.
Toughest of all is raw machine-code, known as
assembly language. This uses highly complex instructions
which the ST's 68000 processor understands. Programs
are usually very large and difficult to de-bug, but have the
advantage of running very fast.
Choosing the right language to start learning pro
gramming may ultimately determine whether you can
stick with it and develop your new skill. Some languages
are highly complex and fast, while others are easy to mas
ter but slow as a result. As you broaden your knowledge of
programming and your ST's inside secrets, you're likely to
want to move up a gear - into a faster and perhaps more
convoluted language. It's a good idea to take things one
step at a time, but soon you can unlock the hidden power
of your ST and really make things happen.

problems, the programmer is writing his for himself.

There are several different languages for the ST, and
they're usually either slow and easy-to-learn, or fast but

confusing. The easiest language to get to grips with is
BASIC. It contains many powerful instructions which can
be easily understood by humans as well as your ST. This
makes the job of testing much simpler for the inexperi

uses some difficult-to-understand structures which are not

You can create perfect pages for professional
work: advertising designs, full-colour magazines,
brochures and leaflets are all within reach. And you
don't have to invest in a factory-sized printing press.
Many DTP packages produce good quality output
from a laser or a standard dot matrix printer. If largescale distribution is your goal, some DTP programs
can save your designs so that professional printing
firms can use them without costly setting-up.
DTP gives you the power to put your ideas into
the hands of others far more cheaply than ever
before. You can start with a low-budget package for
little more than the price of a couple of CDs to find
out what DTP offers. It can give your words and
ideas a previously unthinkable image and personal
ity. Then, expand your scope by improving and devel
oping your designs and skills, mastering things like
typefaces, logos and layouts as you go.
Several years ago it was impossible to get your
ideas in print - unless you were well-off or lucky and
talented. Now DTP puts mass-media power within
your grasp.
"
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P.D. ONLY £1.25 for up to 10 disks. Over 10 disks 99p
This is not a gimmick, it's a fact.
INCREDIBLE OFFER. Yes! Only £1.25 for up to 10 disks
from

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE SUPPLY CO.
Characters between asterixes

Desk Accessories

Games Disks

*M* = Mono Res

& Utilities

*C* = Colour Res

U001 Dir printer, RAMdisks, snap

(colour unless
stated)

*D* = Double sided disk

shot saves screens to disk. Desk
ace. loader.
G069 STOCKMARKET wheel &

show special requirements;

*X* = 1Mb RAM

(s)

U008 68000 ASSEMBLER, an

= Not TOS 1.62

address/mailing

message.

G102

CENTAURI

a

horizontal

scrolling shoot 'em-up.
AMC

GDOS,

Excellent features. *C*.

Atari's

TEX, 6 disk
G106 VIRUS a game with great
pack, includes TEX the docu replacement for GDOS, used the graphics and sound.
same.
ment processor. *M*.

P001 6800 ASSEMBLER

P012 CPM EMULATOR, this is a
CPM-8 version 2.0 that runs

at

original mono & colour versions.
P013 CPM UTILITIES, for P012
Also some Mandelzoom pictures.
P020 SOZOBON C, probably
AOl3 ST GRAPH a comprehen
the best PD C compiler with full
sive graph program. Handles bar,
K&R compiler support. *D*.
horizontal bar, stacked bar, line &

P022 SPRITE EDITOR, create &

dot charts.

G108 FLYOVER a bombing raid AOl 5 FONTS2 7 screen & desk
ing/user environment. Up to 7 game with a reasonable level of top fonts. Columbia, Devoll,
Hudson + more.
difficulty.
WO 15
HYPERTEXT: concurrent tasks. *D*.
Shareware prog suitable for U034 DOUBLE CLICK format G109 GLOB you collect cherry AOl 8 CANVAS a great art pack
the production of very profes
v3.03 9/10 sectors, 80/82 tracks. cakes while avoiding pursuers.
age that fully supports the STE.
sional documents. *MD .

W008

Programming/
Language disks

AOl 2 DOODLE this disk has the 2MHz.

G084 FLOYD THE DROID ultra

featuring a title screen & scrolling

A005 PALART excellent art pro
gram with full docs on disk.

WARRIORS

U011 DIY DEMO, create demos fast shoot 'em-up.

U030

WOO 1-006

GALACTIC

Label shoot 'em-up.

list.

printer-)-.

Wordprocessing &
Desktop Publishing

deal

Graphic, font and
art/drawing disks

save your own sprites.

WORD U033 MX-2 V2.3 a multi-task

1st

Wordprocessor. GEM based

WO 17

ST

Disks
C006 VANTERM 3.71 & 3.8 is

ELITE U035 DEC edit clone, disk engi

WRITER

Communications

Gl 11 TRACKER you drive your A020 PALETTE MASTER A good
just about the best PD communica
art package, up to 512 colours.
tions package around.
disk.
G112 OVERLANDER a good *C*.
U040
AUTOGEM
autoboots
shoot 'em-up.
A027 ANI-ST excellent quality
Gem programs when booting. VC
G113 CHANCE the Archons animation system. Draw the initial
spreadsheet.
Applications,
have taken over a space platform & final shapes & Ihe ST draws the

V4.1 top quality wordproces neer v3.01 do almost anything to a tracker through enemy territory.
sor.

Educational
E002 WORLD MAP GAME

E004 SPELLING made easy
U041 ADDRESS LOG, limited
E011 TYPING TUTOR (2) with address book & label printer & a
full documentation.
disk cataloguer.
E013

MATHS

Another
speech

great

MADE

COLOURING

databases, etc.

A029 MASTERPAINT drawing
package, excellent features. Mono 5001 DATABASE 1, this is a

with U046 SUPER VKILLER detects 5
different viruses, recognises 7 anti

BOOK.

Superb program for the young.

and colour.

viruses & 133 other types of boot
sector.

U052

GEM

PLUS

variant of

ACCESS

Neodesk.

times size. *M*.

analysis program. *DX*. SDATA,

Clipart
C002 Various human figures, dif

Disks

(0354)

£1.25 for up to 10
or 99p for over 10

8448

ferent cartoons, titles & more.

PDSSC

5 Walnut Close

Barkingside, Essex
IG6 1HE

SOU

DOUBLE

SENTRY,

S013 INVENTORY PRO V2.0

characters.

tem.

C01 1 Fruit & vegetables.

Games disks
Music
M001 COMPOSER a music cre

ation program.

(colour unless
stated)
G018 RUSH move the bricks in

screen.

M016 CASIO CZ SOUNDS &
EDITOR.

G022 COMPANION, shoot 'emup mission in outer space.

M018 ACCOMPANIST 2.3 full G027 DIE ALIEN BLOB, great

featured midi sequencer. *C*.

shoot 'em-up, excellent.

M020

G032 BALLER an arcade castle

BIOS

music construction

& cannons game graphic adv.

kit.
M021

PERCUSSAMAN is a 4

an

C010 Occasional clips, various is a fully featured stock control sys

M013 MUSIC WRITER this pro order to create a way out.
gram lets you create music on G020 YAHTZY, popular

Rush your orders to:

high quality DTB with custom
screen layout. Full docs.

excellent fully working accounts
C003 Sports figures-high quality, package (no VAT).
July 4th logos.

All orders PLUS 5Opp&p
International orders plus 10%

PDSSC

S005 B/STAT V2.01, this is a

sophisticated graphing & statistical

ORDERS
TELEPHONE

GEM driven database.

A030 PICWORKS enlarge, refor 5002 ST SHEET, this is a very
mat & manipulate pictures up to 3 good quality spreadsheet. *C*.

VISA

Air Mail 50p per disk
Cheques etc. payable to:

spreadsheets,

ones in between.

EASY

program

E014 K1DGRAPH, KIDMUSIC,
KIDPIANO, KIDPOTATO *C
E023

close

*M*.

track, 16 instrument, digitally syn- G033 ADVENTURE WRITING
thesised sequencer. *X*.
SYSTEM, create adventures.

SEND 60p
IN STAMPS
FOR A DISK
CATALOGUE

APPLICATIONS

* DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Armed with a desktop publishing package, there's a

upgrade for your ST - the bigger the better. Large

great deal you can do. All forms of written text

documents, especially those with pictures on the
pages, take up a great deal of space.

benefit from better presentation, from simple letters
and invitations to adverts and newsletters. The pro
cess of smartening up pages takes a bit longer than

ment and a source of income. Anyone who needs a
clear and attractive document could be a prospective
client for your DTP service.

Most DTP programs generate a bitmapped

You can make money by preparing CVs for inter

you normally spend with a standard word processor,

image of each page in memory, so that it can be
printed - a small memory space means this is done

but the results are in a different league. To get the
most out of your DTP package you need a memory

in small chunks, and it can take ages. With a little
effort, you can turn your DTP package into an invest

viewees, catalogues for small businesses, or even
business cards for executives. In fact, if it's on paper,
you could turn it into cash with just your skills and
your DTP program.

PAGESTREAM 2

CALAMUS

£199.99 SoftLogik/Silica s 081 309 1111

EASY TEXT PLUS

£258.75 Signa Publishing n 0252 370066

£19.95 ZZSoft b 0254 672965

DcsK

File

Edit

Launut

Uicn

Stijle

Forr

A

AD

tut

File

Frane

Options

Text

EASY
r

PaqeStream 2 Revieis

*

*

Font

OpttonsZ

TEXT

lap

j,

l!or your ST

What has

6raphlr.s

b

b

PL!
I

j

i

DTP requirements!

EASY TEXT*™ to

Aneasy touse GEMinterface. Runsin m&dor highres. From a 520STupwards.
A complete package-comes wtui GDOS arxla variety of fonts, Swiss, Dutch,etc.

Mixbii-mapped graphics andtext,andvectorlinearton thesame page.

Calamus is professional-level publisher

h

Pr alter
U ;n, d

using t
rial.

PageStream 2 is a favourite with ST FORMAT ^J

with oodles of features and functions. It's

because it's versatile, powerful and simple to

icon-based but this makes it a little harder to

For the cheapest DTP program on the market, Easy Text Plus is
surprisingly versatile. It runs on all STs in medium and high reso
lution using GEM. It's an ideal package for learners because it

get into. There's an on-line help facility to guide you through

produces results quickly and simply.

use. It works on any ST, though the more memoryyou have the
better, because this helps speed up the printing stage.
PageStream 2 uses vector-drawn fonts (typefaces), which
look good when re-sized, and supports a wide range of industrystandard typeface formats. This, plus the various print-to-disk-file
options and printer drivers, makes it possible to use PageStream
for low-cost production of designs intended for mass-duplication
at a printer's.

some of the less obvious buttons.

It doesn't have as many features as the expensive pack

Calamus is less flexible than some other packages because
you need at least 1MByte of RAM and a high resolution monitor
to run it. To its credit, Calamus produces high quality output and
its screen display is the best around, thanks to superb vector
fonts.

Professional users may experience problems with profes

It's the only package which can handle colour-separated
output for producing full-colour documents on professional print

sional

print-shops

because

documents

are

stored

in

a

Calamus-standard, rather than industry-standardsystem.
pages can be printed. This problem should disappear with the

lishing.

release of the full-colour Calamus SL. due soon.

Calamus can't handle colour output, so only monochrome

There's a vast number of add-on printerdrivers, image and
text import modules, and fonts with which you can continue to

and complex functions, but great for a pro who needs crisp clear

upgrade your system.

results every time.

Not recommended forthe beginner because of its high price

L'pr.cn

m •lay Menu
Fir1" Lead Text. .
""

r-jpe

Layout
fl:\PEMO\TEXT_FX.PaG

i Load Page/doc.
flerge Page. .
flerse Picture.:
Saue File...
Delete Fil

Load Key;

Save Keys.
Output...

£139.00 (junior version £69) Working Title o 0865 883233
Desk

File

fcdtt •arrt.|

IT

Font

Fnrnat

YOU
SAY

Tags

IT'S
S ,vV\v

AIN'T

WHAT

Insert

Hiscs

Idea

DOES

W

%

than a publishing package, but it can do excellent DTP work with

Street Publisher is still a powerful and useful tool. It works in
high and medium resolutions on any ST.
It can produce Postscript-compatible output, so it can be

a bit of effort.

rotate text, which limits its design possibilities.

The inclusion of a spell-checking dictionary makes it handy
for important documents, but PageStream 2 and Calamus also
have this facility. At nearly £200, Fleet Street Publisheris a bit
over-priced, especially when compared to PageStream 2. which
has more features to offer for the same price.
STF Rating: 87%

for inclusion in your documents.
There's now also a professional-level version available for a
mere £39.95.

TIMEWORKS DTP
£99.99 Electric Distribution ^ 0480 496666

Paragraol. sty !\-s

;Wiss 1*.

bold, italic-sea, I Pictures

Style sheets

'->,

Despite being one of the oldest DTP packages for the ST, Fleet

linked columns for newspaper-style pages, but it's unable to

There are graphic commands for creating boxes and panels,
but no colourcapability. You can import images from Degas Elite

^>—i

Calligrapher is an innovative package which approaches DTP
from a slightly different angle. It's more of a document processor

used for large-scale print-runs, but the qualityof output is not as

available in the Public Domain. (See the directory of PD libraries

Boi

rata

good as that of Calamus or PageStream 2.
It has a range of graphic commands and image import func
tions, but it can't handle colour output. It can create text in

fonts are used for printing and displaying, and these are widely

STF Rating: 90%

CALLIGRAPHER

Doc

in common styles like bold, italic and underlined. You can edit
text on-screen and use block commands to cut and paste. GDOS

STF Rating: 89%

STF Rating: 96%

£199.00 Mirrorsoft » 071 928 1454

from 1st Word or ST Writer and flow them onto pages with
justified margins (like proper typesetting, not ragged like typing)

on page 80.)

ing presses. But it also supports colour output on inkjet and dot
matrix printers too - making it indispensablefor all levels of pub

PUBLISHER 3

ages, but it has all the important basics. You can import files

It has a great many features not found on other packages,
such as a Degas picture processor which enables you to alter
images as you import them. GDOS fonts form the basis of
Calligrapher's text, but the GDOS standard has been added to,

enablingsmooth vector-rescaling which preventsjagged edges on
re-sized fonts.

Calligrapher doesn't have the versatility of a full-blown DTP
package and can't handle things like text-flow across columns,

but it still uses many DTP methods to create pages. It's a good
place to start if you're not interested in regular publishing but
still want to produce good letters or notices occasionally. If you
want to get a taste of its features, try Calligrapher Lite- it isn't
suitable for large documents, but Atari have released it for under

£30. Contact your local Atari dealer or Silica Shop •e 081 309

I
ii.

A good intermediate level DTP package, Timeworks can handle
most small-scale publishing needs. It's entirely GEM-based, so
finding your way around is quick and simple. It can handle large
documents with lots of pages, but it lacks many of the features
normally associated with multi-page DTP programs.
Beginners are likely to find Timeworks accessible and easy
to work with, but soon come up against its limitations. It can han
dle things like text-routing and pictures, but has no vector-fonts

or colour potential to improveits output and display quality.
Timeworks' output cannot be used by professional printshops, but there are plenty of printer drivers available for most
popular desktop printers.

If you're looking for a place to begin your DTP, Timeworks
offers a trouble-free way in. But you may find that, for less
money, you can gain as much experience using Easy Text Plus,

since you're boundto outgrow either package within a year or so.
STF Rating: 80%

1111.

STF Rating: 85%
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APPLICATIONS

•* ART AND GRAPHICS
Nearly everyone has played with an art package at

something has been copied you could then alter it,

some time. It's easy to choose a brush and scribble
on the screen, then mess around with a Block func

add to it - even improve it.

in-game graphics. With the rise of the intro sequence,
publishers need people whose job it is to create fabu

Creating something that's entirely yours may be
easier. You don't have to worry about the original.
You have more freedom. You can go wild thinking up
new designs or perverting old ones. And the only per
son who can accurately judge the end result is your
self: only you know whether you did your best or not.
If you get really good you could make some
money. Talented graphic artists are usually in great
demand by software houses, and not necessarily for

lous graphics (see last issue). Because they're easy
to freelance out - they don't depend on the progress
of the game itself - intro sequences would be ideal
for a talented amateur working from home.
If you can't afford a commercial package there
are plenty in the PD. Try Palette Masterfor 512 on
screen colours or Megablit for a work area of 2,560
x 1,920 pixels. However you start there are always
new techniques, tricks and subjects to tackle.

tion - and ifs a good way to get to know a package.
After that it depends on your natural talent. Some
people find they're happier copying an image than
creating one from scratch. This is no mean feat in

itself; capturing the essence of a picture and transfer
ring it to the very different medium of an ST screen
takes skill and patience. Colours don't choose them

selves, outlines don't just magically appear. When

DEGAS ELITE

CYBER PAINT 2

RETOUCHE

£24.95 Electronic Arts o 0753 549442.

£51.00 Electric Distribution » 0480 496666

£150.00 CopyCare Services Ltd « 081 679 7307

Ifyou use Cyber Studio at all, you probably find Cyber Paintindis
pensable. It's the only package that can load and save the .DLT
and .SEQ file formats used by Studio. Animation sequences can

A high res only program, Retouche is designed for the retouching
and changing of scanned and digitised images. It doesn't have
conventional drawing tools as such, only functions that alter your

Degas was the original ST art package
and it's still going strong. It doesn't offer
anything spectacular, just a well thought

be stepped through frame by frame and the kind of detail unavail
able with Studio can be added to give more realistic effects. But

Ease of use is definitely Degas' strong point. One screen is

original picture in some way.
These functions have names like Charcoal, Brush and

CPaint isn't limited to sequence editing. A full set of general

used for drawing, one for the controls. Text is used rather than
icons, so there's no confusion as to what a control does.

drawing tools is included, so you can create traditional screens.
There are other specialised tools, too. Wonderfully weird

Virtually all the drawingtools (brush, block, spray, text and so on)
have a keyboard shortcut and, for once, these are easily remem

effects can be added to either a single frame or a whole
sequence: things like sine waves, anti-aliasing and outlining can
transform staid animations into hyper-surreal lightshows (nearly).
Other Quantel Paintboxtype effects can flip yourframes in or out
of the screen in 3D and move them all over the shop, for that
bitmap screens there are better packages than Cyber Paint, but

Water, which act in the same way as their real life equivalents.
Adding Water to a picture softens the image and blurs its colour
boundaries: Charcoal enables you to draw with the equivalent of
a soft piece of charcoal. Block, zoom and masking functions can
be used to alter small areas of the image.
There are several high res retouching programs in the Public
Domain, but none of them come close to the power of Retouche.
It's the only commercial program of its kind and, as such, can
afford to be expensive. If you only dabble now and then with
mono images, Retouche is an overpriced disappointment, but for

there aren't many that beat it on animation.

professional use you have no other choice.

out and well designed collection of tools.

bered. Rudimentary animation is possible, but it's a slow and

difficult process and best left to other dedicated packages.
Degas Elite has survived through the years because it's
such an eminently robust and useable package. Unlike some
other packages, it doesn't make the mistake of substituting com
plicated features for user friendliness.

STF Rating: 90%

tacky Top of the Pops atmosphere. For the creation of traditional

STF Rating: 88%

STF Rating: 81%

CYBER STUDIO

DELUXE PAINT

SPECTRUM 512

£51.00 Electric Distribution n 0480 496666

£49.99 Electronic Arts » 0753 549442

£29.95 Silica Shop » 081 309 1111.

If3D modelling is your bag, this is the package to go for. It's four
years old but still virtually the only program for the ST that offers
anything like true solid modelling capabilities.
Objects can be created with the basic tools included (spin,
extrude and join), or with the companion program Cyber Sculpt, a
hugely powerful dedicated modeller (£58.69, also from Electric).
They are then animated. This is done the painfully slow way,
frame by frame, with Cybermate (included with Studio), or with
yet another add-on, Cyber Control (£46.94 from Electric). This
package enables you to write a script file that moves the objects,
lamps and camera automatically, and also records each frame to

Deluxe Paint has virtually the same features as CPaint - they're
just more difficultto get at. Avery full set of drawing tools makes
static picture and animation creation easy. Some of DPaint's fea
tures are, if not unique, at least rare. Stencillingenables you to
mask off certain colours and draw selectively; Bezier curves
mean there's no faffing about trying to join arcs to make
smoothly curving lines. Special effects can help produce the
Impressionist or Cubist atmosphere you're looking for, and, for

With a name like this, it's obvious what Spectrum'sgimmick is -

disk for you.

Each object is composed of triangles, so the rendering sys
tem isn't particularly sophisticated. Complex shading (Phong, for
instance) or raytracing isn't available. Nevertheless, Studio's
been used to produce some of the most impressive animations
seen on the ST over the years.

once, all 4,096 of the STE's colours can be accessed.

The only criticism that could be aimed at DPaint concerns

the awkward layout of its menus. Everything is selected by icons
but these aren't the most intelligiblethings in the world. Some of
the options appear where you wouldn't really expect to find them.

And the program is prone to unexpected crashing.
Deluxe Paint isn't cheap but should earn its keep, provided
you can work ><our way round its idiosyncrasies.

STF Rating: 78%

the ability to display every one of the ST's 512 colours on-screen

at once. It's no idle boast either, because you do actually see
every colour even while you're drawing; there's no need to switch
to a separate screen and wait for a redraw.

Of course, there are limitations. 40 colours per scan line is
the practical maximum, though that's still better than 16. Speed,
or lack of it, is the program's main drawback. Some of the func
tions can take an unacceptably long time to finish (gradient fills,
for instance).

Fortunately the normal drawing tools haven't been excluded,
with some special functions that take advantage of the extended
palette. Three sorts of palette are available simultaneously, and
there's an anti-aliaser and loads of block functions. On the down

side, some obvious tools are missing: there's no Text function,
no gridlock and no irregular polygon.

STF Rating: 74%

STF Rating: 79%
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APPLICATIONS

PROGRAMMING
contact you and pay for a complete version. If your
program's good enough you might make some cash

You only have to look at the vast wealth of programs
you can buy to see what you could do if you tried.
You'll encounter varying levels of difficulty, depending
on your choice of programming language. Some pro
grams (games mainly) require fast, machine-code
routines which you need to write in assembler. Other
programs, like databases, don't need so much
speed, but they do need user-friendliness to make

ming a lot easier and quicker. Embarking on a career
as a programmer is a big decision. The rewards can
be high, but generally only in the competitive games
field. Crack programmers like Peter Molyneux can
make a fortune, but many small-time developers live
A better alternative might be Shareware - you
write a program and partly disable it. Then when you

Writing and testing a big program can take a
long time - over a year for some. So think twice
about giving it all up to become a full-time program
mer - it's probably only worth giving up your day-job
once you've started to make some money on your

them useful. BASIC or C makes this kind of program

distribute it via PD libraries and bulletin boards, users

first creation.

close to the breadline.

- but it's still a bit hit-or-miss.

GFA BASIC 3

DEVPAC 2

PROSPERO PASCAL

£64.95 GFA Data Media « 0442 63933

£59.95 Hisoft • 0525 718181

£99.99 Prospero n 081 741 8531
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Pascal is widely taught in schools and col

Devpac 2 is a very powerful assembly
package that enables you to write in the

A popular BASIC package, GFA Basic 3
is a handy and powerful tool. It uses
many advanced BASIC concepts like

leges, yet it's not very popular on the ST.
Prospero Pascal is is one of the best Pascal

ST's own internal machine-code language.
It can create fast, efficient programs, but

DO...LOOP,
REPEAT...UNTIL
and
WHILE...WEND, which make looping func

tions easy. It also has commands to control
GEM's internal features, making it possible to use windows,
menus and dialogue boxes in your programs.

GFA Basic also gives you access to the ST's internal BIOS
and XBIOS ROM functions, offering immense speed increases
over normal BASIC instructions.
GFA Basic version 2 was released into the Public Domain,

with the result that many PD programs are written in GFA. You
can find plenty of listings to learn from if you're a beginner.
GFA Basic version 3 includes many powerful features not

implementations you can buy. It has a neat text

using it is a lot more complex than using BASIC. This is because
the ST's machine-code instructions are small, single-operation
commands which need to be repeated many more times than in
BASIC.

Learningassembly is akin to learningthe wayyour ST works
electronically - and to get anywhere you need a lot of patience
and some good reference books. Unlike BASIC, when an assem
bly program goes wrong it usually crashes your ST and doesn't
tell you why. This makes it difficult to write programs - but finding
a way to fix the problems usually mean you've learnt something
useful.

seen in version 2, and is supplied with a large detailed manual.

Ifyou're serious about getting to grips with some "close-to-

There's also a compiler which turns BASIC programs into faster

the-metal," machine-code programming, don't even think about
missing Devpac 2. It could make all the difference to how well

stand-alone programs that you can run from the Desktop.
STF Rating: 95%

editor which is really simple to use, thanks to its ability to use
macro commands and keyboard shortcuts for editing.
Included in the Prospero package is a debugging program,
the compiler and the linker. These handle the bug-fixing and the
donkey-work of joining all your individual Pascal routines together
in one program.
Prospero also has an option which forces you to use indus
try-standard Pascal only. This makes it ideal if you're creating
programs for use as coursework - and may even give you a head
start over your classmates. Included in the package are several
manuals which are great for de-mystifying GEM, plus a library of
useful routines to help get you off the ground quickly.
STF Rating: 95%

you get on.

STF Rating: 95%

£29.95 Mandarin ^ 051 351 2961
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POWER BASIC

HISOFT LATTICE C

£49.95 Hisoft » 0525 718181

£49.95 Hisoft a 0525 718181
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STOS is a favourite among game-pro

Power BASIC is a compiled language, which means you can gen

grammers,

erate smaller, faster programs than you can with normal BASIC
interpreters. Compiled programs take slightly longer to write, but
Power BASIC includes a powerful text editor to make the writing
job easier. It includes many WordStar-compatible keyboard short
cuts for speed and ease of use, but most ST owners will never

thanks

to

its advanced

features which make game-writing easy.
It also has a solid base of BASIC instruc

tions which provide great flexibility.

STOS uses operating system functions more easily than
GFA Basic. The drawback is that they are marginally slower and
don't allow direct access for fine-tuning.

STOS's simple commands enable you to set up interrupts,
display and animate sprites, or play music and samples very
quickly. You don't need to be a programming wizard to get
results.

Unlike GFA Basic, STOS does not have any GEM functions,

so you cannot create standard windows or menus. It does have a
replacement system, but this isn't nearly as good as GEM.
The main drawback with STOS is its use of memory when

compiling files. Minimum file size is around 60K, regardless of
the number of lines in your program, because all the STOSlibrary
files are compiled along with your original program.
STF Rating: 92%
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have used this old PC word processor in the first place.
Power BASIC is capable of compiling most programs written
in ST BASIC (the one supplied with your ST), as well as

FastBASIC and Microsoft Quick BASIC programs. This level of
compatibility makes it very useful if you're trying to speed up
existing programs which run slower on all these older BASIC ver
sions. It also means you can get PC-compatible BASIC programs
workingon your ST - but why anyone would want to do this we're
not sure!

STF Rating: 88%

C used to be the trendiest programming language available and
Lattice C is the best version you can find for the ST. C bears a
close resemblance to Pascal in its construction, but there are
fundamental differences too.

Getting to grips with C is a difficult process and Lattice C
has a few quirks which don't help. GEM windows are a particu
larly awkward area.
Plenty of reference material exists to help you learn C and
you're likelyto need some of it. Lattice C doesn't provide much
to help the beginner master this powerful language. Error-trapping
is almost as difficult as with assembly language, and it's particu
larly prone to missing or wrongly-reporting simple typing
mistakes.

Once mastered, however, C is a useful tool. It offers you
assembly-style control, but with BASIC-style ease of entry. But
the days of C may be numbered, thanks to languages like GFA
Basic which can produce programs that run faster than their C
equivalents.

STF Rating: 87% .A
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THE BEST HARD DRIVE AVAILABLE FOR THE ST
FROM THE U.K.'S FIRST AND FOREMOST PROTAR DEALER
Progate 20Mb
£279.00
Progate 30Mb
£326.00
4 VO
Progate 40Mb
£340.00
Progate 40DC
£423.00
PROGATE100Mb DC
Progate 60Mb
£437.00
PROTAR VISTO
Progate 80Mb
£486.00
HARD DRIVE FOR
14" COLOUR
Progate 160Mb DC
£922.00
Progate 440Mb
£1589.00
JUST£565.00
MONITOR
Progate R44 removable
£610.00
prator
T60 Tape Streamer
£580.00
£245.00
T150 Tape Streamer
£790.00

75

ACCOUNTS
#fWHome Accounts 2
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

MUSIC
£44.90
£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

£430.00

C-LAB Creator v3.1

£265.00

C-LAB Notalor Alpha

£179.95

C-LAB v3 Upgrade

System 3 (Inv/Slock)

£39.95

C-LAB v3- 3.1 Upgrade

Sage CashTrader
Wages ST

£79.95
£89.00

Cubeal
Cubase v2

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Sequencer1

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£34.95

AdimensPlus

Dala Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)
SuperBase Professional (v3.02)..
DigilaDGBase
Prodata

.... £99.00
....£29.95
....£69.95

..£169.00
...£39.95
....£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
CalligrapherJunior
Pageslream v2.1
Fleet Street Publisher v3..
Calamus
0-Line Art

....£69.00
.£164.99
.£159.00
. £250.00
.£159.95

..£69.95 |

Timeworks DTP v2..

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Technobox Drafter v2

PCBoard Designer
BeckerCAD

Megapaintll
Megapaint IIProfessional...
GFADrallPlusv3.13
CAD3DV1.0

CAD 3Dv2(Cyber Studio)..
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
EasyDraw2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2 .

.£245.00
.£135.00
...£99.00
...£79.95
.£199.00
... £79.95
...£18.95
...£39.95
...£32.95
...£39.95
...£59.95
...£39.95
...£39.95
...£59.95

£39.95

WordPerfect V4.1

£179.95

£20.00

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

£99.00
£69.95

£239.00
£459.00

£79.95

£89.00

Mark Williams C SourceDebug

£42.00

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran

£75.00
£75.00

Prospero Fortran TT
Prospero Pascal
ProsperoToolkit

PHONE
£75.00
£55.95
£115.00

Hisoll High SpeedPascal
Hisoll C. Interpreter

£89.95
£49.95

Hisolt DevpacV2.22
HisoltDevpacv3

£37.95
PHONE

Hisofl Devpac TT
Hisofl PowerBasic

£119.00
£39.95

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

Hisott Nevada Cobol (Wilh CP/M)

£42.00

FTLModula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTLToolkit

£49.95

GFA Basic Interpreter v3.6

£45.00

GFA BasicCompiler v3.6

£24.95

MPE Forth 83 (GEM)
Minixv1.5

£44.00
£149.95

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4

£67.95
£89.00

NEW3DCalC

£34.95

Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart byAtari
LDW PowerSpreadsheet
Digicalc

£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & TVEI

UNSURE OF THE TITLE? — PHONE FOR INFORMATION
All prices include VAT & delivery.
Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

0763 263127

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00
£69.95

Mark Williams C v3

Hisoft Lattice C v5

24-HOUR ORDER LINE

Thais Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus v3.2
Prolexl v5
Prolexl v4.2

LANGUAGES &COMPILERS

DATABASES

TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G

WORD PROCESSORS

C-LAB NolalorV3.1

C-LABAura
C-LAB Midia

FAX 0763 262425

£39.95
£65.00

MEMORY UPGRADES
XTRA RAM FOR STFM
XTRA Ram 1 Mb
XTRA Ram 2 Mb

£59.95
£99.00

SIMM UPGRADE FOR STFM
DELUXE XTRA Ram 1Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram 2Mb
DELUXEXTRA Ram 4Mb

£65.00
£109.00
£179.95

STE SIMM UPGRADES
XTRA Ram STE 1Mb
XTRARam STE 2Mb
XTRARam STE 4Mb

£39.95
£85.00
£159.95

MISCELLANEOUS
KEWtM Speed C16PC Emulator
PCSpeed
GoldenImageHandScanner
SLM804 Replacement Drum
SLM 804TonerCartridge
Neodesk v3 (UK)

£229.00
£99.00
£179.95
£169.95
£39.95
£29.95

Deluxe Paint

£59.95

Hyperpainl v2
Hyperdraw

£29.95
£29.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

Art Tutor
HEW Harlekin v2
Turbo ST v1.8

£19.95
£49.95
£29.95

MODEM USERS CALL OUR

BULLETIN BOARD

0763 261624

PACE MODEMS
Linnet Plus V21.V23
Linnel1200V21,V23,V22
Linnet2400 V21,V23,V22,V22biS
Linnel Quad V21, V23, V22, V22bis, V42
Linnet V32 V22, V22bis, V32, V42bis, MNP5

£149.00
£229.00
£270.00
£329.00
£549.00

NO surcharges on European orders
MANY OTHER TITLES IN STOCK
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

7 cannot letthis opportunity pass without repeating mysatisfaction with Money
Manager. Iam using it forthebook-keeping of severalsmallbusinesses. Before
Iretired recently after40yearsinbanking, 24 of which were as a branch manager,
I would havebeen delightedif my small (andsome not so small)business

Oata file: BUSINESS 8us>n»ss data sanctlf Jan-89 to D»c-B)

customers had presented me with figures and statistics of their businesses as

producedbyMoney Manager. Itreally is a program which, beingso easy to use,
couldsave manybusinesses fromthechaos anddisaster whichcan, andso often
does, resultfrom poor or non-existent book-keeping.' (R. A. L. Cheshire)
Account statistics

i jna -jh inm u

Manager

ft

n-iiniaHM mi ara sua

The GEM version of the top selling
PC small business and personal accounting program.

TRIED AND TESTED VALUE
ST users now havethe opportunity to use the top

selling small business and personal accounting
software which has become the standard with over

50,000 users in the UK alone.

EASY TO SET UP AND USE

MONEY MANAGEMENT

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL

= SUCCESS

• Define up to 20 bank accounts of anytype
(current, deposit, cash, credit card, clients,
suppliers, etc)
• Define up to 50 classes of income and
expenditure to suit your own affairs
• Easy data entry- mistakes or omissions can be
corrected at any time

Money Manager is used by businessmen,

bookkeepers, club treasurers, doctors, schools,
consultants, self-employed and private individuals.
Regardless of how you earn your money, Money
Manager ST can help you manage it effectively.

If you can use GEM and can read an ordinary bank
statement then you can use Money Manager ST.
You do not need specialised accounting or
computing knowledge.

Money Manager ST's comprehensive reporting
features can analyse your finances and keep you
situation

will nowonly take a couple of minutes.

d$\

all the information you

POWERFUL REPORTING

diagrams.

VAT man happy !
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Bank statement reconciliation

•
•
•
•

Upto 8 differentVAT rates
Up to 50 marks for extra identification
Text string search facility

•

Context-sensitive HELP windows

Reports can be exported to a disc file

TTs and STACY

&

r\

•

• Standard entries/standing orders
• Part-VAT/part-exempt entries

• Pop-up five-function calculator
• Macro facility to record and play backoftenused sequences of key strokes
• Compatible with all colour or monochrome STs,

%OF

#

need

FEATURES

You can choosefrom a wide varietyofdetailedand
summary text reports and tables, or display the

information graphically with piechartsand bar

need to keep the

• Quickly access 12 months information and all
previous years' accounts
• Set up as manydifferent sets of accounts as you

fully informed and in control ofyour financial

TROUBLE-FREE VAT
If you are VAT registered, your VAT return
You will have at your fingertips

• Record business or personal transactions

•
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• 2 sample sets of accounts included forself
training

for flair nm

By phone with credit card details. By fax with this coupon.

UrflGnn^! By post with this coupon and credit card details or cheque
for £49.95

• Data files compatible with PC version
• Works with dot matrix, daisy and laser printers

TVkena+pVi'

By first class post, the same day we

JJcbpdlLll. receive your order.
• I enclose a cheque for £49.95
(made payable to Connect Software)

Name

•

Address
Post code

Telephone No.
Company

COIlIlCCt Software Ltd

Please charge my Access/Visa/
American Express card
mmst

ii

I

l

l

J

Card number

Signature

1
L
Expiry date

3Flanchford Road London W12 9ND Fax 081 743 8073 Tel 081 743 9792

APPLICATIONS

•* MUSIC
No micro has software support for music programs
like the ST. Sequencing, sampling, fractal generators

information. A sampler plays back prerecorded
sound from a keyboard - your ST has all the memory

- the list is practically endless.

you need for this. You need an interface for record

Most ST musicians have a sequencer. Generally,
the more you pay, the better the facilities - especially
for editing. If you make a mistake, you need to be
able to see and correct it. This is the main advantage
an ST sequencer has over a black box with no

screen, however, most sequencers under £100 only
have one editing page and can't handle some MIDI

BAND IN A BOX
PROFESSIONAL

and playback, and the relevantsoftware for recording
and editing.

Your ST can provide accompaniment in your

sounds onto a single floppy. You can also use a track
of a sequencer to record the data to.
There's money to be made from the ST. Since
MIDI files are song files which can be loaded into
almost any sequencer, you could record and sell your
songs. Same goes for original banks of sounds, and
interesting samples for ST samplers.

choice of style, with a decent piece of software.
You might have a synth which can dump its mem
ory to the ST. There are pieces of software which act
as a librarian and enable you to save lots of banks of

But often, the greatest thing about using the ST
for music is the power and versatility it puts at your

C-Lab NOTATOR

Steinberg CUBEAT

£515.00 Sound Technology « 0462 480000

£295.00 Evenlode Soundworks w 099 389 8484

fingertips.

£69.00 Zone Distribution « 081 766 6564
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Band in a Box automatically generates a
backing arrangement of piano chording, bass
and drums; all you have to do is to type in the
chords and select a style. There are over 75 styles available,
including the likes of pop, rap, dance, Miami sound and so on.
Band in a Box is exceptionally easy to use, but produces
very good results as well. Additionally you can create your own
styles - a process involving either playing in chord rhythms or
using a drum note grid and then choosing how important each
pattern you have played is. This leads to a degree of random
ness to the playback; do a good job and you rarely hear any
repetitive phrases.

Songs can be saved as MIDI Filesfor loading into and edit
ing from another sequencer. Band in a Box can be used by
anyone - from the amateur wanting some fun to the professional

needing backing for live performance. And the next upgrade
promises five-part accompaniment!

_,mxi
Notator is one of the only programs for the
ST which can create professional quality
scores. The sequencer side of the program is
the same as the cheaper Creator, so most people use Notator
either because they want to program in notation or require a

Cubeat is the most visual sequencing program on the ST. The
entire song can be seen as horizontal rectangles on the
Arrangementpage; these can be moved around, copied, cut (with

finished sheet of music.

select the correct tool for the job.

Sequencing on Notator is in the form of patterns, much like
a drum machine, and up to four patterns can play at the same
time. There is a good variety of editing screens, including the
Matrix Editor, which uses a horizontal keyboard with flowing grid,
and the main Score Editor. Facilities abound in the latter - keep

a pair of scissors), erased (with a rubber), muted and so on. The

right mouse button is used to access a "toolbox" from which you

The editing screens in Cubeat ate excellent. Key Edit gives
you a vertical keyboard with notes shown as horizontal rectan

gles, Drum Edit gives you a grid similar to those found on good
drum machines, and Grid Edit gives you all info as a vertical list
of events. You can zoom in and out on all of Cubeat's screens.

the manual close to hand!

Cubeatis a most intuitive program; you rarely need to look

Notator enables you to save the score as an .IMG picture
filefor direct loading into a DTP program. This means you are not
restricted to the 300 dot per inch printout of an inkjet or laser
printer; with the appropriate DTP software, you can use a profes
sional Linotronic phototypesetting machine.
STF Rating: 92%

at the manual - although it is one of the better ones.

STF Rating: 89%

STF Rating: 94%

Hybrid Arts
EDITTRACK GOLD
£116.32 Atlantic Audio v 071 272 8944, ext. 248.

For a sequencer costing only around £100, EditTrack Gold is

FRACTAL MUSIC
COMPOSER

PRO-SERIES 12
£245.00 Audio Visual Research w 0582 457348

£65.00 Fractal Music Ltd » 081 340 1871

Fractals are mathematical formulae which can create highly

Pro-Series 12 turns any ST or TT into a sampler, using a small
piece of hardware which plugs into the cartridge port. With a
standard 1MByte of memory, you can still get over 17 seconds of

great value - there is little to touch it. While most other

unusual visual patterns. Their randomness can then be applied

sequencers make you work in the way that their programmers

to the creation of music. Fractal Music Composer is one program

sampling, and with 4MBytes of memory this improves to around
a minute and a half (at 22kHz sampling rate). Audio quality is

which does just that.

very good.

Fractal Music Composer comes as three main programs.
Mandelbrot Set Composer uses a preset fractal image to create

record sounds via the input of the hardware and then edit the

intend you to, EditTrack Gold is so flexible that no two people
use it the same way.

There are two types of sequencer: pattern-based (like a
drum machine) and linear-based (like a piece of tape). EditTrack
Gold is equally at home with either way of working. Editing fea
tures are practically limitless, including an on-screen fader for
the real-time changing of tempo and other aspects of MIDI like
volume and stereo pan.

On the editing side, the Graphic Editor is excellent, using a
vertical keyboard with horizontal rectangles for notes. This has
the visual advantage of allowing you to use white notes on a

music, with you controlling certain aspects such as the number
of musical tracks and note ranges. Mandelbrot Set Zoom
enables you to choose an area of the Mandelbrot set and zoom

in on it. This can then be used with the composer. The third pro
gram, Julia Set Composer, uses a different fractal set for
composition.
All the music created can be saved as a MIDI file and

loaded into your sequencer, from which you can replay it or carry

black background if you wish. Alternatively, the Event Editor

out edits. If you don't have a sequencer which supports MIDI

enables you to edit MIDI events from a list.

files, you can use the PlayMIDI program, included free, for play

STF Rating: 86%

Three programs are included. The Editor enables you to

waveforms. It offers fade ins and outs, looping, 3D drawings of
the waveforms for pin-pointing digital equalising, real-time digital
effects and much more. Drumbeat gives you a sampling drum
machine with four note output, while MIDIplay enables you to
play your samples from an on-screen keyboard, including looping
samples, pitchbend and different note ranges for different sam
ples.

STF Rating: 84%

back.

STF Rating: 85%
• For more on fractals and fractal music, see the
special features in ST FORMAT 28. If you missed
that, turn to page 142 for how to order back issues.
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LAZER

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS,
CHISWKK,L0ND0N, W4 2EQ
wmm
Telephone: 081-747 9344

SOFTWARE

Fax:081-995 1325

Hours of opening: Mon-Sat 10.00am -6.00pm

3DConstruction Kit

£26.99 Elvira Mistress ofDarkness £21.99

4D Sports Boxing*

£16.99 Epic*

£15.99

688 SubAttack
A10Tank Killer

N/A Eye oftheBeholder
£22.99 F15 Strike Eagle II

£18.99
£23.99

Adv. Destroyer Sim. (A.D.S.).E 16.99 Fl 9 Stealth Fighter

£19.99

Adidas Golden Shoe * .£15.99 F29 Retaliator

£14.99

SOCCER MANIA

£16.99
£16.99
£8.99

Football Manager II, Gazza,
Micro Soccer, Football Manager

Afrika Korps*
Agony
Air Support

£16.99 Feudal Lords
£18.99 Final Conflict
N/A Final Whistle

Aisheido
Alcatraz*

£16.99 Final Fight
£16.99
£16.99 Flight oftheIntruder ....£16.99

Alpha Waves
Armalyte

£16.99 Formula One*
£16.99 Gauntlet III*

Armour Geddon
£16.99
Atomic Robo Kid
£15.99
A.W.E.S.O.M.E
£16.99
Back tothe Future III ....£16.99

Gods
Gun Boat
Gunship 2000*
Hard Drivin II

£15.99

Bard Tale III
BAT
Battle Command
Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
Battle Master

£16.99 Harpoon (1Mb)
£21.99
£22.99 Hill Street Blues
£15.99
£14.99 Home Alone
£16.99
£14.99 Hunter
£19.99
£14.99 Hudson Hawk
£14.99
£18.99 Ian Botham's Cricket ...£1 8.99

Bill Elliots Nascar Racing*...£16.99 Imperium

£16.99

Billy The Kid*

£15.99 Indy 500

£16.99

Blade Warrior
Blues Brothers
Blue Max
BomberBob
Boston Bomb Club
Brain Blaster
Brat
Beach 2

£15.99 Jahangir Khan
£16.99
18.99 James Pond
£14.99
N/A Jimmy White Snooker..£1 8.99
£15.99 Kick Off II (half Mb) ....£1 2.99
£16.99 Kick Off II (1Mb)
£15.99
£16.99 Killing Cloud
£15.99
£15.99 Knightmare
£18.99
£19.99 Last Ninja III*
£15.99

Buck Rodgers

£1 8.99 Leisure Suit Larry III

£26.99

Cadaver

£16.99 Lemmings

£15.99

Cadaver Pay Off Levels £10.99
Captain Planet *
£16.99
Carve Up
£14.99
Carthage
£16.99
Celica GT4 Rally
£15.99

Loom
Lost Patrol
Lord of the Rings
Lotus Esprit
Lotus Esprit II *

£16.99 Ml Tank Platoon
£15.99 Magic Pockets
£12.99 Magic Story Book

Chuck Yeager A.T.F.

£16.99 Manchester Utd Europe £15.99

Cisco Heat
C0|ditz

16.99 Maupiti Island *
£18.99 MegaLoManta

Corporation

£9.99 Mercs

Cruise for the Corpse*....£16.99 Metal Master

£1699

£15.99

Cyberconlll
Cyber Fight

£16.99 Mig 29
£15.99 Midwinter II

Darkman

£14.99 Might And Majic III* ...£21.99

DickTracey

£15.99 Monkey Island

£16.99

Disc*

£15-99 Monkey Island II*

£17.99

Double Dragon III
TheRosetta

Moonstone*
£16.99 Norc

£16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS

Robocop, Ghoslbuster II,

Gazza, Pro TennisTour,
Worldclass Leaderboara,

CHALLENGERS

£17.99

Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter
Bomber, Great Court, Stunt Car

PLATINUM

£16.99 Nightshirt

£16.99

Elf*

. £14.99 Nitro

Racer

Black Tiger, Strider, Forgotten

£17.99

Worlds, Ghouls N Ghosts

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

£16.99

TV Sports Football, Lords Of the
Rising Sun, TV Sports Basket

PGA Tour Golf

BUDGET TITLES
£7.99
£7.99

N/A After Burner

£6.99

Pit Fighter

£15.99 Arkanoid II

£6.99

Populus +Sim Cty

£21.99 Barbarian „(Pa|ace)

£6.99

Powermonger

£18.99 Batman Caped Crusader.£6.99

Predator II
Prehistoric
Prince of Persia

£15.99 B|asteroid
£16.99 Blood Money
£15.99 Centrefold Squares

Puzznic

£15.99 Chuckie Egg

„,
u.
Plottmg...

ci^QO
£15.99 Axel's
^ MagicHammer ....£6.99
£/^

Railroad Tycoon
R.B.I. Baseball II

£23.99 Chuckie Egg I
£17.99 Colossus Chess

. r ., c, . „ r~„ 00 Continental Circus
ReachForTheSk.es
..£23.99 &azy Cars

£o.99
£8.99
£6.99

£8.99

£8.99
£6.99

kb.VV
£6.99

Robocop II
Robocop III*

£15.99 DDb| Horse Racing
£699
£14.99 DThompson Olym.Chall ...£6.99

Rugby World Cup
Savage Empire

£16.99 Def. oftheCrown
£19.99 Deluxe Strip Poker

Search For The King....£19.99 Double Dragon
Shadow Of The Beast II .£15.99 Dragon Ninja
Shadow Dancer
Shadow Warrior

Fantasy World Dizzy
£16.99
Forgotten Worlds

£8.99
£6.99

£6.99
.'.0.99

£6.99
£6.99

RAINBOW COLLECTIONS

Ball, Wings.

Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble,

£20.99

Simpsons*
SpaceAce

£15.99
Gauntlet II
£6.99
£16.99 Hard Drivin'
£6.99
£15.99 Hero of the Lance
£7.99
£26.99 H. H.'s Guide lo the Galaxy.£8.99

MIND GAMES

Speedball II
Star Flight II

£15.99 Kick Off -Extra Time
£15.99 King of Chicargo....

£6.99

Strider II

£15.99 IK+

£6.99

Super CarsII
Super Monaco G.P.
Supremacy

£15.99 Indiana Jones
Last Crusade
£16.99 Iron Lord
£19.99 Last Ninja II

£7.99
£7.99

Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase

Swiv
Team Suzuki

£15.99 Leather Goddess
£15.99 Licence to Kill

£12.99

TeamYankee

£19.99 Moonwalker

Terminator II*

£14.99 North8. South

Their Finest Hour

£19.99 Operation Wolf

New Zealand Story
£12.99

Austerlitz, Waterloo, Conflict In

Europe. £14.99

PRECIOUS METAL

Xenon, Captain Blood, Crazy
FLIGHT COMMAND
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier,

Cars, Arknoid
£20.99

MAGNUM 4

Afterburner, Double Dragon,

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II

Operation Wolf,
Batman Coped Crusader

Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden path,
Black Shadow

£16.99

£6.99

POWER PACK

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME ONE
Midwinter, Carrier Command,
SturntCar Racer, Starglider II,
Soccer Challenge

Xenon II, TV Sprats Football,
Bloodwych, Lombard Rally
£14.99

£19.99
FULL BLAST

TOP LEAGUE

Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous,
Highway Patrol, P47, Carrier

Speedball II, Rick Dangerous II,

Command, Ferrari Formula One

TV Sports Football, Midwinter,
Falcon £19.99

£17.99
POWER UP

Altered Beast, RainbowIsland, X
Out, Chase HQ, Turrican
£17.99

£15.99

Dragon Wars

£10.99

Continental Circus

£19.99

£15.99

WHEELS OF FIRE
Hard Drivin, Chase HQ, Power
Drift, Turbo Outrun.

GRANDSTAND

£21.99
£23.99

Dragons Lair
£26.99 Navey Seals
Dragons Lair II (Timewarp) £26.99 Nightbreed

World Cup £19.99

Indiana Jones, Batman
£17.99

£19.99
£16.99
£19.99
£16.99
£1999

Warriors, Double Dragon ll

Falcon

£18.99
£14.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99

Centurion
Chase H.Q. II
Chuck Rock

£15.99 3.D po0|
£16.99 ATF II

£19.99

£15.99
£16.99
£21.99
£14.99

£16.99 Hard Nova

£16.99

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing

Dynamite Dux, Shinobi, Ninja

Fighter Bomber, Gunship,

£23.99
£16.99

Barbarian II (Psyg)

Outrun Europa*
FIST OF FURY

COMBAT ACES

BOARD GAMES
Scrabble, Cluedo Master Detective,
Risk - The World Conquest Game
£16.99

Mission Disk*
Toki

Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin Tin,
Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages
£16.99

£6.99

Outrun
Predator

Their Finest Hour

£12.99
RAC Lombard Rally
£15.99 Rainbow III

Total Recall
Turrican

£8.99

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

£6.99
£6.99

£6.99
£6.99

£15.99 Relurn ofthe Witch Lords.£9.99
£9.99 Ric|< Dangerous
£7.99

Turrican II

£15.99 Road Blaster

Turtles Arcade*

£18.99 R-Type

£6.99

Ultimate Ride

£16.99 Run The Gauntlet

£6.99

^ima^„
UI,imaVI
UMSII

;\;Z SilkWorm
Hill
£19.99 Speedball
SP ||der2

Utopia
UN Squadron*
Viz

£18.99 S(unt Car Racer
£15.99 Super Hang On
£15.99 Super OffRd Racer

Wings (half Mb)
White Death (1Mb)
Wolf Pack

£18.99 Switchblade
£6.99
£19.99 Treasure Island Dizzy ....£4.99
£19.99 Tin Tin on the Moon £6.99

in„

,,

£6.99

t-18 99 Shadow of the Beast

Wolf Child*.
Wonderland

World atWar

BIG BOX

£15.99

Sim Earth*

.£17.99 T-boOutrun
£18.99 jv Sports Football
£16.99 Vigi|ante

£8.99

£6.99
. £7.99
£7.99
£7,99
£6.99
£9.99

£7.99
£7.99
£6.99

Wrath of the Demon....£18.99 Worldclass Leaderboard£6.99
W.W.F.*
£14.99 Wizball
£6.99

Zeus*

£16.99 Zenon II

£7.99

Zitrix

£16.99 XOut

£7.99

*Atthetime of printing these games were not available, butwill
be despatched to you on release date.

Order Form
Please charge my Access/Visa card no:

^o..

Expiry Date:
ST Format November 91

Price

Computer Titles

Name

Date •

Address

Total

PostCode

Tel:

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: Lazer Softwarecountries

Credit card orders taken. 75p3oostaae
postage

and, pacKing
packinq. EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC c
All items subject to availability. E. &0. E.

add £3.00 per item.

APPLICATIONS

Yamaha (^ 09083 66700) have an entire range
multi-timbral keyboards under the title of PSS. The I

est of these is the PSS-795, which costs £199.99,

The most obvious addition is a multi-timbral MIDI key

predecessor, the PSS-790, can be found for around

board with internal sounds. Multi-timbral means that it

£150 and offers auto-accompaniment, eight drumpads,
an in-built sequencer and an amplifier with two speak
ers. Not full size keys, though.

can piay many sounds at the same time - for instance,

the Roland D-5 can play eight instruments and a rhythm
section and typically sells for around £450. Similar
facilities are offered by the Kawai K-l for around the
same price. Both are substantially cheaper second
hand. (You can reach Roland on s 0252 816181,
Kawai on a 0202 296629)
You could buy a soundless keyboard and a sound
module instead. Roland make a four octave keyboard
called the PC-200. available for around £169, which is
velocity sensitive and has pitchbend and modulation
controls. You could then look for an old Roland MT-32

or Kawai Klr/m (both around £200). Sound Canvas by
Roland is a new piece of gear, costs £499, but ca
16 instruments simultaneously!

You can get around the normal limitation of 16
MIDI channels by using a MIDI port expander. C-Lab,
Steinberg and Hybrid Arts all sell their own bits of kit.
but all of these only work with the software from the
same manufacturer.

Few MIDI keyboards or sound modules have their
own built-in sound system, so you also need an

amplifier and speakers. You could use the family hi-fi,
but be careful - it's easy to blow the speakers! Alterna
tively, you could play back through your ghetto-blaster.
Be prepared to hunt for keyboards and sound modsecond-hand. They rarely go wrong and you can
—e real bargains!

DTP

There are a few things that really help to unleash th
power of DTP on your ST. Some are expensive, but ca
be left until you've really cut your teeth on the topii
The list below isn't essential, but if you start DTP witl
out any of these items, life may be hard work.
• Printer- either a dot matrix or laser printer will di
The Star LC24-200 is a good, reasonably-priced do
matrix available in four-colour or black and whit

configuration, priced £433 or £304 respectively (St;
-r 0494 471111). (The LC24-200 was reviewed in S7
25: if you missed that, see page 144 for orderin
details.) For more professional work, the Atari SM60

Laser printeris a good machine to start with - thoug
you need a 2MByte ST to use it properly. It'll cost yo
around£1,056 from Atari (* 0753 533344).
• Memory upgrade - the type you require (and th

price) depends on your original ST. The more memoi
you have, the larger and more complex your doci
ments can be. Power Computing (« 0234 843388
stock the cheapest kits, starting at £99. We reviewe
memory upgrades for the ST in issue 25.

• Mono monitor - All DTP pages look far more like th
final printout when they're running in high resolutio
on a monochrome monitor. The standard Atari SM12

costs £140 (Atari * 0734 533344), but you can bu
over-sized A4 mono-monitors and interface them t

your ST. Contact Titan Designs (» 021 415 4155) fc
details on their Reflex Graphics system which enable
you to do this.

PROGRAMMING

• Scanner - DTP means pictures, too! The simples
way to get images on paper is by scanning from phc
tographs - that is, "reading" them into your ST's men

When programming, you soon find that the bog-stan
dard 520 ST can be a hindrance as much as a help.
Programs are often large fragmented chunks of code
on disk which need to be linked together to produce a

ory. All you need is a hand scanner or an A4 roller-fe
scanner and the chunk of software Included. Panda:

Marketing(w 0234 855666) have a rangeof excellen

finished product. Because of this, a hard drive is the
programmer's favourite tool.

Mitsubishi scanners, priced from £200 to £600.

• Hard drive - big documents take up big space
when you save them. You also need oodles of space t
store all the different fonts you use on your pages
Check out the list of hard drives in tne Programmers
Hardware panel opposite for a guide to the best deals,

There are oodles of suitable hard drives you can
buy. Protar (" 0923 54133) do a range of hard drives
from 20MBytes (£423, STF Rated 90%) to
160MByt.es. Ladbroke Computing (» 0772 203166)
supply hard drives with 52MBytes of space (£409, STF
Rated 81%) right up to 105Mbytes. Any of these
should be ideal for programmers.
Thanks to the inconsistencies of the various ver-

ions of TOS (the ST's operating system), some pro
grams (usually assembly programs) don't immediately

GRAPHICS

work on all ST types. A good programmer writes with
this in mind - but few own all possible versions of the

Graphics aren't the sort of area that requires much
hardware, but some extra equipment can Improve your
results and make the drawing process simpler. If you're
still struggling with a TV it might be worthwhile Invest

ST. Make sure you test your assembly programs on as
many STs as you can beg. blag or borrow. BASIC and C
are less susceptible to compatibility problems and con
sequently they're safer (but slower) languages to use.
If you're intending to make a career out of ST pro
gramming, you can join the list of Atari Developers.
Atari (c 0753 533344) supply a developer's pack.
with everything you need to know about the ST's abili

ties and deficiencies. You need to register to get hold
of it and this means forking out nearly 200 quid - but
for a pro. the developer's kit is the most important
hardware you'll use.

ing In a colour monitor. No matter how good a TV you
have, the improvement in the display with a monitor is
staggering. There are two main choices: either the
standard Atari SC1224 (£269, Evesham Micros a 0386

Atari mouse. Compared to replacement mice, it has a
very low resolution and is awkward to use. Get hold of

a Naksha mouse (see page 118 to order - STFRating
92%) and you'll be amazed at the difference it makes.
For the heavy-wallet artist who wants to see his

creations on the wall rather than Just on the screen, a
colour printer would be handy. Although they can't
reproduce the screen exactly, clever driver software
can do a good job. Try the Star LC200 nine-pin (£199,
STF Rating 89%) or the Star LC24 200 24-pln (£299,
STF Rating 80%), both from WeServe * 0705 325354.

765500, STF Rating 82%), which has a crisp display
but tends to display colours too darkly, or the Philips
CM8833 Mark 2 (£249.95, FutureWorld Computers
n 0234 218060, STF Rating 90%). which has stereo

(tr 0582 763100), reviewed last month, enables you to
trace around printed images to accurately reproduce

sound (great with an STE) and an excellent display.
You might also consider getting rid of the standard

them on-screen. It's an expensive £534.63, but, is the
best graphics tablet around: STFRating: 88%,

The ultimate excess is a graphics tablet. The Cherry
Digitiser Mark 4

from Cherry Electrical

Products

lANUARY 1992

A LEEDS ATARI CENTRE A
PRINTERS

STE - THE RANGE

|

520 Discovery Extra
520 1 Meg
520 2 Meg
520 4 Meg
1040 Family Curriculum..

£299.00
£329.00
379.00
£449.00
£379.00

Mega STE 1 & 2

CALL
§;;;:ltS^^

As with hard drives, we only stock one make Frontier. Why? Because we never have any trouble
with them. They fit nearly all types of ST and Martin
(the owner) is a nice chap!
£65.00 X-Tra Ram Standard 2 Meg

X-Tra Ram Deluxe 2 Meg
£109.00 STE 1 Meg
X-Tra Ram Deluxe 4 Meg
£179.00 STE 2 Meg
X-Tra Ram Standard 1/2 Meg ...£55.00 STE 4 Meg

£89.00
£35.00
£80.00
£149.00

FITTING SERVICE AVAILABLE!

ESSENTIAL ITEMS
Internal Drives

£59.00

External Drives

£69.00

ZY-FI Stereo System ...£38.00

Joy/Mouse Extenders...£6.00

GOODIES FROM COMPO!
PC Speed (STE or FM) ..£99.00
AT Speed
(While Stocks Last) ....£149.00

AT Speed C-16

NLQ fonts, 20 CPS faster in NLQ mode
FREE Colour Upgrade

JUST £299.00
NEW! Citizen 48P Portable

Unbelieveable quality from an
unbelieveably small unit

OUR PRICE £289.00

MEMORY UPGRADES

X-Tra Ram Deluxe 1/2 Meg

NEW! Citizen Swift 24E. Now with 2 extra

£229.00

NEW! Canon BJ10EX

no more printer driver problems
as this top selling bubble jet is now
fully Epson compatible

Great value at only £269.00
NOT FORGETTING
Citizen 120D +
Citizen 124D
Swift 9
Swift 9X
Swift 24X
Pro Dot 9/24

£149.00
£199.00
£189.00
£279.00
£389.00
CALL

StarLC200
StarLC20
Star LC 24-10
Star LC 24-200

£209.00
£159.00
£199.00
£259.00

Star LC 24-100 Colour

£299.00

Adaptor Board for STE .£25.00

Hewlett Packard

Deskjet 500

£399.00

SeikoshaSP1900

£129.00

Dust Covers

£5.00

Thats A Mouse

£19.00

Centronics Cable

£9.00

Thats Write

£99.00

All printers, needless to say, come with free

Write On

£49.00

cable. Most black ribbons £3.99 Each

Samplers

£35.00

MAIL ORDER

HARD DRIVES

By Phone: Quoting your Access/Visa number

We are Protar Authorised Dealers.

In fact, they are the only ones we stock.

on: 0532 446520 Mon-Sat.

With quality and value this sood why buy anything else?
Progate 30 Meg
Progate 40 Meg
Progate 40 DC
Progate 60 Meg
Progate 100 DC

£307.00
£339.00
£423.00
£437.00
£619.00

By Cheque - Make cheques, P/Os or
Building Society Drafts payable to: Miditech
(please allow for 7 days for cheque clearance)
Delivery: Please add £6.00 courier delivery.
For orders under £100 please add £2 p&p.

Open:
PLUS! A great range of DTP, Graphics, Business, Midi,
Mon-Fri
Educational and Games Software, PC Compatibles, Books,
9.30-6.00
EST 1988
Accessories, Midi Keyboards and Expanders.
Sat
All on demo in our city centre show room with helpful, friendly
9.00-5.30
AVIIIITECH
staff to make sure you make the right choice. If you can't make it
in to see us, we offer a fast mail order service (Next Day £6)
54 The Merrion Centre (Balcony)

VISA, ACCESS, CREDIT FACILITIES (SUBJECT TO STATUS)
Prices correct at time of soins to press, but may change without notice E &OE

Leeds LS2 8NG

Tel: (0532) 446520
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Freestyle
Like to create your own auto-accompaniment, enabling your synth to play

Freestyle
MACHINE: ALL STs

drums, bass and accompanying instruments while you star on the front

PRICE: £149.00

FROM: ZONE DISTRIBUTION

line? Last issue Band in a Box earned FORMAT Gold for doing just that.

CONTACT: 081 766 6564

F e w MIDI keyboards with accompaniment sec
tions enable you to record the auto-accompa
niments via MIDI to a sequencer. This means
that if you want to take advantage of your
synth's ability to play drums, bass and accom
paniment instruments while you play the lead line, you
have to rely on the very limited internal sequencer
that most of these synths incorporate.
Of course, you might have an ST and simply wish
to generate some backing tracks. This is where an
accompaniment program like Band in a Box comes
in. (It was reviewed last issue - see page 142 if you
don't have a copy.) Now there's also Freestyle. This
offers you drums, bass and three different accom
paniment instruments with different styles and substyles. All you need is a multi-timbral MIDI sound
module and you can immediately construct and play
back song creations.

Freestyle offers drums, bass and
three different accompaniment
instruments with different styles

Now Vic Lennard asks whether another contender, Freestyle, can match up
to the standards set by that Diy karaoke kit
Desk
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screen broken up into five main areas. On the bottom
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• Freestyle is an auto-accompaniment program, which means you can create and play back songs. For live per
formances, "MIDI" enables you to change the sub-style and chord accompaniment from a MIDI keyboard.

left are the transport controls, with the usual sequen

you are using. A look at the "drumset" selection in

cer buttons for start, stop, continue, forward and
rewind. Directly above this is the MIDI Mixer which
enables you to directly control certain aspects of the

the Options menu gives you a listing of the MIDI notes
currently allocated to the 40 drum sounds available.

decide on and can change by simply clicking on the
various places in the entry. The first of these is the

root note of the chord - C, C#, D and so on. Having
chosen this, you then need to choose the type of
chord. Here there are 13 choices, including the more

five sounds. Above this is the Style List with eight
slots - you can use up to eight different styles within
a song and Freestyle gives you a total of 40 styles to

Not sure if they are suitable for your module? A click
on Load brings up the five drum maps currently pro
vided for by Freestyle, which include Roland (loaded
by default), Yamaha and Korg drum machines. If your

kick off with. Along the top is the Main Bar with infor
mation like Tempo, Signature and Position (in bars

module isn't included, you have to look in the manual

through to the less common like suspended fourth
and sixth. While this should satisfy most users, 13

and set the MIDI notes accordingly. Of course, you

chords really isn't enough for a program costing this

can save this to disk, so you only need to do this
once. Now a visit to the MIDI Setup option enables

kind of money - let's hope that more are added in a
future update.

and beats) while below this is the Leadsheet - the

bulk of the screen where you input the one-bar chord
Entries for your song.

you to set the MIDI channel for each instrument.

The first thing you need to do is to ensure that
Freestyle is set up correctly for the sound module

Creating a basic song is intended to be very sim
ple. Each entry has five items which you need to

ft
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Next, you choose which of the eight available styles
you want to use for this chord entry. The styles in the
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• To create an accompaniment track, first set the
MIDI drum notes for your sound module. If you're in
luck, a preset already exists.

I 1921634 I LOOP 1128 I
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• Now set the MIDI channels for each of the parts,

• Next comes the good bit. Type in the chords for

along with the lowest and highest velocities.

the first part of the song, choose the styles and substyles and which instruments are muted. Here is
your finished intro.
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Style List are numbered and, of course, you can only
choose from the styles that you have loaded in. Now
you choose whether the style used is going to be the
original style or one of the nine sub-styles. These
include the main variation sub-style, two fill sub-styles
and versions for break, intro and end. This number of

sub-styles means that you are less likely to end up
with a monotonous boom-cha, boom-cha feel through

out your song - unless you like boom-cha, boom-cha,
in which case you can keep the original style through
out! Finally, you can decide which of the five available
parts are going to be playing in this one bar.
One bar done, you can now copy this to the next
position and change it as you wish to create the sec
ond bar in the song. If you find that you have missed
a bar out, you can drop a bar on top of an existing
one and it is automatically inserted. You then con
tinue until the current section of the song is finished.
What does current section mean? A song in Freestyle
can have many pages, and the easiest way to work is
to have each page equivalent to a section of the
song. So page one might be the intro, page two

review

and octave shift are then saved per bar. So, you can
change the octave that an instrument is playing in
while you are listening, and can also decide which
instruments are muted out on playback - kind of
recording extra information while you are listening to
your song. Muted instruments are always greyed out.
There are other nice touches, like being able to
click on any style name and automatically impose
that style on the entire song. You can also remove a
bar line to create a single bar from two chords, thus
changing the chord in the middle of a bar. However,
this means that two chords per bar is the maximum

possible, which is a bit of a restriction - no snatched
chords at the end of a bar.

Practically all of the menu options have key
equivalents which only require a single keystroke.

In MIDI arrangement mode, you
can play along - live - from a
connected MIDI keyboard

could be verse one and so on. You can copy an

entire page, or part of a page, to a new one, so mak
ing the creation of a complete song very easy and
flexible. A click on "Pagename" on the Main Bar

enables you to name the current page (or song sec
tion). Clicking on "Page" enables you to move
between the various pages.

Once you have set up your song, it would be nice
to print out the chords and bar lines, but such a facil
ity is not offered within Freestyle. A shame, this,
especially bearing in mind the open way in which you

Why bother with <Shift> or <Control> plus another
key if you don't have to? The options here include the
ability to copy the current mutes to all chords, and to
split pages or join them together, which you might
want to do if you are working with a looped part of
the song. The fact that you can write an entire song
in sections and join or split sections at will makes
composing very easy.

can build up a song.

There are

three modes of arrangement in

Freestyle. "Loop" mode continuously plays around
the chords on the current page, during which you can
make any changes you wish. "Song" mode plays

through an entire song, moving from page to page as
necessary. The third mode, "MIDI," is looked at later.

PERFORMING

LIVE

Freestyle also offers the potential for live perfor
mance. Entering the "MIDI" arrangement mode
changes the main screen to one showing the ten
styles and sub-styles along with the current chord
and information for a solo part. Solo part? Yes, you
can play along from a connected MIDI keyboard with

module can respond to the MIDI command being sent

the generated auto-accompaniment by playing notes
above the "split" point set under the "MIDI Setup." By
playing notes under the "split" point, you can also
generate one of the 13 chord types which Freestyle
recognises. Additionally, you can move between the
"original" and "variation" styles via their fill-ins by play
ing with a velocity greater than that set within "MIDI
Setup." Also, you can send out a patch change to the

to it. If you're working with a single sound module like

solo instrument and can change the volume and

a Roland MT-32 or CM-32L, there's a list of the 128

octave shift, as well as being able to "double" up the

patch change names in two lists, entitled "program
change A" and "program change B," where you can

solo voice with notes an octave below, so fattening
the overall sound. Other nice features in "MIDI" mode

see the names of the sounds in your module. If you
have a different module, make up your own list, save
it to disk and load it when you use Freestyle.
Best of all, all MIDI Mixer manipulations can be
done while the song is playing and those for mute

include being able to delay the left-hand chord and
instantly transposing a chord instead of waiting until

CONTROL

The MIDI Mixer also gives you control over the mutes,

velocity, volume, octave and patch number of each
individual instrument. While velocity and volume both

appear to affect the "loudness" of an instrument,

changing "velocity" can also alter the tone. "Volume"
always affects the loudness as long as your MIDI

the next chord arrives.

Very neat for that wine bar or restaurant gig, or
for simply playing along at home. Unfortunately, Free-

style can't transfer the chords you play within "MIDI"
mode to the Leadsheet. It doesn't have sequencing
capability - a major drawback when it's in the price
range where you can buy a professional sequencer.
MUSICAL

INFORMATION

Styles have been mentioned throughout - what are
they? The easiest explanation is that they are musical
information Freestyle uses to generate its accompani
ment. You can create your own as long as you have a
sequencer which is capable of saving a song as a
MIDI File. You then have to go through a careful, and
quite tedious, series of instructions to create the rele
vant "song" - drums and percussion, bass major,
bass minor, bass seventh followed by the same types
for each of the three accompaniments - 13 tracks in
all. Each track is split into six parts: original, varia
tion, original fill, variation fill, intro and ending. Since
you can vary the number of bars for each type, you
use the lowest MIDI note as a marker to show where

one type ends and the next begins. You can then use
the Generate Style command to create your own
user-style from this MIDI File. But the variation in userstyle is far greater in Band in a Box, where you can
have up to 30 patterns with different weightings to
decide which is the most likelyto occur at any time.
While Freestyle has more accompaniment parts,
it is certainly more limited in the variations between
one bar and the next because of the restrictive way
in which the styles are put together. There is a facility
to add a randomness to the velocities of certain

drum sounds, but it's hardly enough to prevent you
from picking out the similarities from one bar to the
next. Lyrics? Not really. While there is a notepad facil
ity, it only gives you a ten line page for an entire
song, on which you also have to keep any necessary
notes. So, compared with Band In A Box, you have an
easier manner for structuring songs, more instru
ments and better live performance aspects, but less
variation in the "auto" side of the accompaniment and
no printout. Band in a Box are adding more instru
ments, a top line and sequencing capability in the
next upgrade. It's up to you if you want Freestyle's
advantages urgently or are willing to wait, stf

FREESTYLE
£149.00 Zone Distribution « 081 766 6564
FEATURES: 80%

Five part instrumentation makes for a complete accom
paniment, but you need a sequencer which can save to
a MIDI File to create your own styles. There's no printout
facility and not enough choice of chords.
SPEED: 88%

Fast to work with - and changing styles, sub-styles and
chords is simple, as is the setting up of mutes for each
instrument per bar.
EASE OF USE: 90%

Good key equivalents throughout, including moving from
chord to chord using the cursor keys, but not for move
ment between pages.
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RESULTS: 80%
Effective accompaniment, but you can hear the same

riffs and rhythms cropping up after a while - there's not
enough random element.
THE COMPETITION

Band In A Box (£45 or £69 for the pro version including
52 additional styles), also from Zone Distribution. It was
reviewed in STF29 and earned 94%-that's it!
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• Playback in "Loop" mode so that you can change

things, like the patch number for the bass sound...
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• ...or the velocity of the drums. You can set up
the whole accompaniment track to suit your own
style and play along with it - live. The live perfor
mance aspects are better than Band in a Box's.

STF RATING: 76%
Easier song structuring, more instruments and better live
performance aspects than the current version of Band in
a Box. But with the style restrictions, lack of printout and
no sequencing capability, it is difficult to see this beating
Band in a Box once the next upgrade of that package is
here - particularly since that is so much cheaper.

4*Atx

=\M/»4.H)I SEQUENCES
Get your "Hands On" the Midi sequences the Professionals use!
Why spend hours sequencing your favourite songs when you can get complete songs pre
programmed by professional programmers.
The quality of our sequence data is rapidly becoming the "Industry Standard"
But Don't take our word for it!

The Music Industry
The Music Press

The Computer Press
The Computer Industry

:We provide sequences for Roland & Casio
: "Remarkably close to the originals..."
David Hughes - Sound On Sound November 1990
: "Hands On" were extremely accurate and faithful to the
original." Jon Bates - ST Format - April 1991
: We supply sequence data to Commodore

The PRICE: Each Sons ONLY £5.25 (Min Order 4)
Phone or write for our FREE catalogue.

Audio

Sculpture

"Hands On" Midi Software Ltd

14 Lodge Road, Bedhampton, Havant, Hants P09 3LL
Tel/Fax (0705) 452628

Audio Sculpture isprobably
the best music creation
tool ever written for the

Music in Sequence

ATARI ST-STe computers:

A complete guide to MIDI sequencing
by William Lloyd andPaul Terry
Music in Sequence is the first real attempt to bridge the gulf
between music and technology, offering beginners and experienced
musicians alike an access point to the MIDI revolution. Suitable for

use with all types of sequencer, it shows how to interpret music
notation using the sequencer's own easy-to-understand graphics and
provides all of the tips needed for anyone to produce their own

you can, ineither colour or
monochrome, use inthe
same program a powerful
graphic interface, a staff
editing, a complete midi
support (in and out), a vocal
synthesiser, a digisounds editor, a
vector synthesiser and so on...

studio-quality music. Written, produced and published in theUK.

Moreover, you'll find in the

• Twenty different pieces to record, ranging from
Bach and Tchaikovsky to Minimalism, Muppets and Funk.

•

data disk: sources in

assembler, GFA Basic and

Synth playing techniques, writing drum patterns, voicing,

STOS Basic to use the music in

using MIDI controllers, step writing and quantization.

•

Special sections on setting-up equipment, using

multi-timbral synlhs and writing chord patterns and bass riffs.

your creations (you can replay up to 50
Khz on a STe!), an instrument library
and some exemples.

"... the answer to the struggling sequencer user'sprayers."
(Home &Studio Recording)

"Brilliant, unique book! Written by guys who understand music and

how to create itusing today's technology. Highly recommended."
(Sound On Sound)

Piicc£12.95 Published by Musonix Publishing

COMPATABILITY with Amiga

Available from all good music retailers
In case of difficulty, contact the distributors: Music Sales Ltd.,
Newmarket Roa.d, Bury St Edmtmds, Suffolk M>13 3YB (0284-702600)

and TCBTracker modules and
alsowith all the different kinds of

card and cartridges (ST Replay,
MSC, MV16 etc...). Well, now you know
whatyouhavetodo...

DO YOU OWN
Quartet, TCB Tracker, Replay, Replay Pro, Midiplay,
Drumbeat, Stereo Replay?
For the price of a PD disk you get 1- 46
Professional 8 - Bit samples on one disk
100's to choose from: Percussion, Vocals,

SEE
AVR REVIEW

Instruments and Special FX.

AUGUST STF,

Also available Professional 16 Bit samples for

ALSO COVER

The AVR Pro 12 + 16.

DISK 29

ONLY £49.99
For Further Details Contact

SEND £1.50 FOR CATALOGUE + FREE SAMPLER DISK SPECIFYING
8 OR 16 BIT FORMAT + SOFTWARE USED

SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT GROUP

PREMIER MUSIC SERVICES LTD

18 Foyle Road, Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3QP. Tel 0703 260485

i

MS-

150c Main Street, Bingley BD16 2HR
Tel: (0274) 562999
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how to

do

it

A f t e r playing games on my ST for a few
months, I took a look at Public Domain soft
ware and came across demos. There are

hundreds of these programs available from

PD libraries for next to nothing, designed to
show off the abilities of the ST. My appetite for pro
gramming was whetted and I thought I'd have a go.
Most of them seemed to feature similar sorts of stuff

- long scrolling text, sine wave wobbling, parallax
scrolling and bouncing 3D balls. I wanted to produce
something a little different. The most important in
gredients for a good demo are imagination and

effort. You can always learn the programming side of
things - it's easier than you might think to put
together your own piece of ST magic.
On the Cover Disk you'll find a short version of
the demo Bigeye, along with the STOS Basic source
code. I chose STOS because of its simple and power
ful graphics functions. I didn't want to get bogged
down with all those impenetrable assembly code
commands. Since my programming wasn't yet up to
much, I decided to keep it simple and concentrate on
• Chris Lloyd, STF's Cover Disk Ed but ST demo programmer long before, reveals all: the big eye was scanned
from a book on photography. He cut out the right hand side as a block, reversed it and pasted it back down on
the left side to make a symmetrical picture. He then cut out the iris and pasted it back on. One weird eye.

the finished images. There's nothing more frustrating
than a program which refuses to do what you want.
I was inspired by a '60s film in which some
James Bond-type bloke was brain-washed by watch-

Retinal
burn
First hypnotise yourself watching our Cover Disk demo,

then read Chris Lloyd's step-by-step explanation of how

he put it all together. After that, just lie down in a dark
• You'd never know it, but Chris Lloyd is a bit of a closet hippie, judging by his Big

Eye demo. It's 'cos STOS is so straightforward, you see - it just lets the inner
being shine forth. What could it reveal about you? To order a copy, see page 118.

room for an hour or so and all will be revealed to you

A GOOD COLOUR BITMAPPED IMAGE IS WORTH 1,000
There's one thing that spoils a graphics demo and
that's shabby pictures, so this Is where most of the
hard work is. Digitised images are an easy way to get
impressive graphics without having to draw anything.
Images were lifted from the Sunday magazines or
library books on photography and scanned with a
hand-scanner. I used the Daatascan from Pandaal

(£129.95 ^ 0234 855666). You need patience to get
the scan straight and the contrast correct. Each one
was then converted to a quarter screen eight colour
picture using Canvas (which just happens to be yours
on this issue's special second Cover Disk!). I used

two palettes for the main pictures and four for the
background. Each one was added to the code as a

gosub (see page 107), so changing colours is easy.
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• The initial scan using Pandal's Dataascan at

200dpi. Since the images are going to be converted
to colour, it's best to set the scanner to produce a
dithered image to give a better spread of colours.

4 ♦ alHl\

• Imagemod is a handy little program (included with
the scanner) which converts a bit-mapped mono
chrome scan to a colour low resolution picture using

dithering techniques.

how

ing a sequence of
rapidly flashing im
ages. This appealed
to

me

and

I

to

be

where. The easiest

set

held

do

way was to cut
each picture down
to a quarter of a
screen and display

about writing a pro
gram to display se
quences of digitised
graphics and shifting
colours on my ST.
Since the pictures
were to be displayed after
each other rapidly, they
had

to

each one in the centre

of the screen over a

patterned background.
This way you can store
four images in 32K.
The background pat
tern

uncom

pressed in the ST's memory.
Since each full screen image is 32K and I wanted
at least 30 images, I had to compromise some-

It's easier than you might think
to put together your own piece of
ST magic - you can always learn
the programming side of things.

to

be

colour-

cycled

was

using

the

STOS

shift

command to

add

interest. I cut the palette in
half and the last seven colours were saved to use for

the background. To give the images impact, I divided
them into categories - you, love, hate, life and God.

BIG

it

EYE

the pictures are shown so rapidly, so some system
like this was necessary. (See box, page 109.)
I came across a lovely close-up photograph of a
human eye which made a good introduction to the
demo. Some basic drawing commands added a pat
tern over the iris. The palette is then changed to a
rainbow and shifted while the background screen is
blended in. The STOS appear command enables
you to merge pictures together, along with shifting
colours. This gives a lovely effect because the pic
tures and colours bleed together.
The main display routines are called as gosubs.
Gosubs are sections of code that can be reused any
number of times at any point, hence the name - it's
short for "go to subroutine." This makes changing the
sequence of the demo much easier - all you have to
change is the order the gosubs are called in. It also
saves lots of repetitive code. I used a variable within •

The final demo ended up 667K long, so the Cover
Disk version had to be shortened.

Each picture is copied to a logical screen - an

SOURCE OF

area of memory reserved to store a screen image
without actually displaying it - before using the
screen swap command to display the images and

the wait vbl command to synchronise everything.
Even the slightest flicker becomes noticeable when

THE MATTER
The full source code is on the Cover Disk, so if you
have a copy of STOS you can have a good look at how
it's all put together and fiddle about with it. All the
main display routines are called as gosubs. The vari
able "SPD" Is used to set the display between each
image and the speed of the scrolling. It might look a
little complicated at first, but only a few basic com
mands are used. All the graphics are held in com
pressed form as external files and loaded in and
decompressed into STOS memory banks.
Lines

Function

20
30-100
110-120
130-170
180-290
300-530
540-630

initial screen set-up
loading and decompressing graphics
loading and initialising sample
title messages
large eye and graphics
main section of flashing graphics
all the palettes as gosubs

640

gosub to reset all screens to default

650-720

gosub to reduce screen to minatures using

730-790
800-860
870-910
920-930
940-1060

gosub to
gosub to
gosub to
gosub to
gosub to

screen X

• These images are for lurve, dig? The ability of Canvas to selectively swap and replace colours under the
block menu was useful when editing the final pictures. Each screen took a few hours to produce. I designed a

display "love" pictures
display "hate" pictures
display "you" pictures
scroll screen
display all pictures

If you want to use the source code and don't have
STOS Maestro installed, then you need to delete lines
110,120, 300 and 520.

set of fill patterns to use as a backdrop for the images. Psychoactive graphics rule, okay?

WORDS OF CODE (SUBJECT TO THE EXCHANGE RATE)
- »i(*S«a»vjW

Ill K

• r^.

• ^#*urf* - «r*.

• I used Canvas to prepare the final pictures. It has

excellent block and palette handling functions. Only
the first eight colours are used - the rest are saved
for the background, which is to be colour-cycled.

• The main background. First, I drew a series of
filled boxes converging on the centre. Then I cut
sections out and filled the gaps with fill patterns
and finally pasted on little designs. Fab gear.

• Finally the image is pasted onto the background.
These four make up the "you" section. The full

version of Big Eye has nine such screens, giving a
total of 36 different images.
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BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE

y

.and the keenest prices

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help
N01 FOR ATARI ST USERS!

AD & D Collectors
Barbarian 2
Beast Buster

21.99
17.99
17.99

Captain Planet
Cruise for a Corpse

17.99
18.99

Deuteros
Elf

19.99
16.99

Eye of the Storm
Final Fight

Phone
17.99

Finest Hour- Mission
Flames of Freedom
Gauntlet 3
Grand Prix
Hard Nova
Home Accounts 2

12.99
24.99
16.99
24.99
17.99
37.99

Kings Quest V
Knightmare
Lemmings - Data disk

27.99
22.99
11.99

Little Beau

16.99

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
Magic Garden
Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook

17.99
17.99
17.99
19.99

Master Golf

24.99

Mega Lo Mania
Mega Twins
Mercenary 3
MIG 29 Super Fulcrum

21.99
16.99
2299
27.99

Nebulus 2

17.99

Pegasus
Pepes Garden
R Type 2
Railroad Tycoon

19-99
16.99
17.99
24.99

Rise of the Dragon

24.99

Robin Hood
Robin Smith Cricket

Armalyte

16.99

Armour-Geddon
Battle Chess 2
Battle Command
Battle of Britain
Blade Warrior
Borodino

17.99
17.99
16.99
19.99
17.99
13.99

Captive

15.99

Chase HQ 2

16.99

Chips Challenge

16.99

STARLC10

..159.00

including lead!
STAR LC200 (Colour).
including lead!

..199.00

Darkman

17.99

19.99

Demoniak
Elvira

20.99
1999

Flight of the Intruder
F15 Strike Eagle II
F19 Stealth Fighter

27.99
22.99
19.99

GODS
Golden Axe
Hard Drivin' 2

16.99
16.99
16.99

(Under 5, 5 to 7 or over 7 )

Indy Jones- Last Crusade

12.99

Kick Off 2

15.99

(Under 5, 5 to 7 or 7 to 11)

Lets Spell At Home
Lets Spell At Shops
Shapes and Colours

..19.99

..15.99
..15.99
..15.99

....6.99

.".12.99

Fun School 2

(Under 6, 6 to 8 or over 8)
.15.99

Fun School 3

.15.99

Fun School 4

ART & MUSIC

17.99
15.99

16.99

Merchant Colony
Mighty Bombjack

19.99
16.99

Moonbase
M1 Tank Platoon

23.99
19.99

DELUXE PAINT

45.99

Powermonger

18.99

Predator 2
Pro Tennis Tour 2

17.99
16.99

MASTERsound 2
Quartet

..29.99
..39.99
..87.99

Railroad Tycoon

24.99

RBI Baseball
Return of the Witch Lord

19.99
11.99

17.99
17.99

Rick Dangerous 2

16.99

Robocop 2

16.99

Robozone

17.99

Rolling Ronny

16.99

Sarakon

13.99

Secret of Monkey Island

Sim City + Populous!
Speedball 2
Supercars2
Super Monaco Grand Prix
Supremacy

19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
17.99
19.99

17.99

16.99

Shadow of the Beast 2
Shadow Sorceror

17.99
18.99

Shoe People

17.99

Silent Service 2

24.99

Simpsons
Spirit of Excalibur

16.99
21.99

Terminator 2
Thunderhawk

Turtles Arcade
UMS 2 - Planet Editor
Ultima 6
Under Pressure

17.99
19.99
17.99
12.99
22.99
17.99

Utopia

19-99

Video Kid

World Wrestling Federation

17.99

Phone

Batman - The Movie
Bubble Bobble

6.99
6.99

Dragon Ninja

6.99

BAAL
Hard Drivin

6.99
6.99

Lombard RAC Rally

6.99

Menace

6.99

RType

6.99

Shadow of the Beast
Xenon 2

6.99
7.99

Colossus Chess
Chaos Strikes Back

8.99
12.99

Dungeon Master
Rick Dangerous
Strip Poker
SpindizzyWorlds

12.99
8.99
8.99
4.99

TCB Tracker

9.99

Switchblade II
S.W.I.V.
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee
Toki
Total Recall
Turrican 2
U.M.S. 2
Wonderland
Z-Out

ZakMcKracken
Zone Warrior

17.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
19-99
19.99
14.99
13.99
17.99

Falcon Collection

20.99

Fists of Fury
Hollywood Collection
Leisure Suit Larry Triple

19.99
19.99
34.99

Master Mix
Monster Pack
Phantasie - Bonus Edition
Platinum
Power Pack

16.99
19.99
19.99
17.99
16.99

Power Up

21.99

Rainbow Collection

14.99

Sporting Gold
Super Sim Pack

19.99
21.99

Test Drive 2 - Collection

21.99

Top Shots
Premier Collection
Virtual Worlds
Wheels of Fire

6.99
18.99
19.99
12.99

£9.99

II and over

99

Postage & Packing = 50p
....8.99
..19.99

Life and Death

Rubicon

£1.25

10 disks plus File Box

EDUCATIONAL
Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof
Prof Makes Sentences
Puzzle Book 1

Lotus Esprit Turbo

Rugby World Cup

I to 9 disks

Minimum Order = 3 disks.

Death Knights of Krynn

Lemmings

PUBLIC DOMAIN

PRINTERS

BEST SELLERS

NEW RELEASES

CAD 3D (1)..
Degas Elite..

..16.99
..17.99

Replay Professional.
ST Replay (VIII)

..59.99

UTILITIES
Devpac ST (2)

44.99

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

55.99
16.99

GST C Compiler
Mini Office Spreadsheet
MiniOffice Graphics

16.99
15.99
15.99

Neodesk 3

27.99

Protext (5)

109.99

Word Writer

34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor

19.99

3D Construction Kit

27.99

JOYSTICKS
Joystick & Mouse extension.
Quickshot III Python
Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR
Competition Pro Extra
Sting Ray Handheld
Arcade Joystick
Zip Stick Professional

Printer Stand

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality).
Disk drive Cleaner
ST Dust Cover

BG.72

Llamatron; Jeff Minter classic

Shoot-Em-Up action game. Brilliant!
BG.73
BG.74
BG.75
BG.76
BG.77
MG.01

Make a Break; Snooker Trivia.
League Soccer; Management.
Bombed Out; Original puzzle.
Infiltration; 3D Adventure.
Alien Blockade; Arcade puzzle
BOLO; Arkanoid variation.

MG.04 Bumper Jack; Platform game.
BU.07 STWriter ELITE; High Quality
Word Processor. Fully documented!
BU.29 Label printing; Accessories.
BU.36 Assistant Chef; Recipe d/base.
BU.37 Pools; Expert result predictor.
BU.39 Fractal Zoom; Comprehensive
fractal generation program
Home Accounts;

3 different

statements; 100 entries. (Not STE)

BU.53 Opus Spreadsheet + Charting.
BU.56

Your Second Manual to the ST

superb reference book on disk!
BU.57 ANI-ST (formerly Aegis Animator
costing £79.90!) + GFA Raytrace demo!
BU.58 FSelect; Better File selector
BU.59 ZX81 Emulator; including 38

program files! Happy Days?l
BU.60 BBC Emulator, + Apple Emulator

...6.99

.19.99
....9.99
....3.99
....3.99

....5.99
..14.99

FURRY MOUSE COVER

6.99

with eyes, ears and nose -

Great Xmas_present! _

22.99

+ Mouse Mat and Bracket

+ Operation Stealth
Citizen Disk Drive

BG.45 Orbit II: Arkanoid style game.

BG.47 Vegas Gambler; Casino games;
Roulette, Poker, Blackjack, Slots...
BG.55 Froggy; Classic arcade game.
BG.57 Dungeon Master; NEW Dungeon,
created using Dungeon master editor!
BG.58 Soko; Original addictive 50 level
puzzle game. ST Format *""
BG.59 Bubble Trouble; plus Jumpster.
BG.62 Millipede; arcade classic!
BG.64 STumped; Cricket simulation.
BG.66 Mystic Well; Dungeon Master
style Role Play adventuring!
BG.68 Die Alien Blob; SEUCK produced
vertical scrolling action game.
BG.69 Pop Music Challenge; Quiz
BG.71 Pacman; Brilliant version!

Accessories: CPanel, Disk Cache etc.

Squik Replacement Mouse.

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)

graphics adventure written with STAC.
BG.44 Zoltar II; Super Shoot-Em-Up

BU.48
....4.99
...9.99
..11.99
..12.99
..19.99
..15.99
..13.99
..16.99
..15.99

ACCESSORIES
Locking Disk Box (40+)
Media Box (Holds 150+)

BG. 01 Monopoly; Classic board game.
BG.20 Dungon Master; Maps of levels
showing doors, treasure etc.
BG.43 Wizards Tower; Superb Text and

.79.99

BU.61 ZX81 Programs; 100+ files to use
with ZX81 emulator (BU.59)
BU.64 Fractal Landscape Explorer.
BU.67 Cardfile; Simple database.
BU.73 Noisetracker; Conversion of

Amiga music program; Soundtracker!
BU.75 Geneology; Family Tree...
BU.76 Hypercopy; Superb disk copier!
BU.77 Art ST; Art program.
BU.78 Easy Text; Desktop Publisher.
MU.05 Sheet v2.0; Spreadsheet...
MU.07 Gemini; NeoDesk style desktop.
MU.13 F-Copy 3; Superb copier, will even
backup some copy protected disks.
BE.16 Chunnel; French vocabulary game

FREE: Corporation and Kick Off 2

SO.04

Notes;

Chord Dictionary; 2500

TOP QUALITY DISKS - SENT BY RETURN OF POST!

BYTEBACK
DEPT ST, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS, NG241JE
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Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available
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FLI-FLICKER-CKER
Any screen flickering is going to muck up your dazzling
graphics effects. The best way to avoid this is to build
up pictures on a logical screen in your ST's memory,
and only display it when it's finished. STOS sends
basic graphic commands to the logical screen first,
which is initally set up at the same address as the
physical screen, so all the graphics are drawn directly
on the screen. Unfortunately, they're not drawn fast
enough to avoid the dreaded flicker. We can easily
change all that by defining the logical screen as
another area of memory.
The series of circles drawn over the large eye at
the start of the demo are suitably flicker-free. First,
the logical screen Is defined to be the background
screen so all the drawing is out of sight. Then a circle
is drawn with the colour X. The screen swap command
swaps the physical screen - that's the one your ST is
displaying - and your newly drawn logical screen. The
screen copy copies the screen back to the logical

• This ugly bunch represents "hate." I picked the subject, then looked for appropriate pics to "borrow." The
evil face at top left was a black and white line drawing, the others are from photos, which give a much better
spread of colours when dithered, though they can suffer from a stippled look like the angry chap at the bottom.

ready for the next circle. Without it, you'd only see
every other circle - try taking it out and see what hap
pens. You could just copy the logical screen directly to
the physical screen, but screen swap is slightly
smoother.

220 logic=back : X=9 : for Y=71 to 3 step-2

the gosub to set the delay. To make the images flash
faster or slower, all you need to change is the vari
able, rather than rewriting all the display routine.
After getting the graphics together, I sampled a
few pieces of music to accompany the visuals and
complete the entrancing effect. Then came the task
of fine-tuning the sequence. I must have watched it
hundreds of times - my eyes started going funny.
The whole project took a couple of
months' work in the evenings. When it ,•{
was finished, I released it into the

•

Public Domain. The question you

^t"

might ask is why bother since there's

f-*

It's fun and there's tremendous

satisfaction in producing some

240 circle 159,98,Y : screen swap : wait vbl
250 screen copy physic to logic: next Y

thing creative from scratch.

Unless the graphics routines are very fast, it's always

best to draw on a logical screen and then copy it to
the physical screen. STOS makes the whole process
dead simple - no mucking about with XBIOS calls.

gram your own stuff and having fun doing it. If you've
got STOS, have a go at changing the demo. Add
some new effects, re-order the sequence or just nick
some of the routines for yourself.
Don't be put off by the initial complexity of
computer code - it's really just like learning a

no financial reward and nobody

^_.

stops you in the street wav
ing an autograph
book. For starters,
it's great fun - there
were only a couple of

-^.-, hundred words. In no time you'll be

occasions I wanted to

throw my ST out the

230 ink X : inc X : if X>15 then X=9

very simple language, with maybe a few
knocking out stunning numbers. Now,
get cracking, matey! stf
• For more demos, contact a PD library
in FORMAT'S PD directory on page 80.
• To order a copy of STOS, complete
with STOS Maestro, turn to page 118.

• Listen very carefully to the sound of my voice.
Just take a deep breath, then breathe out and

relax. Now say after me: I am an orange.

window! There is tremen

dous satisfaction in producing something creative
from scratch. Having done so, it's no good if nobody
else sees it, so, off it went to a couple of Public
Domain libraries. Nice to think that somewhere,
someone else is making his eyes go funny as well.
You never know, it could end up on the famous ST

and smooth animations, now for the
final touch - a bit of digital groove. For

FORMAT Cover Disk! Mine did!

STOS to handle sampled sounds, you

You can learn programming from books or
courses, but the best way is hands-on, trying to pro-

need STOS Maestro installed first. With

REVERBERATION (-ATI0N -ATION)
Okay, you've got the colourful graphics

this you can add digital sound with only
a line or two of code. The easiest way
to do it is to loop a sample, so it plays
constantly. The tricky part is getting a
smooth edit point so you can't tell it's

SPECTRUM
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SPEGTRUH
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—
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r
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.^-.*4i j,4*^.-4k...Z.

0

nrm™

H-m-Ki

0

OM1 ['I'E •V^-frfr'T^

only a short sample. Synth or house
music is the easiest to use because it's
so monotonous. The demo lent itself to

a hypnotic drumming pattern so, out
with the record collection and the sam

• The basic idea of Big Eye was to tap into the sub
conscious world of word association, flipping
between love, hate and the rest, and do interesting
things to your head. (Cue evil manic laugh...)

ft <? * naSH WQ('l>5T-.. PROGRMbFULLH[UIPE-j-£ ^
4 n>=> 24 EEdBl>E[ ':~':' 4 ESK»^
m

pler. I sampled at 32MHz, then packed
SPECIALS , EXIT
Xjf
M
LpE3
it down to 16MHz to get better quality
r—\
:-J
3
sound. To get a usable loop you need at
least 30K at 16MHz. The original demo • The STOS Maestro editor with an old Steppenwolf drum break
has about 160K of samples, including a loaded in. The play function is set to loop and the start and end
manic laugh and a deep voice saying points are slowly moved about until you get a seamless junction and
"bi-bi-big eye."

the sample sounds like one long piece of music.
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The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of
capacities and include the following.

®

'&

EB

S
?

&

On/Off switch and DMA device selector
mounted on front

H> Integral PSU
tfg) DMA Out for Daisy chaining.

64K look ahead disk cache.

All Mechanisms used are Autoparking reducing the
risk of damage during transit. They are also very low
power which means they can operate without the
need for a fan, thus reducing noise.

and can be used as a monitor stand.

f£
•

M M 1 ++<-++-«« y.M

a

Data Pulse Hard Drives

Full Metal case providing good shielding

IH •

trnnn

Quantum Mechanics
Pulse range of Hard Drives are made to very high
American Military standard and are covered by a 2
year manufacturers warranty (from date of
manufacture). They are all 3.5" mechanisms with a
height of just 1 inch and integrated SCSI controllers
They have an average access time of 11msutilising a
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NerjDesk Icons

iVEO Des/V 3 Soec/a/ Offer
TM

Spacefor second mechanism internally.
Choice of controller boards (prices differ):

GE-Soft board or ICD boardtwith clockX
Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess of

1Mbper second. Both come with formatting and
partitioning software.
a

All drives come with a range of PD utifties

™

and Turtle Backup software, plusdemo's of

Due to the popularity of our hard drives i
and bulk purchasing power, We can now
offer NEO Desk 3, the replacement
desktop which was voted "Software utility
of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readers, to buyers of our hard drives for

I

justan extra £24.99. We can also offer '

this perfect hard drive companion to all existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for
details).

Midistudio and Midistudio Master

"Neodesk 3 is truly invaluable for the ST owner"

New Prices
52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)

£
£

369.99
489.99

-ST Format-

52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock) £389.99
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock) £499.99

All prices include VAT & Delivery. Dealer enquiries welcome.

A ries Upgrades
Ladbroke Computing have been active in the field of
ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire

range of ST's Inthat time our engineers have gained
experience in the field and have used that
experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards.
We have developed our own ,5/2/4Mb upgrade
board using an in house designed Multi layer circuit

The board now comes in three configurations 5Mb,
2Mb and 4Mb. By using high density ZPP RAM chips
of different capacities it is possible to start with a
,5Mb board and to upgrade it to 2Mb and then 4Mb
at a later date.

The boards require some soldering, due to the
instability of some plug in devices, but are very easy

to fit and come complete with full instructions to fit
ANY ST including Mega'slexcept STE's which use
SWM boards). If your shifter chip is not socketed you

board which measures just 52mm x 62mm, smaller
than a credit card. We have achieved this
miniturisation by utilising 4 Megabit memory chip

will have to desolder it and install a socket which is

technology. The result of this reduction in size is a

To check your board has been installed correctly we

reduction in cost and more reliable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the ST's

shieldingprotecting it from interference and reducing
Electromagnetic emissions

supplied

supply you with a disk which has a memory check
program If for any reason your upgrade should
refuse to work we have skilled technicians on hand

to offer technical support

The board is manufactured in the UK and hand

assembled in our workshops by skilled technicians,

IMG Scanner for ST Still available. Requires 9 pin

The boards are then thoroughly tested before
despatch.

obtained from Photocopies NOW Only £29.99

Epson compatible printer to operate. Best results

Aries Upgrades (Any ST(F)(M))

512K Upgrade Board £39.99
2/2.5Mb Upgrade Board£99.99
4Mb Upgrade Board £169.99
Our skilled technicians can install the above upgrade

boards for £20 including VAT and return delivery

4 or 16 chip STF(M) only £29.99
Aries Upgrades STE

512K SIMMs upgrade
2Mb SIMMs upgrade
4Mb Simm's upgrade

£24.99
£79.99
£159.99

All the above prces includeVAT & DeWery Phsase check ccntguration
ol your macttne withour stall before orderingchp or SIMM's upgrades.

9

Now £99.99
EflOO tracks storage, 20 tracks playing simultaneously.
Q/240 ppq resolution.
Q'Midi Standard File format option.
H^Realtime scrolling arrange window.
[v^H levels of quantise, including humanise.
Q^Pipeline/Module system.
Q^Loop record.
H^Midi soft keys.
Q^Works on 1040STF(M)(E)
Midistudio Junior Now £29.99

ST Secure is a hardware protection system for the Atari ST
ST Secure can stop unauthorised use of the ST computer
and any hardawre connected to it using a combination of
password software contained on a "key disk" and a
hardware unit which installs inside the ST's case.

The hardware unit measures just 1 inch square and can be
installed very easily in about 30 minutes and does not
require any soldering.
Once installed the hardware unit will allow approximately 45

seconds of computer use before resetting the computer. If
during this time the password is entered correctly then the
unit is disabled until the next power up.

Please Read: Terms of Sale.
Ladbroke Computing are Ihe longest established Atari dealer in the U.K. We have developed
an extensive customer service policy which means that we test all Hardware prior to
despatch to ensure that goods arrive in working order. Although our prices are not always
the cheapest we do endeavour to otter consistently good service and backup This isn't just
our opinion, we were voted 'Best Dealer 1989" by the readers of ST World magazine, not lor
'the number ol boxes shitted', but lor quality service.

adbroke

imputing

All prices are correct at copy date 20/11/91 (while stocks last}, and are subject to change
without prior notice. Please phone lor up to date prices. Ail prices include VAT & deliveryfin
mainland UK), there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Next day courier delivery is available

International

Atari SC1435
Atari's

new

Stereo,

Colour

lor an extra £7 (Mainland UK). Allprices available on Mail Order. Shop prices may differ

resolution

monitor, includes

green screen feature, cable, and
swivel stand.

Atari SM124
High resolution

E139.99
640 x 400

Monochrome monitor

STE DiSCOVery Xtra PIUS Pack

Medium resolution. Stereo, Colour
Monitor includes cable and 12

months on site warranty (Mainland
UK)

at o««!f^' SWM o fcri

package & 1st Basic, mouse.

Includes DR DOS

monsters. Final fight, Sim City, ST 1utorial, Neochrome art jT, ^ \ 3 \ 3

Includes: FST. remote control, Scart

.~r..^..V/.^/.... STE

H-i . _.<-,-,-._ _,

.

I-.

~.ZT..*!Z..$~.„,.

,

Includes 3 packs of Educational software catering for

timer and Fastext. Comes
cable and 12 months on

5yrs to GCSE, 1 Business pack consisting of

£15 4Mb STE Curriculum Pack
As above with 4Mb (4096K) memory

Star LC24- 2QO Colour

fVU

24 Rn printer
222 cps

®t

^\

5 Resident LQ fonts

£239.99

Fully portable
166 cps
Epson & IBM compatible

Accepts font cartridges

P1QQ 10 bulk disks

Bottom feed

Bottom feed

2 Resident LQ fonts

Push or pull tractor feed
Paper parking

Push or pull tractor feed
Paper parking

Near laser quaity output
Rechargeable pack available

fl

£5

~?..}!Zr..^z..*~...... 40 Bulk disks

£19

£4JQ ™^*B*knsded ^ g
1ZZ.Zz..'....!zz..

Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

•"'"48 nozzleBubblejet printer

24 Pin printer
'222 cps

5 Resident LQ fonts

Accepts font cartridges

Tr^xi*,*-, / to-r^k

WBl §&?§ [mfcl r^^ I

"Power of the Mac, without the price

StarJet SJ-48

Qfljji

£299-99

Our service department can fit

including return delivery.

wordprocessor, spreadsheet and database, and 1 O0^?,0

As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory

sim uaabaM

24.99

the above emulators for £20

creativity pack consisting of Ilyperpaint and Music maker Ji, \J O \3

2Mb STE Curriculum Pack

QQjSsV E229.99

£

4Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack pA QQ tig"board toTsSSo°

display), 60 tuner presets, sleep

quality
mouse,

80C287 Co-Processor Norton

2Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack p^/ZQ gg£ £Ld to fit at speed to

As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory

lU4CJO I b UUmCUlum Pack

warranty.

L IOU

ES&gg&S*"

^T..!rrf...'.^f.

input (giving near monitor quality
with
site

opeea

1Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack £0-/Q
As above with 4Mb (4096K) memory.

Philips Cube TV E269.99

Please state which version you

Includes: 9 lives, Escape from the planet of the robot C^DQQ
As above with 1Mb (1024K) memory.

Philips 8833Mkll E229.99

Squik,
High
replacement
290 Dpi.

PC Speed.(XT) £ 99.99

£249.99

medium

j

Q Supports Hard drive and second floppy.

Spectre GCR V3

• Compatible with STFM, STE, Stacy.
Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

including 128K

£409.99

Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

ROMs

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

Sheet feeder available

Star LC-20

£

149.99

Star LC24/10

£

189.99

Star LC-200 Colour

E

199.99

HP Deskjet 500
E 499.99
SLM 804 Toner cartridge E 39.99

All Star printers come complete with 12
months on site warranty (Mainland UK) and a
tree ST/Amiga/PC compatible Centronics
cable. Printerstands paper and replacement

ribbons/cartridges are available from stock.
Please phone for more details.

Roctec ST 3.5" drive.

£59.99

ST Internal drive upgrade.

£53.49

Due to space reslrictbns we can only list a
small amount of products normally carried in
stock Phone for further details on Monitor

stands. Dustcovers. High density disks.

Mouse mats from £2.99. A wide range of
cables, Josty switch boxes £19.99. Forget Me
clock II £19 99. Printer paper Printer ribbons,
Laser toner/Ink jet cartridges A wide range
of joysticks from £6.99. Books, Magazine

Lynx 2 (Console only)
Lynx soft cases

Lynx 2 Power supply £9.99
Ninja Gaidon
£24.99

Many more games in stock. Please phone for details.

#§^k §mm msi£sm&

back issues, and much more.

Phone for quotes on Atari
TVs. Desktop Publishing

b$8w% aKspft Dor §m&
m mMm t? IMMiiiMI

Packs. IBM PC

«©&%&

Compatibles.

'r
^S^^
^XwBSSk
W«^2J7
^^-^^

£79.99
£11.99

M0®mtM$b$®wr
w$ Mmy to ^MriifeRrtl
yi&W<§fliftl!IHIlQ^
\$M$sw<m$Bfat
<Mimfy w\ ®$mm tfoff

How to Pay
9T_ ^
/fk'7*71\
1/l'Jls^S'
IT'
r. C*:~iflH1 ^
details ei ;,t:nd a cheque/postal .^aiMb
orders made payable to Ladbroke ^1
\ iBflril 1 StoP &^s^order premises: 33Ormskirk Road. Preston. Lancashire. PR1 2QPOpen Monday to Saturday
Computing International. P/ease^^ ' " | ^H
930am to 500pm. Phones answered from 9:00am. Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing
You can phone your Access or Visa card

Xallow suitintent elearaiiee lime hit cheques.

BC (0772) 203166 rax 561071

~^^^m 0^1

HP

International isatrading name of Iadbroke Computing Ltd. Ail trade marks recognised.
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SOFTMACHINE A
SOFTWARE

ATARI HARDWARE
520 ST-E Discovery Xtra 2
520 ST-FM Discovery Pack
1040 ST-E Fcmily Curriculum
Mega 1 SI-E
Mega 2 ST-E + HD
Stacy 2Mb Ram 2C.VibHD

. .£294.99
. .£244.99
....£294.99
....£614.99
....£669.99
£1344,99

£1629 99

IT2Mb Ram 40Mb HD
IT4Mb Ram 40Mb HD
IT8Mb Ram 40Mb HD
SM124 Mono Monitor
SC 1435 Colour Monitor

.£1934.99
..£2139.99

....£134.99
....£229.9'
. £409.9<
....£344.99

PTCI426Mullisinc
MEGAFILE 30HD
MEGAFILE 60 HD

... .£459.9
....£181.9<
£79.9<

Frontier Xtra-RAM ST-E

Frontier Xtra-RAM Deluxe

WORDPROCESSORS/TEXT EDITORS
laf Word Plus

£59.95
£69.00
£29.95
£102.95
£28.95
£89.95
£59.95
£178.95
Call
£44.95

Calligrapher Junior..
K-Word2
Protext v5.5

Tempus2
ThatsWrite
Wordflair
WordPerfect
Word Writer
Write On

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

• Internal SIMM/SIPPRAMupgrade for Atari ST-E
• Easy to Install-No soldering required
• Free RAM test, RAM disk & printer spooler

and Mega ST

• Easy Installation-No soldering on most ST's
• Free RAM test. RAM disk & printer spooler software

software
•

• Detailed Instruction

Detailed instruction manual

• 0.5Mb populated

manual

• 10 day money back

£169.95

=agestream v2
PageStream Font Sets each

£164.95
£44 95

• 2Mb populated

•0.5Mb populated £62.99

£79.99

•2Mb populated £104.99

• 4Mb populated
£149.99

•4Mb populated £179.99

Roctec 3.5" Floppy Disk
Drive

£89.95

ASSEMBLERS/COMPILERS/

FTL Modula 2

£48.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFA Basic Compiler
GFA Basic Interpreter

£69.95
£23.95
£39 95
Call

Hisoft C Interpreter

£41.95

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

£74.95

Lattice Cv5
Nevada Cobol

£119.95
£34.95

£72.95
£72.95
£72.95

Forget-Me-Clock

mechanism

• Capacity: 720K

• Clock cartridge with full pass
through port
• Set system & keybocrd clocks
every you turn on or reset your ST

(formatted)
• Access time: 3ms
track to track

• Compatible with

•Two year

all ST's
• On/Off switch at
rear

• 28.5mm high
• Very quiet

Hard Drive Turbo Kit..
Harlekir2
Knife ST

...£25.95
..£4195
...£24.95
...£37.95
...£29.95
...£34.95
...£29.95
...£17.95
...£24.95
...£24.95

K-Graph3
K-Resource2
MailshotPlus
Neodesk3
Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

COMMUNICATIONS

mm

£39.95

£37.95

K-Comm2

£1895

Contriver Trackball

Contriver Euromouse

3D/ANIMATION/GRAPHICS

The most responsive microswltched upgrademouse on the market. Comes complete with
mouse pocket and carries a 10 day money back

Save on desk space with this uitra-responsive

trackball. Features three locking drag buttons
and carries a 10 day money back satisfaction
guarantee g ^ / K ' l

satisfaction guarantee. E-\l%-lM

Sa

Jk

Superbase Personal...
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

SPREADSHEETS
£22.95
£27.95

<-Spread
:<-Spread2
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£91.95
£112.95

ACCOUNTS
Call

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

• Sony drive

K-Data
Prodata

LANUGAGES
Devpac 3

Hisoft Basic 2

£35.99

offerl

Data Manager Prof....

£96.95
£34.95
£29.95
£37.95
£67.95
£39.95
£64.95
...£164.95

3D-Calc
DGCalc

Fleet St Publisher v3

Timeworks Publisher 2

• Internal SIMMRAM upgrade for Atari ST-F/ST-FM

DATABASES
Adimens Plus
DGBase

Canvas

£10.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£29.95
£36.95
£36.95
£36 95
£36.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw Supercharged
Hyperpaint 2

£19.95
£36.95
£59 95
£29.95

MasterCAD

£22.95

Spectrum 512

£22.95

Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller.
Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2
Personal Fin Man Plus.

System 3

.£54.95

.£41.95
.£21.95
.£37.95
.£29.95
.£41.95

AUDIO/MUSIC
Bana in a Box
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
Cubase
Cubeat

Dr T'sCopyist App
DrT'sCopyist DTP..
Dr T'sOmega....
DrT'sTiger Cub.
DrT'sX-OR
K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

£62.95
£284 95
£474 95
£489.95
£274.95

£94.95
£234.95
£284.95
£94.95
£209.95
£24.95
£35.95

EDUCATIONAL
Better Maths 12-16yrs

£19.95

3etter Spelling Over 8

£19 95

=un
Fun
Fun
Fun

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£17.95

School
School
School
School

2
2
2
3

Under 6
6-8
Over 8
(or 4) Under 5

Fun School 3 (or 4) 5-7
Fun School 3 (or 4) Over 7

£17.95
£17.95

Magic Maths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
M Beacon Teaches Typing

£19.95
£19.95
£22.95

Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20 95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

£20 95
£14.95
£11.95
£14 95
£11 95
£7.95

The Three Bears

£19.95

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words

£14.95
£14.95

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS
Philips 8833/11

Seikosha SP-1900AI Printer
•

192/160 cps
Fast/Std Draft

48/40 cps
Fast/Std NLQ

14" colour monitor

• 640 x 200 pixels on RGB Input
• Supplied complete with cables
Optional
tirf/swivel
base

Push tractor with

paper parking
Auto paper
load and eject

Complete with

•

available
Free F-19

EEEI

120D+
124D
Swift 9
Swift 24

...£124.99
£184.99
£194.99
£264.99

Swift9/24

£239 99

Star_C-20
Star _C-24-10
Star.C200
Star.C24-200
Star .C24-20C Colour

£154.99
£199.99
£214.99
£239.99
£299.99

Supra 52Mb Hard Drive
Supra 105Mb Hard Drive

£394.99
£564.99

Cumara 1Mb 3.5' Drive

£69.99
£52.99
£87.99
from £52.99
£174.99

• ESSSl

0.5MbXtra-RAM Std ST-FM
2Mb Xtra-RAM Std ST-FM
Printer-Q Buffers
AT Once Plus

•

AT Speed C16c/w DR DOSv5
PC Speed

£219.99
£89.99

Hitachi Camera & Lens
Vidi ST + Vidi Chrom

£224.99
£104.99

Stealth Fighter

Centronics

Cable

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

1 year on-site
warranty

Vidi RGB Splitter

£69.99

Golden Image Scanner

£169.99

Datascan Professional

£169.99

Supra 2400 Modem
Supra 2400 Plus Modem
Stereo Replay

£114.99
£174.9
£64.99

Stereomaster

£29.99

Playback
Replay Professional
Squik Mouse
Golden Image Mouse

£22.99
£69.99
£14.99
£19.99

Naksha Mouse
Tilt 8c Swivel Monitor Base
Unversal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-E to Scart Cable

£24.99
£9.99
£6.99
£4.99
£11.99
£14.99

3.5" 80 Cap Disk 3ox
10 x Sony Bulk3.5'
50 x Sony Bulk3.5'
100 x Sony Bulk3.5':

£6.99
£5.99
£24 99
£44.99

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Allitems subject to availability.

Please call us for a price
on any hardware,
software or peripherals
you may require but
can't see listed

AH prices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
Allprices Include VAT and UK delivery. E &OE. All trademarks acknowledged.

SOFTMACHINE
Dept STF0192.20Bridge House. Bridge Street, Sunderland, SRI ITE
Sales Tel; (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960

Goods are not offered on a trialbasis. Goods are offered for sale subject to our conditions of sale.

Callers welcome.

Our hours of business are

9.30am till 5.30pm
Monday to Saturday

hints and tips

STOS surgery
Screen addresses muddled again? Need a hand untangling your spaghetti

code? Visit our surgery - two-year-old copies of Country Life not included
S T O S is a powerful yet simple version of
BASIC which has sold over 120,000 copies
on the ST. Ideally suited to producing
games, it has many specialist graphics com
mands. No need to delve into system calls

Mike Goodman of Goodmans PDL has offered a free

update service. Just send a blank disk and an SAE to

Goodmans PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW. That's
rather nice of him, isn't it? He also handles the official
STOS Public Domain and Shareware library.

HOT

hot spot - the point the sprite coordinates are set
from - anywhere within the sprite by using the pre
sets on the left or clicking on the sprite. As

default, the hot spot is at the top left corner.

The scroll command sounds very powerful but can
lead to all sorts of problems getting everything moving
smoothly. Below is a very simple but smooth screen

scroller. It builds up the pic out of sight on a logical
screen, before copying it to the actual screen. Type in
the listing (the J symbol means no Ine return yet) and
load in a picture Into bank ten. Run it and enter a num
ber - how many pixels the picture scrolls. It runs at
about 16 frames a second. If you do everything directly
on the physical screen it speeds up to about 25.
10

key off : click off : flash off : hide J
on

30

:

curs off

: mode 0

get palette (10)

: screen copy 10 to J

back

40

input SPD

50

logic=back

60

def scroll 1,0,0 to 320,200,0,-SPD

for X=0 to 199 step SPD : scroll 1

80

screen copy 10,0,X,320,X+SPD to J
logic,0,200-SPD

90

screen copy logic to physic : wait J
vbl

:

next X

jrf

ter. Look out for the full interpreter and ""
compiler versions on the front of next month's

wot-a-scorcher ST FORMAT. (Turn to page 142 for
details of how to guarantee your copy.)
SCREENS

STOS uses three separate screens - physical, logical
and back. It's easy to lose track of what's being
drawn on which screen and which one is being dis
played. The physical screen is the one you can actu
ally see. The logical screen is where your ST sends
all the graphics and text. As default, STOS sets up
the physical and logical screen at the same address,
so everything you draw is immediately visible. In
order to get rid of synchronisation problems, you can
define the logical screen as the background screen
or one of the memory banks, and copy swap it to the
physical screen when all the drawing is finished. The
background screen is a copy of the physical screen
without any of the sprites on it. It's used to fill in
areas of screen that sprites have moved over. Other
wise, they'd leave black trails behind them.
COLOURS

The manual says that the shift command cycles
the palette through all 512 colours. Don't believe it. It
actually cycles the palette in the same way as art
packages do. That is, each colour runs through the
16 possible ones from your current palette. You can
set the speed and starting colour. For really complex
colour cycling, the flash command is more flexible.

STE

If your program doesn't use sprites and is in need of
a boost, try the autoback off command. STOS
automatically copies graphics to the background
screen, which is used as the background for the
sprites. All this takes time. If you have no sprites
bouncing around - and that includes the mouse - or

SPEED

One of the beauties of STOS is that it's expandable extra commands and functions can be added as

extensions. STOS comes with the screen compacter
as standard. Mandarin also produce STOS Maestro,
which handles sampled sounds. STE owners have

IT

v

JJJ -^

100 default logic=logic

EXTENSION

on the screen when the X coordinate is zero.

5>

been a bit left out - until now! ST FORMAT

have got hold of two extensions which
enable you to get at the extra colours,
hardware scrolling, DMA chip and the blit-

SHIFTY

70

SPOTS

Sprites must be put on the screen with the X position
as a multiple of 16. A bit limiting, but easily cured.
Simply use the sprite editor to move the hot spot.
The X,Y coordinates you use to position the sprite
give the point where the hot spot is positioned. For
some reason, STOS doesn't like putting sprites

"*': You can use the same trick of moving the

SCRAMBLED

SCROLL ME UP

TIGHT

dow buffer to 8K and allow 4K for each window used.

• With the STOS sprite editor, you can position the

There was some panic when early versions of STOS
were found to be incompatible with the STE. The lat
est version of STOS (2.6) is now fully compatible with
all TOS versions up to the latest 1.62. If you want to
distribute your programming tour de force in the Pub
lic Domain, then you must use the latest version.

TOO

Running out of memory? Always boot STOS from an
AUTO folder, which bypasses GEM and saves you
about 32K. Still not enough? If you don't need the
compacter or want to use floating point numbers,
you could rename the COMPACT.EXA and FLOAT.BIN
to something else so STOS doesn't load them - sav
ing another 18K. Don't do this to your master disks always use a backup copy. If your compiled pro
grams are running out of room, then use the com
piler options to save you a few K. You can select
which fonts and mouse pointers are loaded - one for
can save space by deselecting the medium and high
resolution fonts and mouse pointers. Reduce the win

it all up for you. But like all powerful packages, it has
its own little quirks. STOS surgery is here to point
you in the right direction. If you use STOS and can
think of any hints or tips you reckon we ought to
know about, just put them on a postcard or sealed
down envelope and send it along to us.
IT

if you're using a screen-flipping routine with a logical
screen, then turning off autoback speeds every
thing up. The cls or the mode command turns
autoback on again.

each resolution. So, if you're only working in low, you

to use interrupt-driven sprites and sound - STOS sets

UPDATE

STOS

UP

hot spot to fix this.
f

STOS

OR

NOT

STOS

"My language is better than yours." Comf puter language snobs, eh? STOS has a few

giveaways that you might like to avoid. The
standard mouse pointer has to go - it's pretty awful
anyway. Draw your own sprite and use the change
mouse command. The "appear" function seems to

turn up in every STOS program and gets a bit boring
after a while. Why not write your own screen-appear
ing routines? The standard fonts are rather plain. You
can use other fonts by opening a window, which isn't
always very useful. If you save your new font to the
STOS folder - or COMPILER folder if you have it with the appropriate name, STOS uses this as the
defaults. That leaves you with the GEM-like functions.
The menu bar, window borders and file selector

instantly identify STOS. With a little bit of effort you
could tweak these and sit back with a smug smile as
people try and guess if it's assembly or C.
BOUNDER

The manual says you need to place graphics on a 16
pixel boundary when using the screen copy com
mand. You can, however, cut them from anywhere as
long as the graphic is a multiple of 16 pixels long something the manual forgets to mention! stf

HOW ABOUT YOU?
To order STOS - complete with compiler, Maestro
sound package and over 600 sprites - at a saving of
£42, turn to page 118. Or do you already use STOS?
Got some hot tips to share with the world? Perhaps
you need a perplexing programming predicament sor
ted? Let us know about it! That way,

you can share yourtip with well over A~
70,000 other ST enthusiasts and
be In the running for our monthly

prize of £50. Write to: STOS'
Surgery, ST FORMAT, 30 Mon
mouth Street, Bath, Avon BA12BW. '
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FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS

TOP 50 CHART

CLASSIC COLLECTION

£19.99

Oh No More Lemmings
Powermonger

£13.99
£20.99

£20.99

Prehistorik

£17.99

£17.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2

£17.99

£18.99
£17.99
£24.99

Railroad Tycoon (1Meg)

£24.99

Robocod

£17.99

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£24.99
£19.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Captive

£17.99
£20.99

Chase H.Q. 2

Cruise for A Corpse

Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)
Bart Simpson
BillyThe Kid

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Deuteros

Elf

Blue Max
Blues Brothers
Das Boot

£20.99
£17.99
£20.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter
Final Fight
Flight of the Intruder

Deathbringer
Death Trap

£20.99
£17.99

G.O.D.S
Heimdall

£17.99
£20.99

Hero's Quest (Gremlin)

£17.99

Alcatraz
Awesome

£17.99

£17.99

Robocop 2
R-Type 2
Secret of Monkey Island
Silent Service 2 (1 Meg)
Sim City + Populous
Speedball 2
Super Cars 2
Super Monaco Grand Prix

Leander

£17.99

Switchblade 2

£17.99

Lemmings

£17.99

£24.99

Life & Death

£17.99

£17.99
£17.99

Logical

£17.99

Lotus Turbo 2

£17.99

S.W.I.V
Terminator 2
Thunderhawk
Toki Goes Wild

£17.99
£17.99
£20.99
£17.99

Magic Pockets
Man Utd Europe
Mega Lo Mania
Mega Twins

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Midwinter 2

£24.99

Disciples of Steel

£20.99

Elvira 2

£20.99

Face Off Ice Hockey

£17.99

First Samurai

£17.99

Flight of the Intruder

£20.99

Formula 1 Grand Prix

Gauntlet 3
Hard Nova

Hudson Hawk

£17.99

Indy Jones Fate of Atlantis
Knightmare
Last Ninja 3
Mega Traveller 2
Microprose Golf

£20.99
£17.99
£17.99
£20.99
£24.99

Obitus

£17.99

Paperboy 2
Pit Fighter
Populous 2
Powermonger 2
Prophecy
Robocop 3

£17.99
£17.99
£20.99
£20.99
£17.99
£17.99

Rodland
Realms

£17.99
£20.99

Secret of Monkey Island 2
£20.99
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffa
£20.99
Storm Across Europe (SSI)
£20.99
Suspicious Cargo
£17.99
Tip Off
£17.99
Please note that the majority of the forthcoming
attractions are not released at time of going to
press. These willbe despatched within 24hrs of
release subject to availability

Hunter

£24.99

Jimmy White's Snooker

£20.99

Kick Off 2

£12.99

Knightmare

Utopia

£20.99

Vroom

£17.99

World Class Cricket

£17.99

World Class Rugby

£17.99

WWF Wrestlemania

£17.99

POWER UP ONLY £20.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION ONLY £14.99

Turrican, Chase HQ, Rainbow Islands, X-Out,

Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Islands,

Altered Beast

New Zealand Story

AIR/SEA SUPREMACY ONLY £20.99

WORLD CUP COMPILATION '90 ONLY E7.99

Silent Service, Gunship, F15 Strike Eagle,

Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off,

Carrier Command, P47 Thunderbolt

International Soccer

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY £7.99

CHALLENGERS - ONLY £19.99

Pro Tennis Tour, Kick Off, Fighter Bomber,
Super Ski, Stunt Car Racer

Tetris, Tau Ceti, Tracker, Joe Blade

£16.99
£13.99

Bridge Player 2150

£20.99

Cadaver

£17.99

£17.99

Chaos Strikes Back

£14.99

Chuck Yeagers AFT V.2

£17.99

Colditz
:
Colossus Chess X

£17.99
£12.99

Daily Double Racing
Dragon's Lair
Dragon's Lair 2 - Timewarp
Dungeon Master

£7.99
£27.99
C28.99
£14.99

Elite
F-16 Combat Pilot

£12.99
£17.99

F-16 Falcon
F-29 Retaliator
Ferrari Formula One

£14.99
£17.99
£8.99

Flight Simulator 2

£24.99

Football Director 2
Gauntlet II
Golden Axe

£14.99
£7.99
£17.99

Jumping Jackson
Killing Cloud

£7.99
£17.99

Force Harrier, Lancaster, Skyfox II

Xenon 2, Bloodwych, TV Sports Football,

£17.99

£17.99

M1 Tank Platoon

£20.99

Mavis Beacons Typing
Mega Travollcr 1

£20.99
£20.99

Mercs
Metal Masters

£17.99
£17.99

Mig 29 - Fulcrum

£24.99

Pirates

£17.99

Player Manager
Populous

£12.99
£8.99

Promised Lands
Rainbow Islands

£7.99
£14.99

Scrabble, Risk, Cluedo Master Detective

Red Storm Rising
Rick Dangerous 2

£17.99
£17.99

Shadow warrior

£17.99

MIND GAMES ONLY £14.99

Space Ace
Space Quest III
Supremacy

£27.99
£27.99
£20.99

Tank Attack
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee
Test Drive 2
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

£7.99
£17.99
£20.99
£17.99
£20.99
£17.99

LEISURE GENIUS PACK ONLY £14.99

- ONLY £12.99 Eliminator, Skychase Strike

Lost Patrol

Lotus Turbo Challenge

£17.99
£14.99

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer, Gazzas
Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMANDO

£20.99
£26.99
£27.99

£17.99

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99

COMBAT ACES ONLY £19.99

F16 Falcon, Gunship, Fighter Bomber

£7.99

Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit Larry 2
Leisuresuit Larry 3

Pang

Lombard Rally

Waterloo, Austerlitz, Conflict in Europe

Better Maths (12-16)

£16.99

Better Spelling (8-14)

£16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ONLY £20.99

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL.1 - ONLY £20.99

Count & Add
French Mistress
Fun School 4, Under 5

£17.99
£13.99
£17.99

Batman the Movie, Indiana Jones Last
Crusade, Robocop, Ghostbusters 2

Midwinter, Carrier Command, int. Soccer
Challenge, Starglider 2, Stunt Car Racer

Fun School 4, 5-7
Fun School 4, 7-11

£17.99
£17.99

ACTION MASTERS ONLY £18.99

TOP LEAGUE ONLY £20.99

German Master

£13.99

F16 Combat Pilot, Italy 1990, Welltris, Turbo
Outrun, Double Dragon 2

Speedball 2, F16 Falcon, Rick Dangerous 2,
TV Sports Football, Midwinter

Henrietta's Book of Spells

£17.99

Hooray For Henrietta
Lets Spell At Home
Lets Spell At The Shops
Lets Spell Out & About

£17.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

Maths Mania

£16.99

Mix And Match
Postman Pat
Puzzle Book 1
Puzzle Book 2

£17.99
£6.99
£13.99
£13.99

Spell Book
Things To Do With Numbers
Things To Do With Words

£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

ACCESSORIES

£7.99
£17.99
£24.99
£17.99

NARC
Overlord

POWER PACK ONLY £14.99

Answerback Junior

£27.99

Leaderboard

EDUCATIONAL
3 Bears (5-10 yrs)

3D Construction Kit
3D Pool
Armour Geddon
Bat
Battle Chess

Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

£17.99
£4.99

Ultima V
Ultima IV

£20.99
£17.99

UMS 2 (1 Meg)

£20.99

Wonderland

£20.99

Wrath of the Demon

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS •
Airborne Ranger

£9.99

Atomic Robokid

£7.99

Barbarian 2
Batman The Movie
Boulderdash Const. Kit

£7.99
£7.99
£4.99

Ivanhoe
James Pond
Kid Gloves
Kult

£7.99
£7.99
£4.99
£4.99

Shadowgate

£5.

Sherman M4
Shinobi
Silent Service

£7.
£7.
£9.

Laser Squad
Light Corridor

£7.99
£6.99

Spindizzy Worlds
Spy Vs Spy I
Spy Vs Spy II
Spy Vs Spy III
Star-flight

£7.
£4.
£4.
£4.
£8.

Steve Davis Snooker
Stunt Car Racer

£9.
£9.

Summer Olypiad
Super Cars (Gremlin)
Super Gridrunner

£4.
£7.
£4.

Superstar Ice Hockey
Tennis Cup

£7.
£6.

Brian Cloughs Football

£6.99

Bubble Bobble
California Games

£7.99
£7.99

Little Puff

£6.99

Lombard Rally

£7.99

Centrefold Squares

£7.99

Manic Miner

£7.99

Chase HQ

£7.99

C.J.'s Elephant Antics

£6.99

Colorado
Cosmic Pirate

£4.99
£4.99

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

Maya
Mayday Squad
Monty Python
Murders In Space
Mystical
Night Hunter
Ninja Rabbits
Ninja Warriors
Oil Imperium

£4.99
£4.99
£7.99
£6.99
£6.99
£7.99
£6.99
£7.99
£7.99

40 Lockable Disk Box
80 Lockable Disk Box
Atari ST 520/1040 Dust Cover

£5.99
£7.99
£4.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon
Dragon Ninja

Atari ST 4 Player Adaptor
Disk Cleaning Kit

£7.99
£2.99

Drakken

£8.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

£6.99

Maverick Game Controller
Mouse Mat 6mm
Pro 5000 Clear Extra

£14.99
£3.99
£12.99

Quickjoy Topstar
Quickshot Python
Quickshot Python (Microswitch)
Stingray Handheld Joystick
2M Joystick Ext
Twin Joystick Ext

£19.99
£8.99
£10.99
£13.99
£6.99
£6.99

Fast Food
£6.99
Federation of Free Traders .£8.99
Fish
£7.99
Flood
£8.99
Fools Errand
£7.99

Time Machine

£7.

Turrican

£9.

£6.

£9.

£20.99

UTILITIES
Degas Elite

£17.99

Deluxe Paint

£44.99

Devpac 2
Digicalc

£44.99
£27.99

First Word Plus

Harlekin2

£39.99

:

Hisoft Basic

£39.99
£59.99

Hisofl C Interpreter

£44.99

Home Accounts
Knife ST

£17.99
£24.99

K-Spread 3

£59.99

Lattice CV.5
Mastersound2
NEO Desk 3
Personal Pascal
Protext V.5

Quartet

£104.99
£29.99
£29.99
£59.99
£119.99

£34.99

Replay Professional

£105.99

ST Basic

£4.99

On Safari

£4.99

Tusker

Operation Wolf

£7.99

TV Sports Football

ST Replay 8

£59.99

STOS

£20.99

STOS 3D (coming soon)
STOS Compiler

£24.99
£16.99

STOS Maestro

£16.99

STOS Maestro Plus

£52.99

£29.99
£29.99
£79.99
£64.99

Pacland

£7.99

Pacmania

£6.99

Twin World
£7.
UMS Scenario Civil War ...£3.

Projectyle

£8.99

Uninvited

£7.

Football Manager II+ Exp Kit£9.99
Forgotten Worlds
£7.99

Quest For Time Bird

£4.99

Voyager

£7.

Rick Dangerous

£9.99

Welltris

£6.

Hammerfist
Infestation

£6.99
£5.99

Roadwar 2000

£4.99

Winter Olypiad

£4.

Superbase Personal 2
Tempus2

Iron Lord

£9.99

Robocop
R-Type

£7.99
£7.99

Xenon 2
XOut

£9.
£7

TimeworksDTP
Wordflair

Turbosoft, Unit 6 & 7, Acacia Close, Cherrycourt Way Industrial Estate, Stanbridge Road, Leighton Buzzard, Beds LU7 89E

Telephone: (0525) 377974 (5 lines) Fax: (0525) 852278. Phone hours: 9am-8pm Mon-Thurs, 9am-5pm Fri, 10am-5pm Sat.
Expiry date:

Please charge my Access/Visa No:

Personal callers welcome.

ORDER FORM

gj

VISA

Please supply me with the following for
Computer
Titles

Price

Customer Number:

Catalogue available @ £1

DATE:

Please make cheques
& PO payable to

NAME:

Turbosoft

ADDRESS:

Credit card orders taken payment
cashed only on despatch. Orders under
£5 add 75p P&P per item. For First
Class add 75p P&P per item UK only.
EEC countries add£2.00per item. Non
EEC countries add £3.00 per item.

.Post Code.
TEL:

ST FORMAT JAN.'92
114

ST FO/?M/\7" JANUARY 1992

Express airmail £4.00 per item. All
items subject to availability. All prices
subject to change without notice.
E. & O. E. Please note: Mail Order

companies may take up to 28 days to
deliver goodsfrom receipt of order.
Please allow for cheque clearance

ALWAYS

A

GOOD

Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning
range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the
UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability
and output. Our confidence
in Citizen's quality is such
that we are pleased to in
clude a 2 year guarantee
with every printer. Plus, if
you buy a Citizen printer
from us, we will give you
the Silica Systems Printer
Starter Kit (worth £29.38),
FREE OF CHARGE!

IDEA

9 pin PRINTER

FREE DELIVERY

80 COLUMN

144 cps

Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland

• Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column
> 144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ

FREE STARTER KIT

WorthC29.38- WitheveryCitizen printerfromSilica.

• 4K Printer Buffer -+- 2 Fonts
' Parallel Interface as Standard

2 YEAR WARRANTY

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the
printer head) with every Citizenprinter from Silica.

• Pull tractor & bottom feed
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
HHP:
STARTER KIT

WINDOWS 3.0

Free Windows 3.0 driver.
Included with Ihe Silica Starter Kit.

£198
....EZ5

TOTAL RRP:

SERIAL INTERFACE OPTION

The 1200 primer is availablewith

£2Z4

SAVING: £85

a serial interface for E139+VAT

SILICA PRICE: £129

Ref: PRI2125 - E163.33 inc VAT

FREE COLOUR KIT
With every Swift 9 and Switt 24e printer.

£129

FREE HELPLINE
Technicalsupport helplineopen during office hours.

MADE IN THE UK

\+VAT=£151.58 ref: PRI 2120

Citizen printers are manufacturedto high standards.

9 pin PRINTER

1^

4 pin PRINTE

Colour Option Extra

192 cps

80 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft. 48cps NLQ
i 8K Printer Buffer +

3 Fonts

192 cps

136 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 9x • 9 pin - 136 column
m 192cps Draft, 46cps NLQ
•

8K Printer Buffer +

• Parallel Interface

•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• A3 landscape printing

• FREE Colour Kit

•

i FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP:
COLOUR KIT
STARTER KIT

E39
£38
.£25

TOTAL RRP:

£179

£302

SAVING: tm

CPS

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

BRP:
STAHTtR KIT

£329 f
,J25

TOTAL HUP: £354

SAVING: _E105

V. jjMbgajjj ref: PRI 2209 J

SILICA PRICE: £179

3 Fonts

SILICA PRICE: £249

£249

„+VAT=E292.58 ref: PRI2309

CPS
• Citizen Swift 24e - 24 pin - 80 column
• 216cps Draft, 72cps LO
•
•

•

NOTEBOOK PRINTER

24 pin PRINTER

8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation

•
•

Citizen 224 - 24 pin - 80 column
192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

•
•

8K Printer Buffer +
Parallel Interface

•
•
•

Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation
Colour Option Available

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
£269
£25

RRP:
STARTER KIT

FREE Colour Kit

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
MP:

TOTAL RRP: £294
SAVINS: £95

£

COLOUfl KIT

2 Fonts

EM

SILICA PRICE: £199

ACCESSORIES STARTER KIT
SHEET FEEDERS

GOLD
AWARD
Best Budget
Printer 1990
Minn Decision

64 cps

80 COLUMN

Colour Option Extra - See Accessories

Non-impact Printing On Plain Paper
LASER QUALITY - 64cps

144 cps
192 CPS
136 COLUMN 80 COLUMN
• Citizen Swift 24x - 24 pin - 136 column

4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

Rear and Bottom Paper Loading
Parallel Interface

Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi

•
•

• 8K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

Jem in

TOTAL RRP. £274
SAVING: £105

-rtf' '

£25

TOTAL RRP: £350
SILICA PRICE: £249

£249
-t-VAT=E292.58

ref:

PRI 2100

STARTER KIT

.J25

TOTAL RRP: £514

SAVING: _£165
SILICA PRICE: £349

£169

V+VAT=E19B 58 rel: PRI 2534J

rel: PRI 2574

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

Order Lines Open

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

LONDON SHOP:

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

SIDCUP SHOP:

•
•
•
•
•
•

ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

081-309 1111

SILICA
SYSTEMS

Swift 24/24e

PRA 1242 1240/224 S*9/24/24e .. £24.03

PRA 1274 Switt 9X/24X

£30.66

RIB 3520 120D/Switt 9 Black
RIB 3949 Swift 9x Black

RIB 3924

£2.91
£7.15

124W224 Sw24/24e Black £4.20

• 3Vz" Disk - Amiga & ST Drivers
• 3Vi" Disk • Drivers for Windows 3

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
•

100 Continuous Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes

Ifyou already own a printer, and would
liketo buy a kit,you may order one (ref:
KIT 5500) for E24.95 - E5 off RRP!

RIB 3936 Swift 9/24/246 Colour... £15.63

RIB 3248 PN48 Single Strike

£3.61

RIB 3348 PN48 Muiti Sltiks

£3.61

COLOUR KITS
£35.25
£35.25

PN4B ACCESSORIES
PRA 1148 PN48 Battery
PRA 1155

PN48 Cable Extn

PRA 1162 PN48 Car Adaptor

£51.70

y-

£ TBC

£TBC

All prices Include VATand Free delivery.

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-309 11lf
No Lale NightOpening

Fax No: 081-306 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.O0pm

No Late Night Opening

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.O0pm

Late Night: Thursday until8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 061-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept STF0R-0192-55, 1-4 The Mews, HatherleyRd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14

4Dx\

PLEASE SEND A CITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

£26.38

Mon-Sat 9.00am.6.OQpm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

•
•

PRA 1709

PRA 1236 Swift 9/24/24B
PRA 1240 Swift 9x/24x

£349
+VAT=E410.08

printer from Silica:

SILICA PRICE: £169

... £325

STARTER KIT.!

Toget you up and runningwithyournew

£32.25

ORIGINAL RIBBONS

£249
£25

Worth: £25+VAT=£29,38

£56.45

PRA 1209 124D/224 Swift 9

PRINTER STAND

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

8K Printer Buffer -f 4 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• A3 landscape printing - FREE Colour Kit

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA 1189 120D+

PRA 1753 1240/224 Swift 24/24e. £13.10

• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRA 1200 120D
£71.38
PRA 1215 124D/224 Sw9/24/24e .. £88.70
PRA 1228 124D/224 Sw9/24/24e . £42.00

32K MEMORY EXPN

• Graphics Res: 360x360dpi

RRP:
SIARTER KIT

Epson, IBM, NECP6 S CitizenEmulations
Power: Mains, Battery or Car Adaptor
RflP: ...

• Citizen 124D - 24 pin - 80 col
• 144cps Draft, 48cps LQ

Initials:

Tel (Home):

Surname

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
E80E - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return tl

55CJ

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
Please send cheque/PO/'Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF11, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add £1.00

per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri
9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Telorders: 0268 590766
3D Construction Kit

3D Pool

4D Boxing *
4D Driving *
Afterburner

26.99

7.99

16.99
16.99
6.99

Alien Breed (1 Meg)

16.99

Graham Gooch *

19.99

Gunship
Guy Spy *

14.99
26.99

Hard Drivin
Hard Nova
Head Over Heels *
Heimdall *

6.99
16.99
6.99
19.99

16.99

Alien Storm *

16.99

Altered Beast
Another World *
APB

6.99
19.99
6.99

Heroquest

Arachnaphobia *

16.99

Hong Kong Fuey

5.99

Arkanoid2
Assault on Alcatraz *

6.99
16.99

Back to the Future 3

16.99

Hudson Hawk *
Hunter
IK +

16.99
19.99
6.99

Immortal (1 Meg)
IndyJones Atlantis-Action *
Jimmy White's Snooker

8.99
16.99
19.99

Batman Caped Crusader
Batman The Movie
Battle Command

6.99
6.99
16.99

Beach Volley

6.99

Beastbusters

16.99

Big Game Fishing *
Big Run *

16.99
16.99

Billy the Kid *

16.99

Birds of Prey *

26.99

Blade Warrior *
Blue Max*
Blues Brothers *
Bonanza Bros *
Bubble Bobble
Cabal
Cadaver

16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
6.99
16.99

Cadaver Data Disk
California Games

Capcom Collection *
Captain Planet *
Captive

9.99
6.99

19.99
16.99
16.99

Hero Quest Data
Hitchhikers Guide

Kick Off
Kick Off 2

Kings Quest4
Klaxx

Knightmare *
Knights of the Sky *

9.99
7.99

7.99
9.99

26.99
6.99

19.99
22.99

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

8.99

K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *
K.O 2 - Return to Europe

7.99
7.99

K.O 2 - Super League *
K.O 2 - Winning Tactics
Laser Squad 2 *
Last Ninja 2
LastNinja3 *
Leather Goddess

9.99
5.99
16.99
6.99
16.99
7.99

Legend *
Lemmings

16.99
16.99
16.99
9.99

Carrier Command

7.99

Lemmings Construction Kit *
Lemmings Data Disk *

CarVup

9.99

Licence to Kill

6.99

19.99
19.99
26.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Robocop 2
Robocop 3 *

16.99
19.99

Robozone *

16.99

Rocket Ranger
Rock Star Ate My Hamster
Rodland
Rotator *

R-Type

R-Type 2

Rugby World Cup
Run the Gauntlet

SPECIAL OFFERS
KICK OFF 2
NOW ONLY

£9.99

7.99
4.99
16.99
16.99

6.99

STEREO SPEAKERS

16.99

FOR ATARI STE

6.99

ONLY £29.99

16.99

Ruff and Reddy
6.99
Secret of Monkey Island (1 Meg) 16.99
Shadow Dancer
Shinobi

16.99
7.99

Shufflepuck Cafe

6.99

Shuttle*
Silkworm

19.99
6.99

Sim City + Populous

19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

Simpsons *

16.99

Sinbad

Skychase

7.99

7.99

Smash TV*

16.99

Space 1889 (l.Meg) *
Space Ace
Space Ace 2 *
Speedball
Speedball2
Stratego *

19.99
26.99
26.99
7.99
16.99
16.99

OPTICAL MOUSE
ONLY £34.99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY
NOW ONLY
£14.99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2
NOW ONLY

Castles *

19.99

Lombard Rally

Strikefleet*

16.99

Chaos Engine*
Chuck Yeager

16.99
16.99

Ml Tank Platoon

19.99

Striker Manager

16.99

CisoHeat*
Commando War *

16.99
16.99

Magic Fly
Magic Pockets
Magnetic Scrolls Coll

8.99
16.99
19.99

Continental Circus

6.99

Man Utd Europe

16.99

Strip Poker 2 + Data
Super Cars
Super Cars 2
Super Grand Prix
Super Hang On
Super Monaco GP

6.99
6.99
16.99
6.99
6.99
16.99

Supremacy

19.99

Switchblade
Switchblade2
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2 *

6.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

Teenage Mutant Turtles
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 *

16.99
16.99

Terminator *
Terminator 2
Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Missions
Thunderhawk
Toki
Toobin

18.99
16.99
19.99
9.99

TopCatBev. Hills
Turbo Challenge 2 *

6.99
16.99
16.99

Turbo Outrun
Turrican 2
Ultima 6 *

8.99
9.99
19.99

UMS 2 [1 Meg)
Utopia *

19.99
19.99

Virtual Worlds
War Zone
'.
Waterloo
Whizkid *
Wild Wheels*

19.99
12.99
7.99
16.99
16.99

Winning Team *

19.99

20 x 3.5" DSDD-£10.99

6.99

50 x 3.5" DSDD-£23.99

Corporation
Crazy Cars 3 *
Cricket Captain
Cruise For A Corpse
Cyberball
Cybercon3

Daley Thompson Challenge

9.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
6.99
16.99

6.99

6.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *
Red Heat
Robin Hood *
Robin Smith's Cricket
Robocod *

Max*

19.99

Mega-Lo-Mania
Mega Traveller 1 (1 Meg)

16.99
19.99

Mega Traveller 2 [1 Meg)
Mega Twins *

19.99
16.99

Mercs

16.99

Microprose Golf *

22.99

Das Boot*

19.99

Midwinter

14.99

Death Bringer *

19.99

Midwinter2

22.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Mig 29 Super Falcrum *

26.99

Demonsgate *

22.99

Deuteros*

19.99

Moonstone *
NAM

19.99
19.99

Double Dragon
Double Dragon 3 *
Dragon Ninja

6.99
16.99
6.99

Elf
Excalibur

16.99
19.99

Eye of the Storm *

19.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2

22.99

F16 Combat Pilot

16.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

6.99

Ferrari Formula 1
Final Blow *

8.99
16.99

Final Fight

16.99

First Samurai *

16.99

Flag*
Flight of the Intruder

19.99
22.99

Flood

8.99

Football Crazy *

16.99

Football Director 2

16.99

Forgotten Worlds

6.99

Formula One Grand Prix *
Gauntlet 2
Gauntlet 3 *
G Loc *
Ghostbusters 2
Godfather Action *
Gods
Golden Axe

22.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

New Zealand Story

6.99

Operation Wolf

6.99

Outrun

Outrun Europa
Paperboy 2 *
Pegasus *

Pitfighter2 *
Platoon

6.99

16.99
16.99
16.99

16.99 Turbo Challenge
6.99

Player Manager

12.99

Police Quest 2

14.99

Populous
Populous 2 *

8.99
19.99

Powerdrift
Powerdrome

6.99
8.99

Powermonger

19.99

Powermonger Data Disk 1 *
Power Up

9.99
19.99

Predator
Predator 2
Prehistoric

6.99
16.99
16.99

Wizzball

19.99
16.99
6.99

Projectyle

8.99

Quattro Arcade

9.99

Wonderland (1 Meg)
World Wrestling Fed *

19.99
16.99

Quattro Sports

9.99

Wrath of the Demon

19.99

16.99

£14.99

BUBBLE BOBBLE
NOW ONLY

£6.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 1 25 + - £6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo -£9.99
Comp Pro Extra - £14.99
Quickshot 3 Turbc -£9.99

QuickjoyJetfighter -£10.99
Quickjoy Topstar - £16.99

BLANK DISKS
Unbranded
10>.3.5" DSDD-£5.99

100>;3.5" DSDD-£44.99

Race Drivin *

16.99

Xenomorph 2 *

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Yogis Great Escape

6.99

Branded

Rainbow Collection
Rambo3

1 3.99
6.99

Yogi & Greed Monster

6.99

3.5' DSDD-£1.25 Each

Z-Out

13.99

The next issue of PC Format is numbered, imaginatively, 4 and will be appearing on
every good newsagent's shelves on December 19. You won't want to miss the essential
guide on how to upgrade your PC

Martin

6(36 .
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of a Sexy

I For the finished version of all this

and more, make sure you get issue 4 of
PC Format on December 19

The latest and greatest ST offers at
Q PLAYBACK &QUARTET

REO MASTER

MICRODEAL

MICRODEAL

This sound sampler offers real-time

Playback stereo sound cartridge plus

special effects - echo, reverb and

the excellent Quartet sample

I

much more - plus STE stereo support

DESCRIPTION : Playback & Quartet

DESCRIPTION : Stereo Master
PRICE : £29.95

sequencer (RRP £49.95) for a tenner!

PRICE : £29.95

ORDER N° : ST394

ORDER N° : ST372

DESCRIPTION : Playback ONLY
PRICE : £19.95

ORDER N° : ST379

JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER
The best snooker simulator in ST

gaming history. Get your hands on
this addictive FORMAT Gold winner

and teach yourself how to play
snooker with the professionals.
DESCRIPTION : White's Snooker
PRICE : £22.99

ORDER N° : ST388

FUN SCHOOL 4
EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

o

The new follow-up to the classic
educational packages from

Europress. All three modules are
available separately here.

DESCRIPTION : Teddy Disk
PRICE : £17.99

ORDER N° : ST389

DESCRIPTION : Frog Disk
PRICE : £17.99

ORDER N° : ST390

DESCRIPTION : SPX Disk
PRICE : £17.99

ORDER N° : ST391

ST FORMAT EVEN BIGGER VALUE
Get your hands on £25

RAILROAD TYCOON

worth of software

MICROPROSE

and

make certain you receive

a

copy of

-^

Britain's

biggest-selling ST maga- A
zine each and every

Now you can make sure the trains
run on time with this FORMAT Gold

winning railway management strategy
game. Hugely addictive.

month for a whole ,

DESCRIPTION : Railroad Tycoon

year. Turn to page /

PRICE : £25.99

130 now for our |
astonishing offer.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1 992

ORDER N° : ST387

THE STOS COLLECTION
Mandarin Softw

I

You don't need to be a dedi

cated programmert
your own FORMAT

games. With STOS, the
game-creator, you can

create fast, exciting games
quickly and easily.
Using an easy-tounderstand BASIC

the best possible prices
HOME ACCOUNTS 2

language, STOS enables
you to buildversatile games - anything from shoot-'em-up
to adventures. When you've written it, compile it using
STOS Compiler to make it run as fast as commercial gam
As part of the collection, we're also offering STOS Maest
to add sound to your games, and Sprite 600, a collector
over 600 animated sprites for use in STOS qames.

Now you can keep track of where all

DESCRIPTION : STOS collection

the money goes with the latest

PRICE : £49.99

ORDER N°: ST38

version of the hugely popular Home
Accounts package.

HOW TO ORDER
•

Just make a note of the name of the

package you want to buy and the order
number next to it. Then fill in the handy
coupon below.

• If you wish to order by credit card or
have any queries, ring the ST FORMAT
Mail Order Hotline on :

8 74011

ST FORMAT Mail Order
No stamp required if posted in UK,
Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

Name
Address

Postcode

Telephone

Description

Price

Order No

TOTAL ORDER

• For overseas orders call Trevor Witt for prices on +44 458 74011

Method of payment - please tick appropriate bo:
• Access

J Visa

J Cheque

QK

Credit card No

Expiry date

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt, ST FORMAT, The
Old Barn, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

GREAT SOFTWARE
CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE AS ABSOLUTELY,
TOTALLY, DEFINITELY, VERY NEARLY,
JUST ABOUT NOTHING AT ALL. (HONEST)
Owning an Amiga, PC or ST now means that you can buy incredibly good software
for little more than the price of a disk. Stunning games, utilities, demos, graphics,
word processors and more can be found in Public Domain and Shareware software.
But (but! but!!) where do you start? How do you know which programs are
completely wonderful and which ones should be re-formatted instantly?
What's the best way to buy PD? And - whilst we're at it - just what is PD anyway?
For these answers and a whole trainload more, you'll need a new
magazine called PUBLIC DOMAIN.

# Every issue is packed full of reviews PD programs assessed for the Amiga,
PC and ST.

# Every review is screenshotted. You can
see exactly what you'll be buying.

# Every copy of PUBLIC DOMAIN comes with
an incredible program-packed coverdisk so you can get the very best PD for your
machine every time.

# Every page is in glorious full colour, so you'
have unrivalled quality.

# And every edition of PUBLIC DOMAIN is backed
by the full editorial resources of Europe's most
successful news-stand computer magazine
company, Future Publishing.

PUBLIC DOMAIN comes to you from the company that brings you Amiga Format,
PC Format, ST Format, Amiga Shopper, PC Plus, Commodore Format, Your Sinclair,
New Computer Express, Amiga Power, Amstrad Action, PC Answers, Sega Power
and 8000 Plus; markets leaders all.

Issue 2 on sale 5th December at £2.95

IF YOU WANT OUR ADVICE, BUY IIS

Free prize draw!
We will give away an
Amiga 500 or Atari ST or
£200 cash. Winners choice.

Automatic free entry with
every order.

RUBY CHARTBUSTERS
ST

Amiga

3D Construction Kit.
3D Golf*

..27.99

27.99

..23.99

23.99

4D Sports Boxing *..

..17.99

17.99

688 Attack sub.
A10 Tank Killer..

Action Stations 1 Me,

16.99
22.99

..N/A.t\...21.99

Advanced Destroy
Adidas Golden She* t.T...A.

Africa Korp *
AgonyAlien Storm

..N/A
.22.99
.17.99

16.99

<..\L/..J\... 17.99
_\T.,.p... 19.99
pp1.
17.99

Altered Destiny

/*^k

20.99

Apocalypse

V"V*

A.W.S.O.M.E

VTlL^V-*..17.99

Armalyte

ObrrTf

17.99

16.99

Back ToThe GoldenV^dA ....A.. 16.99

Bandit King OfAnol«nt/dhlQiCL.21.99

17.99

16.99

17.99
19.99
17.99

Knights Of The Sky *

Leisure Suit Larry\/J. XT...Y..26.gg
Lemmings

X^..,..>/x/!<r*.16.9g

Lemmings Oh No
Lord Of The RingsLost Patrol
Lotus Turbo Challe

17.99

17.99

Master Golf....

21.99

16.99

16.99

17.99

Billy The Kid * >£X/..Lf 16.99
Birds Of Prey
JVX...../ 19.99
X..A..1 \_17.99
Blade Warrior" X-nI/..,^17.99
Blues Brothers The.J...^Y/../... 17.99
Bonanza Brothers *^N.7^l]...or..17.99
Boston Bomb Club^X^Xrrv...17.99
Breach 2(Enhanced) r^JS^L 20.99
Black Crypts*

Cadaver

(JO..16.99

Cadaver Levels Payoff

iO_.10.99

Captain Planet *
fcsqj^....17.99
Cardinal Of The Kretjrtn iX.^v 16.99
Celtic Legend
\ ..O.V/T.21.99
Centurion
__J.XJ...V\16.99
Charge Of The Ligh\Bl1g*Se/SH7.99
Chase HQ 2
XyflLl./ 16.99
Chintos Revenge *w/./1..iyA....16.99

Chuck Yeagers ATft./.Xl
Cisco Heat

I./T^r:

16.99

16.99

Conan The Cinneri£|r_T..» ...19.99

Cruise ForThe Corpse^r-71.... 17.99

Cyber Fight

18 99

17.99

16.99
19.99

17.99

17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
20.99
16,99
10.99

17.99
16.99
21.99
16.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
17.99

..21.99

21.99

Deathbringer *.,.
Devious Designs

..21.99
..17.99
..15.99
..16.99
..27.99

21.99
17.99
15.99
16.99
27.99

..27.99

27.99

..16.99

16.99

Dsk*

Double Dragon 3 ($
Dragon Lair..

Dragon Lair 2 Time"$
Dragon Wars..

Dynamite Debuggff^Ttv

16.99

16.99

Elf
.ySV'
16.99 16.99
Elvira Mistress Of The>gaTfI^ 22.99 22.99
Elvira Mistress OfiKeDsitk?-•*..,24.99
24.99
Epic*
A./.L..../.....16.99 16.99
Eye Of The Beholder .,/TN.W N/A 19.99
Exile*
.rS..(..\ ./.,.16.99 16.99
F15Strike Eagle2 1 LlfegWJ 23.99. . 23 99
F16 Combat Pilot....«k../\>-*.16.99 16.99
F19 Stealth Fighter ....Ja(«,..\.\...19.99 19.99
F29 Retaliator
ZZL~\L 16.99... . 1699

F117A

rr../Y..21.99

Face OffIceHocWby *
FireAnd Ice * IV^L™

First Samurai".. \\^lT
Final Fight
*r\\J Sj.
Final Blow

p-\ (.(

Flight OfThe Intai;
Formula One 3D '
Formula One Gran
Gauntlet 3*....
Golden Axe....
Gunboat *

Gunship 2000
Hard Nova

Heimdall *

Home Alone *

Hudson Hawk

Hunter

17.99
17,99

17.99
16.99

16.99

21.99

17.99
17.99

17.99
16.99
16.99

23.99
17.99
*.24.99
...16.99
...16.99

23.99
17.99
24.99
16.99
16.99

...16.99
...21.99

16.99
21.99

16.99

16.99

JZIS^..... 17.99

V^y-"7Y.^>..17.99

.\...../.\<r .16.99

.^/<rv....X.19.99

International Ice Hdtkey/*y..i<_;i7.99
IPlay 3D Soccer \/X 1.I 16.99
Jimmy Whites Snewe/1.../A ig.gg

17.99

17.99
16.99

19.99

17.99
16.99
ig.gg

Joe Montana Footbe/*.L_l

17.99

17.gg

Kings Quest V

26.99

26.99

Keys Of Marramor(ir~A
T

16.99

16.gg

6.99

699

699

Red Heat

6.99

6.99

RType

6.99

6.99

LastNinja

6.99

6.99

Run The Gauntlet

6.99

Licence To Kill
Manic Miner

6 99... .6.99
9.99
9.99

Speedoall

7.99

799

Switchblade

6.99.

.6 99

11.99

Crazy Cars

6.99

6.99

New Zealand Story

6 99

6.99

Starglider2

8.99. .8 99

15,99
15.99

15.99
15.99

Defender Of The Crown

7 99

7,99

6 99

6.99
6.99

7.99

6.99

6.99
6 99

Tank Attack

Fantasy World Diz-zy

Pro Tennis Sim
Toobin

Targan

699 . .6 99

Fast Food

6.99.. 6 99

16.99
21.99
16.99

16.99
21,99
16.99

Onslaught

3 99

8.99

Trivial Pursuit

Forgotten Worlds

6.99.. 6.99

Operation Wolf

6 99

6.99

Gauntlet 2

Outrun

6.99

6.99

Wacky Darts
Winter Olympiad

N/A

7.99

The French Mistress

14.45

14,45

Navy Seals

.... 14.45
14.45

14.45
14.45

16.99

16.99

The Italian Tutor

14.45

14,45

Nebulus 2

15.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
17.99

15.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
17.99

Never Ending Story 2
Ork

Outrun Europe
Panza Kick Boxing

Paperboy 2

V..<.,/..\.'..17.99

17.99

PGA Tour Golf
«t-J./4..\.\...N/A
Pitfighter
\..'j.Y.yT7l6.99
Pools Of Darkness...AyrX.I..1 21.99
Populus 2
•t/./1....A...17.gg

16.99
16.99
21.gg
17.99

Powermonger

18.99

18.99

6.99
99

16.99
17.99

99
99

15.99
29.99

99

24.99

Prehistoric

Proflight
Railroad Tycoon

Robocod"
Robocop 2

Robocop 3 *
Rodland
Rolling Ronny
RType 2

^J..\.["....\}6.99
VT....\iL/rJ6.9g

\A..r...\.15.99
.<T..\Lr-'^6.99
^T^/^ls.gg
f7"~""*....16.9g

16.99
16.99

15.99
16.99
15.99
16.99

N/A
N/A

32.99
20.99

AMOS 3D

N/A

24.99

STOS
STOS 600 Sprites
STOSCompiler
STOS Maestro
STOSMaestro Plus

N/A
N/A
. N/A
N/A
N/A

Fun School 7 f-J-i-Jer 6)

14.50

14 50

Fun School 2 (6-8)

14.50

14.50

Fun School 2 (8+)

Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School

3 (Under 5)
3 (5-7)
4 (Under 5)
4 (5-7)
4 (7-11)

14.50

14.50

.... 17 50
17.50
17.99
17.99
17.99

17 50
17.50
17.99
17,99
17.99

N/A..

Hoyles Book of Games

,

KillingCloud

N/A.,

N/A..

Photon Paint

6.99
:0 99
•C99

6 99.. .. .N/A

Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X-Out, Chase HQ
and Turrican Five games only £18.99
BIO BOX

Captain Blood,Safari Guns, Teenage Queen.
Bubble Bobble, Tin Tin On The Moon,

FISTS OF FURY

15.99

Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour, World Class

26.9g
19.99

Leaderboard and Continental Circus

Strike Eagle 2
Super Cars2
Super Space Invaders..

(.99

23.99

Thunderjaws
Tip Off
Toki

15.99

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

'.99
j.99
3.99

17.99
16.99
19.99

TVSports Football, Lords of the Rising Sun,
TVSports Basketball and Wings

Command, P47and Gunship Amiga Version:

12.99

* Wingsinstead of F15StrikeEagle *

5.99

16.99

16.99

47.99

17.99

J8.99

18.99

FLIGHT COMMAND

Four games only £8.99
* COMBAT ACES •

18.99

• QUEST AND GLORY *

* St version Ironlord Instead of Bat *

Four games only £20.99

Fantastic comp only £20.99

NINJA COLLECTION

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

Shadow Warrior, Dragon Ninja and
Double Dragon Three games only £15.99

Robocop, Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

and Batman The Movie

Lotus Esprite, GT Four Rally, Team Suzuki and
Combo Racer Four games only £18.99

Four games only £18.99

Video Kid *

5.99

16.99

Wild Wheels*

i.99
'.99

18.99
17.99

Zenon 2, TVSports Football,Bloodwychand

Wolf Child*

^.99

17.99

Four games only £15.99

WWF*
7/.,0..16.99
1/2 Meg Upgrade/Clo|lZ_X—"T N/A

.

Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Path and Black Shadow

Silent Service, F15 Strike Eagle, Carrier

White Death 1 Meg..

99

->

Cadaver, Midwinter, Bat and Bloodwych

18.99
17.99

(.17.99

Five games only £18.99

* AIRSEA SUPREMACY *

1.99
<17.99

Tournament Golf..

World Class Cricket..

RAINBOW COLLECTION
Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Island and

15 gg

19.99

TVSports Boxing..

Wo/Id Class Rugby..

MAGNUM 4

Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation Wolfand
Batman Caper Four games only £17.99

Fighter Bomber, Gunship and Falcon
Three games only £19.99

U2-99

Wrath Of The Demon W.,/j...Al9.99

Rubysoft Virus Killer. Full Instructions on disk.

Four great games £20.99

16.99
19.99

Vengeance OfExcalibur........YTJ18.99

KIN that virus - Eventhe "Sadam" - with our very special

PriceonlyE2.75 to coveradministration costs. PNAmiga Only

COMPUTER HITS VOL. 2

Four games only £19.99

5.99

"VI6.99

to use Factfile 500 titles

and Sky Chase Five games only £13.99

5.99
).99

Thunderhawk

Please note you must have an 'Answer Back"

Eliminator. StrikeForceHarrier, LancasterSkyFox

5.99

TheirFinest Hour Miss/

1016

10 16
10 16
10 16 .. ,10.16
10.16 .. 10.16
10.16
10 16
10 16
10 16
,. . 10 16
10 16
10.16." .. 1016
10.99. .1016
10.16
10.16
10.16 10.16

and Stunt Car Racer

Smash TV*

15 gg

10.16

Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter Bomber, Great Courts

Space Quest IV *.,.
Spirit Of Excalibur..

r.16.99
.19.99

Factfile 500Jun Gen Knowledge (6-11)

14.45
10.16
10.16
1016

CHALLENGERS

Ten games only £17.99

GRANDSTAND

V\...Vr*7....19.9g

14.45 ...
10.16
.10.16
10.16

New Zealand Story
Three Fantastic games only £14.99

Purple Saturn Day,KryptonEgg.
Jumping Jackson, Bo Bo and Hostages.

17.99
15.99

The Adventures Of F
Their Finest Hour.

AnswerBack Sport (A ages)
Factfile500 Spelling (6-11)
Factfile500 Nal History(10)
Factfile500 Arithmetic(6-11)
Factfile500 Sen Gen Knowledge(12+)
Factfile 500 English Wads (12+)
Factfile 500 Know England(12+)
Factfile500 KnowScotland M2+)
Factfile 500 20th CenturyHistory (12+)
Factfile 500 Gen Science (14+)
Factfile 500 First Aid (12+)
Factfile500 Assooiation Football{12+)
Factfile 500 Sport (14+)
Factfile Super Sports (14+)

18.99

COMPILATIONS
POWER UP

Sim Earth *..

TestDrive 3

N/A

14.45 .. 14.45
... ,14.45
14.45

. .

RUBYSPECIALS
DailyDouble Horse Racing

Dynamite Dux, Shinobi, Ninja Warrior and Double
Dragon 2 Four games only £17.99

Switchblade 2
Team Yankee.
Terminator 2..

6.99 ....6 99
6.99 6.99

Maths Adventure

Answer Back Junior Quiz (6-11)
Answer Back Sen 0uz(l2-Adjlt)

21.50
13.99
1799
17.50.
53 50

16.99
16"
23.99

*r7.99
5.99

7.99

N/A . ,8.99

RUBYSERIOUS
AMOS
AMOS Compiler

RugbyThe World Cup>*rVv
16.99
NAt/
16"
Sarakon *
Silent Service 2 1 Meg.Ohsrrf...23.99
Simpsons

6 99

11.99

The German Master
The Spanish Tutor

Prince Of Persia

16.99

6.99

Ramoo3

Narc

19.99

\~^!.../.(....16.99

Predate/

8.99
6.99
6.99

21.99
26.gg
21.99
23.99
22.99
22.99
17.99
17.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Monkey Island
Monkey Island 2 *
Myth*
Napoleon 1

899

8.99

8 99
6.99
.... 6 99

21.99
26.9g
21.99
23.99
22.99
22.9g
17.99
17.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Moonstone

8.99

6.99

8 99

16.99

Moonbase *

Passing Shot

.099

23.99

Predator 2

Das Boot..

6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
7 99 ...7.99
6 99
6.99

.

KingOf Chicago

23.99

16.99

16.99

Bubble Bobble
Cabal
Carrier Command
Centrefold Souares

IK+..

Ironlord
Italia 1990
_,-tle?'jf

•16.99

Midwinter 2

18.99

6.99
6-99

Mercs

16.99

[Wrf

16.99

8 99 8.99
8 99 . ..8.99

Maupiti Island
Mega Lo Mania
Mega Twins *

Battle Command...I.

Bill Elliots Nascar OJIelftrtgi *

26.99

6.99
6.99

Blood Money
Bloodwych

19.99

17.99

Battle Master

ig.gg
18.99
26.g9

16.!
23.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Microprose Golf *
Mig 29 Fulcrum...
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum
Might And Magic ""

'..16.99

23.9g

Afterburner
Arkanoid II

19.99

16.99
1699
23.99
1699
16.99

tZjl. 17.99

RUBY CLASSICS UNDER £10
Amiga

16,99
23.9g
16.99
19.99
16.99

Manchester United,

Barbarian 2 (PSY)*»..f..\.^.T/;.16.99
Bard Tale 3
1.V..V-./....16.99
B.A.T.
L...SS^23.99
Battle Bound *
)..'.. \{ 16.99
Battle Chess
rr\Ayi6.99
Battle Chess 2

.T-^/.l..23.99

Knightmare "
TZZ../.J...19.99
Leander
.vJ....L/X. 18.99
Leisure Suit Larry 3...)..i...r/.f.....26.99

Mad Dog Williams
Magic Pockets
Magic Story Book.,.UPrrTl

20.99

ST

POWER PACK

* BOARD GENIUS *

Monopoly Deluxe, Scrabble Deluxe, Cluedo
and Risk Four games only £18.99
* ST version no monopoly only £17.99 •

Lombard RAC Rally

19.99

17.99

1999

16.99
29.99

*Please note titles nrifreleased atpress date
will be despatched within 24hrs of release
subject to availability.

T.N.T.

SUPER SEGA

Hard Driving, A P V,Xybots, Toobin and
Dragon Spirit Five games only £16.99

Super Monaco GP, Golden Axe, Crackdown and
Eswat All Four games only £0.99

PLATINUM

Black Tiger, Strider, Forgotten Worlds andGhouls
and Ghosts Four games only £16.99

.

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE

Operation Stealth, Indiana Jones The Adventure

and Mean Streets Three games only £20.99

(Dept STF), 3 Crefeld Close, London, W6 8EL (No callers- mail order only) Tel: 071 381 5830 Fax: 071 610 1703
Please charge my Access/Visa No:

ORDER FORM 2IE H QE] CS S
Please supply me with the following for

Expiry date:.
Date:

Please make cheques & PO payable to
Business hours

Mame-

10am-6.00pm
Monday to Saturday

Computer
Titles

Price

Address:

Tel: 071 381 5830

After hours + Sundays
order hotline:

. Post Code..

071 610 1703

Answerphone

Tel:

Fax line at other times

Rubysoft. Credit card orders cashed
only on despatch. (Please note we
do not make any charge for credit

card orders). Please add 75p p&p per
item for all UK orders, EEC countries add

£2.50 per item, non EEC add £3.50 per
item, all other countries add £4.50 per item.

All items are subject to availability, all prices
subject to change without notice. ESOE.
Please note mail order companies may take
up to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt
of orders. Please allow for cheque clearance

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. COURIER DELIVERY
1

DISCOVERY EXTRA

ffi wm,

PACK

CURRICULUM PACK
• ATARI 1040STE COMPUTER

e ATARI 520 STE COMPUTER
•

Imb DRIVE

• 1 mb RAM

• DIGITAL STEREOSOUND

•DIGITAL STEREO SOUND

• FINALFLIGHT

£

•

NINE LIVES

•

SIM CITY

FAMILY

•FIVE EDUCATIONAL MODULES

1)Play &Learn
2) Junior School
3) GCSE Revision
4) Business Computing

• ESCAPE FROMTHE PLANET OF

ss.

•

THE ROBOTMONSTERS
NEOCHROME

• FIRST BASIC
•

5) Creative Computing

ST TOUR

£329.99

£399.99

PLUS FREE WITH EVERY ST PACK
•TEN TOP GAMES COMPRISING

Asterix • Chess Player 2150 • Driving Force • Live &Let Die • Onslaught
Pipemania • Rick Dangerous • Rock 'n Roll • Squeek • Trivial Pursuit
QUICKSHOT TURBO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK • HIGH QUALITY MOUSE PAD • TAILOR MADE
DUST COVER

mm

%/\

COLOUR/MONO MONITORS
ATARI SMI24
:•

PHILLIPS 8833/MK2

£139.95

£249.95*
*FreeF19 Stealth Fighter

DISK ACCESSORY PACK
• 100 HIGH QUALITY 3.5" DS/DD DISKS
• 120 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX
•3.5" DISKDRIVE CLEANER KIT

All for just £44.95

CONSOLE CORNER
ALL PRICES INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY &2 YEAR GUARANTEE

CONSOLE SYSTEMS

Sega Master System
Sega Master System Plus
Sega Megadrive

COLOUR PORTABLES

£59.95
£79.95

Atari Lynx
Sega Game gear

£84.95
£99.95

£129.95

We stock awide range of software and peripherals for all of the obove ring for details

W I V:- *YW Jf WW

computers

PLUS A COMPREHENSIVE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE! PRINTERS

ORDERING

All printers come with connecting cables free of charge
STAR

MADE EASY!

CITIZEN

GOLD STAR DEALER
LC-20 MONO 9pin Dot Matrix, 180/45 cps.

PREMIER SUPER DEALER
120D+ MONO 9 pin Dot Matrix, 120/25 cps.
BY PHONE

£149.95

£149.95

LC-200 COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 185/45 cps.

SWIFT COLOUR 9pin Dot Matrix, 160/40 cps.

Simply call our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa number on

£214.95

£214.95

LC-24/200 MON024 pin Dot Matrix,220/55 cps.

124D MONO 24 pinDot Matrix, 144/48 cps.

0234 218060 (5 lines)
f

£259.95
£209.95
LC-24/200 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 220/55 cps SWIFT 24 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 160/50 cps.
£309.95
£319.95

BY CALLING PERSONALLY

•

Simply call into your nearest FutureWorld store where our fully

?v

trained personnel will be more than happy to deal with your

a

requirements

5 BY POST
Make cheques, Building Society drafts orPostal Orders payable
H

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BEDFORD MK410EH

PRINTER STARTER PACK
•UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER • 5 ISHEETS OF PAPER

Please write cheque guarantee card number on reverse of cheque to ensure
same day clearance

AN for only £9.95

r-mm REMEMBER

UM I ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT &COURIER DELIVERY*
v

^* UK MAINLAND ONLY

FINANCE

Finance available to suit your specific needs. Written details on request.
Instantcredit is available in all FutureWorld stores.

AUTHORISED PROTAR STOCKISTS
THE VERY BEST IN PERIPHERAL ADD-ONS

PROGATE 20 meg Hard disk
PROGATE 40 meg Hard disk
PROGATE 60 meg Hard disk

occur

•Exclusive Premier Gold Card with Personal Membership Number entitling
you tospecial offers

• All this for only £19.95 per item purchased
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

£581.95
£792.95

For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of
charge
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS

PROTAR VIST0'COLOUR MONITOR

Identical to Phillips 8833 MKII

• 7day money bock guarantee if not completely satisfied
• 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur
• 2year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service should a fault

£279.95
£341.95
£437.95

Configurations up to 160 meg - please call for details
PROGATE 60meg Tape Steamer
PROGATE 150 meg Tape Steamer

PREMIER GOLD CARD

Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE &STAR, we
are equipped to deal with the majority of queries

£248.00

FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM

This enables our telesales staff toprovide up-to-the-minute stock
information coupled with efficient dispatch
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our motto:

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACK
New PC720B intelligent disk drive featuring: Blitz Hardware,Virus Hardware, Anti-click, Thru-port,
Isolating Switch • Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels • 40 capacity lockable disk box • 3.5" disk drive
cleaner kit

^

4de
S

X

Only £79.95

YOUR NEAREST [ft

STORE

BEDFORD

70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070
tofS

NORTHAMPTON

1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996
.».

WELWYN GARDEN CITY

16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707 390029
SIBHH^ril

SEQUENCER

review

tons, displays and numbers to cope with. It's dongleprotected too, like the C-Lab programs, using an
"electronic key" which must be plugged into your
ST's cartridge port. However, things aren't as com
plex as they initially seem. A scan of the first screen
shows functions and controls that you'd find on any

sequencer, regardless of its origins. Play, record,
rewind, stop - all the basics are immediately obvious.
You can also customize the startup, so that MIDIstu

dio Master loads up with your favourite settings for
instrument names and volume levels already installed
as defaults.

MIDIstudio Masterhas a special way of displaying
its diverse bits of information and giving you access
to the different controls you need to use. The top
two-thirds of the screen is used to display either the

main mixing desk screen, the music-arranging screen
or the phrase-editing screen at the touch of a button.
Below these displays, three more buttons determine
whether the main control panel, the phrase list or the
• MIDIstudio Master's main desk is set up like a real mixing desk. Each track has its own stereo pan-pot,
instrument and MIDI channel. Below are the main transport controls for rewinding and playing the song.

MIDIstudio
Master
Take a quick glance at the range of
MIDI programs and you'd think that

MIDIstudio Master
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £99.99

everything's sewn up by C-Lab and

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

Steinberg. But that hasn't deterred

CONTACT:0772203166

Ladbroke Computing - they think
their sequencing program, MIDI
studio Master, could give the
established names a run for their

money. Neil Jackson finds out what
sort of chance they've got

INTERNATIONAL

ID/studio Master is pitched as a profes
sional quality composer and sequencer as useful to the lone, brainstorming musi

M

cian as it would be to the studio engineer

with all the expensive kit. It's certainlyflexi
ble - it works with all types of MIDI instrument, in
medium and high resolutions - but this alone won't
tear musicians away from the well-trodden C-Lab and

Steinberg paths. To be a success, it needs to be
dead simpleto use, as quick as lightning to work with
and perfect in performance too.

First impressions of MIDIstudio Master are that
it's not particularly simple - there is a plethora of but-

cuing controls are displayed. You can chop and
change screens as you wish (though doing so with
the music playing causes timing hiccups) and still
have total control over the playback and recording.
The main desk screen contains the 20 tracks
which MIDIstudio Master uses to store the tunes

played by each different instrument. The tracks are
arranged vertically like a studio mixing desk and they
can even be displayed with pan-pots at the top. The
sliders vary the volume of each synth-sound and the
pan-pots shift the sounds' positions in the stereo-field
- assuming your MIDI keyboard is capable of produc
ing stereo sounds.
The desk screen is also the place where you can

change the number of the synth-sound assigned to
each track and the MIDI channel number that its

notes are sent through. To do this you use simple

right or left mouse button clicks to alter the numbers
displayed. Many of Midistudio Master's other controls
are similarly obvious and this is commendable - It is
very quick and simple to operate, despite the initially
brain-dazzling displays.
MIDIstudio Master's Arrange screen is fundamen
tal to its operation but is rather different to many

other sequencers. Instead of using the common
track-by-track, bar-by-bar method of storing the notes

you play, MIDIstudio Master stores only the musical
phrases you play. These can later be assigned to any
track, instrument or channel you like - you can even
create copies of phrases for different instruments to
make choruses. The timing is handled automatically

and any phrase can be as many beats, bars or timeclicks as you desire.
Each phrase is represented by a small block on
the Arrange screen. You can pick these up with the
mouse and reposition them anywhere in the song,
like Lego. Each phrase butts up to its neighbours, so
you don't even need to be precise in positioning -

!?l!!!l!!l!!!ll!l!!ll!flW!!f!ll!flli!l!fl!!!l!fi!f!l!ill
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• There's a second desk which contains switches for

transposing note pitches and adding MIDI-delay. The
top of the screen shows the pianola-keyboard which
shows the notes being played on each MIDI channel.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

• Editing individual musical phrases is fairly
straightforward, but the lack of a graphic layout
makes it a bit of a numbers game. The lower panel
shows the cue-sheet which you can use to position
the playback marker very quickly.

• Arranging musical phrases into a song is child's
play using Lego-style blocks which can be reposi
tioned very quickly. The list at the bottom shows the
individual phrases you can connect together.

SEQUENCER

review

there are special empty phrases which you can use
to make pauses where necessary. As well as being
easy to build with, this system of phrase-storing is

other graphic methods of showing the notes rising

more memory-efficient than conventional track-stor
ing, because repeated phrases are only stored once.
It makes a lot of sense on a 520ST, that's for sure.

tures and uses some innovative methods to show the

Arranging your neat and punchy phrases
together is one thing, but you still need to get the
phrases right to start with. This is where the Phrase
Edit screen comes in. Here you find a long list of all

this to a MIDI channel. You can then see the notes

MIDIstudio Master does have many other fea
song you're creating. You can display a mock piano

keyboard across the top of the screen and assign
being played, rather like you would on a pianola.
Another neat trick is the use of modules which you

the notes - or rather "MIDI events" - which occur in

the current phrase. The events are displayed verti
cally, a tiny bit like a GEM fileselector window. Each
MIDI event consists of a note value and length infor
mation you can alter - again by simply clicking the
mouse buttons. There are numerous features you
can apply to the notes in a phrase - for example:

transposing, filtering control bytes, merging with a
different phrase - and there's also a step-time entry
mode to insert individual notes. The text-only display
does have one drawback though. There isn't any
"feel" for the music because there are no staves or

slight hiccup occurs occasionally when you stop the
music mid-flow. Notes can get "left on" causing con
tinuous tones to pour out of your synth, but this may
only be a problem on certain synthesizers.
Overall, MIDIstudio Master is a powerful program
with a great future. It has the sophistication to rival
the big names but its features are simple and intuitive

and falling.

enough to make it attractive to all musicians. It's

priced low enough to make them think hard about fol
lowing the expensive but well-trodden routes to MIDI

can access through a software "pipeline." This
enables the system to be expanded at a later date,
with modules to handle system exclusive commands,
palette changes and a host of other utilities which

sequencing. Watch out C-Lab and Steinberg! - MIDI
studio Master is hard at your heels, and gaining, stf

you'd ordinarily need to exit the main program to gain

MIDISTUDIO MASTER

access to.

MIDIstudio Master has the simplicity you need for
quick music-composing, and it's flexible. The pro
gram's only visible (or rather, audible) fault occurs

£99.99 Ladbroke Computing International
n 0772 203166
FEATURES: 95%

when track mute buttons and some other functions

A powerful and comprehensive sequencer with some
neat displays to help you find you way around more
quickly

are engaged while the music is playing. It pauses
momentarily, which is annoying, especially since
packages like Trackman 2 have cured this. Another

SPEED:95%

Good results can be knocked up in a remarkably short
time, thanks to the Lego-like song-building process

{Grand Plan
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EASE OF USE: 85%

Everything is intuitive and clearly labelled, too. You can
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be "at home" with it in less than an hour
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ing notes mar an otherwise perfect performance
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THE COMPETITION

JffistiiltPla

C-Lab Creator 3.1 (£330, Sound Technology n 0462
480000), Cubeat (£295) and Cubase (£575, Evenlode
Soundworks » 0993 898484), Trackman 2 (£99.95

peflteFlang

[SpaceClavi

Ward TrtiD
Ball Gene

:U.UJGt** eiiiliUI

Clean Stra

Hollis Research •& 0481 728286)

•Hoi-eliss/P

• The external control desk is used to send MIDI

• A neat extra is the Program and Controller Chart,

control data to your synthesizer. You can use it to
alter the overall mix of the song, and then store the
mix changes for later use.

which can display all the presets on your synth in a
comprehensive list. You need to write your own for
your synth, but once done, it stops you getting lost.

LOWEST1
+ OFFER 1 +
Philips CM8833 MM &On-Site Maintenance &FI9
Flight Sim &Lead

+ OFFER 2 +

+ OFFER 3 +

Atari Discovery Extra II +Philips CM8833 Mkll Monitor +
On-Site Maintenance +F19 Flight Sim +Lead

Atari Family Curriculum Pack +Philips CM8833 Mkll +
On-Site Maintenance +F19 Flight Sim +Lead

£228

£525

£575

DISKS DISKS DISKS

New 100 Capacity 3'A" lockable

100% Certified Error Free
50 3ii" DS/DD
£21.75
100 3%" DS/DD
£33.00
150 3^" DS/DD

200 3'A" DS/DD

£49.00

£62.00

400 3'A" DS/DD....£123.00
500 3^" DS/DD ...£139.00

1000+ Call for spot prices

boxes & disks

50 It DS/DD &100 cap lockable box
100 31!" DS/DD 4 100 Cap Lockable Box
150 31f DS/DD &100 Cap Lockable Box
200 3lf DS/DD &2 100 Cap Lockable Boxes
400 3JfDS/DD &4 100 Cap Lockable Boxes
500 3r DS/DD &5100Cap Lockable Boxes
All prices include VAT

Delivery & Free Labels

&Free Delivery &Free Labels

£150 ,

Star LC-200 Colour

£205 |

StarLC-24 200 Colour

£285

IA500 Basic Amiga

£52.50

60p Each

£66.00

100 3J? DS/HD Disks £58.00

Family Curriculum Pack

£355

1/2 Meg & Clock (Amiga)...£29.00
Cumana Drive (Amiga)
£58.00
A590 Hard Drive (Amiga) ...£280.00
A590 & 2Mb Ram (Amiga) .£370.00

£8.00
£10.00
£2.75
£8.00

Zipstick

£i |.00

Stingray Joystick
Manta Ray

Quickjoy Jetfighter

£13.00

Cumana Drive Atari

£74.00

£13.99
£13.99

... £5 10 Each

.

£5 90 Each

200

!50Cap3,fPossoBox

£15.50

i 60 Cap 3t Stackable Box

£10.00 i

500

37," DS/DD
37/DS/DD
37;" DS/DD
37" DS/DD

£22.00
£40.00
£78.00
£162.00

Price includes Free Labels & VAT

&FreeDelivery

ORDER HOTLINE:

0273 506269/0831 279084
All Prices Include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £ 10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance

£145.00
1000 Labels
1000 Tractor Labels
Mouse Mat
Printer Lead

£14.00

85p Each
£4 10 Each
£4 50 Each

Call or send cheques/postal o

ACCESSORIES

Atari Daatascan Professional

50
100

£156.00

Atari Discovery Extra Pack II...£299 [

10Cap Boxes
40 Cap Boxes
100 Cap Boxes
50 Cap Boxes
100Cap Boxes

GENUINE SONY BULK

£130.00

£350
£330

3W
3'f

S%"
354 ' DS/HD Disks

A500 1Mb Cartoon Pack
A500 1MB Screen Gems

Cumana ext. drive

SV

£36.00

£295

+ OFFER 4 +
Amiga A500 IMbt

5X" DS/DD Disks 21 p Each

F24 50

AMIGA'S/ATARI'S

PRINTERS

StarLC-20

£445

£365

5Jf DS/HD Disks 39p Each

No quibble lifetime guarantee

Prices include VAT & Free

Amiga/Atari Mouse

CDTV^

+ BCS CHRISTMAS OFFERS +

PRICES

,

STF RATING: 91%
Agood bargain overall, but it's still got its work cut out to
loosen the C-Lab stranglehold on the MIDI music market

BCS Ltd,

349 Ditchling Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ.
Iity, E & OE

ART

GALLERY

TIPS

The kandy koloured tangerine
flake streamline picture show

The colours, the expression, the symbolism! I don't know though, the Desktop gets a bit boring after a while.
Mmmm, could always use an art package, Isuppose. Chris Lloyd examines this month's exhibits
1ftkEmff%^%^%W [Bkllft

ICKGROUND

It's all very well producing full screen pictures,
but often a professional graphic artist finds him
self drawing graphics to fit in with a game. Jon
Hare from Sensible Software was given the task

of putting together the background screens for
Wizkid. In an exclusive for ST FORMAT, he talks

us through the stages of creation.
"There is a wealth of difference between loading

/

lii

I started with a very rough screen layout, mak
ing sure everything would be a nice scale
against the the main sprite, which has already been
created. Since the palettes for the sprites have pre

I I shaded the rocks using bands of colour, from
dark to light. By using irregular shapes and
thicknesses of bands, a natural looking form is built

work within them. The rocks are used elsewhere in

up. I decided that a Viking ship would be nice. I
drew a rough outline until I was happy with it. Then I
added rough colour bands to help me with the shad

the game and give a theme to the screens.

ing later on.

viously been defined, it can be frustrating having to

• Hi**.

' N H»

I shaded the ship's planks using interchanging
bands of progressively lightening colour. Then I

gave a rough form to the ship's head and pencilled
in where the shields were to be. I work ad hoc

rather than planning from the start, finishing one
thing entirely before moving on. Thus it's easier to
improvise and draw on inspiration at the time.

UNDERNEATH
THE ARCHES
This atmospheric and shadowy picture
is the work of Myles Jeffery from

Kent. He got his ST for his 15th birthday and used
Degas Elite and Deluxe Paint to produce a whole disk
full of dragons and middle earth pictures. This num
ber took about seven hours to draw. We'll let him
explain.

"I saw this picture on the inside cover of a book. It
caught my eye straight away because of its simple
effectiveness. I knew it would look great on my ST,
so I set about drawing it immediately.
• Deluxe Paint is £49.99 from Electronic Arts
» 0753 549442

I began by outlining all the arches, pillars and
other prominent features. I drew the outlines
using Freehand Draw at times six magnification,
ensuring everything fitted together. After checking
the proportions were correct - if they aren't it could
ruin the effect - I blanked out the parts of the pic
ture that were dark in the original. I filled in the

bright light shining behind the steps - it gave me an
idea of how dark the other colours should be.

a, I coloured in the steps that lead down
from the back of the picture, using a wide

range of colours to give a nice texture. This is appar
ent on the wall next to the steps, where I tried to

mimic daylight as opposed to the artificial light
below. The top half of the right most pillar has also
been filled in - going from the bright pink colour on
its left side to a dark purple/blue on the right where
the light cannot reach it.

INSPIRED
IMPRESSIONIST
IMAGERY
Ian Martin hopes to bring some culture to the
Gallery pages with this impressionist piece taken
from a painting by Jan Matulka. He used Degas Elite,
which, although rather an old art program, is still a
very popular choice with Galleryartists.
• Degas Elite is £24.99 from ElectronicArts
•b 0753 49442

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

J MThis is where it begins. Basically, I scratched
•> out an outline and added in a little detail, mak

J I decided the palette needed a good work out

I so I used more appropriate tones. I began work

ing note of what's already wrong! I save it and have

on the right hand side, trying to get it looking

some coffee.

finished. Time for more coffee.

ART

Take a gander at these lovingly crafted screens.
Reckon you're up to it? Go on, have a go and
send them in to us, so we can all have a laugh
- oops, sorry! I mean, appreciate the artistic
quality and pick up a few tips. What we need is
the picture saved at various stages and an explana
tion of how you created your tour de force, including
details of which package you used and any of your

GALLERY

JARGON BUSTERS
ANTI-ALIASING:

where an inter

mediate colour is used to soften the boundary
between two contrasting colours

individual quirks and hints. You could even win the
prize of £25! Whack it all on a virus-free disk and send

BRUSH:

it to us at Gallery, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Pictures of Porches will be
eaten after being tortured severely, stf

playing aliasing

a shape you draw with on screen.

JAGGIES:

common term for lines dis-

PALETTE

SWITCHING:

tech

nique used to give more than the "legal" number
of colours on screen at once.

STIPPLING: creating the illusion of a
third colour on your ST's screen by having two
colours in a chequerboard-style pattern. And it's
also a town near Peckham.

screens and functional in-game graphics. Often
you have to struggle with the limitations impos
ed by the game. There were several points to
achieve - the screen had to be cartoony, fun and

very colourful, but also not overpower the tiles
and sprites, which had to stand out. Any features
of the background contributing to gameplay
must be obvious, but not too many to overpower

the main sprites. The screen should fit in with
the general atmosphere of the game. This is for a
hidden level. It has to be lighthearted and quirky.
I thought a shipwreck would be a nice theme.

The screen has 10 oe Kepi relatively sparse
since it will be continually overlaid by sprites
during the game. I added some buoys to define the
sea/sky border. The water surface and buoys would
add to the gameplay, with extra platforms and fea
tures. The buoys were coloured using a similar
technique to the rocks, but with smoother bands.

I The shields were colour-coded for gameplay
and the ship's head touched up, finishing the
basic screen. The game has a colour graded back
ground determined early in development to give a
colourful backdrop - it's software-generated using

The ship is very much the centrepiece, which
is what I wanted. Remember that, in art as in
music, the spaces you leave are as important as the
detailed bits within. The screen is now ready to be
used within the game. The tiles and sprites from the
game are added. All of a sudden, the screen is full
and alive - the desired effect."

This stage is quite advanced because I have

completed the pillar and the arches that span
overhead. The arches get darker as they disappear
out of range of the light. The colours work especially
well here as they involve some deep blues up to
bright pinks that keep the picture alive. I blended
the colours a lot throughout the picture, giving a

palette switching. I preferred a red sunset for the
sky since the border with the water is made clearer.

i bright light has been fully coloured and
blended Into its surroundings. The gremlins on
the pedestals have been drawn, adding a new dimen
sion to the already eerie picture. The shadows that
have been cast from the gremlins stretch out upon
the floor ahead of them, going from dark to a semidark.

nice mixture of tones.

s shiny floor has been coloured, showing the

I reflections of the pillar and pedestal. Note the
contrast of the bright light against the sheer black at
the left, and the dark shadow of the gremlins set
against the floor - this uses some of the bright pinks
to make it sparkle. The overall effect of the picture
is quite stunning, hiding a dark personality of its own
and a quiet unanswered question of what lies

beyond the gremlins where the light shines from.*'

The right side now looked good, so on to the
sky and left hand side, using the zoom window
of Degas down to f5 magnification for the anti-alalsing and stippling.

' close to the end now - usually where it all
goes wrong. Only 16 colours means loads of

t last! The finished thing. Basically, it was a lot

I of hard work with the zoom option and I'm

stippling. The greens and blues work very well

pretty pleased with it. I think I'll be moving on to van

together as a background.

Gogh next."
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"It's spookily addictive
and it's fantastically
presented" - Rich Pelley

Dizzy's Treasure Island

i "Mindblowingly addictive i "ASure Fire winner for

I "Fast Food is a classic

cartoon with amazing

| Sharp Games X

I brilliant" ZZap Magazine

Future Publishing

gameplay!!

-;>;«>£>£>.

is brilliant, it's like a real I and truly great!" - Brian I the Codies. ASMASH!" I game Absolutely
| Amiga Format

Magazine

«»«-;>;

CODEMASTERS
AMIGA screen shots shown. 8-bit versions feature "DIZZY" instead of "KWIK SNAX"

© 1991 Codemasters Software Company Limited PO Box 6, Leamington Spa, England, CV33 OSH
ATARI ST AND AMIGA
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY
LITTLE PUFF
ROCKSTAR
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

HELP LINES

0898
0898
0898
0898

555
555
555
555

092
095
090
078

SEYMOUR IN HOLLYWOOD 0898 555 010
0898 555 105

SPIKE IN TRANSYLVANIA

NEW RELEASE INFO LINE 0898 555 000 (Tellsyou what is being released this month)

Ifyou can't get any further in any of these games and would likeus to give hints &tips on how to solve all the puzzles just
phone the numbers below. Please don't phone unless you are really stuck and make sure you get permission from the person
who pays the phone bill firstlCalls costs 36p per minute during offpeak time and 48p per minute at all other times.
(GREAT BRITAIN ONLY)

SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD, C64
DIZZY
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

0898 555 093
0898 555 091

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

0898 555 078

LITTLE PUFF
ROCKSTAR
MAGICLAND DIZZY

0898 555 096

SLIGHTLY MAGIC

0898 555 050

SEYMOUR IN HOLLYWOOD

0898 555 010

SPIKE IN TRANSYLVANIA

0898 555 105

0898 555 094
0898 555 090

mono-compatible

GAMES

Make mayhem in mono
Mono monitors are different. With their high resolution, reduced glare and

HI, RESOLUTIONS

rock-steady screen display, they are ideal for desktop publishing, music

The ST has three types of screen display: low resolution,
medium resolution and highresolution.

and all applications that demand close work or fine detail on-screen. But

In each resolution the screen display is made upof a grid
of dots or pixels (picture elements), but the number of pixels
varies. In low res thereare 320 across the screen by 200 down

that's not all they're good for! Mark Eyles explores the wonders of mono

the screen and up to 16 colours on-screen.Inmedium res there

and rounds up 20 mono-compatible games to make mono more magical

and you have a choice of black or white.

Y o u ' v e heard that Atari's SM124 and SM125

mono monitors are ideal for desktop pub
lishing, music and other applications that
require high resolution or fine detail - and

indeed they are. They're also only £129.99
from Silica Systems(o 081 309 1111). But if you try
to play the latest game from The Blastup Brothers on
your new mono monitor you find that it refuses to
run. What's the problem?
There is no problem. The Blastups have written
the game to run in colour and no amount of head
scratching is going to get it to run in mono. This is
because of the very qualities that make mono moni
tors different from colour monitors. A colour monitor

are 640 pixels across the screen by 200 down, with up to four
colours. In high res there are640 pixels across by 400 down

(or TV) can display low or medium resolution screens
- the kind you need for games - while a mono moni

are much cheaper than colour. And they have distinct

tor can only display high resolution screens.

•

Inside a colour monitor there are three small

guns which fire electrons at the screen. One of these

guns makes the screen glow red, one of them green
and the other blue. By combining these three colours
in different proportions you can produce all of the
glorious colours which your ST uses.
Inside a mono monitor, by contrast, there is only
one gun, which makes the screen glow white. Since
there are three guns in colour monitors, plus three
lots of electronics to run them, but only one in mono
monitors (with one lot of electronics), mono monitors

advantages over colour monitors or TVs:

Mono monitors display high resolution screens,

enabling you to see more detail than low or medium
resolution screens. High resolution screens are

essential for programs where you need to display a
lot of information on-screen. In a desktop publishing
program, for instance, if you lay out a page in
medium resolution you can only see half the area you
can see in high resolution, making it difficult to get an
accurate idea of what the finished page is going to
look like. A DTP program running in low resolution
would only show a quarter of the area.

3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs are
often used to show complicated wireframe structures

GET THE WHOLE PICTURE
The high resolution images possible onmono monitors have many advantages indifferent
kinds of programs - particularly in DTP and computer-aided design.

in which every wire can be seen in high resolution,
but in medium resolution the individual wires end up
running together into a rough approximation of a par
ticularly messy inkblot.

All business programs and most music, DTP and
CAD packages look better on a mono monitor.
•

Mono monitor screens have a matt finish which

cuts down on glare and makes them easier on the
eye. They also have less flicker than colour monitors
since mono monitor screens are redrawn more times

a second than colour monitor screens - that is, they
have a higher frame rate. This makes the screen dis
play seem more solid.

•

They're good for your health. Mono monitors give

off less radiation than colour monitors or TVs.

Mono monitors are a pretty good thing, then. But
what about black and white TVs? Sorry. Black and
• Stonehenge in high resolution enables those

druids to see the sun rise. This is a close-up of

• Stonehenge In medium resolution and the
druids can't even find their sacrifice. This Is a

an image produced by Antic's CAD-3D from
Electric Distribution (w 0480 496666). Details
are clear and objects are easily identifiable.

close-up of the same area of the Image, also pro
duced by CAD-3Dbut In medium res. Obviously
the image is relatively crude and lacks detail.

Desh File

tractor

Help

Desk File

Uector

white TVs work in a similar way to colour and cannot
be used for high resolution screens.

Why didn't the Blastups write their game so that
it would run in high resolution? The vast majority of
game-players prefer their games in colour and do not
use mono monitors. Few game-writers can justify the
effort and time it would take to convert their pro
grams to run in high resolution. They would much
rather get on with writing the sequel to Turbo Panda
Pro Wrestling than make the Pandas strut their stuff

in black and white for mono monitor owners, who are
likely to have colour TVs or colour monitors already if
they play games. Games which can run in mono are

usually aimed at the sort of people (intelligent, attrac
tive, witty, sensible, fun loving...) who have got a
mono monitor for some other reason.

• in this high res screen from Avant Vector

• Medium resolution both distorts the Image
and shows less of the document (though the

(System Solutions » 07S3 832212) there's no
distortion and you can see the whole Image. At
the same time, you get the increased sharpness

little more obvious than it actually Is on-screen).

illustrated in the Stonehenge pictures above.

Clearly, high res is far better for detailed work.

dimensions of this picture make the distortion a

If you are one of these people, fear not - there's
quite a wide range of intelligent, attractive, etc etc
games for you to choose from. Here's the FORMAT

top 20 mono-compatible games. They're arranged
alphabetically, since it seems bizarre trying to set a
flight simulator, for instance, up against a text adven
ture and say which is better. Somewhere in this list is
a game to make your mono life more colourful!
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GAMES

mono-compatible

COMMERCIAL GAMES
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY

IMPERIUM

£9.99 Mastertronic/lnfocom ^ 081 960 2255

£25.99 Electronic Arts « 0753 549442

Some years ago Douglas Adams wrote a radio series called "The Hitchhiker's

This is a "you've just been elected leader of a galactic empire" strategy game.
Training in military strategy, political science and economics would help in ruling

Guide to the Galaxy." This soon mutated into a book, a record, a TV series, a stage
play, a deluxe CD set,
a thing your aunt gave you which you don't know what it is
pocket fluff
«ou rush down the stairs in panic.
:ront Porch

Ihis is the enclosed front porch of your hone, Vour front garden lies tothe
south, and you can re-enter your hone to the north.
On the doornat is a pile of junk nail,
>s

Tont of House

tfou can enter your hone to the north, H path loads around it to the northeast
and northwest, and a country lane is visible tn the snuth. fill that lies betweer

jour hone and the huge yellow bulldozer bearing down on it is a few yards of

some

more

books

the universe. Imperium is a
large complex game with a
friendly screen layout. You
control your empire by
entering information into

and

finally an ST game. Douglas
Adams co-wrote the game
himself, using the "interac
tive fiction" system devel
oped by Infocom, who were
pioneers of text adventur
ing. The result is a classic
text-only adventure packed

boxes similar to the win

dows on your ST Desktop.
Your aim is to conquer all
other Galactic Empires, a

task which is likely to take
months of midnight oil burn
ing even to half finish.

lud,

with
1r, Prosser, fron the local council, is standing on the other side of the
lulldozer, He seens to be wearing a digital watch, He lnnks startled to see you
:fierge, and yells at you toget out of the way,
Ihe bulldozer runbles slowly toward your hone,

humour and obscure

references
to
Douglas
Adams's peculiar universe.

STF Rating 79%

STF Rating 76%
• What can a poor dictator do when he's out to
establish dynastic supremacy and set up an
Imperium? Let's try taxing them into submission.

• Hitchhiking can be tough. Maybe he should just
try sticking out his thumb and waggling it.
Something tells me it might come in handy...

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS

LOOM

£9.99 Mastertronic/lnfocom » 081 960 2255

£30.64 Lucasfilm/US Gold • 021 625 3388

Leather Goddesses is a classic text adventure from Infocom, recently reissued by

Wield vast magic in a fantastic world on the brink of apocalypse in an age when

Mastertronic. It's a spoof of 1930s pulp science fiction and is not only stuffed with

dragons ruled the twilight sky. Yep, it's a fantasy game. As young Bobbin of the

IffifliaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHaMk^aaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaallllllllllll

innuendo and double enten

lundred feet, Thrusting uo into siyht beyond the horizon are the arching towers

dre but is also funny and
well observed. In true pulp
fiction style, you're kid
napped from a bar in Ohio
and taken to Phobos, where

Weavers Guild, you set out
on a mission through some
superb cartoon graphics to

and curving dones nf the notorious Pleasure Palace of the Leather Goddesses of
'hobos, On a wide plain between here and the palace, powerful warships are
loised for the inninent invasion nf Earth,

Hars doninates the view, a dull red orb spanning a quarter of the sky, Brigh'
ilue canals lace the surface, andwhite caps of ice are visible at both poles,

stairway leads down into the building. Hear the edge, seeninglg painted
jnto the roof, is a black circle. Vou night be able to junp to the ground, but
frankly we advise against it,
Trent follows you.

a big game featuring some
long animated sequences
which, although impressive,
do slow down the game

you must start your mission

>read natchbook

lost of the scrawlings are a "blueprint" for a vastly conplicated device, Below
that is a parts list:
i, a connon household blender
2, six feet of rubber hose

3, a pair of cotton balls
4, an eighty-two degree angle

5, a headlight fron ang 1333 Ford
6,

save the universe. Loom is

a white nouse

7, any size photo of Jean Harlow
S, a copy of the Cleveland phone bnok

to save the Earth from the
Leather Goddesses... Even
in "Lewd" mode Leather

play. The presentation is
slick but the story some
times slips into silly sound
ing melodrama.

Goddesses is most taste

fully crude, debauched and

STF Rating 83%

graphic.
STF Rating 78%
• Where can I find the secret of the Great Loom

• On Phobos, see, there's these Leather
Goddesses. Apparently there was a lot of this sort
of thing happening in the '30s.

Thing, oh mighty seagull? Yes, okay, I'll take a long
swim if you say so, but answer the question first!

MONKEY ISLAND

THE MAGNETIC SCROLLS COLLECTION
£30.99 Virgin/Magnetic Scrolls = 081 960 2255

£25.99 Lucasfil/US Gold *• 021 625 3388

Corruption, Fish! and The Guild of Thieves make up this collection of three adven
tures with graphics. Playing the games is made easier by the addition on-screen of

Monkey Island's a massive graphic adventure from Lucasfilm (you need at least
1MByte of RAM), sending you back in time to go swashbuckling with a crowd of

map,

compass,

scurvy seadogs as you try
to qualify as a bloodthirsty
pirate. The game is entirely
controlled by pointing and
clicking your mouse and
has better graphics than
any other Lucasfilm title to
date. The average playing
time is something around
30 hours, which might
seem too long if it weren't

inventory

and "items in room" win

dows. You enter your com
mands and get descriptions
in a text window and can

see many of the locations
in a graphics window. The
three games cover an odd
variety of subjects: Fish!
offers offbeat humour, Cor

ruption's a thriller and The
n-r-.p

Walk to
rich: up

Use
Look

Push

Talk to

I urn

can to gain entry into the

Pull

Glue

Turn

aforementioned Guild.

• Avast there, ye scurvy scum, and splice th' mainbrace afore I keelhaul yel Er, alternatively, just click

Guild of Thieves has you
stealing as much as you
• So you want to be a thief and join the Guild?

Magnetic Scrolls can show you theway. But you've
got to learn how to get through a lot of windows...

i
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SrF Rating 77%

fjppn

on it with the mouse...

for the finely tuned balance
of humour and suspense.
STF Rating 96%

GAME
3D Construction Kit
3D Pool
A.P.B
Addicted To Fun-Rainbow

PRICE
26 96
7 95
6.96

(Comp)

13.95

Advanced Fruit Machine
AfrikaKorps
After Burner
Alien Storm

5.95
19.95
6.96
19.96

Arkanoid II - Revenge Of Don
Armaltyte

6.96
16.96

Armour-Geddon
Atomino
Back To The Future III
Barbarian II

15.96
16.96
15.96
6.96

Barbarian II (Psygnosis)

16.96

Batman - Caped Crusader

6.96

Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
BeastBusters
Billiards 2 Simulator
Bionic Commando
Blade Warrior
Brat
Cadaver

15.96
16.96
16.96
16.96
6.96
16.96
16.96
16.96

Cadaver - The Payoff
Captive

10.95
15.96

Carrier Command
Carthage
Challenge Golf

7.95
16.96
16.96

Challengers (comp)

19.95

Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ II

16.96
15.96

Chips Challenge

16.96

GAME
Golden Axe".
Gunboat
HardDrivin'
Hard Drivin' 2
Head Over Heels
Heroquest

Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy ...7.95
Hollywood Collection (Comp)
19.95
Hostages

Indianapolis 500
Insector Hecti
It Came From The Desert
Jimmy White's Whirlwind
Snooker
Kamikaze
Kick Off + Extra Time
Kick Off II
Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show
Kult
Last Ninja II
Last Ninja III
Leather Goddess Of Phobos
Led Storm

19.95
5.95
6.96
13.95
15.96
16.96
6.96
6.96
16.96
7.95
6.96

Leisure Suit Larry II
Leisure Suit Larry III
Lemmings

25.96
25.96
15.96

Licence To Kill
Life And Death

6.96
16.96
16.96

16.96

Line Of Fire

20.95

Lombard RAC Rally

Corporation + Mission
Cruise For A Corpse

16.96
16.96

CyberconUI

16.96

D.T. Olympic Challenge

6.96

Darkman
Das Boot
Defender Of The Crown
Defenders Of The Earth
Deuteros

15.96
20.95
7.95
6.96
19.95

Double Dragon

6.96

Driller

6.96

Dungeon Master

16.96

Elf
Elvira
Enchanter
Exile

15.96
19.95
7.95
16.96

16.96
16.96
19.95
6.96

Indiana Jones & L. Crusade (Act) .13.95

Cohort - Fighting For Rome

6.96

6.96

Hudson Hawk
Hunt For Red October
Hunter
IK+

Chuck Rock

Continental Circus

PRICE
16.96
20.95
6.96
15.96
6.96
16.96

16.96
5.95
16.96

GAME

PRICE

Power Up (Comp)
Powermonger

19.95
19.95

Predator 2
Prehistorik
Prince Of Persia
Pro Tennis-Tour 2
Proflght
Projectyle
R-Type II
R.B.I. Baseball 2

15.96
16.96
15.96
16.96
29.45
8.95
16.96
19.95

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)
Rainbow Collection (Comp)

22.95
13.95

Rambo III
Rick Dangerous II
Robin Hood
Robin Smith's Int. Cricket
Robocop II

Rolling Ronny

6.96
16.96
16.96
16.96
15.96
7.95
16.96
15 96

STOS
SWIV

19.95
15.96

Rocket Ranger

6.96

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge
Lotus Turbo Challenge II

15.96
16.96

Ml Tank Platoon

19.95

Magic Garden
Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook

16.96
15.96
19.95

Magnetic Scrolls Collection

19.95

Manchester United Europe
Maupiti Island
Mega-Lo-Mania
Megatraveller I (1 Meg)

16.96
16.96

Mercs
Metal Mutant
Miami Chase

16.96
16.96
6.96

Midnight Resistance

15.96

Midwinter
Midwinter II

19.95
22.95

Mig 29 Super Fulcrum
Monster Pack (Comp)

26.95
16.96

19.95
19.95

F-15 Strike Eagle II

22.95

F-16 Combat Pilot
F16 Falcon

16.96
15.96

Moonwalker

F-19 Stealth Fighter

19.95

Myth

15.96

F-29 Retaliator

15.96

6.96

Rod-Land

Secret Of Monkey Island (1 Meg) ..15.96
Shadow Dancer
Shadow Of The Beast II
Silkworm
Sim City/Populous
Sim Earth

16.96
16.96
6.96
19.95
19.95

Simpsons
Sky Chase

15.96
7.95

Soccer Manager - Multi Player....16.96
Speedball
Speedball II
Steve Davis Snooker

7.95
15.96
8.19

Super Hang On

6.96

Super Monaco G.P
Superbase Personal II
Supercars
Supercars II
Supremacy
Swap

16.96
64.95
6.96
15.96
19.95
16.96

Switchblade
Switchblade II

6.96
16.96

Team Suzuki
Terminator II
Thunderhawk
Toki
Toobin
Total Recall

15.96
15.96
19.95
15.96
6.96
15.96

Treasure Island Dizzy

£11.50
£12.95
£14.25
£16.00
£18.25
£27.60
£32.90
£39.40

150

£48.95

200

£61.95

300

£91.90

400

£119.90

500

£149.75
FULL NO QUIBBLE
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE
100% ERROR FREE

19.95

Vidi-ST & Vidi-Chrome
Viz

96.35
13.95

(with keys & dividers)

Nam

19.95

Warlock The Avenger

15.96

15.96

Nebulus2
North & South

16.96
6.96

Warzone
Waterloo

13.95
7.95

Wheels Of Fire (Comp)

19.95

Operation Stealth

16.96

Wild Wheels

15.96

Operation Wolf
Outrun Europa
PP Hammer

6.96
16.96
16.96

Wings

19.95

15.96
16.96

6.96

30
35
40
45
50
80
100
120

Utopia

Navy Seals

Forgotten Worlds

£7.80
£9.95

WITH LABELS

5.95

8.95

PRICE
£4.30

20
25

4.49

5.95

Flood

QUANTITY
10

15.96
19.95
19.95
16.96

Fast Food

16.96
16.96
22.95

Double Density

Turrican II
U.M.S. II
Ultima V
Underpressure

Fantasy World Dizzy

Final Fight
Fists Of Fury (Comp)
Flight Of The Intruder

Double Sided

Wizball

6.96

Wolfpack

19.95

Wonderland

19.95

World Class Leaderboard
Wrath Of The Demon
Xenon II

6.96
19.95
7.95

Zone Warrior

13.95
16.96

Formula One Grand Prix

22.95

Frenetic

16.96

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing

Full Blast (Comp)

19.95 Paperboy2

Gauntlet II
Gauntlet III
Geisha

6.96
16.96
16.96

Pegasus
Pit Fighter
Platinum (Comp)

16.96
16.96
16.96 Xybots
16.96 Z-Out

Gods

15.96

Power Pack (Comp)

16.96

6.96

BOXES
10
£0.94

40
£4.95

50
£5.60

80
£6.30

100
£6.80

120
£8.75

Zydec 3.5 External
Disk Drive

Quality Mouse Mats

All Prices include UK postage and VAT and are effective until Dec
New titles will be sent as they are released. $

(9.00am -10.00pm, 7days not an answer phone)

ATI m 6O8 - 0624
^_f

Cheques/Postal Orde.

. to

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB
Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm
Exit 2, Old Street Tube
Jem

£57.99

£2.95

mono-compatible

GAMES

PROFLIGHT

SCRABBLE DELUXE

£39.95 Hisoft « 0525 718181

£20.42 Virgin/Leisure Genius * 081 960 2255

is the sort offlight simulator that pilots train on. Yet in spite ofthere being at
t a million different options and controls, you can climb straight into the cockpit
and get flying. After just a
couple of weeks' training

The ST version of the board game, enabling you to play with friends or against

your machine. This is the official version, not to be confused with a certain Public
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v.;

Domain Scrabble game
called STrabble, which the

; 0:00:;
MARK
SCORE:

:>

c

master that on your ST you
should be ready for the real
thing! The manual tells you

theory, advanced flight the
ory and where's the eject

i

*

into combat - and once you

CLOCK

•

you should be ready to go

more

D1SPLHY

-i

JULIE, THAT
SCORES:
£2

cracked down on. (See the

News pages in STF 23.)
The only things missing are
the arguments that are
always generated by play
ing Scrabble.
STF Rating 68%

TRY ANOTHER WORD

*!l*m It EQI

QGMKJTDJA

TILES LEFT:

::-

• Well, I thought there was such a word as zxyxing.
And anyway, there's definitely something kinky
about the words you've been coming up with...

STF Rating 88%

WONDERLAND

STARGLIDER 2 (VIRTUAL REALITY VOL. 1)

£30.74 Virgin/Magnetic Scrolls ® 081 960 2255

£29.99 Elite n 0922 55852

re's a whole star system of planets and moons, in solid 3D, to explore, but you
e to become proficient at flying your Icarus Patrol Craft if you're going to sur

State-of-the-art text adventuring, with utterly stunning graphics and a truly wonder

ful scenario. Magnetic Scrolls have taken Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland as a

vive more than a few min
utes. Your Patrol Craft can

starting point and then built

be controlled by mouse or

it into a fantastic adventure

somehow always seems to

where knowing the book
might help a little but is cer
tainly not necessary. The
adventure is displayed in a

fly like a cornflake packet in

series of windows contain

a

isn't

ing text, graphics, a map,

helped by the torrent of

inventory, items in room
and a compass. The drop
down menus at the top of
the screen enable you to
select commands, so you
can play the adventure vir
tually just by using your

joystick (using the mysteri
ous One Hand Mode) but

hurricane.

This

missiles that home in as

you're buffeted about.
• Starglider comes as part

sonal sidearm at the creature, I thought: "Eat

of a collection containing
Midwinter, Carrier Com
mand, International Soccer
Challenge and Stunt Car

, plasma laser, small nasty thing..."

Racer.

ind as I warily trained my Reeves and Mortimer

• "And what is the use of a program," thought
Alice, "without pictures or conversations?" What a
razor-sharp wit she was, that Alice. What a card!

mouse. What would Charles

Dodgson or Alice Liddell

STF Rating 77%

have made of it?

STF Rating 90%

UBLIC DOMAIN
here are many PD games which run in high res - programmers can write in whatever resolution they wish without worrying about how it might sell.
Contact Public Dominator » 0279 757692, Riverdene * 0734 452416, TruST s 0422 341606 or any of the PD libraries listed on page 80.

CAVEMINE

DALEKS

Riverdene - Disk GAM664

Public Dominator - Disk G8
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Pathetic graphics and fee

DptionfcEETJnrj
Hew Gane

T: Teleport
.!

Last Stand

*

t

to lower levels in this Boul-

tive. The daleks home in on
you as you move around
the screen. If two of them

«

f

•
t

derdash type game. It's
only a shame that the game

*
•

t

isn't bigger.

t

•

i

STF Rating 68%

hit, they collapse into a
heap of ashes, so you have
to manoeuvre the daleks

t

•

#rfF^ttffl
*

t

4

tit

*

t

«•
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X 4.
=

=

into destroying themselves.

t

t

your head. No wonder my head is turning red...

ble sound but totally addic

*

miiTimion
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liamonds are forever but boulders keep dropping

FORMAT JANUARY 1992

Dig your way to the dia
monds and collect the keys
which enable you to move

^
*

•

Hi Srnre: lQflfl

• Exterminate! Exterminate! When are the BBC
going to bring back Dr Who?

You also have a sonic
screwdriver and teleport to
help in dire emergencies.

STF Rating 69% -^

UleServe
Visit our showrooms. See before you buy.

NEW

Citizen 224
Enhanced 24pin printer, optional colour
with easy to use control panel

2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

of Hampshire
Best for service
High quality products. Full technical support.

NEW HP
Deskjet 500 Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.

3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

£229

inc VAT

Optional Colour Kit £20.00 with printer

£629

Atari ST printer driver £4.95

On Site support available phone for details

Swift 24E
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer
2 year warranty. + cable & paper

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

£229

£2/5 inc VAT
with cable & paper

Canon BJ-10ex

with cable & paper

£229 inc VAT

Star SJ-48

£11 9 inc VAT

360dpi Inkjet printer

Printer Drivers
Citizen Swift Colour

9.95

Canon BJ-10e Colour

4.95

Panasonic
KXP1123

with cable & paper

£229 inc VAT
The above 3 printers are

Price with
cable & paper

£1 79 inc VAT

Panasonic/Epson
KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin

134
227

KXP4420 Laser

761

Epson LX400 9pin
Epson LQ450 24pin
Epson LQ570 24pin

135
239
281

Epson 4100 Laser

839

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Printer Dust Covers
most types in stock

from £4.70 inc vat

Star
LC20 Mono 9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2410 Mono24pin
LC24200 Mono 24pin
LC24200 Colour 24pin

for Atari ST & Amiga
with house & mat

£21.50

Squik Mouse
£13.90 inc VAT

£1 35 inc VAT

Atari STE's

Philips CM8833 MK2

with discovery xtra software

Colour monitor with cable

520STE
520STE
520STE
520STE

1 /2M Simm Module

135
189
182
219
275

51 2k ram
1M ram
2M ram
4M ram

£289
£309
£349
£429

£19.00 inc VAT
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

SONY

19.00
69.00
138.00

DISKETTES

Cumana CSA354

SONY branded

External 1 M Drive

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

Internal 1M Drive

3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

7.50

50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

32.30
59.93

£49.00 inc VAT

250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

141.00

1kx

540.50

lOx

3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

Accessories
Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

DISKETTES
SONY bulk

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

1st Word+ /NeodeskS
1st Word Plus & NeoDesk 3 bundle

£62.00 inc VAT

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

5.95
19.80
37.95
88.42
339.58

50 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock

5.99
7.50

Phone for our 56 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

Deskjet 500
H.R 300dpi Inkjet printer

inc VAT

£11 .50 inc VAT

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Naksha Mouse

Atari SM124
Hi Res. Mono monitor with cable

£69.90 inc VAT

all Canon BJ-We's

Probably the best 24pin mono

£239 inc VAT

£219 inc VAT

with cable & paper

Citizen 120D +

14" Colour Monitor with cable

SpOrtS Joystick
Fully guaranteed. Steel shaft

inc VAT

360dpi Inkjet printer

£1 75 inc VAT

Atari SC1224

Competition Pro 5000
Various Colours. Micro switched.

Price includes on-site maintenance

Citizen Swift 9

printer available.
« . __ _

Brother H J-100

inc VAT

Laser quality at dot matrix price

3 year warranty

£345 inc VAT

All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification
Established 6 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Mon. to Friday. 9 to 2 on Saturday
Postage 94p (80p +VAT) Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 +VAT)

UJeServe
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

mono-compatible

GAMES

MACPAN

MEGAROIDS

TruST-Disk M0N3

Public Dominator-Disk G8.2

Not entirely unlike Pacman.

The old favourite Asteroids

In fact a damn good copy

by any other name. This is
one of many PD games that
are - er, inspired by estab
lished big-name successes.
A reasonable copy of the
arcade hit, though the fire
rate could be a little higher.

of Pacman with the added

bonus that you can adjust
the speed the game plays
at - a great feature for geri
atric game-players or those
with slow reflexes...
STF Rating 80%

STF Rating 74%

• Keep banging the rocks together, guys, and we'll
develop into a higher lifeform. (But doesn't Megaroids sound like a painful condition?)

• Pacman - oops, I mean Macpan - is still being pur
sued by those dastardly ghosts after all these
years. Looks like a job for Ghostbusters!

PUZZLE PUZZLE

RISKY

Public Dominator - Disk G8.3 / TruST - Disk M0N7

Public Dominator - Disk G133 / TruST - Disk M0N12

86

EnDE
JEN

<?

An original and addictive jig
saw game in which you are
given a series of jigsaws to
do. As you complete each
puzzle it becomes a single
piece in the next puzzle,
and so on. One is nested
inside another ad infinitum -

well, for quite a long time,

Desk

File

Play
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around the world
and attack small defence
BKUIIr '" 1^1 '' .V

tT^T\~~""*

scenario set in the Canary
Islands and another set in a

STF Rating 85%
• World domination? Moi? Dear me, no, I'm just
taking these troops on holiday.

• Eye eye from Puzzle Puzzle. Looks like a pretty
good good picture picture. To both of me.

city, though the city map
looks confusing.
STF Rating 88%

RUNNER

SQUIXX

Public Dominator-Disk G8.4

Public Dominator-Disk G8.4

Runner is a great little plat
form game. To avoid cap
ture you dig holes into
which your pursuers fall.
The graphics aren't brilliant
and the sound isn't great
but the game plays well -

==£>=
~kVi|i|i|i|pw;nrjI?:g
-\

iii.ii

TT^% Pi
't't^t'i 'i'i 'i'i

A copy of the very original
arcade game Qix. Move

3E

around the screen enclos

ing areas with lines. These
are then shaded until you
have covered enough of
the screen to move onto

something many commer

the next level. You are hin

cial games have a lot of

n

trouble doing.
g-BHlSnaMiliiils-sliiaiaiH:-:

less countries. (Well, they
asked for it.) There's also a

anyway.

I'l'l'l o

STF Rating 78%
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can take on ST-con-

armies

—Tro A

•MM

You

trolled or human players.
Totally absorbing. Move

_12

B*"":••-" V_ii^^^^-"H* -i0M

/

Risk is a board game which
transfers well to the ST.

• Just 'cos you're paranoid it doesn't mean there
isn't a little bundle of lines following you around.

• If you dig a hole in the right place you can trap
your pursuers permanently, on this screen.

dered by Pacman type
monsters and a constantly
moving bundle of lines.
There's something oddly
disquieting about those...
STF Rating 68%

SUPER BREAK-OUT

VECTOR INVASION

Riverdene - Disk GAM776/ TruST - Disk M0N6

TruST - Disk M0N3 / Riverdene - Disk GAM776
Make your ST sound like an
arcade with this fiendishly
difficult Galaxian style in
vaders game with nice pre
tend-vector graphics, so
you're attacked by spinning
little triangles and squares

One of the most addictive

games of all time. Not only
Break-Out

but

also

Arka

noid, The Revenge of Doh,
Impact, Stone Breaker and
all those other brick-break

ing wall games are packed

documentation on how to

rather than cute space
invaders. (Pity they're not
real vector graphics built up

create your own screens.

from lines rather than from

into this one. The disk from
Riverdene PDL contains full

pixels like the arcade origi

STF Rating 95%
• Knock out those blocks in a game that drives you
to distraction and beyond.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

• It's an Invasion! They came from outer space

disguised as spinning triangles.

nals of Asteroids et al.)
STF Rating 79%

Tel: +44 081 365 1151
Fax: +44 081 885 1953

GASTEINER ,

SOFTWARE
Desktop Publishing
£59.00

Timeworks Publisher

other languages also available
£24.00
£34.00
£39.00
£24.00
£89.00

Timeworks Publisher Tutor
Scan Art
Draw Art
Borders
Timeworks Publisher VII

MEGA DRIVES

COMPUTERS

WordProcessing
1st Word Plus (English)

£49.00
POA
£44.00
£10.00

1st Word Plus (USA)
Atari
520STFM

Gasteiner Mega Drive
All drives are autobooting and parking.

POA

520STE Discovery Xtra

POA
POA

520STElMb

30Mb 28ms

£269.00

Replacement Desktop

50Mb 28ms

£349.00

NecDesk 3

£29.00

POA
POA
POA

60Mb 24ms

£399.00

85Mb 24ms

£399.00

52Mb 11ms

£399.00

100Mb 11ms

£499.00

Drawing Programs
Easy-Draw 2
Supercharged Easy-Draw 2
Easy Tools

£29.00
£65.00
£34.00

POA

520STE 2Mb
520STE 4Mb
1040STE 1Mb
1040STE2Mb

Word Writer
1st Mail

1040STE4Mb

POA

Mega STE (2Mb)
Mega STE (4Mb)

POA
POA

TT

POA

Databases

Data Manager Professional

MEGA KIT

MONITORS

Syquest 44Mb Cart
£99.00
GE Soft Host Adaptor
£59.00
(includes SCSI lead & DMA lead) Megakit, as above
£129.00
but also case and power supply
Power Supply
£34.95

Philips 8833 II
Atari SMI24 (In Stock)
Atari SCI224

DMA Cable

£7.99

PRO MONITORS
NEC 3D

£499.00

Quadram 1480

£399.00

PERIPHERALS
Golden Image Mouse

Free Switch Box with Audio Out

PRINTERS
Panasonic

POAx

Gasteiner Mouse

£14.95

Alfa Data Mouse

£19.95

Golden Image Optical
Golden Image Scanner

£29.95

Bettle Mouse

£24.95

£155.00

Track Ball (click and hold)

£39.95

KXP-1180

£159.00

Track Ball

£24.95

KXP-1123

£209.00
£269.00

Star

Internal Power Supply for ST
External 1 Meg Disk Drives
10 x Sony Disks

£29.00

KXP-1124i

LC-20

£169.00

ST Clock

£19.95.

LC24-200 (Col)
LC24-200 (Mono)

£299.00

Canon BJ10

£249.00

£55.00

£9.95

MEMORY
rGasteiner 2Mb for ST,

LASERS
Panasonic KXP 4420

Atari SLM 605

HP Laserjet HIP

NEC 560P (Postscript)

STFM & Mega 2
£849.00
POA

£59.00

Unpop Board

£29.95

STE

£20.00

£849.00

£1799.00

£99.00

1/2 Mb

.

l/2Mb

£399.00

C-Lab Creator

£269.00

Cubase

£449.00

Cubeat

£229.00

Prodata

£55.00

That's Write

£29.95

Write On

£45.00

Fleet ST Publisher

£159.00
POA

Calligrapher
Page Streamer Pro

POA

Credit Cards Welcome

£129.00

Calligrapher
Calligrapher Junior

£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£19.95
£24.00
£24.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£34.00
£24.00

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
£6.95
£35.00

Flash
Kemiit & Remote

Navigator
PIE

£8.00
£8.00
£8.00

Spreadsheets
K-Spread
Logistix

£79.00

LDW

£89.00

POA

Miscellaneous

Word Processors

Protext

Calamus

Stand-Alone Programs
COLR Object Editor
Crystal
Maps & Legends
Datamap Collection 1
Datamap Collection 2
Expert Opinion

Valuetime Budget Range
Let's Make Calendars & Stationery
Let's Make Greeting Cards
Let's Make Signs & Banners

C-Lab Notator

£59.00

Prospero C Compiler
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

Quicktran

£35.00

£169.00

£69.00
£45.00

£109.00
£49.00
£15.00
£15.00
£15.00
£89.00
£89.00
£89.00

GST Macro Assembler
Fractal Generator
GSTC

START
Panner ST

£76.00

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

Mark Williams C Version 3.0

£69.00

Small Business

Databases

£45.00
£35.00
£45.00

Languages
csd for the Atari ST

£139.00.

Music

£379.00

Spectrum 512

2Mb

Sage Cash Trader
Sage Fin Control

3D Fonts I
3D Fonts H
CAD 3D 1.0
Plotter and Printer Drivers
GIST
Genesis

4Mb

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Accounts

Anti Cyber Series 3D Design and Animation
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
3D Developer's Disk
Architectural Design Disk
Cartoon Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Human Design Disk
Microbot Design Disk
Video Titling Design Disk

£149.95

KXP-1081

£269.00

£32.00
£24.00

Basell

£109.00

Deluxe Paint

£49.00

Hyperpaint
PC Speed
AT Speed

£24.00
£29.95
POA

POA
POA

Trade and Educational Orders Welcome

"THIS MONTHS SPECIALS'
Gasteiner 85Mb - 20ms
Gasteiner 30Mb - 2ms

£399.00
£269.00

Personal Callers Welcome

ATARI 520STE
DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

ATARI 1040STE

PRINTERS

NOW IS STOCK!!!!

FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

_ £1*™ .L™x_2 °Nty ?I9'25 _

December special offer

Atari 520STE with double sided disk drive,
mouse, owners manual, First Basic, Neochrome,

Lynx Games:- Blue Lightning, Klax, California
Games, Electrocop, APB, Chips Challenge, Gates
Zendecon, Ms PacMan, Paperboy, Rampage, Road

Star LC 24/10
24 Pin Dot Matrix Printer

INCLUDES

ST Tour, Escape From The Planet Of The Robot
Monsters, Final Fight, Sim City, 9 Lives, Joystick

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

only E179.95

Blasters, Robo Squash, Slime World, Rygar,

Business Module:- ST Word, ST Calc, ST Base

ONLY £299.95

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1123

Creative Module:- Hyperpalnt 2,
Music Maker 2, First Baste

PLUS FREE! Our new software starter pack
comprising:-

Star LC20 (UK)

Play and Learn Module:- Prof Plays A New Game,
Prof Looks At Words, Prof Makes Sentences.

Home Office Module:- Database,
Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor, Spell
Checker, Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, Mono

Junior School Module:- Answer Back Junior Quiz,
General Knowledge Quiz, Spelling,
Primary Mathematics

£139.95

Star LC200 Co ojr (UK)

£199.95

Star LC24/200 (UK)

£229.95

Star LC24/200 Colour
Citizen 120DCitizen Swift 9

£269.95
£139.95
£189.95

Citizen Swift 9 Col

£199.95

Citizen Swift 24E Col

Emulator.
GCSE Revision Module:-Micro Mathematics,

Education Module:- Kidi Story, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Go Round.

French Mistress, Geography Quiz

Creativity Module:- Virus Killer, Colouring
Book, Label Printer, Mail Merge.

PLUS FREEH A superb disk
containing eleven great games.

Shangai, Xenophobe, Blockout, Checkered Flag,
NinjaGaiden, Paciand, UltimateChess Challenge.

£149.95
£199.95

Any Game
Any 2 Games

£25.95
£25.45 each

3 Games or more

£24.95 each

SERIOUS SOFTWARE

£279.95

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER SPECIAL OFFER
First word plus and Neodesk 3

ALL PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD

DISK DRIVES

ONLY £364.95

ONLY £58.75
ROCTEC DRIVE

e59.95

1Mb

Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

ACCESSORIES
Mouse Mat

Entertainment Module:- Ten great action
games.

Twin Joystick Ext. Lead

FAMILY CURRICULUM

Neo Desk 3

£5.9

Mouse Bracket

Data Manager ProfessionalReplay Professional

£2.95

Tilting Monitor Stand

BONUS PACK

Degas Elite

£4.S

£12.95

Quartet
STOS

DISCOVERY EXTRA

JANUARY SPECIAL OFFER

PLUS PACK

All items in the family curriculum pack
above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover, Mouse
Mat, Two Microswitched Joysticks, 10

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl computer cover, mouse
mat, twin joystick extension lead, 10 blank
disks, second Joystick
ONLY
£319.95

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprites

SONY BULK DISKS WITH LABELS
50 FOR £22.95
100 FOR £39.95
250 FOR £89.95

blank disks in a box.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

ONLY £389.95

Only £16.95

VINYL DUST COVERS

with Mouse Pad and Bracket and free

NAKSHA MOUSE

PLUS OUR FREE SOFTWARE PACK
AS LISTED ABOVE

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 MK2 Colour
Only £239.95
Inc Lead, on site warranty and F19 Stealth Fighter.
NEW!! Atari SC1435 Colour

Only E239.95
FREE!! Tilt N Swivel stand

Atari 520ST/1040ST
Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124
StarLCIO

£5.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

StarLC24/200

Operation Stealth
Only £24.95

JOYSTICKS
Professional

£12.95

£4.95

Professional Plus

£13.95

Star LC200
Citizen 120D

£4.95
£4.95

Cheetah 125+

Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24

£4.95
£4.95

Atari SM125/SM124

£6.95

Quickshot Apache

Philips CM8833/2

£6.95

Quickshot Maverick

£21.95
£12.95
£9.95

Cruiser

Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Better Spelling {8to 14)

£17.95

Better Maths (12 to 16)
Learn To Read With Prof (4-9)
Prof Looks At Words (4-9)
Prof Makes Sentences (4-9)
Lets Spell Out And About

£17.95
£20.95
£13.95
£16.95
£13.95

SIMULATIONS

£7.45

Quickjoy Megaboard
Konix Navigator
Konix Speedking

£22.95
£39.95
£18.95
£29.95
£34.95
£99.95
£39.95
£21.95
£14.95
..£10.95

£8.95

£7.95
£12.95

Flight Simulator 2
European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk
Hawaiian Scenery Disk
Scenery Disk 9
Scenery Disk 11

£24.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

Jet

£24.95

MAIL - CENTA
17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830

-*

Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges areas follows:-Order value under £10.00, please add 50p.
Order value £10.00 to £99.99, delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over, please add £5.00. Personal callers welcome at our

m\ retail shop butplease bring thisadvert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched same day if possible.
Personal Cheques may require 7 days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.
ATARI ST PROGRAMS
RAMARA

HOUSE
SOFTWARE

Superbase Personal 2 Database...69.95
Superbase Professional

Astrology Program
Aniic 9.99
Adimens plus v3 Database ..Kuma 98.99
Bookkeeper v3.2
Sage 85.95

System 3 Small Bus. Accounts...47.45
System 3 Extended
Digita 63.95
Tempus 2
Hisoft 29.95
Thats Write
Compro 84.95

Canvas

ATARI ST BOOKLIST

3D Graphics Programming
6800 Assembly Lang. Prog
Atari SIExplored
Applications Guide inC

Abacus 18.45
Mcgraw 21.45
Kuma 9.75

Compule 19.45

ST Basic Sourcebook &Tutorial
Atari 9.50
From STBasic to C
Abacus 17.95

Game Makers Manual

Sigma 12.45

GfA Basic v3 Development +disk....Glen 17.95
Guide To Calamus DTP

19.95

Introducing ST Machine Code ZZsofl 19.75
Learning CProg Graphics
Compute 16.45
Midi S Sound Book

Programming the 6800

M&T16.25

Sybex 23.95

Real Time 3D graphics Atari ST ...Sigma 17.55
ST Programmers Guide ST Basic ....Logo 22.45
ST Machine Language
Abacus 16.10
The Elementary Atari ST
Compute 16.95
Tech' Reference Guide vol 1....Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 2....Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 3....Compute 22.45

Tricks £Tips on the ST

Abacus 16.40

Your FirST BASIC
Bookmark 14.45
Your Second Manual to theAtari ST
10.95

DAATAscon Pro. AT2SSCANNER 3 Dither -

Modes 100-400 dpi 64grey scores

149.95

Cameron Handy Scanner 3scon -modes
200400 dpi 16grey tones
95.95
Golden Image Hand Scanner 3grey modes 200-400 dpi Touch Op VI .6
169.95
ATontePC286Emulator 16 MHz
ATorcePC286 Emulator BMHz
ATSPEED CI6 IIMHzPc Emulator.
DR DOS 5.0 included

179.95
149.95

12.99

Cashbook Combo

Digita 63.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Dev/Design
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Data Manager Pro'
Degas Elite

36.95
Disks 16.95
44.45
46.95
46.95
46.95
34.55
21.95

Delux Paint

45.95

Devpac v2
DGCalc Spreadsheet
Easy Draw 2
Easy Text Plus DTP

Hisoft 45.99
D:gila 31.95
38.95
ZZsoft 19.95

First Word+New v3.2

57.45

First Word V3.2 Special offer with Neodesk 3

65.95

Fun Schco1 2 All Ages
Fun School 3 All ages
GFA Basic v3.5 Plus 10 games
GFA Basic V3 6 Inlerpreter
GFA Compiler v3.6

12.95
15.95
.37.95
38.95
23.95

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

83.95

GFA G Shell
GFA Mission Control
Harlekin 2

16.95
23.95
Hisoh 41.45

Hisoft C interpreter

45.95

Hisoft Forth

31.99

Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

Digita 23.95
Digita 39.95

IMPrint 9/24 Pin Mono
IMPrint 9'24 Pin Colour
K-Data
K-Resource 2

10.95
15.95
Kuma 42.95
Kuma 33.95

K-Roget Thesaurus
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T

36.75
Kuma 64.45
Kuma 88.95
128.00

Knife ST
Lattice Cv5

Hisoft 23.75
Hisofl 119.99

Masterplan Spreadsheet

Special

56.56

Master Sound 2

33.95

Megapaint3

Phone

NeoDesk3

28.55

PageStream New UK v.2.1
218.95

AT Speed STE Adaptor

19.95

Naksha mouse 280 dpi
Thai'sa mouse 290 dpi Compo
Golden Image Moose 290 dpi
DAATA MOUSE 360 dpi Poodaal

24.95
21.95
17.95
24.95

159.95

Personal Finance Man. Plus

31.96

Proflight

Hisoft 31.96

Protext v5
Protext v5.5

Arnor 99.95
119.95

Quartet Microdeal

39-95

Replay 8 Microdeal
Sequencer 1 Gajits
Spectrum 512

65.95
72.95
27.95

Allprices include VAT. Carriage FREEUK&BFPO:EECAdd £6 AirMall
Please send Cheque/PO made payable to:

RHS, Ramara House, 402 Wakefield Road,
Dalton, Huddersfield West Yorkshire HD5 9XJ

LprJ
r
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ATARI ST PROGRAMS

Sage 127.95
Sage 224.95

Accountant v3
Accountant Plus

Telephone Sales 0484 425843

Hours ofbusiness10am-7pm Monday to Saturday

paj-l

IL^JSlJI

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

Database

172.95

Timeworks Publisher v2
PHONE
Werks
Hisott 23.45
Wordfair
Hisoft 59.95
WordPerfect
179.95
Word Writer
Timeworks 39.95

Write On

WE MUST BE MAD
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost ADVERTISING
we can offer you THE BEST DISKS AVAILABLE
AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES.

Compro 39.95

II DSDD
520 STE Discovery Extra Pack .299.95

1040 STE Family Curric

Atari Lynx II
Atari Lynx II Plus PSU

79.95
89.95

Psion Series 3 Pocket
PC128K
Portfolio Pocket PC

179.95
178.95

Mega 1STE 8716 MHZ
Mega 2 STE 8/16 MHZ

639.95

48MB HD

959.95

Mega 4 STE 8/16 MHZ
48MB HD
TT 30/02 2MB 32 MHZ
48MB HD
TT 30/02 4MB 32 MHZ
48MB HD
TT 30/02 8MB 32 MHZ
48MB HD

1064.95
1704.00
1820.00
1999.00

mmRcznzzmm
Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor ...273.95
Atari SM 124 Mono
139.95

TT PTC 1426 Multisync

Citizen 120D Plus inc lead
Citizen 124D inc lead
Citizen Swift 9 Pm Inc lead .
Citizen Swift 24 Pin mc lead
Citizen Swift 24E + colour

425.00

135.95
199.95
. 195.95
289.95
309.95

CitizenSwift24X Wide Carnage....405.95
Colour Upgrade Swift 9/24
36.95
Star LC200 Co our
Star LC24-10
Cannon BJ10E Bubble Jet

Ribbon for LC10 {min 2)

219.95
224.95
265.95

2.99

i^EHEZ^HH
Cumana 3.5 1 Meg CSA354
External 3.5 1 Meg Inc PSU
Golden Image 3.5 1 Meg
Megafile 30 Hard Drive....Atari
Megafile 60 Hard Drive....Atari

79.95
59.95
69.95
349.00
465.00

INC VAT +
LABELS For

DISKS
FROM

367.95

Qty's of 100+

Qty's below 100 @33p each; 250 + @30p each; 500 + @29p each
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

SONY
3.5"
38p
;:';
DSDD BULK
100 Capacity Disk Box

4.25 50 Capacity Box

3.50

Mouse Pockets

1.75

2.25

Printer Stand
Posso Box

Mouse Mat

4.25 Amiga/Atari Dust Cover
15.96 3.5"/5.25" Cleaning Kit

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive (ZYDEC)

Amstrad Ext SM 2400 Modem 175.00

S MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS

Linnet External 1200 Modem ....279.00
Linnet External 2400 Modem ....324.00
Linnet V32 Modem
675.00

ISPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES

20% OFF ANY GAME
SOFTWARE

PLUS QUICK FREE
DELIVERY UK
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

24.95
54.95

66.95

Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept STA) TELESALES HOTLINEp
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

2.95
1.95

0782 212970 k

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99 Resokilion 101
£6.99
£6.99 Dragon Ninja
£5.99 Road Blaster
£6.99 Dragon Spirit
£6.99
£6.99 FantasyWorldDizzy
£8.99
£5.99 RocketRanger
£4.99 Gauntlet II
£6.99 R-Type
£6.99
£6.99 Ghostbusters II
£6.99 Run The Gaunlet
£6.99
£6.99 S.D.I
£5.99 Hard Drivin'
£6.99
£6.99 Head ever Heels
£6.99 Shadowofthe Beast(Amiga) £6.99
£5.99 Hitch Hiker's Guideto Galaxy £7.99 Sherman M4
£6.99
£6.99 HongKongPhoey
£6.99 Shuffle Puck Cafe
£6.99
£6.99 Hcslages
£6.99 Speedbal
£7.99
£6.99 IKt
£6.99 Stryx
£6.99
Impossible
Mission
II
£6.99
£6.99 Stunt Car Racer
£6.99
£8.99 James Pond
£6.99 SuperHang On
£6.99
£6.99 Kid Gloves
£5.99 SwilchBlade
£6.99
£6.99 Laslrlnjall
£6.99 Teenage Mutant Turtles
£6.99
£8.99 Lombard RAC Rally
£6.99 Thunderstrike
£6.99
£6.99 Michael Jackson Moonwalker £6.99 Toobin'
£6.99
£6.99 NewZealand Story
£6.99 TV Sports Footbal
£7.99
£7.99 Nitro (Amiga only)
£7.99 Vigilante
£6.99
£6.99 NorthS South
£6.99 Waterloo
£6.99
£6.99 Out Run
£6.99 Wingsof Fury
£6.99
£7.99 Operation Wolf
£6.99 Wizbal
£6.99
£6.99 Passing Shot
£7.99 WC Leaderboard
£6.99
£6.99 Platoon
£6.99 Xenon II
•£7.99
£6.99 Predator
£6.99 Zoik I(Amiga only)
£5.99

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10
3D Pod
Aftertumer
Altered Beast

Eagle

Arkanoid (Amiga only)
Arkanoid II
Baa!
Ballistix

Software
118a Palmers Road

Barbarian (ST only)
Barbarian II

Batman CapedCrusader
Batman The Movie

New Southgate

BeachVolley
BloodMoney
Cabal (Amiga only)

LONDON N111SL

Catfornia Games
Cam'er Command

(10 am - 6pm 6 days - 6 lines)

Centre**)Square
Cloud Kingdom

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730
(2733 Faxline after6pm)

Colossus Chess
Continental Circus

CrazyCars
Defender of lie Crown
DetoftheEarli

Deluxe StripPoker
Double Dragon
TOP TITLES

ST

AMIGA

Half MegUpgrade<• Clock N/A £29.99
1 Meg Cricket
N/A £12.99

TOP TITLES
Cohort
CddHz
Conan the Cimmerian

ST
£23.99
£20.99
£19.99
£21.99

Hudson Hawk

£15.99 £15.99

Narc

£14.99 £14.99

HurHer

£20.99 £20.99

NavySeals

£14.99 £14.99

Corporation

£10.99 £10.99

Immolate

£15.99 £15.99

Nebukjs II

£15.99 £15.99

Covert Action

£23.99 £2359

CrazyCars III

£21.99£21.99

Imperium
hoTanapdis 500
Interceptor
Ivanhoe

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£26.99 £26.99
£6.99 £6.99

Neverenrjng StoryII
Nightshifl
Ninja Remix
OperalonSteam

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£14.99 £14.99
£16.99 £16.99

Code Name White Shad.

AMIGA
£23.99
£20.99
£19.99
£21.99

3D Construction Kit

£29.99 £36.99

4D Sports Boxing

£16.99 £16.99

688 Sub Attack
A10 Tank Killer
Action Stations
A.D.S

£16.99
£21.99
N/A
£19.99

Crime Wave

£16.99 £16.99

Agony
AirSupport

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Cruisefora Corpse
CyberConIII

£17.99 £1759
£16.99 £16.99

Alcakaz
Alien Slorm

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

Oarkman
Das Boot

£14.99 £14.99
£21.99 £21.99

AlphaWaves
AlteredDestiny
Amazing Spiderman

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £21.99
£15.99 £15.99

DaysofThunder

£15.99 £15.99

Demoniak
Deuteros

£19.99 £19.99
£16.99 £16.99

Double Dragon III

£16.99£16.99

Amos 30

N/A

£16.99
£21.99
£16.99
£19.99

£23.99

Amos Compiler

N/A £19.99

Amos The Creator

N/A

£36.99

Armourgeddon

£15.99 £15.99

Back to the Future III

£15.99 £15.99

Backtothe Golden Age .. £16.99 £16.99
Barbarian II (Psygnosis) .. £16.99 £16.99
Bard's Tale III
B.A.T.II

N/A

BattleChess
Bafle Chess II
Battle Command

£22.99
£15.99
£16.99
£14.99

Battle Isle
Batle Master

£19.99
£19.99

Befayal
Big Run

£19.99
£16.99

£16.99
£22.99
£15.99
£16.99
£14.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99
£18.99 £18.99
£23.99 £23.99

F16Combat Pilol

£16.99 £1699

£14.99 £14.99

FaceOff-Ice Hockey

£15.99 £15.99

N/A £23.99
£16.99£16.99

Jack UnlmitedClipart ....

F117A Stealth fighter.... £2159 £21.99
F19 Stealth Fighter
£19.99 £1959
F29 Retaliator

ST

HomeAlone
Horror Zombies

AMIGA

N/A £10.99

£15.99£15.99
£15.99£15.99

AMIGA

Outun Europe
Pang
Panza Kickboxing
Paperboyll
Pegasus
PGA GolfTour
Prrfightar
Plotting
Populas+Sim City
Populous II
Powerhouse
Predator II
P.P. Hammer
Prehistorik

£16.99 £16.99
£14.99 £1459
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
N/A £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£14.99 £14.99
£21.99 £21.99
£20.99 £20.99
£18.99 £18.99
£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99£16.99

Ralroad Tycoon

£24.99 £24.99

£16.99 £16.99

RainbowIslands
R.B.I.2 Basebal
Realms
Red Baron

£14.99 £14.99
£20.99 £20.99
£20.99 £20.99
£2199 £23.99

Toki
Torvak tie Warrior
Total Recal
Tournament Golf
Turrican II

£14.99
£15.99
£14.99
£16.99
£15.99

Mad Professor Moriarty .. £15.99 £15.99
Magic Garden
£16.99 £16.99

Renegade (Coin-op Hits) £14.99 £14.99
Rick Dangerous II
£16.99 £16.99

Hightof lie Intruder

£22.99 £22.99

MagicPockels
MagneticScrol

RobinHood
Robocod

£16.99£16.99
£15.99 £15.99

BuckRogers

£19.99 £19.99

Man Ukf. Europe
£15.99 £15.99
Maupiti Island
£19.99 £19.99
M. DHka Ultimate Footbal £18.99 £18.99

Robocop
Robocopll
Roboooplll

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99

Cadaver

£16.99 £16.99

Cadaver-tie payoff
Captive

£10.99 £10.99
£15.99 £15.99

Cardiaxx

£17.99 £17.99

Carthage
CarveUp
Celica GT4 Rally

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

Centurion
Chaos Strike Back

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Champion of the Raj

£16.99 £12.99

Chase HQ
Chase HQ II

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99 £14.99

Chinto's Revenge
Chips Challenge

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Chuck Rock

£16.99 £16.99

Chuck Yeagers AFT

£16.99 £16.99

Cisco Heat
C.Y's AirCombat

£15.99 £15.99
£20.99 £20.99

Genghis Khan
Gettysburg

£21.99 £21.99
£18.99£18.99

Gods
GokJenAxe
Golden Shot

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

GrahamGoceh Cricket....
Grand Prix(Formula 1)....
Gunboat
Gunship 2000
Hard Drivin II
HardNova
Harpoon (1 Meg)

£21.99 £21.99
£23.99 £23.99
£21.99 £21.99
£21.99£2159
£1559 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£19.99 £19.99

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99
£10.99 £10.99

N/A £20.99

£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

£1659
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

£20.99 £20.99
£16.99 £16.99

£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£19.99 £1959

Hue Max
Blues Brothers
Bomber Bob
Brain Blaster

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Supaplex
SuperCarsll
SuperMonaco GP
SuperSpace Invaders
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo
Swap

Tip Off

£16.99 £16.99

FutureBasebal
G-LOCR360
Gauntlet III
Geisha (X-cert)

N/A £16.99
£17.99 £17.99
£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

£3059 £30.99

£9.99 £9.99
£16.99 £16.99
£21.99 £21.99

N/A £17.99
£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£14.99 £14.99

Final fight

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99£16.99

StarControl
Star Trek V

Starfighter II
Stratego
Stiderll

AMIGA

Pro Fight

final Whistle
First Samurai
Hoor13

£20.99 £20.99
£15.99 £15.99
£26.99 £26.99
£15.99 £15.99
£20.99 £20.99
£16.99£16.99

ProTemisTour II
Prince of Persia
Puzzric

£20.99£20.99
£16.99£16.99
N/A £1059

£14.99 £14.99
£19.99 £19.99

ForePlay
Footbal Crazy

ST

Space 18B9
Space Gun
Space Quest IV
Speedbal II
Spiritof Excaibur
Spot

Lrfe » Deal!
Logical
Loom

Bilythe Kid
Birdsof Prey

£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

TOP TITLES

Lemmings-Data Disk .... £9.99 £9.99

Lost Patrol
Loijs Esprit
LotusTurboChallengeII
M1Tank Platoon

Bland Ted's Adventure ..£16.99
BilliardSimulator II
£16.99

£15.99£15.99
£19.99 £19.99

Mega-Lo-Mania

£20.99 £20.99

Rod Land

£16.99 £16.99

Megatraveller I
Megalwins
Merchant Colony

£20.99 £20.99
£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

Rolin' Romy
R-Type II
Rugby WoridCup

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

Mercs
Metal Masters

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Sarakon
£13.99 £13.99
Secret of the Slver Blues £2159 £21.99

Metal Mutant
MicroprcseGorf

£16.99 £16.99

Thunderhawk AH-73M .... £21.99 £21.99
Thunder Jaws
£16.99 £16.99

TV Sports Basebal

£14.99
£15.99
£14.99
£16.99
£15.99

N/A £21.99

Ultima Martian Dreams .... £20.99 £20.99
Ultima V
£19.99 £19.99
Ultima VI
£20.99 £20.99
Ultimate Ride
£10.99 £10.99
UMS II
£23.99 £23.99
Underpressure
£17.99 £17.99
UnReal
£16.99 £16.99

UNSquadron

£15.99 £15.99

Untouchables

SecretWeapon Luftwaffe £19.99 £19.99
£16.99 £16.99

£14.99 £14.99

USSJohnYoung

£16.99 £16.99

Utopia

£20.99 £20.99

Vendetta

£16.99 £16.99

Vengeanceof Excalibur .. N/A £21.99

Midnight Resistance
Midwinter II
Wg 29Fulorum
Mg29M SuperFulcrum..
Might of Magic III
Moonshine Racers

£23.99 £23.99
£14.99£14.99
£23.99£23.99
£21.99 £2159
£25.99 £25.99
N/A £19.99
£15.99 £15.99

Shadow Dancer
Shadowof the Beast II....
ShadowSorcerer
ShadowWarrior
Shuttle the Sim
Blent Service II
Sim Ea*

£15.99 £1£99
£19.99£19.99
£14.99 £14.99
£29.99 £29.99
£23.99 £23.99
£16.99 £16.99

War Zone

£15.99 £15.99

Write Death(1 Meg)

£19.99 £19.99

Wid Wheels

£14.99 £14.99

Moonstone
Monkey Island

£21.99 £21.99
£15.99 £15.99

Smpsons {5 Meg)
Smpsons (1 Meg)

£15.99 £15.99
£1559£15.99

WizKkj

£15.99 £15.99

Wolfpack

£19.99 £19.99

Wonderland
W.W.F
Sltrax

£19.99 £19.99
£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

Heimdal
£16.99 £16.99
Hero'sQuest (Gremlin).... £16.99 £16.99
MonkeyIsland II
£16.99 £16.99
Hil Street Blues
£16.99 £16.99
Murder
£16.99£16.99
WHEELS OFFIRE only £13.98
EDITION ONE only 115.96
NINJA COLLECTION only £13.99
HardDrivin', Chase HQ,Powerarifi, TuiftoOutun
Double Dragon, Xenon, Gemini WingandSlkwcm
P. Dragon, ShadowWarrior, D.Ninja

Volfed

£20.99 £20.99

Warlock the Avenger

£14.99 £14.99

Wing Commander II

SWorDie
£16.99 £16.99
Smash TV
£15.99 £15.99
VIRTUAL WORLDSonly £20.98

£19.99 £19.99

MIND GAMESonly £14.99

Driller. TotalEclipse,Castle Master, The Qvpl

Ausleriilz,Walerioo, and Conflictin Europe

BOARD GENIUS AMIGA only £17.99

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE only£23.99

AH COMSAT ACESonly £1959

Delux Monopoly, Delux Scrabble, Cleudo, Master

Operation stealth, iidana's LastCrusadeand

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only£16.99

RST OFFURY only £1659

Falcon, Gunship and fightbenter

RoboCop.Ghoslbusters2, Inoiana Jones,

Mean Streets
FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION
ST £21.99 AMIGA £24.99

Dynamite Dux,Shinobi,Ninja Warriors,

Detective and Risk

Batman the Movie

Robocop, hdiana Jones, LastNinja Itand

Double Dragon II
VIRTUAL REALITY 1 only£21.98

Falcon,Mission One, and MissionTwo

Spy who lovedme

HEROES ST£10.99 Amiga£16.99
Barbarian 2, RunningMan,StarWars
and Licence to Kill

SUPER HEROES only£17.99

SUPER SIM PACK only £21.98

THEWINNING TEAM only £18.98

fcnL3D TennisCrazyCam ll,
ItalySO andAjrboume Ranger

FLIGHT COMMAND only £12.98

Escape fromRobotMonsters, APB,Nan,

Eliminator, Strike ForceHarrier,
Lancaster, Sky FoxandSky Chase

PRO SPORTS CHALLENGE

AMIGA only £12.99
Cycles. Powerboat USA,Jack HcKlausGreatest

Holes and Jack NjcMaus Major Courses 1989
CHALLENGERS only £17.99
Kick Oft,SuperSki, fighterBomber,
Great Courts and Stuntcar Racer

VJnotcalors, Cyberball
BIG BOXonly £15.98
Captain Blood, Tin Tinonme Moon.Safan Guns,
TeenageQueen, Bubble Pus, Purple Saturn Days,
Krypton Egg, Jumping Jackson, BoBo, Hostages

GRANDSTAND only £17.99

Member No:

Midwinter, Carrier Command, StuntCarRacer,
Starojide II. kit.SoccerChallenge

FULL BLAST only £17.99
Chicago 90,Rick Dangerous, Highway Patrol 2,

Xenon 2, TVSportsFootball, Bloodwych and

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION
AMIGA only £20.99
Muscle Cars, California Challenge,
Euopean Challenge, Duet,Super Cars

AMIGA only £22.99
TvSports Football, Lonts oftheRising Sun,
TvSportsBasketball, Wings

New ZealandStory, BubbleBobble,

TNTonly£14.99

POWER UPonly £16.99

Hard Drivin, APB, Xybols, Toobin
and Dragon Spirit

AlteredBeast,RainbowWand, X Out,
Chase HQ,Tunican

Computer:

Date

I

LombardRally

ADDICTED TO FUN RAINBOW

MAGNUM4 only£16.99
.

POWERPACKonly £14.99

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation Woll,
and Batman Capod Crusader

Title

COLLECTION only £13.99
Rainbow Islands

AIR, LAND,SEA only £23.99
FA18 Interceptor. 688AttackSub, tidy SCO

Name:

Address:

I

Price
'

36

GazzaSuperSoccer, Pro TennisTour,
World ClassLeaderboard andContinental Qrcus

P47,CanterCommandand Ferrah Formula One.

Please make cheques and P.O.'s payable toEagle Soltware. P&P is£1.00 perorderinthe UK. Orders
under£10 please add 50p per item. Europe: add £3.50 per item. Elsewhere add £4.50 per item. It the title
you want is not listed please phone forprices. Free catalogue now available -please phone ortick box.

|

ST

Mystical
Myti

Switch Bade II
SWIV
Team Suzuki
Terminator II
Test Drive III
Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Mission

Lord oftie Rings

FateofAtlanisWoVture)
N/A £17.99
Fate of Atlantis (Arcade)..
N/A £17.99
Feudal Lords
£16.99 £16.99
Final Blow
£16.99 £16.99

TOP TITLES

Operation Thunderbolt .... £14.93 £14.99

Jahangir Khan's Squash .. £16.99 £16.99
immy White's Whirlwind £19.99 £19.99
Jupiters Masterdrive
£16.99 £16.99
Kick OffH(1 Meg)
£15.99 £15.99
Kick OffII {5 Meg)
N/A £13.99
Kick OffWinning Tactics £9.99 £9.99
Killing Game Show
£15.99 £15.99
Kings QuestV
£26.99 £26.99
Knight Mare
£16.99 £16.99
Knight ofthe Sky
£23.99 £23.99
LastNinja III
£16.99 £16.99
Leander
£16.99£16.99
Leisure SuitLarry III
£25.99 £26.99
Lemmings
£15.99£15.99

ELF
£14.99 £14.99
Bvira Mistress of Dark .... £21.99 £21.99
Bvira IIJaws of Cerberus £23.99 £23.99

Epic
Eye of Ihe Beholder
Ft4 Tom Cat
F15StrikeEagle II

TOP TITLES

Rambolll
Red Heat

Mail Order only*

Price

Postcode:

Price

Card No:

Price
P&P

Exp Date

Total

Access Q

Tel:

VisaQ

Cheque Q

Proprietors: ESPde Lacey

P.O'sQ

FEED YOUR ST!
O

MEMORY UPGRADES

HCS Computer
Peripheral Supplies

2 year guarantee on memory!
74 day money batk guarantee!

PC EMULATORS
PC Emulators sit on top of the microprocessor of the ST. When in use, they
take over control of the processor. This allows Speed and a high degree of

HCS STE MEMORY UPGRADE KITS

STE kits are available wijh either of the 2 types of modules required for

compatibility. PC Speed runs 4 times faster than a PC. The AT Speed CI6
8.3 times. The AT Speed CI6 co-processor socket allows the extra chip to

take more-than 10 minutes with instructions. The STE connot support
2.5MB without a software patch, which can cause incompatibility. All

accelerate numerical calculations 5000% (five thousand!)

the STE. All types plug into special sockets in the STE, the job shouldn't
kits come c/w illustrated instructions.

2+4 Mb kits come C/W FREE

multitasking software and memory tester,

Free fitting available on

request.

STE Kits
512K TO I024K
2 MEGABYTE
4 MEGABYTE

£20.00
£68.00
£ 138.00

STF(M) MEMORY UPGRADE KITS
There are 2 types of upgrade available. The solder-in type with
everything necessary to solder the chips into the computer. Xtraram
Deluxe which plugs into the STFM, Mega. STM or ST to allow hassle
free upgrading to 4Mb in the same way as the STE! The 2MB kit can
be configured to upgrade the Mega 2 fo a Mega 4.

Solder-in upgrade Kit to 1Mb

£30.00

AT
AT
PC
AT

SPEED C16
SPEED 8MHZ
SPEED

SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED

£220.00
FITTED.
£140.00
FITTED.
£90.00
FITTED.
SUPPLIED

SPEED STE ADAPTOR

.£245.00

.£165.00
.£120.00
...£20.00

GADGETS PRODUCTS
Spectre GCR allows the ST to emulate the MAC using the ST's own processor

(as used in the Macintosh). It simply plugs into the cartridge slot and the disk
drive port. (It also has a through port to allow a second drive).
SPECTRE GCR
I28KR0MS
MEGATALK
68030 SST ACCELERATor

SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED

£250.00
£70.00
£250.00
£450.00

DISK DRIVES
The double sided disk drive kit replaces the internal single sided drive in the
STFM. The PROTAR hard drives supplied are of the highest quality and are
ST Format GOLD winners of 1991.

Xtraram Vd,,* Quality SIMM UPGRADING SYSTEM
Populated to \ Mb

£60.00
» £99.99

Populated to 2Mb
Populated to 4Mb
Fitting for above (exclusive of post)

c- £155.00
£20.00

16 x 256K x 1 Dram Chips

£24.00

16 x 1Mb xl Dram Chips

£70.00

INCLUDE
»AT

£47.00
£335.00
£485.00

HOW TO ORDER
Telephone orders and enquiries welcome on

ppircc,

CHIPS

Tel/Fax 081 777 0751. Please make cheques/P.O's payable to:

HCS 35 HARTLAND WAY, SHIRLEY, CROYDON CR0 8RJ

Goods normally despatched within 2 days ofreceipt. Trade-in paid asa refund E&OE

Reach the top jlcl

Announcing...

POOLSWINNER
THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM (jOlu
WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
•

DOUBLE SIDED DISK DRIVE UPGRADE
40MB PROTAR HARD DRIVE
80MB PROTAR HARD DRIVE

with

^

)

'

NATIONAL
CURRICULUM*

Self-Tuition Courses
Chosen by Atari for their Family Curriculum pack. World

leaders - Hons graduate/teacher authors - At all major shows - £5
off total for 2, £10 off for 3. fc ^ ^ ,

THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Poolswinner,

now has artificial intelligence.The latest version of the program,

Poolswinner Gold, has the power to ieam from the results of its

'Best Buy1

own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to
improve performance.
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English

MICRO FRENCH

ST Format

and Scottish League matches are generated automatically by

Poolswinner Gold, which now incorporates its sister program

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE, with
real speech & graphics adventure game, 24
programs + a book and a manual £24. (Amiga,

FIXGEN 91/92 (yearly updates are available from Selec).
•

MASSIVE DATABASE 22000 match database over 10 years.

• PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORES, AWAYS and
HOMES Predictions are based on many factors .. recent form,

the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and

draw averages.The user can adjust all parameters.
• SUCCESSFUL Selecguarantee that Poolswinnerperforms

__
Kib.OU

significantly better than chance.

BBC, ST, STE).

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used for the non-league

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE

and amature matches so often on the coupon now.

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically generated by the program
as results come in.

.

• UPDATEDWEEKLY. Poolswinner Gold is supplied fully updated with all league
results from the start of the season - its ready for immediate use.
• PACKAGE CONTAINSdisc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you

Complete course for ages 3-12 years with full
screen colour graphics, 24 programs + a book and
a manual. £24. (Amiga, ST, STE, PC, CPC, BBC).

need to start forecasts immediately.
Also available from Selec...

COURSEWINNER V4

£36.50

MICRO MATHS

THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. Uses artificial intelli

gence. Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money

etc. Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE in 24

effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit.
Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree.

POOLS PERM PLUS

programs + a book and a manual. £24 (Amiga,. ST,
STE, PC, PCW, CPC, BBC)

£32.50

Permanalyserand checker, completewith 5 yearsof coupon results and
popularpermsfor analysis. Checksyour weeklyentry for winninglines,

(* LCL courses are compatible with the
N.C. in so far as it has been finalised)

or testsyourtheories on results overthe last5 years. Reveals all the weeks
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend.

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER

£32.50

Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables,

fixture lists, sequences etc. Set up for British League
football, but can be set up by the user for any league amature etc. Ideal for all tans, league secretaries etc.

All programs are supplied on
disc, packaged with detailed
instructionmanual,and support
literature. Formats available:

Send coupon andchegues/PO's (99p P&P) or phone orders
or requests for free colour poster/catalogue to:
LCL (DEPT STF) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD,

IBM (3.5" or 5.25")

HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QB

AMIGA
ATARI ST
AMSTRAD PCW

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs)

Prices arc inclusive of VAT & delivery
Name

for return ofpost service lo ....
UvlvV OOTlWdl C (Ea. 1984)
62 Altrincham Rd, Gatley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4DP
(send forfulllistofoursoftware)
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Phone now
for immediate

Address
Tel 061-428-7425

Title

Phone or FAX 24 hre

Computer.

despatch

printer review

LASERJET

3P

An even better laser
In STF's recent printer roundup, one machine stood head and

MAKE A BETTER
RESOLUTION
Most laser printers work at a resolution of 300
x 300 dots per inch (dpi). Anything they print
is actually made up of these tiny dots.
Although this sounds like a very fine resolu
tion, when you examine laser printed output
closely you can detect the jagged edges or
steps in any lines which are not exactly hori
zontal or upright. There are laser printers
which can print at 600 x 600dpi, but these are
very expensive, as are typesetting machines
which work at even higher resolutions.
Hewlett Packard have come up with an
ingenious method of extracting greater perfor
mance from the standard 300dpi laser engine,
and they call it RET. This stands for
Resolution Enhancement Technology, and
works by the 3P selectively producing smaller
dots where required at the edges of text or
images to give a more rounded outline. This is
all accomplished automatically by software
actually within the printer, and is quite inde
pendent of whatever program you are using. A
switch on the printer enables you to set the
amount of Enhancement you require from
Light through Medium to Dark, or it can be
turned off completely if you wish. However,
results are so good you will want to leave it
on. The improved appearance of even ordinary
text is quite amazing. RET improves anything
you throw at it, including DTP pages and
images. RET was a unique feature when HP
first developed it, but now other manufactur
ers like Canon and Brother are bringing out

shoulders above the rest. Peter Crush delves deeper into
Hewlett Packard's FORMAT Gold winning, dandruff free laser

printer and its remarkable Resolution Enhancement Technology
Laserjet 3P
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £1,291
FROM: HEWLETT PACKARD
CONTACT: 0344 369369

T h e last year or so has seen some amazing
developments in printer technology, and some
welcome price cuts, especially for the once
up-market laser printers. You were once lim
ited to cheap and cheerful dot matrix printers
or daisy wheel printers if you were rich. But now,

inkjets and even lasers are becoming affordable for
all. The latest personal laser printer from Hewlett
Packard is available for about £700 to £800 if you

shop around. You'd have expected to pay a couple of
grand for a laser printer onlytwo years ago!
HP's Laserjet 3P is a compact, streamlined,
cream-coloured machine that would grace any home.
When you unpack it, the 3P immediately looks and
feels "right." Unlike most lasers, this is no ugly duck
ling. Economically speaking, HP have produced an

attractive and well-designed piece of equipment. It's
small for a laser printer, with a footprint of 350mm x
405mm - not too big to stand on your desk.
The front panel flaps down to reveal an
adjustable paper feeder; load this with up to 70
sheets of A4, or other sizes of paper including Letter
and Legal. The printer also copes with envelopes and
the clear overhead projection sheets often used in
business presentations or lectures.

If you want to keep things neater still, HP can
supply you with an optional extra paper tray. This fits
almost invisibly underneath the printer, and holds up
to 250 sheets of paper, which are automatically fed
into the printer as required. The printed pages are
deposited either onto the top recess of the printer or
into a clip-on tray which attaches to the front of the
printer, depending on how you set the switch situated
under the front panel.

The 3P connects to your ST via a standard paral
lel printer cable. This is not supplied, but you do get
a power lead complete with 13 amp plug to connect
it to the mains. In standby mode, the printer con
sumes 44 watts of power, and when printing it uses

their own versions of it. Watch out for reviews
soon in ST FORMAT!

• Apart from the

quality promised
by the Hewlett
Packard name,

the Laserjet 3P
offers HP's
remarkable

system for
improving the
appearance of

any output - and
it does work!

• It's so simple, why didn't they think of it
before? The image is still made up of dots, but
placing smaller dots in the right places smoothes
out all those jaggies! All the clever calculations
necessary are done automatically by the 3P.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1 992

LASERJET

printer review

3P

a hefty 507 watts. A cooling fan is built into the

bitmapped fonts with fixed sizes and eight scaleable
fonts. The scaleable fonts are held as vector images
in the printer's memory and can be used at any size
you want, from a tiny 0.25 point up to a massive 999
points, in steps of 0.25 point. (Points are units of text
height; there are 72 points to the inch.) This enables
you to print beautifully-formed text in a mixture of
sizes and styles, giving desktop publishing-like results
from any humble word processing software.
Easy selection of fonts is possible from within
Protext, STF's favourite WP, because of the excellent
support for different printers offered by this software.
With other WPs, you can insert control codes to sel

printer - this runs all the time but is not too noisy.
The 3P is pretty straightforward to operate. All

the printer settings are controlled by a bank of six
multi-function electronic dip switches. These are not

the usual tiddly, hidden-away little microswitches, but
clearly labelled buttons on the top panel. A small LCD
panel displays your chosen settings. You can set the
number of copies you want to print, the various inter
national character sets, how many lines of text per
page, and many other options. If you wish, these set

tings can be stored so they become the "defaults"
every time you switch on.
The number of fonts (different styles and sizes of
typeface) available is most impressive. There are 14

ROHAN-8

1013

10.00

F

12.0

Italic

Medium

ect the 3P's features - these codes are all detailed in

the informative and detailed handbook supplied, stf

Courier
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Upright
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CG Times
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Port
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Scale
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Bold
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CG Times
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Port

<Esc>(lE<Eso{s1p_v0s3b4101T
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P
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Italic

Medium

CG Times

It

Port
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Scale

Italic

Bold

CG Times

Bdlt

Port

*BCDEfghij£$@[] '7| }~123

<Esc>(1E<Eso(s1p_v1s0b4l01T

Laser printers are the fastest way of of getting words

• From the 22 different typefaces available within the HP 3P, and the ability to use them in Bold or Italic and in
a range of sizes, you should be able to chose the perfect style to match your mood!

Swap
—

Text

i

Block

1

Move
1

Line

Sundry

!

!

Print

Spell EFQ3 Option

!—

View

Ticulously good

i the recent STF Printers round-up, one nachine stl
ickard's FORMAT Gold Award winning,

dandruff free II

Help
F4

Codes

CG Univers 10 pt
CB Tines
10 pt
CQ Univers 12 pt

AXH
AXR
AXXAXH

t

AXXAXR

loulders above the rest. Peter Crush delves deeper!
Courier

le last year or so has seen sone anazing developne
ichnology, and sone equally welcome price cuts in
ipecially in the once up-narket laser printers. Ho

Line

nited to cheap and cheerful dot natrix printers o
inters if they were rich, but now inkjets and eve

AXE
AXNAXC

Printer

ound, you would have expected to pay a couple of
'inter only two years ago!

AXZ
AXY
AXQ
AXA

Bold
Condensed
Italics

AXC

allel printer cable from the ST. The 3P took nearly 20
minutes to print the first copy of an A4 PageStream
page. After that, however, subsequent identical copies
came out every 15 seconds again. The only laser
printer which is really fast for graphics is Atari's own

al

SLM605, which derives its speed by not using the ST's

Subscript
Superscript

AXS
AXT

slow parallel port but the DMA(Direct Memory Access)
port instead and using the ST's own memory to build
up the image. This non-standard approach means it can
print the same page of PageStream in just 45 seconds
- though admittedly this takes the memory of a TT!

aB

aU

Underline

ART OOX-OUT

scanned onto the printer's drum by the laser beam, fur
ther copies are produced much like a photocopier does
it, hence the claimed four pages a minute print speed.
Even though it may only be text being printed, the
laser treats this as a graphic image, so the image on
the drum can contain a great deal of Information. The
3P therefore comes with a standard RAM of 1MByte. If
you need more for complex graphics, you can buy extra
RAMon plug-in cards; an extra 1MByte is about £100.
For printing DTP documents, all conventional
lasers are disappointingly slow, being limited by the
sheer quantity of data which has to flow down the par

14,4 pt Univ Bd
12
pt Univ Bd
Duality Tray
Landscape

toning affordable for all! The latest personal la
iwlett Packard is available for about £700 to £800

1. The print quality is superb, giving the most profes
sional results possible short of typesetting!
2. Output of text is very fast, and multiple copies can
be printed rapidly one after the other.
3. Lasers are convenient to use, quiet in operation, and
very user friendly.
• For the lowdown on all the best current printers for
the ST, check out STF issue 25. 20 of them were put
to the test, including 9 and 24 pin dot matrix, inkjets,
colour and laser printers. If yon missed that issue, turn
to page 142 for the FORMAT back issue service.

onto paper - the HP 3P took only 43 seconds to print a
full A4 page of text from Protext, and the second iden
tical copy came rolling out of the machine only IS sec
onds after that! Once the Image to be printed has been

<Esc>(1E<Esc>(s1p_v1s3W10lT

ile

There are three advantages to using a laser printer if
your finances can stretch to it, summed up alliteratively by quality, quantity, quickness and quietness!

THE SPEED
OF LIGHT

<£sc>(1£<Esc>(s1p_v0sOb4101T
1021

WHY BUY
A LASER?

ly buy a laser?

• Many of the Laserjet 3P's in-built typefaces can be selected from within that able WP, Protext. If you have a
less well-featured textcruncher, you can simply select your chosen font and size on the printer's control panel.

Add

PRINTING MENU:

floppy

FEATURES: 95%

Could you reasonably ask for much more?

0

Drive

ORIENT

P (Portrait)

been

LINES OF

TXT

and

written

MAN

FEED

OFF

the

speed

SYM

SET

ISO-4

Wordprocessor,

SIZE

68

CONFIGURATION MENU:
AUTOCONT
OFF

I/O
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MEDIUM

PAGEPRO.

OFF

RAM size:
Page Count:

LASERJET 3P
£1,291 Hewlett Packard a- 0344 369369
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• The Self Test Page usefully shows you the current
Default settings and hardware configuration. The 3P
uses PCL 5, HP's latest version of the Laserjet

• This text has been printed using the HP 3P's inter
nal Font number 3, with RET set on Medium. There
are plenty of internal fonts, and you can even add

printer control language protocol.

more with optional plug-in cards.
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Not the very fastest laser printer, but quick enough.
EASE OF USE: 90%

It's a doddle to operate the host of features.
RESULTS: 95%
Simply the best!
THE COMPETITION
Atari SLM 605 (£1,056 •* 0573 33344), Brother HL-4

(£1,291 n 061 330 6531), Panasonic KX-P4420
(£1,404 •* 0344 853915). Canon and Brother, among
others, are launching new personal laser printers with
their own image enhancement systems. Could prices fall
even more as the competition hots up?

STF RATING: 91%
The famous Hewlett Packard name sets the standards in

laser printers, and a world-wide dealer network assures
you of service and spares, if your software doesn't sup
port the Laserjet, the program is no good! You can't go
'••rong, especially at the bargain prices to be had lately.

ANALOGIC
ANALOGIC
ANALOGIC

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD

, Tel. Mon - Sat. 9am to 7pm

152 Latchmere Road, Kingston-upon-Thames

I TEL: 081 546 9575
• Tel/Fax: 081-541-4671

Surrey KT2 5TU

COMPUTERS

512K

lMeg

2Meg

REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES

4Meg

520 (ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE)
520 STE Discovery Extra Pack
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack
Mega STE

299.00

329.00
349.00

359.00
409.00

.59.95

439.00

• FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND

489.00

Please call for prices

• ALL REPAIRS CARRY A FULL 90 DAY GUARANTEE

• We pick up computers for repairs & memory upgrades for only £5.00 + VAT
(including insurance) for NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY to us and return by

MONITORS

COURIER SERVICE FREE

PROTAR VTSTO 14" Colour Monitor + Cable

235.00

MEMORY UPGRADES

PHILIPS 15" Colour TV/Monitor (Model 2331) with remote control
+ Fast Text + Scart Cable

269.00

PHILIPS 15" Colour TV/Monitor (Model 3332) with remote control
+ Scart Cable

239.00

ATARI SMI 24 High resolution Monochrome Monitor

149.00

C3

520 ST/STFM to lMeg
520 ST /STM/ STF /STFM to 2.5 Meg
520 STE to 1 Meg
520 STE to 2 Meg
520 STE to 4 Meg

59.95
149.95
29.95
79.95
149.95

Progate 20

279.00

Progate 30
Progate 40
Progate 50 DC
Progate 80
Progate 100 DC
Progate 440

309.00
329.00

409.00
419.00
549.00
1589.00
589.00
569.00
779.00

Progate R44
Progate T60
Progate T150

PC Speed
AT Speed C16

w

99.95
249.95

POWER SUPPLIES

• We are Authorised PROTAR
stockists ;:;

STFM/STE Power Supplies (service exchange)
NEW Power Supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

44.95
54.95

* All Protar Hard Drives come with a

full replacement warranty, a DMA
throughport, device number
switching and Disk Management
Software

DISK DRIVES

1 Meg 3.5" Sony Internal Drive

49.95

1 Meg 3.5"External Drive with its own power supply

59.95

ACCESSORIES
STE/STFM Scart Lead
STE/STFM Mkll CM8833 lead

12.95
12.95

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Squik Mouse

5.95
14.95

SUPERB r»f|f Af JD DUMPS
FROM YOUR VULUUK PRINTER
Superb Colour/Mono Graphics Dumps
Vary Dump size from 1mm to 10 metres in length
Select part of screen to be printed

Choose from a variety of densities and passes
Colour correction for best possible colour
Colour catalogue function. Put a picture disk in and

14.95
4.95
4.95

* All prices subject to change without notice
* We reserve the right to refuse any ST repair

VISA

Don't throw awayyour plastic printer ribbos caseswhen the ribbon
wears out. Just take the top off,take out the old ribbon and reload

it witha new one. It'ssimple. Full instuctions supplied.

Reloads for:-

Star LC200 9 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads

only£23.50

Star 24 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
£28.20
Citizen Swift 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
£39.95
Normal ink ribbons available in Gold , Silver,
Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red
for a wide range of printers.

T-Shirt Printing Ribbons
PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT

Flexidump will print a miniature of each picture and print
the titles.

Also includes a complete production label program
Other features include Text Insertion, X Reflect, Y Reflect,
Mirror, Upturn, Fill, Rbox, Random, Invert, Frame, Block,
Circle, Sketch, Upright or Sideways Dump, Auto Calculates
on 1:1AspectRatio or Deselectthis and Stretch the Dump.
Ideal for use with T-Shirt printing ribbons.

4 Colour Citizen Swift
4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)
4 Colour Star LC10
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)
4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin
4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)
1 Colour Citizen 120D/Swift
1 Colour Star LC10
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin
1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80

£29.61
£13 16
£U 57
£29 61
£12 22
£33 84
£14 10
£8 93
£8.46
£ifj 34
£7.52
£6 11

1 Colour Epson FX100

FlexiDump Plus (2 Disks) Colour and Mono
9 and 24 pin drivers included only £39.95
FlexiDump Mono 9 pin printers £19.74
Above prices include VAT and Carriage.

"""".""'£940

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080
1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

£10.34
£11.28

Heat transfer Pens 5 large red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Large pens have a market size nib

£14.10 a set

Heat transfer Pens 5 small red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Small pens have a fine nib

How to order: Enclose cheques/PO made payable to:

£11.75 a set

T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE INRED, BLUE, GREEN, BROWN,

CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa.
VISA

CARE ELECTRONICS
Dept STF, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston, Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Fax: 0923 672102

Super Pro Joystick
Dust Cover
Mouse Mat

• All prices include VAT and NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY subject to availability
* Fixed chargefor repair does not includedisk drive replacement &keyboard

FLEXIDUMP PLUS I**™* *

Tel: 0923 894064

B ^

W

EMULATORS

PROTAR HARD DISKS FOR YOUR ST at unbeatable prices Ull Chrlstma

=:

YELLOWand BUCK AND FOR A WIDE RANGEOF PRINTERS

Phone ourorder linon0923 894064 (Answerphone outside normal hours)
Atari ROM Cartridges takes two 27256 or 27512 EPROMS
50 ColourPictures

£11.
£14.57

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

Do you have any Software that needs Marketing? If so call now on 0923 672102
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992
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Subscribe!
Receive one of the superb

gifts opposite when you
subscribe to ST FORMAT-

andbecome eligible to take
advantage of our exclusive
Subscribers' Club offers!

Subscribers'
Club
When you subscribe, you not only
receive an excellent gift- you can also
take advantage of our exclusive
subscriber offers! An extra bonus or
what? Just take a look! This month's

special offerto subscribers is...

Exile
Audiogenic
SUBS CLUB PRICE £17.99

(RRP OF £25.99)
"A masterpiece - there's
no other word for it" - stf
This FOR/WAT Gold winning platform

game combines arcade adventure with
puzzles so devious that you spend just
as long racking your brains as flying
around doing things. Yet the puzzles
are always, tantalisingly, just within the
reach of logic - when you solve one,
you think, "But that was so obvious!" All
this, plus a control system so flexible
ISSUE 18

ISSUE 19

ISSUE 20

ISSUE 21

ISSUE 22

ISSUE 23

January1991
-220 pages!
Two Disks: Complete
£30gameandfully

February 1991
Disk: Champion ol the
Raj; full version of

March 1991

May 1991

June 1991

Disk:31 programs,
including Turrican 2,

April 1991
Disk: Hugeanimation

Disk: Stormball, Dev

Disk:15 programs-

package plus Gods &

GFA Basic 2, a

Mastersound 2 and 13

Moonshine Racers

3D Construction Kit,
RezRender, American

useable demos of

complete database

AUTO programs.
Inside:Complete

Inside: 21 pages of

pac 1programming
package, exclusive
music files byNeil

animation; music tips

Palmer, 5 disk utilities

invaluable utilities

(rom Neil Palmer;

Inside: DTP made

Inside: 3D secrets; top

program inassembly

easy;recovering lost
files; complete WP
roundup; RPGtopten

ten 3Dgames;
complete guide to ST

Puzznic, Golden Axe

and more besides!

and more besides!

Inside: Get to know

Inside: 50 top games

your ST; theSTF gold

of1990; report onthe

awards 1990; classic

future for Atari

gamesand software

guide toplug-ins; DIY
hardware projects; Sim
Earth preview;
14pagesoftoptips

Plus: free 32-page

buyer's guideextra

Football game, seven

communications

and useful that you'll wonder how you

ever putupwith anything less!
"Play Exile for hours and you only
scratch the surface, but you always
make enough
progress to want
carry on and
get just a little
bit further. Buy

this game and
you may not

m

Shoot to thrill!

i

37 ways to iZi^ri-,
expand your f^rz
horizons

*

Defend your ST
from deadly --.
virus danger ~~"

want another until
next Christmas!"
-ST FORMA 728

|Pl
ISSUE 29

ISSUE 24

ISSUE 25

ISSUE 26

ISSUE 27

ISSUE 28

July1991

August 1991
Disk: Mega lomania
demo, Flexidump
printing program, a
diary utility and more
Inside:20 printers
scrutinised;memory

September1991

October 1991

November 1991

December 1991

Disk: Ultimate Virus

Disk: Rolling Ronny
demo, ST Writer Elite
v4, spiral pattern
generator, sixutilities

Disk: Three fractal

Disk:Autoplay intro
sequence creator;

Inside: Professionals'

Inside: All youneed to

StereoReplay demos
Inside: Making your

ST from viruses; STs

graphics techniques;

know about fractals on

own intros; score-

upgrades guide;

produce TV ads and

details of Atari's new

emulatorsroundup;

business cards;

Soul IISoul interview

Calligrapher tested

your ST;25 "serious"
packages reviewed;
floppy drive roundup

writing packages;STrelated book roundup;

portable "STs"

hard driveroundup
Plus 24 page buyers'
guidesupplement

Disk: Atominodemo,

llamatron complete
game,a betterfileselector and more

Inside: Complete ST
video guide; digitisers
roundup; exclusive

Killer, Magic Pockets
demo,TOS1.4 fixes
and a swagof utilities
Inside: Protecting your

programs; MiG-29M
Super Fulcrum; Home
Accounts 2 demo

Daylight Robbery and

Band in a Box review

SORRY! ISSUES 1-17 ARE SOLD OUT
ORDERING Please use the subscription coupon opposite. Prices per issueinclude Cover Disk, packing and postage. Please notethat

issue 18isa little more - but you do gettwo disks! UK £3.75 (#18-£4.75), EUROPE £5.20 (#18-£6.20), Elsewhere £7.25 (#18-£8.25)
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Just look
at all the
benefits

MINI OFFICE PROFFESSIONAL
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

Bring your data to life with this flexible package. It's ideal for creating
graphs, charts and presentations, makes full use of the GEM graphic
environment and comes with a host of invaluable Desk Accessories.

MAGIC POCKETS

you gain
when you

Remember!

At various times

throughout the year
we produce bumper issues
**W 1*0**

•

that retail at £3.95.

But as a subscriber you
won't have to pay any extra
and you've already
got your gift

This FOfflW/17~Gold winner isn't just another horizontally-scrolling
platform game, it's the Bitmap Brothers' best yet! The complexity of
gameplay keeps you charging through the levels, collecting essential
pick-ups in your unfeasibly large pockets. Then, when danger
strikes, use your wits and collectables to get yourself out of trouble.

-

subscribe

software!

You save time and

trouble - and you
guarantee your copy
• You get it delivered
•

You receive one of

these superb
software packages as a gift!

MEGA LO MANIA

Tackle the epic god-game from Imageworks, in which you take the
role of one of four demigods and vie for total supremacy over the
planet. Set your people to mine for resources, research defensive or

• You get first crack

offensive weapons, send your troops into battle and spread your L
influence over technology levels from the stone age to the far future!

at all special offers
- normally at

GFA DRAFT 2

exclusive prices
GFA

Draft 2

Complete the coupon below and return

it to us straight away. Can't wait?

Program for the ATARI ST

Then phone our credit card hotline

for fast and friendly service:

Ifyou're interested in Computer Aided Design, GFA's acclaimed
CAD package is one of the very best availablefor your ST.

0458 74011

YES! Please enter/renew my subscription to ST FORMAT m as appropriate
12 ISSUES

•

UK £39.95

•

EUROPE £67.80

•

REST OF WORLD £96.85

6ISSUES

•

UK ONLY £19.95

To ensure youreceive your magazine anddisk quickly and inpedectcondition, alloverseas subscriptions aresentAir Mail

MY CHOSEN GIFT IS

Applies onlyto 12Issues LJ MEGALOMANIA

O MAGIC POCKETS

Q PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

Q GFA DRAFT 2

PLEASE ALSO SEND ME

Bark issues

18

SUDS ClUD Offer

19

20 21

22 23

24

26

27 28

29

UK £3.75 (#18-£4.75), EUROPE £5.20 (#18-£6.20), Elsewhere £7.25 (#18-£8.25)

I 1EXILE - £17.99 Existing subscribers please quote your reference number from your address label

MY METHOD OF PAYMENT IS Tick your choice

a, visa

25

a access

^nann

TOTAL PAYMENT £

Please remember to include all items that you have ticked above

«»Dnnn nnnn dddd dddd

I—I CHEQUE Make payable to Future Publishing Ltd, enclose with this coupon in an envelope and send to: ST FOfl/vMTSubscriptions, FREEPOST, Somerton, TA11 7BR. Wo stamp required!
NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

.POSTCODE
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 31 JANUARY 1992

ST/MAG/0192

COMPUTERS

• Give your child a
» head start with...

For probably the best prices and deals on Home and Business Computers,
Acorn, Archimedes, Atari ST's, Lynx, Commodore 64's, Amiga's, Amstrad,
Star, Citizen, Canon, Panasonic, Sega Consoles, Goldstar. Plus printers, disk
drives, monitors, memory upgrades and accessories etc. Great deals on
PCs.

* FAX M/C's * ANSWER M/C's * PHONES *

Joysticks from £4.99 Blank disks 5.25", 3.5"

SGM ELECTRONICS
54 Wigan Lane, Wigan, Lanes, WN! IXS
Tel: (0942) 321435 Fax: (0942) 821273
Mon-Thurs I 1,00am - 9.00pm
Fri - Sat I 1.00am - 7.00pm or later
Repairs to most makes of computers

3*&r- ih/b LhoxJj on

Kosmos are specialist
producers of Educational
Software designed to help
you enjoy learning from
your computer. Versions

Subjects
>h,, Jp.c

$T

<J

jtali

&t*r-m<tn,,

are available for most

flib-te

ounc*,,
JcJ,

popular home &business
computers. Many of our
programs even allow you to

'St^q.r-a.Mvu,
Ona-li^U Inkr-db,

Jfi.etli'n.y.

add your own lesson

MT-lln,7n.*ytlo

material.

&<s-&tl>-all, J/i.e-r-t

I

3"lr-!vt Aid

50

Write or telephone for a
£ ^rv^r-a. I J\.n»w-lt*l<f4<
FREE 20-page BROCHURE
&n.g.la.n,d > JoG.tla.rtd,
Jifa-iwr-al <Ku*to-r-u

\Z

of our Educational & Leisure
software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed in UK)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

"Fun School 4 zooms to the top of

Telephone 05255 3942or 5406

the class! Three brand new packages combining the
essentials of the National Curriculum with beautiful graphics,

«=•
Fx m

cleverly animated rewards and stimulating sound keep your
children engrossed while they learn.

\&F \Wk W* lli'lfffll $Vi!®}"
wmd m hi in I niiWiiiui'

Teddy for under fives, Freddy the Frog for five to seven year
olds and Sammy the Spy for seven to eleven year olds

provide SIX original stimulating programs in every pack.
Plus, the carefully designed levels for each program

encourage your children to have fun and learn at their own
pace - and ensure they get the most from Fun School 4 and
keep coming back for more.
FORMAT

Amiga

PC

ST

C64

Tape
PRICE £

24.99

24.99

e

24.99

Disc

12.99 16.99

Spectrum

CPC

Disc

Tape Disc

12.99 16.99

12.99 16.99

Tape

uroi
SOFTWARE

Europrcss Software Ltd. Europa House. Adlington Park. Macclesfield. Cheshire SKIO 4NP
On sale at top retailers nationwide. Selected formats available at larger branches of
Boots.WH Smith and Menzies. For credit card purchasescall 051-357 2961
144
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Tel: 0626 779695

Day or evening

Educational

Programmes
Written by experienced
teachers.

88% in ST Format June 91

Mail Order prices £12 per game

Do you want to see your children use the computer for something
other than shoot-em-ups?

Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out

which button does what?

mg Jg

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for
Send SAE for information or disk/50p for demos, state computer

To: C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon. TQ14 9NH

EDUCATION

re vie ws

Lucky dip
Count and Add
AGE RANGE: 4-7

This month Terry Freedman looks at
a mixed bag of edsoft for the very

young. If you're thinking of buying
someone an educational present,
you may find inspiration here

j:', Si® J! •

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
PRICE: £25.99

•1

FROM: SCETLANDER

CONTACT: 041 357 1659

T h i s package is designed to help children
understand numbers. More specifically, it
helps them learn how to count and also how to
add up. There are five games on the disk: Sets
One and Two, Animals, Train and Spider, plus

a clock you can display. In Sets One you have to
count the objects on the screen, using the Spacebar.
Sets Two involves a similar exercise, but without the
objects displayed on the screen. The Animals game
asks you to count the number of animals on the
screen, and, by now, you're required to use the num
ber keys rather than the Spacebar. Train and Spider

II

V'1:-;

l.tpL».j.'.'. .—
• There's more than one way to skin a cat, as they
say, and you get lots of choice in Count and Add. The

• In Animals you count the number on the screen.
The position of the bone on the ladder on the right

games increase in difficulty, starting from Sets One.

hand side is your score in Count and Add!

your own requirements. For instance, you can set the

takes you through the question slowly, isn't too help
ful. That's because if you don't understand how to
add up, simply counting the numbers again - as num
bers rather than objects - doesn't do a lot of good.
There's no doubt about it, though - Count and
Add is good value, both educationally and financially.
If you think your little one could do with some help
with counting and adding, you could do worse than

both require you to count objects on the screen, type

number of attempts you can make before getting
help, the way the sums are presented, the timer, and
other aspects. You can also set it to record progress

in the number, repeat this, and then add the two num

and you can then print out the results.

bers. Spider is played against the clock, making it a
little more challenging.
There are several good features about this pack
age. The first thing that strikes you is its colourfulness and-general friendliness. A lot of thought has

A particularly nice thing about the help given is

that it doesn't make you feel stupid when you get
something wrong. In fact, it doesn't even say you're
wrong - it just corrects you!

Nevertheless, we don't live in a perfect world,

get this.
Contents: 1 double-sided disk; 1 button badge;

gone into the adult's role. So much edsoft seems to

and there are a couple of aspects of this program

ignore the fact that children usually need help. Even if

which need "tweaking up." First, as far as we could

they can find their way around the program, they still

tell, the format of the addition exercises is always A

PRESENTATION

need help in deriving the most from it in educational
terms. So, it's gratifying to see that in both the soft
ware itself and in the manual, Scetlander have
devoted effort to helping you help your child.
As with other Scetlander software, there is an

+ B = ? (such as 2 + 3 = ?). There seems to be no

EASE OF USE

way of changing it to the form A + ? = B (such as 2 +
? = 5). This is rather important, because children

VALUE FOR MONEY

extensive progress Parent/Teacher section of the

program, where you can customise the package for

need to understand that the answer comes out the

same whichever way around you do the sum.

The other niggle is that when you get to the more
difficult games, the help section, where the program

35 page manual; boxed

LONG TERM INTEREST
EDUCATIONAL VALUE

OVERALL

82%

SCHOOL'S OUT - TIME TO START LEARNING?
The long awaited follow-up to Fun School 3 - called,
strangely enough - Fun School 4, is in the shops now. It
came out just a bit too late for us to give it the "works"
this month, but next month we'll be taking you through
the whole thing in minute detail. In the meantime, here's

ing to teachers, because of the way in which the activi

proof version. Plenty of guidance about what the program

ties are presented.

contains, though not a lot of suggestions about how best

As an example, how do you make addition and sub

traction both interesting and relevant, especially when a
lot of kids can only do it when they've got their pocket

to use it, which is a bit of a shame.

So, to sum up - the latest edition of Fun School is

several parts, linked by a character. For instance, the
character in the middle one is Freddy the Frog, while for
the oldest one it's Sammy the Spy.

course, but certainly new as far as computer-aided learn

out, and it looks worth looking into. Being the sort of peo
ple we are, the very success of the Fun School range will
make us look at this new one with a very critical eye. But
we make no apologies: as any schoolboy or schoolgirl bof
fin can tell you, the trouble with doing well is that people

ing on the ST is concerned.

start expecting it!

Now, without damaging the chances of giving a fair,
no-holds-barred review, we have to say that the preview

therefore useful- is to build in rewards. Unfortunately, noone's found a way of getting an ST to dispense Mars
bars, but the next best thing might be a decent piece of
animation, like a frog scoring in a basketball game, or a
jolly snippet of music. These rewards have been incorpo

a preview of what's to come...

As usual, there are three packages, for each of three
age groups: Under 5s, 5 to 7, and 7 to 11. Each one has

we've seen here at STFis pretty good. These are the fea
tures It sports:

• lots of variety in the type of activity
• different levels of play
• good graphics
• good feedback and help
• a parents' and teachers' section.

It looks as though, somewhere along the line, the
folks who produce the Fun School range have been talk

calculator handy? The way the FunSchool team have han

dled it is by getting you to calculate train journey times
from arrival and departure times. Nothing new in this, of

Part of the secret of making edsoft interesting - and

rated into the latest FunSchool package.
There are several levels of difficultyfor each activity,

and, in one or two games, you can set a timer going or

.- i: "

edit the data so as to customise it, within limits.
The accompanying manuals look quite extensive,

although all we've got to go on at the time of writing is a

• Good, clear graphics abound in Fun School 4.
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EDUCATION

reviews

Robot Words
AGE RANGE: VERY YOUNG
MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
PRICE: £2.95

FROM: SHOESTRING SOFTWARE

CONTACT: 0792 649060

Positive proof of the power of the media in general,
and FORMAT in particular, came this month in the
form of new software from Shoestring. In issue 28
we reviewed Moon Letters and complained that the
instructions that appear when you boot up scroll too
fast, and that it was difficult to find the Editor pro

have to solve only one word. On Level Two you have
to solve ten words, but the partly-built robot is
destroyed each time you get the correct answer. The
most difficult level is Level Three, which also contains
ten words but doesn't destroy the robot every time
you get the right word.
There are several good features of the program.
First, when you boot up you get a menu instead of
scrolling text. Second, you can scroll the instructions
a page at a time. Also, you can select the Editor from
this initial menu. All of these features makes the pro
gram much more friendly to use, especially for new
comers to the ST.

been sorted out, and the result is a very friendly pro

A particularly good aspect of the program is the
Editor. This enables you to add to or replace the
existing word banks. This means that you can cus

gram that knocks spots off some of the more expen

tomise the program to suit your needs and, of

sive commercial ones.

course, to maintain interest. Each word bank can

PRESENTATION

Robot Words is, in effect, a high tech version of
Hangman - but instead of being hanged you're
zapped by a robot that has been built up with every
mistake you've made. When you win, you zap them

have up to 68 words - an odd sort of number, but a
good one because it's high - it means that you can

EASE OF USE

instead.

several PD libraries. It's fun, it's educational, and well
worth buying.

gram. In Robot Words both of these niggles have

The game gives you three difficulty levels and
four word banks to choose from. On Level One you

have up to about 250 words altogether.
Robot Words is licenceware and is available from

• Time's running out for you in Robot Words - a hitech version of an old favourite.

VALUE FOR MONEY
LONG TERM INTEREST

EDUCATIONAL VALUE

OVERALL

Contents: One double sided disk

Junior Typist
AGE RANGE: 4- 10

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
PRICE: £16.95

FROM:SCHOOL SOFTWARE
CONTACT: 010 353 6145399

Here's a package that aims to teach keyboard famil
iarisation, and packs quite a lot in. You get the
instructions on screen, a typing tutor, games, and
you can turn your ST into a typewriter.
The tutor is quite good, with its colour-coded key
board and step by step approach. But perhaps more
use could have been made of the power of the ST,

even if this meant a price increase. For example, it
would be a nice touch if, when you're asked to type a

letter, the correct key and finger appeared on the
screen. More seriously, the program seems to allow
you to carry on and on even if you get everything

wrong! On the plus side, it gives you good feedback

• Junior Typist shows that typing can be fun - and even interesting - to learn! Loadsachoice for your money.

about speed and accuracy.

The games consist of a Space Invaders type
game where you have to type a word in order to zap
it as it's coming down from the "skies." This is a tried
and tested approach which works well. The harder
levels involve longer words, and, contrary to popular
opinion, it is not easy to cope if you don't know your
home keys from your away keys.
There's also a spelling games section, and this

enables you - the parent or teacher - to set the
pace, including the time allowed, number of ques
tions asked and the level of difficulty. You can also
choose between games involving words or sentences

and typing exercises. You can't make a mistake in

entertaining present for budding secretaries or even

the typing exercises, because the program only
enables you to type inthe correct answer. Now that's

Contents: 1 double-sided disk; boxed

the kind of test we at FORMAT like! In all, there are

eight difficulty levels.

STF writers!

PRESENTATION

B

EASE OF USE

9

the instructions on the screen, they scroll in the

VALUE FOR MONEY

8

opposite way you'd expect from using GEM. A more
important one is that the instructions are very small,

LONG TERM INTEREST

8

EDUCATIONAL VALUE

7

A relatively minor quibble is that when you look at

and they look a bit daunting as a result.
On the whole, though, Junior Typist represents

OVERALL

78%

good value for money and would make a useful and

GAMES FOR HOMEWORK?
"But Uncle Ebenezer," Bob cried. "You promised I could
play a game when I'd finished!"
"Never mind that," Scooge snarled. "Clean the fluff

like teaching manual dexterity, adding up and
strategy/forward planning. And when you consider the
god-games that keep appearing, then you're into really

out of your mouse and load up another piece of educa

serious stuff, like financial planning, thinking about the
future effects of your actions and understanding the

tional software."

Is this dialogue really that unfamiliar? So many peo

ple seem to draw a distinction between education and
• Space Invaders were never like this, and neither
were typing drills! Who says you can't learn by play
ing games? See that you can in Junior Typist!

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

instructions.

So, the next time your children come home from

fun or, more accurately, between games which are edu

school and announce that their homework is to play

cational and those which are fun. Life isn't that simple -

games on your ST all evening, they could just be telling

even shoot-'em-ups can have some educational value -

the truth!

AATARI ST
520ST-E

DISCOVERY

XTRA

Ms3MMEsPAa

PACK

HARDWARE:
512K 520ST-E + MOUSE

£329.99

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE:
FINAL FIGHT - Arcade Game
SIM CITY - Life Sim
9 LIVES - Arcade Game
ROBOT MONSTERS - Arcade

£25.99
£29.95
£19.95
£20.42

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE:

CONTROL.ACC - Utility Software
FREE
EMULATOR.ACC - Utility Soltware . FREE
FIRST BASIC - Programming
£49.99
NEOCHROME - Art Package
£29.99
ST TOUR - Tutorial

£4.99

PLUSI FREE FROM SILICA:
TENSTAR GAMES PACK

£219.78

PRODUCTIVITY PACK

£104.97

TOTAL VALUE:
YOU SAVE:

PLUSI FKEE
1Mb 1040ST-E + MOUSE
£399.99
1. PLAY & LEARN
£76.59
2. JUNIOR SCHOOL
£58.54
3. GCSE REVISION
£55.54
4. BUSINESS COMPUTING ... £159.85
5. CREATIVE COMPUTING .... £134.97

1040st-e FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
The Family Curriculum Pack
comes with a 1040ST-E com

puter and mouse plus 5 software
modules (3 titles in each), one for PLUSI FREE FROM
TENSTAR PACK
every age range. The combina PRODUCTIVITY PACK
tion of education, creative and
business software from Atari,
plus the FREE entertainment and

SILICA:

£836.02
-£507.02

£329

HOLIDAY
ACCOMMODATION.

ATARI 520ST-FM
DISCOVERY PACK

SILICA
£219.78

£104.97

TOTAL VALUE: £1210.23
YOU SAVE:

£811.23

productivity packs from Silica,
makes for a package the whole
family can enjoy!
PLUSI FSft HOLIDAY ACCOM

SILICA PRICE - INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY

£259

INC VAT+ FREE DELIVERY + FREE TENSTAR & PRODUCTIVITY PACKS

ATARI ST - MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!
FROM SILICA
WITH EVERY

ATARI ST

VTOTAL FREE PACKAGE)
TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £219.78:

iTM^rcaiaiiFi
The

TenStar Games

Pack

is

THE

software

compendium for Atari ST owners, featuring ten top
titles with a variety of different types of games for
you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in its own
plastic case, with a

Asterix - By Coktel Vision
CheSS Player 2150 - By CP Software
Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic
Live & Let Die - By Elite
Onslaught - By Hewson
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird
Rock 'n' Roll - By Rainbow Arts
Skweek - By us Gold
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark

colour sleeve and full

TENSTAR GAMES PACK

instructions. The TenStar Games Pack is FREE!

when you buy your ST from Silica Systems.

(FREE!} _£219.78
( fowl

SILICA SYSTEMS ST )

PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104.97:
1st Word - Word Processor
£59.99

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

VrKmmS productivity pack J

{FREE!

EveryAtariSTfromSilicacomes witha FREESilica ST ProductivityPack,
worthover £100. This pack has been speciallyput together by Silicato help

Every Atari ST from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full colour

you to get to grips with the productive side of
computing from day one. Each title has been tried
and tested bytens ofthousands ofAtariST owners,
who have begun word processing with 1st Word
and programming with Atari ST Basic.

people to stay up to 16 nights in one hotel (or
any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights)
with accommodation FREE (you could lake
up to six nights for four people, or other
options). Choose from the 250 hotels featured
in the catalogue. All you have to pay for are
your meals (prices are listed in the brochure).
Reduced rates in top London hotels and

1st WORD - from GST
SPELL IT! - for use with 1st WORD
ST BASIC - with tutoriai

£59.99
£19.99
£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £104.97

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Beforeyou decide when to buy your new AtariST computer, we suggest you think very carefullyabout
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it willbe like a few months after buying your ST,when you may re
quire additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understan
ding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now
for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

SILICA

081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

a

TOTAL

£19.99
£24.99

RRP: £324.75

PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

hotels in France are also featured.

MAIL ORDER:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

Spell It! - Spell Checker
ST Basic - Programming Language

brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 2

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

£24.99
£24.95
£19.95
£19.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.95

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON (SELFRIDGES):
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Lale Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Mon-Sat 9.30am-600pm
Late Nighl: Thursday until8pm

1st Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Fax No:

081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30arn-6 00pm
LateNight: Thursday until 8pm
Ask forextension 3914
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Nighl: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

TTo: Silica Systems, Dept STF0R-0192-63, 1-4 The Mews, HatherleyRd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX1

I

PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE
Initials:

I

Postcode:

Surname:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - please return Ihe coupon ior the latest information

63B J

Introducing ATARI ST Machine Code
Micro Computer Mart: "Great package ST User: "Good value for money"...the
disk is "absolutely packed with goodies."
ST Format: "a quality 68000 programming book Atari Interface (USA): "The
package beginners have been waiting for."

FootballMasters is the verylatestMulti-ManagerFootball Simulator
for 16 bit computers. After 4 years of development we are proud

At last a complete assembly language programming environment for the beginner
and intermediate ST application programmer. Learn assembler the easy way, stepby-step, with a comprehensive book (over 400 pages) and a jam-packed disk.

to announce the release of the most comprehensive football

management game ever. It's waiting to test your skills right now!
Features Include:-

Disk contains text editor, with integrated 68000 symbolic assembler, symbolic
debugger, and a resource construction kit (for easy construction of menus and dia
log boxes). GEM VDI, AES & TOS libraries listed on disk. All examples in the
book are held on disk and can be assembled using the supplied text editor and

Multi-Manager game for 1 to 4 Players.Three levels of difficulty.
Match highlights minute by minute, make substitutions or team
changes at any time. Live injuries, yellow/red cards and named
goalscorers. 1MB version has extra Graphics, animations and realistic

assembler.

digitised sounds. (An option can turn this feature off).

Topics covered include: starting out with assembler; 68000 addressing modes;
address and data registers; define content and space directives (ds and dc); the bss;

Full UK and European Cup itinerary. Includes FA, League, Zenith
Data, Leyland Daf, European, Cup Winners and UEFA Cups. All cup
match rules have been made as accurate as possible. Two Leg Ties,
Extra Time, Away Goal Rule, Seeded Draws, Byes, etc.
All 4 league divisions with play-offs and league expulsion.
Real initial, surname, league career records, height and age entered
for all players as at the start of the 91/92 Season. Five skillratings per

the status register; labels; most 68000 instructions; file handling: loading a DEGAS
file; screen RAM and the palette, working with hex and binary data representation;
using the debugger; using the resource construction kit; calling the operating system
via GEMDOS, BIOS and the XBIOS; formatting a disk; GEM from assembler: dia
log boxes, menus; the VDI - blitting, graphic primitives, GDOS, etc; AES: window
handling, etc. VT 52 commands; plus other subjects such as: pexec, interrupt pro
gramming, using assembler from GFA BASIC, ASCII codes. Utilities include:
ASCII to Hex, HEX to ASCII, boot from drive B:\ etc. Glossary, Index.

player, separate five for goalkeepers. Plus 15 other special attributes
ike Captain, Super Subs & Mobility.

(Book & disk) £20.00, £1.00 p&p (UK)
Airmail: Europe p&p £3.00. Rest of Worldp&p £5.00

A lively and real-time transfer market, with an approach facility,
negotiate wagesand contracts. Plusloans, free transfersand trainees.
Unique and simple training system to improve player skills.

IJVlPrint, for quality colour printouts

Highquality printer facilities to list all the vital information. Massesof

For: any ST or STE, 520, 1040, or Mega. Runs in
high, medium or low res under GEM. A must for
anybody interested in producing quality mono or
colour printouts from your 9 or 24-pin printer. Cut
out the screen area you want printed and vary the

nur amass

historical statistics on past games, players and manager. Quick game

Output Site - mi

data load and save.

Urientitlon

I-i>ti|«|U5|»|

mu| « | 15 | e |

All screens updated quickly and displayedin a pleasant format, which
is easy to use and comfortable to read. Fully mouse operated. Printed

lutii lock UJorfJ
I

instruction booklet with plenty of diagrams. A separate Editor is
available to change saved/initial details.

Defiult
Print Darkness

Print Density

S

s.

S

Luidscipe |

printout size! Or print the full screen. Portrait and
landscape possible. Convert DEGAS (PI3, PI2,
PI1), .NEO & .TNY picture files to the current
screen resolution. Automatic greyscaiing used for
colour pictures. Label the final printout with a

|

} MHT

|

|

[

CANCEL

D

J choice of six text sizes and six styles (bold, italic,

I

underline, etc. in any combination). Text automati

cally justified. Choice of 3 density levels. Unique
"outline" mode, flip x or y-axis. Choose the number of print head passes for
greater control over the final printout. Up to 9 passes! Full set of drawing tools: a
mini art program included! Draw lines, circles, fills, etc. Free technical support,
and it comes with a 40 page comprehensive User Guide.

Only £15.95 inc. p&p for the colour printer version.
Only £10.95 inc. p&p for the mono printer version.
ST Format "STAR BUY"

*

flit

frit

CpllBfis

EASY

Tent

Fan.

Srmh.ci

Ictipai?

TEXT

P

0

g^fe u.\m.u\m,i,M,rrwf!mmfir

There are many, manyother little thingsthat makethisgame the most

What Sms EASY TEXT*"' to offori!

addictive and accurate interpretation of a Football Managers season.

Itwouldbe impossibleto listallthe features in this advert but we assure

you thatthis isthe best. We have thousands ofsatisfied customers from
our previous edition of thisgame, manyare still playing it 18 months

Srtuplori.1

f» u>7 2;*sri «moii)W« 9-fa (t.

after purchase. See the order form below for details on how to order
this incredible game. Available for all Atari ST's and Amiga's. PC
version coming soon.

EASY TEXT PLUS

•*«•«nor.sizk«ra.m»»«indud.w*fo»aimj

Desktop Publishing
Version 1.4, £20.00 inc. p&p

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

1^0)702)600557^

Answer Phone Outside Office Hours

FAX (0702) 613747

(EASY TEXT Professional coming soon!)

For: any ST or STE, 520, 1040. Runs in high or med res under GEM. A complete
package - nothing more to buy! Please state s/s or d/s disk drive and printer when

MAILORDERS

All the programs detailed inthis advert areonly available through direct mail (rom ESP Software.
Name

ordering. Micro Computer Martsaid "I use it, I like it, and recommend it."

Address
Postcode

1 have an

OutstandingOutputto any 9-pin (120*144 dpi) or 24-pin (180*180 dpi or 360*360
dpi) Epson compatible dot matrix printers, e.g. Star LC10, Citizen 120D, Star LC2410, bubblejet, etc. and any HP Laserjet compatible laser, & HP deskjet. Laser/

Tel

computer, please send me the following items
Unit Cost

Quantity Description
Football Masters 512K
Football Masters 1MB
Football Masters Editor
f you have a cheqi eguarantee card or credit card please write Its number on
reverseof your che

deskjet needs ST with 1Mbor more & a hi-res monitoror emulator.Text: Left,
right, centred, or full justification. Import text from most word processors, inc. 1st
Word, ST Writer. Columns of text easily created, etc. Fonts: variety of GDOS fonts
supplied with program, up to 48 points high. Extra fonts disk £5.00, inc. p&p.
Graphics: 36 fills, 6 line types, 3 line endings, boxes (rounded & square), 3 line

Total

19.95
24.95
12.00

POSTAGE (Non UK add £1.00. not BFPO)

thicknesses. Boxes can be filled with any graphic fill and/or text. Import DEGAS

1.00

clip art. Many other features. Comes with illustrated 88 page User Guide.

the | GRAN D TOTAL

Telephone support.

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to ESP SOFTWARE

Cut out and post this form to:(photocopiesor written orders are acceptable)

•. ComM mill u SS p«g» iltmita

| ESP Software (SF), 32a Southchureh Road, Southend-on-Sca, Essex SSI2ND. UK

j

zzSoft, 25 Honeyhole, Blackburn, BB2 3BQ.
Telephone: (0254) 672965
Mail/phone order only • Same day despatch • All major credit cards
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hints and tips

• 34 Way IDC Socket and Cable - for connection to
the drive itself (Maplin stock code BK96E).
High Density (HD) 1.44MByte drives differ from

Desktop

TIP5

Under the guiding hand of Neil Jackson, Desktop goes clock-watching,
picture-probing and disk-swapping. Read closely and you could, too
HARD

DRIVIN'

in the world. Reader Graeme Dobie from Edin

With the rise of the PC-contemptibles, you might find
you can get hold of 3,5 inch floppy drives that have

burgh has tried it on his ST, and succeeded.

Here's what you need to get things wired up:

double the capacity of standard ST drives. These

•

1.44MByte drives can be fitted to an ST with a bit of

floppy disk port in your ST (stock code JW98G from
Maplin's, -a- 0702 554161), and

fiddling about, although it's not the simplest process

14-pin DIN Line Socket - for connection to the

ST TO HD DRIVE CONNECTIONS /
HIGH DENSITY DRIVE CONNECTOR \

ST FLOPPY PORT
Pin

Function

1

Read data

2

Side 0 select

Pin
30
32

3

Logic ground

Any odd-numbered pin from 13 to 33

4

Index pulse

5
6

Drive 0 select
Drive 1 select

8
14
12

Logic ground

Any odd-numbered pin from 13 to 33

Motor on

10 & 16

9

Direction in

18

Direction

10

Step

20

Step pulse

Write data

12

Write gate

Write
Read
Track 0

Write protect

13

Track zero

Write protect

28

If you find that your HD drive is permanently
wired (internally) to be drive A, then you can fool the
ST into thinking that it's actually drive B. Just sepa
rate the wires numbered 10 to 16 in the ribbon

cable, by carefully slicing between wires 9 and 10
and again between wires 16 and 17. Then you can
flip this isolated section of cable, and place it into the
plug so that wire 10 swaps position with wire 16, 12
swaps with 14 and so on. This effectively swaps the
drive selection controls from the ST and makes the
HD act as drive B.

The only major disadvantage with HD drives is

that they require a much faster stepping pulseto pro
vide 1.44MByt.es of disk space. With the information
above you can only make the drive function as a nor

mal DD drive, giving 720K. The normal floppy disk
controller chip (WDl772) in the ST can't supply the
faster

clock speed without modification.

It is

to the reader who can supply a full tip and circuit dia
gram to do this - any takers?
KEEP

MotorA and B respectively

11

14

put. Instead HD drives get their power from the same
ribbon cable which carries the motor controls and
data. The table shows how the cable is connected.

its pulse-timings are based on its clock speed, the
HD drives can then use the full 1.44MBytes of disk
space available. Desktop has 100 quid up for grabs

Index
Drive A select
Drive B select

7

ST Double Density (DD) drives in one important re
spect - they don't have a separate power supply in

rumoured that the WDl772 still works if its clock
speed is uprated from 8MHz to 16MHz - and since

Function
Read data
Select head 1

8

22
30
26

TECHNICAL

ON

AN

THE

EYE

CLOCK

Extra connections are needed at the HD drive end:

3

Power supply ground

5
6

+5 Volts DC
+12 Volts DC

If you're writing programs you may find you need
access to the ST's system clock, so that things can
be timed or frames can be counted. Andrew Fish,

from Kelvinbridge in Glasgow, wants to know how ^

FRESHEN YOUR FIREPOWER
Is your <Fire> button getting tired these days?
Simon Hird from Retford found that, despite the
high cost of his microswitched joystick, it suffers
from sticking contacts and poor rapid-fire action as
badly as a real cheapie.

After undoing the four screws holding the joy
stick's base together, Simon rooted out the <Fire>
switch and closely examined it. The mechanism

used by most microswitches is the same - and they
generally suffer from the same fault as a result.

The main moving part of the switch is a small

plastic hammer which rests against a wire spring.
This spring is joined to a flat metal sheet which has
a contact at one end. The pressure of the hammer

moving down against the spring should cause the
spring to flex, which, in turn, flicks the contact into

the "make" position. When the hammer is released,
the spring pulls the contacts apart again and breaks

JOYSTICK

Lead

Fire microswitches

down. This can make the pressure against the
spring a bit feeble, causing the switch contacts to

remain unmoved. Worse, the spring may move the
hammer sideways when the pressure is released,
causing it to get stuck in the corner before the
Circuit board

switch-contacts can be disconnected.

Simon's solution was to cut a small plastic strip

from some packaging material, just large enough to
fit into the gap behind the hammer without impeding
its vertical movement. When the whole setup is
carefully re-assembled, the hammer can now only
move vertically with no slack - so the spring con

Movement

microswitch

tacts make and break properly every time.
• Even top-quality microswitches inside expensive
joysticks can go wrong, causing you endless has
sles with sticking buttons. Now you can fix them
with nothing more than a small piece of plastic.

the connection.

The trouble is that the hammer is usually freefloating and can move laterally as well as up and

MICRO-SWITCH
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TECHNICAL

IMPERSONATING PC PLOD - A
DESKTOP SPECIAL BY CLIVE PARKER
If you use a PC-contemptible at work or school and want
to bring your work home with you, you don't need to lug
your machine home as well - your ST can run the soft
ware itself, with the aid of an emulator. There are three
major hardware IBM emulators on the market - the
ATonce series, the PCSpeed/ATSpeed series and the
Supercharger series. Both the ATonce series and the

PCSpeed/ATSpeed series are fitted internally to the ST,
and the Supercharger series plug into the DMA port.
Here's a run-down on what to expect from each device:
ATONCE
The Vortex ATonce series now come in three distinct

models: the ATonce, the ATonce Plus and the ATonce386SX. The ATonce is a 16-bit 80286 emulator with a

Norton SI speed rating of 6.7. It supports Olivetti, Her
cules, CGA and Toshiba T3100 screen modes and sup
ports normal PC sound. The board needs to be soldered
direct to the ST's 68000 processor in most cases.
The ATonce Plus is an upgraded version of the origi
nal board running at a clock speed of 16MHz.
The new ATonce-386SX is also a 16MHz emulator

Extended Memory. The ATSpeed is an upgraded version
of PCSpeed using an 80286 processor allowing PC AT
emulation. It allows the same screen emulations as PC-

Speed with the addition of mono EGA and VGA emulation.
Normal PC sound is supported. Like the PCSpeed, the
board needs to be plugged into a socket soldered to the
STFM's 68000 processor and a plug-in adaptor is avail
able for the STE and MegaST.
The ATSpeed C16 is a 16MHz version of the AT
Speed, giving a Norton SI rating of 8.2. It uses a CMOS
80286 processor (80C286) for reduced power consump
tion and generates little heat. There is a socket for an
optional 80C287 coprocessor, although the board does
not fit in an STFM or STE with a coprocessor fitted - the
ST would need to be re-housed in a tower case. ATSpeed
C16 comes complete with DR-D0S 5 from Digital
Research, which is generally regarded as being better
than MS-DOS. There is no provision for PC cards or other
expansion with any of these emulators.
Prices are £99 for PCSpeed, £149 for ATSpeed,
£249 for ATSpeed C16, £25 for the STE or MegaST adap
tor, £49 for Mega STE adaptor and £89 for the 80C287

coprocessor. Compo Software are on o 0480 891819.

vertex
M

fiSX»

liir/for/pour Meg* STE

• Whaddya mean you wish you'd bought a PC-con
temptible? With devices like ATonce and ATonce386SX, there's really very little need. Your humble
ST has the power to make a perfectly acceptable
PC-platform - but it may cost more than you think.

with a Norton SI rating of 15 if the optional fast RAM is
used. The 80387-SX-16 coprocessor is supported as are
mono EGA and VGA screen modes. Unfortunately, the

ATonce-386SX only fits in the new MegaSTE, which is
not yet available on the UK market, although Atari say

SUPERCHARGER

The Supercharger emulator comes in two versions, the
original Supercharger and the Supercharger SC Plus 286.
It is different from the ATonce and PC/ATSpeed ranges
in that it is supplied as an external stand-alone unit
which plugs into the DMA port.
The original version runs at 8MHz and it has its own
1MByte of internal memory, which means that you can
switch between PC and ST programs running at the same
time. Some programs designed for faster AT machines
may not run properly. It comes complete with MS-DOS
and has a DMA throughport. All Atari peripherals are sup
ported, including hard drives.

With the aid of an emulator,
your ST can run PC software,
so you can bring your work
home with you - but if you want
to retain your ST system with
out modifications, it's just as
cheap to buy another PC

that it should be available "very soon."
The installation software for all three versions is

very comprehensive and easy to use, and all three boards
enable you to use the ST's own mouse, disk drives and
hard drives as if they were PC peripherals. If it's VGA or
EGA games you want to play, however, this is not the
emulator you need, and there is no provision for PC cards

tion is offered in this version, so there should be no prob
lems with software. The SC

Plus also has two PC

ATonce and £219 for ATonce Plus. The ATonce386-SX

expansion slots, so that you can use VGA boards (with a
suitable VGA monitor), PC sound boards, hard cards (a
hard disk on a card), internal modems, fax cards and so

should be around the £270 mark. The PC operating sys
tem MS-DOS is not provided with the ATonce range.

sion and £582 for the 16MHz. This would be the best bet

to be used. Vortex ATonce boards are available from Sil

ica shop on » 081 309 1111. Prices are £199 for

PCSPEED

Compo Software supply the PCSpeed and ATSpeed, also
in three versions. PCSpeed is the basic package, using
an NEC V30 processor emulating an IBM XT compatible,
and supports CGA colour, CGA mono, Hercules and
Olivetti screen modes. The PCSpeed board needs to be
plugged into a socket soldered to the 68000 processor

in an STFM, but a plug-in adaptor is available for the STE
and MegaST. Normal PC sound is supported.
PCSpeed allows you 640K of free DOS memory on a
1MByte ST. Additional memory can be accessed as

»

The new SC Plus 286 is an upgraded version which
comes in either 12MHz or 16MHz models. Full AT emula
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™y he should go about this, so that he can use a
real-time clock in a game he's converting.
The ST has a number of internal systems you can
use for timing. The easiest to use is the frame coun
ter (known as Jrclock), located at address 0466 (in
hexadecimal). It's a longword (that is, four consecu
tive bytes) which gets incremented during the vertical
blank stage of every screen frame. That's 50 times a
second. To use it, all you need to do is read the
address. The byte at 0466 is the most significant
byte and the byte at 0469 is the least significant, so
you can decipher a number between 0 and 65535
which represents the number of frames displayed
since power-up.
BABY

TIGER

BLUES

A few years ago, the Microvitec Cub monitors were
all the rage at schools and colleges, for use with
those awful BBC 8-bits. If you're looking for a bar
gain, you might be able to pick one up for next to
nothing, like Paul Ankin from Cardiff. They can
take a bit of setting-up in some cases, depending on
how they were used in their previous environment.
The Microvitec range was designed to be able to con
nect to virtually anything, so there are a lot of differ
ent wiring options you can mess around with.
Paul's Cub is a 1431 model - the most common

- but he's having trouble getting a picture. All he's
getting is a blank white screen when he connects it
to his ST - despite obtaining wiring details from
Microvitec themselves.

This is because the ST produces video signals
which

are

between 0

and

1

volts at 75

ohm

impedance. These cannot be plugged directly into
the Microvitec Cub, which expects TTL-level signals
between 0 and 5 volts or linear signals between 0
and 4 volts at 1500 ohms impedance. Microvitec
produce a special adapter board, called a "1 Volt
peak-to-peak board" which fits inside the Cub's casing
and converts the video signals. You can get hold of
one of these handy little units by contacting Micro
vitec on n 0274 390011.
BACK

TO

SQUARE

ONE

Copyright ©
1985,86,87,88,89
Htari Corporation
Digital Research,
Inc.
Rights Reserved

• Find out if your ST is fitted with TOS 1.4, the preSTE operating system with extra keyboard shortcuts.

Just look for the rainbow in the Desk menu - or Zippy
and Bungle in your disk drive.

special feature in STF 25. If you missed that, turn

If you're using PC Speed on a TOS 1.4 ST, like Mark
Painter from Bridgwater, you might find these two
keyboard shortcuts useful. You can reset your
machine so that it starts again by pressing <Control>, <Altemate> and <Delete> together and then
pressing <Esc>. This does a "warm" reset which
doesn't affect any system vectors that have been
installed by other programs and accessories.
You can also force a second type of reset - a
"cold" reset - by pressing <Control>, <Alternate>
and <lnsert> together. This causes a complete
restart, like you get if you switch the power off and
on again. These key commands should work on all
STs with a TOS version later than 1.4, and they can
save a good deal of messing around hunting for the

to page 142 for the FORMAT back issue service.

ST's tiny reset switch.

on. The cost of the SC Plus is £528 for the 12MHz ver

for emulation of a 286 on the ST. Supercharger is avail
able from Condor Trading Ltd * 0734 810066.
If you want to retain your ST system and software
without modifications, then it would be just as cheap to
buy a full 286 or 386 PC with all the options you require
as it would be to buy the Supercharger, VGA monitor and
card, and a hard card. Remember that on most PCs you
get at least three full size card slots these days.
•

For a complete roundup of emulators, see the

^

SELECTED PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
FOR THE ST FROM SILICA SYSTEMS
ALL

PRICES

INCLUDE

VAT &

FREE

ATARI: F

DELIVERY

ATonce+ PC EMULATOR
ATonce Plus is a PC-AT compatible emulator
for all Atari ST models (except STACY). With

i#yATonce-Plu£

ATonce Plus fitted, the Atari ST can be used

as a PC-AT compatible computer. The

• Atari STBMegaS

emulator works with most Atari hard disks

and provides compatibility with the Atari laser
printer. A professional fitting service is
available from Silica for only £34. If you own

an Atari ST and require PC compatibility, you

• FULL WMHz 80286 PC-AT EMULATION

• MDA, CGA, EGA & VGA GRAPHIC MODES
• COMPATIBLE WITH ST HARD DRIVES
• CAN ADDRESS ALL ST RAM • UP TO 4Mb
• RUNS EXTENDED & EXPANDED 80286 MODE

• 386 VERSION FOR ST-E AVAILABLE SOON
• TASK SWITCHER TO RUN MULTIPLE

will not do better than ATonce Plus.
For use with ST-E's or MEGA ST's an adaptor is required
(order ref: EMU 7460 or EMU 7305 at £29).

5
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PROGRAMS SIMULTANEOUSLY

o

£189

maJmmm j

mm

•r

ROBOTICS

RRP: £249

"^%

30Mb & 60Mb HARD DISKS

,

Order Ref: EMU 2286

<*

^m*i.m:nii

ARCHIVE .,

t r*
! \

/ ARCHIVE
/. \
'/

sLmm\

USEES-——i*

ATARI R0B0KIT
Experience the world of electronic com
munication! This low cost introduction will pro
vide you with hours of enjoyment as you 'talk'
to fellow computer users around the world.
• Supplied with Atari's Fasi.com 2 software

of models and robots.

• 32 number memory

• Powerful, easy-to-use software included

• Fullycompatible & BTapproved
• 300/300 • 1200/75 - 75/100 Speeds
• Aula baud rate scanning

• Compatible with all Atari ST's
• Works with Lego Technical Kits

• Easy to operate

f RRP: E236.82

£149

PACE

Order Ref: HAH 4460

ATARI MEGAFILE 30Mb & 60Mb HARD DISKS

Explore the fascinating and intricate world of
robotics with Robokit. This comprehensive in
terface for ST's, can be used in conjunction
with any Lego Technical Kit to build all kinds

• Advanced detailed robot

construction possible
•

Education tool

JAATARI

An inexpensive answer to your mass storage requirements. Atari Megafiles are fully compati
ble with all ST's, providing high capacity, fast storage for data and applications.
• 30Mbor 60Mb formatted storage capacity
• Comprehensive easy-to-useback-upsoftware
• Designercolourco-ordinated styling
• Fullrecovery/restore utilities built-in
• Uncomplicated plug-Inand go operation
• Selective backup and restore
• Daisy chain up to 7 hard disk drives
• Keep log of 'transactions'

FREE - Atari Archive Backup Software Worth £29.99

RRP: £89.99

£49 AATARI
MEGAFILE 30 £349
Order Ref: STP 7590

AATARI £499
MEGAFILE 60

Order Ref: HAR 4330

& ARCHIVE

& ARCHIVE

^Order Ref: HAR4460j

DTP GRAPHIC APPLICATIO

MEGAPAINT II

MEGAPAINT II PLUS

Professional version of MegaPaint ft, includes

graphics package. MegaPaint II is designed
to allow you to create, edit and finalise artwork
to a finished state prior to pasting it into a DTP
package. A perfect DTP companion.
• Printerresolution (even lasers) on screen
• User definable symbol libraries
• Mixtureof CAD, drawing
and painting features

bit map and vector graphics drawing tools,
massive range of features and fast interface.

• Huge range oftools

_ 7o/#/t°

(

RRP: 299.95

£89

Order Rel: SSM 3392

DAATAscan PROFESSIONAL

TECHN0B0X DRAFTER 2
A powerful, low cost CAD package. Quickly
becoming the leading ST CAD system
TechnoBox provides every facility the serious
CAD user will require.
• Very easy to use Interface
• Coloursupport In high resolution
• Massive symbol library
• Large range of output drivers
• Up to 9999 layers

grams. An ideal all-in-one solution for your
black and white scanning requirements.
• Professional scanningsoftwaresupplied
• Switchable resolutions: 100-400dpl
• High-speed printing option to laser printers
• 105mmscanning width
• Compatible with DTP
& graphics packages
RRP: £189.95

• Massive selection of tools and facilities

• Works at very high resolutions on screen
• Compatible with Pagestream, Calamus
and TlmeWorks
,

SoFTGOA"*

f RRP: E249.95

£199

Order Ret: SSH 3552

VERYeasy-to-use software
Wide range of mathematical functions
Comprehensivegraphing facilities
Lotus 1-2-3 compatible

• 8192x256 cell matrix.

• Cell & range operations
• GEMbased spreadsheet

MasterPlan

RRP: C89.95

£39
Order Ret: SSM 2212

G>£ND£AL

Order Ref:

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

Before you decide when to buy your software and peripherals, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy them. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase,
when you may require help and advice. Willthe company you buy from contact you with details of new
products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our
customers requirements with an understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word
for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the

Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

adverts, manuals, in fact anything requiring
text and graphics to be mixed on a page.
• CompuGraphlc on-screen outline fonts
• Wrap text around Irregular shaped graphics
• Compatible with the majority of printers
• Importtext and graphics frommost Amiga, ST,
PC & Mac packages

• Text &graphics rotation ( RRP: £199.95

£169

Soft-Logik
Publishing

SST 1222

3 Corporation

No Late Night Opening

Order Ref: SSP 0122

Fax No: 081-308 OSOB

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late NightOpening

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

LONDON SHOP:

SIDCUP SHOP:

DTP package. You can create letterheads,

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of ST technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proventrack record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your ST requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Order Ref:

SCA 2325

Order Lines Open:

PAGESTREAM 2
PageStream 2 is a full and comprehensive

£199

£169

MAIL ORDER:

•
•
•
•

• Complete dimensioning f RRP: £299.99

• Hand held scanner

• Up to 64 grey scales

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

*a

Allows graphics to be scanned in to the Atari
ST and used in graphic packages or DTP pro

Supports large screens, networks and TTs.
• Multiple layers, both vector and bit maps

• very fast operation

thousands of mathematical calculations for

everyday home and business use.

©

#

The very best high resolution, monochrome

MASTERPLAH
Sophisticated GEM spreadsheet, based on
Lotus 1-2-3. With it, you can calculate your
home finances, plot graphs or any of the other

Men-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Fridayunlil7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0192-69, 1-4 The Mews, HatherleyRd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

| [SEND ME ST PERIPHERALS/SO
i

I am interested in: O
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

©

©

Initials:

^FORMATION Ig

© ...,

I

Surname:

I Address:

"Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA

081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Tei (Home):

Tel (Work)

I Which computer(s), if any, doyou own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please

the coupon (or the latest Inlormatlon,

Don't buy a High Resolution Monitor
until you've checked out The Monulator, an incredible new software utility which turns any TV or monitor into a
monochrome monitor capable of displaying every single pixel of the ST's superb High Resolution screen.
Run the wealth of ST monochrome software,
using your existing TV or monitor, with no loss of display quality!

All ST professionals agree that a high resolution monitor is essential for serious use. The Monulator is a direct
replacement for the Atari SM124 monitor in a complete, easy-to-use package. No special hardware is required.
Simply plug in your TV, insert the Monulator disk and watch the screen go Hi Res! What's more, with its unique desk
accessory control panel, the Monulator sports features that the Atari SM124 can only dream of (for example, a green
screen mode!)
Compatible with: Calamus ...Cubase... Proflight... Pagestream... Calligrapher...Signum ...DynaCADD ...Hyperpaint ...WERCS ...Degas
Elite ...Steinberg Pro24 ...DevpacST ...QuickST ...BeckerCAD ...MegaPaint... Notator...Printing Press...Protext...That's write...Write on!
The list goes on...

The Monulator is also compatible with the entire Atari ST range, from the 520 STFM to the Mega STE!
ATTENTION USERS OF THE MICK WEST MONO EMULATOR

Does your system run slower than a soporific snail?
Are you fed up with having to decide everything at boot-up?
Can your eyes take much more of the fuzzy icons and unreadable text?
MORIARTY SOFTWARE has the answer: THE MONULATOR!

The price? Look through this magazine and you won't find an SM124 monitorfor less than £120. A software monitor
comes a little cheaper. The complete Monulator package, including documentation, postage and FREETechnical
Support, costs just £20 (Overseas add £2).
Available direct from MORIARTY SOFTWARE,
1 CEDAR CLOSE • LANGLEY GREEN • CRAWLEY

ST Format rated 87%

Credit card orders to Goodmans International on (0782) 335650.

For an information pack please send a decent-sized SAE.

(t

BIT IMAGE TO

nulita

M

WEST SUSSEX »RH 11 7SB •

\

£

VECTOR GRAPHICS
Improve the quality cf ycur DTP
cutput!
Ccnvert all ycur favourite
Pit image files tc vectcr graphic
files quickly and at lew ccst.

Latest release now Version 1.8

iSBSSBHZSESSaSSSSSSBSZSBEZgZSBSZ,

AJAPI - AA4IGA
PPPAIPS
Q Competitive Rates ©

O No fixed charge O
phone GREENWICH COMPUTERS

Send 9" x 4" s.a.e. fcr full details:

071 - 284 4030

TcpDraw Prcducticns

44 Maiden Road,

P© PCX 322

\^ Thcrntcn Peath, Surrey CP7 7ZC JJ)

\

London

NW5 3HG

.XgBSBSSE5ESBSBESBSEESEESEBS&

ATARI REPAIRS

FAST TURNAROUND
COMPETITIVE PRICES

* Over 10 years experience with Atari computers
* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
* Most computers will be turned around in just 24 hours!
* Prices include full service check, overhaul and soak-test

* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty
* * Simply send your machine along with a £15 diagnostic fee * *
and we will send you a written quote for the cost of repairing your machine, typically £45.00
How to take advantage of this exceptional offer:
mmmmmmmm^mmmmmmM
Simply send or hand deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed below, enclosing payment and this advert
and we will do the rest. (If possible, please include a daytime telephone number and fault description).

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
VISA

152

Studio Master House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, LU4 8EZ.
Telephone (0582) 491949 (4 lines)
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hints and tips

GFA Programmers' surgery

TECHNICAL

medium resolution by changing the value of column%
on the third line.
' Listing 4: 40 or 80 Column Message Scroller
' Character Scroll

Once again, Barrie Capel tackles your GFA Basic programming queries
Cls

Hidem

Steven Harris from Bristol and Mark Jones of

Kingswinford both write in asking how you can load
a picture in without it being seen - say a screen of
sprites or a second screen to be used later.
If the picture is purely for displaying - that is, a
background screen - then it can be BLOADed into a

string and placed in view when required with the
screen version of the put command - sput.

This

needs to be a 32,000 byte screen - for instance, a
Degas Pll file with all but the actual 32K screen data
removed. The following listing does this.
• Note that where a line of listing is too long for a
single line on this page, the J symbol is used to indi
cate that you continue typing without a line break.
'

Listing 1 -

Load 32K Screen (Created With

Listing 2)
' Assumes colour palette set up elsewhere

sprite screen (unseen on-screen), then switch back to
the original screen.

Once again, you could use listing 2 to create
your 32K screens. This has the advantage of stop
ping less experienced users loading your screens
into an art program and altering them.
Obviously, the name inside the quotes on the
'f$=' line must correspond to the filename you
entered when saving using listing 2, and in your pro
gram the method can be used with different string
variable names to load as many screens as your
memory will allow, using sget after each load. When
you want a picture displayed, just use the line:
SPUT sv$

where "sv$" is the variable name of the screen you

Column%=79

I

string
! Use Your Own

as fast

as I

32K long,

and you "

character of the message "
M5$="must be a space or odd things J
will happen. "

Message$=Space$(Column%+l)+Ml$+M2$+M3$+J
M4$+M5$
L%=Len(Message$)
Do

For X%=1 To L%

Print At (1,24) ,-Mid$(Message$,x%, Column's)
Pause 0.1

! Increase to slow down/

! remove to speed up

Dim Screen%((32000+255)/4)

! Mouse button to exit

Xit%=l

See_scrn5o=Xbios (3)

Endif

Work_scrn%=(Varptr(Screen%(0))+255) And J

Exit If Xit%

&HFFFF00

Next

x%

Exit If xit%

' *** use your own loading screen filename
'

You can create such a 32K file yourself with the
next listing, which loads your picture in and uses
bsave to save the stripped screen image. Your own
program should set up the colour palette, so the 32K

"

M4$="will notice that the last J

! Load data
into string

"

M3$="possibly can. It can be up to J

want to display.

Filename

BLOAD f$,VARPTR(Background$)

40 column low res

want to scroll

If Mousek

f$="DATA01"

80 column med res

=

M2$="across the bottom of the screen J

CLS

! Create empty

=

! 39

Ml$="This is the piece of text that J

' Listing 3 - Load Hidden Screen & Work On It

Background$=Space$(32000)

! 79

on the next

line

***

Loop
Edit

Bload "Loadscrn.PIl",Xbios(3)-34
! Load Degas PI?

Void Xbios(6,L:Xbios(3)-32)
! Set Colours

Void xbios(5,L:Work_scrn5s,L:See_scrn%, -1)

screen doesn't need one!

! Switch work screen

/ *** use your own sprites screen filename

' Listing 2 - Make 32K Screen

'

' Disregards colour palette

f$="Sprites.PIC"

on the next line ***

Bload f$,Xbios(3)

! Load Sprites Pic

CLS

Pixel scrolling involves a little more work, so it's
a little slower. The finer the scroll, the slower it gets.
You use the same method as the character scroll but

after each print to the screen you get the text as
a graphics block and place it one pixel to the left (see
listing 5). Because the characters are eight pixels
wide, the process is repeated eight times before the
print is repeated and the whole cycle begins again.
' Listing 5: 40 Col (Lo-res) Message Scroller

Cut out sprites routine here - loading

Fileselect "A: \*.PI?","",f$
! Degas PI Files Only

screen remains and all screen commands

' Pixel Scroll
Cls

remain unseen by the user

If f$<>""

Hidem

BLOAD f$,XBI0S(2)-34

! Load Into Screen

VOID XBI0S(6,L:xbios(2)-32)
!

Ml$="This is the piece of text that J
Void Xbios(5,L:See_scrnso,L:See_scrn%, -1)
! Back to screen one

Set Colours

Fileselect "A:\*.*","",f$

I

as

! Use Your Own Filename

Endif
Endif

If your picture is a set of sprites that you need to
cut from the screen, the above method is not suit
able, because you can't use get unless the data is
on-screen. This means we need a different method,
as follows. The ST's screen is always 32,000 bytes

(32K) long but is not fixed in memory, so a pointer is
needed to tell the system where to find it. But, as far
as the ST is concerned, for the screen there are two

relevant memory addresses. The first is the physical
screen (the one you see), and is pointed to with
xbios(2) . The other is the logical screen (the one
it writes data to), which is pointed to with xbios (3).
Normally, these pointers point to the same 32K
block. Try typing in direct mode the two lines:
PRINT XBIOS(2)
PRINT XBIOS(3)

However, it is possible to create another 32K block

in memory and redirect the ST to it with the
xbios(5) call. You could therefore load a picture
onto the screen in view, set the logical screen
address to your new block, load and cut out the

to scroll

"

fast

as

I

"

M3$="possibly can. It can be up to J

If f$<>""
BSAVE f$,XBIOS(2),32000

want

M2$="across the bottom of the screen J

' Rest of program ...

32K long, and you "

AUTO

FOLDER

PROGRAMS

Justin Bass in llkley wants to know if there are any
rules to stick to when producing compiled GFA pro
grams to run from the AUTO folder, and also how to
create a scrolling message. The answer to the first
question is yes - there are quite a few restrictions,
but a general rule of thumb is that you can't use any
thing which uses GEM because the ST runs AUTO
folder programs before GEM is initialised. This rules
out the mouse, menus, fileselectors or alert/dialogue
boxes. You can load a Degas picture onto the
screen, but you can't use any of GFA's drawing com
mands like line or circle. Disk access and text only
files using the keyboard are fine though, and such

M4$="will notice that the last J

character of the message "
M5$="must be a space or odd things J
will happen. "
Message$=Space$(40)+Ml$+M2$+M3$+M4$+M5$
L%=Len(Message$)
Do

For X%=1 To L%

Print At(1,25);Mid$(Message$,X%,39);
Get 0,192,319,199,T$
For X1%=0 To -7 Step -1
Put Xl%,192,T
Next Xl%
If Mousek

Xit%=l

programs are usually refered to as TOS files.

Scrolling messages can be created either by
character or by pixel, the latter being much smoother
but slower. Character scrolling is the easiest and

fastest and uses strings as shown in listing 4. The
idea is to count through the message string in blocks
of 40 or 80 characters, depending on the screen
resolution. In the example, the message is built up
from five short strings so they fit onto the page - you
can make them longer in your own programs. The
example listing can be made to work in low or

Endif
Exit If Xit%
Next X%
Exit

If Xit%

Loop
Edit

That's all for now, but if you have any queries about
using GFA Basic, write to GFA Programmers' Sur
gery, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW. Sorry, we can answer questions only in
these pages - personal replies are impossible.
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992
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hints and tips

PROBING INSIDE PICTURES - PART 2
Last issue we exposed the two most common picture formats, NEO and
Degas. One of the most annoying formats you're likely to come across
is the standard GEM Bit Image (.IMG) format. Despite the fact that it's
From the

start of the file you find:

1 word

For the version number of the IMG file.

the only truly GEM-compatible format and stores details of the physical
size it should be displayed at, it's one of the least known. So here it is
in full - now let's get those conversion programs written, coders!
t* " 5 " **

This is usually just 00 01, denoting a ver
sion 1 file.
1 word

For the length of the header block in
words - usually 00 08. The header
block is where information about the pic
ture is stored. Its size can vary because
there is no standard method for storing
the colour palette. Consequently, some
programs create mutant versions of .IMG
files with palettes shoe-horned into a
larger header. Always check the value of
this word, so that you can precisely

3

Kt rA rA

gauge the position of the beginning of
1 word

the pixel-data block.
For the number of colour bit-planes. Nor

mallythis is 00 01, denoting a singleplane, monochrome image. Ifcolour
images are used, this value is 00 02 (for
two-plane, medium-res) or 00 04 (or fourplane, low-res). Where two or more bitplanes are used, the bit-planes are stored
one after the other, beginning with bit1 word

From here the data storage area begins.
Data is stored in any of four different ways,

For the pattern length in bytes. The "pat

depending on the first byte, called the operation

ply packed into a number of bytes equivalent to line
width divided by eight. After the scanline data

tern" is used as a template when data is

code (op_code), in each block.
If op_code = 0, then the data is stored in either

comes the next op_code.
If op_code = 80 (hex) then the data is stored

pattern-run or scanline-run mode. The next byte,
called patt_repeat, must be read in to find out which

uncompressed. The next byte determines the num
ber of bytes to read straight to the screen memory.
These uncompressed bytes follow on immediately.
Another new op_code comes after that.
If op_code is neither 0 or 80 (hex), then the

between 00 01 and 00 08.

mode applies.

for the pixel width in microns (thousandths

If patt_repeat is non-zero, read in a number of
bytes equivalent to the value of the pattern length

of a millimetre).
1 word

For the pixel height in microns.

stored in the header. If the pattern length was two,

data is stored in solid run mode. The value of the

1 word

For the width of each scan-line in pixels.

for example, you should read in the next two bytes.
This two-byte pattern is then repeated on-screen
patt_repeat times. Then the next byte is a new

op_code itself indicates what to draw to the screen.
First, the most-significant bit must be tested. If its

This may be between one and seven pix
els shorter than the actual length of each
because the use of byte-wide packets in

op_code.
If patt_repeat is zero, scanline-run mode is

the data-storage area means that each
scan-line is a multiple of eight bits long.

with the value FF (in hex). After this comes another

line when the file is read in. This is

1 word

used. Here, the next byte must be a check-mark,

For the number of scan-lines in the entire

byte which determines how many times to repeat

picture.

the scanline data down the screen. At last comes

FORMAT NEEDS YOUR DESKTOP TIPS
When you're making your New Year's resolutions for 1992, don't forget the obligatory one
about being nicer to your fellow earth dwellers. And in what better way could you start the
year than by sharing any tips, short cuts, undocumented features, bugs, passwords - in
short, anything at all you've found that helps you get more from your ST - with well over
70,000 fellow ST enthusiasts? It could possibly win you up to £50. Or, if you have a technical
problem or query, we want to hear about that, too - it could win you £20. In 1992, why not
make a resolution you can keep early in the year and then forget about with a clear conscience?

TIPS

Name.
Address

Daytime phone
Brief description of tip

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to:

Desktop, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

I

the actual data for the scan-line itself and this is sim

plane zero.

stored in "pattern-run mode" in the main
pixel-data block. Normally, it's 00 02, for
screen images, but it can be any value
1 word

• Whenever you use a scanner to create an image for your ST, you're likely to generate an .IMG format file
as a result. Because this format was so little known, these complex but potentially very powerful files were
usually very difficult to convert to another format... till now, that is.

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

1, then the byte FF (hex) is used on-screen - if it's 0,
then the byte 00 is used. The remaining seven bits
of the op_code indicate how many times the FF or
00 byte must be written to the screen. Once this is
done, the next byte is a new op_code and the
decoding process begins again.
Not exactly simple, but at least now you know!

GOT A PROBLEM?
GOT A MODEM?
If the answer to both these questions is "yes,"

then you've got a 24-hours-a-day hotline to
Desktop. Simply use your modem to dial up
the Bath BBS on a 0225 840060. You can log

on and leave messages and questions for
STFORMATaX any time of the day or night, as
well as read many other messages from ST
owners and programmers. There is a wide
range of utilities and programs stored on the
Bath BBS to help and entertain you - you can
even get hold of all ST FORMAT back-issue
Cover Disks. The best questions and tips
could win you a prize or be printed here you may even get a direct reply via
electronic mail!
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POWER COMPUTING

r,f

NEW
New Series 900 Hard Disk

S

LOW

PRICES
ORIGINAL SERIES 900

L I

~Jj't'-Ui:

•t

im

£299
£449

40MB Slimline Hard Disk
100MB SlimlineHard Disk

ForQuantum&Sony11mSAccess

«
•
•
•
•
•
•

Super-slim metal case
Lowprotile mechanism
No needfor a cooling fan
Buffered Thru'port
Optional battery backed up clock
High speed 20mS seek rate
Write protect switch, protect your

SPECIFICATIONS

drives, add £35

POWER

DRIVES

Thru'port for external devices

• 1 year guarantee

available

now!

• Powerful 68030 32MHz processor
• Upto26MBRAM
• Many graphics resolutions
The ideal high-power machine for
office word processing and publishing
2MB
4MB
8MB
Hi-res colour monitor

£1879
£2229
•£2449
£469

100MB Series 900
100MB + Lattice C

\Vxjf

£329

100ME

£339

with clock

B

Other sizes available

TURBO

£479

M EG A STE 2

100MB

with clock

High quality NEC mechanism
Auto booting as standard
32MB partitions on STE

• ICL utilities included

valuable data

40MB

•
•
•
•

• Fast20mS drive

• Power supply
• ICD Interface & Utility disk

40MB

New Atari TT workstation

£489

With any Power Hard Disk
Lattice C Version 5, £55 (normally £89)

-

MEGASTE1

MEGASTE2
£1149
Two megabyte computer with 1MB 3-5"

PC720

Built-in power supply

£55

NEW! 512K RAM Expansion
£45

for all STFM Machines

disk drive, 16MHz, 48MB internal hard

disk, mouse, midi interface, 12" high
resolution mono monitor.

PC720E

Powered through joystick

OPTICAL MOUSE MAT
• Atough replacement pad foryour
optical mouse
• Strong plastic backing stops creasing
• High resolution grid gives precision
mouse movement

Replacementoptical mouse mat £9-95

OPTICAL MOUSE

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed
• Copies from the internal to the
external drive

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
• Back-up an ST disk in around

40seconds

ICD

£20

INTERFACES

ICD interfaces are idealas a start for building
yourowndeskunit. They arecompatible with
the powerful ICD harddisk utilities andcome
withfull fitting instructions.
Ad-SCSI with Thru'Port

Micro-SCSI Internal Mega Drive

AdSpeed

PC720B

Built-in Blitz Turbo and virus blocker

£199

SOFTWARE

& boots from drive B

Lattice CV5
HisoftC

£35

Pro Flight

• No soldering required
o Expandto2MBor4MB

PC7200I

• Plugs directly inside the ST

Official internal drive
£45
(no case cutting, but must be sm; II button)

• 600mm/sec tracking speed

PC720P

• Mouseholder

• Full fitting instructions
• Uses latest high capacity RAM chips

2MBRAMExpansion
4MBRAMExpansion
1MB Simms for STeExpansion

£99
£169
£40

£89
£29
£29
£29
£45
£24
£29
£29
£34
£189

DevpacV2

PC720I

Atari internal drive

• 300 DPI resolution
• Mouse mat

Including PSU

£50

£69

Add-SCSI Plus with Thru'Port & Clock £99

Power Mouse

Harlekin
Wercs
Knife-ST
PC Ditto
NeodeskV3
AT-OnceST +

c

VIMU
£28
Supercharger
£249
5-25" External drive
£95
Power Computing Atari ST tech support telephone 0203 6611 36 Mon-Fri 5F m-8pm

H

P S
DMA

£28

All prices include VAT, delivery andaresubjecttochange. Specifications aresubject tochangewithout notice. Next daydelivery £4-50 IU.K. mainland onlyl. Dealer enquiries welcome.

POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Wo burn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
Tel: 0234 843388

POWE R COMPUTING U.S A. 2) South 5lh Streel Suile900 PHILADELPHIA-PA 19106

POWER COMPUTING SRL ITALY Via DelleBalean, 90 00121 Ostia Lido ROMA

TEL. 2159220050 a FAX215 922 0116

2 Lines (06) 5646310 • FAX5646301

Fax: 0234 840234

VISA

PROGRAMMING

hints and tips

Assembly pointers
Presenting a new page of assembly language hints and tips
ii v, iwjjci
from STF's application programming expert,
Roger r«
Pearson

What does the enthusiastic newcomer need to

•i\}>2

1

W i t h Atari's new emphasis on the Family
Curriculum Pack, containing five mod

; function number 5
; call GEMDOS to

move #5,-(sp
trap #1

doit

ules of "serious" software and not a sin

gle game, and the ST leading the way

; correct the stack

addq.l #4,sp

with MIDI and DTP, the time is right to

move.w #20, -

sp)

ming. Application programming covers subjects from
spreadsheets to DTP to word processors. In other
words - no games here!

programs it produces tend to be extremely fast.
However, writing a program completely in assembly
(unless it's very short) is often impractical and too
time-consuming, so we need to use assembly lan
guage with BASIC and C, which alone cannot offer us
the speed necessary in many circumstances.

move.w #76, -

sp)

; exit from program
gracefully!
; function number

trap #1

Note that most assemblers accept move

to mean

move.w and sp to mean the stack pointer. (For an
explanation of any unfamiliar terms, see the jargon
busters box below.) Note also that all traps may use
registers a0-a3 and d0-d3, so these should be saved
prior to the call if you are using them to store any
valuable information. In this example you are not, so
there is no need to do so. The example above is the
normal way in which the ROM can be accessed. This
is done by placing (or pushing) the parameters on the

stack. Why this way? It was designed this way by the
of Reading who asks how he can access the ST's
ROM, since many programs (not games) have a file

original programmers.
In the * cprnout call, the letter "A" is one
parameter, the next being the number 5, which

with the extension .RSC. What is this file?

informs the ROM to execute the printer subroutine

The ROM (read-only memory) contains the code
that produces the GEM Desktop and all the disk input
and output routines to screen, printer, modem and

held in the ROM. trap #i jumps to that routine held
in the GEMDOS part of the ROM. The instruction
addq.l simply adds 4 to the stack pointer to
remove the parameters. To send more than one
character to the printer you would have to put the
above code in a loop or use it as a subroutine. The
pterm simply terminates the process (program).
Leave this out and the program bombs out. Please
note that your printer must be connected and on-line
for the program to work correctly, and you may have
to flush the printer's buffer to get it to print by press
ing the on-line button or similar, stf

To start the ball rolling here's a query from G Smith

the MIDI interface. A file with the extension .RSC is a

resource file holding the data for such routines.
To use the many subroutines available in the ST's
ROM you need to call them via a TRAP. For instance,
to send a character to an Epson compatible printer
you would need to assemble this:
* cprnout

move #,- 'A' ,-(sp)

; push letter "A" on
the stack

5«sk

File

Starch

flove

-:

trap

1114

addq !
!

S2.EP

ftove
iiove
soys?

Options UEJII

Know something - anything - about assembly? Share
it with 70,000 others by telling us and you could win

current)!} displayed screen

dO,-,d.screen

yourself £50. If you've got a burning question about
assembly you want answered, or even just something
small niggling away in the back of your mind, send it
in to us. Write to: Assembly Pointers, ST FORMAT, 30

i w,olo_scrMH
I StLscreen, do

adds

I

noue

i
1

mve

1 «_»bi,»BI

ensure it's on a 256 byte boundry

«25S,dB

I «{(Wff8MI
d0,_w..screen
OBI.olcUbi

jiain

bsr

I

We want your hints,
tips and queries
logbase to find the screen

('; •

noue.l

start programming the ST in assembler?
Besides 1MByte of RAM, quite a lot of gear
really, but fortunately the basics are either
available cheaply in the Public Domain - con
tact any PD library in the directory on page 80
- or have been on STF's Cover Disk. If you
need to order back copies of STF, turn to page
142 for details of how to do so.

pterm

take a look at the subject of application program

Assembly language programming is essentially
the use of a symbolic code in which each statement
represents one instruction corresponding to a
machine language statement. Assembly language is
very close to the ST's own internal language, so the

THE TOOLS OF
THE TRADE

and you baue another screen
back up the oid ubi
patch in the nsu one

yep actual startup

Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

old_ubi,U8i

Only published letters get a reply though - per
sonal replies are out of the question.

' ~ i

• To produce executable assembly code, Devpac 2
from HiSoft is one of the best packages available.

An Assembler: This is what it's all about! This

takes our text or program (to be technically
correct, source code) and converts it into an
executable program - that is, one that can be
run from the GEM Desktop without the pres
ence of the assembler. Excellent choices for

the pro and hobbyist alike are Devpac 2
(DEVelopment PACkage) from HiSoft (£39.95
® 0525 718181.) or the GFA Assembler (£49.95
« 0734 794941). Devpac 3 should be out by the
time you read this and is £69.95. But beginners
must beware here - the User Guides that come

with both packages are not tutorials and fea
ture some heavy-going stuff! For the dabbler
or skint of pocket, Devpac 1 can be found on
STF's Cover Disk 22. Both the GFA and HiSoft

assembler software also come with a debugger
- an essential piece of equipment. This is
needed to examine the parts of our program
that don't work correctly. Both packages also
contain text editors so your source code can
be entered and edited.
A Resource Construction Kit: This is neces

sary for the construction of dialog boxes,
drop-down menus, and the myriad types of
forms used by ST applications. Creating dialog
boxes and suchlike by hand in assembler is
possible, but it is so much easier with a
resource construction kit. It is fairly simple to
use one in an assembly language program.
WERCS (Wimp Environment Resource
Construction Set) from HiSoft (£34.95) is one
of the best. Kuma also have one - /C-/?EF(£41
» 0734 844335) and there is an excellent one in
the Public Domain called MKRSC, which can
do most jobs well. GFA Basic v3 also has an
oldish resource kit bundled with it.

Reference material: The ST is a sophisticated
piece of equipment and you should study any
information about its internal workings. To
gain some experience and programming skills

as well as listings of the ROM calls and system
variables some books are necessary.
The Compute series of books is excellent,
although they are aimed at the intermediate to
advanced programmer. They are Compute's
Technical Reference Guides: Vol 2: AES

JARGON BUSTERS
S cprnout /S pterm: these are' labels for individ
ual routines, designed by you for easy de-bugging later
GEMDOS: part of the ST's operating system
move.w: machine code instruction that moves a

word value, which is two bytes
•

move.l:

machine code instruction that moves

"longwords" of four bytes value
•
Resource Construction Kit: program for construct

ing resource files: These contain textual and graphical
data - for example, icons, menus and dialog boxes

ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

•

ROM: read only memory

•

.RSC: resource file extension

•
Stack: area used to hold program variables during
program execution
•
Stack pointer: marker which points to the most
recently stacked variable
•
Source code: listing of a program before it's com
piled (converted to the machine code your ST reads)
•
TRAP: a call to one of the operating system's builtin routines, like printing a character to screen.

(£19.95 ISBN: 0-87455-114-5) and Vol 3: TOS
(£22.95 ISBN: 0-87455-158-4). Many technical
reference guides can also be found in the
Public Domain. For beginners an ideal choice
is Introducing Atari ST Machine Code by R
Pearson and S Hodgson (ISBN 1-8734223-01-2,
£20 from zzSoft » 0422 845528). It includes a
disk with an assembler, debugger, a resource
construction kit, a listing of the AES, VDI and
TOS assembly language calls and so on.
•
All these books can be bought from DTBS
Bookshops » 0706 524304

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

DISNEY SOFTWARE
From the world's best animators and

featuring all'of your favourite characters
For 2-5 year olds

Goofy's Railway Express

19.95

(Learn about colours and shapes)

Donald's Alphabet Chase

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E & 0 E.
Prices include VAT and delivery by post.
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed
below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or send
cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

MJC SUPPLIES (SF)
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ.
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines)

PROGATE HARD DRIVES
DISCACHE MODELS
Protar's superb range of hard drives, fully
are fitted with 64Kb cache memory, which
compatible with all ST's, offering up to 12 can reduce disk access times by up to 50%.
partitions per disk, selectable boot partition
Guarantee extended to 2 years.
and a wide range of configurations to suit all Progate 40DC
423.00
requirements, from 20Mbyte to 160Mbyte. Progate 80DC
565.00
Progate 160DC
922.00
Progate 20 (20.4 Mb formatted) 280.00
PROTAR MONITOR
Progate 30 (30.7 Mb)
327.00
Progate 40 (42.9 Mb)
341.00
Protar's VIST0 C141M is a medium
resolution monitor based on the Philips
Progate 60 (61.9 Mb)
437,00
8833, but with improved circuitry.
Progate 80 (80Mb)
486.00
Supplied complete with ST cable.
Order any Protar product and add
£239.95
Timeworks DTP 1 & First Word Plus
Includes free courier delivery
for £49.00

THE COMPLETE COLOUR
DIGITIZING SOLUTION
VIDI-ST
The best value digitiser for the Atari ST.

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
Fits in line between your video source and the

Grabs 16 shade mono images from any
moving or still video source, including your
home VCR. Mono images can be saved in
Degas or Neochrome formats for use with
your favourite DTPor other graphics

Vidi-ST unitto filterout red, green and blue

program. Included is the Vidi-Chrome

THE COMPLETE

for use with the colour software.

With a cable, (add £4.95) grabbing
with Vidi can be automated.

£59.95

software, which allows you to digitise from
COLOUR SOLUTION
your camera three times, each time using a
The complete package, comprising
different coloured filter (supplied) in front of
VIDI-ST
the lens. Also allows you to use an RGB
VIDI-CHROME
splitter withany still video source, grabbed
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
three times. 512 colours on STFM, 4096 on
SPECTRUM 512
STE. Also includes Spectrum 512 colour
ST G-BASE
software, and ST G-Base, graphics database.
AND ALL LEADS AND POWER SUPPLY
RRP £129.00 OURS £84.95 RRP £179.00 OURS £134.95

ARNOR PRODUCTS
PROTEXT 5.5!
Awarded Format Gold!(11/91)
All the power of version 5 and more! A
thesaurus is the first thing you'll notice, but
also includes automatic hyphenation, revised
dictionaries, new word count options to aid

style analysis, improved print formatting,

19.95

software from Database Educational.

A number of programs per package
covering a range of subjects.
FUN SCHOOL 2

8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

For the Over 8's

12.95 Micro Maths (12/adult to GCSE)

19.95
19.95

6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

15.95
B.WARE EDUCATIONAL
15.95 B. Spell Plus (5 to 8 years)
14.95

For the over 7's

15.95

FUN SCHOOL 4

AGE GROUPS AS FUN SCHOOL 3
£16.95 each

Schooltime Maths (over 5's)

10.95

Playspell Plus (over 7's)

14.95

Master Time (3-11)

12.95

FOR MORE INFORMATION
The MJC Supplies Educational Supplement
gives more detailed information on our
range of Educational software. If you would

SESAME STREET
COLOURING BOOKS
Letters for you

15.95

Numbers Count

15.95

like a copy please send a SAE or ask when
placing an order.

(SCET)LANDER SOFTWARE

Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
Kosmos Educational Software
Henriettas Book of Spells (5-12)
Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
14.95
Mixand Match (pre-readers)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

7.95

7.95 Count and Add (under 7's)

Factfile Spelling (6-11)

Factfiles are data for AnswerbackQuizonly.

SOFT STUFF

Magic Storybook
Kosmos Language Tutors Things
to do with Numbers

23.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

The ideal aid to learningvocabulary

Things to do with Words
Let's Spell at Home
14.95 Let's Spell Out and About
14.95 Let's Spell at the Shops

French Mistress
German Master

14.95
14.95

Spanish Tutor
Italian Tutor

GRAPHICS &

MISCELLANEOUS

PRESENTATIONS

Quartet VI .5 4 voice music synth
Playback gives stereo to STFM's

Timeworks DTP 2

89.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

36.95
59.95

Mini Office Communications

Deluxe Paint ST
Canvas

44.95
10.95

Harlekin 2 new version
Hisoft Knife ST

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512
Cyber Studio (1Mb req'd)
Cyber Paint

19.95
22.95
39.95
39.95

Flexidump (for 9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus (all dot matrix)
Forget-Me-Clock 2

N=MH=H,tl,',IHI.
Tempus 2 - Programmers Editor .29.95
GST C Compiler
15.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

39.95

Lattice C version 5

99.95

Nevada Cobol (CPM inc. emulator)...33.95

Mini Office Presentation Graphics

36.95
24.95
12.95
12.95
39.95
19.95
17.95
31.95
..24.95

CUMANA CSA 354
DISK DRIVE
Quality external, double sided disk drive.
Including PSU and cable.
£69.95

Hisoft High Speed Pascal VI.5 ..69.95
Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

33.95

STOS - THE CREATOR

SPECIAL OFFERS
MINI OFFICE

STOS Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

19.95
12.95

BOTH THE ABOVE STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro Software

29.95
15.95

ANY TWO FOR £25.00

STOS Maestro Plus sampler
Game Makers Manual (book)

39.95
11.95

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP
PUBLISHER 1

Spreadsheet, Presentation Graphics
or Communications

Bargain Bundles

DATABASES/FINANCIAL

PRODATA 1.2
New Pull-down menus, automatic record
numbering, 2 across label printing.
Instantaneous filtering and more.

29.95
24.95
21.95
12.95
29.95

RRP £99.88 OUR PRICE £64.95

Home Accounts 2

39.95

RRP £99.99 OUR PRICE £49.95

19.95

Micro French (12/adult to GCSE)

FUN SCHOOL 3

64.95

RRP £152.75 OUR PRICE £99.95

FOR GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR

19.95

LCL Software
Each package is designed as a complete
course, including a 100 page plus
paperback book, with 24 programs.

12.95
12.95 Primary Maths Course (3 to 11)

Prodata version 1.2

PRINTER

help, and line drawing, and better data
import from Prodata. STILL THE BEST WP

4. Prof Hunts for Words

For 2 to 6 years
For 6 to 8 years

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
3D Calc Spreadsheet
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Personal Finance Manager Plus

PROTEXT 4.3
The entry level version of this extremely
quick word processor is available for a
limited period at a VERY SPECIAL PRICE.
Includes pull down menus and spell checker.

stickers to help younger children use
the computer

Learn to Read with Prof.
(Learn about the alphabet)
Prisma Software's complete reading
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
19.95
course for4 to 9 year olds.
(Find and count the runaway animals)
1. Prof Plays a New Game
19.95
FUN SCHOOL
2. Prof Looks at Words
19.95
The all time best selling educational
3. Prof Makes Sentences
19.95

Use the mouse to colour in the characters
from the TV show. INCLUDES FREE WATCH.

PROTAR PRODUCTS

trouble with CAPITALS?
Keys to Please
3.95
Ifordered with othergoods
2.95
A complete set of lower case keyboard

LV/.];|.1J :NM^TTH
Protext version 5.5 (1Mb)

99.95

Protext 4.3 limitedofferjust

49.95

Word Flair (1Mb)
57.95
First Word Plus (Free Neodesk 3!)....64.95
Word Writer
36.95

With Cumana CSA 354 disk drive

Plus First Word Plus (no mail-merge)
£124.95
or

With Vidi ST and Vidi Chrome

Plus First Word Plus (no mail merge)
£134.95

NEW RELEASE
TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2
(due 21st October, but call before ordering)

Latest version of this ever popular DTP
program offering most of the features
you'll need and the ease of use you want.
Textflow around irregular objects, extra
fonts, Protext file import & more over
version 1.

NAKSHA

SQUIK

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse. Includes
Operation Stealth, Mat and Holder
£21.95

Basically a re-badged Naksha, but without
the trimmings.
£14.95

OUR PRICE £89.95

SAMPLERS
Stereomaster, playback viamonitor
29.95
Replay 8, outputfor Hi-Fi or monitor
44.95
Replay Stereo, twin outputsfor both.64.95
Replay Prof, mono Hi-Fi/monitor
79.95

COURIER DELIVERY SERVICE
Available on all orders. Prices start from
£3.00 - Please ask for details

VENTURE INTO A
NEW MUSICAL
WORLD

Even more great ST offers
SEQUENCER ONE PLUS

On this special issue of STFORMAT, we're

UPGRADE KIT

giving away a unique version of Gadgits'
Sequencer One. This has all the useful MIDI

GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

features found in the original Sequencer One

plus a special sound-chip editor so that it
can be used with any ST - even if you don't
have any MIDI gear connected. STE owners
can hear their musical creations in stereo,
thanks to support for the STE's enhanced
music capabilities.

To make sure you really get the most out

of your full Sequencer One package, we're
also offering special deals on other associ
ated programs and packages. For instance,
the Sample Series gives you a set of sam

ples you can load into Sequencer One (or
Sequencer One Plus). Then there's the Hit
Kit, which enables you to start writing your
own professional drum tracks and bass lines.
If you can't live without Sequencer One

Don't miss out on this incredible offer!

Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus for a
host of extra features including the

unique Juke Box screen and Gajits'
new Diamond Drag note editing sys

tem. Also includes: improved sample

playback, support for the Microdeal
range of sample replay hardware,
tempo maps, auto count in, MIDI sys
ex handling, track solo, extra quan

tize options, and much more! All of
this will sell for E129.95 (RRP). For a
short time only, Sequencer One Plus

is available as an upgrade kit for

Sequencer One owners (that includes
all Cover Disk owners) at just E49.95

(RRP). We're offering it to you at a
mere £39.95 - an amazing total saving
of £90!

(a distinct possibility if you've followed our

DESCRIPTION: Sequencer One Plus

"Get You Started" supplement) you can in
vest in Gadgits' latest upgrade - Sequencer
One Plus. Don't miss these special offers start making the most of Sequencer One^^

PRICE: £39.95

now!

^--"

m.
SEQUENCER ONE USER KIT
GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

The Sequencer One User Kit con
tains the full program User Guide
and a User Registration Card. The
User Guide includes a beginner's
introduction to sequencing and

MIDI, lots of pictures and exam

ples, and an index. The User
Registration Card entitles you
to

free

and

the

Helpline

update

information

Gajits

support

telephone

service.

You can benefit from all of
this for just £6.95!

DESCRIPTION: Seq. One User Kit
PRICE: £6.95
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ORDER N°: ST396
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THE HIT KIT
GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

THE SAMPLE SERIES
GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

The Hit Kit is a

music com

position

to

system

use

with

Sequencer One and Sequencer One

A collection of five volumes of digital

Plus. It can help you to create profes

sound samples for use with Sequen

sional sounding drum tracks, bass lines,

cer One and

and other accompaniments

Each

volume

Sequencer One Plus.
contains

up

to

80

in

a

wide

range of musical styles - for example,

high quality samples and includes a

ballad, blues, disco, house, latin, reggae

specially written demo song.

and techno. Very little previous musical

Each

volume costs just £9.95 (RRP £12.95)

knowledge is needed to obtain frighten-

and needs 1MByte of memory to run.

ingly rapid results! Can you write a num

The complete set can be yours for

ber one hit? Here's the kit to help you,

only £39.95 (RRP £64.75) - saving you

only £24.95 (RRP £29.95)!

nearly £25!
DESCRIPTION: The Hit Kit
PRICE: £24.95

ORDER N°: ST398

HOW TO ORDER
•

Just make a note of the name of the

package you want to buy and the order
number next to it. Then fill in the handy
coupon below.
• If you wish to order by credit card or
have any queries, ring the ST FORMAT
Mail Order Hotline on:

ST FORMAT Mail Order
No stamp required if posted in UK,
Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

Name
Address

Postcode

Telephone

Description

Price

Order No

TOTAL ORDER |
# For overseas orders call Trevor Witt for prices on +44 45874011

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box
Access

Visa

Cheque

PO

Credit card No

Expiry date

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to :
Future Publishing Limited.

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt, ST FORMAT, The
Old Barn, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TAT 1 7BR.
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Get animating with
Animaster!
"Potentially the best ST
animation package"
- Peter Molyneux, creator of Populous 2 and Powermonger,

after using our Cover Disk demo from issue 21
T h a t ' s what professional game-designer
Peter Molyneux said about Animaster.
You can't overlook praise like that when
it comes from the programmer who created hit
games like Populous and Powermonger.
Animaster is ST FORMAT'S exclusive and

unique animation package which enables you to
design your own animated sequences. You can
create your own sprites in An/master, load in
backdrops and then make your characters run,
leap or die over the top of them. Save your
sequences to disk and then merge them

together to build up a short cartoon. Using a
GFA Basic program supplied as part of Antmaster, you can even incorporate the sprites
into your own BASIC programs.
A taster of Animaster appeared on Cover
Disk 21. The full version of the program enables

you to create and edit your sprites using a
range of drawing tools. You can then test them
over the top of a background to see how they
look. What's more, Animaster even makes use
of the enhanced features of the STE, offering
you a choice of 16 colours at a time from a

staggering palette of 4,096.
Using Animaster's powerful sequence edit
ing features, you can construct a short "film."
For example, define a sequence showing a little
man running, then another showing him leaping
and yet another showing him bending down and
touching his toes. Using a special recording
matrix, you could then define a "film" which
shows the sprite running for a while, stopping to
touch his toes, running again and then leaping
into the air. Imagine the possibilities for a Super
man sprite or a colourful Mickey Mouse!
ANIMASTER'S FEATURES

ANIMASTER PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Yes, I would like to

order
copies
of Animaster at the special

price of E14.95 (ref: ST367)
Note: Animaster is only avail
able through ST FORMAT
SEND THIS FORM
TO: ST FORMAT

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment: (please tick)

Animaster offer, The

Credit Card

Old Barn, Freepost,

number

Somerton, Somerset,
TA11 7BR (No stamp

Name

Expiry date

needed If posted in UK)

)
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D

Access

Dvisa

D Cheque

D PO

• Runs on any ST or STE, with support for the
STE's extra palette of 4,096 colours
• Automatic creation of a special mask to use
your sprites in GFA Basic
• Single or multi-frame "grabbing" from pic
tures created in a paint package
• Eight times magnification for close-up editing
of your sprites
• Extensive sprite drawing and editing features
• Comprehensive testing features
• A unique sequencer enables you to define up
to 16 animation sequences which can then be
animated over a blank screen or any picture of

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling
to Future Publishing Limited.

your choice
• A "Film Matrix Recorder" enables you to
record, edit and save a sequence file to disk

ST-IC

hardware

A ST-IC with no point
Having a remote control unit for your TV, your CD player, your amplifier,
your video and even your lights is all well and good, but just where are

you supposed to put the blessed things? Ed Ricketts checks out a real-life
version of that old joke, a remote control for your remote control
ST-IC
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £39.95

FROM: ROMULUS DATA SYSTEMS
CONTACT: 2 DOWNS GROVE, SOUTHVIEW

PARK, BASILDON, ESSEX SS16 4QL

Technology is wonderful, isn't it? There you are,
sat in your room, with the controls to virtually
every creature comfort you own - TV, video,
CD player - at the tips of your fingers, and all
thanks to the wonders of the remote control

unit. But there is one small problem - you soon have
so many different remote control units (RCUs) clutter
ing up your space, there's no room for the things
they're supposed to control.

This may be something of an exaggeration, but
Romulus Data Systems obviously thought it was a big
enough problem for them to invent the ST-IC, or the
ST Infrared Controller. Simply put, the ST-IC enables
you to use your ST as one huge universal RCU. You
"teach" it all the commands from your various RCUs
and it stores them. All their functions are then acces

sible from a single screen. •
The ST-IC comes in three parts. First, you plug a
small adaptor into your printer port. This adaptor has
a through-port and a switch that selects the ST-IC or
the printer, so that you can still have your printer
plugged in while using ST-IC. The main ST-IC unit
plugs into this adaptor via a lead with a standard
3.5mm jack. Another lead from the ST-IC connects to
the input from the 9v mains power supply. The ST-IC
itself is a small black box with a familiar infrared win

dow on the front and an on/off switch with indicator
LED at the side. Both the adaptor and main unit are
solidly built, and you're even provided with a spare
fuse for the ST-IC.

Once everything is connected, you can boot up
your ST and turn on the ST-IC. The software runs in
medium and high res. Although the disk isn't pro
tected, it can't be properly installed on a hard drive
because the software still accesses drive A for its

resource file - an annoying fault.
Once loaded, the program presents you with a
single messy screen with sections for a tape deck,
TV, tuner, lights, amplifier, video, CD player and input
selector for your amp. Everything is done from this
one screen.

Click on Learn and the program prompts you to
place the ST-IC and your RCU facing each other. Click
on a button you want to program - let's say the off
switch for your TV. You then have 15 seconds to
press the corresponding button on your RCU before
the software times out. If the ST-IC reads a signal
from the RCU, it tells you and you can go on to teach
it other buttons. If not, you have to adjust the position

• The main, and indeed only, ST-IC control screen.
Click on Learn to teach it your controls and Use to
use them. It couldn't be simpler - except it could.

• The ST Infrared Controller is essentially a remote
control unit designed to enable you to control all the
functions of your creature comforts - TV, video and

Why not just pick up the RCU and use that?

hi-fi - from a single screen on your ST.

of the ST-IC and RCU until something is read by the
former. Even then it may not be the correct signal
and fiddling may be necessary to get the right posi

setting-up and saved everything to disk it's simplicity
itself to use. But would you want to use it? Is it really
easier to boot your ST, load the software and click

tion. Certain buttons on some RCUs don't seem to

buttons on the screen than it is to reach for a remote

register at all.

control?

When you've programmed all the buttons you
want, click on End and then Use. Using the ST-IC is
simply a matter of clicking the on-screen buttons that
it has been taught. ST-IC then sends out the corre
sponding infrared code to the appropriate equipment

Frankly, no, it isn't. The only advantage the ST-IC
offers over an RCU is the programming facility, but
most decent CD players and videos nowadays have
this built-in anyway, and usually in an easier-to-use
form. You can't alter ST-IC's on-screen buttons or

from its own IR transmitter.

make any of your own (though Romulus say this is

The instructions recommend you place the ST-IC
in the corner of the room so that it's facing all your

coming in future software upgrades), so you may not

equipment at once. In practice, this isn't feasible for
two reasons. First, the lead connecting the ST-IC to
the adaptor isn't anywhere near long enough for you

tures. And how many people have remote control
lights anyway?
If you really do need an all-in-one RCU you'd be
better off getting one of those Universal models from

to move the ST-IC away from your ST. Secondly, it's
very difficult to find a suitable place that faces the IR
receivers of all the recognised equipment.
As well as simple commands you can set up
"programs" within ST-IC. For example, if your CD
player doesn't enable you to play tracks in a certain
order, you could program ST-IC with your favourites
and get it to control the CD player for you.
Once in programming mode, commands are
stored in a long list rather than being executed imme

diately. To play tracks 3, 5 and 1, you just click on
those numbers in the CD Player section, assuming
they've been programmed. However, you must put a
delay between the commands, because otherwise
ST-IC sends all three almost simultaneously and the
CD player only registers the first. To set the delay
properly you have to know the exact running time of
each track, so that just as one has finished ST-IC
sends the command to play the next. This program
ming feature doesn't have to be confined to a CD
player. The instructions suggest using it to program

the playback of a video recorder, or to select pages

be able to use some of the more exotic RCU fea

somewhere like Tandy. They work in the same way,
they're more convenient and they're even cheaper. At
the moment, ST-IC is just a solution looking for a
problem, stf

STIC
£39.95 Romulus Data Systems
FEATURES: 66%

Offers little more than a standard RCU gives you.
SPEED: 83%

Screen updates are fast and infra red output actually
has to be slowed down.

EASE OF USE: 88%

Piece of cake - point'n'click all the way. Screen layout is
a bit crowded and inconsistent.

THE COMPETITION

There isn't anything else like this for the ST. However,
there are several models of "Universal" RCUs around

which are more convenient, cheaper and offer greater
flexibility.

from Teletext.

STF RATING: 61%

The ST-IC does work, most of the time. You may
experience some problems teaching it your RCU
commands, but once you've waded through the initial

It works (mostly), it's easy to use, and it's almost com
pletely redundant.
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NEW
IMPROVED

P.F.M
PERSONAL FINANCE

MANAGER

If you run a personal bank account and have an Atari ST then
you need "PFM PLUS"
AS EASY TO USE AS A CALCULATOR

PFM PLUS makes full use of ST's Gem interface, if you need
to amend or update an entry or Standing order simply click on
it. Your screen looks just like a bank statement!
STANDING ORDERS & DIRECT DEBITS EATEN ALIVE

PFM PLUS handles Credit and Debit
Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly and even
payments like 12 payments of £52.99
£12.50, PFM will check the date and

- Weekly, 4 Weekly
complicated regular
followed by one of
automatically insert

standing orders as they become due.
BUDGET WITH EASE, AT A CLICK OF A MOUSE.
If you're the type that likes to look ahead then PFM allows you
to set budgets for both expenditure and income. Up to 28
budgets can be set over a year, a quarter or a month and then
displayed either in figures or as a bar graph for a given period.

Income/Expenditure for these budgets can also be shown as
a pie chart so you can tell at a glance where your money's
gone. PFM also allows you to display or print your budget
groups selectively so you can see your expenditure quickly and easily.

1
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I '•'
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•
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•

MAIN ACCOUNT SCREEN

BALANCE PLOT GRAPH

TREND GRAPH

PERSONAL FINANCE PROGRAM BY PETER VEALE

Based on the original highly successful Personal Finance Manager, PFM
Plus from Michtron is packed with additional features, improvements and
enhancements all designed to give you better control over your
money.Take a look at this comprehensive specification.
Multiple Accounts
Each file can hold up to ten accounts, each with its
own entries and standing orders. Automatic posting

son tables and account summaries , in addition to the

of entries between accounts is

normal statement and standing order printouts.

under full

control of

the user.

Automatic Standing Orders
Standing orders can be set up for each separate
account. Start and end dates can be specified, with
payment periods of weekly, 4 weekly, monthly,

quarterly, 6 monthly, yearly, or just a single payment.
Entry Posting
Transactions made on one account can be automatic

Printouts

On-screen displays and printouts for budget compari

Printer Formatting
Extensive control over the format of printing state
ments allowing alternative character pitches, bold
underlined and italics printing. Printer control codes
defined in separate configuration file.

User Options
Many configuration options can be controlled by the
user. Examples include entry defaults, display column

ally 'posted' to a second account. PFM Plus displays
full details of entry sources and destinations. This
feature also applies to standing orders.

order, initial path and data file names. All options
including desktop icon positions may be saved to

Selectable Columns

Desktop

Up to eight different
displays. The choice
which they appear can
choice is available for

fields available for account
of columns and the order in
be set by the user. A separate
statement printouts.

Multiple Views
Up to 5 views of any one window can be displayed
at the same time. This allows different parts of the
account to be visible through independent scrolling,
or copies of graphs to be displayed covering different
time periods. A total of 67 windows are defined.
Account Files

Each file contains accounts and standing order
entries, budget details and full information on the
sizes and positions of all account windows

disk.

PFM Plus uses its
may be selected.
analog clock and
calculator can be
window. Desktop
required.

own desktop from which accounts
The desktop also includes an
a four function calculator. The
used even if it is not in the top
icons can be re-arranged as

Graphs
Four different types of graph plot are available. A

balance plot, a pie chart showing selected budget
categories, a budget comparison bar chart and a
trend graph. The trend graph can be used to show
long term increases or decreases in your bills. All
graphs auto-scale to fit window size.
Account

Full GEM interface operating in medium resolution
colour and high resolution monochrome.

wildcards

Auto Balance

Most mouse and menu operations can also be
selected by a key stroke.

matches.

BALANCING WITH YOUR
JUGGLING ACT

search

facility

using

BUDGET COMPARISION
BAR GRAPH

BANK ACCOUNT IS NO LONGER A

When you get your bank account statement or a balance from
an autobank machine you can confirm it with PFM quickly and
easily. Simply select PFM's unique "Auto Balance" option and
type in the balance as given by the bank and PFM will attempt
to balance and highlight entries that have not yet been
processed through the bank.
OTHER FEATURES
* The number of entries is limited only by memory size
* You define the file size

*
*
*
*

Old entries are automatically deleted
Automatically places entries in date order
European or U.S.A. date formats
Balance of account graph

* Moveable and re-sizeable windows

* Run multiple bank accounts by simply using different file names.
Multi-Tasking allows Multi-Account access.
* Facility to check off items against statements
* Locates cheques written months ago in seconds
* Selective print features for dates/statements/standing orders and
budgets.

FREE 30 - DAY TRIAL
Order direct from MICHTRON and if you are not 100% satisfied, return
within 30 days for a full refund.

Search

GEM

Automatic account balancing against statement.
Facility to continue search for further balance

BUDGET PIE CHART

search mask with

Key Short-Cuts
Help
On-line help dialogs cover a range of key topics.

Upgrading from PFM

TO ORDER:
SEND TO: MICHTRON

PO BOX 68, St. Austell,
Cornwall. PL25 4YB.

Allow 28 Days for delivery.

BY PHONE:
WITH CREDIT CARDS.

TELE: (0726) 68020.
£40.95 (inclP&P).

PFM Plus includes a utility to convert original PFM
files to the new format, so you need not lose valuable
data by upgrading

UPGRADE FOR £12

If you already own Personal Finance Manager and want to Upgrade to PFM
PLUS simply return your original disk with £12 for a full Copy of PFM PLUS
IMPROVED FEATURES

INCLUDE

•£ Handles multiple account -^ Full printer report forwith Auto transfer

matting

Please send me PFM PLUS at £40.95 (inc P&P)

• Cheque enclosed made payable to MICHTRON m

2] Please Debit my Credit Card Account:

Number

Expiry Date

Name
Address

^Graph of Trend Plotting ^Desktop Calculator
if Increased Budget handling ^ Extensive user configur

Signed

able options
NOT COPY PROTECTED

J^
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MATRIX

PRINTERS
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers to you
at NEW LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range is built

192 CPS

to the highest standards, by a company that is used to manufactur
ing high quality precision products. In fact, you may be wearing one
of these products on your wrist as Seikosha are part of the massive

•
•

Seiko/Epson group (with a turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!).

•

Next day - anywhere in the UK mainland

Worth E29.38 withevery Seikosha printer.

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SP-1900AI RRP

further information on the Seikosha range, complete and return the
coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands on a new low
priced Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order hotline, 081-309 1111
to place your order now.

FREE STARTER KIT

1K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel Interlace

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Paper Parking

When you buy a Seikosha printer from Silica, we will give you a Silica
PRINTER STARTER KIT(worth £25+vat= £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE,
to make sure you get off to a flying start with your new printer. For

FREE DELIVERY

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-1900AI• 9 pin - 80 col
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

STARTER

£179

KIT

E25

SAVING:

£204
_£105

SILICA PRICE (exc vatI:

£99

TOTAL

FREE HELPLINE

1 YEAR WARRANTY

Technical helpline during office hours.

With every Seikosha printer from Silica.

RRP:

£99

Each print example was produced by the printer it is shown with. Printer speeds are quoted as follows:
SD = Superdraft 15cpiT D = Draft 12cpi, NLQ = Near Letter Quality 12cpi, LQ = Letter Quality 12cpi.

+VAT= £116.33

Ref: PRI 8190

"""»" <,„

• Handles 1+2 Multipart Forms

• Rechargeable Battery Pack Optional^

192 cps

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-2000AI - 9 pin
• 192cps Draft. 48cps NLQ

240 cps

•

21K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

136 column

80 COLUMN

240 cps

>Seikosha SP-241SAI - 9 pin - 136 col
' 300cps SD. 240cps Draft, 50cps NLO

80 col

80 COLUMN

CPS

• Seikosha SL-92AI - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps Draft, 80cps LQ

•

• Seikosha SL-210AI- 24 pin - 80 col
• 324cps Draft. 108cps LQ

> 17.5k Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts
' Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•
•

• 5K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•

IK Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit

» Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
i Epson and IBM Emulation
< Superior Paper Handling

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson Emulation
• Optional Font ROM - 7 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

•

Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder

•

> FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

•

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

HBP:

44k Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel Interface

80 COLUMN

CPS

• Seikosha LT-20 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 180cps SD, 144cps Draft, 60cps LQ

FREE Silica Printer Starter kit

.. E336 f

£199

STARTER KtT

...125

TOTAL RRP: IZ24
SAVING: C95

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

£129

STARTER KIT

-.£25

TOTAL RRP: EMS

SAVING:

SIUCA PRICE: C129 I +WT^C151 56 <el P.RI 8200 ,

E136

SIUCA PRICE: £209

STARTER KIT

£209
I -•.•:-T.-':i'J&58

TOTAL RRP: E36D
SAVING; E171

ref: PRI 6215J

SIUCA

PRICE: £189

IBM Emulation

nap:

STARTER KIT

£189
+VAT= £222:08

J25

£369

TOTAL RRP: £624
SAVING: £255

ret: PRI 8292

£299

STARTER KIT

J25

£249

TOTAL RRP: £324

SAVIHG: C7S

SILICA PRICE: £249 l+VAT=E292.5B ret: PRI BS20,,

SILICA PRICE: £369

BUSINESS PRINTERS (WIDE-BODY)

mmmmSBm

*

STARTER

4um^

^~-

-—

..;

KIT

-HKPOi

Sr 4-

-

•

277 cps

136 column

462 cps

136 column

• Seikosha SL-230AI- 24 pin - 136 col
• 277cps Draft, 92cps LQ

• Seikosha BP-5500AI - 8 pin - 736 col

•
•

•
•

5K Printer Buffer -f 9 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

Low Form Tear-off

520 cps

• 462cps Draft. 106cps NLQ
18K Printer Buffer
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

136 column

800 cps

• Seikosha SBP-10AI - 18 pin - 136 col
• 800cps Draft. 200cps NLQ

•
•

•

64K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

20K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

EverySeikosha printer from Sifica, comes with the
SificaPrinterStarter Kit,worth C29.38 (£25 +VAT),

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Handles 1+6 Multipart Forms

•

•

•

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:
STARTER KIT

.£25

TOTAL RHP: £724
SAVING: W5
SILICA PRICE: £449

£449
+VAT=£527.58

ref: PRI 8423

£999

£1699

STARTER KIT

SIUCA PRICE: £999 V.+VAT=£1173B3 (fit PR18755 „

• Epson and IBM Emulation

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
£25

TOTAL RHP: £1724
SAVING: £325

SILICA PRICE: £1399

£1399
+VAT=E 1643.83

ret:

PRI 8

MAIL ORDER:
Order Lines Open:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volumediscounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

mucA
iYSTEMS

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

fl

136 column

• Seikosha BP-5780AI - 18 pin - 136 col
• 780cps SD/ 520cps Draft. 130cps NLQ

completelyFREE OFCHARGE. Itincludesallyou need
to get up and running with your new printer.
• 3 Vt" Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers

Built-in Cut Sheet Feeder

• 1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP:
£2999 ,

• 200 Sheets of Quality Continuous Paper

STARTER KIT

• 100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

....£25

TOTAL RRP: £3024
SAVING: E525

asE

SILICA PRICE: £2499 V.+VAT=E2936.33 rel: PRI B810^

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on TractorFeed
Printer owners-may order the Silica Starter Kit
(ret: KIT 5000) for only £24.38 - £5 off RRP!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am.6.00pm

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
Mon-Sat 9.30am-5.00pm

Late Nighl: Thursday until 8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, HatherleyRd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

LaleNight: Friday until7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

prj: Silica Systems, Dept STF0R-0192-58, 1-4 The Mews, HatherleyRd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4D)^

11 PLEASE SEND FREE SEIKOSHA INFORMATION
I Company

Name (if applicable):

| Address:

I

B

I Tel

(Home):

Tel (Work):

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.
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AMAZING OFFERS ON
3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

11.95
21.95
31.95
37.95

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS

0782 208228
BY FAX

0782 281506
BY POST

MEDIA DIRECT
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

DEPT STU UNIT 3
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE
SHELTON NEW ROAD
STOKE ON TRENT
ST4 7SH.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

5.25" DSDD DISKS

5.25" DSHD DISKS

9.95

30

9.95

30

18.95

25

23.75

50

13.95

50

21.95

£9.00 NEXT DAY

50

39.95

100

24.95

100

36.95

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

100

59.95

200

46.95

200

68.95

DISK STORAGE BOXES'
3.5" 100 CAPACITY

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES

5.95

3.5" 60 CAPACITY
5.45
3.5" 50 CAPACITY
4.95
35*40 CAPACITY
4.45
5.25" 100CAPACITY...5.95

25

12.45

50

22.95

100

41.95

3.35 P&P PER ORDER

REMEMBER!!!
WE ONLYSELL HIGH QUALITY
DISKETTESOUR 3.5" DISKETTES
ARE MADE BY K.A.0 AND OUR

79.95

5.25" DISKETTES AREMADE 8Y

500

.179.95

ATHANA-WE DO NOT SELLSuB

1000

339.95

STANDARD DISKETTES FROM

200

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS)

5 25* 50 CAPACITY...4.95

THE FAR EAST.

-

ftftft OFFER ftftft

RAINBOW

DEDUCT £1.00 FROM THE

DISKS

(RED.GREEN.YELLOW.ORANGE.BLACK.WHITE COLORS AND QTYS OF YOUR CHOICE)

ABOVE BOX PRICES IF

3.5" DSDD DISKS

PURCHASING A QUANTITY
OF DISKETTES
5.25" OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES
5 FOR 4.50

10 FOR 7.50

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENWLABELS)

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENVAABELS)

^l

BY PHONE

10

(ALLDISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES LABELS)

I

HOW TO ORDER

.

5.25" DSDD DISKS

25 DSDD
13.75
25 DSDD
10.45
50 DSDD
26.45
50 DSDD..18.95
100 DSDD
44.95
100 DSDD
34.95
200 DSDD
84.95
200 DSDD
67.95
(ALL DISKS 100%ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WfTH ENV /LABELS)

THIS MONTHS

^

SPECIALS
ftft OFFER 1 ftft
200 DSDD +

2 100 CAP BOXES

r

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
QUALITY MOUSE MAT....,
MOUSE POCKETS
3.5" CLEANING KfT.
525" CLEANING KIT.

...,2.50
...1.50
1.95
.1.95

JZ9r95

ATARI DUST COVER..
;
AMIGA DUST COVER...
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND
MONITOR STAND.....:.,....;.....

.3.95
.3.95
.....595
.12.95

67.95

ftft OFFER 2 ft ft
NAKSHA MOUSE+
MAT AND POCKET

.3*95

22.95

RIBBONS
WE STOCKA

ft ft OFFER 4 ft ft

LARGE RANGE FOR
AMSTRAD
BROTHER

ATARI EXT.DRIVE

PLUS
SYNCRO EXPRESS II

CITIZEN
EPSON

•9*9t)

NEC
OLIVETTI
MANNESMAN TALLY
SEtKOSHA
PANASONIC
STAR

BANX BOX

ft ft OFFER 5 ft ft
ACCESORY PACK

AND MANY MORE

MOUSE MAT

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS

MOUSE POCKET

SWITCHES AND CABLES

CAN BE STACKED

DISK CLEANING KIT

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE
OF DATA SWITCHES AND

1...

.9.00

3+.

.8.50

5+.

.8.00

89.95

CABLES

POSSO BOX
HOLDS 150 3.5" OR 70 5.25" DISKS

DUST COVER

-8r90

7.99

CAN BE STACKED
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

J V.

ONLY 15.95

TRADE GOVERMENT LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

LETTERS

Feedback

Write to: The Editor, Feedback, STFORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
NO ACCOLADE FOR CUSTOMS SEftVKE

C*g3U
^fcl%-

NO

ACCOLADE

CUSTOMER

FOR

SERVICE

(CONTINUED)

EASY

ENQUIRIES

to obtain TOS upgrade ROMs. I have

1. How do you load new fonts into

checked this out with Ladbroke and Sil

Degas Elite?
2. What printer driver is needed to print

ica Shop and they confirm that they are
no longer available. If you know differ
ently I would be very grateful to hear

colour pictures from Degas Elite to a
Star LC200 colour printer?
3. The manual for the LC200 printer
gives control codes for certain func
tions in three forms - ASCII, Decimal,
Hexadecimal. How do I input these into
the printer?

Service" which appeared in the letters
pages of ST FORMAT, issue 29.
We were obviously quite shocked
to see this piece, but more disap

pointed that we appear to have gen
uinely failed to deliver a good support
service to

our customers.

Our Cus

tomer Services Manager has written to
Richard Rycraft to apologise for the

confusion and has offered him a compli
mentary copy of Elvira 2 (released Jan
uary '92) by way of compensation.
The confusion stems from the fact

that we were still referring to old infor
mation from the US which had not been

updated since the initial problems of
installation were cleared up. We do

pride ourselves on our ability to provide
high quality p/oducts backed up with
good customer support services, and I
assure you that this situation was a

need another text file in the root direc

tory called ASSIGN.SYS which tells
GDOS which fonts to load on boot-up

and which drivers to use for the printer,
the screen and other output devices.
The format of this file is quite complex
- look out for a fuller explanation in a
future Desktop.
2. The major PD libraries, such as
Goodman International, the South West
Software Library and Floppyshop, have
whole disks dedicated to collections of

I am slightly concerned, however,
that the article's final statement implied

numbers, or write to them (enclose an
SAE).

that we were dismissive of our cus
tomers. Elvira on the ST has sold sev

3. Your best bet is to use a program
ming language such as GFA Basic to

eral thousand copies in the UK and is
still selling consistent quantities each
month. The many customer enquiries
handled by this office have been dealt
with effectively and always courteously.

output the decimal codes with an
instruction like PRINT#2,CHR$(27). All
this is doing is sending the ASCII char
acter 27 to the printer port. The
specific commands you use depends

Alan Welsman

on the differences between program
ming languages, but most high-level lan
the

rescue

guages support direct-to-printer output
in this way.

again! I'm glad to hear that you've
sorted this problem out.

SEARCHING

FOR

TOS

If any other readers feel they can't
get satisfaction from the software

tioned a PD program beta test version

houses, drop us a line and we'll endeav

of TOS 1.4.

our to sort it out. at this time of year
it's especially important that software

Since then, I have made several
enquiries from suppliers of PD pro
grams but to no avail. Can you please
tell me where I can obtain this particular
program?
I need it because I am given to

houses give the best possible support
to new ST owners. Documentation, like

the letter provided by Richard Rycraft,
is particularly useful.

In issue 20 of ST FORMAT, you men

bang up to date. Alan reckons that a

German company is working on a spe
cial board that'll enable you to fit 2.06
to all STFMs too. Watch this space...
GAME

in

TO

FAME

I am currently making an ST game. I've
designed it, and I'm using STOS to cre

able

one-off.

stf: ST FORMAT rides to

P B Reade
Cardiff

Melksham

stf: 1. Unfortunately Degas Elite uses
GDOS fonts. GDOS (Graphic Device
Operating System) is the part of the
operating system that Atari somehow
managed to leave out of the ST's ROM,
and now it's only given away with pro
grams that require it. It's just a small
program called GDOS.PRG which you
put into the AUTO folder. However, you

for the Mega STE and TT respectively.
Apparently, the all-singing 2.06 can be
fitted to old-style STEs to bring them

TOS of 1.02.

stf: In fact, PB, the Beta test version of
TOS 1.4 was never legitimately avail

printer drivers for Degas Elite. Check
the directory on page 80 for phone

Accolade

from you. I have an 1040 STFM with a

Steven Dolman

Alan Welsman: I am writing in reply to
the article "No Accolade For Customer

understand that it is no longer possible

I have a few simple questions for you.

the

Public

Domain.

Atari

released it to certain developers while it
was undergoing final tests, but never
had any plans to distribute the disk ver
sion. It did appear on a few naughty
BBSs, but most versions have now

ate it. However, I would like to know

what to do next: should I give the
design or idea to a software house
(Ocean)

or give them

the

finished

game? Or should I give my friends a
copy and hope it circulates that way?
Nicholas Roberts

Essex

been removed.

However, don't lose hope. Stocks
of TOS 1.4 are very low at the moment,
according to Atari's resident technical
wizard, Alan Ross. It's a temporary situ
ation that should have cleared itself by
the time your read this. If all else fails,

stf: Give a copy to your friends by all
means, but this isn't likely to bring you
nationwide fame. Ifyou're really serious
about your game, you should seek legal
advice before sending it to any soft

phone Atari's Spares Department on

unscrupulous

s- 0753 533344 and order one from

large amounts of money from a game
idea and paid the first-time programmer
very little in the way of royalties, simply
because
the programmer really

them.

Incidentally, Atari are currently
going wild over their latest implementa
tions of TOS. They've just announced
that TOS 2.06 and TOS 3.06 are ready

ware house. It's no secret that some

publishers

have

made

believes he's getting a good deal.
If you're going to approach a soft- .

SURPRISE! SURPRISE!
STF TO THE RESCUE
Having searched for my family for 27 years I finally found a brother I never knew I had.
He lives in California and I live in Northern Ireland and we both have computers. He has
an Apple Macintosh and I have an ST. I also have a Comms Prog called Van_
term from one of your earlier Cover Disks. When I phone his computer it
always comes up "No Carrier." Where I am going wrong?
J E McKillen

Co Down Northern Ireland

VPS

stf: 27 years tracking down your family and then you can't speak to them because
your ST won't work! A touch of the Mr Bean there, I think.

There are more potential problems in the area of comms than in virtually any other
field on the ST. First, when you phone your brother's modem, you shold ensure that it's
set up to receive incoming calls. The Mac should be running comms software that han
dles VT52 terminal emulation (as Vanterm does ). Finally, you should ensure that both
you and your brother are communicating at the same baud rate and with the same proto
col - that is, the same number of stop bits, the same parity and the same number of
data bits. So, if you're set up at 2400 baud, eight data bits, no parity and one stop bit,
your brother should be, too. You should have no problem communicating with a Mac
using Vanterm. UK phones work on a CCITT standard while the American phone system
uses a Bell network. Check your modem can communicate with this standard. Why not
join a network like CompuServe? This acts as a go-between for you and your brother and
provides you with a mailbox to leave messages. With a UKnode, CompuServe is also
cheaper to use. Give CompuServe a call free on =•0272 255111.
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Hitchhikers Guideto the Galaxy
HongKongPhooey
Hostages
Hot Rod

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

Impossible Mission II

IndianaJonesLast Cusade
International 3D Tennis
Kick'off & Extra Time

Select any i titles valued £7.99 or less and you pay only £20

Kid Gloves
Max

Dragon Breed

AirborneRanger

DragonNinja

Super League Soccer
Targhan
Teenage M.H.Turtles

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

Lombard RAC Rally

Mickey'sRunawayZoo

17.49

STOS

21.42

STOS600 Sprites
STOS Compiler
Superbase Personal 2

10.99
14.49
71.49

Timeworks

71.49

17.99

HAHDWAHF

Mean Machine
Menace

520 STEDiscoveryPackExtra

270

Monty Pythons HyingCircus

" 520 STE with 2Mb Ram •
• 520 STE with 4Mb Ram *

Tusker

369
459

1040 STE(Family Pack)
512k Plug in Upgradelor 520STE
512k RAM Expansionfor 520STFM

359
29

14.49

14.49
14.49

1Mb External Drive
1Mb Internal Drive

6.
12.99

Mr. Heli

TV Sports Football

Ninja Rabbits

Falcon Mission Disk 1

Pacmania

Vigilante
Wacky Darts

Puzzle Book II
6.99

Fantasy WorldDizzy
Fast Food Dizzy

Paradroid 90
Planet of Robot Monsters

Warhead
Wheels of Fire

Planettall

Centrefold Squares

Winning Tactics

Power Drift

Cnambers ot Shaolin

Fiendish Freddy

Power drome

ChampionshipRun
Chuckle Eog
Chuckle Egg II

Wishbnnger
World Cup Soccer

Fire £ Brimstone

Predator

Xenon

Spellbook

14.49
14.49
14.49

SERIOUS

Canvas

Football Manager WorldCup

Pro Boxing Simulator

Xenon II

7.99

Pub Trivia

Yogi's Great Escape

6.99
7.00

Ghost busters II
Gremlins II

RoarJblasters

Zork. 2oik II orZorkltl
EDUCATIONAL
Three Bears

Robocop

Sesame St, Number Count
Sesame Street Letters
Smoothtalker

Things to do wfth Numbers
Things to do with Words

Fusion
Gauntlet 2

R-Type

Prof Plays a New Game
Puzzle Book

7.

Fast Lane
Ferrari Formula One

Conflict in Europe

14.4B
16.40
16.48

Deluxe Paint
First Word Plus

Philips CM8833-mk2 Colour Monitor
Star LC200 colour Printer inc! Lead
Star LC24-200 colour incl. Lead
Citizen Swift 9 colour incl. Lead
Citizen Swift 24 colour incl. Lead

19.99
41.99

Zydec Microswitched Mouse

57.49

Naksha Mouse.Operation Steafth

16.49
16.49
16.49
16.00

Hamrnertist

RVFHonda

Better Spelling (8-)

Hard Drivin'

Scooby Doo & Scrappy Doo

Count and Add

17.49

Sinbad & Throne of Falcon

Donald'sAlphabet
FirstLetters (Under5)
FirstShapes

14.49

Please allow upto 4working days lotcheques toclear.

Silkworm

Fun School 2 (2-6,&-8,8+)

13.99

MAIL 4 TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... HO PERSOMAL CALLERS PLEAtB

BetterMaths(12-16)

Deluxe Strip Poker

Hard Drrvin" II

Shadow of the Beast

Demons Tomb

Head Over Heels

Shinobi

DoubleDragon

Heavy Metal

HeioesfCompilalion^^^^^

Separate Volume

6.99

Treble BOOST FREEBIE PACK!

Controls

10

QUALITY wor*ll

BLANK
DISKS,
MOUSE MAT, MOUSE
HOLDER,

""
£35

DISK

CLEANER AND JOYSTICK

PLUS
14 games (inc. Sim City, Robot
Monsters, 9 lives, Final Fight etc) 2
Art programs; Word Processor,
Database,
Spreadsheet,
6
Educational
Programs,
2
languages; FREE WITH EVERY
COMPUTER!
BASS BOOST

INC POWER SUPPLY POWER
SPEAKERS WHY PAY £40? ONLY £19.95!

MEGA DRIVE, JOYPAD AND SONIC

ATARI 520 STE
ATARI 1040 STE

£299
£315

ILyHfiX HTJ (with battery adaptor)
and California Games

£105

MOUSE/JOYSTICK EXTENSION

THE HEDGEHOG'ONLY £119!

LEADS ONLY £4.75

GAMEGEAR only £89! (with battery adaptor only £98)
SAMSUNG MED.RES. COLOUR MONITOR

with leads (state machine) only £169!
MEGA BLASTER JOYSTICK £5.00

QUICKSHOT II TURBO JOYSTICK £9.95

SEIKOSHA 24 PIN SLQ PRINTER only £210

STARLaserPrinter 8 (Starscript comp. 8 ppm) (rrp £1700) only £800

NEW AMIGA PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS only £385
ART TUOR PLUS (now with paint package, Manual and 12
Tutorials) only £25
FRIENDLY QUALIFIED STAFF: HELPLINE CASTLESOFT

2399

(Answerphone outside normal hours)
VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders wetome

Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Ordersare despatchedsame dayl

SERIOUS GAMES

40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK

BOX,

219

POSTHASTE, 11a Burgate Lane. Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm

GuardianAngel

Dan Dare III

Ruff'N' Ready

239

299
199
299
17

Cheques/PO Orders to

Cyberbafl
DailyDouble

DoubleDt^oon^^^

28.99

28.99
99.99
35.99

1799
17.99
17.99
14.49
14.49

EuropeanSuper League

Colossus Chess X

Quartet

Prol Looks Words
Prot Makes Sentences

Escape Planet Robot Monsters

Classic 4

14.4S
14.49

Turbo Outrun
Tunic an
Turrican II

Bubble Bobble

Cape'n' Carnage

Kid Talc

Prol Hunts tor Words

Blood Money

Carrier Command

29.99
21.49

NeoDesk3
Personal Finance Plus
Pretext V5

Treasure IslandDizzy

Barbarian(Palace)
Black Tiger

Captain fizz

57.49

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

16.95
16.9C
12.se

Maths Mania (8-12)

Tower of Babel

Dragonscape
E-Motion
Edd the Duck
Elite
Enchanter

FMMelody Maker
Mastersound 2

17.4C

Lets Spell at Home

TitanicBlinky

Last Ninja 2

Altered Beast

16 09

16.9!

Henretla's Book Spell
Hooraylor Henrietta
Junior Typist

Lets Spellatthe Shops
Magic Maths (4-8)

Thunderblade

Anarchy
Baal
Balance ol Power

Fur School3 (2-5,5-7,8.)

Fin School A(2-5,5-7,8*)

Goofy s Railway

Steve Davis Snooker
Subbuteo

Tennis Cup

KickOff II(Europe)
30 Pool

Skull & Crossbones

Sky High Stuntman
Spindizzy Worlds

Serious Games produce large scale strategy games, games designed

to be played not reviewed. Our software does not contain digitised
pictures or sound, tunes, animation, or arcade sections. We believe
such things to be irrelevant in pure strategy games, they may grab a
reviewer's attention but they will soon be ignored by the long-term
player. We use all the computer's memory to create large games with
as much payability and depth as can be crammed in.

Imperial Conquest
is a war game for one or more players, based in the ancient
Mediterranean in the years after the death of Alexander the Great. In
less than twenty years he had created an empire stretching from
Greece to India. The aim in Imperial Conquest is to match the
achievements of Alexander, to create an empire that dominates the
Mediterranean world in the space of one lifetime.

The game starts in 270 BC as Rome wins overall control of Italy,
Carthage fights to extend its empire in Spain, and Alexander's short

lived empire has broken into three parts. This makesfive nations with

sufficient wealth, population, or national unity to have a real chance of
creating a substantial Mediterranean empire. These five major

powers are - Rome, Carthage, the Seleucids, the Ptolemaics, and
Macedonia.

There are also eleven minor nations, which may be too small,

disunited or backward to pose a serious threat to the major powers but
which can be used to form alliances or trading pacts. These minor
nations are - Numidia, Gaul, Greece, Celtiberia, lllyria, Dacia, Bithynia,
Galatia, Armenia, Media and Thracia.

The leader of each nation controls troop recruitment, the hiring of
mercenaries, fleet building, tax levels, makes trade pacts or military
alliances, and commands their armies on the battlefield.

Imperial Conquest works on any colour ST with a double sided diskdrive. It costs £20.00 including P/P. (Overseas add £4.00).

LEVENMOUTH BUSINESS CENTRE, RIVERSIDE ROAD,
LEVEN, FIFE, KY8 4LT.

TEL: 0333 21243 (24 HOUR)
j Please add £6.50 insured carriage for computers and
II

items over £100 . PRICES INCLUDE VAT

HARD DISKS
IF YOU'RE IN THE MARKET TO BUY A FAST HARD DISK
THEN NOW'S THE TIME! WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER A
RANGE OF HARD DISKS TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS AT
UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES! THE DRIVES ARE SUPPLIED
WITH PARTITIONING SOFTWARE AND A FREE BOX OF 3.5"
FLOPPIES NOT ONLY ARE THESE DRIVES ECONOMICAL,
BUT THEY ARE OF A HIGHER STANDARD THAN THE REST.
40Mb:
105Mb:

£249.00 INC. OF VAT + OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
£399.00 INC. OF VAT + OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Cheques/postal orders payable to Serious Games.
Serious Games software is not copy-protected and all orders are
dispatched by return post.

Dept STF1, Serious Games, PO Box 6, Seaham,
County Durham SR7 7EE

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)
512K-E40

2 Meg -£100

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K- POA

2 Meg - POA

• REPAIRS-Phone for details

COURIER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE
PLEASE
PHONE

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment
with order. All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0784 466230

workmanship. All cheques payable to BREVCO thank you.

FAX NUMBER: 0784 462687
DAC SYSTEMS LTD

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
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ware house, make sure you have the
information they want ready and wait
ing. If the game's not finished, provide
mock-up screens and storyboards
showing the gameplay, and give a clear
indication of the things like sound
effects and music which may need to
be created by another of the software
house's developers. Think of your pre
sentation as if it were a business plan
or an application for a bank loan and

you'll come over more professionally.
Another factor which concerns soft

ware houses is convertability. They'll
want to know if your idea can be made
to work on all computers, not just the
ST. The more portable code or source
documentation you can provide, the
better. If you can do the conversions
yourself (and you need a good knowl
edge of Amiga games-machines, PCcontemptibles and the ancient 8-bits to
do this), then give the software house a
clear indication of how long it may take.
You can protect your interests a bit

by asking the software house to sign a
non-disclosure agreement (NDA) - you
need a solictor to draft a really water
tight one. This should stop publishers
ripping off your idea and rewriting it
themselves. But beware - sometimes

an NDA can bring your interview to a
swift close. If it does, leave and try
elsewhere.

I'm planning a big feature on what
you can do with game design in a forth
coming issue, so keep reading.
HIGH

RESOLUTION
TV

I sent off to Moriarty Software for info
about their Monulator to give you a
high-res display on an ordinary TV. I got
back a three page document about it
and on the front page is the following
message: ST FORMAT rating: 87%.

Since I have every ST FORMAT mag
and disk, (without any binders! Hint!
Hint!) in my collection I thought it would
be easy to find its review. Wrong, I
can't find it! Did you review it? Help!
S J Churchill
Dorset

stf: We reviewed Monulator in our Buy
ers' guide supplement accompanying

ST OWNERS GO MUTE

the October issue. It is a fast and useful

mono emulator which enables you to
show high resolution programs on any
TV or monitor

screen.

Remember,

though, mono emulators can never give
you the same display quality as a high
resolution screen. They also work out
much slower. Ifyou intend to make reg
ular use of mono packages, then invest
in a high res monitor. Silica sell a moni
tor for just £129.99. Call them on
&081 709 1111.

If it's binders you're after, have a
look at page 118 for details of how to
order the all-new bigger, better and
brightermodel. (Hint hint.)

In Keith Harris' letter in the last issue, you wanted a list of ST user groups. Here is the
most complete list that I can obtain. I have included all the groups i could find that were
relevant to the ST. There aren't many, are there?
BaPAUG - Colin Hunt, BaPAUG, Wimborne Road, Oakdale, Dorset, BH15 3EF (This club
caters for all Atari machines).
ST PC Emulator Support Club - SAE to 153 Parrock Street, Gravesend, Kent, DA12 1ER.
Atari Buy and Sell Society a 0495 272092.
The ST Club - Paul Glover, The ST Club, 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney Stret, Nottingham,
NG11LX. o 0602 410241.

Atari ST Users Association (ASTUA), 18 Poplar Close, Biggleswade, Beds.
Cheshire 16-bit Users Club - meets each Friday night at Radley Common Community
Centre, off Poplars Avenue, Orford, Warrington. Admission £1.
PageStream Users Group (for all PageStream users on ST/Amiga) - SAE to PUG, 70
Offerton Lane, Stockport, SK2 5BS.
ST Users Group - SAE to Ben Dobson, ST User Group, 1 Ryedale Way, Selby, North York
shire.
Jon Haworth

CLASSIFIED

ST

Adrian Garton, Managing Director,
Coragen Corporation: Atari user

groups are far too few and far between,
being taken over by Public Domain, Mail
Order, Bulletin Boards and

the like.

There are no really well known groups

London

stf: Nice one, Jon! It may be a small list, but it's perfectly formed. The fact that there
are so few user groups around indicates that ST owners just don't want to get together
and exchange information. Perhaps ST FORMAT gives them all the information they
need. Write and let me know if you think differently. If you run a user group for ST own
ers and it's not on this list, then drop us a line and tell us.

in the UK. If such an idea can take off

so well in the States, on the continent

and elsewhere, I feel we must be doing
something wrong.
I have taken the idea of the general
"user-group" and twisted it slightly. I

no rules to abide by, Classified ST
could become one of the biggest and
best user-groups ever.
Nothing along those lines is cur

have come up with "Classified ST," a
"swap, buy or chat" group. The idea is

rently in existence, and as far as I
know, nothing even similar has even
been attempted. Coragen are not in

that each new member is given a short

this for the sheer profit of the thing,

Adrian S Garton

Managing Director
Coragen Corporation

stf: It's encouraging to hear that you're
trying to offer a unique service, Adrian.
So many people think they can set up a
PD library or a user group and offer the
same service as everyone else. Why

questionnaire to fill out. The information

either. I seriously believe that a group

from these forms is then downloaded

such as this would solve one heck of a

not come up with a modem line to

to our central database. Then, if one
member wishes to find a person who
may have the answers to a certain
question, and we have "that person" on
file, we put the two together. In the

lot of grief at the end of the day. Add all

enable people to leave messages for

same way second-hand sales can be
achieved: you want to sell for £30 -

£40, and he wants to buy for the same
amount. The buyer is asked if he is
interested, and the seller is asked if he
wants to give it a go - swaps can also
be achieved in exactly the same way. In
this way, we hope to offer a far greater
service, for the "standard" annual mem

bership fee of £5. With no sales com
mission charge, no hidden costs, and

that to a monthly newsletter to all mem
bers, terrific competitions, Coragen
Corporation goods-discounts and more,
you can, I think, see that we are offer
ing one heck of a lot for not a lot. All I
want to know is: anyone interested? If
so, send a stamp and your address on
a slip of paper (phone number if you
have one), and state your main interest
on the ST/STE. We'll send you all you
need to know. The address is Classified

ST Club, The Coragen Corporation MK, 59 Tattenhoe Lane, Bletchley, Mil
ton Keynes, Bucks MK3 7AD. I look for

each other? Or how about an account

on Cix. This electronic conferencing
board can reserve a section for your
User Group. People could then call your
group and leave messages or chat to

each other through their ST. Give Cix a
call on v 081 390 8446.

One of the biggest problems estab
lishing a user group is in getting people
to talk to each other. Why not produce
a regular newsletter (it need only be
one sheet of A4), giving your members
a chance to write letters which

can

address the entire group?

Keep us informed on how your

ward to all replies.

DANGER - DON'T DO IT YOURSELF!
I have two monitors in my system - colour and
monochrome - and I'm tired of switching leads, to say
nothing of the delay while I wait for my ST to reboot.
Can you supply a diagram for a do-it-yourself monitor
switch box? Presumably, you wouldn't need to switch all
13 leads! If you simply unplug one monitor and plug in the
other while your ST is powered up, a reboot occurs. I've
been told this is hard on the video shifter chip. True or
not? Is software available to change resolutions without
rebooting, or is this impossible? Can you switch resolu
tions on a multi-sync monitor without rebooting?
Steve Dickerson

partly curable. We haven't printed a monitor switch-over
box diagram because there's a real danger of damage if
you mess it up.
You're right, you don't need to switch all 13 leads the colour video signals go to the colour monitor and the
monochrome one goes to the high resolution monitor. The
trouble lies with the "monochrome detect" signal on the
ST. If this signal is low (zero volts), then the ST assumes
it's in mono mode and tries to synchronise at 35.7 kHz
raster-line speed. This is far beyond the capabilities of
any normal colour monitor (they "sync in" at 15.7 kHz)
and It may even damage them. For this reason, you need

Bangkok,

to be very careful which signals are connected when you

Thailand

switch modes.

stf: You're not alone, Steve. Everyone with a mono and a
colour monitor suffers the same problem, but it's only

ever the resolution gets changed, the operating system
has to reboot in order to reorganise the memory layout

Another problem lies with the ST's internals. When

and inform the ST's video shifter chipI

of thenew syncrate. Even with a mon-*

TIP5

itor switch-box, changing resolution still''
forces a hard reset. You might be able to save time on
lead-swapping, but the resets are here to stay, unfortu
nately. Silica sell such a switchbox for £12.99. Give them
a call on » 081 7091111.

A final note - never, ever, plug or unplug connections
to your ST with the power on. Connectors don't always
make proper contact until they are fully inserted - and if
they're live (even at only five volts), you may get power
on some pins and not others. This can totally ruin DMA
chips, RS232 ports, MIDI ports, video shifters and even
power supplies (and has been demonstrated on the poor
STs here at STF when the advertising people try and use
them without telling us!). So ensure you turn the power
off first - always.
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Good Mews - Seven Disk P»D* is back with better value than ever

Public Domain Software at 75p a disk!
No Catches - Every disk is 75p (no minimum order) - Disk - Postage - Everything is included
And for every 10 disks you can choose another for no extra (equivalent to 68p a disk!)
Yet more bargains - Buy 50 + PD disks and get a 50 capacity lockable disk storage box or buy
75 + PD disks and get a 100 capacity lockable box for no extra charge

For a free catalogue of all P.D./Shareware disks available - send a Self Addressed Envelope
(6.5 by 8.5 inches or bigger if possible) with 28p or 36p in stamps to the address below
(State - ST PD catalogue request) or just send 30p with your address.

Bulk packed blank DSDD disks + other supplies
10+
50+
100+
250+
500+
1000+

Includes
labels and

postage

520/1040 ST/STE dust cover - £3.00

10 disks + 10 capacity storage box - £5
25 disks + 50 capacity lockable box - £15
50 disks + 50 capacity lockable box - £23
100 disks + 100 capacity lockable box - £40
200 disks + two 100 capacity lockable boxes - £70

3.5 inch disk labels per hundred - £1

For a 'Banx1 lock + stackable'box instead add £5 each box

'Banx' lockable + stackable box - £10

(this does not apply to 10 disks with box)
All disks DSDD with labels and lifetime guarantee

Disk cleaning kits (3.5")
Boxes (3.5") -10 capacity flip top
lockable - 50 capacity
lockable -100 capacity

3.5 inch DSDD 100% Guaranteed

40p a disk
37p a disk
34p a disk
32p a disk
30p a disk
28p a disk

- £2.00
- £1.20
- £6.50
- £7.50

Cheques/Postal orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send AccessMSA card number, expiry date and signature
Postage included for U.K. only. Overseas orders accepted by CREDIT CARD ONLY and exact postage will be
added to above prices (approximately 15% extra for European and 50-80% for outside Europe)
Credit Card orders over £100 must add 3.75% extra

$emn Disk. (STF). Digswell Water Lodge. Digswell Lane . Welivyn Garden City. Herts. AL7 ISN.

\Hg24hr credit card order line - Tel: 0438 840 456
SOFT EXCHANGE
Offers you the best in quality service and prices.
All our diskettes are of high quality Japenese media.

*** THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS ***

Turn your mouse into a
digitiser -for just £7.95!

10DS/DD Disks - 100 Cap Lockable Boxes
20DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes
30DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes
40DS/DD Disks 1100Cap Lockable Boxes
50DS/DD Disks t 100 Cap Lockable Boxes
100 DS/DD Disks * 100 Cap Lockable Boxes

£11.99
£14.99
£19.99
£22.99
£25.99
£39.99

200 DS/DD Disks +2x 100 Lockable Boxes
£66.99
300 DS/DD Disks +3x 100 Lockable Boxes
£99.99
400 DS/DD Disks +4x 100 Lockable Boxes
£134.99
500 DS/DD Disks +5x 100 Lockable Boxes
£164.99
1Banx 90Stackable Box - 50DS/DD Disks
£26.99
2Banx 90Stackable Boxes +100 DS/DD Disks ...£49.99

3 Banx 90 Stackable Boxes + 250 DS/DDDisks

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your
DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precisionmoulded transparent puck attaches to your ST's mouse to

give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to
either side of the mouse for left or right handed use.

WE ONLY STOCK THE BEST QUALITY DISKS
SO WHY BUY FROM ANYWHERE ELSE
PANASONIC
SONY BULK
KAO 3; DS/DD
BULK 3" DS/DD
3: DS/DD
BRANDED
4.99

10
20
30

8.99
12.99
15.99

40

18.99
33.99

50

*k Removable when
not in use

* Ideal for Atari,
Naksha and all
flat-sided mice

• Only £7.95
including VAT
and p&p

"Transparently useful and original" - ST Format, Dec. '90
"If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied,
then Tracey gets the prize" - ComputerShopper, Jan '91
Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome.

SideWise Ltd (Dept ST30), PO Box 4,
Totnes, Devon TQ9 7EN

£99.99

100

50.99

150
200
250

300
400
500
1000
2000

63.99
79.99

92.99
123.99
149.99
289.99

574.99

5.99
9.99
14.49
17.99
22.99
38.99
51.99
75.99
82.99
108.99
139.99
169.99
329.99
659.99

6.99
10.99
15.99
19.99
22.99
42.99
57.99
79.99
84.99
114.99
147.99
179.99
349.99
689.99

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee.
1 Banx Stackable Boxes 90

£9.99

3 Banx Stackable Boxes 90
5 Banx Slackable Boxes 90

£25.99
£39.99

80 Cap Lockable Boxes
Mouse Mat
Disk Lables 200
Disk Lables 1000
Monitor Cover
50 3: DS/HD

£7.99
£2.99
£3.50
£13.99
£6.99
£29.99

2 Banx Stackable Boxes 90
4 Banx Stackable Boxes 90

£5.99
£8.99

Disk Lables 100
Disk Lables 500

£2.50
£7.50

Key Board Cover

£4.99

Logitech Mouse

£19.99

100 3i DS/HD

£57.99

All prices include VAT, post and packing in UK, overseas orders
please write or telephone. To order please send Cheque/P.O. made payable to

SOFT EXCHANGE
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE2S 6QA
Tel: 081 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE)ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED.
I
Government and Educational
f

orders quoted at very competitive prices.
168
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£17.99
£33.99

40 Cap Lockable Boxes
100 Cap Lockable Boxes

LETTERS

Strangely coincidental, but Atari's

group progresses.

brand new colour monitor is actually a
THINGS

YOU

WITH

CAN

DO

(OR

has

now

been

dropped

WHIRLWIND

the

STE's

I am writing to thank and congratulate
Archer Maclean for his brilliant Jimmy
White's Whirlwind Snooker. This game
is a real classic and is currently number

enhanced

stereo output.
GOOD

ON

YOU,

L A P D !

£30 above the CM8833 2?
Graham Freeman

service.

stf: It depends on how much you want
from a TV. The TV part of a TV/monitor
can never offer as many features as a
"real" television - you're not likely to be
able to buy a NICAM stereo 26 inch
FST black screen TV/monitor with Fas

text, tor instance. The Philips 15-inch
TV/monitor from Evesham Micros (*?
0386 765500) does offer Teletext, a

dark glass screen and three-way
speaker output. For "casual" viewing,
there's no reason why you shouldn't kill
two birds with one stone and get a
combined unit.

Word processing and desktop pub
lishing are possible on a medium res
monitor but not really recommended. A
high res monitor (the standard Atari

some disks from

this

company, and I received the disks by
first class post the day after next. So, I
hear, what's unique about that?
Well, I tested the disks and found
that two of the disks were not working
on my ST (the mouse pointer would not
move). I sent them back, and the day
after, a gentleman from LAPD phoned
me to tell me the disks were working.
We sussed it was because of the oper
ating system. I then and there ordered
two further disks, plus another order I
had sent, which they have already
posted.
Well done, LAPD. Other PD libraries
please take note.

has done to make this game a winner,
although I'm sorry to say there is one
slight fault.
In the rules of snooker, when a
player is awarded a freeball, he may
not snooker his opponent behind the
nominated ball, since this would be a
foul, but he can do so behind any other
ball provided he hits the nominated ball
first.

In Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker
a foul is awarded if you snooker your
opponent behind any ball. Sorry,
Archer. Will there be an update or
sequel to this fantastic game?
Mike Street

Southampton

Tony Hill

stf: It's horribly nice people like LAPD

that give PD companies a good name. I

your first choice for this.

don't know, it's not like the old days

stf: We phoned Archer (who's been
very busy lately promoting JWWS, din
ing with the snooker legend himself,
and appearing on TV) and he had this to
say: "Ah, yes. There were a few prob-

A

Yo ur

honest

op

ion

• To help us keep improving your favourite magazine,
please fill in and return this form each month

of

ST

FORMAT

• Excellent!

D Good

D Ripoff!

work on Snooker 2, which should t
available around September 199,
"There are still loads of things I can c
with it - you wouldn't believe how mat
things..." he said. Roll on Septembe
eh?
SAMPLING
EDUCATION

I am writing my GCSE project in Gf
Basic v2.1 would like to be able to ha\

sampled sounds and good quali
music in various parts, but the mus
must not interrupt the actual program

have heard that TCB Tracker can c
this but I wasn't sure whether it a

also actually sample sounds ar
speech. Also, the final version will t
compiled using the v2 compiler. W
this affect the samples and the music?

stf: Putting samples into GFA Basic

sounds more difficult than it really I

The simplest way is to make your pr
gram read the sample data into oi
huge array. It can then just output tl
data under your control, so you c<
keep clashes and interruptions down
TCB Tracker has excellent samp

../10

O Reasonable

Batley

a minimum.

7. Out of ten, how useful did you find
this month's Express Yourself feature?

1. Rate ST FORMAT in terms of value for money:
a Poor

but /Archer admits he's about to sta

R Williams

Wakefield

SMI 24 is the best around) should be

W

one in my software collection. The
graphics are amazing and the odd sam
pled sound effects add a real atmo
sphere. After playing this game, you
realise the incredible research Archer

I ordered

Bakewell

FREE-

BALLING

It's not very often I put pen to paper,
but I really feel I should commend a PD
company by the name of LAPD for their

Derbyshire

awarded when you can't hit both side
of a ball because the path to it
blocked. You think you can see bo\
sides, but only your ST knows for sun
It is a grey area - even the rules c
freeballs change. The Snooker Feder
tion uses slightly different rules to tt
ones printedin the JWWS manual."
Sadly, no update to JWWS is /ike/,

because it was (a) too dark and (b)
couldn't handle

NOT)

I have read with interest your articles
on hardware add-ons, especially moni
tors. Unfortunately, you haven't covered
the TV/Monitor range. Are they as good
as the CM8833 2 for games, WP and
DTP? Is the TV/Monitor worth the extra

lems with the freeball. A freeball i

re-badged Philips CM8833. The old
SC1224

YOUR

TV/MONITOR

whenyou had to wait ten weeks etc etc
and so on.

8. What do you like most and then (east about this issue?
I most like

sequencing functions, but cannot act
ally sample sounds itself. For this jo
you're better off with one of the mai
sampling cartridges from Microdeal (
0726 68020). These come in 8-bit at

2. How did you buy this issue?

16-bit sample-sizes, in stereo or mon

• I subscribe

All the Microdeal systems include a Gl
listing for playback.
If you use the array method, y<
won't have any trouble with the cot

3 Asked newsagent to reserve copy
"3 Had it delivered to my home
3 Just went in and bought it
And I least like.

3. Out of ten, how much did this month's

cover make you want to look inside?

piler. The sample data is read into tl
array when you run the compiled pr

gram so you don't need to change tl

../10

sample datafile at all.

4. How much does this issue appeal to you overall?
EARLY

710
Your name and address:*

5. How does it compare with previous issues you've seen?
O Much better!
• Slightly better
• About the same standard

D Slightly worse

3 Much worse!

6. Rate out of ten this and any other computer

magazines you read regularly:
ST FORMAT

POCKETS

BUGS

Having just upgraded from a very o
520ST to a 520STE I was very disa
pointed - in fact, even a tad angry find that the Bitmap Brother's Mag
Pockets is not 100% compatible wi
my STE, even though the distributo
insist it is.

/10
/10

* Leave blank if you wish - but we may want to send you details
of exclusive special offers

/10

• No stamp needed if posted in UK.

/10
/10

Return to:

January Reader Survey, ST FORMAT, Future Publishing,
Freepost, Bath, Avon BA1 2XF

If you play the game until all tl
credits are used up, it stalls and only
reboot brings it back. Other little quirl
are that if you leave the demo runnir
until the end of Stage One and it stall

go left at the start of Stage Two in tl
caves, and guess what - it stalls!
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A TOP QUALITY 400 DPI HANDY SCANNER AT A TRULY
r ^ ° UNBEATABLE
PRICE!!

i

STILL ONLY

129

£ ff 4G&.99

mk.
COMES

COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

WITH

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER...
• Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard
control simply not offered by other scanners at this

•

unbeatable price.

NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET. etc.

•

•

\

An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm

Save images in suitable format for most

leading packages including DEGAS.

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface.

scanning width and up to 400 dpi resolution (Mono display
required for 400 dpi) enables you to scan graphics and text

Power Pack and Scan Edit software.

into your ST.

•

COMES WITH

Comes complete with OCP Art Studio

software.

•

Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast levels.

•

Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste

editing of images etc.

•

Geniscan gives you the ability to easily scan images, text

and graphics.

(

/

•

Huge range of features.

•

Top selling graphics package.

•

Compatible with 520 ST FM, 1040 ST FM

OCP ADVANCED
ART STUDIO

(NOT STE).

goldenIMAGE

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE

^

... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL

MOUSE! FOR THE ST
•

%^^'^ •

YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR

YOUR ST - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS!

•

Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so

no problems with clogging, slipping, etc.

•

No more to buy!!

High count output for very fine movement.

Two button microswilch action,

COMPLETE

replacement for all ST.
aplete with special "Optical Pad".

Superbly styled -'sUpcrsmooth shape moulded to fit the hand.

ONLY £39.99

Comes complete with moulded-9 pin connector.

/
TOW TTI

r~J /

<£teetM*Uc&

•MSf?

TELEPHONE [24Hrs]
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CH

S\

l^^VLEL i£LLE

ORDER FAST!

DATEL LONDON SHOP

CREDIT CARD ORDERS
POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

RONICS

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782744324

0TTENHAM COURT RD,
W1. Tel 071 580 6460

LETTERS

Tony Crewther

completely finished games and test
them on the basic 520 STE and STFMs,
so we didn't encounter this problem
during the review. The simple fact is
that since it wasn't played on a machine
with 4MByte until the review had been
finished, there was no way we could

Norwich

mention the problem.

stf: As far as we're concerned, Tony,
all games should now be fully STE com
patible, which is why we don't indicate
compatibility. After all, it's been around
for two years now and it's considered

Microprose and they say they can pro
vide a patch program to fix the problem
for anyone with a 4MByte machine, so
give them a call on o- 0666 504326
and your problems will be over. Alterna
tively, why not use our program on the

the "standard" ST model. Even when it

Cover Disk?

was first released, most of the games
that didn't work with it were updated

Railroad Tycoon is still an excellent
game and well worth getting hold of.
Since writing the review we've become

This happens on all the STEs I have
tried. Anyway, the point is what can I do
and how many new games are not
100% compatible with the STE? Per
haps ST FORMAT could give an indica

tion in their reviews about compatibility.

straightaway, so any problems with
games running on it are extremely rare.
We contacted Renegade about
your problem. Apparently, there was an
early batch of Pockets distributed that
had this bug when run on 520 STEs. It's
now been solved, so either take the
game back to the shop where you
bought it or send it back to Renegade
(CI, Metropolitian Wharf, Wapping Wall,

We contacted

even more obsessed with this classic

variation to the god-game scenario.
LATE

DELIVERY

STFJan '91 page 9 - "Unveiled: superfast Mega STE."

STF Jun '91 page 12 - "...the Mega
STE, which was introduced in Decem
ber 1990 [in the USA], was well

the other squadrons. The ship squadron
sailed onto Agora without any ships and

first place. The tanks travelled across
Agora to the HQ, as did the ships (what
ships?), which followed the coast line.
This meant that I lost and I got very

upset. Every time I have destroyed Adm
Murphy this has happened.

If this nasty bug wasn't there I
could complete the entire game. Could
you please tell me if this is just a bug
on my game or is it a bug on the early
batch of games to hit the streets?

to what the problem might be, but they

ered something that no-one else has

ever found, Ian. (But then again you

STE at this time).

may not.)

s- 0666 504399. You may have discov

ering purchasing the game Railroad
Tycoon by Microprose. Your review of it

Aug '91 - UK Mega STE launch set for
end September, according to Atari
Helpline.

MARVELLOUS

in issue 28 of ST FORMAT made up my

End Oct '91 - Everyone is advertising

I'm thinking of buying a modem for my

mind. I was going to purchase this pro
gram from one of your advertisers, but
I had to wait until the next day in order

the Mega STE, nobody has one in
stock. One disgruntled user decides
that in spite of the hype, the Mega STE

me the best modem to buy for a begin

to purchase a bank draft in pounds
sterling.
That evening there was a warning
on GENIE BBS, one of the three main

is not for him.

would cost to run.

Need I say more?

Sean Kelly

Stephen Murgan

Sleaford

event, I'll take a rain check until Micro
prose gets this problem sorted out.
Caveat emptor!

There was nothing in your review
about the ST version's "buggy condi
tion" and I wonder if you actually

2400 modem (£129.85) should do

report the news - we don't make it.

your job. It operates at a speed of 240
characters per second and is fully

Atari have been a bit late with their final

stf: Apparently there is a bug in the
production version of Railroad Tycoon
when played on machines that have
4MBytes of memory, which means the
game crashes at the copy protection
screen and sometimes when you select
information on a station.

This problem can be cured with the
program on this month's Cover Disk

called Railroad. It's an old PD program
that temporarily makes any ST with
more than 1MByte of memory think it
has just one.
On ST FORMAT we always review

their software and I wouldn't want to

conduct a scanner roundup until all the
new software Is completed and tested.
I am writing to you regarding the game
called the Little Computer People made
by Activision Ltd. When I bought this
game and got it home to try it out, it
didn't load so I sent it back to Activision

Ltd, but the address I was given was
wrong. Do you have the right address?
Michael Bix, Hitchin

Britain by Activision UK. These were
taken over by Activision Europe two
years ago and these are presumably the
people you need to get in touch with.
Write to Activision Europe, 60, rue Mar
cel Dassault, 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt, France, or give them a call on =•
010 33 1 49 10 99 95. Little Computer
People was an excellent game - each
disk featured a different set of charac

ters. Hound them until you get it sorted.
I have 1st Word Plus which I've tried to
use on a 520 STFM. At the bottom of

deliveries of the Mega STE, but we are
assured this is no longer a problem. If
you can get your hands on a Mega

Hayes compatible (the modem stan

STE, you'll see that it was worth waiting
for, at least. Maybe they'll get their tim

The costs of running a modem are
the same as an ordinary telephone call.

affect the relevant box.

ing right for the ST Book (due out next
month). Then again, maybe they won't.

Most home-brew bulletin boards work

- Very strange! GST wrote a new version

using an ordinary telephone line, which
is why it's advantagous to seek out a
BBS in your area. Commercial systems

of 1st Word Plus to be compatible with
the STE about two years ago. Are you

ADM'S

Nova Scotia
Canada

ner in communications and what it

Stephen. What can we say? We only

we

reviewed it on the ST.
Leonard Mitchell

520STFM and I'm hoping you can tell

stf: Modems have tumbled in price
over the last few years. The Supra

Hmmm,

ufacturers are in the process of updating

written in the States but distributed in

get your point,

stf:

OCRsoftware to run in a couple of
months' time. Many of the scanner man

- The game you're talking about was

MODEMS

London

OnLine services in North America,

Ice

- I'm planning a feature on scanners and

stf: With a game as large and complex
as Flames of Freedom, it's perfectly
possible that just such a bug has
slipped through the game testing. I've
not heard of this problem before, but
we've completed the entire game our
selves, as have many other readers.
Microprose were also mystified as
suggested you contact their helpline on

about the "buggy" condition of Railroad
Tycoon. A copy of this report is
enclosed. I wonder if the "buggy" ST
version was limited to export copies or
to the entire port over to the ST? In any

software and scanners?

land

received" - Sam Tramiel

For some time now I have been consid

How about an article to cover Optical
Character Recognition System (OCR)

Poole

STF Jul '91 page 14 - Atari com
mences Mega STE advertising. (Atari
UK Helpline know nothing of the Mega

JUNCTION?

hundred letters - you're more
likely to get a reply if you can fit
all you need to say on the back
of a postcard.

Steinar Finnbogason, Reyjkjavik,

London El 95S) and ask for a new ver

CLAPHAM

Each month we receive several

Ian Bailey

sion. This seems to be happening quite
a lot recently.

SHORT
BUT SWEET

let 20 tanks off onto the Agoran coast
with nothing to carry them there in the

CORPSE

HAS

dard). Call Surface UK on a- 081 566
6677 for more details.

BUGS?

like Cix (s- 081 390 8446) have local

I'm writing to you to ask you about my

nodes scattered up and down the coun

Microprose game, Flames of Freedom.

try.

which island to fight the

American systems such as Com
puServe (n 0272 255111) have a UK

Armada off at the start of the battle. I

gateway which means you can get

tried time and time again to get any
where when battling the Armada and

through to the US board for no more
than the cost of a local call. However,
you incur on-line charges which vary
depending on how you use the service
and whether you need it for home or

I've liberated all 41 islands and I've

decided

when I did I came along to light Adm
Murphy. Instead of the usual wait while
the game loaded up a picture of Adm
Murphy saying he's dead, nothing hap
pened. If you look at the map he's still
there with the "0 Ships" next to his
name. I didn't think much of this at first

and I thought it would go away, but it
didn't. What was worse, I destroyed all

business use.

the screen are ten boxes corresponding
to the function keys. The trouble is,
when I press a function key, it doesn't
Paul Alcon, Plymouth

sure you've got the latest version? If
nbt, give GST a call on zr 0480 496666
and ask for their technical support line.
I saw your Pagestream 2 review in issue

28. Your review said it costs £199.99,
but it's been advertised for £129.99. Is

this the same package?
Homayoon Salehi, London
-

We always quote the RRP in our

reviews - shop around and you may be
able
to
find packages cheaper.
Pagestream 2 was written in America.

write to The Editor, Feedback, ST
FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,

Check that you don't buy a grey import
version of the program (one that hasn't
officially
being
distributed
here).
Although the program might run per
fectly on your ST, grey importers don't

Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

offer any after-sales service.

If
want

you've
to

say

got
in

anything

you

Feedback,

just
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ST KEYBOARD OVERLAYS

Matrix Leisure

...now you ran write the keyboard tommands on thekeyboard!

HOW MANY SOFTWARE TITLES ARE
PARKED IN YOUR GARAGE?

...no more referring to the manual for which key does what

Ever wished you hadn't spent hard earned
cash on titles you're disappointed with?
The Matrix 'buy back' scheme is the answer! We buy them back!

^"^ yr,T,i,
t, 1,1, '•! VVVyV
V4- '; 5 7'l S 'l ' f f w

-

s

S s N\)

* Super Fast Service * Computer Helpline
* Over 700 Top titles - Latest Releases, Business,
Utilities, Education * No commitment to buy

Get one for eoch of your favourite programs and speed up the human interface -brilliant for flight and
other simulators, and for games, music, graphics, DTP, word processors, programmers &all.

* Super Prices - (example prices from our lists of over 700 titles
- retail £15.99, Matrix C17.09, retail £30.64, Matrix £10.94)++

Matrix - established 1981 - ever 91/< thousand members. Whatever your
taste in software it will pay you to find out more today!

4*_>iIv e r b ir d «„„
Cheques and money oiders only to Silverbird, 47 Barton Road, Harlington, Bedfordshire, LU5 6LG, England.

For information pack and full lists send large s.a.e. stating your machine or phone customer services on 0920 444224.
Matrix Leisure Services, Dept STF1, Unit 4 Mill Studio Business Centre, Crane Mead, Ware, Herts, SG12 9PY

For all STs including the TJ

1/2 price first years membership subscription!

Sold only in packs of five for £5.20 PLUS post and packing: UK £0.80, Europe £1.50, Rest ol the World £2.50.

++ prices based on current lists and promotions

ATARI 520/1024 +MEGA ST

AIRCRAFT QUALITY CONTROLS

UPGRADES and REPAIRS

ATARI 520 ST FM/M

from /£. (2. Sinudctfio*t&

Mb

512K UPGRADE (fits all models)

New Flight Pedals

£49.99

Designed to use in conjunction with the brilliant Gravis

<-

ATARI 590 ST 9Mb/4Mb

Mousestick®,' the pedals are supplied with custom
software to interface with Flight Simulator 2© dramati

^

cally increasing the realism and allowing the use of a
second joystick for throttle control. Flight pedals also
perform with F16 Combat Pilot and all car racing

£99.99

ATARI 520 ST to 2.5Mb

£169.99

ATARI 520 ST to 4Mb

games.

ATARI 520 STE SIMMS
1Mb
£29*99

512Kto

PC EMULATORS (ST)
PCSpeed
ATSpeed

£99.99
£209.99

FLOPPY UPGRADE
1 Mb Internal

£99.99

MEGA1 4Mb

£169.99

MEGA 2 4Mb

£99.99

£49.99

ATARI REPAIRS

MEGA ST 1 and 9
MEGA1 2mb

Only £34.95 + p&p Including FS2 software patch.

2Mb
4Mb
£74*99 139.99

GOLD AWARD

GOLD AWARD

The Gravis MoUSeStick®
Betterthanthe BEST AnalogueStick

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who
demand PERFECT control, with programs such

as Proflight, F19, Mig29, etc. A professional
quality, programmable optical joystick C/W 16k
microprocessor and L.C.D. screen offering

Fast guaranteed repairs

1200 line count resolution. Works perfectly with

low prices

all simulations with sensible mouse routines

PLEASE CALL

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AMD FITTING.
P&P £3 ON ORDERS UNDER £99.99.

ABEVILLE COMPUTERS LTD.
Imperial House, St Nicholas Circle,
Leicester, LE1 4LF

Teh (0533) 628182
Faxt (0533) 626636

TV USERS ?
Are you fed up with changing the aerial lead when you want to use your
computer or television set?
Ifyou are then maybe the SPLITTER is the ideal accessory for you.

and any others in its programmable joystick
mode. No other joystick comes even close to
the Mouse Stick for perfomance, reliability and pleasure in use. £69.00 + p&p

Full technical support and 1 year
guarantee.

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate

S.A.E or telephone for full details.

Crews Hole Road

Telephone (0272) 550900
Fax: (0272)411052

Bristol BS5 8AY

St. George

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE £99.00 per SET

STUNNING VALUE
ST/ST© MBE© TOILER 22SSB

Professional titles for your video
For all video formats plus free video

The SPLITTER can be used to combine two weak signals into one, or it can

^mr m^ste^ st/st© m §*§§

be used to plug both the aerial lead and the computer aerial lead into the
back of your television set, so there's no need to struggle any more with
that tiresome and annoying task. There are many other practical uses for

The sensational new Art Package
Advance Block Manipulation

the SPLITTER to make it the absolute essential add-on at a price that won't
split your pocket.
The SPLITTER comes wtih full instructions and fitting guide, all for the low low

price of £3.49 + 50p P+P Same day despatch (when possible).
Send cheque/P.O. payable to ADPHONE or ring for information.
ADPHONE, FIRST FLOOR, DALLAM HOUSE, 56-58 BEWSEY RD, WARRINGTON,
CHESHIRE, WA2 7LS 0925 241146 9am-6pm 6 days.
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Neo, Degas, Amiga IFF Compatible
Perfect package both programs £4§.§&
LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, PO BOX 1,

Pfl CALLINGTON, PL17 7YX. 0579 82426 wg

PHILIPS 8833Mkii

14" COLOUR MONITOR
WITH

F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
The N°1 Computer Games Monitor!
FOR THE

ATARI ST & O
FREE F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
— WORTH £29.99! —
WITH EVERY 8833 MONITOR
Buy the N°1 Computer Games

monitorfrom Silica Systems and get
the N°1 Flight Simulator FREE!

CM8833 Mk II
The CM8833 is the best selling colour
monitor for the Atari ST and Commodore

Amiga. Ideal for game playing, it offers
excellent colour graphics and has stereo
audio speakers for enhanced stereo out

put from the ST-E and Amiga. The per
formance and reliability of the 8833 is
exceptional, which is why we are confi
dent to offer 12 months ON-SITE warran

ty with every 8833 purchased. Plus,
every CM8833 from Silica comes with a

FREE F-19 Stealth Fighter flight
simulator worth £29.99, PLUS a FREE

Cable worth £14.95to connect your new
monitor to your computer

FREE

CABLE

CAB 5050 - AMIGA STEREO
CAB 5510 - ST-E STEREO SOUND

CAB5508 - ST-FM MONO SOUND
CAB5490 - PC CGA COMPATIBLES

To receive your FREE cable, worth £14.95,
please quote which computer you own and
the cable reference code.

»
•
•
•
•
•
•

With every Philips 8833 Mk II monitor from
Silica Systems, you will receive an F19
Stealth Fighter flight simulator game from

OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT
1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY
FREE! F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FREE CABLE FROM SILICA

Microprose (worth £29.99) absolutely FREE!
The game comes with disks and 'flight'

14" CGA COLOUR MONITOR

where there are over ONE THOUSAND

RESOLUTION: 600x285
HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15MHz
• .42mm DOT PITCH

• STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS
• EARPHONE SOCKET
• TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL
• CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL
• DARK GLASS SCREEN
• GREEN SWITCH TO

SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY

• AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE

manual, PLUS an entry form for the exclusive

'Pilot a Plane with Philips' competition

PRIZES to be won! And,when you buy your
Philips 8833 from Silica for only £259, you
will save nearly £60 off the RRP of £317.24!

PUI§! FLY A

737 SIMULATOR
OVER 1,000 PRIZES TO BE WON
3

1S
1ST

MONITOR + F-19 + CABLE

PRIZES:

PILOT ABOEING 737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR

£259

PLUS, LUNCH AT A FIVE STAR HOTEL WITH TRIPS TO
AND FROM THE SIMULATOR BASE BY HELICOPTER.

<y

30 PRIZES:
ND PILOT A BOEING 737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR.

3

1000 PRIZES:

RD ELITE 8833 SQUADRON CLOTH BA0GES.

Ref: M0N 8830

PRICE INCLUDES VAT + FREE DELIVERY

VGA MONITORS FOR PC COMPATIBLES
ORDER
REF

M0N
7749

SIUCA PRICE

RRP

DESCRIPTION

1

EXC VAT

SAVE

£109.99

£10

£99.00

£116.33

£269.98

£30

£239.00

£280.83

£299.98

£40

£259.00

£304.33

£349.99

£80

£289.00

£339.58

£399.99

£80

£339.00

£398.33

7BM749 14" VGA FST MONO - paper white

EXC VAT

Resolution: up to 920x480, 31.5KHZ (Horizontal Scan Frequency)

INCVAT

Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-site warranty.
M0N
9109

3CM9609 14" VGA COLOUR - .39mm dot pitch

M0N
9209

3CM9809 14" VGA COLOUR - ,29mm dot pitch

Resolution: 640x480, 31.5KHz (Horizontal Scan Frequency)
Fixed interlace cable. 1 year on-site warranty.
Resolution: 640x480, 31.5KHZ (Horizontal Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-site warranty.

M0N
9267

and IBM PS/2 computers that are titledwitha E-VGA graphics card.
• Resolution: 1024x768

• Horizontal Freq: 35.5KHz
•

.28mm Dot Pitch

• Black Matrix Tube
• Tilt & Swivel Stand

7CM3209 14" E-VGA COLOUR - 28mm pitch
Res: up to1024x768,31.5/35.2/35.5KHz (Triple H. Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-site warranty.

Ahigh resolution 14" E-VGA colour monitor giving a sharp, clear display
ofbothtextandgraphics. Itcan be usedwith bolhIBM PC comparibles

£289
M0N9159 +VAT=E339.58

M0N
9289

7CM3279 14" E-VGA COLOUR - .28mm, Low Rad

M0N

4CM2789 20" AUT0SCAN COLOUR - 30-64KHz

9299

Res: up to 1280x1024, 30to 64KHz (Horizontal Scan Frequencies)
Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-site warranty.

Res: up lo1024x768, 31.5/35.2/35.5KHZ (Triple H. Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-site warranty.

Top ofthe range20"Autoscan colourmonitor, thaicansynchronise atany
frequency between 30KHz and 64KHZ. It supports resolutions up to
1280x1024 and is suitablelor a wide range df videocards.

• Resolution: 1280x1024, 1024x768, 800x600, 640x480
• Horizontal Freq: 30-64KHz
•

£1617.01

£842 £1275.74 £1499.00

.31mm Dot Pilch

£12

• Black Matrix Tube

• Dynamic Focus Adjustment

«.»

IM0N9299 +VAT= £1499.00.

• Tilt S Swivel Stand

-

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

•
•
•
•
•

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier

• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decidewhen to buyyour newmonitor, wesuggestyou think verycarefully aboutWHERE
you buy it. Consider what itwill be like a lew months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals orsoftware, orhelp andadvice. And, will thecompany you buyfrom
contact you with details of newproducts? At Silica Systems, weensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. Wehave been establishedlor over12years and, with our unrivalled experienceand ex

MAIL ORDER:

1-4The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm
No Late Nighl Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

081-309 1111

mucA
SYSTEMS

Fax No: 081-306 0608
Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor}, Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

" 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-3028811

Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0192-64, 1-4 The Mews, HatherleyRd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX ).

PLEASE SEND PHILIPS MONITOR INFORMATION
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

pertise, we can nowclaimto meet our customers requirementswithan understandingwhichis second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Completeand return the coupon nowfor our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

NoLateNight Opening

Postcode: .

Tel (Home):

Company Name (if applicable):

Tel (Work):

::::::::::: i

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest information.
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COMPETITION

January quiz

Ah, Christmas. It's about now that
you realise you haven't done any
Christmas shopping at all and so

you spend the few remaining days
rushing around buying small plastic

Japanese orange peelers for your
loved ones because you just don't
have time to get anything else and
would Aunt VI like that blue china

model of Stalin anyway? Never

mind. Forget the ethical questions
and get your head round some

good old-fashioned brain-teasing
quiz questions in our super, won
derful and really rather ecstatically

stupendous January quiz...
Unless you've been nailed into a non-perspex,

soundproofed titanium-plated box lying in the
depths of the Aegean for the past six
months, you've quite likely heard of a game
called... (dramatic pause...) Mega Lo Mania.

In this super-duper god-game, you take the role of a
demigod and play against up to four opponents. But
what if you were actually in the game - not just play
ing it, but a character on-screen? You could be, you
know. Your face and yourvoice could actually appear

in Mega Lo Mania to terrif - er, entertain ST gameplayers everywhere!

The game was reviewed in issue 27 and blush-

ingly received an out-of-the-ordinary score of 94%.
• You've laughed at the silly voices, you'vechuckled at the daft faces, you've even guffawed slightly at the
ludicrous characters in Mega Lo Mania. Now youhavethe chance to restoresome dignity, sanityandindeed

beauty to theworld of ST gaming: your face and your voice could beincluded in the Mega Lo Mania Data Disk!

Oln a game of Mega Lo
Mania, you play against up
to four opponents: Scarlet,
Caesar, Oberon and - who?
©There's a game previewed
this issue which features a

troubadour who can sing

songs to aid your party. Name
one of these songs.
©Which is the first commer

cial game to use the Trojan
Phazer Light Gun?
Oln a game reviewed this
issue, you have to throw
salami at the enemies to kill
ST FORMAT JANUARY 1992

them. What's the name of the

main character in this game?
©Name one of the two
instruments that Dave

Clackett played during his
time in the Royal Marine band.
kHow many dip switches

'does the Laserjet 3P have?
OHow many islands are
there to conquer in Mega
Lo Mania?

©What's the name of the car
in Wild Wheels that acts as

a goalkeeper?

Reviewer Ed Ricketts gushed forth: "Underneath

Mega Lo Mania's innocent exterior, there's one hell of
a game waiting to take you by the throat. And once it

kA previewed game this

'issue features "one mas
sive mutha" of a monster.
What's its name?

Why can't you install ST-IC
software on a hard drive?
©What is a MIDI event com

posed of in MIDIstudio
Master?

©When you pause in a game
of Mega Lo Mania, what
does your secretary say?

/fSHow many difficulty levels

'•'are there in Junior Typist?

January quiz

RULES BOX
1. End-of-competition-deadline-wise, Friday 10 January is
the end of the world for entries to come swanning in
through the (almost) brand new door of the FORMAT
offices, down in the depths of Beauford Court.

"Merciless" Paula Richards in a shocking display of vio
lence. (Believe us, it's not a pretty sight. Underneath
that innocent exterior lurks a fighting hellcat with all the
grim determination of a very determined thing indeed.)

2. It's no good cajoling Uncle Mirrorsoft, Auntie Future

4. If you don't fancy the idea of having your silvery tones
and delicate mug emblazoned across thousand of ST
screens, don't even think of entering. It's that or noth
ing, as far as prizes go.

Publishing or even brother Jon of Sensible Software Into
letting you enter. They'll simply shake their heads and

say, "Begone, kin of mine! Thou canst enter, notst on
thine nelly."

5. We have, for a limited time and at great expense,
hired the estimable Judge Nutmeg to have a look at the
entries, and, as you probably know, he's not a man to be
argued with. So, no whingeing If he says you haven't
won. (Mr Nutmeg appears courtesy of Reeves and Mor

3. We get on well with single entries sent on a postcard
or a sealed envelope. They hang around the office chat
ting amiably until the end of the compo, then arrange
themselves neatly in orderly piles. Multiple entries, how
ever, are hunted down and destroyed by our very own

timer Productions.)

COMPETITION

DECEMBER QUIZ
ANSWERS
Busloads of first class games were just begging
to be taken last month. Because we're a bit daft,
you get the answers this month and the winners
next. Here we go...

1. Which mendacious member of a programming team
was less Oriental than he first appeared? Mev Dine
2. Small is sometimes beautiful. Choosing the smallest
objectina certain program reviewed inSTF 29 can reward
you with a digital affirmative. Which program? Shapes and
Colours

3. You've just bought Stereo Replay for your Mega 4 ST.
How many seconds of sound can you fit in memory (sam
pling at 22kHz, 8-bit mono format, naturally)? 160
4. In which game would you find music more suited to a
game show than to an STprogram? Vroom
5. You might have heard of Apple and Apricot. But which

fruity company produce the Mark 4 Digitiser? Cherry
Electrical Products

6. Autoplay, onCover Disk 29, enables you to produce ani
mations using a script file. Any word processor or textedi
tor can be used for this, but what's (probably) the best and was also given away on Cover Disk 28? ST Writer
Elite

• Mega Lo Mania from Mirrorsoft caused quite a stir,
thanks largely to its use of digitised voices. Win this
issue's compo and It could be your voice the massed
population of ST owners hear as they play the forth
coming data disk!

• Mr Arnold Barbarian of Purley writes: It was with
some mortification that I ascertained your intention
to expunge my appearance from your software. As a

7. On which date did Martin get a joke? 6 March (you
can imaginethe celebrations)
8. Stewart Gilray, Richard Fox, Andy Smith and Steve
Chalmers work for which company that you were intro

professional cartoon character, I feel my reputation
impugned. What do you mean by using real people?!

9. The manual ofwhich musical program reckons you can

does so, you won't want it to let go." (It's unpleasant

ture or two of their faces, just so there's no doubt as

to see a grown man dribbling with pleasure.)
Mirrorsoft, the game's publishers, were also
quite pleased with Sensible Software's meisterwerk.

to who they are.
So that's the incredible prize for this month's

In fact, they're so chuffed they plan to release a data
disk for it sometime in April. The disk will feature a
new set of enemies for you to play against, with new

digitised voices (the voices being one of the best
features of the game), and, of course, a whole new
set of islands to play on.
So, what's all this got to do with the quiz? Dunno
really. Oh, hang on, yes we do. Instead of using the
same actors for the voices, Mirrorsoft thought it
might be a good idea to have the digitised voices of
two ST FORMAT readers in there instead, saying
things like "Do you want to come on my team?" and
"Get lost, buster." And perhaps slip in a digitised pic-

quiz. Two winners, who answer these criminally easy
20 questions correctly, will have their faces and
voices immortalised in the Mega Lo Mania data disk,
for future generations to lau - admire. Fancy being
part of software history? Zip through these teasers
and get your answers to STF. Immortality beckons!
•

Three of the

phizogs currently
featured In the

game. How would
you like to see
your own prized mug

plastered on your screen? Well, stop reading the
stupid captions and answer the questions, then.

©What's the footprint of the
only laser printer reviewed
this issue (not in the supple
ment that came with it)?

©How many words can you
have in a single word bank

©How many possible spells
are there in Legend,
according to Tag?

*ur Mania there's a huge scrap
where everyone tries to kill
everyone else. What's its

©How long does the ST-IC

give you to program an
RCU button before it gives up?

©

What's the name of Jonah

Hayes' ship?

/T^Nice parallax, shame about
^•Mhe gameplay. Game?

in Robot Words?

gN At the end of Mega Lo

name?

Nothing to it - for a demigod! Just slap
your answers onto a postcard or

sealed down envelope (with your name
and address, of course) and send it to:
Helping ST FORMAT With Their
Enquiries, 29 Monmouth St, Bath, Avon
BA1 2DL by Friday 10 January.

duced to in issue 29? ESD

write a song intwo minutes flat? Band in a Box
10. In a game reviewed in STF 29 there's a real Oriental
person who would be very glad to received a certain
comestible. Name that comestible. Cooked chicken

11. How much free space (in kilobytes) is left on Cover
Disk 29? None whatsoever

12.When someone wrote complaining that his game didn't
work correctly, the spokesman for a particular games
company responded to the letter with "You're lucky yours
works." Which games company? Accolade
13. Which icon in Robin Hood enables you to scroll the
screen to see more? The eye
14. What does Chuck Rock throw at the bird to wake it up?
A beer can

15. Which peculiarly-titled company designed and built the
K..AT? Friend-chip (and come to think of it, what does
K..AT mean anyway?)
16. Formula One Grand Prix is the next promising release
from Microprose. How many circuits does it include? 16

17. Something reviewed in STF 29 could easily cover
more ground than the USS Enterprise. What's its title? ST
Artist

18. Three names were suggested but rejected for inclu
sionina previewed game inSTF 29. What was the second
name in the suggested list? Higham
19. Which company is about to publish Chaos, Fractals
and Computers? Sigma Press
20. What Quality of Life rating do you need to attain to
consider each scenario completed in Utopia? 80%

NOVEMBER QUIZ WINNERS
In the quiz that has already gone down in history as
"the November quiz," we gave awayfive fantastic PageStream 2 packages. The lucky lucky winners are Adam
Payne from Worcestershire, Colin Passey from
Middlesex, Stefan Smyth from Dublin, B Christie
from Arbroath and Ms S Leech from Edinburgh.
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Norse legend tells of a time when the Gods of Valhalla and Asgard created a race known
as the Vikings. Born to represent his people at the battle of Ragnorak, Heimdall must first
fight, solve puzzles and explore the Viking world to find the weapons of the Gods.

3B»^jW»
pOMMQDQRE AMIGA,

SCREEN SHdTS TAKEN

AT<ftlSTANDIBMP£
compatisOes-"

FROM AMIGA VEJJSION

M T-jaiTT^l

Tradewinds House 69/71A Ashbourrie Road Derby DE3-3F£ Telephone: (0332) 297797•Facsimile: (0332) 381511

END

We control the horizontal, we control - no, hang on a moment, that's the other

thing, isn't it? This is much weirder than anything they've ever done. This is the

BIT

WHO'S
WHAT?
The four faces in Atari's ad supposedly

Twilight zone

represent each of the ST's strengths:
GAMES
The Android - known to the film crew as

"The Android" and "Bob." Currently
appearing in "The Closet" behind the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden.
EDUCATION

Albert Einstein - dubbed a thickie by his

GOTCHA!
Okay, okay! So the ST FORMAT com
petitions are red-hot, super-special
events, with loads of fantastic prizes
on offer every month. The whole world
knows that! Questions have even been

queens have also demanded to know

credible prizes?" - Prince Somebody
or other... Youget the idea.)
But we're not stupid. At STF we've
all had to go on an eight week long
course called "Multiple Entries: How to
spot them and how to stop them."
We've examined more envelopes and
postcards than the Metropolitan Police
Forensic Dept and the UN Iraqi
Nuclear Investigators put together.
So, Mr T V Tweedie, Mr J Grab-

how we

ham, Mr AI Tweedie and Kath Tweedie

asked

in the House of Commons

("What's the answer to number 15,
then?" - Secretary of State for Ataris),
and various crowned heads of, er,
countries which have kings and
can offer such incredible

prizes. ("How can they offer such in-

from Edinburgh, and Mr George Hill,

OVERHEARD...
At recent Atari developers' confer
ence, Atari's second in command,
Leonard Tramiel, was heard to
repeat, many times, "Atari aren't
stoopid!" We can only assume this

is because (a) somebody said they
were or (b) it's part of a self-condi
tioning mantra. I wonder...

maths teacher, he couldn't master the
art of talking until he was four.

Mrs J Hill, Ms S Morris and Mrs T

McCulloch from Birmingham, consider
yourselves well and truly rumbled.
Your cunningly disguised attempts to
copy each other's work down to the

last detail on your recent competition
entries (including handwriting and lay
out) have not gone unnoticed.
Trouble is, somehow none of your
entries got back from our electronmicroscope and genetic sub-atomic
particle viewer in time for the compo
draw. Oh dear. Life's a bitch, innit?

You've probably seen them by now

November

and

are

a

different

breed to the paint-splashing may
hem of earlier campaigns. Here's a
few useless bits of triv you can use
to convince your mates you're
really Barry Norman next time
you're down the pub.
The ads were created using the
very best stop-motion camera in
Europe. Worth over half a million
quid, it's the only one of its kind
and it lives at Peerless Productions'
Covent Garden studio.

The 2.5 million pound cam
paign was turned around in record

time. Although the storyboarding
and initial design took place in May
and June, the actual shooting took
only four days in October. Editing

AND

DESIGN

who cut his ear off because he couldn't

afford an ST, and consequently Frenchbrushwielder Degas (who could afford
one) got all the hype.
MUSIC

"MC Squared" - the dopiest, flyest rub
ber rapper you can find this side of LA.
Actually, it's the same white geezer in a
rather nobby-looking mask which is
bound to annoy black rappers every
where. Tsk, tsk, Atari.

TEN THINGS TO SAY TO: (NUMBER 327)
AN AMIGA GAMES MACHINE OWNER
O

MIDI sockets!

© Did you say only 7MHz?
©

Calamus!

0 Amiga? That's a bit like Nintendo,
innit?

© Sorry, how manyviruses did you
say you had?

© So, what's your favourite pro
gramming language?

© Nothing quite like a hand-cranked
operating system, is there?
© What's that hot box for? A footwarmer?

© Compatibility,hah! Now you know
what it's like! (This one works equally
well if you just say "500-Plus.")
flj) Ooooo, 1don't think you wanted to
buy that now, did you?

AD NAUSEAM
- and if you haven't, where have
you been hiding for the last few
weeks? The new Atari ads, love 'em
or hate 'em, hit our TV screens in

ART

Vincent van Gogh - frustrated artist

• Ah, Bob. I shall call you "Bob."
Come in. You seem to be in a rather

festive mood, if I'm not mistaken...

THE HYPE-BUSTERS GUIDE
LESSON FOUR •-GAMES ADVERTISING

took place immediately afterwards
and the final advert was ready for
screening just two weeks later, on

WHAT THEY SAY

WHAT THEY REALLY MEAN

14 November.

0 Out now!

ond remix, for showing in cinemas
up and down the country.
The soundtrack was created by

© Actual ST screenshot

Coding to start as soon as we've found some
developers who'll do it for the ridiculously low
sum we're offering
A manual as thick as a concrete doorstep
Forget the gameplay - we did!
For around 3.7 seconds during Motormouth,
while you were still asleep
Created in Degas Elite just before we printed the

Simon Boswell, the maft^esponsi-

© Coin-op conversion

Well, we got the front-end screens right, just the

Three forms of the basic advert

were made: a ten second "quickie"
for peak times, a 30 second "full"
version, and an extended 60 sec

© In-Depth Strategy Software
© Stunning Graphics!
© As advertised on TV

boxes it comes in

gameplay is different

ble for the music m the UK-made

cyberpunk movie Hardware.

© Amazing four-disk package

The ad was directed by Bob
Laurie, whose previous credits
include directing an advert for

© Hours of amazing arcade action
© The game of the film

Appletize.
The tearing faces and android

ffi 100 levels

We haven't worked out what compression is, and
hey, your drives need a workout
Same game, different graphics
We aren't allowed to show pictures of any of the
actors or follow the same plot
You'll never get past Level Four, or find the fatal
bug on Level 68

head were the creation of Aaron

Sherman, the prosthetics genius
behind similar special effects in
Terry Gilliam's amazing film Brazil.
And why not, as Barry might say...

Thanks to Dave Hackett from Westburn, Glasgow, and Matt Underwood from Beverley
for this month's top tens. If you've got a top ten list you'd like to share with the world,
drop us a line at Top Tens, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.
Just make it sure it's funny, okay!
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END
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TEN REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE
BY A SUBSCRIBER
7 Thanks to point six, you get first
crack at entering all the competitions.

1 You save money.

2 You are absolutely guaranteed a

copy of STF every month.
3 Inside every edition of STF you get
a "subscribers-only" information letter

8 Every year, there are super editions
(like the one you're reading now),

telling you what's happening behind

These sell in the shops for £3.95, but
to subscribers they cost the same as

the scenes at STF.

normal issues.

4 Each copy is delivered direct to
your door - no more running down to

9 You get to choose one of four amaz
ing software titles as a gift. (You can

the newsagent.

• Our ex Art Editor looks positively radiant in this "new-wave" plastic head gear.

We had queries from several readers wondering why Matt Dillon crept into last
month's Twilight Zone. It seems that Martin "just call me vain" Parfitt spiked this
piccie of himself and replaced it with Dillon - wonder why?

SO, WHAT ABOUT NEXT MONTH, THEN?
Mark it in your diary - Thursday 9 Jan
uary. It's almost certain to be a momen
tous day in your life - the start of a
month when the entire ST scene becomes

clear to you. Next month we're devoting
the issue to beginners. If you're new to
the ST - or even if you don't know every

thing about everything, and let's face it,
which of us does? - then next month's

issue is for you. We're looking at how to
make the most of the ST Desktop, how to

shift your files around and how to recog
nise different program files. Then we're

looking at all the ST technical jargon and
revealing what it means. We're also

detailing the best buys in a range of dif
ferent ST applications, so you can decide
what you need before you spend your
Christmas cash. If you've ever been puz
zled by the concept of Public Domain

and if you enjoyed our Sequencer One

Simpsons. Is Bart worth your money or is
this just another excuse to churn out the

are discovered or confused about how to

been bombarded with so-called "review

version of the Universal Item Selector - a

make the most of your Cover Disk, then
catch our in-depth explanations of all
these subjects and more.

able" demos, we've held out to bring you
a definitive and step-by-step review of

handy Desktop Accessory. Then there's

Even if you're not an ST newcomer,
even if you can put your hand on your
heart and say there's nothing new anyone
can can tell you, your favourite magazine
is still bursting with regulars, roundups

this follow-up to the most popular DTP
package you can buy. By the time we've
finished with Timeworks 2, you'll know

everything about it that's possible.
On the games front, we're getting
our hands on Microprose's Grand Prix (if

A.V.A. Limited

170
73

ACS Electronics
Ad Phone

88
172

Analogic Computers

141

good reasons why you should - fill

has been going on sale in some

in the form below and hand it to

Byteback

places earlier than the advertised
date - so it may be sold out before
you get in the newsagent's door.
So, if there isn't a copy on the
shelf, ask the assistant. They might

your newsagent, who'll be delighted

Caledonia PDL

Still no luck? Then call Annie

Gronow on a 0225 442244, tell her

which of Future's magazines you're
after and where you've tried to get
hold of it, and she'll sort it all out!

hand it to your newsagent
Please reserve me a copy of ST FORMAT every month, beginning
with the February issue, out Thursday 9 January.
Name
Address

BSoft
BCS
Best Prices

Cambridge Business Software
Care Electronics
Castlesoft
Connect International

To the newsagent: STFORMATis published by Future Publishing and is available from
your local wholesaler. Send backall your Future shopsave coupons for entry in a free
drawto: Sue Hartley, FuturePublishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

81
125
34-35

108
75

97
141
166
98

Coombe Valley Software

144

DatagemLtd

131

Datel Electronics
David James

170
88

Digita International
Eagle Software

24
137

graphics? Find out on Thursday 9 Jan
uary. As usual, we're also delving into the
Public Domain to bring you the best buys

for your ST, including a look at the new
more in-depth news, previews and tips
than any other magazine. Make sure you
get down to your newsagent on Thursday
9 January for a very special issue, or re
serve a copy by using the coupon below,
or turn to page 142 and make absolutely
sure by subscribing. Don't miss out!

Megasoft
Merlin Express

54
28

Merlin PD
Microdeal

78
19,72

Microprose

53

Miditech

102

Mindscape

58

Mirrorsoft

6

MJC Supplies
Moriarty Software

57
152

MT Software

84

Musonix Publishing
Ocean Media

105
50, 61, 69, OBC

Office Choice

76

PD Shareware Supply Co

92

Penge TV &Video
Post Haste

Power Computing Ltd
Premier Mail Order
Premier Music Services
Probus

166
166

87, 155
116
105
81

Electronic Arts

IFC, 3

Prophecy PDL

78

Entertainment International
ESP Education

57, 75
148

Protar Ltd
RC Simulations

44
172

Rubysoft

121

Europress Publications
Evesham Micros
First Choice
Freaks PDL
Frontier Software

Fujitsu
Fun Factory Promotions Ltd
FutureWorld
Goodman PDL

144
82-83
46-47
81
62

65
26
122-123
78

Greenwich Computers

152

GST Software Products Ltd
Hands on Midi Software
HCS

11
105
138

Intermediates/Special Reserve
Phone

18

Abeville Computers Ltd
Ablac Computec Ltd

best-selling ST magazine

to reserve you a copy.

same old game styles but with different

ADVERTISERS INDEX

biggest,

Kosmos

Ladbroke Computing Int
Lancastrian Holdings
LAPD
Laser Distribution Ltd
Lazersoft..:
LCL
MailCenta

Manor Court Supplies
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the business on Ocean's big licence The

software, baffled by the way game cheats

Complete this form and

I

haven did with this one, and see your
name in print... maybe.

they can ever finish it) and we're doing

our incredible efficiency, Britain's

Postcode

send in your list of reasons, like sub
scriber Malcolm Begg from Stone

and reviews. The Cover Disk features a
demo of Microdeal's Stereo Mastersound,

newsagents, like John Menzies or
WH Smith. If you don't want to sub
scribe - and see page 142 for some

If not, check one of the bigger

10 Er, no. That's not it! - You can

package, we're putting more useful sam
ples onto this month's disk. Also for next
issue is our much-promised review of
Timeworks DTP 2. It's been delayed by all
sorts of problems - the manual has only
just been finished - and although we've

S7 FORMAT?

have some more in the back room.

have a preview of what they are on
page 142.)

5 You get free access to the Sub
scribers' Club, which has many exclu
sive and exciting offers that you can't
get elsewhere.
6 Each month your copy arrives at
your house before it appears on the
newsagents' shelves.

Got trouble finding
Having problems getting hold of a
copy of ST FORMAT? Because of

which have two cover-mounted disks.

Matrix Software
Media Direct

9
144

110-111
66
76
172
100
138
136

55
172
136, 164

SC Marketing
Selec Software
Serious Games
Seven Disk
SGM Electronics

48
138
166
168
144

Silica Systems ..115, 147, 151, 163, 173
Silverbird Computing
172
Softmachine

112

Software Management Group
Southwest Software Library

105
81

Stepping Stones PDL

75

Thalion
The Source PD
The ST Club

94
88
78

Time and Space
Top Drawer Publications
Turbosoft

US Gold
Vortex

Warpzone PDL
We Serve
Wizard PD
WTS Electronics
ZZSoft

88
152
114

14-15
IBC

75
133
76
152
148

Vortex ATonce-Plus
16 MHZ AT-EMULATOR FOR ATARI ST/ MEGA ST

£199,-

Manufacturer's

Suggested Retail Price

VORTEX GATE ARRAY
The vortex CMOS Gate Array, the
ATonce Chip-Level Emulation and
ATonce AT-BIOS give the emulator a
very high degree of AT compatibility.
16 MHZ 80286 CPU
vortex ATonce-Plus is based on the

standard AT microprocessor.
SPEED AND COMPATIBILITY
THE PLUS OF EMULATION

VORTEX ATONCE
POWER ON BOARD

vortex ATonce-Plus converts your
Atari ST or Mega ST computer
into a powerful 16 MHz 80286
AT system.
It is developed and produced in
Germany by vortex
Computersysteme GmbH.

•

• SMT (Surface Mount Technology)
compact circuit board with low
power comsumption and highly
integrated CMOS Gate-Array

complete AT emulation, that
includes hard disk support and
integration of RAM, emulation of
the parallel and serial ports as

MIPS Test: 108%

• Full 704 KB of DOS base memory
All memory above 1 MB can be
used as Extended/ Expanded
Memory, e.g. as program memory

well as EGA-/ VGA monochrome

runs unrestrictedly in the Real
• With ATonce-Plus the following

RTC and the CMOS RAM

•

The Atari mouse can be used as a
serial Microsoft mouse. It can

operate at COM1 as well as COM2
• The parallel interface can be used
as LPT1 under DOS

• All MSDOS versions from 3.2 up
to 4.01 and DR-DOS 5.0 have been

EGA- (640x350) and VGA-

tested successfully
•

ATonce-Plus is delivered with a
detailed user manual. A 3.5" Atari
disk that contains the installation
and emulation software is
included. DOS is not included

•

ATonce-Plus can be fitted in the

Hercules, Olivetti and Toshiba
T3100

as with your Atari software

ATonce-Plus will work with hard
disks that use an AHDI3.X

under TOS.

compatible partition scheme

socket is needed. This makes
installation much easier.

• ATonce-Plus supports the Atari
laser printer SLM 804, sound,

video emulations are available:

(640x480) monochrome graphics
(as far as this is possible with an
Atari ST/ Mega ST), CGA,

affect the normal operation of
your Atari and is totally
transparent when not in use.

The ATonce-Plus board plugs
directly into the Atari. When
using the optional plug-inadapters for the 1040 STE and
the Mega ST no soldering of the

720KB/ 360KB are fully supported

and in the Protected Mode

vortex ATonce-Plus does not

You can work under DOS as well

drives. 3.5"/ 5.25" disk drives with

under Windows 3.0. ATonce-Plus

vortex CMOS Gate Array and the
vortex AT-BIOS the world of

Creation of individual
DOS-screen-fonts with the
font-editor vortex FontMaster

• Complete integration of HD floppy

are available with 1 MB RAM.

graphics and others in colour.
Thanks to the highly integrated

DOS with thousands of programs
becomes accessible (e.g. dBase,
Excel, Lotus, Windows, Word).

•

• Norton SI rating: 8.0

vortex ATonce-Plus gives your

Atari ST or Mega ST computer a

16 MHz 80286-16 Bit CPU

•

• Installation of up to eight logical
STs on one physically existing ST
with the accessory vortex
HyperSwitch that enables direct
and fast switching between AtariV
TOS and ATonce/DOS

1040 STE and Mega ST without
soldering the socket by using the
optional vortex plug-in-adapters
•

For further information or the

update-service, please contact
your local Atari dealer or call
CompuServe Box # 100015,330

vortex Computersysteme GmbH - FalterstraBe 51-53 - D-7101 Flein - Tel +49-7131-59720 - Fax +49-7131-55063
SDL - Unit 10, Ruxley Corner Ind. Estate - Sidcup, Kent, DA14 5SS - GB - Tel 081-309 5000 - Fax 081-300 5440
All company or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. ATonce is the registered German trademark of vortex Computersysteme GmbH.

...I don't think so.
Now

steal in on the game...
"Sheer, unadulterated addiction...which is guaranteed

t f to last a lifetime...infuriatingly addictive game-play...
^

grab onto it with both hands"
ACE

1

"Excellent graphics move well...
the comic animation will raise a smile

from even the most hardened hearts."
ST ACTION
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